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THIS magazine, containing sixteen pages, will be published

weekly. It will contain articles upon science, art, literature, as well

as upon the subjects of ethics, or the elevation of the spirit alone.

By elevating the spirit of man, we develop the true life. The sub

scription price (one dollar per year) places it within the reach of all

individuals. The idea is not to extort money from individuals,

but to place before the people pure literature, which shall be within

the reach of all classes.

 

Wednesday, Qatabe 6, .1880. 7 $0. 1.

  

 

INTRODUCTION.

g éN INTRODUCING t0 the public this pamphlet, we simply

state the idea with which we are impressed; that an expression

of free thought is the armor which must withstand the darts of

1% persecution and oppression. It is the light which shall sweep

away superstition and ignorance. All men are created equal, and the

constitution of our glorious country sets forth this principle as the

one which led the pilgrim fathers to declare themselves free and in

dependent of those who dwelt across the waters. It is the principle

innate in every individual. Every human being is responsible for

his or her own actions, and likewise has a right to his or her own

private judgment on all matters connected with the realm of thought.

As a medium for free thought, we shall introduce this paper to the

public. All persons are invited to express their opinions, who will

express them conscientiously. Be it understood, it will not be a

sectarian paper, but one upholding religious liberty and the right of
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private judgment. Then to the world at large we send greeting

and invite your expression. The great truths are sometimes like

rare gems, found ’neath a rough exterior. The humble workman

may have locked within his breast rare gems of thought. We

invite your expression as well as that of the sage and scholar.

DARE AND DO.
 

In olden times it was considered brave for an individual to meet

his brother in deadly combat, and the person who came off victori

ous was lauded to the skies as brave and valiant—the friends of

the poor unfortunate receiving not a moment’s thought.

Is this, think you, the daring and bravery which springs from a

pure heart, from which wells a fountain of love to mankind?

Ah! is it not more daring to give the energies of this short life to

doing deeds which fill every heart with joy?

It was on the banks of the beautiful Rhine; two neighboring peas

ant’s sons having had some altercation, and the difficulty not being

settled for months, the resentment had deepened and grown in

to deadly hatred. Now, they meet at a public meeting of the peas

ants, and a discussion between the leading parties has arisen. The

two enemies, belonging to opposing parties, now give vent to all

their long cherished hatred, and, it is agreed, at the setting of mor

row’s sun, they shall meet in deadly combat. Ah! gaze upon those

fair, intelligent features, and tremble when you see the demon en

throned within each breast, and see the fiery darts flash from the

eyes of both. Yet, there was an angel sometimes dwelt in each

temple, and those same faces had kindled with the holiest, purest

passion, and the gentle dove could have then symboliZed them.

Yes, those two boys, just entering upon manhood, were, in their

calm moments, gentle and almost feminine in character; one the

idol of a fond mother; the other, a devoted sister, who had taken the

place of the mother who has joined the angels.

No entreaties from the bystanders could induce them to desist.

One, in angry passion, had challenged; the other had accepted, and

both were as immovable as a damantinc rock, for the time being.

Each departed to his home; no good angel within. The first,

whom we shall call Carl Ravenna, passed up the pretty winding

path, which led to the summit of a hill, where, embowered in a
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cluster of forest trees, was the humble abode of his widowed mother.

Not with the elastic step and merry whistle which was his wont, but

with lowering brow and a countenance more befitting an older ‘man.

Astonished, the fond mother gazes upon her son; no familiar greet

ing as was his wont.

“My dear son! what has occurred?” Although the muscles of the

mouth relax, and a more softened expression reigns upon his coun

tenance, no answer comes. The question is repeated; slowly he

raises his eyes to his mother’s.

“ Mother! I shall probably see but one more sunrise.”

Startled at this expression, she questions him closely, and he is in

duced to tell her the truth. Oh! the anguish of that mother’s heart.

Can the satisfying of a vengeful thirst give her joy when her child’s

life is endangered? What cares she for the daring of the deed?

That he has been challenged, and must, as a gentleman of honor,

accept, stills not the tumult of her mother heart. None but those

who have passed through like experiences can realize the torture

which fills her breast. Until the time appointed she moves as one

in a dream.

The other, Ralf Revely, passed down a shady walk, on the banks

of the Rhine, to a little cot, when the loved sister sprang forward to

meet him. In her hand she bore choice roses just culled from her

bower, as her brother called a rustic summer house completely cov

ered with the loved rose of their country. Ah! her gay, merry,

singing brother she does not meet, but a morose looking man instead.

This passion completely filled Ralph, for being of a much stronger

nature than Carl, this hate was deadly, and Moe versa, his love

was consuming. Although he possessed such love for his sis

ter, it was, for the time being, cast aside for this new and deadly

passion.

“Oh! my dear brother! what has happened?” she cries, as the tears

unconsciously start from her eyes. But, for the first time in her

whole life he pushes her aside, giving her no answer. Sad is it to

look upon this picture. The loving, aflectionate brother transformed

into a demon, and by this spirit of rage. Again the good angels

take flight.

The sister, seeing she could not prevail upon the loved brother to

reveal to her the cause of this change, returned to their home to

prepare the frugal supper, allowing his passion to silently subside.
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At length she calls him, and, somewhat composed, he enters the

dwelling and tells his sister of the morrow’s plan.

Silently she listens, but her torture is of a far different character

from that of the mother’s. She well knows that Ralph Revely never

lost aim. He was the marksman of their province, and already she

looks upon her brother as a murderer. \Vith a silent prayer for

divine aid she quickly ponders how best she can dissuade him from

his purpose. Gently she pleads with him.

“ Oh my brother! well you know that Carl must fall by your

hand, and then my brother will be a murderer.” Although he sees

the force of his sister’s argument, he is too proud to relent. No,

his word has passed in the presence of others,and cannot be revoked

Long and earnestly she pleads, but, although at times upon the

eve of relenting, pride rules the spirit.

Still, the sister is firm, and a determination is formed, by which

she knows the true spirit of her brother shall predominate.

The spot selected is a lovely opening, where the last rays of the

sun are reflected upon the smooth surface of the Rhine. A lovely

evening and as beautiful a scene as ever greeted mortal vision.

The calm beauty so inspiring, however, awakens no corresponding

emotion in the breasts of the pale combatants.

All is in readiness; the two pieces raised. “One” has sounded up

on the evening air; a rustle is heard in the thicket near by, and,

springing as a deer upon chase, comes Alice Revely. She rushes

into the Open space, and with fearless countenance stands before

her brother; so near, that the charge cannot miss her. Already

almost willing to relent, this seems to instantly bring him to his

senses. Here is the one who has been sister and mother to him,

ready to be murdered by his own hands. The frame trembles, the

hands fall down by the side, and the hot tears rain down the checks

of both combatants. “No, no, Alice! you have conquered. No,

I will not.”

Taking the hand of each, she places them together, and silently

seems invoking heaven’s blessing.

The barriers are broken down, the demon has fled, the good angels

return, and, methinks, we can see the angelic form of that angel

mother breathing benedictious upon that daughter and shedding

tears of joy over the return of reason to that son.
Theibravery is apparent. It is brave to do right, to dare to do
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right, even though a prevailing spirit says “Take the world’s code

of honor.” The daring of the young girl has saved her brother from

the sin of murder, and united the two enemies as greater friends.

MORAL—Let us dare to do what is right.

Cons CORAL.

Nothing is attainable unless we love it.

  

OUR CITY.

Our city is denominated the “Gem City of the West,” and well

has it been named. Its natural scenery has not a superior in the

West. Situated on the great “Father of Waters,” on a curve in

the stream, we have a beautiful view up and down the river for

some miles, and the elevated position renders it healthful, sightly,

and romantic to those who delight in hill and dale. A city to be

well located must be “high and dry.” The inundations of our

beautiful river cannot reach us upon this side, although we may

some times look across upon the Missouri side, after our spring rise,

and see a vast sheet of water extending for miles. The facilities

of our city are good; our port, during the summer. being one scene

of busy lading and unlading steamers; and our railways, through

out the whole year, bringing passengers and freight from North,

East, South and West, as well as shipments of various manufactures

from this place.

Our beautiful city of the dead, called WVoodland Cemetery, so

named in honor of the late Governor John Wood, as the site was,

originally, donated by him, is as lovely and befitting a place as can

be found elsewhere. Situated upon a knoll, or collection of knolls

rather, with bright grassy slopes extending almost to the river’s

brink. Covered, too, with the loveliest of forest trees—nature’s true

temple. In point of beauty, this is one of Quincy’s gems, for it is

the “City of Gems,” truly speaking.

Of our city we shall speak from time to time, and give more of

its history.

 

 
0’—-———_

REV. ARTHUR P. DEVELIN, formerly a Roman Catholic, has

delivered a series of lectures at Merrick Hall during the month of

September, upon various subjects. His creed is now, right of pri

vate judgment. His lectures, which were very interesting, were well

attended.
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EDUCATION AND HEALTH OF

WOMEN.

(Extract taken from an anlcle by ELIZABETH Commas—Popular Science Monlhm.)

 

The radical defect in the education of girls is, that knowledge,

and that of a very superficial sort, instead of the cultivation of the

faculties, is made its aim. Regarded by the large majority of edu

cators in a partial light as a means organized for something outside

of herself, the girl is simply taught to appear educated. The direct

ing of her mind into a wholesome and self-controlled activity, which

is the only means of perfecting the intellectual faculties, is not

thought of. Her mind is made a scrap-bag into which are dropped

the dabs of this and that which custom has decreed a young woman

should know, and which she and her friends regard very much in

the same light as the bows and feathers on her pretty bonnet.

Between the ages of twelve and twenty, the time of all others

when her body and its healthful development ought to be carefully

looked after, a girl ordinarily receives all the intellectual training

she ever has. To do credit to the school and satisfy the mistaken

pride of her friends, she is kept in a perpetual hurry, memorizing an

incredible number of pages per day. Her chief recreation is a se

date walk, in which dress and behavior have to be considered more

than the toning up of her flabby muscles and the oxygenizing of her

thin blood. Her chief pleasures are evening entertainments, where

her vanity is stimulated to the utmost, and late hours, unhygieuie

dress, and unwholesome food tax her vitality.

Society emphasizes the education of the boarding-school. To ap

pear well is its sole demand upon young women. Earnestness, an

interest in the projects which their founders believe will regenerate

the world, all the ebullitions of force characterestic of the young

mind that thinks, even an enthusiasm for study, are “bad form” for

a young lady in society, and make her suspected of being, at least,

“queer.” Of course, I speak of ordinary society. There are culti

vated congeries in every large city in which more is expected of a

girl than mere prettiness. A bright girl who has finished her school

life scarcely knows what to do with herselfj Her education was not

a preparation for any special work, and, unless she was very fortun

ate, it did not lay the foundation of proper mental habits. The in

tellectual in her has been roused, but she has not been taught how
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to direct it. Some way this force will expend itself: if it can not

find a legitimate outlet, it will stimulate the emotions, and find a

disastrous activity in them, and too often the “sweet girl-graduate”

becomes a sentimental creature, a prey of whims and caprices, capa

ble of an intense but one-sided energy when her enthusiasm is

roused, but incapable of any sustained, self-directed efiort.

Women rarely find in marriage greater incentives to a real intel

lectual activity than they find in the boarding-school or in society.

\Vhether the man whose name she takes will be as attractive in

middle life as in his youth—whether she will be proud and glad that

he is the father of her children—are matters about which the young

girl is not taught to think. Domestic economy, as now carried on,

is burdensome and full of distasteful and humdrum duties. Having

no special aptitudes, not having enough control of her mind to elect

to do anything, or to persist in it if she so elect, not knowing how

to make the most of what is open to her, unhappiness, real or imagi

nary, preys upon the average woman to'an extent not to be guessed

at by a person whose mind is employed.

It is the natural tendency for those powers which are constitu

tionally the strongest t0 overrule and weaken the others. If woman

is, from physiological causes, more emotional than is good for her,

and the habits of civilized life have increased this tendency, if emo

tional excitement weakens the control which the will ought to exercise

over the powers of attention and reflection that stand at the head of in

tellection, it is the first business of the teacher to employ a girl’s

faculties as equally as possible—to restrain those which unduly pre

dominate, and exercise the weaker powers.

A girl should be made to understand, from the first, that the edu

cation she receives at school is to do for her mind what the scales

and exercises do for her fingers in her musical studies; that she is

not to study simply to acquire facts, but to get control of her mind.

Moreover, she should be taught that it is her duty to look forward

to a life-long intellectual activity, so that, when she comes to take

full charge of herself, she will direct her mature powers toward some

pursuit or line of study which will promote her present or future

welfare, and insure to her wholesome mental habits. Especially

should her will-power, the force which will, more than any other,

make or mar her, receive the most careful training; so that, become

adult, she will be able to use it physiologically, and determinatcly
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turn from the enemies, wounds, and serious sorrows, that otherwise

might induce nervous disease, or drive her into a mad-house, to some

one of the many subjects of interest in which the world abounds.

The first mistake in the education of girls, and the one fraught

with the saddest results, is made when they are allowed to leave

childhood too soon. To keep them little girls as long as possible,

and make them, first of all, what George MacDonald calls “blessed

little animals,” is the first step in the right direction.

The second mistake is, permitting growing girls to sit in the

house and study when their transparent cheeks tell of anzemia and

lowered vitality. So long as there are branches of knowledge which

are admirable training for the mind and can be pursued best out of

doors, this mistake is inexcusable. It remains to be seen whether

the old methods of education in use in boys’ schools are the best for

girls: they are best only if they are most physiological. Girls should

be treated as they are, not as they might be under improved habits

and conditions. .

The third mistake is, making the school-life of girls final, when it

ought to be a simple preparation for the intellectual life of the adult

woman.

A fourth mistake is,withholding a knowledge of the laws to which

woman is subject, in her physical and mental life, her place in na

ture, and the potential character of her mental state and habits.

 

PROGRESSION.

 

The seed through stages various

Passes; and behold! the towering tree,

The rolling wave of time, with grandeur

Brings light, and hope, and liberty.

Liberty is echoed again and again;

For the mind now triumphs true;

The savage has progressed beyond the infantile;

Man has bidd’n old things adieu.

New scenes, new thoughts, new work;

The arrow and how, the weapons, all

Should, with the onward march, be lain aside,

And let pure love to fellow man, each heart enthrall.

Com CORAL.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE

 

 

CREATION.

 

Let there be light! commenced the world;

Then was all its glory unfurled;

Then the beauty rare, from divine hand,

Smiled o’er a new, uninhabited land;

Then man was formed, and the sun‘s bright light

Illumed his day hours and the moon his night.

Thus light it was revealed the beauty;

And as each orb performed its duty,

Rare loveliness each hour was portrayed

From rise of sun to its sinking shade;

When the moon and stars, athwart the skies,

Bade the shimmering light rest the eyes.

So light it was, which commenced the world,

And revealed the beauty, now unfurled;

By an architect of perfect mind,

Who formed each creature after its kind.

Man, the likeness of this mighty one,

To him gave charge o’er the world alone.

Yes, for him the light illumes the earth,

And in him the power of thought has birth.

So pure light it is, which now portrays

The vast power, which ’neath the surface lays.

And knowledge, true, is the brother twin

Of this power, which did the world begin.

Imagine a period of time, when this beautiful world of ours, now

clotted with its mighty mountains, its lovely forests, its meandering

streams and smiling valleys, was a barren waste, “without form and

void,” says the record. Let the thoughts be centered upon this idea;

close the eyes, dwell upon the scene in fancy. It simply brings the

truth home to the heart. “Oh, Lord! how manifold are thy works,

and thy ways are past finding out.” To bring to ourselves a con

ception of this chaotic period, and permanently establish a correct

picture, is utterly impossible. And in this moment of retrospection,

reason says there is a God; there is an architect; a perfect work

man, who has fashioned and planned all things; then, with childish

simplicity, we yield allegiance to the higher powers. Imagine now,
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as scene after scene was brought upon the stage of earthly action,

all things called “good,” and lastly the light, to tinge the eastern

horizon, to bring the glorious etfulgence of noonday, the mellow

shades of evening and the subdued beauty of moonlight nights,

which are contrasted with the dark, starless, moonless nights. These

giving a sample of what all would be,but for the holy and most to be

prized of heaven’s gifts—“light.” Aye, light, in its twofold mean

ing, is the Queen of the physical and spiritual world. But, anon,

it has been a subject of discussion by sages and scholars of every

age, whether the world was formed in six days and nights, as the

record says, or whether it was the same number of periods of time,

denominated days; whether Adam and Eve were the only man and

woman placed upon the earth, and in them all nations had birth; or,

whether there were numerous other families upon the globe, of

whom mention is not made. But we think these minor considera

tions. It matters not. The great power it seems is omniscience,

omnipresence; we breathe it in the air; we see it in the broad field

of nature. Man was, by some means, placed upon this earth, and

not by chance; and whether the story of his eating the forbidden

fruit be an allegory, intended to convey a great truth, or whether it

be a literal fact, concerns not ourselves so much to-day as the great

questions, “ How shall we live? What is our sphere of action?

What are our responsibilities? That there is an antagonistic power

to the good is as evident as that there is darkness in the physical

world, opposed to the light, 'giving us a true appreciation of the

light by contrast. Thus the good is the light of the spiritual re

alm, and the evil the darkness. Then light is Queen. Her sceptre

is studded with precious gems, called Virtue, Humility, Brotherly

Love, Temperance, Fidelity and Chastity.

[To BE CONTINUED.]

—‘O.——~——~—

THE city is improving, many new buildings being erected in vari

ous parts. Many houses which stood idle during the summer are

occupied, indicating an increase of population, although, there has

been some emigration from this place to Leadville and other points

in the West.

 

THE season is one of plenty in our place. Apples, grapes, peaches

and pears smile upon us on every street corner, as well as our South

ern imports.
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YOU MAY BE RIGHT, I MAY BE WRONG.

 

[FROM THE BANNER OF LIGHT.]

When man first trod the face of earth,

And brutal force the mass controlled—

Ere reason scarce had had its birth,

Or words of love had e’er been told—

The rude world sang the weird-like song,

Of “I am right, and you are wrong.”

When tribe ’gainst tribe its force combined.

And plans to subjugate were laid ;

When nations formed to gather strength,

And armies in the field arrayed——

The world still sang the cheerless song,

Of “I am right, and you are wrong."

When Christ, with meekness of a child,

The Golden Rule to life applied,

By Jewish priests he was reviled,

Betrayed, mocked, scourged and crucified.

Then sang the world the bigot’s song,

“Yes ! I am right, and you are wrong.”

Paul, Stephen, Peter, Justin, James,

And other matyrs to their faith,

Have left behind immortal names,

But paid the forfeit by their death,

Because the world e’er sang the song,

Of “I am right, and you are wrong.”

When Huss and Luther dared oppose

The edicts of the Papal See ;

When Murray from the Partialists

In public dared to disagree,

Loud rang abroad the hateful song,

“Oh i we are right, and you are wrong.”

Sects have increased and multiplied,

As Father Time strode on apace ;

Yet every sect claims excellence,

With more intolerance than grace,

And sings unto the gathering throng,

“Come ! I am right—the rest are wrong.”

Though Jesus bade him without fault

To be the first to cast the stone,

And tauget the code of charity—

For none are sinless—no, not one—

The world sings now as then the song,

“Yes i we are right, and you are wrong.”

When first some tender hearts were moved

In pity for poor Afric's slaves,

Though all now claim a friendship true,

Division marked those moral braves;

They heard that self-complacent song

Of “I am right, and you are wrong.”

 

When Galileo proved the truth,

That grand old earth itself turned

round,

By dint of force did he retract,

And,silenced,yield his vantage ground.

The world sang unto him the song,

“Oh, I am right, and you are wrong.”

Albeit many now have learned

That news may flash across the sea,

Just hint that souls may send us back

A message from eternity,

Tile world sings loud the same old

song,

“Oh, I am right, and you are wrong.”

Whoever dares a step to take,

Advancing to a point in front

Of science or theology,

Must stand the buffet and the brunt,

And hear that constant, dismal song,

Of ‘We are right, and you are wrong.’

Thank God! though bigots think it

strange,

That, ne’ertheless, earth moves along,

God speed the day when man may

change

That hackneyed, pharisaic song,

And sing a wiser, better song,

“ You may be right, I may be wrong.”

When churches practice what they

preach,

And preach from heaven-taught, lib

eral creeds,

The recreant sinner then may feel

The vital force of Christian deeds,

And sing, in time, a better song,

“You may be right, I may be wrong.

When all shall lend a willing ear,

To doctrines new and still untried,

And pause awhile. ere they condemn,

To learn the truths of either side,

Then may be heard the better song,

“You may be right, I may be wrong.”

So may the universal church

0f brotherhood be broad and strong,

As man may frankly own to man,

“I may, as well as you, be wrong.”

Come, let us start that better song,

“You may be right, I may bewrong.”
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THE following lines were written in honor of a lady who has lost

her husband through what is called death. Thinking it a waste of

what she is steward over to erect an elaborate monument over his

grave, she took the means she could so have used and built a hall,

which she has given freely to the citizens of Quincy and to the world

at large as a place wherein free thought may be expressed. The poor

est, as well as the richest, has a welcome within its walls. we deem

it a greater monument to the loved one waiting on the other shore,

and one which shall live in the hearts of the people, where the good

and true must ever live. “Make not to me idols,” saith Jehovah.

Christian and brothers—all—make not your departed friends idols,

and, building a monument over their lifeless remains, fall down and

worship it.

THE MERBICK HALL.

[BY REQUEST.]

A monument of art ’tis not,

A house of worship? no!

It is a place where purest thought

May, like a gentle river, flow.

’Tis for reception

Of angels, pure and holy.

Here may we have no deception;

Here may meet the great and lowly.

’Tis the tribute 0f heavenly love

To a dear and departed one;

May here shine from that clime above

' The rays from the Spiritual Sun.

Worship is not in temples of art;

’Tis not in gorgeous array,

But is enthroned in the human heart,

And must be practiced every day.

’Tis in smallest acts of .life _

That it is most truly portrayed,

And through scenes of earth’s sad strife

The path of worship’s made.

Then not in temple worship we;

Our God is not an idol;

But let it flow, both full and free, ,

Like the incoming tidal.

Bearing onward again a bark

Freighted with its precious cargo,

With Truth’s light to illume the dark

And on sin place an embargo.

[Dedicated to Mrs. Dr. Merrick, by her friend, Ida M. Merrill.]
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LOOKING HEAVENWARD.

 

When we turn our thoughts heavenward, and ask our spirit

friends to draw near to us, touch our lips with a coal from the altar

of eternal fire, of love, mercy and justice, they come pouring

streams of light and magnetic influence over us. And when we

are filled with the power, called the Holy Ghost, we can send out

streams of the same fire, and touch the souls of others. M. M.

 

THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

 

Eighteen hundred years ago, ’tis recorded in the New Testament,

that one Jesus of Nazareth lived in Bethlehem of Judea. His par

ents were pure, honest people; had a family of sons and daughters.

Jesus, the oldest son, was a carpenter, and worked like other men at

his trade. As he progressed and matured into manhood, he felt a

power within, prompting and inspiring him with love towards man

kind. When the Holy Ghost descended upon him at his baptism in

Jordan, he saw the heavens opened, and heard the voice, saying:

“This is my beloved Son, in whom I am well pleased.” He was

what is called a medium, a great Prophet, greater than any who had

ever lived before him. His physical body was the most perfect or

ganism, and when the Holy Spirit controlled him, he could com

mand the storm and it was hushed. He was a great teacher, going

about doing good, healing the sick, raising those that had fallen

asleep, or called dead. He also cast out evil spirits, and caused. the

blind to see and the lame to walk. He taught the people how to

live in innocence and purity by his deeds of charity and mercy to

the unfortunate, and how to “love one another.” The mighty works

which he did were called miracles. They appear to the Christian

world the same to-day, and what is a miracle? Is not the whole

visible world a miracle? Do we mortals know how anything exists?

We say there are natural laws, and all things are governed by law.

All means all, does it not? Then miracles are also governed by

laws. The difliculty in the minds of the people is, they do not un

derstand the laws of the Universe. There are millions of laws yet

to be revealed to mankind. M. M.

[TO BE con'rmnanj
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WHAT IS MEANT BY SCIENCE.

Taken from a work by the late REV. J. wans, M. A., Rector of St. John's Church.

Manchester, and Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge.

 

The term Science is derived from the Latin scio, signifying to

know, and according to the sense of the term denotes in general,

whatsoever a man knows. Common usage, indeed, has circumscribed

the signification of this term within narrower limits, and nothing

is thought to deserve the name of science but abstruse speculations

on abstruse subjects. Thus we talk of the science of mathematics,

of astronomy, of geography, of mechanics, of optics, of hydrostatics,

&c. &c., and none are deemed men of science except such as are

adepts in those subjects. But why may not we talk of the science

of husbandry, of building, of planting, of manufacture, of merchan

dise, or of any other employment? Certainly, every business in

which any man is engaged, implies something to be known, and is

therefore properly a science; and every man may be supposed to

follow some employment, and therefore to know something, every

man is, properly speaking, a man of science, and none appears to

have an excluive right to this title. Besides, every man may be

supposed to have some knowledge, more or less, concerning God,

His law, His kingdom, and a future life, which alone is sufficient

to constitute him a scientific man. In short, whatsoever a man knows,

that is his science, and since every man knows something, every

man must needs be a man of science.

Science, it is manifest, is born from that afi‘ection of knowing

with which every man is gifted from his birth, and which properly

constitutes him man; for man, it is well known, consists of two dis

tinct parts or principles, will and understanding, and all affection is

of the will, as all science is of the understanding. But the under

standing of man, at his birth, is not formed, being nothing more

than the faculty to understand, which faculty is derived continually

from the will and its love, and is continually forming according to

the activity and operation of its parent principle. Its first forma

tion is what is called science, which is nothing more than the first

rudiment of understanding, derived from the objects of sense. But

as the understanding is the perpetual offspring of the will or love,

in like manner science is the perpetual offspring of the Will’s desire
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or affection, since without desire or affection it is impossible to con

ceive that any science can be imbibed and received.

It is, nevertheless, to be understood that all the afi'ection of know

ing is not of man alone, but continually of God operating in man,

and that, consequently, all Science is not the creature of mere human

exertion, industry, and talent, separate from God, but is rather to

be regarded as the blessed fruit of God’s continual operation in

man, tending to produce that heavenly birth of knowledge without

which man would be utterly incapable of enjoying his proper hap

piness, because utterly incapable either of loving God or of connect

ing himself with God.

It deserves further to be considered, that the birth of science is

an indefinite or unlimited efiect, capable of advancing to any de

gree short of infinite, and that in this consists the perfection of man

above the inferior creatures. For the inferior creatures, it is well

known, are born into the science of all things necessary for them to

know; but then they are incapable of further progress: whereas

man, though born in ignorance, has the faculty of growing in

science to all eternity.

  

DESTRUCTION.

 

Can anything be destroyed? When the seed is cast into the earth,

and the tender shoot bursts forth, well do we know the germ is not

destroyed, although you see it never more. The nature of the germ

is to expand and shoot forth into an extension of its peculiar species

when it is placed in its proper soil. It draws from the earth moist

ure and the peculiar gases necessary to its unfoldment. The germ

is not lost, although seen no more. The wood is cast into the grate

and the gases exhaled, and the ashes or remains contain the com

ponents of the fuel. The great inorganic bodies may change form,

yet are never destroyed. It is a demonstrated fact, that all matter

is indestructible. Then nothing in nature is lost.

The Christian tells you the pure deeds are not lost, the impure are

your great enemies. Truly so! Nothing in nature is lost.

The remains of an individual, placed in the bosom of mother

earth, decays, and returns to its “ native element.” The spirit na

ture, which is the life of man, then being a part of this great nature,

which is not lost, where abideth it? Is it lost? Have we an ex
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ception here to the general law? Has it no abiding place? Has it

no employment? Is it asleep? Is it around us? Is it in heaven

or hell? Where is it? Queries by a searcher for truth, inviting the

expression of any one, who will intelligently express his or her

Views.

WOMAN AND PURITY.

 

 

When woman takes one step more, and stands by the side of her

husband, father and brother at the polls, it will be a gala day in the

world—a blessing to mankind. When the banners are unfurled,

with love, mercy and justice inscribed thereon, harmony and not

discord will prevail. There will be processions formed in every,

ward, with flags floating, music ringing, grand equipages with gain

dressed ladies, carrying the inscriptions: Liberty, fraternity, peace

and good will. There will be no spirit of Whisky; no chewing, spit

ting tobacco; no beer to make men cross, and peace and harmony

will be the order of that day. Men will have learned to govern

themselves, and woman, instead of losing the qualities inherent in

her soul, will soften the asperities of life, tenderly care for children,

console everywhere with her love, the ambrosia of her perfection

and the prudence of her counsels. M. M.

-—<4.»——

OPENING SONG.

(Written for “A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT.")

 

Open sweet buds thine leafy howers,

And shed thine fragrance abroad;

Peace and love are the fairest flowers,

And lead to a smoother road.

Let light, love and purest thought

Fill these pages, week by week;

With knowledge each line be fraught;

We the good of each other seek.

Thus, aiding the life of a weaker one;

Humanity is open, broad and wide;

There is not one, no, none,

That should be left at the gate outside.

The sweetest, fairest, most fra rant flowers

Are, oft, secreted in a shade glen;

The brightest, pearliest, gentlest showers

Are far more fruitful than a gushing rain.

-—ARIADNE.
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THIS magazine, containing sixteen pages, will be published

weekly. It will contain articles upon science, art, literature, as well

as upon the subjects of ethics, or the elevation of the spirit alone.

By elevating the spirit of man, we deve10p the true life. The sub

scription price (one dollar per year) places it within the reach of all

individuals. The idea is not to extort money from individuals,

but to place before the people pure literature, which shall be within

the reach of all classes.

 

SALUTATORY.

 

mE send greeting to all in this second copy. Your aid we ask

in exterminating a tyrant, who is called Evil, Sin, Iniquity,

Perfidy, and many such epithets. He enters the home circle, he

stalks upon the streets, he enters our courts, our legislature, our

congress, our capitol—all places wheresoever an individual will

bear him company. He is anxious to bring strife in home circles,

disgrace upon individuals who are in high places, to bring discord

in the house of representatives, in all the seats of government and

authority. He is causing a division in our glorious country, which

should be as united as one family. In union there is strength. He

is flaunted upon the streets in characters which cause the cheek to

mantle, when purity is enthroned. Oh woman! that thou shouldst

step from thy shrine and become a toy of maudlin aspect. Robe

thyself in the dress of modesty, and take thy place in the world’s

great battle. Let thy true nature reign; let thy walk be one of

purity, one of chastity, of humility and of strength of character; and

oh man! give the energies of thy nature to noble deeds, elevate

thine ownself, and thereby humanity. Let us one and all fight the

tyrant evil, and chain him in his den.
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CHOOSE WELL.

 

“ THERE is a talisman, which is the key to success, my son,” said a

mother, who gazed into the clear depths of her son’s eyes. Her only

boy; he was entering now upon the responsibilities of life, and was

leaving home, where he must some times, aye, many times be called

upon to decide important matters with no mother’s counsel to aid.

The time, which must come to every individual who arrives at man

hood or womanhood, when self-reliance is necessary, and when the

individuality must assert itself. And Charles Truman, our hero,

felt the responsibility which rested upon him. Ever had be con

fided in his mother; but now he was to enter the large banking

house of Lynn & C0., in the city of New York, and be subjected to

the many temptations placed before him in a large city. Many

times had his mother spoken of this period, and given him her coun

sel. Now, at parting, she says: “There is a talisman, which is the

key to success, my son, and this is, ‘choose well.’”

In whatsoever you are called upon to decide, these words will

ever be a guide. If you choose well, you will take the right. The

true spirit of manhood is to aspire, to live honorably, uprightly,

with a clear conscience, a determination to conquer all difficulties,

and remove all obstacles in the path of virtue. If a tempter says,

“ Here is fame; here is wealth, but your scruples must be lain aside;

you must not consider your brother’s right and your fellow’s happi

ness,” then, my son, “choose well.” Consider, there is another way

of which I have heard: We are all children of one family; if I in
ijure my brother, I am injuring my own family, and thereby myself.

If the tempter comes in another form, and says, “Come, go with me

to this gaily lighted saloon, the band will give us some fine music;

it is a pleasant, cheerful place, you need take but a glass of some

thing to revive your spirits,” this is the same old story, “choose

well” in this instance. The first step was taken by every individual,

who has fallen from man’s high estate, in like manner. If the siren

tempter still says, “You need not keep this path of rectitude above

thy fellows; you may step aside from the path of virtue and yet be

honorable and hold a high position,” “Ah, my son, ‘choose well.’”

It is thine own approval you should first seek. When you degrade

yourself in any manner, so much of the true manhood is extin
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guished, and so much of God-given power is buried beneath the

ashes of former glory.

“ Yes, mother, may I have strength to battle with those tempta

tions, and vanquish this enemy, which you have pictured so vividly

to me many times.” “Be it so, my son; trust to the higher powers,

and listen to the gentle monitor within.

As the train speeds with lightning rapidity over the broad prair

ies, around the base of towering mountains, and, anon, through

dense woods, Charles has time to reflect upon his fondmother’s

parting advice. The beautiful scenery which meets his gaze, and

the quiet ride of his present journey, as he travels alone, but serves

to fix the advice indelibly in his mind, and in the future we shall

see to what extent it has permeated his character. “New York

City!” is called out by the conductor, and then, hurrying to and fro,

are seen the persons who frequent the large depots upon various

business errands. The usual cries of hotel agents, cabman and news

boys, and immediately new thoughts and new scenes are ushered in.

The place selected for him by his employer is near to his business

house, and he is soon ensconced in a cab whirling rapidly through

the busy city—a quiet, unpretentious place, where several of the

clerks of this same house board, and, as he enters, there is a sense

of quiet home atmosphere steals over him, much unlike the ostenta

tious style of many of the hotels. And his mother’s parting counsel

came to him vividly. Ah mother, just as you would have it; no

temptations here. I

On the morrow he entered upon his new duties with his natural

zeal. The day passed away without a cloud, and so did others in

the same manner for weeks. One evening, being sent to the bank

after it had been closed for the night, judge his astonishment when

he distinctly heard in the banking room the voices of his two fellow

clerks. They were conversing in a low tone; as this was the room

he was to enter, he paused upon the threshold, and overheard the

following conversation: “James, I know it is not as our mothers

would advise us, but here it is, we have gambled, and we are obliged

to pay this or be exposed. The old gentleman will never miss this

thousand, and we can still keep up and return it when we are able.”

“Yes, but if it should be missed?” “Oh, fie, do not be so woman

ish.” Charles paused, irresolute as to what course to pursue. He

must now “choose well.” Cons CORAL.

[To BE oon'rmnnnj
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HARMONY.

 

THE keys of the piano forte are so arranged that, when struck by

a masterhand, beautiful peals of music resound; and, when the soul

of the performer is allowed to stream from the finger tips, as it

were, then we call it inspired harmony. But, let these same keys

be struck by an unskilled hand, and what discord proceeds.

. In gazing upon the natural world, all is in harmony; the woods,

the vales, the mountains, the rivers—all things. Were it not

so, we might, sometimes, see a tree growing root upward;

a mountain ready to fall upon the inhabitants of the valley; a stream

meandering up bill; a daisy growing upon an oak tree; search for

pears upon the deadly Upas, and like incongruities. But, we expect

harmony in the great field of nature, and find it.

One who places upon canvass a representation of a natural scene

must harmonize the scene in coloring, in distance, in grouping, in

size, in adaptation. Harmony is the master power of art. In all

statuary it must reign.

Then in the grand principles of life, in the perfect development

of the true manhood, it is the prevailing element. The more

perfectly a man’s characteristics throughout harmonize with each

other, and blend into an individuality, the more perfect is the man.

Be yourself; let your actions harmonize with the inward moni

tor, which says, let your true manhood predominate. Wear not an

other’s character; it as illy fits you as his clothes your person.

Crush down the evil power which bids you assume a character for

eign to your nature, thus bringing inharmony, the great curse to

mankind.

There is, within each human frame, the melodious harp, which

needs but the touch of a skilled musician that the beautiful life mu

sic may fioat upon life’s ocean; and likewise, may, when touched by

an unskilled hand, send forth only discordant, troublous music. Let

us call to our aid 'a master mind. Let the angels of harmony thrum

upon the harp strings, and how grand are the reverberations. The

true life principle, literally speaking, is developed by yielding to the

higher powers. _

——<<.»-_-—

GENEROUS and self-denying efforts are not in vain,but are painted

on the eternal world and never efi'aced. L. H. GRINDON.
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“AS YE SOW, SO SHALL YE REAP.”

 

THE sower prepares the soil, carefully selects his seed, discarding

all inferior grains, casts it upon the ground, harrows it in, sees with

pleasure the first tiny shoot, watches it grow leaf by leaf, until it

has arrived at full maturity; sees it ripen, carefully nurtures it, ex

pecting a harvest of beautiful golden grain. Had he taken seed

which a child may have innocently gathered from flowers, grain or

even thistles, as it wanders in its search for pleasure, think you he

would have expected this bountiful harvest? Again, had he care

lessly thrown upon the ground well selected grain, and then lain

down as the sluggard, giving it no care, think you he could have ex

pected a plenteous harvest? Verily, “as ye sow, so shall ye reap.”

They that sow in tears shall reap in joy. Yea, tears for thine own

—transgressions and short-comings, for an erring brother, or tears of

sympathy for the afflicted. These keep the heart warm, bringing a

harvest of 0y.

The tears coming from an overburdened heart, which is crying

“More! Oh Lord, more of thy love,” will certainly be jewels in the

crown which awaits the faithful. Then, do you not see, tears soften

the heart, making it tender and willing to yield to the cries of the

afflicted. Oh! treasure ye these softening influences as angels’ vis

its. Pause! and consider, “as I sow, so shall I reap.” If I sow to

the wind, I must expect to reap the whirlwind. If the morning of

my life is spent in frivolity, if a. votary of fashion, and the world

and its vanities engross all of my attention, leaving not one moment

to think of my eternal welfare, not one corner of my mind’s great

storehouse for the Ruler of the Universe, what can I expect to reap?

When the Master of the Vineyard comes to reign with glory,

majesty and power, what can I bring to him? saying, “Lord, this

is thine.” For the talent given is lain carefully away, wrapped in a

napkin, aye! even forgotten with the giver.

“Lord, this is thine own. I had the affairs of this world to attend

to and could not prepare for another. My wife and children, or my

father and mother, or my sister and brother, engaged my thoughts;

I had no time to think of the Giver of these gifts and Master of this

beautiful world.”

Think you this a sufficient excuse for carelessly sowing whatever

came to your hand? Oh carefully sow, that your spiritual harvest

may be rich and fruitful.
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Ye mothers, as ye gaze into the eyes of your innocent babes, re

member, “as ye sow, so shall ye reap.” Their little hearts, while

yet\ pure, as from the Master’s hand, are to be moulded by you.

Their character will be formed whilst under your watchful care. Con

sider here is the temple of a living immortality. The breath which

is in this body lives though an everlasting eternity, and the life

course determines the ascent or descent of spirit. Oh, sow in tears

with fervent prayers, hoping to reap in joy in the bright sphere be—

yond the darksomc river. Mothers, as ye gaze upon these little

treasures, tremble as ye think of the never-dying soul, and fail not

to implant in the mind truth, which it may retain through life;

wheresoever the feet may wander, these early teachings will cling

to the individual—a part of his or her nature. Those solemn warn

ings, which only a mother can give, are of untold value to the child,

and may come in after years as a beacon light, even if the individual

has strayed far from the path of virtue. Oh, forget not the child’s

soul in the care for the body. Fathers, as ye gaze with pride upon

your little ones, remember they are watching father, taking him as

the personification of all excellence. Your example is of great im

portance. “As ye sow, so shall ye reap.” Then sow with a care

ful hand, watching with jealous care. Your little son, if he never

sees father lift the intoxicating cup, will be very apt to say, if

tempted, “No, my father never takes it.” And, as he grows older,

if father has exerted a good influence over him, it will be a bright

star in his future life and of 'much value in aiding him to select his

company.

Then, “as we all sow, so shall we reap.” Oh let us sow seeds of

righteousness, watering with tears of contrition, cultivating with

deeds of charity and kindness, nurtured by the prayers of faith and

hope, expecting to reap abundantly in the “far away,” but yet near,

harvest home.

 

SHADOWS.—-It is said of Michael Angelo that he wore a light over

his forehead, whilst engaged upon his great works of art, that he

might not cast a shadow from himself upon his work. \Vell would it

be for us all, should we be so careful in viewing many things. \Ve

sometimes cast a shadow ourselves which darkens the scene, and

we are dissatisfied, calling it dark, when it is but the shadow; remove

the shadow, and in the pure sunlight the scene may be beautiful.
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TRUTH.

A lovely child with golden hair

And mild blue eyes serene ;

She seems to breathe heaven’s pure air,

And has a quiet mien.

The lovelight in her eye so blue,

Fills every one with joy,

Who gaze into their depths so true,

And oft does she decoy

Weary ones, by her gentle glance,

Imparting to the heart

The light from her own countenance,

Yielding to us a part.

Of the pure joy which lills her soul,

And gives her life and glee ;

Thus does she many griefs console

And bid old care to flee.

She holds a wreath, a tiny wreath,

Of summer’s lovely flowers,

Such have not birth in earth beneath,

But come from heavenly bowers.

Mark her now i with sweet, childlike grace,

She bears the wreath aloft ;

And, mark the radiance of her face,

She seems to love betrothed.

Within her hand it larger grows,

Although she sees it not ;

So wrapt in the pleasure of those

For whom the wreath was wrought.

The skillful fingers, at love’s behest,

Rapidly twined the wreath ;

Taking the flowers which she thought best

Would gladden the heart of each.

 
As still aloft she hears the wreath,

Unseen hands add more flowers,

Whose fragrance seems heaven’s 'own

pure breath ;

What heavenly joy is ours !

Say those who on this picture gaze ;

The child seems not to know

How many earth -flowers she does raise,

Nor how the wreath does grow.

We watch it steadily expand

And brighter grow each hour,

See now it encircles the band

Who bow before her power.

The fragrance on the senses steals,

And sweet peace fills the soul ;

Ah 1 this beauty rare does reveal

The power which does control.

She claps her hands in childish glee,

When suddenly her gaze

Rests on this wreath of rare beauty,

Knowing not that she did raise \

Aid for those invisible hands,

But enjoys it the more

As she seems to see the sunny lands

Where the lovely forms soar.

Thus with childlike simplicity

Which does the heart enthrall,

Accompanied by charity,

Truth wins the way with all.

 

THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

IF there are any persons, who wish for knowledge concerning the

grand and sublime signs and wonders that are visible to-day, in this

nineteenth century, they should place themselves in a proper condi

tion of both mind and body and ask of the great master, and they

will surely receive. Knock and it will be opened; this is the gala

day of the world, when the heavenly and earthly will meet in one

harmonious triumph of joy. It is meeting now, when spirits in the

flesh come to harmonize or meet with one accord the visible and

invisible. This is the meeting of the two worlds. Jesus Christ sent

out his apostles to work miracles, gave them power and authority
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over devils, to cure diseases, and to preach “the Kingdom of God,” _

now at hand. The same spirit is here to-day, inspiring and mani

festing itself through mortals, mediums, or prophets, but the people

will not see the signs or hear the voice that speaks those loving

words, “Come unto me, all ye that are weary and heavy laden and I

will give thee rest.” Spirit is life, and what the christian world

calls God is the spiritual world, which is the life of all things, and

mortals, having a ray of light or love planted in this earthly frame,

cannot be separated from the spiritual.

The great God fills immensity of space, and in this we live, move

and have our being, become individuals, and, if conditions are

favorable, will develop into sons and daughters, and be willing to

work in the Father’s vineyard. M. MERRICK.

_O.v_~

ARE WE PHILOSOPHERS?

 

POETRY and philosophy, art and science have been classed some

times as opposite terms. Some who consider themselves philoso

phers—master minds—have sneered at poetry. We call to mind

such example, an orator of fine ability, whose language was the im

personation of poetry. In speaking of a beautiful scene in nature,

says it was one calculated to arouse the inspiration of the poet, al

though “I confess I have no inclination to poetize, or, in fact, no

sympathy with it, although in my younger days I thought I had a

passion for it.” The description of the scene, as of many others he

has described, was a high type of poetry, and the exact wording

would have formed blank verse. And the thought arose in the

mind of the listener:

“Oh wad some pow‘r, the giftic gie us,

To see oursels as ithers see us,

Twad frae mony a notion free us.”

This man was a philosopher upon many subjects, but here, whilst

philosophizing, he was also poetizing, unconsciously, although not in

a rhyming metre, which is by some denominated poetry alone.

The thought also arose, are we not all philosophers? Do we not

all philosophize according to circumstances, the capacity of our

minds and the development of our character? We have not all

found the philosopher’s stone, but, nevertheless, there is a philoso

phy of life, which we are each and all developing. We may not
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realize that this is true, for we are, many of us, practical matter-of

fact people. But practical and matter-of-fact, as may be a life,

there is not one but has its bit of poetry and its philosophy. There

is not an individual but has a sense of the beautiful in a greater or

less degree, owing to its development. This love of the beautiful

is poetry, if it finds not expression in words. We all reason from

cause to effect, and where we correctly trace effect to its correspond

ing cause, we are philosophers to that extent. The child is many

times too great a philosopher for us, or we should say, his ideas as

tonish and his questions baffle us. There is a deep under cur

rent in the harmony of nature, that is called harmonial philosophy,

or harmonial science. And here we find, in this harmonial law, art,

science, poetry and philosophy blended. The art-nature is portrayed

upon canvas; the poet-nature is placed in characters upon pages;

the scientist takes from the earth, the air and heavens his grand in

vestigations; and the philosopher takes from all these and his fel

low man. Thus we see all allied by the tie of brotherhood—art,

science, poetry and philosophy. .

There is not an individual but thinks and is able to draw conclu—

sions, although he may not be able to express them, and in his mind’s

deep recesses he philosophizes.

May not even the brute creation philosophize in its instinctive

manner? See the cow lazily chewing her cud, who knows what her

brain is doing; who knows but she has power of thought, if not

language? See the watch-dog lying snapping at each luckless fly

who may come in his way; doubtless he could not explain to you the

philosophy. But it is the philosophy of self-sustenance. See the

eagle poise herself and dart upon the prey she has sited. With the

precision of a marksman she darts quickly through the air, seldom

missing aim. And so throughout the brute creation.

Thus it seems there is philosophy in all things, and may we not

all, to some extent, be philosophers. “Sometimes,” it has been said,

“The wise things are withheld from the great and revealed unto

babes.” Babes in the world’s knowledge, yet wise in the harmonial

philosophy, if we harmonize our own natures, so that the true spirit

of self-hood may predominate.

_-—‘l>-_—

ANY one obtaining six subscribers for “A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT”

will receive one copy per year gratis.
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REALITY.

 

We meet and we part, we come and we go,

With joy in the heart, or a burden of woe;

We smile or we sigh, we enjoy or we mourn,

We laugh and we cry—men die and are born;

We sing and we weep, we hope and dcspond,

We wake and we sleep, and yet look beyond.

There is joy with grief, there’s bitter with sweet,

There’s a garnered sheaf, there are weary feet,

There’s pain and pleasure, there are noblest deeds

Of untold measure. Life, a great stream, feeds,

Unfailing ’tis found, ever it surges,

On it goes, rolls around; and yet emerges

Ever the same scenes, as a rolling sphere;

Pure joy intervenes with the sigh or tear.

’Tis the same story, poverty or wealth,

Sadness 0r glory, sickness or health.

Oh! may we be guided aright,

Here are the deceitful and true,

The real life is hidden from sight,

For who does unveil the heart to you?

The deceitful fain would conceal

His real motives, selfish, dark;

The true do not always reveal

The noblest emotions of the heart.

Beyond, we each the other read,

There expands the inner life true;

There, deception none will need,

You will read me, and I will read you.

-——CORA Conan.

'

——‘.>—'

A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE

(CONTINUED)

 

THE record says: The Lord said to Adam, “Of every tree of the

garden thou mayst freely eat, but of the tree of the knowledge of

good and evil thou must not eat of it, for in the day thou eatest

thereof, thou shalt surely die.” According to the continuance of the

allegory, a woman was formed from the rib of man, and she b‘eing

weak was beguiled into yielding to the temptation by a serpent, one
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of the beasts over which man had been given power. And after

she had tasted of the fruit, finding it pleasant to the taste, induces

her lord to partake of it also; each time the weaker influences, or

rules, the stronger. Very well; even a school-boy, who can rea

son from cause to effect, will see that the literal rendering of the

translation would render it illogical and void of reason. T0 suppose

that the eating a'peeuliar kind of fruit would give man the knowl

edge of good and evil, and that a beast, without the power of

speech, should tell a woman the great good which she would receive

by so eating. The thought would arise in the mind of the superior,

why have you not eaten of this fruit? But that there is a great

truth contained in this allegory, is evident. That there is a desire _

within every individual to progress, to pass beyond the infantile

period, to know all things; a continual aspiration and a deep thirst

for knowledge, and that there are laws which bound the span of

man’s attainment in the physical, and give him a desire to go 011

into a new realm of thought, or of spiritual development after the

tabernacle of clay is lain aside. There is a pure and all pervading

atmosphere surrounding humanity, which is called God; man has

never been able to explain or to comprehend it. That he is a per

sonal God, with his throne the nethermost heavens, and his foot-stool

earth, is the idea of some. And that this great invisible power is a

spirit, and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and

truth, is the opinion of many. Children can, at an early age, com

prehend only that which is tangible and demonstrable; so man in
I the infantile period could not comprehend anything which he

could not, in some way, associate with the five senses. And feeling

great awe in gazing upon the mighty works of the visible world,

naturally the conclusion was, “Some Great Being made all this, and

as we cannot see him, he is far beyond the stars.” Aye, and truly

did they reason; this power is Omnipotence.

But here originated idolatry, “ Let us make an image of this

Great Being and worship it, as we cannot see him.” There was in

the hearts of those aborigines the true spark. The awe, with which

they were impressed, far surpassed the awe any individual of the pres

ent age experiences in gazing upon the works of the Great Author;

for, childlike, they knew not their own capacities, and their power,

as yet, slumber-ed, awaiting the development of time, experience and

necessity.
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GATHERING JEWELS.

(Written for “A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT.")

 

Gather jewels bright for thy crown,

Whilst passing th’ro this world below,

And place them in the crown of life;

On each a loving smile bestow.

Then lay up treasures rich and rare;

And place thy heart’s pure trust above,

Be not cast down with earthly care,

Thy soul filled with brotherly love.

Tho’ cares surround thee every day,

And dark thy path may sometimes seem,

There is above a soft light-ray,

Which sheds o’er thee a brighter beam.

You’ll find your path to grow more light,

Sharing the burden of a weary one,

And jewels glitter sparkling bright

When the Master’s will is willingly done.

Then let thy light a standpoint be,

To guide each wand’ring brother,

To steer his hark where he can see,

And let his light fall on another.

Then place a jewel there each day

By some kind act or deed;

It’s light will glitter on thy way

And cheer thine onward speed. —ARIADNA.

  

HOME VIRTUES.

(Taken from a work by MARY G. WARE.)

 

“To the child, the parent stands as the embodied reason, the form

of truth and virtue, the highest type of the Supreme Being."

T. T. S'rorm.

THE natural affections, such as conjugal, parental, filial, and

fraternal love, and the love of home, which would seem to bind all

the others into a single sheaf of household virtues, are supposed by

many persons to be inherently and of necessity pure and holy. Yet

every one of these affections may be only modifications of the love

of self. Self-love clings, like the Pilgrim?s burden, to every trait
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of our nature; and can be cast off only at the foot of the cross.

Natural affection, until it has been spiritualized by regeneration, is a

body without a soul, the form of love without its immortal essence.

We may test the quality of any of our affections, by honestly

answering such questions as the following: Does it make us love

to minister to others, or demand that others minister to us? Do we

seek our own happiness in loving, or the happiness of the person we

love? Do we love to be at home, because there we can rule, and

fret, and find fault without restraint, and devote ourselves to our

own pleasure; or because there we reciprocate all kindly affections,

and help to fill out the harmony of a happy household?

We are all prone to love those who flatter our vanity, who pet

our foibles and weaknesses, who look with an indulgent eye upon

our vices, or who minister to our comfort; and among our family

relatives, we usually find more of all this than in any other social

circle. We love to be ministered to, and to exercise selfishness in

many ways, and a very ardent love of home may dwell in our

hearts, because there we are ministered to more than elsewhere—be

cause there we can be more selfish than anywhere else.

If the love of dominion and of selfish indulgence were put away

from the human heart, a home would be more delightful from con

taining a numerous family, and involving every variety of relation

ship; because the various faculties of the heart would be called in

to more complete activity, and a fuller and higher life attained, than

is possible in a small home circle. The affections lose their pliancy

and expansiveness by being confined within narrow limits; and it is

more difficult to avoid becoming more indulgent towards ourselves,

and less so towards others, in a small household, where there are

few interests, than in a large one, where there are many.

A happy home, like heaven, is a place where each individual is

seeking to make others happy. There is no class of persons who

find so little happiness as those who seek it directly, through self

indulgence of any kind; no matter how innocent the mode of in

dulgence may be. Self-forgetfulness is the first, and a desire to

benefit others the second, requisite in a happy life. We must think

of ourselves in order to cultivate our powers of usefulness, our moral

and intellectual faculties, and to keep our bodies in a state of health,

that they may be able to serve the mind; and we shall find happi
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ness in such thoughts of ourselves; but the moment we begin to

form plans of life that have our own individual happiness as means

and end, we are taking the most direct method of making ourselves

miserable. Just so far as the members of a household seek their

happiness in making others happy, home becomes a correspondence

of heaven; and just so far as they seek their own individual hap

piness without regard, or in opposition to, the happiness of the rest,

home becomes a correspondence of hell.

Parents who would make home a heavenly abode, must bear in_

mind that they are to the little child what the Heavenly Father is to

themselves. A little child’s only idea of God is based upon the ideas

of love, wisdom, and power that he receives from the daily life of

his father and mother. A child who sees his parents religiously

self-controlled, and just and affectionate, will be sure to respect and

love and obey them, and the filial virtue they arouse in his mind

will form a generous soil, on which piety and reverent obedience to

God will spring up and grow until they overshadow the whole be

ing. But if the child is so unfortunate as to see his parents with

out self-control; if they indulge or thwart his wishes in accordance

with the mood of their own tempers, and without regard to propri

ety and justice; if they deny him at first, and then yield to his teas

ing importunities; if they tell him to do right, and yet permit him

to do wrong; if they pet him when they feel good-natured, and scold

him when they feel cross, it is impossible that he should have any

feeling of true respect for them. He may love them fitfully, as they

love him; and he will obey them when he cannot help it; and all

this prepares him to think of God as an arbitrary being, very fearful

and terrible, and altogether removed from the plane of his love.

A little child is almost intuitively pious, if the least help is given

him by those who are about him; for the angels that continually

behold the face of the Heavenly Father, are lending all their influ

ence to his heart upward; and if his earthly guardians would but (:0

operate with his heavenlv ones, his spiritual growth would be as

certain and as easy as his material growth. His course would not

be steadily upward, because the soul has its natural and inherited

diseases like the body; and these will, from time to time, be brought

out by temptation, as the physical diseases incident to childhood are

developed by favoring circumstances; but these would all be miti

gated by a previously wise training, and overcome by wise treat
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ment, with much more success in the mental education than in the

physical; because the will has far more power to modify the traits

of the mind than of the body. In order to develop true filial re

spect in the minds of children, parents must first have developed a

true and childlike piety in themselves. They must recognize their

own responsibility to their Heavenly Father before they can see

clearly to direct the hearts of the little beings whom He has in

trusted to their care. The child has no reason or conscience of its

own; and they must be reason and conscience for him.

[To BE con’rmnnnj

LITTLE FOLKS.

 

Little folks are sliding adown the stair,

Indoors, outdoors, they’re busy everywhere,

Sunny silken locks flying in the air,

Like the thistle’s down, as light and fair.

Merry little feet dancing on the lawn,

Little tongues prattling from the early dawn,

Tired little sleepy folks begin to yawn,

Weary ones to the land of nod have gone.

Little household angels indeed are they,

“Mischievous little rogues” sometimes we say;

But still, we love them dearly any way,

And we trust they will wiser be some day.

How much we love the dancing little feet,

Which in the sweet home-paths we daily meet,

And with fond caresses many times greet;

They are our spring-time pansies, home flowers sweet.

Some little feet we miss upon the stair;

Now we miss a vacant little chair;

One sweet lamb we have been called to spare

To the Heavenly Father’s tender care.

God bless the little people that we know,

Heaven’s blessings on the little ones bestow;

And may we, while they're with us here below

Train the little feet in right paths to go.

—Pmnmn LA PIER.
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Dear Little Uhildren:—In this second copy we shall remember

you. When I was a little girl, grown people would say, “Little

children should be seen and not heard”—meaning that children

should listen to their elders—and this is very true; you should re

spect your parents, your teachers, all persons older than yourself,

and not only this, prefer one another. But I have great sympathy

with you, children, and yet remember the days of childhood so well,

that I know it is natural that you should desire sometimes to be

heard. However it may be with the majority of grown people, I

say, let us hear from the children. You are to be our future states

men, congressmen, legislators, presidents, merchants and tradesmen;

and you cannot learn too young, that you are to be a responsible

person, that you will each have a sphere of action which can be car

ried out by you alone; or, if you are so small you cannot compre

hend this idea, “Little One,” we say, you are now a child, but every

day adds unto your age, and some day you will be as large as your papa

and mamma, and books, toys and play must be lain aside; for you will

have some work to do—employment, business or profession. Your

father may be a minister and you become a blacksmith; your father a

bricklayer, and you,when a man, a statesman. At an early age you will

form some plan for the future, and—let us hear the children—there

is within you the germ of manhood or womanhood. Yes, you have

a talent, and we will listen to your ideas, for you are many times

correct in your choice of future work.

In talking with many a little one I have gained greater ideas of

life, and have always been led to higher aspirations by listening to

the prattle of an innocent child.

Now, dear children, we will be pleased to hear from some of you;

a short letter we will place in our magazine, and feel that it is a dew

drop from heaven. Yes, we love to hear the children as well as to

see them; we had rather hear something which comes from your

thoughtful mind than see you decked as a gorgeous butterfly.

To all dear children we lovingly subscribe ourself

AUNTIE.
 

A NEW paper comes to us from St. Louis called the Western

Light; we see they are like ourselves—prefer the light to darkness.

Both physically and spiritually light is Queen—We desire more

light.
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THIS magazine, containing sixteen pages, will be published

weekly. It will contain articles upon science, art, literature, as well

as upon the subjects of ethics, or the elevation of the spirit alone.

By elevating the spirit of man, we deve10p the true life. The sub

scription price (one dollar per year) places it within the reach of all

individuals. The idea is not to extort money from individuals,

but to place before the people pure literature, which shall be within

the reach of all classes. '
 

WELCOME.

 

WELCOME, beautiful golden autumn! Welcome lovely tints, pur

ple fruit and rosy apples; we hail thee as we do every season. We

tire of gazing upon the same scenes, and we delight in the dying of

the year, as well as in the revivifying spring, the balmy summer,

and we will hail the frosty- air, the glittering snow in its season.

There is a wise beneficence in the changes of the seasons—the

whole year seeming a type of life. The dawn of spring, from the

grave of winter, is as the birth of a child; the tender buds and deli

cate flowers, as the first buds of childhood; the luxuriant roses and

brilliant summer’s flowers, as the roses of youth; the gathered

harvest, golden fruit and purple vintage, as the fruitage of middle

age; the dying of vegetation, as the merging into old age; and the

appearance of winter, as the hoary head of age. Then welcome

autumn! the ingathering time; it only bids us to be cautious and

earnest, reminding us that for us there will be an ingathering of all

that has been sown spiritually, and corresponding to our cultivation.

We are all to reap a harvest. Let us have luscious fruit and purple

vintage, although the leaf may be sere and the decline of the physi
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cal life apparent. Hoary winter is followed by the new birth—the

birth of spring.

Welcome each and every season, and we welcome each true

thought and pure as an autumnal offering from some life.

 
v

PIONEERS IN PROGRESSION.

IN tracing the annals of history back to primeval ages, we find man

has progressed; not in the material capabilities alone, but in the

spiritual as well. The grandsire of to-day can bear us testimony

that progression is the law; and he can scarcely keep pace now, in

his second youth, with the many new inventions, scientific demon

strations, and new ideas upon all subjects. His little grandson can

explain what to him is incomprehensible, for the child has entered

earth in this period of development. But he can tell you of the day

when he came from the East to the State of Illinois, which was then

the “far West,” and many incidents of interest too. He came in

a covered wagon; his team, his cooking stove, a few dishes and bed

clothes. being his sole wealth perhaps; built his house of logs, a large

fire-place to warm its inmates, made bedsteads and chairs of hickory

bark and saplings, and contentment reigned within this humble

abode, for the sturdy courage of the pioneer gave him a feast of

contentment, if the “gaunt wolf” was but kept from the door. They

looked forward to the time when this trackless prairie, or dense

wood, as the case may have been, would be a beautiful farm, a

home for wife and children, when neighbors would be on all sides,

and peace and plenty abound. He would sometimes settle where

he thought a city might, at some future day, be located, for he knew

progression was the law and not the exception in this great universe;

and he will tell you also that in most instances his hopes were real

ized.

The efforts of those pioneers were rewarded by success, and we

are to-day reaping the benefits of their labors,—beautiful cities, well

cultivated farms, and civilization.

 

We must have pioneers in every progressive work, and from age

to age we have had pioneers in the spiritual outgrowth, as well as

in civilization. Then, if one to-day learns of a realm, which is yet

to be made subservient to man in the spiritual world, and becomes a

pioneer, he must have the courage and bravery of the forefathers.
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He must valiantly battle with the opposing power or obstacles which

he meets, and he will see the fields of his kingdom cultivated, the

desert to blossom as a rose, and a new outgrowth in the realm of

thought.

If to-day we see a way whereby the spiritual realm may become

more fruitful, and we may cultivate the higher aspirations or ethical

nature, let us become pioneers. If success attends the efforts in the

material, the law is not the reverse in the spiritual. When it be

comes evident to our senses that free thought, guided by the higher

powers, is not pervading so-called Christianity, and that to practice

what is preached in mild homdepatbic doses, many times, is as un

heard of as to wear your work-dress to the “ temple of God,” then

we say let us have reform.

Jesus of Nazareth preached reform, said, “We unto ye Scribes

and Pharisees, ye bring tithes of mint, anise and cumin, yet inwardly

ye are ravening wolves.” When men pray for the “ widows and

fatherless,” and withhold the helping hand to “the poor and needy,

the sick and afilieted,” asking God to do what man has been com

manded to do, _we ask, where is the instrument or agent whereby

Jehovah will do his work? All things are governed by law, and the

law is works and faith. We say the faith of Christianity to-day is

strong, but as “faith without works is dead,” let us add unto our

faith works unto zeal, knowledge, and unto knowledge, charity and

brotherly love.

Jesus summed the law in these words: “Thou shalt love the Lord

thy God with all thy heart and mind, and thy neighbor as thyself.”

If it is incumbent upon you to “love thy God,” it is, likewise, neces

sitous to “love thy neighbor” in like manner. Thus, whilst asking

God to do anything, if you withhold your own labors you are mak

ing of it all a mockery.

The dearest idol I have known,

Whate’er that idol be;

Help me to tear it from thy throne,

And worship only Thee.

We sing, but when this idol is self, it is many times difficult to

dethrone him. It is so easy to worship God if we have a comforta

ble pew, and are dressed as well as our neighbors; the minister has

a pleasant voice, and is not too enthusiastic or too severe. But the

church service ended, “worship is over,” is it? “ Love thy neighbor

as thyself” follows “worship God.” His case must be viewed from
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the standard self-love; consider, “were I in his position?” “Do unto

others as ye would be done by” comes whispered, and we realize

worship is more than loving God and building Him a gorgeous tem

ple. The minister tells you, “His home is eternal in the heavens, a

house not made with hands,” and, “The hills and the fatness thereof

are His.”

In this temple, reared by hands, he does not desire to dwell. This

Supreme Power enters the temple of each individual, which is the

spirit, if the temple be but purified. A spark from the Central Sun,

and a flame from the far-oflt' splendor is enkindled by love, which is

the embodiment of the whole law. “Love to God,” and love to

man, and “ Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of

these ye have done it to me.” This truth comes to us freighted with

its precious burden: we love God by loving humanity. We “ wor

ship God,” by serving our brother, by elevating ourselves, by incul

cating pure principles, wherever we may be called to lend our influ

ence, and by giving scope to -all heavenward aspirations; be it “min

istration of angels” to ourselves, or ministration of ourselves to

others.

Grandly beautiful appears this philosophy to us—ministry; love is

ministry, forbearance, charity, and reciprocal afiection. It requires

the wedlock of reciprocation. The husband, in ministering to the

wants of his wife and children, and in yielding the oflices of pure

affection, delights also in a corresponding return from his wife and

children; and they likewise reciprocate by the ministry of love.

Thus, taking the example as a type of the whole, you see the reform

of to-day is love to mankind, and thereby you fulfill the whole law.

It is sad to see that humanity has been prone to take the former

clause as the whole law. But, as the only way to serve God is

through humanity, we should give more attention to the latter.

“Love one another,” this is simple; “Love worketh no ill,” and pure

thoughts will prompt us to noble deeds. We are all judges in the

moral philosophy; the criminal judges himself and knows his deeds

are dark; the doer of great acts judges himself, but says, “I am only

upon the onward road, a great field stretches before my gaze; there

is a wider sphere of action in view. Beautiful and glorious is the

dawn of spiritual light! “I see heaven is not a far-away place, but

is an ablding presence, brought to me by the invisible world and my

own deeds.”
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The grand sublimity of a soul which views the heavenly hosts ‘

and feels the touch of “snow-white wings” or purity, cannot be ex

pressed. Though launched upon a darksome sea, perhaps, the an- .

chor is sure; the sails are hoisted, the ship is Zionward, and the

haven of peace.

Pioneers in the philosophy of love, which means love, and no mis

taken idea, “Love to God,” which manifests itself through our

deeds to humanity, let us be. The angel world brings us tidings

of this philosophy—brings us hope.

0———

CHOOSE WELL.

(CONTINUED.)

 

 

MUST he enter and reveal to them his presence? Must he inform

his employer? Which was the best course to pursue? Should be en

ter and reveal to them the fact that their intentions were known;

it may but deter them this time and cause anenmity towards himself.

Would it be best to immediately return to his employer, and not at

tempt to dissuade them? For it seemed to him that were they but

warned of this great precipice of ruin they were moving towards,

they would see as did he. But, alas! for human expectations, when

a demon has taken a throne he yields not possession readily. He

earnestly pondered the subject, and finally concluded to enter, tell

them they had been overheard, and persuade them, if possible, to do

what was right; go to their employer, tell him of the trouble and to

honestly and honorably meet their obligations, humble the proud

spirit to the Monarch Right.

There is still a struggle, for Charles knows this will be a terrible

humiliation to them, as he has formed an estimate of their charac

ter during their intercourse. But he says “I will give them one

chance to show a true spirit of manlinesss. By my informing

against them, I may but harden them.” He opened the door and

entered. What consternation and dismay was portrayed upon the

countenances of each. Charles fairly trembled with emotion; such

was his sympathetic nature that it gave him pain to witness the hu

miliation of another. Hurriedly thrusting something into his

pocket, James, the bolder of the two, comes forward, and with dar

ing eifrontery addresses Charles:

“Halloo, partner, did you come to release us? We found our

selves locked in this evening, as we were busy at the time of ‘clos
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ing up.’ ” How daring and reckless! Charles could scarcely be

lieve his senses, although James Gordon had always assumed a

familiarity with Charles which had been very distasteful, he did not

expect this daring. “Oh! James and Henry, how can you;” he be

gan, “here is evidence of your work.” A small compartment of a

large safe was partly open and a treacherous bill peeped from

James’ pocket. Pointing to each be continued, “I returned to the

bank upon an errand for our employer, and accidentally overheard

your conversation, but entered hoping you might arouse from this

passion, thrust away the temptation as the demon which is working

your ruin; go to the employer, confess and meet your obligations

honorably and honestly, if you must, by so doing, lose caste with

some of your fast friends.”

“Beautiful advice indeed,” says James boldly. “Who can prove

whether you or I took this money? You are the last one known to

have been in the bank; prove that it was I, if you can. Come,

Henry, let us leave the would-be preacher; we are only borrowing

it awhile and expect to return it.” Who will be the wiser? Leav

ing the room instantaneously, Charles finds himself alone in the

large banking house, one compartment of the safe open, and no ex

cuse to make to his employer which will seem plausible, for he is a

stranger and the other young men established, and probably this is

their first transgression of the kind. Again, “choose well,” comes

whispered to him. “Oh, mother!” he cries in agony of spirit,

“which is the right?” Going to the safe he finds a key in the com

partment; a weak tempter comes, says, “lock the safe, destroy the

key and say nothing about it.” But the thought immediately comes,

“No! I shall, by so doing, but become a sharer in their guilt.”

With trembling frame and sinking heart he locks the safe, places

the key in his pocket, fulfills his errand, safely fastening the out

side door, and returns to his employer.

His resolution is taken, his duty performed towards the young

men, he also owes one to his employer. He well knows there is a

great risk; his character must stand a test. He saw by the glitter

of James’ eye that he was relentless, and that were he betrayed he

would use every faculty to free himself and would cast the disgrace

upon one innocent. But this deterred him not. Charles knew were

there nothing said, a shadow could not rest upon him, as it would

not be discovered immediately; but he must not be privy to guilt.
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With a trembling tone he addressed his employer and produced

the key. The employer was more shocked at the thought that he

had one in his employ so dastardly, than at losing the amount. He

compared the key with the one in his pocket, finding them facsimilies.

Asking Charles to accompany him, he immediately returns to the

bank. By looking through the books he finds it- true,just one thou

sand gone; and immediately a detective was privately interviewed

and enjoined to secrecy at present. He did not desire to make them

public examples. James, upon leaving the bank in company with

Henry, who was completely under his influence, engaged a cab and

was hurried away to an unfrequented part of the city, in the suburbs,

where, in a rickety vacant house, some companions were assembled.

[T'o BE CONTINUED.] CoaA CORAL.

—-———0.o-—

HOME VIRTUES.

(Taken from a work by MARY G. WARE.)

(CONTINUED.)

 

PARENTAL authority, during the first few years of the child’s life,

should be entirely arbitrary. Reason and conscience develop slowly

in a child, through instruction and training. Until they are devel

oped he should be made implicitly obedient to the reason and con

science of his parents. To tell a child that an act is foolish or

wrong, and then to let him do it, is throwing a responsibility from

the parent, who ought to bear it, upon the child, who is too weak

to bear it. Every time this is done the child is confirmed in indif

ference to wrong, and in contempt of parental authority. If the

parent has too little self-control to enforce obedience in a child, it is

much better to let him alone entirely than to attempt to throw off

the responsibility which belongs entirely to the parent. The selfish

weakness that attempts to quiet its own conscience, by merely tell

ing a child it is wrong to do anything, and then permitting him to

do it, is just as reprehensible as acknowledging a thing to be wrong

and then doing it one’s self. There are persons who seem to think

it mitigates the sin of an evil act, if one confesses it to be wrong;

but to sin in the face of conviction is something that admits of no

palliation. If you have so little moral strength that you will not en

force obedience in your child, at least have the forbearance to let
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him sin ignorantly. Do not confirm him in disobedience towards

yourself, and in indifl’erence to right and wrong, by laying burdens

of responsibility upon his shoulders that he is wholly unable to bear.

Your child cannot appreciate the consequences of a wrong action,

because he has had almost no experience or observation of life; you

know what the consequences are, and it is your duty to shield him

from them by preventing him from doing wrong. We, who are

grown men and women, all know how hard it is to resist the evil

desires of our own hearts, although we can measure the consequences

of indulging them so fully; and yet we wonder that a little child is

not ready to put away his evil desires the moment we tell him they

are wrong. His passions about little things are just as hard for him

to resist as our greater passions about greater things; while his ig—

norance of consequences is almost total. He needs every aid we

can give him to prevent his little feet from stumbling over the peb~

bles in his pathway, that to our greater strength are hardly no

ticeable. We must not think we have done our duty, because we

have told him of the danger. It is for us to hold him up, till he can

walk safely by his own strength; to restrain him, till by degrees he

learns to restrain himself; to guide him till he has learned all we

can teach him of the right way._

Simple obedience is the only virtue a little child can practise, and

it is the foundation of every other virtue. The child should be

trained to it in the very first year of its existence; with all possible

tenderness, but with equal firmness. Every month that this training

is put oflf its difficulty increases; and lost time and opportunity are

two things that can never be recovered. Be very careful that you

are right in what you require of your child, and then bear in mind

that just in the degree it is right, you will be wrong if you do not

enforce obedience in him.

It is not always easy to know exactly what is right, and how-much

One should require of a little child. The more one lives a life of

childlike obedience to the Heavenly Father, the better one under

stands what to ask of one’s child; and to do this, one must keep as

near Him as possible, through prayer and study of His \Vord. He is

nearer to the parent than the parent is to the child; and if the heart

is opened to Him, he will teach it “wondrous things out of His

law.”
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SEEDS.

(Written for “A FOUNTAIN 014' LIGHT.")

A curious thing is a seed,

A wonderful thing indeed,

When deposited in the earth below ;

Pushing up through the ground,

From its wappings unbound,

Buds and leaves expand and grow.

The vine how ’twill run,

Fast wooing the sun ;

A thick tangle on the garden bed—

For the fruiting there is need

They grow with all speed ;

Ere summer, her treasures have shed.

There is no time to be lost ;

Soon the withering frost

His crystal breath on the greenry will spread.

The ingathering time

Of the ripe fruit of the vine,

Her work done, she lies withered and dead.

Plant only good seeds,

Let no noxious weeds

In your beautiful home garden be found

To blossom and grow,

To scatter and blow,

To infest the seed in the ground.

From a mite of a seed

Sprouts a fairy-like reed ;

Patiently wait and work cheerfully—

Year after year

Buds and flowers appear :

Showers of golden fruit drop from the tree.

Humble seeds have been sown,

By kindly winds blown ;

0n the lonely hill-side left to bloom—

Flowers lovely and fair,

The traveler lingers there,

Refreshed with cheering perfume.

The kind of seed that you sow

By their fruits you will know ;

If you plant love. blessing will come ;

Or if you plant hate,

It will grow early and late,

With a plentiful increase to come home.

An oak tree let fall

An acorn small,

 
Soon it sprouted from the shower-moist

ened clod :

There grew a noble tree,

That gave access free

To all on the oak-shaded sod.

A bonny-brown seed,

As bright as a bead,

’Twixt rocks wedged close between,

With just enough earth

rd spring into birth,

O’er the rocks spreads a vin’ry green,

Sow early your seeds

0f truthful works and good deeds,

Though in a day of darkness and gloom ;

The work you have done

Will ere long see the sun

In the morn of eternity’s bloom.

From toil to find rest,

How happily blest.

Whom all waters have sown beside—

The birds tamely feed,

0n the rip’ning seed.

. God’s lovely creatures love there to abide.

If in sorrow and woe

Your seeds you may sow,

The Husbandman in mercy takes heed :

He will send sunshine and rain ;

’Twili bud and blossom again,

A lovely change in your long-cherished

see .

The wild torrents amain _

Will soften the grain,

Helped on by the sun’s faithful blaze :

From the darkness of night

’Twill emerge to the light,

There was good in the stormy days.

Life is wonderful indeed,

Matured like the seed ;

Deposited in Mother Earth,

And there to remain

’Till it springs into life again,

In a renewed and glorified birth.

PEARLIAN LA PIER.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

 

JESUS worked in his Father’s vineyard, doing good deeds, reliev

ing the distressed of both spiritual and physical diseases,and showed

the great power he possessed by the miracles which he did. There

is tangible proof that he fed a large multitude with five loaves and

two fishes. If a medium can, by holding a glass with a little water

in it under a table, and a flower- appears in the glass, which is

proved to be a real flower, does it not prove that bread can be made

as easily as flowers? ' Christians say they believe those miracles

were all performed that are recorded in the Bible. Believing does

not make anything true or false; but proof is satisfactory. If they

will read the writings of to-day, they will find all those mighty

works are being done throughout the earth, and that a great day of

refreshing is coming. When the disciples were assembled in that

upper room, with one accord, or in harmony, and the doors were

shut, Jesus appeared unto them. To-day spirits show themselves in

many places, and friends recognize them, speak to them, and touch

them; and many, very many, deny this truth, as Thomas did; but

when he saw the prints of the nails in his hands and the wound

where the spear entered his side, he cried out with' astonishment,

“My Lord and my God.” Today the same spirit, called the Holy

Ghost, is controlling mediums, and showing the same phenomena.

St. Paul says there is but one spirit, which does all these things,

gives us power to prophecy, heal and cast out evil, speak with

tongues and interpret. If Christians believed those truths, ex

pressed in that book of human life, why not receive them? Knowl

edge is necessary before one can have faith in any person or thing

that exists. Take a bucket, for instance, you may guess about how

much it will hold; but it must be measured before your faith is es

tablished. When you know exactly how much it holds it is a fact,

and you cannot displace that fact from your mind, so faith is firmly

established.

Let us seek knowledge, wisdom and understanding; be diligent

and improve every opportunity; be willing to accept these great

gifts of love and intelligence that are flowing down from higher

spheres to illuminate the minds of humanity. ‘M. MERRICK.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE

(CONTINUED)

 

WE see in this first development of worshipping the Supreme

Power, the true idea of gratitude for favors, and in what has been

denominated pagan or heathen worship, there was originally a true

principle, the idol being set up as a represention of this Great Being,

and not as the Being. They, through ignorance, bring gifts to this

idol as to a Benefactor in return for all favors.

It is the true spark, but awaits the development of the ethical na

ture to show him that he may return his thanks for spontaneous gifts,

by yielding these loving offices to brother man. As charity always

becometh us, in tracing the life course back to the antediluvian

period, we find a primal cause for pagan worship; the original idea

was deep gratitude, awakened by the beauty and spontaneousness of

nature.

But to return to the narration: The man, after eating the fruit,

also found it good, and then realized that he was unclothed. And

when the Lord came out in the cool of the day, called Adam, but

found that he had hidden—Adam giving the reason that he was

unclothed; and immediately the Lord finds that he has eaten of the

tree “of knowledge of good and evil.” The Lord now becomes dis

pleased, drives him from the garden, telling him the remainder of

his days he should earn his bread by the sweat of his brow, and Eve,

the woman, should be ruled by her husband, and become the mother

of children. It has been preached to us for ages that great was the

punishment of our original parents, for giving heed to the wily ser

pent. And the punishment was honest labor for man; that woman

should submit to her husband’s authority, and should rear her inno

cent children; let us see how great a punishment this was.

To an ease-loving individual it was dreadful; here they were, in

this garden with every comfort at will; they need but touch their

“Aladdins Lamp,” and a genii attended, so to speak; for a person so

inclined to be told that he must labor, this was a wrathful and ty

rannical Being. Again, we say, the literal rendering of the transla

tion would be irreverent; we must take it in its allegorical sense, as

coming to us through the legend of untutored minds, although not

losing sight of the inspiration, “the diamond in the rough.” In the
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first case the Great Ruler of the Universe assumes to be a tyranni

cal Being, sometimes Omniscience and Omnipotence, and, again,

sufiering from the changes of weather. Taking this great power as

Omniscience, then should He place a tree in the garden, commanding

the inhabitants “not to eat thereof,” it would seem that it was known

from the beginning by Him the result. We will see this is not har

monial law. But, take the allegory as it reads, there is a truth cov

ered in the language of superstition, and we have a beautiful ren

dering.

Here is an idea which we receive. If we physically injure our

selves, we sufi'er physically; if we injure ourselves morally, we shall

suifcr morally; likewise, if intellectually, the intellect pays the pen

alty; if spiritually, the spirit is depressed. To the extent the spirit

has been marred, to that extent we suifer. Another idea we gain,

as a Similitude to this history, we take an individual life and its devel

opment. The little child comes into the world ignorant of wrong

doing, innocent of wrong thoughts, and in a state of nudity; is kept

by loving parents’ care, as in a garden of Eden; is fed and clothed

by them; the realm of home is subservient to him; he is monarch un

til he begins to pluck the fruit from the tree of knowledge.

Babyhood passed and his powers develop; desirous of knowing

all things, he asks you many questions, and transgressions against

his childhood’s nature are sometimes committed; this isthe fruit of

the tree. And the day arrives when he must be turned from his

garden of Eden, for he has reached years of responsibility, and in

the world’s great battle must win laurels, or a livelihood by the ac

tion of his brain or the sweat of his brow; when he shall take his

place in this great Universe of action. Thus we see, beneath the

figure of speech, a law which is one of utility to mankind. Yes!

man must be turned from his garden of Eden, and develop great

and glorious powers, dive into the depth of the earth, peer beneath

the waters, mount up to the heavens with his astronomical observa

tions; aye, go beyond into the realm of spiritual development, and

use the aesthetic nature, the great unfathomable abyss of thought

and research.

Can you find a terminating angle to the earth? Can you find a

terminal point in any of the spheres of the solar system? Then we

ask, can you find a termination in the cycles of thought, in the cy

cles of spirit? In the grand developments of great truths we are
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ready to acquiesce; new and gloriously beautiful are the develop

ments of science and philosophy. Then we are thankful we were

cast from the garden of Eden, and will ever look upon poor, perse

cuted Eve, and Adam following her example, as our great bene

factors.

———<.»———

ELECTRIC EARTH CURRENTS.

(Industrial World, Sept. 16, ’80.)

A special correspondent of the Chicago Tribune, writing from

Boston, August 31, mentions an arrangement, invented by Prof.

Bell, for producing sound by light, and transmitting messages by

telephone through rays of light. In the same article a reference is

made to electric earth currents from east to west, in the state of

Missouri.

On the 19th of August we published an account of the patenting,

by H. C. Strong, 2. Chicago inventor, of a telephone by which elec

tric earth currents can be utilized to transmit messages without the

use of wires. The following is the account of “a magnetic survey”

of Missouri’s earth currents:

Forty-five stations for magnetic observations have been established,

and the observations for variation or declination of the needle have

been completely reduced. The lines of equal magnetic variation

from geographical north present great irregularities, and the devia

tions bear a close relation to the drainage system of those regions—

the needle showing a tendency to set at right angles to the valleys

and water courses. The hypothesis is that the magnetic needle is

acted on by earth currents, which bend round the dry hills and moun

tains, taking by preference the course of the damper valleys and the

streams. According to well-known law, the needle tends to set

across the stream-lines of an electric current; and, if earth currents

exist, having a general direction from east to west, the abnormal

deviations of the needle are thereby fully accounted for. It is

proposed to search for these currents according to Matteucci’s

method, employed in Europe many years ago; that is, by long tele

graph lines grounded at each end and without a battery. That

earth currents do exist is a well-known fact. It remains to investi

gate their direction and strength.

The following is the article of 19th of August referred to:
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A NEW TELEPHONIC SYSTEM.

The Columbia Telephone Co. is the name of a new company

which is being formed in this city for the purpose of manufacturing

and selling telephones, the patentee of which claims priority of the

invention of the “closed circuit” system dating back to 1856. The

patent has been allowed to Henry C. Strong, of this city, who is a

printer by trade. A principle is claimed for this telephone by

which communication can be carried on through the earth without

wires, in accordance with the law of polarity, which renders the use

of wires entirely unnecessary. The inventor claims that great

changes in electrical science will be wrought by this method of

communication.

The inventor has the first telephone that ever transmitted a word,

made in January, 1876. We have full power to negotiate for the

manufacturing of this telephone in the south.

J. B. STRONG,

Austin, Texas.

We learn that H. C. Strong, the inventor of this telephone, con

templates locating iu our city.

 
0.0——

A NEW book comes to us from Rev. Dr. Watson, of Memphis,

Tenn., entitled “Religion of Spiritualism.” The work is neatly

bound in cloth, contains 400 pages, 12 me. To those desiring

knowledge concerning the true philosophy of spiritualism, the phen

omena of manifestation, the true reason why they return to earth,

and the pure, undefiled religion of angelic commands, we cordially

recommend this work. Dr. Watson was for thirty-six years aMethod

ist minister of high standing, and during the latter part of his min

istry a Bishop of that denomination. The price of this work we see

is $1.25, which we think very reasonable. Any one reading this

work will see that Dr. Watson has not retrograded in the religious

sphere, but has gone on to the “ministry of angels.”

-—‘O>—_

IMPULSE.—A man may, in a passion or under the impulse of the

moment, do what he would not in his collected moments, and yet

this man is more honorable, honest and upright than one who coolly

deliberates and quietly consummates his plans. Although the deed

may be the same, there is an excuse for impulse, but not for delib

erate evil.
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“GATHER UP THE FRAGMENTS.”

 

“Gather up the fragments, that nothing be lost,”

Was Jesus’ blest command;

As before the waitin multitude

The bread increased neath his hand.

Teaching by example the precept so grand,

Of which he with his great power

Had no need; but, knowing we,

Through lack offaith, in an hour

Could not bring to our aid miracles divine,

As in nature nothing ’s lost,

He follows the Ruler’s plan;

Thus the fragments were the most.

Twelve baskets full they find, which far exceeded

The seed; as harvest when reaped

Exceeds the grain which was sown

In spring time, and high ’tis heaped.

“Gather up the fragments, that nothing be lost,”

Nature echoes the refrain;

From the seed and tender bud

Come the rose, the fruit and grain.

Thus the blossoming follows the budding time;

The fruitage comes on space;

Then drowsy winter of rest;

Again spring begins the race.

Then this earthly body, was it formed for naught,

If nothing in nature’s lost?

’Tis the temple of life

Which is a part of the host

Comprising the eternal Universe,

Filling unbounded space.

Then the pure, the noble decd

Is not lost in life’s race.

If the pure and noble deeds are not lost,

Where’s the ignoble one?

For nothing, nothing’s lost

’Neath the rays of our sun.

The unsightly tree, by a change of soil,

And careful training hand,

May be brought to bear much fruit,

And beautify the land.

From imperfection, in a change of sphere,

May come the perfect man—

In eternity, the bright home,

Where no time can span.
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You cannot build aTemple for the Spirit of Holiness to dwell in

out of stone and mortar; it must be built in the soul, after the true

model and the foundation-rock of love, mercy and justice towards

humanity. An edifice reared on this principle will stand the tumults

of earth without a tremor. M. M.

 

FADING LEAVES.

Surely fades the passing summer,

With its bright and sunny days;

Now has come the tinted autumn,

With its soft and mellowed rays.

One by one the leaves are fading,

Turning into brown and red;

Tipped with gold and spots of crimson,

Lie in many a wayside bed.

The harvests have long since ripened,

The grain is all gathered away;

The reapers have bound each shining sheaf,

And stacked is the new-mown hay.

Thus daily pass away our lives;

We cannot see them fading;

But each day brings us nearer

The time of our autumn shading. ARIADNA.

 

GENEROUS and self-denying efforts are not in vain, but are painted

on the eternal world and never effaced. Nothing that has the ideas

and principles of heaven in it can die or be fruitless. Our works

are the mirror within which the spirit first sees its natural linea

ments.

The poetry of common life does not require men to be versed in

philosophy. Nature never intended that all her children should be

engaged in what are pompoust called solid studies.

The man of genius we may always recognize by his sympathy

with the simple and unpretending. Whether it be the objects of na

ture or the hearts of mankind, the simple and plain are as pleasing

to him as the great and illustrious. Such men are glad to hold inter

course with “common people,” who, so far from being the vulgar

people of the world, include no small portion of “ nature’s aristo- '

cracyl.” L. H. GRINDON.
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Trns magazine, containing sixteen pages, will be published

weekly. It will contain articles upon science, art, literature, as well

as upon the subjects of ethics, or the elevation of the spirit alone.

By elevating the spirit of man, we develop the true life. The sub

scription price (one dollar per yéar) places it within the reach of all

individuals. The idea is not to extort money from individuals,

but to place before the people pure literature, which shall be within

the reach of all classes.

——o.o—-—

BRING NOT EVIL REPORT.

 

LET the pure and noble deeds be registered in characters that may

live. Let not evil be registered, but let it be cast into outer dark

ness. Let it be noble and heroic valor, and not the barbarous mur

der, which fills the page. Let the mind become familiar with lovely

truths. Let not the calumnious whisper be breathed upon the air,

nor the tongue be used in idly descanting upon trifling matters.

There are noble achievements to be won. The powers of this life

should'be given to that which will elevate and inspire.

Naught but the good report desire we to record.

a.

EXPRESSION.

 

 

ALTHOUGH our language is replete with words, there are aspira

tions, ideas and deep trains of thought, which cannot be expressed.

An aerial flight of imagination, to us unexpressed, seems brilliant

and poignant, but when clothed in language seems dull and common

place. The greatest thoughts, it seems, are inexpressible; we can

not place them upon pages as they come to us, as the deepest joy and

the greatest woe is voiceless; there is a mute expression, which we
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have seen upon the faces of individuals, which speaks volumes.

There is gratitude sometimes expressed in a glance of the eye,

which is greater than a speech. It is impossible to express our

selves in anything, that every one may understand us, but there is a

grand expression of soul to soul by the glance. As the soul looks

from its windows, it is met by corresponding souls in expressive

language, only to soul, which is not transmitted through the vehicle

language. As there are human beings, who, it seems, have not

found the soul’s windows, so when a soul looks forth, they cannot

realize it any more than the blind can conceive of the beauty of the

earth. He cannot understand the face of nature, as he has not seen

it; but an individual, who has seen the face of nature, has a concep

tion of it, if he cannot express it. Thus we may read from the

depths of the souls of humanity tales of joy, of woe, of struggles

and victories, of thoughts lofty or low, and yet we cannot express

these life-pictures.

TONE OF THE VOICE.

There are persons who have a tone of the voice for differ

ent stations, and there are others, we may recognize whom

soever they are addressing, and wherever they may be; even

though the darkness of night envelope them, we recognize the per

son, the same courteous tone which bespeaks true gentility. A lady

may have a gracious, condescending tone when addressing those

she considers her equal or superior, but let us step in when she is

addressing those she considers her inferiors, her servants, her

washerwoman, her woodsawyer, here is the test of true gentility; it

is noble to know how to use power. You may deem your servants

inferiors, then, remember you have a greater responsibility in your

course toward them. Your parlor company should not monopolize

parlor etiquette. If you have power, use it with discretion. Let

your servants learn, of you, deference of 'speech, rather than you of

them. You would consider your servant ill-bred should he assume

the tone you sometimes have. A true lady is courteous to all. A

lover may have a tone for his lady love, especially if he desires to

“woo and win her,” which seems the very music of nature; but let

us hear his conversation to those over whom he may be placed, his

inferiors in the social circle, before we judge his character; we can

not judge character in Sabbath dress. We should have a tone

which is the same for prince or page, for high or low estate, and
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this tone comes from a heart which is filled with the love of truth,

and from which wells a fountain of love to humanity. We may

vary the tone, but let it always be harmonious, true, kind, courteous.

We, of course, have a kindlier tone for those who are nearest and

dearest to us, but we may have the pure tone for all.

THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

 

 

Jesus of Nazareth is the same to-day that he was in days of yore,

when he walked the earth alone, without a place to lay his head.

Although multitudes followed him, they did not comprehend or un

derstand his teachings any more than they do to-day. He taught

them of the resurrection and the life beyond, and that he would

come back and bless them at some future time.

After his crucifixion, he left his natural body and arose in a

materialized spiritual body; his friends knew him and he talked with

them; appeared to them several times in the forty days he remained

visible. The time he bid them adieu he said he would come again,

and then vanished from their sight.

Today the materialized bodies of other men are seen by thousands

all over the globe, according to law. Neither matter or spirit can

be annihilated. Nothing is lost. All that was, is and ever will be,

but all will be changed. Old things will pass away, and all things

become new. Now, who is so blind as not to see the signs of the

times. Must the blind still lead the blind, and continue to fall into

the same ditch together, or will they have their eyes opened by the

same power that opened the eyes of the blind eighteen hundred

years ago? Many people think what is called spiritualism is in op

position to all religion, and probably think that all the grand phe

nomena that is now appearing in the world is a hallucination or fraud,

and the splendid discourses and poems that are delivered through

mediums, are from 'evil or demons that inhabit the lower spheres.

But as far as experience has demonstrated facts, we do not see an

evil tree bearing good fruit, nor a good tree bearing evil fruit. I

have put my hand on the plow and have no desire to look back, but

shall endeavor to plow a deep furrow, plant the seeds of love and

truth, and cover with the soil of justice and mercy, never doubting

the increase will be an hundred fold. “ There is not an idea or

principle which has heaven in it, that can ever die or be unfruitful.”

M. M.
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INDIVIDUALITY.

 

SHoULD thy life be as a tree,

Fast growing to the sun,

With branches spread, broad and free,

Shelter many a weary one.

Let thy tree be fruitful, too,

Yielding its peculiar kind;

Nurtured by the sun and dew.

By this unison we find

The true and heaven-born way,

Aiding thus do they each other.

Shall we be more weak than they?

We should ever aid our brother.

Be thine the power as the sun,

Or as the gentle dew;

Let thy mission well be done,

Thy life to thy calling true.

If to labor thou art called,

Let that spirit from within

Prompt to labor not for gold,

If it causes thee to sin.

If to wear a victor’s crown,

Wear it with a loving smile;

Cast upon no one a frown,

Let vain glory not defile.

Be a true and noble soul,

Where’er thy life-course run,

Let individuality control,

Thou can’st simply be one.

Of the many who people this land,

One only can’st thou be;

Be thou as the sun, sea or sand,

Or rain and dew moist’ning the tree.

There is an individuality which attends every person. We may

each live up to the highest standard of excellence in every particu

lar, and be upon the same standing in the spiritual sphere with many

others, and yet, we each have a distinct character. It is as impos

sible for us all to think, see, act or hear alike, as it is for every

natural object to have the same appearance, the same proportions
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and coloring. How dull and unsightly would be our beautiful, di

versified world were it otherwise.

Likewise, were we all to think alike, there would be no pleasant

discussions, no argumentative faculties required, no way of assisting

another in the field of thought, and, we might almost say, no use for

our language, replete with its vocabulary of words. Were we all to

act alike, use the same modes of expression, the same gestures, or

have the same laugh, the same tone of voice, how 'completely ab

surd it would be. were we all to eat the same kind'of food to the

exclusion of others, some of our most salable products would return

to the “native element;” there would probably be a demand for oth

ers which could not be supplied. \Vere we all ministers, there would

be no sinners to save; were all physicians, there would be no one to

cure; all lawyers, no one to sue; all teachers, no one to teach; all

wealthy, no one to labor; all poor, there would yet be the riches of

mother earth. And as there was a period when the development of

to-day was not apparent, we believe that at that period the individu

ality asserted itself, and developed the characteristics of individuals.

But as time bore humanity onward, it became apparent that some

vocations appeared more lucrative than others, and as the love of

fame was fostered, it was noticed that some callings brought their

followers more renown than others; thus, many who were not fitted

for those callings strove to follow them, and in the struggle, as in

any battle, the one who could physically rule, many times, pressed

forward, leaving the competent individual by the wayside. And

to-day we have those following the professions, who would make

better mechanics, farmers or merchants, and we have amongst the

working class the Herculeanean brain. In a new country we do not

find the greatest proportion doctors, ministers, and orators, although

they are necessary to a perfect brotherhood; the laborers, honest

tillers of the soil, mechanics and millers must predominate. Such

was the case with our forefathers.

As, in every age, we require men adapted to that particular period

of development, so every individual has his peculiar sphere, whatever

the age may be, for an uncontrollable law governs these things.

That every individual does not carry out his individuality, and cul

tivate the peculiar characteristics of his nature, it is clearly por

trayed. It is well to have lawyers, physicians, ministers, profes

sional men of all kinds, but young man be assured that you are
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adapted to the bar before bending your energies in this direction;

or be assured that you are calculated to take upon you the responsi

bility of other’s lives, before you practice medicine; and let it be

evident that you are called to the ministry before you attempt to

preach the way of salvation, and, at least, have some definite idea

yourself, before you attempt to teach others. Individuality is

your birth right.

If you have a talent, cultivate it. Be it but the hewing of wood

or drawing water, let it be well done, and do not attempt to take

another’s talent, for it will but be as the exchange of crosses, of

which we have read somewhere in a poem, and the burden of the

song was, “My cross is greater than I can hear.” The complainant

was taken to a place where the cross could be exchanged for an

other; after looking over a vast collection, one was selected, which

seemed very bright and beautiful, but, lo! it was so heavy the

frame trembled beneath the burden, and another was taken which

exactly suited the person, when lo! this became apparent, “My own

old cross again.” There is a beautiful truth in this little allegory.

If our own talent is not as we desire, and another’s appears more

brilliant, we shall find, by attempting to use it, that, like the cross,

it may become too heavy, or literally, our individuality is lost. But

if we return to our own sphere, use the talent given, we shall find

the burden of life borne easily; for there is a peculiar sphere for

each person, and out of that sphere his powers cannot assert them

selves. Thus it is that many make of this life a failure. Your

powers may be cramped by circumstances, nevertheless, you have a

God-given power, which, if rightly used, will bring the proper ele

ments wherein your capabilities will expand. Let not the harrassing

of daily cares cause you to swerve; wear your OWn cross, or improve

your peculiar talent, to the extent which circumstances permit.

Benjamin Franklin was not born to wealth and ease; it was

battling with difficulties that developed his talent. Abraham Lin

coln knew well how to use the ax, hew the log and till the soil, as

well as to rule a nation with judgment. Our Father Washington

was reared in the colonial times; the noble fathers of Americans

were the laboring class, and asserted individuality. Aye, there were

poets, philosophers, statesmen,men of genius there; but they used their

gifts to the extent of their advantages, and transmitted these quali
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ties to their offspring. To-day individuality asserts itself, as well as

borrowed talent.

Every talent is spontaneous. The one adapted to yourself you

may cultivate, but not another’s. And be your talent dull and un

promising, remember, that what is well and nobly done is “pure

gold,” be it the humblest calling upon the earth. There is as much

need of the delicate flower, as the gigantic oak; the wind and rain,

as the gentle sun. It requires this great diversity to form the com

plete system of nature. It also requires the different capacities of

individuals to form the perfect humanity.

 

CHOOSE WELL.

(CONTINUED.)

 

JAMES CONNER had been reared by a fond, indulgent mother, who

‘ worshipped her child, but knew not how to curb the disposition,

which was deleterious to him. His every want had been gratified,

and he had not been taught self-control, which is necessary to every

child. A child should early be taught that there are many desires

whidh cannot be gratified. In going forth into the world, he must

yield allegiance to some if not in the realm of home. Thus James

had always had his wants gratified, many times at the expense of

his mother’s comfort and happiness, and here we.see the fruit of

this gratification. He could not resist the temptation. Henry’s

mother, a good, pious woman, had prayed for, but had not been

firm enough with her son, and he had been swayed by his com

panions, even when a child. Now, as of old, he was influenced by

the stronger mind. Had that mother, whilst the mind was young,

strengthened the character, shown him the great responsi

bility which he must be called to bear some day, it would

have been a great shield to him; but in perfect faith she had prayed

for him, and may it not be availing; even now those mother’s pray

ers came to him and caused him to tremble.

We left James and Henry in the rickety house in the suburbs of

the city, Here met them companions of similar character; and

wine and cards was the order. A debt was paid out of the bor

rowed thousand The evening was far spent when they dis

persed in a boisterous manner, not usually accorded to gentle

men. These young men had reasons for selecting this unfrequented
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place for their carousals. They did not wish it known that such

was their character, for in the company of ladies they were quite

polished.

James and Henry had ordered a cab to take them to their lodging

house, and long had it waited. Reaching their rooms at a late hour

they threw themselves upon a couch in a state of inebriation, and

awakened late next morning. James being the first to partially re

cover his senses, rang for coffee, and aroused Henry to form some plan

in regard to the'borrowed money. He began to realize the extent of

his daring most'forcibly. Henry began to upraid him, saying “I

was more sensible than you. Now I shall be implicated, and I never

should have done so myself.” “ Nevertheless, you are in the box,”

says James with his usual elfrontery. “ Now we had better manu

facture our stories, so they will tally. We are obliged to throw the

blame upon that puritanical Charles, and if I see that he has exposed

us, I shall immediately manufacture a story; I shall manage to ex

change all the bills but one, and slip that one in his overcoat pocket

——a fifty, for they were all fifties and hundreds. Then, when he is

blamed, they will find it, and how his face will color, and that will

be evidence of guilt, and if he beats Jim Connor he will do well.”

This was Sabbath morning, and he was using his leisure hours,

“ the day of rest,” in forming plans which should ruin the innocent,

were they but consummated.

Henry was too easy to protest, and thus it was settled in their

minds.

Monday morning dawned bright and beautiful, and James and

Henry are seen wending their way to the bank, with a more hopeful

countenance than did Charles, for an oppression weighs upon him

as a shadow of coming evil. He is satisfied that James will spare

no means to save himself, and knows that it must be settled now.

The detective had not discovered the whereabouts of the offenders

on the previous Saturday evening. James immediately perceived a

cloud upon his employer’s brow, and a frown greeted him. He had

been a favorite with his employer, as he could assume a polished

manner at will, and in merry gaiety he was apt. Thus Charles’

position was more critical.

James met Mr. Emmit’s gaze fearlessly, addressed him very graci

ously, passing the topics of the weather with perfect nonchalance.

He saw the frown visibly soften, and now was the time for the con~
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summation of his plan. “My dear sir,” he says, “I have a very im

portant piece of news to impart to you. Last Saturday evening, as

Henry and myself were passing the bank, we noticed a light within,

and, wondering what the cause could be, stepped to the door, find

ing it slightly open. We also saw that the new comer, Charles,was

inside, and in the inner room; we also distinctly heard a noise as the

clicking of the safe door. Hoping no harm was done, still thought

it but my duty to inform you—should there be anything Wrong.

Henry and I considered the matter, and presumed you had probably

given him authority to attend to some matter.”

Mr. Emmit was very much confounded and scarce knew how to

answer him.

“But,” he says, “we noticed this: we waited and saw him pass up

the street with his hand in his overcoat pocket, whilst he seemed

holding something convulsively, and stepped into a clothing store,

where he passed a new bill. Should anything be missed, I have no

doubt it could be traced in this way, and there might be a stray bill

in the overcoat pocket. The more I have thought upon the subject

the more uneasy I have been. He had such a startled expression

as he passed into the clothing house.”

Another plan he was forming. He had seen Charles purchase a

suit at a certain clothier’s, whom he knew could be bought to aid

him, for a small amount, and this determination was taken.

“Yes, I should search his pockets,” he said abruptly. All this

was said without giving Mr. Emmit time to think.

“ Now,” he says, “but I have a story also James. Charles was

sent by me to the bank, and when he returned informed me that he

had discovered you and Henry in the bank.” “Binary and Iin the

bank .? ” he exclaimed, appearing to be amazed, “let him prove the

base falsity. This is evidence to me that my suspicions were cor

rect.”

It happened that the bills taken by James were new ones, and could

'easily be identified, by comparison with the remaining ones. Mr.

Emmit was nonplused, for Henry was called, and corroborated

James’ statement. Thinking it best to find some evidence, he re

quested James to direct him to the clothiers mentioned, but called

Charles, telling him of James’ pretended disclosure. Charles was

almost speechless with astonishment; he had never dreamed of such

a dastardly deed. But, recovering himself, he says, “I am willing to
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have every article which I possess searched, and that you should use

all means in your power to prove me guilty.” “Ah,” says James,

“he was well pleased with the burden in his overcoat pocket last Satur

day evening.” “I am willing to give you every opportunity to test

me,” and brings forward the coat from its accustomed rack. Imagine

the dismay upon Mr. Emmit’s countenance as the note was discov

ered in an inside breast pocket—a fac simile of the remaining ones.

Charles’ consternation was indescribable“ “ I am sure,” he says,

“I had no knowledge of such bill being in my possession; there has

been foul play.” Cons Com.

-—-—0.0—

A HISTORY OF LIFE

as IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

 

We repeat it, Mother Eve should receive grateful homage, and

Adam also, although it seems to many, that with a garden of fruits

choice and rare, and but the one kind which she should not dare to

touch, that she should not have been beguiled into giving vent to

what seems to be a natural curiosity. We must remember that in

those early ages man was as a child,in comparison with the develop

ment of to-day; and we see here a simulation of a natural tendency-—

an anxiety to know the why and wherefore of things. As a child

is more prone to meddle with anything which he is strictly forbid

den to touch, place anything within his reach which he has never

seen, and the desire to see it and know something about it is so

great that he cannot resist the temptation to examine it, if left alone.

And the allegory seems to be a good illustration of this. It is true,

if a parent bids a child not to touch anything, the displeasure of the

parent rests upon him if the command is broken. But a wise par

ent will not place temptation in the way of a small child, and as his

capacities are developed, he may obtain strength of character. You

may herein see this truth. In olden times it was thought best by '

parents, as it is, likewise, to-day, with many, to punish the child

whenever it broke a command, without any consideration whatever,

on the part of the parent; that the parent’s commands should' be ar

bitrary in every particular, even without explaining to the child the

reasons for anything. And such character was then attributed to

the Father of all, that He was an arbitrary being, and that He would
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punish every act against His distinct commands, which seemed, also,

to be of an earthly nature.

Although there is a connecting link between the material and spir

itual, they cannot be confounded. The care of the'body indirectly

afiects the spirit, but, it is by a law which passes from lower to higher,

step by step. We feed the body that it may be sustained, and the

sustenance of the body enables the spirit to perform its mission in

the material universe. Although the parent is the crowning work

of the material universe, he is, in the same ratio, dependent upon the

child. Within the'child, there is the germ of the man, and its ideas,

wants and desires should be respected as aids to his development

into manhood, correspondingly, as the material is made to admin

ister to the spiritual. ‘

We then see that man’s legend has given us a God corresponding

to the age in which he lives and to his advancement. And now, in

this ~ dawn of light, in the present era, we do not have a God of

wrath, so much as a God of Love, taking the same illustration, the

relation of parent to child. The child of to-day has more freedom,

and is governed by many parents, judiciously; his moral nature is

called forth, and he is shown thatthe true idea of obedience is self

government.

Aye, the God of to-day would have men govern themselves; it is

not a true manhood which is developed through fear, and as we

make a God out of the material, which is brought to our imagina

tion, we see that the greater cultivation of the spiritual nature gives

us a more spiritual God. Thus the one of to-day seems spirit, not ma

terial, or “earthly King.” The miser makes himself a God of his

money; some make fame a God, others make their children and

family a God; and although this is the nearest the true worship, let

us not make unto ourselves a selfish God. Let us take the highest

estimate of this holy influx—called God—and which we cannot com

prehend or explain. Let us take that which is most elevating. If

this holy influence prompts us to loving offices to children, give it

scope; we will see in all humanity a likeness to our dear ones. All

are connected by ties of brotherhood, and we see it is by something

which is above the brute creation. Our power of language is enough

to give us pre-eminence; as we see that this life-principle is mani

fest in the lower order, it is the power of expression in a higher cul»

tivation or sphere, which is called spirit—soul. As we pass on to
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the realm of spirit and give scope to the beautiful ideas, and use the

great power—speech—we feel that this is the God-given part. It

is the spirit which was denominated “in His image.” The true part

of man, then, is a reflection from divinity, a ray from the great Sun

which lighteth the “New Jerusalem.” Thus we find that spirit is

the highest ascent of the mind, and the God of to-day is a spiritual

one. -

No one would to-day write us such a legendary description of

anything connected with the spiritual realm, and no one would

accord to Jehovah that of which _a moral man, of to-day would

not be guilty; then we affirm the God of each age is the one adapted

to the capacities of the individuals of that age.

These antediluvians were but the embryo of humanity, and as ev

ery plant germ, which is cast into the darkness of earth, bursts the

bonds of its embryotic covering, emerging into the sun light, there

to expand, leaf by leaf, bud and blossom followed by fruit, those

dark ages had their sphere in man’s development; for, out of the

bosom of mother earth, springs the luxuriant vegetation, brighten

ing, adorning and beautifying; thus, out of the darkness of past

ages, is evolved the light of to-day. Spirit was the germ, the dark

ness of their minds, the prison, the wild state of nature, the elements

which strengthened; the cultivation necessity, which gave experi

ence, caused the shoot to emerge, and to-day the branches are wid

ening, the fruit comes harvest after harvest. Aye! the God of to

day is Spirit; we gather it not from the voices of nature alone, but,

from the progress of humanity, the triumph of the minds of indi

viduals. The great Power is smiling upon his ‘children to-day.

 

EXTRACT FROM “GHOST LAND.”

 

As men grow into spiritual light and knowledge, they will better

understand the methods of communion. This earth is full of oc

cult forces; trees, plants, herbs, stones, minerals, vapors, gases, and

- fluids are all teeming with magnetism. To comprehend these forces

draw them forth and apply them, was the art of the ancient magian,

and will be the next phase of science which humanity _will achieve,

the living forces of the body will then be reserved, and the occult

powers of nature substituted as a means of communing with spirits.
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Man will take part in that communion, instead of being the mere

passive instrument of beings whom he does not know or understand,

and this will be the period when spiritual and physical sciences

will supplement each other instead of being, as now arrayed, against

each other by the ignorance and prejudice of men.

The communion between mortals and those spheres of human

spiritual existence, that have as yet been able' to manifest to mortals,

is but a faint indication of the approaches which the earth is making

towards the inauguration of a new era; a time fulfilled, a judgment

passed, a dawning day of new life, new light, new heavens and a

new earth. Occult science, words, which at present have but little

meaning in the ears of men, must be understood, studied, and mas

tered ere humanity can enter the temple of spiritism, or worship in

spirit and in truth that God who is a spirit.

-—__"_..—'.

THE well-known American authoress, Mrs. Lydia Maria Child,

who died at Wayland, Mass., on the 20th instant, at the advanced

age of 78, was at one time a Swedenborgian, but modified her views

somewhat as she advanced in life. A short time ago she called on

her old friend, Epes Sargent, and communicated to him many inter

esting facts in her investigations into the spiritual phenomena; and

a correspondence followed, in which she showed that age had not

impaired the vigor and brightness of her intellect. She was an

earnest theist, and accepted, with discrimination and critical quali

fication, the fundamental facts of Spiritualism. Skeptically disposed,

she admitted nothing that was not reconcilable to her reason—at the

same time remarking that finite reason is far from infallible. She

communicated a number of interesting experiences for Mr. Sargent’s

unpublished work, “The Scientific Basis of Spiritualism,” and took

in it a very deep interest, as, her correspondence abundantly shows.

She writes, “I like your courage and perseverance in probing a sub

ject in which, while there is much to disaffect and bafile us, there is un

doubtedly an amount of truth of which those who decry‘it blindly

little dream. I confess it has often repelled me; yet I know that

such facts as I have told you admit of but one construction. You

are right in taking it up in its unpopular stage, since its mischiefs,

if there are any, must bemet, not with ignorance, but with knowledge

——and this last I think you have.”
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“GIVE AS THE LORD GIVES YOU.”

(Written for “A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT.")

 

If we have wealth at our command,

Send it broadcast over the land;

It will return after many days

As bright as the sun’s most potent rays.

It will float over the land,

Taking with it healing balm;

It need not reach a foreign strand

To be scattered like the sand.

Nor travel from pole to pole,

To save some poor sinking soul;

We have them at our every door,

The sweat oozing from every pore.

If not wealth, we have love,

Send it like a carrier dove;

With healing in its wings,

Every message it brings.

—Mns. H. J. CUR'rrs, Bolivar, N. Y.

-——¢¢.»—_

LITTLE BUDS.

A DREARY place would be this earth

Were there no children in it;

The song of life is nothing worth,

Were there no children to begin it.

No little forms like buds to grow,

And make the heart surrender;

No little hand on breast and brow,

To keep the love chords tender.

Far in the clime toward which we reach,

Through Time‘s mysterious, dim unfolding

The little ones, with cherub smiles,

Are still our Father’s face beholding,

And so said Jesus’ blessed voice,

When in Judea he was preacher;

He made a child confront the proud,

And be their simple teacher.

Anise for the children who read “A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT," dedicated to

Mina, who left her little buds and crossed to a heavenly land.

Bolivar, N. Y.
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WE had the pleasure of listening to Mrs. Sadlerthwait, of Eng

land, and Miss White, of Glasgow, Scotland—two cultured ladies—

upon the subject—temperance. Are sorry we but heard the closing

remarks of the former. She was speaking of the custom prevalent

in England, of using strong drinks upon the dinner table, which was

much more common several years ago, and at that time was consid

ered an aid to digestion; that she, herself, being an invalid, had ac

customed herself to use claret, commencing with a half glass, gradu

ally increasing the quantity to a glass and a half, and then seeing,

should she continue, it would become, a temptation, discontinued

the use. She spoke of how the habit would be formed in this way,

until a person could not resist. Says she now uses no stimulants,

and has better health than when partaking.

We shall briefly notice Miss White’s remarks. She spoke encour

agingly of the temperance cause; but said, with them it was much

more common to see women addicted to the use of liquor than it is

with us, and what was more deplorable, it seemed much more diffi

cult to reclaim a woman who had become a drunkard. She also

spoke of a change in their government, which was conservative un

til last spring; since that time it has been a liberal government, and

the people of each district have a right to choose how many saloons,

if any, they shall have. Also the Church of England supports the

temperance cause. Several of theQueen’s Chaplains are strict temp

erance men. Many have banished strong drinks from their tables.

Mentioned a case where a family placed it upon their table, but did

not allow the children to partake. One of the sons marrying and

removing to another city, followed the example of parents in this

particular, and became a confirmed drunkard.

They organize the children in temperance bands, called “Bands of .

Hope.” She thought it most excellent to train them early, whilst

their minds are being formed, showing them the terrible eifects of

alcohol. Mentioned a free breakfast given to the poor, where they

are taught how Jesus fed the multitude. Her last idea was that

persons may work in the temperance cause unceasingly, but without

the desired result, when it is only the effects with which you may

battle—the work will not be effectual until the fountain-head is ar

rested—the trafiic.
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We agree with Miss White; as long as we have gaily-lighted sa

loons, with brilliant music, and the enticing power placed in tempt

ing array, so long shall we have noble men metamorphosed into

objects of disgust, and hear the cries of hungry children for bread.

 

RELIGIOUS ANNOUNCEMENT.

 

PEOE. H. C. STRONG, of Chicago, will speak in Merrick Hall,

Sunday evening at 7% O’clock. Subject—The Reign Of Terrorism.

 

WE must bear the image of the earthly, to bear the image of the

Heavenly. We should let our souls go up in thankfulness forever,

that we were created. What a glorious thought to know we shall

never die, only move to a higher sphere. A. W. ROOT.

SO much only as we ourselves consider and comprehend of truth

and reason, so much only do we possess of real and true knowledge.

The floating of other men’s opinions in our brains makes us not one

jot the more, knowing, though they happen to be true.

THE Chicago, Burlington and Quincy Railroad is the safest and

speediest route to California, and the through business for the win

ter season promises to be larger than ever.

THE INDUSTRIAL WORLD is the best advertising sheet for Manu

facturers in the West. Send for specimen copies to Industrial

World, Chicago, Ill.

LET your light so shine that others, seeing the brilliance, may be

enabled toemerge from the darkness which they may be unable of

themselves to lighten. '

WE should never desire to be regenerated, were it not for the re

mains of original innocence, which thus repose like sleeping angels

in our hearts. ‘

WHATEVER you would not wish your neighbor to do unto you, do

it not unto him; this is the whole law, the rest is a mere exposition

of it.

TO triumph over one’s passions is of all conquests the most glori

Ous.
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Subscription price, $1.10 per year.

  

(Yul. (f. @ednesday, C{Jovember 3, 1880. $0. 5.
  

Tms magazine, containing sixteen pages, will be published

weekly. It will contain articles upon 'science, art, literature, as well

as upon the subjects of ethics, or the elevation of the spirit alone.

By elevating the spirit of man, we develop the true life. The sub

scription price (one dollar per year) places it within the reach of all

individuals. The idea is not to extort money from individuals,

but to place before the people pure literature,_which shall be within

the reach of all classes.
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TO OUR PATRONS.
 

To THE people of Quincy we send greeting, ofiering our best

Wishes for all power and blessings to rest on our city, and individu

als in particular. May we all awake from our slumbering state, and

open our eyes to behold the brightness of this glorious morning of

the world; help us all to work in our Father’s vineyard, gather the

harvest that has been growing for ages, separate the tares from the

wheat and burn with fire the rubbish—Evil—which has caused so

much agonizing, cruel suffering that is bearing down humanity in

darkness, superstition and ignorance. Let us all join in one anthem

of praise to Him who rules this universe, and ask His blessing to be

poured out upon this beautiful city. May we love and adore good

ness and mercy, and purify ourselves that we may meet the holy

angels, ascend with them the ladder towards the higher spheres of

existence, and become one with the truth, as it was manifested in

Jesus the Christ of God. May we take Him as our model, and work

for our salvation by looking at His beautiful life, and cutting the

marble of our lives, so forming the character as the artist does his

image; working diligently, and the gate of heaven will be always

open for us. Happiness will crown our days and contentment fill

our souls with joy inefiable.
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How shall I address you on this all important subject; I desire

from my-soul your sympathy and co-operation in the investigation

of truth? I feel myself alone, standing out prominently, without a

'cloak to cover my designs. I am merely throwing in the widows’

mite to help along progression; we cannot stand still, we must move;

but the old road is full of ruts, and quick-sands in some places; these

we should try to avoid, and if we will listen for that still, small voice

which is crying in the wilderness of men’s minds, and look up to

wards the great Sun of the spiritual world, we shall discover the

highway to happiness.

Thoughts, be they ever so good, if not expressed, lose their power.

We have launched a little bark, “A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT,” and

'are waving a banner for those on shore to come on board and help

manage the craft. Every plank in her is sound, the captain holds

the head-light and the pilot is true—steering for the “ Kingdom of

Heaven.” ' M. MERRICK.
. .

MONEY VS. INDIVIDUALS.

 

HERE is a bright and gloriously beautiful world, and the seeming

object of this world is, that it is for man to inhabit, and what seems

to be man’s object? Too many times it is filthy lucre for which he

strives, and the noble aspirations of his nature are brought down to

the groveling and base. Individuals or money? Let them be

placed in the balances; let an individual be placed in the way of

the attainment of any object, how many times the individual is sa

crificed in preference. Let there be, but, the one way of obtaining

that object—let it be money or men—and the precious cargo of hu

man freight is cast overboard if the ship is sinking; the gold must

be retained, whatever the precious freight of humanity may suffer.

Is it the correct idea? This money, which is necessary to the hu

man being, if he Would long remain upon this globe, should it take

the place of the high and holy attributes of man’s nature? How

many times it is made a God—it is made to supplant the spiritual

part of man’s being, or rather this greed for gain is made so to do;

and herein is the curse. When an individual so far forgets the high,

holy and divine intent of his life, as to hold his principles at a price

—when money will buy principles—when it will cause man or woman

to give the glorious-right of being denominated “a little lower than

the angels,” then, we say, “cursed, CURSED bane. Could we but go to
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some lonely island alone with God and His pure creation, could we

but become a second Crusoe, and be far from sight or hearing of

this terrible and deadly evil.”

Place the two upon the balances.

Will money buy you the purity of a clear conscience, if it is bar

tered for this medium? Will money buy you sweet peace? Will

money buy you friends? Will it open the gates of heavenly portals?

Will it cause Jehovah to bow, and say, “enter in, here is the highest

seat”? Will it build you a gorgeous mansion in the spiritual realm?

Will it cause loving hearts to send forth tendrils, which may cling

to thy life?

If thine own heart is guided by this tyrant, will it, of itself, ever

bring you any spiritual blessing? Aye! money is necessary to hu

manity as a medium of exchange, but will it ever accomplish any

good object for an individual, if there is not a loving heart which

sends it upon its mission? The possessors of it may, by a correct

use, relieve the sufferings of the unfortunate, as one, who does not

possess it, may not; but, if there is not the true spirit of Christianity

accompanying the act, the spirit of the unfortunate one may not be

elevated; the material wants may be supplied, but the true beauty

of benevolence is lost; and one, who may but have the wealth of

human kindness, has the greater benevolence, and has fulfilled the

life mission, more nobly, if true to the higher nature. '

One individual should outbalance the wealth of the world. If

any object is attainable, only, through the sacrifice of one human be

ing, let the object fall to earth; let us have principles which cannot

be exchanged for money. Whatever is done, should be done from

principle, and upon this foundation only can we build a true char

acter. In the smallest act of life you may indicate your standing,

“as straws show which way the wind blows.”

Principle is a prevailing element in the character of ,the true

individual. Terrible is it to see that many times it is, “Money versus

Individuals,” which is the world’s motto. Can you, we repeat, buy a

“heavenly home, a ‘spiritual habitation,’ ” peace within and without,

with this lucre? Let us take our motto, “Individuals versus money;”

truth, justice, love, mercy, brotherly kindness, purity and charity

versus wealth, fame, or position. Let us die at the stake rather than

sacrifice one principle, which is innate, within us, for the Right.

The brief sojourn upon earth is but the bud of immortality, then

1
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let us not mar the bud, nor allow a worm to destroy it at the heart

for then the unfoldment will be but imperfect. It is not the condi~'

tion, in which we are placed, that always administers unto the spirit

ual wants. Speaking as the world—the matter-of-fact world—it is

not the dollars we possess which brings us happiness here or here

after. It is well if we possess wealth, and it 18 well if we do not,

if we but fulfill the mission assigned us by an overruling power,

well and faithfully; that we may, when the earthly by tabernacle of

clay is lain aside, hear the welcome tidings, “Well done, good and

faithful servant.” I. M. MERRILL.

___<...,__

“OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN.”

 

“ Taking a little child, He placed it in their midst and said, ‘of

such is the Kingdom of Heaven.’” The innocent child—simplicity it

self—willing to be taught by its elders, was taken as an example of

the Heavenly Kingdom. Should we desire to become spiritual

minded, let us become a little child, pure and innocent; let us be

willing to be taught, as well as impart the knowledge we possess.

We may learn something good from all. Let us cull the choicest

sweets, and discard the dross. If our own minds are pure, we shall

delight in the society of the pure.

The Master said, “ of such is the Kingdom of Heaven.” It is not

children in stature, alone, which compose the Kingdom of Heaven,

but the possessor of child-like qualities—the simplicity, the purity,

the willingness to submit to the powers that be. In contemplating

the mighty heavens, the astronomer must become a little child; he

must be subject to the laws which govern these heavenly bodies—

stars, solar suns, satellites and meteors; he cannot regulate those

laws, but must be governed by them. He has no idea of forming

laws of his own, for it is evident those bodies are performing their

duty independent of any visible agent. The invisible cannot here

be brought to move within the circle of man’s regulations. Like

wise, in any scientific demonstrations, man does not first make a

given law wherein he may carry forward his work, but discovers a

law, and this is,used as an aid in all investigations. The grandly

glorious beauty, of the laws regulating the entire universe, is that all

are subservient to man, but awaiting utilization by him. We may

learn to-day what to-morrow must be dethroned, but the first gives

us cultivation for the second. A demonstrated fact, however, can
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not be cast aside—only an idea or belief—a law- made by ideas and

not demonstration. Some of the laws governing countries, after de

monstration, are found not to be natural laws but—ideas—sometimes

manufactured by selfish promptings, sometimes through ignorance

of the best way of utilizing the forces of nature. As men see the

folly of such laws, they are replaced by others.

Every law in nature is at present irrevocable by man. If you de~

monstrate and prove a problem, it is unchangeable. The simple

law, two times one are two, is a demonstrated fact, as well as all

other mathematical and geometrical rules, but the simplest is the

most important of the whole. The greatest mathematical rule is

dependent upon'this fii'st step. There is no doubt, in the minds of

individuals, that this simple rule is correct, and that it will never

change so long as the world stands. The laws which regulate the

motion of the earth upon its axis and around the sun are uncon

trollable by man. It is demonstrated that the sun. lightens, warms

it, causes vegetation to spring forth, and that the revolution of the

earth around this luminary causes the changes of the seasons.

That the earth is a sphere is a demonstrated fact, and its laws are

found to be perfect. So long as man thought the earth was an ele

vated table-land, he knew nothing of the governing forces controls

ling its movements; but, when he became as a little child, began to

inquire concerning the whys and wherefores, he discovered that he

was held upon a great ball, suspended in the air as it were, and by

what power he was able to retain an upright position upon this roll

ing sphere, he knew not until, many years afterward, the great force,

gravitation, was found to be the power; thus, has all things been

brought from this great mass; the laws of attraction, repulsion, co

hesion, etc., have been demonstrated.

When men had the idea that the spirit returned to the soil, they

were ignorant of the law governing spirit; but when it was demon

strated that there was a hereafter, by angels coming and telling men I

of that realm, it was a demonstrated fact, and was further proved by

the death of Jesus Christ, and by his ascension into a spiritual realm.

When men become as little children, in regard to the laws which '

govern the spirtual realm, as well as the material universe, they will

find demonstration as readily for one as the other, for the spiritual

realm is governed by laws far more beautiful, as spirit is the high

est ascent of mind. Gold is a precious metal, and is taken
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from the quartz, and.when it is removed, the remaining substance

is of no value. The spirit is the gold of the material body. The

grosser particles in the quartz protect the gold until the time it is to

be utilized for man; thus the spirit is held by the material until it

is called for by the higher sphere. When the spiritual realm opens

the mine and takes the gold from the quartz it follows a law,which is

demonstrated by past history, by present history and facts. Then,

as in the material universe, would we learn anything,—we must be

come as a child; so, in learning spiritually, let us become a child,

for “of such is the Kingdom of Heaven.” I. M. MERRILL.

'——_—.0

THE SIGN OF TH-E'TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

 

 

Wnnx Jesus went upon the mountain, with the three

disciples, and was transfigured before them, Moses and Elias

appeared unto them, and the disciples were afraid; so they

would be to-day if such a vision should occur. Thousands

of the same do appear over the world in many places.

But many are afraid, and do not wish to know anything about such

matters. Why should it be thought such an incredible thing, for

the dead to arise and show themselves, as Moses and Elias did, that

is, in their spiritual bodies. Laws, governing nature and spirit, can

never change. If Moses and Elias appeared, as recorded, why may
I not spirits of other men- make themselves visible in this nineteenth

century? Some say and probably think the whole record is a hallu

cination or fraud, as they do the wonderful signs that are shown to

mankind by the invisible world, to make known the presence of

angels and dear friends who desire to communicate with spirits

in the flesh.

The time is coming, shortly, when a glorious light will burst

upon the inhabitants of the earth, and they will see the Sun of

Righteousness arise and shine into the darkness; and bring to light

ignorance and change it into knowledge. It will warm and invigo

rate life, and bring happiness and joy, break down the wall of prej u

dice and illuminate the hearts of mankind. M. Mnnmcx.

 

OUR readers will please bear in mind that we are laboring in the

cause of progression, and desire their kind regards extended

to us in our vineyard here in the West. We need your sympathy

and influence for good.
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THE SPIRIT SOLDIER’S RETURN.

(First published in the St. Louis Home Journal.)

My soul is filled with joy and love,

To know, that out of strife

I have emerged to glorious day, to sure immortal life.

We have a fine, etherial world, encircling earth around,

Where spreading trees and flowery meads,

And groves and lakes abound;

Where music breathes in every sound

And fragrance fills the air,

And budding trees profusely yield—

The flowing robes ever wear.

Let not these truths be hid away

By ‘doubt’s obscuring wings;

You only have the grosser forms,

We have the soul of things.

Behold the lilies of the field,

No prince in all his pride

Was ever arrayed in robes so rich,

So elegantly dyed. '

Whence come your silks, from little worms;

Your linens, from a weed;

Your woolens, from a creature’s back;

0, wonderful, inde'ed.

Whence come the luscious fruits you eat,

The water that you drink,

The air you breathe, the birds, the flowers.

0, doubter, stop and think.

Can God, from whom all blessings flow,

So good and potent here,

Come short in all His attributes

And powers in our sphere?

Ah, no, the wonders multiply

As upward you ascend,

And ecstacies and forms of bliss

Seem truly without end.

God gives with an‘ unsparing hand,

And every soul that will

At all the fountains of his love,

May freely drink his fill;

Then fear not death, 0 fellow men;

No hell awaits you here,

Except the hell you bring from earth,

Which soon shall disappear
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Beneath the genial floods of love,

That flow from tender eyes,

On every erring child of earth

That passes to the skies.

Your envy, pride and selfishness

Will then be buried deep

In earth, with your lost robe of flesh,

In everlasting sleep;

And all your higher attributes

Will day by day expand

Beneath the love of loving hearts,

, In this celestial land.

Then fear not death, 0 fellow men,

But calmly wait the day

That shall announce I

Your second birth.

Good night, I must away.

The above poem, sent by a gentleman from Chicago, as being

spoken by a child some years ago. Although beautifully worded,

we feel that there is a deeper idea in regard to man’s future state;

we feel that man’s spirit causes the body to sin; that not with the

earthly tabernacle of clay is it buried, but that the more pure has

been the life upon earth, the more beautiful will be the life here

after; and every beautiful deed is a gem in the future crown, await

ing the faithful, and the evil deeds will be dark objects in the ever

lasting crown, or literally, the evil mars the spirit, whereas, the good

beautifies. Then, fear not death, if thy deeds be pure, for in the

pure light of heaven your nature may then expand. But in the

glorious light of eternity, where “ we shall know, as we shall be

known,” methinks it would be a terrible hell for the deeds, dark and

sometimes hidden, to be revealed. Then, let us have the deeds pure,

that no hell can harrass the life. The daily trials and vexations are

temporary, when conscience is clear. Then, let us have the life

stream clear, cool, brilliant and deep. Although obstacles may re

tard its progress, it will find an outlet, and the temporary ruffles,

caused by other objects, will pass away, leaving the purity of the

stream as before, and, probably, the channel widened and deepened.

Great and glorious is the anticipation of an hereafter to the spiritual

minded; but methinks, there are many who look not forward with

joy at the thought of having their very thoughts revealed under the

, light of eternity’s morn. En.
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CULTIVATE ONE TALENT.

[BAPTIST WEEKLYJ]

 

ONE talent, well cultivated, deepened and enlarged, is worth a

hundred shallow faculties. The first law of success at this day,

when so many matters are clamoring for attention, is concentration;

to bend all the energies to one point, looking neither to the right

nor the left. It has been justly said that a great deal of the wisdom

of a man in this century is shown in leaving things unknown; and

a great deal of his practical sense in leaving things undone. The

day of universal scholars is past. “ Life is short and art is long.”

The range of human knowledge has increased so enormously that

no brain can grapple with it, and the man who can grapple with it,

and the man who would know one thing well, must have the cour

age to be ignorant of a thousand things, however attractive or in

viting. As with knowledge, so with work. The man who would

get along must single out his specialty, and into that must pour the

whole stream of his activity—all the energies of his hand, eye,

' tongue, heart and brain. Broad culture, many-sidedness, are beauti

rful things to contemplate; but it is the narrow-edge man, the men

of single and intense purpose, who steel their souls against all things

else, who accomplish the hard things of the world, and who are ev

erywhere in demand when hard work is to be done.

——‘O>——_

“BATTLING FOR THE RIGHT.”

IN a battle it is well to have on an armor, a shield, and be equip

ped for the battle. But, as we do not believe in battling with men,

we do not advise any armor, excepting in a spiritual sense. Let us

put on the breast-plate Of Righteousness, the armor Love, the shield

and buckler Purity and Justice. We would battle for the right; we

desire to elevate ourselves, spiritually, and add our mite towards

the elevation of humanity. As we have heard an old Scotch saying,

“Many mickles mak’ a muckle,” our mickle added to many more

will make a muckle. It is the true spirit of right, in every particu

lar, for which we desire to battle; and, if we are mistaken in any

idea, in regard to what may be termed right, are willing to be en

lightened by another, and accord to the individual, so doing, grateful

thanks. It is a beautiful idea to us that we may have mistakes

shown us, and that we may rectify them. We desire ever to cum
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late the example of one Jesus of Nazareth, “in whom was found no

guile.” We do not think that it is necessary that every sentence

should contain this assertion. It is the fruit of the tree which por

trays the nature of the germ—as the unfoldment of leaflets, in some

cases, determines the species. Great truths are clothed in various

vesture; as the dress is not the man, the clothing of an idea is not

the idea. If we would understand a writer, we must enter into the

spirit of the article, and then clothe it in our own language. In a

physical battle all do not use the same weapons, so in the spiritual

battle all may not use the same weapons; but, if it be for the same

principle—Right, it matters not; if one victory be gained,whatever the

weapon, so it but have power to dethrone one demon, we say, “well

done, faithful weapon.” As Jesus of Nazareth was called a blas

phemer,a Sabbath-breaker, the vilest of the vile, by those who knew

him not, and understood not his holy calling, so, to-day, the ene

mies of truth may call it blasphemy for an individual to boldly say

he is “Battling for the Right.” Not that the person so speaking in

tends the term to apply to himself; but, that he is ready to labor in

the right cause, wheresoever it may be. It is not a sect or creed—

Right is not—it is a principle; and with principles, not sects, or men,

or creeds, made by men, let us deal. There is a God-given power,

called conscientiousness; let us call this to aid us. Let us “ pray

without ceasing;” that is, let our desires go forth continually for

strength to sustain and, direct us in every calling, that we may

wrong no man.

_,...___

LIGHT appears to be on the increase. “Light for All” is pub

lished in San Francisco. “ Wrestern Light” has lately dawned in St.

Louis, and now “A Fountain of Light, Dedicated to Light-Seekers,”

comes to us from Quincy, 111., where it is to be published weekly by

Mrs. Dr. Merrick. It is in the form of a sixteen-page magazine,

edited by Miss Ida M. Merrill, and makes a very creditable appear

ance.—Banner of Light.

To complain that life has no joys while there is a single creature

whom we can relieve by our bounty, assist by our counsels, or en

liven by our presence, is to lament the loss of that which we pos

sess, and is just as rational as to die of thirst with the cup in our

hands.
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THE WORLD INSUFFICIENT FOR US.

(Taken from a work by CHAUNCEY GILES.)

 

EVERY one knows that we never find anything in this world to

fully content and satisfy us. We often think we shall be be satis

fied when we have a little more; but that little more enlarges and

. recedes as we approach it. Enough is an ever-receding goal. The

men who have the most knowledge are the most eager for more.

Those who have the largest fortunes are the most anxious to accu

mulate.“ Alexander weeps for more worlds to conquer; and Newton,

who has weighed the planets in the balance of his intellect, and

with cunning fingers has disentangled the solar ray and showed its

various coloured threads, standing on the pinnacle of his amazing

knowledge, is yet “the little child upon the shore who has found

only a few shells, while the vast ocean of truth lies unexplored be

fore him.” The artist embodies the highest conceptions of his

genius on canvas or in marble; but immediately his conceptions

rise above themselves; he sees new beauty and grandeur in the

human form; and he, too, is running toWards an ever-receding goal.

The same is true, only in a greater degree, of the affections. There

is no home so beautiful and full of love as to satisfy every ideal

affection; there is no being so perfectly the complement of our own,

that we can conceive no lack and no superfluity.

These ideals and aspirations after something which the world

cannot give, are to man, in the material body and the material world,

what the organization of the sparrow is to the egg. They are voices

implanted in man’s nature prophesying another world, that shall be

adequate to his largest desires. These stirrings of a higher life

within us; these surgings of mighty impulses against the walls of

clay—are the struggles of the unfledged bird for a new state of

being. They are not, they cannot be, the mockings of some tor

menting fiend; they are the powerful voices of an all-merciful, all

wise Father, who has provided a better world for us than this—

voices of love, and hope, in which He calls us to believe in that

world, and prepare for it.

But, as the sparrow could not fly in the summer air, and pour

forth the fullness of its own delight in song, until its organization

had been effected in the shell, so neither can man enter into full

consciousness of the perfections of the spiritual world, until the.
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proper spiritual organization has been formed in the material body;

and, as the bird cannot enter into its new world until it breaks its

shell and escapes from it, so neither can man rise into the spiritual

world until he throws off the material body, and thus breaks down

the partition walls which separate him from it.

There is another legitimate deduction from these universal meth

ods of the Divine operation, full of the greatest and surest promises of

good to man. So far as we know, the plant, the bird, the animal,

fully attain the ends of their being, The most perfect animal has

no thought, no desire, no impulse even, for anything beyond this

world. 86 far as they are concerned, the declaration of the Psalmist

is true—“Thou openest Thy hand and satisfiest the desires of every

living thing.” It is true for man also. It must be, or the whole

creation is a lie. But we must take man’s whole being into consid

eration. It is false only when we mistake the lowest and the merely

rudimentary part of his nature for the whole. If you judge the

plant by the blossom, or the insect by the chrysalis, you will come to

the same false conclusion you do, when you judge man by his life in the

material body. Everything in the universe points to the conclusion

that the Lord intended, and still intends, to satisfy every spiritual

want of man, as fully as He satisfies every natural want of the ani

mal. He has made such ample and varied provisions for every pos

sible want, that man cannot frame a hope which will not be realised;

he cannot have a desire that will not be gratified; he cannot conceive

a good which he will not obtain; he cannot form an ideal which

will not become an actual; he cannot lift an aspiration above the

level of his attainment. This is the Lord’s promise in His

Word—“Ye shall ask what ye will and it shall be done unto you;”

and this promise is written upon the whole creation.

_You have seen an animal in a good pasture lying in the shade or

basking in the sun, and you knew that its desires were all satisfied;

it had no dream of a want. Within the little round of its life it is

content, it is full. Now, what the attainment of the animal

is for the animal, will be man’s attainment for man. With all

his mental and spiritual faculties increased to an inconceivable de

gree of scope and power; with his knowledge and affections enlarged

beyond the present capacities of the highest angel, yet every want

will be satisfied. He will be full. Visions of glory and beauty

will dawn upon his clear vision, such as no earthly eye has seen,
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and no heart conceived, and he will reach them, possess them, enjoy

them, and they will content him. There are only two words that

express such a state—Peace, Blessedness. Peace within, peace with

all around. Blessedness in the heart; blessedness in the understand

ing; blessedness in every faculty and every relation.

This is what the Lord promises us in His Word, and in His works,

and it is a promise He will fulfil to the letter. But you must give

Him time, and be obedient to His way. He cannot give it to you

while you are in the material body. He cannot give it to you in

this world, any more than He can give flight and the joy of song

to the bird in the egg. It requires a spiritual world to satisfy all

the demands of our spiritual faculties.

Now gather all these considerations into one; the limitations and

obstructions to the soul inherent in matter; the nature of the soul

itself; the universal testimony of the divine methods in the creation;

the certainty with which the Lord accomplishes His ends, with no

excess of means and no lack of attainment; the Divine promises in

the Word; and does not everything point to the absolute necessity

of the death of the body? Is there any exception to it? No, the tes

timony is all on one side. The soul could not possibly attain those

immeasurable heights of perfection, of which it knows itself to be

capable, without freeing itself from the body. What we call death,

then, is an orderly step in life. It is not a curse, but a blessing.

It deprives us of no good. It introduces us to innumerable and in

conceivable delights. Instead of fearing it, we should thank the

Lord for it, and patiently await its coming. We should do our work

here well, knowing it is the best preparation we can make for the

largest blessings hereafter.

 

THE St. Louis lVestern Light sends greeting to the American Re

public, that floats her banner over all that seek an asylum within

her borders, unmindful of race, sex or creed: “Cognizant of this

. fact, two women of St. Louis—Endie J. Polk and Annie T. Ander

son—have embarked in the journalistic craft, steering by the “light”

that is beginning to send bright rays of progression from the West

ern horizon. They have the assurance of a fair voyage, by higher

intelligence, over the muddy waters of ignorance, that have hitherto

shipwrecked nations by their political and religious ship being man

aged entirely by masculine oflicers and crew.”
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INDIAN SUMMER.

 

O! the gayly-tinted forest,

How the trees are all ablaze;

’Tis the golden Indian Summer

Of the late autumnal days.

Woodland beauties all have perished,

There are reedy stalks instead;

And the grass is crisp and withered,

Crinkling with the rabbit’s tread.

In the arching tangled wood path,

Dry leaves rustle brown and sere;

Wind spirits murmur strange, sad music,

In the forest lone and drear.

Softly comes the Indian Summer,

When the leaves begin to fade;

Dying all the autumn foliage,

In a golden-tinted shade.

Shadowy branches gleam and glisten,

Flaming with a crimson glow,

Waving in a fiery vesture,

Over waters still and slow.

Oh! the glory of the weather,

Dreamy, misty, in a haze;

Like a rest of sweet enchantment

Are the Indian Summer days.

—PEARLIAN LA PIER.

 
m

NEVER DESPOND.

 

WHAT though thick clouds obscure the light, know we not that

behind the clouds the glorious old sun is doing his duty? At any

moment the clouds may disperse, and his brilliancy dazzle the eye

sight. Tho’ trials press heavily, and the darts of misfortune fly thick

and fast, at an unexpected moment the golden sun of prosperity

may burst upon the darkened vision, shedding happiness of which

we have never dreamed.

 

No! never despond, for our Heavenly Father’s smile is the same

through sad days of adversity, and His presence is with us if we but

open our souls to the holy influence.
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Yea, “whom He loveth He chasteneth.” This is such sweet consola

tion; if we are chastened, then we know we are loved. It is blest to

be loved by an earthly friend, but how much more so by our Heav

enly Father. How we strive to merit the love of a true earthly

friend, and show ours in return by deeds of kindness.

The great Friend, who has done all things for us, but asks for our

“hearts,” that is our labors. Then, should'not we, cheerfully, lay

all earthly treasures at His feet, and we have but given to Him

what is Ifls, and are unprofitable servants.

But, as our deeds alone cannot save us, we, then, may, with child

like confidence, await His great and glorious coming.

Conn COR-AL.
 

HEARTS broken or withering as the autumn foliage, may, as the

budding spring, be revived by the touch of the angel Joy, and

beautiful buds may spring up in the barren, desolate waste, when

the sympathetic and loving offices of true human beings bear the

weary pilgrim upon the shoulders of kindness. Ah! many a heart,

which has been blighted by misfortune, has-been filled with new

hopes, new aspirations, and taken fresh courage and zeal by the lov

ing acts of one of God’s children. Let us then bind up the broken

hearts; let us scatter smiles and bring sunshine if we may to earth’s

burdened ones. We know not which heart it is that is withering as

do the autumn leaves; we know not the bitterness of those we may

meet; we know not how the wife is, many times, grieving over fail

ings of husband; we know not how a husband is grieving over the

expenditures of an extravagant family, and striving “ to make two

ways meet,” endeavoring to keep these struggles from the knowl

edge of the beloved ones. Oh! let us have charity for all. I'Ve

may have sunlight and joy, but there is much of sadness in the world,

and when our cup of joy is filled to the brim, let us be ready to

share with one of those whom we have met, when the eyes seem to

look from a well of sorrow, too deep to be revealed to us. These pa

tient ones, whom we see but to love, but, whom we cannot imitate,

are purified from above. The withering heart may but enrich the

soil of the spiritual nature.

——<4.>>——-——

“CHoosn WELL” and “History of Life” continued in next

number.
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THE Quincy Argo speaks thus of us: “In receipt of A FOUNTAIN

OF LIGHT, a 16-page pamphlet published by Mrs. Dr. Merrick of this

city, with Miss Ida Merrill in the editorial chair. It is a weekly

publication, devoted to science, literature, and the advancement of

spiritualism. It is neat, ably edited, and will no doubt meet with a

generous support from believers in the doctrine which it teaches.”

Thanking the Argo, most cordially for its notice of our publica

tion, and also, wishing them success in their labors toward the ele

vation of humanity, we beg to correct a slight mistake. Had the

word spirtualism, read spirituality, it would exactly express our

idea; but it is as stated in first paper, not sects, or creeds, or like

wise—isms which we desire to advance, but pure thought. “We

have never found perfection in any sect, or creed, or—ism. We

have never found pure religion, or brotherly kindness in any par

ticular creed; it rests with individuals. It is not Spiritualism we

would advance, but true and pure ideas that may be given by indi

viduals. It is humanity which should be advanced and elevated

ever. Then—isms, or creeds are but secondary objects. Er).

——<~.»———

WE would also thank the Post and lVews for notice of our tiny

fountain, which we hope may but aid other fountains of Light, and

which is but the feeble effort of weak mortals in the cause of

truth, wheresoe’er the sparkling Gem may be found. Let us pluck

gems from the rubbish of frail humanity and cast aside the dross,

letting it descend into the bottomless pit of oblivion. \Vheresoever

one individual may be brought from a lower to a higher sphere, we

have found a gem. Sparkling gems we find in the Post and the

News, for beneath the wording of the articles we see the true spirit

manifest, peace and not war—individuals, not party. This is the

true principle in all things; and although we possess little knowl

edge of political affairs, the principle seems correct: individuals,

not party—liberty and liberality. When the people of the United

States fully realize that “in Union there is strength,” perhaps we

may call it United States. '

Parties or men? Let us have a true,noble,virtuous,temperate man

to rule over our beautiful country, whatever the party. It matters

not how he is chosen, if honorably; it matters not if it is done by

the men, of our country, alone. Why cannot men elevate themselves,

that they may choose a President peaceably,br0therly and in the in

terests of the United States—as of one family? This is the reform

for which we would pray, that all men may be elevated to this stand

ard of Right, and that not compulsion, even by our own sex, should

bring about this reform. Let us as individuals, men or women, ele

vate ourselves.
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THIS magazine, containing sixteen pages, will be published

weekly. It will contain articles upon science, art, literature, as well

as upon the subjects of ethics, or the elevation of the spirit alone.

By elevating the spirit of man, we develop the true life. The sub

scription price (one dollar per year) places it within the reach of all

individuals. The idea is not to extort money from individuals,

but to place before the people pure literature, which shall be within

the reach of all classes. >
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REJOICE AND BE GLAD.

 

 

REJOICE and be glad for the great and beautiful emblems of our

trust. Rejoice and be glad for the many gifts which we have each

and all received from a bountiful hand. The Father of all, the lov

ing, the allwise, the bountiful Giver, hath showered, upon our land,

the wealth of a glorious harvest. From North and from South,

cometh the tidings plenty; no dearth or famine is within our bor

ders; no pestilence is now weeping over our noble land; no dark

and cruel war, no tyrant in human form above our people’s weal.

Have we not cause to render grateful homage to the Great Spirit?

Even the untutored Indian, in his savage state, acknowledged the

beneficence of Almighty; when game was abundant he thanked

Him in his savage manner, and when it was ill-luck, which befell

him, beseeched the Great Spirit to withdraw His wrath from him.

As a nation we should rejoice and be glad; as individuals we should

rejoice and be glad for peculiar blessings, and special ones; we have

all—most of us—many blessings; and although, they, many times,

come to us as angels in disguise, in the form of bereavement, afflic

tion and sorrow, know we, that the furnace, “seven times heated,”

will but refine the gold. The material body is but a dwelling for
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a short time, and we are, as you may say, in a crucible preparing

for a future state. Dear friends, we each have some blessing, have

we not? If it is naught, but to know that we are one of God’s

children, a spark from the heavenly flame. Oh, beautiful and glori

ous is the idea, that we are a part of an “ everlasting,” “ never end

ing” eternity. Yet, there is a saddend thought which bears this one

company; some do not realize—ah, many do not—this great trust

which is given to each—the trust of a never-dying soul, a legacy

which is eternal; and, it is pitiable, that some, so far, forget this

trust, as to allow this greatest of all blessings—life—to be trans

formed into a curse. Rejoice and.be glad, wheresoever thy life

course may be thrown, that you have the greatest of all blessings,

and adorn this trust to the extent of thy capacities. If much is

given, much is required; let the talent increase forty, sixty or even

an hundred fold. I. M.

 

THE PEN MIGHTIER THAN THE SWORD.

 

THE turning of the grind-stone whettens the knife. Whilst a

friendly hand turns the crank, we shall pour on water and hold the

edge of the knife upon the revolving stone, seeing it sharpen for fu

ture use. _

But the pen is mightier than the sword. With the sword you

may cut down human beings—the physical frame—but it rights not

a wrong; and only in self-defence should weapons, deadly, be used.

Although self-defence is an instinct within us, in using a weapon

which would take the life of another, there would come a pang,

surely, to any heart, even of the darkest hue. The pen is mightier

than the sWOrd, why? It may be used in defence of all right, pure

and. noble objects and in self-defence, in characters of living value,

and destroy not a life—take that which we cannot give. Ah,

mighty, mighty is the power of the pen—0f language—use it in the

cause of right. _

If it ever becomes necessary to defend one’s self, do it with pure

language, filled with truth, every sentence the bearer of naught that

may degrade; that may cause the spirit to droop in the darkness of

evil. The pen is mighty, that we may, by the correct use of

language, send forth the pure sentiments of virtue, and all pure at

u
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tributes; that we may breathe, upon the characters, an influence

which is deeper than the words; that the soul may go with them.

It is not mere expressions, but—soul. Ah, mighty may be the pen

for the right, and mighty—for the wrong. The evil and deadly in

fluence, we may not denominate soul, also may go forth with the

expressions. But, again, the pen is mightier than the sword; when

the pen becomes a sword, it is a pen no longer. When the plow be

comes moulded into a sword, it is no longer this useful utensil, and

is as deadly a weapon as though it had never been a plow. When

the high and holy mission of the pen is turned into a wrong chan

nel, this heaven=born gift departs. Might is right? or Right is

might? Which? Truth is mighty and shall prevail. It is not indi

viduals but principles. Right is might, not in a worldly, but a spirit

ual sense. The right objects—the pure intents—the devotion to

holy instincts of the nature—are mighty supports—shield and buck

ler to the spirit. It shall bear the individual sweet company; it

will not cause one to tremble and quake; we may fear men and

nothing more, we may not have the pangs of a guilty conscience.

The pen has been used to convey language since ancient times, and

what a blessing it is to mankind. The annals of history are re

tained by this means. Were it but left to man’s tradition, how im

perfect would be our idea of past ages, and of the progress of hu

manity through the various stages, from barbarism up to the present

time. The pen is made the medium by which all news of the na

tions of the earth, to-day, are recorded, the efforts of individuals,

sparkling gems of thought. Every episode, which may be retained

for future use, is dependent alike upon this tiny utensil. Ah, well

and noblg should it be used in the-behalf of truth, liberty and just

ice. Again, there is a language which is written “in the hearts of

men,” and this language, inexpressible, is mightier than the pen; it

is deeper and grander; it is the highest realm, wherein there are not

Words to convey the, ideas. For our practical use the pen is sufiici

ent. But as the ideal is a part of our being, let the soul language

be pure, for then are ye anchored in a sure haven, whilst about you

the treacherous waves madly toss and r'age; but, the anchor is sure,

and the haven secure; ye may then mock the madsweep of the

waves. Although the terrible war and dark appearance of the wa

ters may appal, the thought of fear is not near thee. The placid
haven is thine abiding place. i

9
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE

(CONTINUED.)

 

ABEL’S OFFERING.

A county vast, a desert wide,

Where, a few sons of earth abide,

The stillness of that lonely hour,

When men ruled not with might and power;

How grandly deep the shaded wood,

The rocky steep and mighty flood,

No sound of anvil, or of drum,

No coaches fair, nor stately home,

No monuments of art or stone,

No temples vast, but, God’s own.

No mighty monarchs of the deep,

Save those who in the ocean sleep,

No ships, had they, to plow the main,

No railways to transport the grain,

No mighty implements of war,

No trumpet sounding from afar,

No silks or satins, jewels, fair,

No corenet to bring great care,

No gorgeous pomp or vanity,

But, Nature’s grand sublimity.

All these, the trophies of a King,

And loud do Nature’s voices sing,

The gentle birds, the cooing dove,

The voice of Nature, G01) 1s LOVE.

Two brothers meet with ofl'erings,

Within each heart a thought upsprings,

With one, ’twas purest, holy thought,

That with the ofl’ering was brought;

’Twas gratitude, and ‘holy love

Ascending to the clime above;

The other, filled with thoughts of self,

Gave not from his heart the wealth,

But, 10! the blessing cometh not,

Jehovah boweth to the thought

Which pure and holy came from he—

From selfish motives, who was free.

Mark now the terrible, dark rage,

Which does the slighted one engage;

A fiend steps in, slays his brother;

And though, alone, and no other

Sees, now, this deed so dark and vile,
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He knows the Father does not smile.

In awful agony so deep,

Says, “Why must I my brother keep?”

The terrible torture needs no van

To say, “you are a guilty man."

He hides his face from Nature grand,

And fain would seek a foreign land,

A mark is placed upon his brow,

Which telleth all he’s fallen low,

This pure, this first, this angel state,

Has fled. And now the power great

Abideth, not, in guilty Cain,

No, never, will return again,

Whilst Abel, now, in realms secure,

Seeks sweet solace with the pure.

Ah, grand and mighty is the thought

If, but, thy life with good be fraught,

The spirit bears, not, guilty stain,

And sweetly sings a glad refrain.

It is not here—this woe is not,

A guilty conscience, not to blot.

The mark is there, what e’er 'the sin,

’Tis purer if one ne’er comes in.

Oh, let it be a temple pure,

This spirit which must e’er endure.

After Adam and Eve began the great life work, of searching into

the depths of earth, of using the great power—labor, living useful

lives, and inaugurating the great sphere,—pr0gression, they began

to discover the vast resources of earth. Their children were trained

in difierent capacities; the two, which are most prominent, being

Cain and Abel. The former became a hunter, and the latter a tiller

of the soil. As the literal version is, they brought oflferings to

Almighty God, each as his researches had developed. But the one

was discarded, the other approved. This we cannot take as a literal

truth, or again, we bring Jehovah unto a material plane; That

Jehovah should delight in material things, that with the mighty

universe, His own, He should be brought to bow to one material

offering, or that it should find communion with Him. It was the

spirit accompanying the gift, which found communion with the

Most High. Judging the rendering materially, would rob us, again,

of our spiritual God; would make Him an earthly king. But

see a beauty in it, as, “God judgeth from the heart.” The ofiering
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of a spirit filled with love to humanity, gratitude toward a mighty

giver—from the spirit or soul—brings grateful homage; then,

“they, who worship, must worship in spirit and in truth.” Could

we but bring language adequate to express this idea. It is not the

material offering which affects Jehovah, it is the intent, the soul

consecration and purification; it is the submissiveness, the childlike

simplicity, the self-abnegation. Abel’s gift may be simulated to

day, as may Cain’s also—but let it not be the latter. Abel’s gift

may be, but the wealth of a loving heart, scattering the blossoms of

hope, faith and truth, in the path of weak, erring, sufiering human

ity; and anon, ascending unto the Supreme Ruler, bathing in the

floods of supernal glory. IDA M. MERRILL.

I>——————
 

'THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUEDJ

 

IN the tenth chapter of Luke, is mentioned the appointing of

seventy others, besides the twelve, he had already sent out, and gave

them power to heal diseases, and cast out evil spirits; also, preach

the kingdom of heaven. Now, he has sent out seventy times sev

enty, and more, all over the earth, and they are working in the bar

vest field, binding up the sheaves, and making preparations for

measuring and weighing the grain, and preparing for the great feast

of the passover; when the day of pentecost will come, when all na

tions of earth will be drawn together, as it were, in love and bar

mony. Jesus said in the thirteenth verse, ‘Woe unto Chorazin, woe

unto Bethsaida, (churches), for if the mighty works had been done

in Tyre and Sidon, (two ancient churches), they would have re

pented long ago; but, it shall be more tolerable for Tyre and Sidon

at the judgment, than for you.’ “And, thou Capernaum. (church)

which art exalted to heaven, shall be thrust down to hell.” “ He

that heareth you, heareth me, and he that despiseth you, despiseth

Him that sent me.” “And the seventy returned again with joy, say

ing, Lord even the devils are subject unto us through Thy name.”

There is a multitude returning in these later times, saying, even the

devils are subject unto us through Thy name. And again, he said,

“I beheld \Satan as lightning fall from heaven.” Satan is evil, and

evil is Satan. He said, “I give unto you, power to tread on serpents

and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy, and nothing

shall by any means hurt you. Notwithstanding, rejoice not that the
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spirits are subject unto you, but rather that your names are written

in heaven.” “ In that hour Jesus rejoiced in spirit, and said, I thank

Thee, oh Father, Lord of heaven and earth, that Thou hast hid these

things from the wise and prudent, and hast revealed them unto

babes, even so Father, for so it seemeth good in Thy sight. All

things are delivered to me of my Father, and no man knoweth who

the Son is but the Father, and who the Father is but the Son, and

he to whom the Son will reveal Him.” Turning to His disciples,

He said privately, “ Blessed are the eyes which see the things which

ye see. For I tell you that many prophets and kings have desired

to see those things which ye see, and have not seen them, and to

hear those things which ye hear, and have not heard them.”

‘ ’Tis said there is no time in eternity—always to-day. So spiritual

things have not changed; just the same as when Jesus was tempted

bythe lawyer, what he should do to inherit eternal life. Jesus an

swered, “ Thou shalt love God with all thy heart, soul, strength and

mind, and thy neighbor as thyself.” The lawyer, willing to justify

himself, says, “ Who is my neighbor?” Jesus answering, said, “A

certain man went down from Jerusalem to Jericho, and fell among

thieves, which stript him of his raiment, wounded him and departed,

leaving him half dead. - There came a certain priest that way, and

when he saw him he passed by on the other side; and likewise, a

Levite, that is one belonging to the priesthood, when he was at the

place, came and looked at him and passed by on the other side; but

a certain Samaritan, as he journeyed, came where he was, had com~

compassion on him, took him, bound up his wounds, pouring in oil

and wine, sat him on his own beast, brought him to an inn, and took

care of him. On the morrow, when he departed, he took out two

pence and gave to the host, and said, take care of him, and what

ever more thou spendest, when I come again I will pay thee. Every

one can judge which of the three was neighbor to him who fell

among thieves. Go thou, and do likewise.” M. .MERRICK.

\

——-——__O-.-.__——~—

WE should think of our life as a stream, which, commencing in

the wilderness, presently leaps from it, in a water fall, and, there

after, pursues its endless course through a country infinitely rich and

beautiful, with art, civilization and religion reflecting in its. serene

and softly gliding depths eaoh heavenly scene it visits.
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v

CHOOSE WELL.

(CONTINUED.)

 

HENRY, taking advantage of the situation,took his departure,saying,

he had carelessly left his watch in his room and his door unlocked.

Hurrying to the luckless clothier, with whom he had deposited some

of the same bills, in payment of an old debt, he quickly settled the

matter with him, by leaving another note. Base and deadly evil,

that it should give to man the power to suppress virtue, and bring

vice into the highest estimation; but, glorious and beautiful is it to

know that it may be used as a God-given power—a noble mission

has this talent, as well as an ignoble one. It was now satisfactorily

arranged with Henry, and he exultingly says, in an undertone, “Now

I have you, friend Charles.” But alas! for human expectations, “be

sure your sin will find you out.” '

After the departure of Henry, Charles and Mr. Emmit quietly

talked the matter over; Mr. Emmit telling him of the accusation by

Henry; Charles, knowing himself guiltless, was quite willing to re

pair to the clothiers.

In less than half an hour, after his interview with Henry, Mr.

Emmit and Charles confronted the clothier mentioned. He boldly

answered Mr. Emmit’s questions, and said, “ Yes, I noticed the

young lark, and knew he had just come up from the country, and

wondered, that a gentleman hearing so many new bills, should be

third clerk for any one. And, I took pains to keep this bill which

he gave me, thinking it might be demandet .” Again, was Mr. Em

mit confounded; and Charles’ consternation was indescribable. He

could scarcely believe that this was a reality; it must be some hor

rible dream from which he would awaken; but, still, realizing that

he was sustained by a mighty power, he felt secure. His mother’s

advice and prayers came wafted on the wings of memory, and an

inward thought arose, “ Heavenly Father, stay me now, deliver me

from the power of the adversary.” He knew, full well, that Ilenry’s

work was here; and although, he had expected something of the

kind, he still had never fathomed such depths of iniquity.

Mr. Emmit blanched, and trembling, says, “ Is it possible, young

man, you have been guilty of this, and have attempted to destroy

my confidence in one whom I have known from childhood?”

“God knows, and I know, that I am innocent and guiltless in the

matter, and I trust to the powers of deliverance. Do as you will,”

says Charles. Com Com.
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THE LATTER DAYS.

(By C. W. D.)

 

The latter days have surely come,

And we must now be nearing home ;

The air of marvel now is full,

Like stirring of Bethesda’s pool.

“ The age of marvels now is past—

Men have their senses got at last ;"

Thus says the sage, of science proud,

“ No wonders must be now allowed.

“All Nature’s laws to us is known,

And Nature works by law alone ;

She ne’er by chance these laws o’ersteps,

The boundaries of sense o’erleaps.”

Is this thy’wisdom, sapient sage ;

Hast thou ne’er heard that in this age

Of vain materialists the boast,

There has been seen one little ghost?

If only one, where are thy laws?

There’s no result without a cause ;

If there’s no spirit, what is he

80 many eyes can plainly see?

The eyes of maidens and of men,

0f women, children, have again

To see the spirits opened been,

And bright angelic forms have seen.

While spirit voices have been heard,

And hidden secrets have been bared ;

Secrets, though hid from mortal ken,

Proclaimed aloud in ears of men.

Ye sages, can ye this explain?

To earth the angels come again, _

And what is all your learning worth,

Compared to having spirit birth?

Then take a lesson from the lark,

Instead of groping in the dark,

Who, every time she plumes her wings,

To heavenward rises as she sings ;

While in the crucible you look,

Search wearily in printed book.

A child by aspiration led

May be on heavenly manna fed.

And while you prate of Nature’s laws,

And still ignore the Great First Cause,

Your soul with light will never an,

The shadow you are grasping still.

For spirit is of heavenly birth,

And men who only grope in earth,

Whether for learning, or for gold,

Will find for nought, theyihave been sold.

 

The promise have you never read,

Nor where of old it has been said?

“Upon all flesh the Spirit poured

Shall be by Me," thus saith the Lord.

And yet ye say that ye believe

The Scriptures, and their truths receive.

If so, what make ye then of this,

Or do you still its meaning miss?

But it is now, as ’twas of old,

The stone must once again be rolled

Away, that covers up the light,

Aud buries truth in darksome night.

Alone the Spirit gives the eyes,

Can make you pierce the opening skies ;

’Tis He alone inspires the mind,

Takes off the shackles that you bind.

The shackles forged from dusty tomes,

0r gathered under gorgeous domes,

Theology and science joined,

In ancient fetters you to bind ;

The living voice again has come,

Calling all men to seek their home,

The Spirit’s voice that can inspire

Awaken the celestial lire.

The promise to us has been kept,

Although in torpor we have slept,

Our lethargy we must shake off,

No longer at all marvels scoff.

Upon the Spirit’s presence wait,

Believe before it is too late,

And ask with aspiration meek,

_ That inspiration may us seek,

To us a message may be brought

And by our hands he wonders wrought—

Wonders of healing, love and praise,

That usher in the latter days.

A voice for us may now be found

To spread abroad the joyful sound,

To speak of loving words and deeds,

Instead of old and worn-out creeds.

That man aloving Father hath,

Instead of endless woe and wrath,

That now to us may angels come

To point us to our future home.

Glory to God, now to proclaim,

Our Father, what a loving name,

Cry, peace on earth, to man good will,

Brethren in love all should be still.
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SPIRITUALISM.

(By J. M. PEEBLES.)

 

WHILE consciousness, reason and aspiration are the seals of man

hood, and religion innate in human nature, knowledge is infinitely

superior to any system of theological faith. In this century of

scientific research—this period of unrest and transition, the search

ing voice rings out in all lands: Give us knowledge—knowledge

of ourselves—knowledge concerning man’s inherited tendencies, re

lations and moral capacities; and more especially, concerning his

origin and eternal destiny. Give us facts—tangible phenomena,

that demonstrate, beyond a reasonable doubt, the reality of a future

conscious existence; and what is more, elucidate the principles and

methods that shall be instrumental in generating, educating, and

redeeming our common humanity. These are the voices “ crying in

the wilderness ”—crying and inquiring, When will dawn the mil

lennial era? When- will God’s “ will be. done on earth as it is in

heaven ”?
I “And I saw another angel come down from heaven, having great

power; and the earth was lighted with his glory” (Rev. xviii. 1).

This angel, in the language of Oriental imagery, was Spiritualism;

and because of “ great power,” it was to enlighten the whole earth

with a divine glory. But,

WHAT IS SPIRITUALISM?

Defined in general terms, it implies—the possibility, and certainty

of a present conscious intercourse with the inhabitants of the spirit

world. “Are they not all ministering spirits?” asked the apostle.

In a broader sense, Spiritualism is a phenomenon, a philosophy,

and a religion; appealing to the sensuous perceptions through the

manifestations and materializations of mediumship; to the reason

through a calm, cultured judgment, and to the soul’s religious afi’ec

tions through and by inspiring spiritual growth and purity of life.

It is not new in the world. The records of India and Egypt—the

Old and the New Testaments abound in descriptions of angel

appearings and spiritual manifestations; in previsiondream and

trance; in oracles, prophecies, levitations, visions, healing gifts;

and, to use the apostle’s language, “ the discerning of spirits.” Gen

uine spiritual manifestations, therefore, are not only in perfect ac

cord with the marvels of the New Testament; but they are the
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“ greater works ” promised by Jesus Christ to believers—the living

witnesses of immortality.

BPIBITUALISTS, THEREFORE,

Believe in the Infinite'Presence, the Divine Energy, one living and

true God, wisdom and love. And upon the pulsing bosom of this

God is the soul’s rest forever.

Believe in Jesus, accepting Peter’s definition, “Jesus of Nazareth,

a man approved of God among you by miracles, wonders, and

signs.” (Acts ii. 22.) Other New Testament writers denominate

him the “Son of Joseph,” our “Elder Brother,” who went about do

ing good.

Believe in the Holy Spirit as a refined, etherealized aural sub

stance that like forked flames “ sat upon the disciples ”—that “fell

upon those who heard Peter,” and was “ poured out upon the Gen

tiles.” All those who have been touched by the purifying influ

ences of the Christ-principle, may impart this holy spiritual sub

stance by “the laying on of hands.”

Believe in Inspiration, a spiritual infilling from the Divine Foun~

tain from ministering angels, and from the beautiful in nature.

Prophets and apostles, martyrs and reformers, were inspired in the

past and are in the present. .

Believe in Repentance as implying sorrow for wrong-doing, and

reformation. But in no way does it promise escape from the legiti

mate consequences Of violated law. Nature holding the golden

scales of justice says Obey and enjoy—transgress and sufier.

Believe in Rewards and Punishments, as links in the chain of

cause and effect. Retribution is inevitable. In all worlds man as

a spiritual being is a moral actor, a subject of laws, and responsible

—reaping anguish from vice, and happiness from virtue. Memory,

the backward looking eye of the soul, accompanies each individual

to the world of spirits~that House of “Many Mansions.” Each

when leaving the mortal body gravitates by virtue of fixed law to

his appropriate zone or spiritual plane of existence. The purer and

more Christ-like the life on earth, the more ecstatic will be the bliss

in that beautiful homeland of the angels.~

Divine love reaches down to the lowest sphere. Progress spans

all worlds. Angels are ever inviting those in the lower spheres to

“ come 'up higher.” Every sweet thought breathed, every generous

and uttered, every charitable deed wrought, and every heart-beat
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for virtue, purity, and peace, will live forever—liv'e to beautify and

bless!

Spiritualism settles three questions of momentous import:

I. That man has a conscious existence beyond the grave.

II. That all individuals commence that existence precisely as

they leave this, mentally and morally, retaining their identity and

memory.

III. That this future existence is one of mental progress and

spiritual unfoldment for all human intelligences.

The spiritual philosophy, while undermining the false and over

throwing the Babels of bigotry and superstition, is constructive in

purpose, and eclectic in method. It gladly conserves the good and

adopts the right and true wherever found.

Spiritualism, as interpreted by its best exponents, has given free

thought a new impetus. It has severed the bonds of fear and super

stition, revealed in a truer light the law of .compensation, opened to

anxious eyes a revised geography of the heavens, and convinced

multitudes of atheists and deists of a future conscious existence.

Unbarring the gates of death, it has brought the loved inhabitants

of the summer-land into our cities, our homes, our chambers, per

mitting us to touch their shining hands and listen to the music of

their voices.

It has encouraged the desponding, comforted the sick, and with

the tender hand of sympathy brushed away the mourncr’s tears.

The apostle Paul’s injunction was, “Add to your faith, knowl

edge.” Spiritualists, studying the manifestations, have done this.

While showing the naturalness of converse with the spirit-world by

sympathy, vision, trance, impressions, and inspirations, the tendency

of Spiritualism is to elevate the thoughts, encourage fidelity, spirit

ualize the affections, induce true righteousness, and promote the

principles of fraternity and equality. Underlying all reform move

ments, physiological and social, philanthropic and religious, it would

strike the “ axe at the root of the tree,” by rightly generating, then

wisely educating, all the nations of the earth. As a moral power, it

is eminently apostolic. Its invocations are soul-felt aspirations.

Kindling in believing souls the loftiest endeavor, the broadest

tolerance, the noblest charity, and the warmest heart-fellowship; its

prayers are good deeds; its music the sweet breathings of guardian

angels; its ideal, the Christ-life of perfection, and its temple the

measureless universe of God.

Oh, come let us worship in this holy temple!
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ESSAY UPON SCOTTISH POETRY.

(By DR. CURRIE.)

 

BURNS.—T0 determine the comparative merit of Burns would be

no easy task. Many persons afterwards distinguished in literature,

have been born in as humble a situation of life; but it would be

difficult to find any other who while earning his subsistence by daily

labor, his written verses have attracted and retained universal at

tention, and which are likely to give the author a permanent and

distinguished place among the followers of the muses. If he is de

ficient in grace, he is distinguished for ease as well as energy; and

these are indications of the higher order of genius. The father of

epic poetry exhibits one of his heroes as excelling in strength, an

other in swiftness—to form his perfect warrior, these attributes are

combined. Every species of intellectual superiority admits, per

haps, of a similar arrangement. One writer excels in force—an

other in ease; he is superior to them both, in whom both these

qualities are united. Of Homer himself it may be said, that like his

own Achilles, he surpasses his competitors in mobility as well as

strength.

The force of Burns lay in the powers of his understanding, and in

the sensibility of his heart; and these will be found to infuse the

living principle into all the works of genius which seem destined to

immortality. His sensibility had an uncommon range. He was

alive to every species of emotion. He is one of the few poets that

can be mentioned, who have at once excelled in humor, in tender

ness, and in sublimity; a praise unknown to the ancients, and which

in modern times is only due to Ariosto, to Shakepeare, and perhaps

to Voltaire. To compare the writings of the Scottish peasant with

the works of these giants in literature, might appear presumptuous;

yet it may be asserted that he has displayed the foot of Ilercules.

How near he might have approached them by proper culture, with '

lengthened years, and under happier auspices, it is not for us to cal

culate. But while we run over the melancholy story of his life, it

is impossible not to heave a sigh at the asperity of his fortune; and

as we survey the records of his mind, it is easy to see, that out of

such' materials have been reared the fairest and the most durable of

the monuments of genius.

b...  

MEN are not saved according to how they die, but according to

how they live.
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A MAN DOES NOT REALLY DIE.

(By L. H. Garnnorr.)

 

IN order to a true idea of the Resurrection, it requires accordingly,

first, that we should have a true idea of what the soul is; second, a

true idea of what constitutes Death. The soul is no mere ap

pendage to man,formless and insubstantial, but man himself. Death

is simply the departure of man from his temporal, material body,

and his consciousness of the material world; and entrance upon full

consciousness of the spiritual world. The fundamental truth of the

whole matter simplifies therefore into this—the distinctiveness of

ourselves from our material bodies. “ It is the soul,” says Hierocles,

“that is you, the body that is yours.” What we are is one thing,

what we have, or some time have had, round about us, is another.

We must not confound them. f It is because they are confounded,

that people cannot see how the soul can be independent, and live

and act separately and apart. As we cast off our clothes at night,

and wake to the world of visions, so is it at death—we cast off our

temporary material bodies, which are only so much apparel, and be

come conscious of the world of spirits. A man never really dies.

A change comes over us, but life is never really extinguished, nor

for one instant suspended. The dead, as we call them, are no more

dead than we ourselves. Solemn is the thought, but somewhere our

departed friends are every one of them alive, consciously, vigor

ously, and actively alive.

+

IN the popular languages one man is called a lion, another a tiger,

a dog, a fox, or by the name of some other animal, as he is sup

posed to exhibit prominently some quality which is a leading char

acteristic of those animals. As innocent as a lamb, as gentle as a

dove, are phrases as familiar as they are natural, and belong to the

normal and spontaneous growths of language. Gentle, tame and

useful animals represent the kind, good and useful affections;

and the wild, noxious, and filthy beasts represent the corresponding

hurtful propensities of man. In a barbarous condition of society,

wild and ravenous beasts everywhere infest the land; but as civili

zation advances, these gradually disappeared; and where an en

lightened and stable community exists, none but domesticated and

useful animals are retained. Just so it is with the internal progress

of man. WILLIAM B. HAYDEN.
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PARADISE, WHERE IS IT?

 

Paradise, Paradise, oh so fair,

Is it in realms of nether air;

Is it above, beyond this earth,

Where, where, has the living soul birth?

In the great glorious fields of eternity,

Stretching through vast ages of sublimity;

Beyond the coinprehension'of mortal man.

Where, oh where, can be the span

Of the free, unrestrained life of the soul.

Ah, to where does the great life~river roll?

Can ye measure space reach its utmost bound?

Where heavenly halleluj ah resound

Through space and its sister space will ye find,

There’s the true abiding place of the mind.

No tabernacle of clay have ye

When speeding through eternity.

As the flash of lightning through nether air,
vSo will be thy home when free from earth’s care;

As in His image created He man,

And formed him with perfection’s hand,

Breathing into him His own pure breath,

Then as he said in the world beneath,

Ye prepare for glories unrevealed,

To you now the perfection 's unsealed;

But within you that breath does remain,

Quickened by Him who made not in vain.

And as the image must resemble the real,

What! oh, what! is life’s true ideal?

His attributes, then, His image must contain,

When freed from tabernacle of clay again,

It ascends to the Master's glorious home,

Then where does the wandering spirit roam;

As His dwelling place is throughout space,

Where! oh, where! is the soul’s abiding place?

Com Conan.

—_.--.--*—_-_

As THERE is no sin so small but it deserves damnation, so there is

no sin so great that it can bring damnation on those who truly

repent.
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MANY persons have an idea that spiritualism is synonymous with

low and base; but, as every truth should have proper credit, the true

theory of spiritualism is founded on divine word. Or, the annals of

history, in the Good Book, record the facts, that is, that the angels

return to earth, and anything, which is immoral, should never be

accredited to this Book. For the true idea is the teachings of the

It. is true religion, wherever it may be found,

If we find it with a Catholic, or a Prote

stant, or a Jew, or a Spiritualist. Pure religion and undefiled, is to

“love the Lord with all thy heart and mind and thy neighbor as

thyself.”

desire to record. Purity is not with creeds but individuals.

lovely Nazarene.

which is commendable.

Then pure teachings, whatever your denomination, we

—__...—

WE thank the R. P. Journal of Chicago for notice of our publi

cation. We have received numerous letters stating notice of the

same. Wishing you success in the right cause in the investigation

of truth, and in all endeavors towards the elevation of humanity.

GREAT men stand like solitary towers in the city of God, and se

cret passages, running deep beneath external nature, give their

thoughts intercourse with higher intelligences, which strengthen

and console them, and of which the laborers on the surface do not

dream. LONGFELLOW.

WE cannot think alike, we cannot work alike, nor is it necessary

that we should. Let each, then, in his own peculiar way, work on

in the manner in which his nature and his education have best fitted

him to work.

No ONE who is in a right mind ever thinks about death, he thinks

only of his life; knowing that if this be properly regulated, death,

come when it may, will but invigorate and renew him.

TRUE mourning for the dead is to live as they desire we should

do, and as we feel most pleasure in having others live toward our

selves.

THE life, we lead in the flesh, is only the appearance, and the hid

den life of the spirit is the reality.
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individuals. The idea is not to extort money from individuals,

but to place before the people pure literature, which shall be within

the reach of all classes.
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IS IT DEATH ‘?

 

Tms decay of summer foliage, is it death? Is it death? Is it sad

dening to see the glory of nature fading and withering? Although

the mind may be more subdued, the vivacity, which accompanies

the budding spring and the opening leaflet, may be fpr a time ex

changed for another impulse, yet is it not well to have the heart filled

with a subdued influence, reminding us of that evening of life,

which as surely comes to us all? Soon the snow~white covering

will enshroud all, and this pure beauty is as beneficial to , our inner

nature, as is the glory of summer. The sere and faded leaf enriches

the soil for next year’s fragrance and beauty. These quiet and

drowsy days bring to us a type of a holy Sabbath, when there seems

to be a lull in the cares of life, and holy thoughts direct the spirit

heavenward. Oh, no! it is not death, ever changing, varying life.

No death to nature—no death to man; naught but everlasting,

never-ending life. The dreamy, hazy weather reminds us of the

change of sphere, and causes the outward fading of nature to lift our

spirits into the realms of the invisible, seeing by the eye of faith

the beauties of the everlasting summer land.
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WOMAN! WHAT IS HER SPHERE?

 

Is IT a discredit to be termed a woman? Is it more pleasant to

be termed a lady? The blessed Master called his mother “\Voman.”

It is a name sanctified by the use of this pure Teacher.

Again, is it more elevating to call the opposite sex gentlemen?

Did Christ, in speaking to his disciples, say gentlemen .9' No, men

and brethren. ‘Vhat is more ennobling than to be true men and

women.

But, we have especial reference to our own sex. To be a true

woman is far better than to be a titled lady; true to the holy calling.

Your desire for power, for representation, for suffrage, fOr woman’s

rights, is a misguided idea, we fear, although, this is in direct oppo~

sition to those far more talented, experienced, and superior in every

particular to ourselves, yet, we say, “ Is war advantageous?” Will it

bring a desired effect in an agreeable manner?

In contemplating the war of the great Rebellion, there is a sick

ening thought arises. In fancy, we seem to see the smoke, the can

non and firearms, hear the clash of artillery, and the groans of the

wounded and dying. Ah! that fearful carnage! the nation to-day

is in sack-cloth and ashes, on account of that same deadly curse,

and there is a cry, as “ of Rachel weeping for her children, and will \

not be comforted because they are not.”

Did the end justify the means? Think of the happy homes deso

lated, think of father rising up against son, and son against father,

brother againsit brother. Those terrible and heartsickening remini

scences are impressed upon childish recollections, too deeply to be ef

faced; and methinks, where it robbed one of father, or brother, or

husband, how terrible must, even, be the beat of the drum or the

sight of the bright uniform. Many engaged in the war, upon either

side were conscientious, and were compelled either to take one side

or the other after the current was open.

But, should not agitation cease, when it stirs up strife and dis

cord? Then, we say, when “ woman suffrage” brings strife and dis

cord, let it not be agitated. As the end gained by the war of our

nation could, it seems, and would have been brought about in a

peaceable manner, had a few master minds, such as our President,

Abraham Lincoln—who was so minded—but moved quietly forward

in the true cause.
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Had it been seen that it was necessary to free a race from bond

age, it seems, that it might have been done without all this man

slaughter, and, to-day, if it is necessary that woman should occupy

a different sphere, we beg, let it not be by agitation, by bringing our

natures down. Methinks, there are fields open to women, to-day,

which they have not yet gleaned.

Is it best to attempt reform by compulsion? “As the twig is bent,

the tree is inclined,” is the title of a short sketch read in childhood,

which left a lasting impression; and, to-day, here is the root. of re

form. Women, teachers of the young, and mothers, especially, here

is the reform, and herein lies your power. '

“As the twig is bent, the tree is inclined.” Wait not until the

tree is twisted and gnarled, before you attempt to straighten, to

beautify; but, take the tender sapling, and watch it, day by day,

would you have a beautiful tree adorning your home; so, in like

manner, take the little child, your sons as well as daughters, into

loving care, and day by day, implant principles by example, as well

as by precept, which shall cling to the child when years of responsi

bility shall wrest it from your care. Then, do you begin a reform

which is lasting. The evil of to-day cannot be righted in a moment.

There are gnarled and twisted oaks which will require more force to

straighten than is within our borders. But, begin with the young;

let the new forest be straight, beautiful, perfect.

Should every mother, or teacher of the young in theland form a

determination to have her sphere—the one which opens before her

without compulsion; carried out to the letter—the simple performance

of duties coming, day by day, without searching for more victories

to win—sending forth an influence pure and pervading—then may

we expect reform.

As there is a distinct sphere for man and one for woman, we may

find our own sphere to be as useful, as fraught with good, with

sweet peace as another’s. As, in the late war, had you have been

called upon' to enter the ranks, you would have trembled at the idea,

and, although, woman had her sphere in this, it was distinct. Wom—

an’s hand fashioned the garments of comfort for the suffering ones,

prepared the delicacies, and, many times, it was woman’s hand

which dressed the wounds, soothed the last pangs of the dying, and

folded the still hands upon the breast.
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Oh no! let us not give up our birthright, by entering into a war

of words; the end will not justify the means. Let us faithfully

carry out our mission wherever it may be. Let us not clamor for

what we have no assurance will bring about reform. Let us be true

to womanly instincts, true to ourselves.

There are spheres which are not filled. As Miss Muloch has said,

there is a special sphere for woman, which would be of far more

lasting benefit to herself and others. It is to stand by the bedside

of the sick and languishing, to smooth the pillow, to administer

medicine physically, and spiritually, we say, as well. Let us be wom

anly—women. There is nothing admirable in a masculine-appear

ing woman, nor in femininity in the opposite sex. Make not a char

acter for yourself, woman; but wear the one which befits you.

There are spheres open to woman, if she will but advance to her

true position; not as the strength of the nation, but as the endur

ance; not as the might, but as the power, for the sphere of home is

lzer realm, and within the home arises the incense which ascends to

the heavenly portals, 0r descends into the realms of darkness. It is

within the home influences, and especially the mothers’, that our

great men have gained an upward impetus. Many great men have

said, “I owe much to my mother.”

Then, woman, clamor not for greater power than you posses.

[To BE CONTINUED.] IDA M. MERRILL.

—_<¢.»_

THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

 

“WE ARE all members of one body,” called Christ, and though,

some are true and noble, others are false and ignoble; still, we are

united in a spiritual sense, and all have power to develop into per

fect men and women, or become one with Him who rules the

mighty universe.

Very few think of these things, or ever wish to know if there is a

heaven, or a resurrection, or God, or devil; and they are not very

bad men, they know but little about themselves; they may do many

deeds Of loving charity, and place gems of rare beauty in an eternal

crown of glory and do not dream of the happiness which awaits

them, when they arrive in the summer land. If the deeds be done,

there will be a record, and they will be astonished when the voice
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says, “ Enter into the joy of thy rest.” “As we measure to others,

it will be measured to us again.”

Laws are inevitable, never changed, but fulfilled to the letter.

One might pray over his neighbor, who had fallen among thieves,

forever, and it would not raise him up; we must work; do some

thing, or there will be no result, and no gem in our crown.

Materialists say that there is no spirit, the wild Indian of the plain

says there is a Great Spirit, and they look towards the happy hunt

ing ground with faith and trust, and are a law unto themselves;

they know there is a place of abode in another sphere, and “if a

man die he will live again.” Many, very many of the cultured _

white brethren are ignorant of these facts. A professor of medicine,

in an Indian tribe, must have a diploma from the principal of the

college of the soul, where he studied his professsion. He must be

clairvoyant, able to say what the disease is; also, if the patient will

recover or not, and if he fails to perform according to the law of

his teaching, then he will be condemned and suffer the consequence,

which may be death from the braves of his tribe, for pretending to

have a genuine diploma, and his failure proved him a fraud. When

the Great Spirit sends out a healer with power to heal his brethren,

he becomes filled with faith and love; he goes with assurance, and

lays his hand on the patient, and he is restored, and the medicine

man saved from condemnation. The signs and wonders, which are

seen at this time, are enough to startle the whole world with aston

ishment. If they could awake from their drowsiness, and look be

yond the wall of prejudice, they might see heavenly hosts beckoning

them to join the grand army of progression, and press forward to

battle for right and justice.

The trumpet is sounding, and the hosts are gathering, and will

hold the fort, and wave the banner back to those who are marching

to the right. ' M. MERBICK.

UPON the broad sea of thought one is too prone to drift on, each

in his own narrow current, and to regard as tempest-tossed and

doomed to shipwreck all who do not choose to follow in the same

course with them.

WE can, sometimes,love that which we do not understand, but it is

impossible clearly to understand what we do not love.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE

(CONTINUED)

 

MOTIVES, selfish, seldom elevate the spirit. May a human being

—who simply to save himself from a fiery hell, which has been,

many times, pictured so fearfully by men—offer sacrifices, burnt of

ferings, or do anything to appease the wrath of the Supreme Ruler?

May he receive sweet peace, elevation, grandeur and sublimity of

life? Is it through fear that a parent gains the love and confidence

_ of a child? Can we love any one who strikes terror to the heart?

Can we love a wild and ravenous beast of the forest?

Then, if we picture Jehovah as an awful, a terrible tyrant, who

delights in the smell of savory meat, who fain would cast his child

ren into a raging, fiery furnace, and delight in their torture; can we

love Him as though He were a loving, merciful, just, allwise, all

powerful, and all surrounding Being? That His presence may be

felt in dark hours as well as joyful ones; that He is guiding with

might and wisdom, beyond the comprehension of mortal man; that

this all-pervading power is allowed to descend upon the sons of men,

as did the fire, allegorically, upon Abel’s offering?

Abel, with pure and holy motives, thinking of the great blessings

he has received, ascends unto the throne of the Most High. He

thinks not of self, but of this Great Giver, and otherwise, Cain

brings his offering, thinking to obtain a favor, as it were, from the

Most High. He feels that this ofiering should be accepted from the

value of it, forgetting that Jehovah is mighty and Maker of all

things, and, when enraged by the blessing—the power descending

upon his brother—allows the deadly passion hate to take possession,

to cause him to take his brother’s life, and, as there is always an _

awakening after such evil deeds, he arouses and guiltin says, “Am

I my brother’s keeper?” The very words pronouncing him a guilty

man. - ,

As any evil deed brings, down the nature, from an innocent and

pure state, it, also, leaves an impression upon the mind, and a stain,

thereby, upon the spirit; the heart is filled with vague unrest. As

Cain should be known of all men, these marks upon the spirit, these

impressions become visible, under the clear light of the Spiritual

Sun. In that realm, where the light from. “His countenance will
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light the city, thereof, with no need of either the sun by day or the

moon by night,” the deeds will be known, the motives, the intents,

which man cannot always fathom, will be portrayed. The noble

intents, which may never be revealed below, will bear the spirit up

ward, or the ignoble ones, which, likewise, may not be revealed, will

bear the spirit downward.

The difficulty with us is, that we sometimes confound the spirit

ual with the material.

The great and divine intent of inspiration is spiritual develop

ment, and spiritual knowledge, teaching men the great truth “ how

to live.” ' '

Thus, in looking at the divine inspiraton of this Book, we should '

see the spiritual truth clothed in earthly language; for, especially,

in those ancient times, it was necessary to clothe the ideas in such

language as they could comprehend. Then, this allegory seems a

beautiful type of this lovely and much to be prized quality within

man’s nature—gratitude. Devotion may be real, or it may be for a

selfish aim, it may be what is termed lip service; then, it arises

not to the throne of the Most High, for a spiritual offering must be

conveyed in a spiritual vehicle. If the offering is because of grati

tude, and the gift is for another, instead of self, we rise above self,

out of self, forgetting self, then we receive the blessing of the

Holy Spirit; we are linked to the spiritual world, because, under the

law of that world.

“ It is more blessed to give than receive;” we may show our grat

itude, to the Supreme Ruler, by our acts toward humanity; as, the

great Master says, “Whosoever but gives a cup of water in my

name, hath done it for me.” Then, we may yield our offerings to

Jehovah through humanity; we may aid a fellow brother, a bur

dened one, a sorrowing one, one who is in the slough of despond, or

on the brink of despair, and we are submitting offerings to the Most

High; we are breathing prayers in our every thought and deed.

It is a natural law, that nothing comes, or is, by chance. There

is design in all things; thus, man is so linked to brother man, by the

ties of humanity, that if he injures another, he injures himself.

‘ As did Cain, after taking the life of his brother, feel that he was

a castaway upon the earth, and that all. men would know him; so,

to-day, a guilty person needs not man to tell him so; there is a con
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sciousness within, which causes him to look upon all men as ready

to denounce him. ,

The offering of meek and lowly spirits—4‘ the humble and contrite

heart He will not despise.” Then, beautiful aiid glowing characters

of living light, let us place in the spiritual realm; let us “ Love one

another,” as said the blessed Master, not only our near friends, our

immediate relatives, but lrmnam'ty; pity the weak and the erring,

have charity for all—for those who seem to be entangled in chains,

too powerful for them to break. Oh! let us all feel that we are a

part of a mighty current—called Life—and that the purer each indi

vidual life, the purer the stream; and know that there are none per

fect. We may see our brother’s imperfections much more readily

than our own; but, by the failings (if another, we may realize that

so fashioned are we, 'and let us gratefully bring our offerings, that

the Great Power, from the everlasting habitations of space, may send

us the abiding presence of the Holy Spirit. Ina M. MERRILL.

——000-—-_

CHOOSE WELL.

(CONTINUED.)

 

THIS was the greatest mystery to Mr. Emmit, in which he had

ever been involved.

Charles seemed the impersonation of honor, yet appearances

were against him. The circumstantial evidence was, that he was

guilty, though Mr. Emmit could not think it true, when he gazed in

to the clear depths of those honest eyes; nevertheless, he must care

fully investigate the matter, and must'not yet condemn Henry, whose

parents he had known for many years. He well knew that Henry

had been reckless and frivolous, and somewhat unreliable even, but

had never discovered him guilty of anything so terrible before this

time. ' v

Ah! sad was Charles, as his employer bade him return to his daily

avocation, and await further evidence, either for or against him.

Charles’ hourly desires ascended to the Most High for strength and

deliverance; an angel of hope hovered near him, and he took cour

age; perhaps Henry and James would relent.

A bright thought comes to him; he would go to James, he had

more faith in his uprightness if uninfluenced by the other, and now re

news his occupation with a less burdened heart. '
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Passing down a crowded street, Charles overtakes James; feeling

this was the opportunity to prevail upon him, pleasantly accosts

him. James, feeling guilty, doggedly answers.

Charles, after a few pleasant remarks concerning the weather,’

says, “ James, is it possible, after the occurence of Saturday even

ing, that you will allow me to suffer in your stead, when I urged you

to refrain, and honorably meet your obligations?

James muttered something inarticulately. ,

Charles says in the kindest manner, “James, let me beseech you to

act honorably by me as well as yourself. Is this, as your mother

would have advised you? Would it not cause her cheek to mantle,

to think that her son should be guilty of robbing another, and then

allowing the blame to be cast upon one who is innocent?

He had touched the right chord, although that mother had been

weak and indulgent toward her son many times, still there was a

picture engraven upon the inner temple of his soul; and now it was

revived by a retouching of a master-hand; bright and beautiful

glowed the picture under the light of this new influence. 'Again he

saw his mother, upon her knees as of yore, and his thought reached

farther backward; again it seemed he could see a little boy, which

he recognized as himself, kneeling at that mother’s knee, and the

loving hand upon his head as in blessing.

Charles had touched a chord which would awaken a purer strain.

The change in James was wonderful; he was completely subdued,

and how altered the tone.

Looking at Charles, with streaming eyes, he says, “ My God, help

me, for I am undone.”

Charles answers, “ Yes, friend James, he will, the holy angels

now draw near, and you remember, ‘ there is more joy among the

angels over one sinner that repenteth than over the ninety and nine

who went not astray.’ ” CORA CORAL.

-': -_—-‘0.—————

SCIENCE AND REVELATION.

(By WILLIAM B. HAYDEN.)

 

As THE flood described in Genesis swept away every thing that

was good or true in the church of that age, save the small remnant

that was preserved with Noah, so it ultimated in the final destruction

and actual disappearance of the rest of the human race from the

earth. This was the natural result of the laws which govern the
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human constitution; one which illustrates the eminently normal

character of the methods of Divine Providence, and the intimate

connection that exists between the moral and physical laws, and the

equally organic nature of both.

The antediluvians immersed themselves so deeply in lusts, and

gave themselves up so fully to sensual passions and gratifications,

that their physical constitutions became diseased and corrupted, un

til at length the original energies of the race were exhausted, and

their posterity finally died out. A process somewhat similar to this,

though on a much smaller scale, is now going on among several

varieties of the present human race, who, having been recently

brought into contact with the more exciting temptations of a superior

civilization, without possessing the moral stamina to withstand them,

their whole nature being greatly corrupted, are now rapidly melting

away, and must sooner or later entirely disappear. Such is the case

with our American Indians and the inhabitants of the Sandwich Is

lands; and a large portion of the Bengalese, with many other Asi

atic and Polynesian tribes, must in time undoubtedly follow.

The whole of the present human race is, therefore, so far as we

know, descended from the church or religious community called

, Noah. And as this community collected into itself and contained

all the individuals who retained suflicient purity to be received and

saved, from among all the antediluvian nations, it is not at all im

probable, but on the other hand highly probable, that it included

within its fold a variety of races. It is more natural to conceive this

to have been the case, than to suppose persons of such character to

have been confined to a single tribe or people; for all the antediluvian

races, whatever may have been their origin, enjoyed equally the

opportunity of availing themselves of the light of the primeval Rev

elation. And this supposition gets further confirmation from the

fact, that nearly all historical tradition affirms a variety of races to

have proceeded from Noah, possessing, if not from the fifSt, at least

very early, those marked distinguishing features which still continue

to characterize them. From all we know of the operations of nature

in this respect, the fact we mention does not, in the minds of many

rational and philosophic men, seem consonant with the idea that

Noah was a single individual.

The ark that Noah was commanded to build was an internal frame

of mind which the people of that church were commanded to build
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up within themselves in order to be saved. It was the ark of the

covenant with that church. The Lord always enters really into

covenant with man in the inmost principles of his mind; a state of

genuine charity and true faith is the only ark of safety for the be

liever during times of severe temptation and peril. The clean beasts

which were to be collected into the ark denote those pure and holy

affections which every true believer has stored within him, constitut

ing the life or animating principle of his religious state. These were

to be kept alive, and preserved from the impending evils and conse

quent apostasy. The unclean beasts which were to be brought into

the ark denote those lower, natural and'sensual affections and appe

tites of the mind, which in our natural state are only productive of

evil. These were also to be taken from the merely worldly life they

were leading, and brought into a more elevated state, by being re

generated (introduced into the ark) and made subordinate and sub

servient to higher ends and uses. This is the duty of every believer

now, as it was then—namely, to bring all the passions, appetites,

and desires of his lower or animal nature into subjection t0 the

higher and holier impulses of the partially-sanctified man within.

As the individual man belonging to the church called Noah was

commanded to preserve in his mind those pure and sanctified affec

tions denoted by the clean beasts, so all those persons who were ani

mated by such affections were to be gathered from out of the world

‘ into that church or religious community, to be preserved in it, as in

an ark, from the surrounding contamination, and made a peculiar

people unto the Lord.

The narrative subsequent to the flood, from Noah to the time of

Heber, it is not requisite that we follow, as sufficient has already been

said to elucidate the general structure of these early documents, and

the nature of the events therein related. The names which follow

that of Noah are also the names of churches, and not of individuals.

In those early ages, a patriarchal family often became a tribe or na

tion, still retaining the family name, and preservingits own peculiar

form of religious belief and ritual of worship; and frequently a

single appellation would correctly designate, at the same time, the

family, the 'nation, the church, and the country they inhabited; as

' Israel, Judah, Ephraim, Moab, Ammon, &c. So that, although the

names Shem, Arphaxad, Peleg, &c., in the tenth and eleventh chap

ters of Genesis,are there applied to the several bodies designated by
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them, in their character of religious communities, and denote their

specific qualities in that respect, still, from the nature of the case,

they must have been in many instances, perhaps in most, the names

also of patriarchal tribes or nations.

The tower of Babel, built in the plain of Shinar, was a false but

powerful system of priestly rule, doctrine, and worship which is that

“other way” by which men in so many instances, in all ages, have

attempted to climb up to heaven. It is needless to say, that all '

such attempts, whether made on the plain of Shinar, on the hills of

Palestine, or in the consistories and councils of Europe, prove

equally abortive, and end in a confusion of tongues.

-————<¢.»~——

GROWTH AND EXTENT OF SCIENCE.

(By the late REV. J. CLOWEs, M. A._ Rector of St. John’s Church, Manchester, and Fel

low of Trinity College, Cambridge.)

 

SCIENCE, like everything else derived from God and proper to

man, has its growth, and this growth is gradual, according to the

operation of the affection from which it is first born, and the exercise

of that operation. It commences in the state of infancy, and is con

tinued through every successive period of man’s life, receiving per

petual increments, until it attains to the full maturity of its growth.

It therefore has its ages, which may be compared with the ages of

man himself, called youth, manhood, and old age, and its state is

various according to those ages; for in youth it is comparatively

tender and infirm, in its manhood it acquires a greater firmness and

stability, and in its old age it becomes more tranquil and composed.

There is, then, no part of man’s life in which the growth of science

is not continued; and, since neither science, nor the affection by

which it is introduced, are of man, but entirely of the Lord, there

fore there is no part of man’s life in which he is not a subject of

the Divine presence, operation, and formation, for the purpose of

preparing him to become an instrument of use, both in this world

and in the other: the law of which preparation is, that he shall im

bibe and grow in all that science which is necessary to make him

such an instrument, and thus increase his blessedness both here and

hereafter.

The extent of science may be considered both in regard to the

things of this world and of another, for man has knowledge respect

ting both worlds, which knowledge may be extended to an unlim
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ited degree. The science of the things of this world is derived

from an acquaintance with what is commonly called human learn

ing, and also from observation, and is extended accordingly. The

science of the things of another world is derived from revelation,

and is more or less extended, in proportion as man studies the Word

of God, and suffers its holy truths to influence his understanding.

That science respecting the things of both worlds has no boundaries,

but is unlimited in its extent, must be obvious to every one who re

flects on the immensity of the works of God, and on the numberless

truths contained in the Word of God. For there is not a single object

of creation which is not a subject Of human science; neither is there a

single truth contained in the Word of God, which was not intended

for the formation of man’s intellectual mind, and to enlarge the

sphere of its knowledge respecting the vast realities of another

world. _

Thus man is gifted, by his great and good Creator, with the vast

capacity of attaining endless knowledge, and he is moreover placed

in a state adapted to such attainment, having the glorious works of

God continually before his eyes, and the Holy Work of God contin

ually within his reach. It is his own fault, therefore, if he does not

enrich his mind'with endless stores of the most sublime and ex

tended knowledge, because it is his own fault if he does not acquaint

himself with the word and works of the Great and Glorious God,

and thereby ascend to the eternal world and its Divine Author, and

thus connecting himself with the Infinite and Eternal, discover, to

his unutterable joy, that the extent of science is unlimited, since it is

impossible that What is infinite and eternal can ever be fully com

prehended by what is finite and temporal.

__.__ a...»—

THE more we love others, the more our capacity to love increases.

THE love of others as surely brings happiness with it as heat
brings warmth. I

MAN could neither think or feel were he not a subject of inspira

tion. He does nothingof himself except choose.

SETTING out on thy soul’s pilgrimage, unite to thyself what hearts

thou canst; know well that a hundred holy temples of Mecca have

not the value of one heart.-~Persian Eleventh Century.
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A LITTLE BOY’S SPEECH.

(Written for Forest.)

 

I AM ten years old,

Am fearless and bold;

You say, ‘o'nlg a boy,‘

But I do life enjoy.

And, do you think, sir,

I shall ever drink, sir?

No, sir; I shall not smoke,

And all the ladies choke.

Then, I shall never chew;

I shall be firm and true;

~I shall be a great man,

And do all the good I can.

I know I am now sinall,

But—so were you all,

And in ten years more,

Boyhood days will be o'er.

So let me be a boy,

And my life yet enjoy;

For the time will soon be

When the boy will be free." -—CORA CORAL.

 
—-—-~0.

IRE—UNION,

 

THE elements composing this earth—cast upon a mighty volume

of waters, revolving in a sea of air, suspended without 'visible sup

port—are what? Various particles which the chemist has analyzed;

by disintegration and dis-uniting, they are scattered—severed wide

from the first composition.

The upheavals of volcanoes, the gradually falling away of mas

sive banks, the change of currents of streams; the casting to the

wind of tiny seeds; the many changes physically are manifest to us,

this is the law of dis-union; and again, there is a law of re-nnion of

particles; the waters seek their own channels, although they may

be cast far and near, they will become re-unitcd somewhere and at

some time.

The dust of the earth caught up by a breeze, and hurried hither

and yon, again, re-unites with its natural element.

At the trumpet sound of the angel,awakening us into a new state
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of existence, leaving the ehrysallitic shell below, the material body

then returns to its native element, and the spirit to its native ele

ment, following the law of nature.

If the spirit has delighted in the society of the pure, it will seek

this element. If it has delighted in the society of the low, the vile,

such will be the native element.

This is the re-union toward which we look; not the re-uniting of

material and spiritual, to form a perfect spiritual realm. This is a

mistaken idea, that it requires the resurrection of an earthly

body to form an angel realm. The flower needs not the

resurrection of last year’s worn-out stamens, pistils, petals

and corolla.- The life-germ remains in the bosom of mother

earth, and sends forth new shoots regardless of last year’s discarded

fragrance and beauty. The materialist founds his conclusions upon

this idea, that as the flowers come and go, so does man, yet the

original life principle is the same each time in the plant, so in spirit.

It is not the simple receptacle, but it is the beautiful life principle
which cannot be extinguished. I

‘Can we sever life from life?

Can we break the bonds which bind?

Can we see a beauty grand

Revealing not a master-mind?

Is it clay, or is it soul,

- Which portrays a living light?

Is it flesh, or is it mind,

Which scatters darkest, direst night?

Can we think we are but clay?

, Can we not see spirit is

The only imperishable thing;

The power which feeleth grief or bliss? --I. M.

0.0——

HOW TO BE A GENTLEMAN.

 

 

WE want a few private words with the boys, says the Parish Vis

itor. The truth is, we have a great idea of boys. We used to

think men were made of boys. We begin to think now that those

were old-fashioned notions, that they are all out of date. We look

around and see a great many persons grown up, with men’s clothes

on, who are called men. But they act and behave so that we feel

certain they were never made of boys. If they had been, they
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would have known how to behave better. \Vhere they came from

we do not know. But what we wish to put into the ears of boys is

this—be gentlemen. In this country every boy may grow up to be

a gentleman if he will. It is not necessary that he should become

a great scholar, nor that he should become a distinguished man.

But some impatient ones are asking: “ How can we become gen

tlemen?” How can a boy go about making himself one? Can he

work for it? Yes, he can. And the harder he works in the right

way the better. But he must study with his ears. Reading books

and newspapers is not-enough. He must think and feel, as well as

speak and act. Can he buy it? No, he cannot. Money will buy a

good many things, but it will not buy what makes a gentleman.

If you have money you can go to a shop and buy clothes. But hat,

coat, pants and boots do not make a gentleman. They make a fop,

and sometimes come near making a fool. Money will buy dogs and

horses, but how many dogs and horses do you think it will take to

make a gentleman?

Let no boy, therefore, think he is to be made- a gentleman by the

clothes he wears, the horses he rides, the stick he carries, the dog

that trots after him, the house he lives in or the money he spends.

Not one or all of these do it—yet every boy may be a gentleman.

He may wear an old hat, cheap clothes, have no horses, live in a

poor house and spend but little money, and still be a gentleman.

But how? By being true, manly and honorable; by keeping him

self neat and respectable; by being civil and courteous; by respect

ing himself and respecting others; by doing the best he knows how;

and finally, and above all, by fearing God and keeping His com‘

mandments.
 

A CURIOUS INGIDENT.—TO the Editors of the Evening Post: On

Wednesday night preceding the President’s assassination, a

little deaf and dumb girl in our institution got up in her sleep, went

to a classmate, and after rousing her, spelt with the manual alpha

> bet, “Lincoln is shot.” In the morning the somnambulist knew

nothing of the circumstance till informed of it by her friend in the

presence of others.

The incident would probably never have been recalled but for

the sad emphasis which after events gave it.

It now seems one of those cases of prescience which so often

arise to puzzle mental philosophers. W.

Institution for Deaf and Dumb, April 18. ~
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HONOR TO WHOM HONOR IS DUE.

 

OUR MAYOR—We learn through the daily press, from time to

time, of the work of the mayor of our city in the cause of reform.

The idea, or principle, seems to be a purification, or rather a higher

idea of duties devolving upon heads of families, and, herein we see

as commendable a quality as could be called forth.

“Let us render honor to whom honor is due.” Our oflicials, either

of government, state, or city, should receive honor, becoming the

position, and especially, should it be so when it is an elevation of

humanity to which we are yielding allegiance, as “it becometh us

to yield allegiance to the higher powers.” Then of what untold

value, it is, to have officials who may lead by example, as well as

precept.

No single individual, in his daily life, has the influence that at

tends leaders or rulers. Then to rule well is great.

 

THE FAIRY CARPET.

WE awoke the other morning and perceived, that, during the still

ness of the night fairies had been at work, and quietly had spread us

a pure white carpet, ALL over our bleak looking earth, festooned the

trees and shrubs, already for Thanksgiving, with the same pure cov

ering. How calm and peaceful everything does look, robed in this

fairy mantle. If our thoughts do not turn heavenward, when we

gaze upon this lovely picture, they are unconsciously purified, at

least. Oh, yes! we hail thee, “beautiful, beautiful snow.”

How the glittering snow stars, brought out by the sun’s reflec

tions, twinkle! Myriads of them, ont-vieing the starry firmament
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in numbers and in minute beauty. The thought comes, How grandly

glorious are the laws of this mighty universe! Yet, we do not re

alize it. We are so accustomed to these changes that we think of it

as a matter of course; but, should we see the laws of nature turned

into confusion, then, we should appreciate the beneficence of aVVise

Creator.

Take this fairy-like carpet as an example. Could man fashion

anything to equal it in its transient beauty! The delicate flakes

showering down, so noiselessly, at last accomplish the work and the

carpet is spread. But there is a thought comes, Oh, transient beauty,

we cannot long retain you! Thus it is with the purest of life’s joys;

they cannot long be retained; they are as fleeting as the pure and

lovely snow. But fairy carpet we hail thee! Ever aiding us to

look upward, then hast thy mission.

  

THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

 

“WHEN Paul appeared before Agrippa, and was allowed to speak

for himself, be stretched forth his hand and thanked him for the

privilege of speaking in his own defence, touching the things

whereof he was accused of the Jews.

I was a-well-known Jew, and after the strictest sect of our relig

ion, I lived a Pharisee, and, now, I am judged for the hope of the

promise made of God unto our fathers, for which hope’s sake I am

accursed of the Jews. Why should it be thought a thing incredible

with you that God should raise the dead? I verily thought that I

ought to do many things contrary to the name of Jesus of Nazareth,

which I did in Jerusalem, and many of the saints I shut up in prison;

and, when they were put to death, I gave my voice against them; I

punished them oft in my synagogue, and compelled them to blas

pheme, being exceedingly mad against them. _

As I went to Damascus with authority from the chief priests, at

mid-day, 0 king! I saw a light from heaven above the brightness of

the sun, shining about me and them that journeyed with me, and

heard a voice speaking unto me, saying, Saul, Saul, why persecutest

thou me? I said, who art thou, Lord? He answered, I am Jesus

whom thou persecutest. Whereupon, 0 King Agrippa! I was not

disobedient to the heavenly vision, and shewed forth unto them at
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Damascus and Jerusalem, throughout all the coasts of Judea, and

thus to the Gentiles that they should repent and return to God and

do works for repentance. For these causes the Jews caught me in

the temple and went about to kill me. Having therefore ob

tained help of God, I continue unto this day witnessing both to

small and great, saying none other things than those which the

prophets and Moses did say should come, that Christ should suffer,

and that He should rise from the dead and show light unto the peo

ple and unto the Gentiles.

And as he thus spoke for himself, Festus says, with a loud voice,

Paul, thou art beside thyself; too much learning doth make thee

mad.”

St. Paul was what is called a medium; he saw a vision; but, be

fore he saw it, he was a very cruel-hearted man, persecuting harm

les, innocent, men and women, because they were followers of the

Nazarene. They knew that, “if a man die, he shall live again,” and,

it seems, the Pharisees believed in a resurrection; but, not for all

mankind, only a few that prayed three times a day, and gave alms

to the poor, and thanked their God they were not like other men;

not like the publicans, who ate without washing their hands.

The time is approaching, when all, who think they stand, take

heed lest they fall. M. MERBICK.

A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

 

AND Cain said unto the Lord, “ My punishment is greater than I

can bear. Behold, thou hast driven me out this day and from thy

face shall I be bid, and I shall be a fugitive and a vagabond on the

earth, and it shall come to pass that every one that findeth me shall

slay me.”

The guilty‘individual, does he not say so? “ I am a vagabond.”

He feels no sweet solace in fellowship with those who are pure; he

feels that he is unlike others; he knows that a step downward is

taken, and great and terrible is the punishment which is engraven

in characters, horrible, upon the inner temple. He sees not the

beauty of a loving God as is manifest, through the evervarying, ev

erbeautiful face of nature.
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The glorious canopy of heaven, stretching abroad, as the dome of

our great cathedral; the mighty trees of the forest, as silent and de

votional sentinels; the babbling brook, singing everlasting hymns;

the chorus of the glad songsters chirruping tender interludes, or

piping sweet solos; the mighty torrents, as the grand voluntaries; all

these, in grand worship to the Most High—he sees not; but, from

within, views a vengeful, wrathful Being, and the glad sounds are

to him, as of the mocking of some fiend, and he says, “My punish

ment is greater than I can bear.” Yet, with the thought, there

comes the desire for the pure, the vanished state of innocence. “My

God, cast me not away from thy presence.” This great and purify

ing power—called God—would not destroy, but would change chaos

into beauty, fragrance and usefulness; the dark and unsightly, would

have subservient to the higher attribute Light;—and the answer

comes: “Whomsoever slayeth Cain, vengeance shall be taken on him

sevenfold,” and the Lord set a mark upon Cain lest any one finding

him should kill him.

Herein, is a great truth. Have we the right to take the life'of

any one, even if it is to recompense another’s life? Is it according

to any natural law? Two from two leaves nothing, but two added

to two doubles the original number. Then, if it is a sin to first slay

a brother, is it not a double sin to slay a second? Methinks, it is

deeply horrible to take the life of a guilty soul, even, more so, per

haps, than of one not guilty. Casting a soul upon the great un

known sea without a bark, an anchor, nothing, to which it may cling,

but deep and deadly guilt. Oh! horrible is it, that the materials

which were placed upon earth for‘man’s use may also be made those

of deadly power, that the glittering steel may be fashioned into

weapons, deadly; that even the useful article wood may be fashioned

into a deadly weapon; that use may be made abuse; the fire, which

gives us warmth by a careful use, is one of the greatest blessings,

but, by the work of an incendiary, this power may be abused, and it

may become one of fearful depredation, and, sometimes, untold

agony. Again, the mighty ocean is of great utility to earth’s in

habitants; but, the treacherous wave enshrouds its victims, and here

we come to a law which is deep and unfathomable. God’s plan

seems deep and abiding. There are intricacies too awful, too solemn,

too sublime, and too painful for us to contemplate.

The life taken by one of humanity, brings not so much of a sor
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row upon that person as upon the one taking it. Cain felt his pun

ishment, but Abel in his sinless state only‘passed on to glories un

revealed. Returning to the mighty power of Jehovah, we say, in

our sorrow, in our bereavement, “Oh God, why hast thou forced the

bonds of death? Why hast the spirit been called upon to witness

the agony of parting, and, as in Eve’s bosom there was a vacancy,

a void, robbed of both sons—the one by death, the other by a greater

than death—so to-day are many, and the wisdom of the overruling

power is doubted. The Divine plan seems imperfect, but this will

cast us upon a broad sea anchorless. There are duties, there are

new joys, and the bark is again anchored, the great drama of life

calls us to appear upon the stage as of yore. It is time for our part

in the play, and this deep, unanswerable, unfathomable thought is

crowded into the background; and, as said Eve, “God has given me

another son instead of Abel,” we say, new duties and new revela

tions have held the giddy brain in its proper poise, and forced back

the unfathomable, giving not time to question the cause. ' Ah! were

man but left to the contemplation of these ideas, and felt that he

must explain the primal cause of all things, and especially the infini

tesmal working of this unseen agency, which brings death, disaster,

and sorrow upon the innocent, allowing the guilty to go free, he

would find his mind involved in a chaos which would completely

unfit him for the sterner duties of life. As Abel, the innocent, suf

fered most in a material view, you will see, in the spiritual, it was

Cain who sufered. When freed from the tabernacle of clay, Abel

was pure and ready to enjoy the lot of the pure, but Cain was a cast

away, a vagabond—-no more peace, no more heaVen, until he may

hear the words of forgiveness from the injured Abel.

IDA M. MERRILL.

CHOOSE WELL.

(CONTINUED.)

  

 

JAMES answers, “ I will do what is right, if Henry will not.

Although he used most of the stolen money himself, I am a sharer

in the guilt, and cannot endure this terrible torture any longer, and

shall tell Henry so. Had,I used the money myself, it seems, that

the agony would be unendurable.”

, “ Give me your hand, Charles, and calling God to witness, I say I

shall deal fairly with you.”
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Charles had not even expected such a change; his hopes were

more than realized; were Henry not manly enough to relent, he

would be compelled to do so through fear of exposure.

In turning a corner they met Henry, and his face mantled, when

he saw Charles and James were together.

Henry immediately accosted them in his pompous manner.

“What now is the programme? Charles, I hope you will clear

yourself,” he says, derisively.

James answered, “ Yes, Henry, I intend to clear him; I cannot

endure this torture longer; I shall be an inmate of the insane asy

lum if I do not.”

He turned livid, and for the first time lost his composure; this was

something he had not foreseen, but, still, he did not intend to be so

easily vanquished. Recovering himself, he said:

“Now, James, you need not think you will unsettle me in that

way. I have the advantage over Charles and you both. Let Charles

tell the story of the bill in his pocket, and of the one at the clothier’s,

if he can.”

“ Could I not do so?” says James. “ 0, Henry! do, I pray, for

the sake of a clear conscience, let us attempt to make reparation. I

should rather forfeit my year’s wages than undergo what I have

since that memorable night; and to see Charles sufier in my stead,

I should completely lose my senses.”

“ You remember you called me womanish, that night, because I

was 10th to commit the evil deed, and, I only wish I had been manly

enough to say, ‘ No! Iwill not be privy to guilt.’ ” Conn CORAL.

UNITY CHURCH INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL.

 

One of the most hopeful fields for benevolent efforts in our large

cities is found in working among the neglected children of poverty

stricken and vicious parents, who people our closely packed tene

ment houses, where they are exposed tO all kinds of evil influences,

with nothing in their surroundings or associations that are pure and

elevating, or calculated to develope in them as they grow up pure

and honest manhood or womanhood.

One of the best forms of effort for this class is that of industrial

schools for girls. As illustrating this class of work we present our

readers with a sketch of the Unity Church Industrial School, located

at 258 Larrabee Street,
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This school has been in continuous and successful operation for

the last five years, and is supported by the ladies of Unity Church,

who have carried on the work quietly but efficiently,with no flourish

of trumpets and no appeal to the public for funds. It is now in

charge of Mrs. J. M. Pelton, a kind-hearted, genial and eminently

practical lady, as matron, who is ably seconded by Miss Lethe Black

man as assistant. The organization has as its president Mrs. J. D.

Harvey, with Mrs. J. Furness as secretary, Mrs. Dudley Wilkin

son, treasurer, and an able board of directors from the ladies of the

church.

The school occupies a moderate-sized basement cottage, which as

one object is to instruct and educate pupils in domestlc duties and

economy, is furnished as far as practicable with all the essentials of

the household, having in addition to its school proper a dining room,

pantry, kitchen, store room, bath, etc., and a large yard which is

used as a play ground and garden, a part of which is floored and in

summer covered with an awning. portion of the ground is util

ized each summer for the cultivation of flowers and vegetables, in

which pupils, under the direction of the matron, take great interest,
and have produced very satisfactory results. i

The school averages from twenty-five to thirty girls, of ages from

five to twelve years, whose parents either from vice 0r poverty have

been unable or have neglected to place and keep them in the public

schools, and others who have lost their seats from irregularity of at

tendance. As soon as they can be trained into regular habits, they

are transferred to the public school and their places filled with new

recruits.

The course of instruction includes reading and spelling, oral les

sons, singing, recitations, etc., with kindergarten exercises and in

struction in the household duties of sweeping, dusting, cooking,

waiting upon tables, washing dishes and sewing, .and with the elder

girls, the cutting out of garments,_such as underclothing, aprons,

dresses, patch-work, etc. On entering in the morning, each child

passes to the rear room and makes her toilet, water, soap, combs and

brushes being supplied for this purpose. Then donning a large

sized apron she is ready for the business of the day. A dinner is

served at noon—cooked upon the premises—in the preparation of

of which the elder girls assist in rotation, being carefully instructed

in the proper method of cooking the various dishes which are fur
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nished. They are also taken out to assist in the marketing and in

structed in regard to what and how to buy, the making of change,

etc. At dinner the same etiquette is observed both in deportment

at table and in waiting upon and serving the same as is found in

well regulated families. In the sewing department the older girls

take charge of the work of the younger ones, preparing it for them

and seeing that it is properly done.

Twice a week a full bath is given each child, and every effort is

made to enforce the duty of cleanliness of person and dress. Each

child for a:full day’s attendance receives a card entitled “ one credit;”

ten credits entitle her to a card entitled “ one merit,” and these can

be exchanged for articles of clothing which they have assisted in

making up. Thus three merits will purchase a calico dress, two an

article of underclothing or a pair of hose, the aim being to impress

the idea of earning what they receive. At four o’clock p. m., those

who have been in attendance during the day are dismissed, and are

succeeded by a class of forty girls from the public schools, who are

instructed in the cutting and making of garments, and who also at

tend all day on Saturday for the same purpose.

Such in brief is an outline of the work being performed in a quiet,

unostentatious manner by the Unity Industrial School. Its influ

ence is felt in every home from which its pupils come. The lessons

of neatness and order which are impressed upon the minds of these

children, are carried home and their effect is seen in a marked

manner in the improved appearance and condition of many of these

homes.

“A little child shall lead them,” and many a discouraged and dis

heartened and perhaps vicious parent has been led back into a purer,

better and more orderly life by the influence of a child trained and

instructed under such influence as the Industrial School.

Much of the benevolent effort of the day is devoted to reformatory

work—the saving, if possible, of some of those who have entered

upon criminal and vicious courses. Some years since, during a ses

sion of a Prison Reform Convention in Cincinnati, for the purpose

of devising better methods of prison management, with a view to

the reformation of prison inmates, the Times of this city, in com

menting upon the doings of the convention, remarked with more

force than elegance, “that it was all well enough, only it was work

ing from the tail end!” But thoughtful men and women are fully
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- awaking to the fact that while reformatory efforts should not be les~

sened, more should be done in the direction of prevention, to the

cutting off of the supply which furnishes such a volume of crime

and immorality in our community.

In this work of prevention the Industrial School is not surpassed

by any other agency, and the number should be largely increased.

Every church in the city can find ample field for such a school, and

that without encroaching upon the territory of any other, and we

hope to see at no distant day a generous rivalry among our churches

in this most hopeful field of benevolent eflfort. O. C. GIBBS.

The above description of an Industrial School we think is one of

the very best reformatory objects. It is true that reform must begin

with the children, that the future generation may be reformed, and

also, because, you may, usually, reach a parent’s heart through the

child. Although it is not always the case; where it is not so, the

case is almost hopeless. En.

am»—

WHY?

WHY does the angel of death pluck the fairest flowers, the

sweetest buds, who seem to be angels, but lent to earth? No an

swer comes which will satisfy the aching heart in its first bereave

ment. It seems that the heavens are darkened, the voices of nature

have no awakening power, there is a mantle spread over all beauti

ful scenes, and desolation seems abroad. Why are the brightest pros

pects out off when the hopes and labors of years are almost realized?

No answer comes.

Why are those, full of bright and glorious hopes for the future,

with a life-work in view, taken, and the weary one, who feels life a

burden, left to battle on, when the summons would be a welcome

one to the latter? No answer comes which will satisfy the inquiring

mind, or bereaved heart. All that‘we can say is, submit ,' because,

it is inevitable, and that the duties of life may be carried on as is re

quired of us. God’s ways are not as our ways; and the thoughts of

the great unfathomable again crowd upon us, and, we say, “why?”

Why does evil reign, whilst the pure and the good are crushed?

Ah, but hope whispers look beyond the vail, here, only, is comfort.

It is only through the blessed hope—Immortalitywthat we may ob—

tain any answer.
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WHO IS MY NEIGHBOR?

 

Who is my neighbor? I hear you ask,

May it be to me a pleasant task,

My ideas to relate in verse,

And, should it grow into a discourse,

Pardon me on account of the theme,

For ’tis one which contains volumes rare.

Who is my neighbor and who is my care?

Is it he who proudly the coffers illl

To gratify self and mammon still?

Is it he who, midst plenty and ease,

Is wafted on, most triumphant breeze

0f adulation? Who basks, midst fanie,

And the honors of an earthly name,

Who ascends the ladder higher and higher,

Amidst the one universal choir

0f earthly voices, and heeding not

The prayers of weary ones, so fraught

With anguish. But crushing ’neath their

feet,

Those burdened ones with voices so sweet,

Softened by sorrow and humiliation,

Which sweeps abroad o’er this great na

tion,

Devastating many a happy home,

Bidding the dear Angel Peace to roam?

Or, is it he who, with lavish hand

Bestows his gifts throughout the land?

Bestowing the gifts which are not his,

And blindly saying, “ I give thee this.”

Giving not to the Giver of all good

The glory,-—But his daily food,

Self-adulation and earthly praise ;

Yea, and carelessly spending his days

In thoughts concerning his own fair name.

Thinking not from what source the giits

came?

Or is it the sad, sad, sorrowing soul

Who hath felt the waves of trouble roll

O’er the breast with tumultuous roar,

And who tries vainly, vainly to soar

Above the waves of sorrow, so dark ;

Anxioust wishing to catch one spark

Of brightness from the great beyond world,

Where glories eternal are unfurled?

And again, may it not be

That our neighbor ’s found in he,

Who perhaps has wandered far, far, away,

From the glorious and all-cheering ray

Which falls upon the straight and narrow

path,

And who recklessly and carelessly hath

 
Cast aside the truthful teachings divine,

Which are revealed in that living mine

The Bible? May it not be our duty,

By kindly words and deeds of charity,

To allure them back,-—witli tender word,

Into the way which leads unto the Lord?

May our duty, then, be to he who calls,

With sorrowing voice from earth’s pitfalls,

And may it be to us a most pleasant task,

To comfort give, though they may not ask,

0r e'en expect a kindly word or deed.

For, might we not a holy fountain feed?

Oh, than, may we not a blessing impart,

By cheering the sorrowing, fainting heart?

For, who is my neighbor, still must extend

O'er vast expanse, where our lives blend

ln fellowship with friend to friend,

()r where our influence sure must go,

Be it either to friend or foe

We owe a duty to one and all

If we are obeying the Master‘s call,

And with childlike confidence we trust

Our lives to Him whom we know is just,

Who alone can guide us through the mist,

E’en when our feeble frames do resist.

The pressure of the passing hour.

And feel, within us, is no power

To solve the great mystery.

For, all is uncertainty,

l'nless founded upon divine command,

And we are walking with outstretched

hand,

Toward the great and glorious light

Which we know will iilume the night

0f sorrow, so dark, and drear,

Compasslng us whilst traveling alone,

And until we reach the great white throne

Where, “ Jesus rules as the King alone."

Who is our neighbor we cannot tell,

But. if we obey His bidding, well,

According to the light to us given,

We shall reach that peaceful haven.

Then, what now we cannot understand

Will be plain, and with that happy band,

In that great, beautiful summer land,

Our voices shall in chorus ascend,

And “ who ’s my neighbor" shall with us

blend

In songs of adoration and love,

To Him who has brought us above.

(ions CORAL.
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MEDICAL INTOLERANCE.

 

THE “Medical Eclectic,” a monthly medical journal published by

the Eclectic Medical College of New York, contains the correspond

ence between Prof. Buchanan and Prof. Gross, (late President of

the American Medical Association), in reference to bringing the sci

entific discoveries of the former before the National Medical Asso

ciation for investigation.

Dr. Buchanan states in nine propositions his discoveries as to the

action of medicines on the human constitution, which prove that

their action is dynamic or spiritual, and does not depend upon the

absorption of material substance, as taught in all the colleges. He

shows that these discoveries may work a revolution in the healing

art, and greatly increase its practical success; and as he has been

publicly teaching and demonstrating these doctrines as a medical

professor for thirty-four years, he suggests that it is time the mem

bers of the National Medical Association should investigate the

subject.

To this Dr. Gross replies very courteously that it would be im

possible for anything to be done by the National Medical Associa

tion, since that body is governed by a strict code which would pre

vent their holding any professional intercourse with physicians who

are not of their own class as to medical practice. Neither he nor

any other member would dare to propose in the Association to raise a

committee for any such purpose, and he recommends Dr. B. to take

his discoveries before some purely scientific non-medical associa~

tion, adding that “ a little longer delay cannot do your cause any se

rious injury.” To this Dr. B. replies that he had thirty years ago

tried the plan of going before a purely scientific association, when

the National Association met at Cincinnati; but that members of

the National Medical Association being present, intrigued success

fully to procure the expulsion of his essay on cerebral embryology;

“for it is a part of the policy or ‘ ethics’ of the more bigoted mem

bers of your Association to carry on a social as well as professional

war against medical freethinkers; and wherever the ramifications of

this conspiracy extend in society, iii the press or in the legislative

hall, it is as potent as a Jesuit combination for the suppression of

free science.”
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Thus it appears that a demonstrated science, taught in a liberal

college, by a gentleman who commands the esteem even of his pro

fessional opponents, will not even be looked at by societies and col

leges of the code-bound Allopathic party. The bigotry which re

jected and ridiculed Harvey is as intense to-day as it was two hun

dred and fifty years ago. The late Prof. Caldwell, the most distin

guished colleague of Prof. Gross, spoke of Prof. Buchanan’s discov

eries more than thirty years ago as being then far in advance of the

age; but as Prof. Buchanan is a conspicuous opponent of medical in

tolerance, and one of the founders of the American eclectic system

of medical freedom, he will never be forgiven by the Allopathic

party.
 

“THE GIFT OF HEALING” IN AUSTRALIA.

 

IN the letter of our Australian correspondent, Mr. L. E. Harcus,

in another column, mention is made of the wonderful cures efiected

through the healing powers of Mr. G. M. Stephen. Mr. H. has furn

ished us with a copy of the Sidney Telegraph, from which we glean

the following items of interest respecting the results of Mr. Stephen’s

practice: A man suffering from paralysis of the spine and lower

extremities, was on a railway train approaching Castlemaine Hospi

tal. He said he was going there, as be supposed, to die and be bu~

' ried, as no one in Melbourne could do him any good. His moans

were piteous to hear, and he had half of the carriage to himself. Mr.

Stephen being on the train, entered the sick man’s compartment and

told him he would cure him in an hour. He commenced making

mesmeric passes over the man’s back and lower limbs. In a short

time the sick man sat up, pronounced himself much better, and when

the train arrived at Kyneton he actually got out of the carriage and

got himself a cup of coffee. On his way from there to Castlemaine

he remarked that it would seem queer for him to go back on Mon

day, carrying his carpet-bag, but he appeared quite able to do so

when he left the train.

John Broomfield, of Sidney, had for several months suffered se

verely from an attack of gout. He was so weak that he could not

rise without assistance. One “day while sitting in company with

Captain Hixson, R. N. (the President of the Marine Board), Captain

Heselton and other gentlemen, Mr. Stephen entered the room, and
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after some joking on part of Mr. Broomfield as to his healing power,

he stooped down and breathed upon each of the knees, and then

made a pass across them (as if driving away the disease), saying

“Gone!” Mr. B. instantly rose from the chair without the slightest

difficulty, and to the astonishment of his friends, sat down and got

up on several chairs in succession, and then sat down on the ground

and got up without any assistance After lunch, the same day, at

the Royal Hotel, he ran down the stairs and back again, taking

two steps at a bound.

At Gundagal, Mr. Stephen was visited by large numbers of people.

One of them, Peter Linnane, had been totally blind of one eye for

fourteen years. Mr. Stephen made a few passes on his face, and then

gave him a bottle of water, in which he had previously washed his

hands, to apply to his eye assiduously, which he did. Mr. L. has

now the full sight of the eye, being able to see by it as well as he

ever could.

Charles Kent, of Manly, had for twenty years been almost stone

deaf in one ear, and became so deaf in the other that even with the

use of a long telephone tube he could only distinguish loud speaking.

He could not hear a sound of music, and was obliged to relinquish

a valuable appointment in consequence. Mr. Stephen, by making a

few passes with his hands, and breathing in his ears, restored his

hearing so that he could hear the softest tones of a harp played by '

his daughter, and take a part in ordinary conversation.

Do not facts like these show that Spiritualism is identical with

the religion which Christ taught and of which he said, “ These signs

shall follow those that believe ”? And yet the church, bearing the

name of Christ and professing to accept his teachings, exhibits none

of these, and charges those whom these signs follow with being

children of evil, infidels to truth, and outcasts from the kingdom of

heaven, while its ordained preachers join hands (at least in America)

in aid of the self-interested Allopathic drug-doctms who are trying

to stop the exercise of these healing gifts by law?—Banner of Light.

 

NEVER think that God’s delays are God’s denial. Hold on, hold

fast, hold out. Patience is genius.

SWEET is the breath of praise, when given by those whose own

high merit claims the praise they give.
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TRIBUTE TO THE MEMORY

OF

WILLIAM Ensas'r Dawn.

 

It thy form lies ’neath the ocean, Extinguished in a moment’s time,

Oh i thy Spirit is not there, Ere the light had reached its height ;

Canst thou not come back to tell us Canst thou not come back and tell us

Something of that land so fair? 0! that dark, eventful night?

Can it he, that thou didst do it? Mother and father, broken-hearted,

Take the lite, to thee so dear, Friends in anxiety, deep.

When home and friends, father, mother, Surmise, wonder, vainly striving,

Native shores were drawing near? To know aught of thy “ last long sleep."

No! thou didst not. Was it late? I! an assass’ns hand hath done it,

Was 't another’s hand, so dark, Better, (ar, thy resting place,

Treach’rously took the cup of joy Than he who sent thy spirit onward,

From thy lips? The vital spark ' Leaving to friends no sign or trace.

No! thou didst not take thy own lite,

Peace, upon thy mem'ry rest ;

Rather be it fate which did it,

It seemeth strange ; but God knmvx best. CODA Conn.

THE sad news, which is borne across the mighty ocean, is that

Prof. Wm. E. Dawe, of this city, who recently embarked for his

native country—England—to spend the winter with his parents,

whom he had not seen during his sojourn here, five and a half years,

was lost at mid-ocean. This is all—disappeared at mid-ocean; and,

supposition will not answer the question, How? No one knows any

more, unless it be a treacherous one who will not reveal—how. It

may have been accidental; or may there not be a hope that he was

saved from a watery grave, even if it does seem a miracle; that the

fond parents may not be desolate and heart-broken. There is a

saddened thought arises when we are brought face to face with the

unanswerable and incomprehensible. Is it not sad enough to say

that the parents did not welcome the son as they anticipated? It is

not natural that he took his own life, and sent the sad news back to

his parents.

He was well known in this city as a professor of music, talented,

a brilliant performer, and made for himself a name; but, words will

not add anything, for enough has been said already. But, draw the

veil of charity; although, previously afflicted, methinks, surely,

the thought of meeting the parents who are now upon the shady

side of life, and of visiting old and familiar scenes, would have

buoyed up the spirit, throwing oi the mental aberration spoken of,

_ and held the brain cool and calm. Reason says, this was no time
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for one to take his own life. We are many times wont to answer

the unanswerable, because it then settles doubts, even though, un

satisfactorily.

If he never returns to his parents, rescued in some unknown way,

still there is an assurance,

“Dust thou art, to dust returneth,

Was never written of the soul."

.~.——‘Q~<OH.——————

LUCRETIA Mott, the well-known Quaker philanthropist, died re

cently, at Philadelphia, at the advanced age of 88 years. She was

a teacher in early life, and at the age of 26 became a preacher of

her sect, the Society of Friends.

We have been told by one who was personally acquainted with

her, that she used her energies often in behalf of the fallen ones of

her own sex—a nobler object than leading an army or governing a

country politically Reform is slow and silent, like the slowly drip

ping of water upon a stone, not as the mighty breakers which dash

and roar, and still the rock-bound coast is the same. Silent and

deep is the current of the most powerful streams. As a woman true

to her sex, and of pure and holy influence, her name should be re

vered in the hearts of American women.

—————<¢.»——

MR. W. YEATES, in an address published in the Medium and

Daybreak, says:

Our conjuring exhibitors imitate the spiritual phenomena, and so

bound on the orthodox professors to persecute mediums, believing

it to be a sacred duty, although they most devoutly believe in the

chain trick of the angel, who took Peter out of prison, and in the

appearance of the hand which wrote upon the wall at Belshazzer’s

feast. “They saw the fingers of a man’s hand that wrote upon the

wall.” But this happened a long time ago. Well, perhaps the

manifestations now occuring will, when they become a matter of

history, be accepted. At any rate their spirit origin cannot be proved

by any amount of fact to those who do not possess the spiritual

ability to appreciate them. We can give arguments, and present

principles and facts, but we cannot give understanding to those who

cannot discern the spiritual points of the evidence.

 

He that can take advice is, sometimes, superior to him who can

give it.
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IN MEMORIAM.

LITTLE ERSKXNE TURNBULL, who recently passed from this world

to one, we are sure, even, more fair, was taken sick on Saturday with

diptheria, and the next W'ednesday passed away sweetly; so calm

and so gentle, was the death-angel in bearing the little spirit from

its tenement of clay, that his mother, who was lovingly guarding

him, did not realize that a visitor had taken her darling. He said,

“ Sing, mama, sing all the time until I go to sleep;” and, whilst the

mother’s tears flowed, she sang him to sleep; but, he awoke in

the fields of Paradise. IIe was a dear angelic child, and, perhaps,

the mission of his little life was accomplished. So sensitive, and so

delicate and ethereal in nature, it would have been a hard struggle

in this busy, surging world. An angel in heaven, now, have the pa

rents—the grand-parents; and all friends, who remember him, will

realize that the expression was there which always says, “too fair

for earth.” \Ve know he is in the Heavenly Father’s care.

“LITTLE ERSKINE.”

 
Hark ! it is the angels calling, Gently comes the angel’s visits,

"[15 a plaintive tone, and low, Taking friends, to us, most dear,

They have come to take a darling, One by one, must come death's summons,

Take it from this world below. Ever. is this angel near.

Heaven needs another blossom, The veil, which hides heaven from us,

Heaven will make it, still, more fair, Is lightly held by angel’s hand,

’Twiii unfold in purest sunshine, The beauty of that ciime, beyond,

’Neath the Heavenly Father’s care. Far outvies an earthly land,

Yes ! he was a precious darling, Father, mother, grand-parents—atl,

Bringing sunshine to thy heart, The little one has gone before ;

Loving, like a child from heaven, Gone beyond, no grave retains him,

Lent, awhile, but to depart. He’s waiting on the other shore.

Yet, thou hast two other blossoms, Learning in the land of summer,

Now, they have an angel brother, Lessons of pure holy ones, there,

’Tis a link to the great future, Fear not, to entrust, his keeping,

Look thou up dear, sorrowing mother. T0 the Heavenly Father‘s care,

Lovingiy submitted to Mrs. Emiiy Turnbuli, by her friend, Ida, in memory

of “Little Erskine.”
 

-_<<.»

No MAN ever regretted that he was virtuous and honest in his

youth, and kept away from idle companions.

CHARITY towards the weakness of human nature is a virtue which

we demand in others, but which we find very hard to practice our

selves.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

 

THE signs, that are appearing at this time, are seen and felt by

millions of the inhabitants of this earth, and it is in vain to ignore

or scofi at those who are moving towards the front of the battle,

sometimes with heavy hearts, on account of the obstacles thrown in

their way to prevent their progress. The great wave of love and in

telligence, that is hearing them onward, will flood the world, and

cover or destroy the evil, and sweep it from the face of the earth.

For what purpose is this great turmoil that is shaking the moun

tains 0t superstition, ignorance and evil-doing, that encompass all

lands, and fills many minds with sadness and gloom?

Those who have idols, 'they and their fathers have loved so well

for ages, fear for their gods, that they may be brought down from

their high places, and laid low in the dust, never to be restored to

their prominence again.

The kingdom of heaven is like unto a king, who made a marriage

for his son, and sent out servants to call those who were bidden to

the wedding, and they would not come. It is the same, to-day, all

things are ready; the time is at hand, when those who should grace

the feast will not respond to the king’s invitation; but, make light

of it, and spend their time about the common duties of life—farm

ing, merchandise and amusements—and treat the servants of the

king with contempt,'and despitefully use them, and, even, persecute

them.

He sent out more servants, saying “ Behold, I have prepared my\

dinner, my oxen and my fatlings are killed, all things are ready.

Come unto the marriage!” But, they who were bidden were not
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worthy, and now the servants have gone out into the highways and

are gathering together, both bad and good, and the wedding will be

furnished with guests.

And, may they have on the wedding garments.

Mns. M. Mnnnrcx.

——-—0.o————

A HISTORY OF LIFE

as IS cnrnnnnn FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED ;

 

In the life, which Cain had given him, there was a greater pun

ishment than death. In the silence of the forest’s gloom, while at

his daily occupation, in the stillness of the night hours, during each

respite from the busy whirl of active life,—there would come a fear

fal scene, the pale and imploring countenance of his brother in his

helplessness, in that last sad hour, when he hurled him into the

mighty unknown world. .

Ah, yes! “My punishment is greater than I can bear,” was echoed,

again and again, in his heart, and was the burden of his life, and

here originated an element which is called terror. The passion,

guilt, fills the heart with anxious fears; the individual is looking for

vengeance to fall upon him at every moment; he expects some beast

of the forest to clasp him in a death embrace; the rocks and hills to

fall upon him; even heaven, itself, may cast upon him some fearful

curse, and—Terror is evolved.

Had there never been evil in the world, fears and trembling would

never have been known. The very existence of wild and ravenous

beasts of the forest is a comparison to the deadly evils to which hu

manity is heir. Evil is the opposing element, and for what cause

it may have sway we cannot see with the natural eyes; for, now, we

“ see as through a glass darkly.”

But, we realize the glorious beauty of the sun’s efiulgence, of the

bright and perfectly tinted canopy of heaven, the shadowy forests,

the great scroll of nature ever unrolliug, by contrast with the dark

ness of night, enveloping all things, hiding the beauties of a lovely

world, from our sight, for a short season. Then, may it not be that

evil has its part in the great plan, giving us an' appreciation of the

true and beautiful in spirit by contrast?

Had no mariner been shipwrecked, we should have no knowledge

of the breakers; still, there is-a query, which is difficult to answer.
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With our finite minds we say why does infinite wisdom place the

breakers there? Were it not as easy to render the sea smoothand

placid? Why place temptation in the way of man? Why is evil

allowed to exist? Why may not life be as a garden of Eden?

Still, we feel that infinite wisdom is beyond finite, and evil must

have its mission or never should it have existed. These trials, these

exertions, which are necessary to a human being’s existence, bring

forth the latent energies, perpetuate a great and rolling sphere

called progression.

The human being, who sits down and says, “ I have no more to

hope, no more to learn, no 'more to achieve, expect no more trials,

there is naught now but sweet repose, ‘ flowery beds of ease,’ ” rests

not; the everlasting power of thought, mind, spirit, soul, whatever

may be termed this higher attribute of man’s nature, is busy.

There is a gentle and holy attribute called forth in contemplating

sin, and it is called—Pity. Is this evolved from evil? It is well,

then, we say. Again, when the one, who is enchained by evil, looks

up, in hopelessness and helplessness, another attribute springs up—

Mercy. We see the writhing, human being, with the serpent’s coils

clasping him in a deadly embrace, and we say, justice to fellow-man

and humanity, O! rescue him from the serpent’s coil; then, we see

in the eyes of the poor struggling one an attribute which is aiding

us, and we say, “ Oh, Gratitude! thou art also evolved.” We strug

gle with the serpent, we see the coils removed, we extend the hand

of sympathy to the entangled one, and there is a mutual chord, and

we say, Angel Love! thou, too, dost come. Gratitude on the one

side, Pity ou the other, has united the two by a tie of humanity, and

it is called Love. For what greater end could the Allwise create

His children, than that they may attain unto his greatest attribute—

His personification—for “God is Love.”

The outgrowths, of Love, are Charity, Benevolence, Brotherly

kindness, and Forgiveness, and from these spring all the pure and

'holy attributes of our being. IDA M. MERRILL.

+

HOPE AND DESPOND.

 

Wno does not enfold the angel Hope in a loving embrace, and

say the future will be bright? Who does not say, “Welcome,

angel! Thy presence brings me joy, gilds the future with a silvery

lining, throws a roseate hue over all objects, sweetens the bitter cup,
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casts aside the lowering clouds, and spreads a beautiful picture be

fore our eyes—a scene in which our own future life is an act of the

drama.”

Yet, who is there that retains this angel ever; if we do not thrust

her aside, ourselves, she is ruthlessly cast from our hand by a power

which we cannot control, and the dark and lowering countenance of

Despond gazes upon us, follows us, casts a dark and shadowy cur

tain, which we cannot remove.

Now we are in the slough of despond, and we need guides to

safely lead us out. Yes, we wander about, we sink deeper in the

mire, and yet, there is a bright vision which memory retains upon

the inner temple, and we do not sink entirely; for, 10! in the distance,

we hear the rustle of an angel wing.

Dear angel Hope! Thou art returning. Thou wilt remove us

from this slough; we know thee, and have confidence in thee as of

old; thy face has never changed; the expression is the same; but we

forget thee, how beautiful thou art, when absent. Joyful is thy re

turn; a silvery tinge athwart the horizon is the first omen, then, a ‘

bright halo, and the angelic form draws near.

Hope and despond! Yes, as long as the life course may run, we

hope and despond as regards temporal blessings. Yet, there is an

abiding hope which is engraven upon the inner temple, if we but

keep faith strong; the spiritual hope is fervent and lasting.

But, who is there that does not live in the material a part of the

time? When we become so spiritual-minded that we are not affected

by these influxes of earthly joys or sorrows, we do not long remain

on this mundane sphere. We may view the heavenly from afar,

and may ascend into the ideal, yet, anon, we descend to the slough

of despond.

Parents hope and despond in regard to the future of their chil

dren. Sometimes these hopes and fears will be of a material order

altogether, and again, they will be for the spiritual welfare of the

beloved ones.

It is well that the temporal wants should be supplied, but there is

a Good Book, says, “Seek ye first the kingdom of heaven and all

these things shall be added unto you.”

Bereaved ones will hope and despond in regardv to the dwelling

place of one who has passed into the Great Unknown, and hope is

only founded upon the walk of the departed one here, if there may

r
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not come to us an electric message borne upon the air, or whispered

in the silent stillness of night, saying, “All is well.”

Oh, Hope! Angel Hope! abide with us, with thy cheering pres

ence. Bring us heaven; bring us tidings of the great summerland;

bring us angel bands; bring us a sweeter than changeable and fickle

earth joys. The blessing of the Father and Maker of all.

Cons CORAL.

 

CHOOSE WELL.

(CONTINUEDJ

 

JAMES was at a loss what to say for a moment; but, suddenly

leaving them, says, “Settle it the best way that you can, I shall do

nothing.”

He was gone, and Charles and James quietly pursued their course.

Charles was completely puzzled to see the daring and efrontery of

Hénry still. Henry had proceeded about two blocks when, as he

was crossing the street, a team, which had been left standing a

moment, took fright, dashed madly towards him. In attempting to

rush forward he stumbled and fell, the mad beasts trampled him

under foot, the vehicle passing over him.

He was picked up insensible and carried into a hotel near by.

A surgeon was called, immediately, and his wounds, though

very severe, were thought not fatal, at least, so far as could be dis

covered at present; but, he could not be removed.

With the return of consciousness, Henry began to realize his posi

tion and uneasily inquired if he had to leave this world, or was he

to lose his arm, which seemed a helpless weight by his side? The

surgeon bade him rest quietly for a time, as a great deal depended

upon this.

Slowly the events of the past week came up before him; with the

intense suffering physically, the mental torture was almost unen

durable. The attendants had left him, at the surgeon’s bidding,

that he might sleep. But, no sleep came to quiet the racking brain,

Charles’ manly countenance seemed before him constantly, and the

sad expression, which was his last remembrance of Charles,

haunted him.

No sleep! no rest of mind, no respite from physical pain; for, the

quietus, which the physician had given him, would not lull a guilty
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conscience to rest. The hours rolled on, and, preferring to remain

alone, he feigned sleep when any one came to his door to see if he

needed anything. Finally the surgeon on his return from his ofiice

to tea called to see if his patient had rested well, and to ascertain

more clearly the nature of his wounds.

By this time he had worried himself into a fever. Astonished, the

physician inquired if he had not rested? Instead of an answer, he

heard inarticulate mutterings, incoherent words, and immediately

saw that his patient was in delirium. After a hasty consultation

with the one left in charge, he found that he had been left alone

with nothing to excite him.

Ah! some trouble of the heart, fretting about plans of the future

frustrated by this accident. He recognized but the one word,

“Charles,” which he seemed repeating, and the other expressions

Were too inarticulate to be understood.

He immediately administered another potion, and the effect was

for the better, still the wild raving continued. '

A quick rap at the door and a visitor was ushered; it is our hero

Charles; he has heard of the accident and immediately after leaving

the bank, wends his way toward the house where the unfortunate

man lies. Noiselessly he crosses the room, and places his hand up

on the throbbing temples of the suffering man. He pities him from

his inmost heart; there is a magical effect which has a greater charm

than the physician’s potion. In the touch of that hand, the troubled

spirit feels the forgiveness of Charles, and a quiet sleep enshrouds

him. Conn CORAL.

H.»—

WOMAN! WHAT IS HER SPHERE?

(Continued from No. 7.)

Ir may may be well for woman to have greater rights; we do not

profess any great knowledge ourselves. But, are there not powers

which she might use without entering into a strife? For so it seems

that it must be when touching upon the subject of women voting.

 

Is woman’s knowledge any greater than that upon the other

side? Is every woman of the land an angel and gifted with infalli

bility? Are we sure that her judgment would at all times be super

ior to that of the riding element?
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There seems to be a greater responsibility involved than some

have anticipated.

As a locker-on, in a battle, may have better judgment as to the

enemy’s position, many times, than those engaged in the contest;

for, through the excitement of the onset, you may not have time to

view the scene; so, it seems, if woman becomes entangled in the

intricacies of governmental affairs, there would be none to view

from an unprejudiced and unexcited state. None to counsel and

encourage.

It is urged, by many, that were women to vote, the rumshops

would be closed; perhaps they would, and they will be, even if she

does not. Is every man upon this continent in favor of the dram

shops? We say “ No! ” There are earnest temperance workers

who see the evil as does woman, and although it is not common to

see a woman a drunkard, have we an assurance that every woman

would sanction the. prohibition of the liquor traflic? Ah, no! if her

dear ones were safe there are women—sorry are we to know it—

who would not; for, by so doing, she would forfeit her jewels, her

rich apparel and many luxuries. Human nature is as weak in our

own sex as the opposite. It may be well; but, is it the correct way

of bringing about reform? By agitation, by becoming engaged in

a battle, as it were? In this temperance reform it may seem neces

sary that woman should vote; but, still we say, are we sure it will

have the desired effect?

We may use our influence wherever we may be called, and there

is a power. Let the prayers of faith ascend and continue the work

of reform within our own reach. Let every woman be determined

not to place the enticing beverage to the lip of another, using her

influence in a quiet way, and this will become a power. If it is nec

essary that we should be called upon to higher duties, let the lower

ones be well performed. Charity begins at home—but, we do not

mean to say that it ends there. '

We once read a comic sketch: A little ragged boy, standing on

a door-step crying, who was asked why his mother did not mend

his clothes, said, she was at the charity school, sewing for the heath

en; although the incident is overdrawn, still there is foundation

for it in some cases.

We repeat, that in most instances home is woman’s realm. We

speak (if the sex collectively. A woman, in rearing a family which
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she has placed under her care to the best of her ability, training the

little feet in right paths, implanting principles which shall cling to

them through life, directing and guiding, has accomplished more

than if she has governed a state; she has in her own realm reigned

queen.

If it is our right to come to an equality of intelligence and educa

tion with the opposite sex, we surely have the advantages in this

free country. Women are advancing into every grade of scholar

ship, and there is no war here; then, let us glean the fields which

are open, to-day, and await the result of future development.

There are drunkards and dramshops yet, although, women have

lent their influences. If but the whole nation could, with one ac

cord, say, “Down with the curse; ” then may we expect the traffic to

be stopped. For this, let us pray.

Again, woman’s sphere is among the downtrodden of her own

sex. Ah, there is a deadlier evil, even, than intemperance, which

we need not mention, and those of our own sex are victims. Have

there ever been efiorts put forth in their behalf, equivalent to those

in behalf of the drunkard. Oh, woman! it is thine own hand which,

many times, crushes these poor, misguided ones. Are they not ob—

jects of pity, as well as contempt. '

Mothers, it behooves you to anxiously guard your little daughter.

Once these erring ones were as pure and sinless as she. Oh, woman!

here is a field which you have not gleaned. You, and you only, can

begin reform here. If once they have erred, there is no pledge

which they may take to break and be forgiven again. You, who

have the power of position and wealth, who have a foothold where

from you may not be dragged down yourself, and thereby contami

nated, are the only persons who may so do. Did you ever think,

woman, that these sinning ones have a soul to save?

Inn M. MERRILL.

[TO BE CONTINUEDJ

 

MISS ELVIRA CRABB, of Troy, New York, has been teaching school

twenty-five years, and at the extreme age of 80 years, is still teaching.

She could not spend the evening of her life in a better manner.

The dawn of the heavenly world comes to her with the youthful

mind as companions; the purity and innocence of youth is hearing

her company to the everlasting portals
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RELIGION OF JESUS.

(By SAMUEL WATSON, D. D.)

 

SPIRITUALISM has its PHENOMENA, its PHILosornr, and its RE

LIGION. The majority of Spiritualists are content with observing

the phenomena of the difierent phases of manifestations. Like the

' Jews of olden time, and many of the Church at present, trust in,

and are satisfied with the externais, without any knowledge or ex

perience of the spirituality which they were designed to represent.

The phenomena are important. The evidence that man exists after

the physical organization is dissolved must be demonstrated. This

is proven beyond the possibility of a doubt, by unimpeachabie tes

timony as to the identity of spirits who once have inhabited this

planet, who now come and communicate with mortals in various

ways, susceptiblc of scientific demonstration. While these facts are

of scientific or logical demonstration, they do not touch the most

important phase of the subject—its religion. They are but the steps

by which we may ascend the temple of truth in order to reach

the inner sanctuary of man’s nature. In this lies the most far-reach

ing and important truths connected with the whole subject of inter

communion between the world of maatter and the world of spirit.

This is of infinitely more importance than the discovery of a new

force or power by which the laws of gravitation or cohesion are to a

great extent controlled. These are often contradictory, and to the

superficial observer fleeting and illusory. They often puzzle those

who are desirous of knowing the truth, who have not the key or

the result of patient investigation. Those who do not go on to the

religious aspect, but simply observe certain phenomena will perplex

themselves with endeavors to understand their rationale. They will

only be the guide-posts on the highway of spirituality. In a word,

all who do not see in this great, movement of the nineteenth century

the commencement of an era which is to bring about the establish

ment of the reign of truth, which will sweep many of the dogmas

of the past into oblivion, have failed to discover the real significance

of the object to be attained by the spiritworld.

But says the reader, “ You propose to unsettle the faith of the

churches.” If the search for truth from the same book, claimed to

be the source forom which all true theology is derived, unsettles any

one, and puts them to reading, as the noble Bereans did, to “see
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Whether these things are so,” I would like to stir them up as the

eagle does her nest when her young are ready to fly, in order to test

their wings in the air, rising from their thorny abode above the

clouds, to laugh at the storm raging below. There are many repre

sented by the story of the eagle, who was hatched out and brought

up among the goslins. He knew not the power he possessed,

until one day an eagle discovered him among the geese, sailed down

and showed him the power he inherited. He flew off with his new

associate among the clouds, perfectly delighted with his newly dis
covered capacity to soar aloft. After having fully tested this lglori

ous privilege, he concluded to return on a visit to his brethren,

when he began to soliloquize thus: “ I was born and reared up

with these, utterly ignorant of my ancestry, but now I see I am an

eagle, though brought up among geese.” And he left them. One

of the prophets of olden times used the eagle figure for a purpose.

So do we. We want to stir up those who are still going on the

tread-mill of phenomena, to soar away from these first principles

and go on to the perfection of the religious phase, making better

men and women. If the creeds of the different sects of professed

Christians will bear the searching scrutiny of the teachings of the

Founder of Christianity, and they can give a sound reason for their

faiths, then their foundation is sure and steadfast. If they are built

upon the declaration of some council away back in the darker ages,

the sooner they are remodeled the better for the churches and for

the world. If the creed on a scriptural analysis proves to be, as I

think it will in many cases, a human invention, dishonoring to God

and pernicious to man, then every honest person should substitute

for it something nobler and better suited to man’s wants, and the

earnest cravings of the soul in search for truth in regard to his

eternal welfare. In all great movements onward, they have been

preceded by convulsions, by the unsettlement of opinions, by the

tearing up of prejudices, the sweeping away of old errors, and thus

preparing the soil for the reception of the good seed sown therein.

The faith that sufliced at an earlier and less enlightened age is not

sufficient for this, which must have added knowledge. The crav

ings for more light springs up in the hearts of those who are pio

neers of the NEW AGE, that I believe is now dawning upon the

world. It comes in proportion to man’s need, his fitness, and recep

tivity. Among the many causes of dissatisfaction with the present
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age is its crude materialism, its social sins, and its pervading selfish

ness. The minds of many must be unsettled as the first necessary

step to advanced knowledge from which a truer life can be inspired.

—_0.¢_—

THE ROSTRUM.

 

WILL THE WORLD COME TO AN END IN 1881? IF NOT, WHAT

WILL COME.

An Inspirational Discourse Given through the Mediumship of W. J.

 

Colville, before the First Society of Spiritualists of Chicago,

Sunday Evening, February 29, 1880.

 

The present aspect of affairs, everybody must admit, is both critical

and transitional, and no one can be at all acquainted with the current

topics of interest in the present day, without feeling confident that we

are all of us on the verge of a very important crisis 3 and while differ

ent reasons may be assigned for the general influence of which we are

all conscious to-day, none of us can deny that, outwardly and inward

ly, religiously, socially, politically, and also in the external manifes

tations of nature’s working, we are living in-an age of strife and won

der.

Now, the idea of the world coming to an end at all, is undoubtedly

based upon the rock of scientific fact, and we cannot possibly deny

that there is a scientific basis for the theological dogma that the world

will ultimately be destroyed by means of a general conflagration.

All-planets within your solar system have proceeded from the solar

orb, and doubtless all planets in other solar systems have proceeded

from their respective centers or sun. Those planets that are farthest

from the sun are the most developed ; all forms of life there are ap

_ proximately perfect ; those planets are the most ancient, they are the

largest and, in all respects, the most glorious. The outermost planet,

not yet discovered by the material scientists, is far in advance of your

earth, and even of Jupiter, which shines so brightly upon you often at

eventide. Planets which are near to the sun are younger ; their de

velopment is not as great as your own. Vulcan, Mercury and Venus,

at their best stages of development, are beneath your earth at its best ;

whereas Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune and the outermost

planet, are beyond your growth and development, both in the physi

cal and mental, and also in the spiritual aspects of nature.
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All those planets in the solar system, of which the asteroids form

one, are twelve in number ; and all these twelve different gradations

of life, physically, mentally and spiritually. While Mercury will never

be able to attain to the eminence of Venus, neither will Venus ever be

able to attain to the eminence of the Earth or the Earth be able to at

tain to the eminence of the planets which are beyond it.

All these different planets take, each one respectively, according to

their advancement and distance from the center, different lengths of

time to arrive at the zenith of ' their perfection. When they

arrive at the zenith of their perfection, they will describe per

fect circles round the solar orb. Then will all forms of life be per

fected ; then will there no longer be ferocity in man or beast ; but the

prophesies of Isaiah may be fulfilled in the letter as well as in the

spirit—that the lion and the lamb might safely lie down together and

be led by a little child, who would not be afraid to put his hand in

the hole of the asp. There will no longer be any fierceness in ani

mals, no longer any poisonous plants, no longer volcanic eruptions,

tornadoes, whirlwinds, earthquakes, cataclysms. All these things are

becoming less and less frequent, and, while undoubtedly the earth,

' comparatively speaking, in ages gone by, was an almost shapeless mass

that might be compared to molted fire, it is gradually cooling down,

its crust is becoming thicker and thicker, the temperature is becoming

more and more equal, and, until the earth has reached to the zenith

of its perfection, there will be a continual increase in the coolness of

the earth, and less and less likelihood of stormy visitations, either

physical or intellectual, and the general rounding-out of all the con

ditions of human life, until man below shall discover the elixir of life

and live in his material form until it can be disintegrated by the oper

ation of the soul within, that has attained to the very portals of the

angelic realm. '

Then, after the planet has arrived at the zenith of its perfection,

there will be a gradual decadence ; it will become less and less fit to

sustain animal and vegetable life ; but, as geologists may inform you

that in all probability the earth is millions of years old and has taken

millions of years to arrive from a condition of chaos to its present

condition of order, so, after the earth has arrived at the zenith of its

perfection, it may take as long for the planet to descend the hill of

time as it took to ascend the hill of time ; and then the return of the

planet to the solar orb will not be an instantaneous occurrence, but it
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will be a matter of gradual growth, and, when the earth is drawing

nearer and nearer to the solar orb, it will become warmer and warmer;

it will be no longer fit for human habitation ; neither animals nor veg

etables will be able any longer to exist upon it ; it will then return to

the source whence it came, to be absorbed into the general center,

and the elements out of which it is composed will not be destroyed,

but will be thrown forth again in after ages, and will form other

worlds, giving experience to'other souls that will require contact with

matter in future ages, as you require it upon this orb to-day.

Unquestionably, the idea of a general conflagration at the termina

tion of the earth’s career, has a scientific, philosophical and

rational basis ; but the mistakes which have been made

by theologians have been principally in this direction : That

when reference is made in any sacred record, Jewish, Christian, Per

sian, Egyptian, Indian, Chinese, Scandinavian or Mahommedan, to

the termination of an era, a cycle, an age or a dispensation, the theo

logians have imagined that the end of the age, or the end of a. dispen

sation, signified the end of the world, whereas the end of the age or

dispensation only signifies the culmination of a messianic epoch, which

occupies an average period of about twenty-two hundred years.

The Vulgate translation, acknowledged as correct by the Church of

Rome, has the following passage: “Lo, I am with you always, even to

the consummation of the age ;" whereas King James’ version, in use

among Protesant religionists, has the following passage in the same

position in the Gospel narrative: “Lo, I am with you always, even

unto the end of the world.” The translation, “the consummation of

the age,” is far more in accordance with the true spirit of the ancient

manuscripts, while the translation “the end of the world” is undoubt

edly the result of a misunderstanding of the spirit of the passage on

the part'of those who translated the Bible out of the original tongues,

for the purpose of supplying the Protestant Church in England, in the

days of King James, with a copy of the Scriptures in the vernacular.

Now, when we look upon the words “end of the world" as being

erroneous, and accept the translation “consummation of the age,” or,

as it might also be rendered, “close of the dispensation," or, “ter

mination of the messianic epoch,” we discover that Jesus represents

himself as being the angel of the earth for a certain cycle of the earth's

development. Just as Osiris, in ancient Egypt, has been regarded as

the divine God incarnate, just as Gautama Buddha and Krishnu have
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been regarded in the Orient as incarnations of Deity, so has Jesus nec

essarily been looked upon by the Christian world as the direct embod

iment of Deific life. But, when you bear in mind that Jesus is the

angel of the earth for the present dispensation, and that all those

Messiahs concerning whom reference is made in the sacred books of

the Orient, have been but messianic angels, ruling the earth for a dis

pensation, we then discover that the termination of their governorship

does not signify the end of the world, but only the culmination of a

certain epoch. '

You are now upon the verge, not only of the termination of one

messianic epoch, but of three. The three distinct cycles which have

been given to the Eastern hemisphere are now drawing to a close.

Autedating the Mosaic record, behind the civilization of Egypt, be

fore any civilization of Assyria, we discover, spiritually, that there

were three dispensations, each occupying about two thousand years,

known to the Western hemisphere. Vestiges of ancient civilization

are discoverable in Mexico and in Central America, whereas the writ

ten records of that civilization are not preserved among you; but to

day, with the united effort of the Orient and the Occident, with the

combination of Eastern and Western life and influence, we discover

that the key is about to be found, the clew Wlll be discovered whereby

the mystery will be solved, and the Adamite period in Genesis will no

longer be thought by any one to refer to the beginning of the world,

or to the first member of the human species, but only to the com

mencement of the first of those three epochs of religion and civiliza

tion, which have brought light and knowledge to the Eastern hemi

sphere.

You are probably aware that the great Pyramid of Egypt, erected

upon the ground given for the purpose by King Cheops, at least 2,170

years before the commencement of the Christian era, contains a great

gallery, which is 1,881 inches in length, and after you have traversed

thirty-three inches of the great gallery in this pyramid, you discover a

representation of death, burial, descent into Hades and resurrection,

and unquestionably these thirty-three inches of the great gallery of the

Pyramid of Egypt alluded to those thirty-three years of the life of

Jesus, and the special manifestation of the spirit which accompanied

his life in the material plane. Whereas, after you have followed the

great gallery all along, and have come to the end of the 1,881 inches, -

you discover that the great gallery abruptly terminates, and that the

termination is directly over a wondrous precipice—Spirfiual Remrd.

[To BE CONTINUED.]
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A NUMBER of Chicago ladies met at the Palmer House and organ

ized a Mother’s Society. The special purpose of this organization is

to disseminate information regarding the physical, mental and moral

influences affecting maternity, and the proper care, nursing, training

and treatment of children. Mrs. Thomas H. Wilce was elected

President.

What better reformatory object? Commencing with the rearing

of children, mothers begin a reform which is lasting. Preventing

crime is far better than curing it. “An ounce of prevention is worth

a pound of cure,” is a trite saying, originating in the medical prac

tice, and it is, likewise, applicable in the mental and moral sphere.

Leading young minds in a fight direction, commencing when ba

byhood is not passed, even. How apt are the little ones to slip into

the ways of the older ones. \Vhen they begin to learn the lan

guage, they are developing a character which involves responsibility

in themselves, and can be taught right from wrong, and the laws of

their being. How soon they learn that the fire will burn them, the

cat has claws, 850., will notice your countenance whether it is

wreathed in smiles, 0r wears a frown. How quickly they find what

will please or displease you.

Previous to this time the mother is the responsible individual,

alone, and although her responsibility is not lessened, she has now

to implant within the child the impression, which will cause it to re

alize its responsibility, as soon as its mental faculties are developed.

Success to the Mother’s Society. Your efforts will become fruit

ful in the future; you are beginning a reform which shall echo, and

re-echo throughout the earth in the years to come, and throughout

the ages of eternity.
 

THE world is waking up, and anxiously calling, calling for light!

More light! Knowledge is the birth-right of every human spirit

embodied in earth—life, and woe be to those who, possessing the

knowledge of truth, continue to trade upon the credulity of their

less instructed fellows, for, assuredly, it will, eventually, recoil upon

the heads of those who continue to perpetrate such an enormity.

The withholding of a known truth is equivalent to the proclamation

of a lie. ,

CEREMONIES differ in every country; but true politeness is ever

the same. ‘
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THE perfectly contented man is also perfectly useless.

HE needs no other rosary whose thread of life is strung with

beads of love and thought. PERSIAN.

Goon books, like nature, at once alleviate care, repress the in

surgency of evil passion, and encourage and animate the amiable.

WE cannot conquer fate and necessity, but we can yield to them

in such a manner as to be greater than if we could.

TnEsE six—the peevish, the niggard, the dissatisfied, the suspici

ous and those who live upon others’ means—are unhappy.

THERE is a pleasure in contemplating good; there is a greater

pleasure in receiving good; but the greatest pleasure of all is in do

ing good, which comprehends the rest.

“A TRUE critic,” says Addison, “ ought to dwell upon excellencies

rather than defects. To discover the concealed beauties of a writer

and communicate to the world such things as are worth its observa

tion.”

THE article “ Religion of Jesus,” is taken from a work by Rev.

Samuel Watson, who was thirty-six years a Methodist minister. The

work is entitled “ Religion of Spiritualism.” It has been noticed

in another number of our magazine. Price of work $1.25, for sale

by author, Memphis, Tenn.

“ When I come into my library,” says Heinsius, “in the very lap

of eternity, amidst so many divine souls, I take my seat with so

lofty a spirit, and such sweet content, that I pity all those great

and rich, who know not this happiness.” ‘

WE can think good and beautiful thoughts till the inward light

will shine out through our contenance, making the homeliest face

bright with a pure and lovely lustre. Dark, gloomy or evil thoughts

always leave their impress upon the features; hence we should be

doubly careful never to give them place in our minds, but fill them

so full of high, noble and pure aspirations that no room will he left

for aught else.—-Mrs. E. D. Slenker.
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IS SPIRITUALISM SYNONYMOUS WITH

FREE LOVE?

 

Oh! terrible, terrible thought! Who was the corner-stone of

Spiritualism 1800 years ago? Jesus Christ arose from the dead, as

cending into the spiritual realm passed from mortal vision, and says,

“ I go to prepare a place for you, that where'I am there ye may be

also,” and “I will come again and take you to myself.” The

truths which he taught are the elements of true Spiritualism. This

is enough then, to contradict the fallacy. He who says by thy deeds

shalt thou be justified or condemned, was pure and sinless, and even

his enemies could find in him no guile.

A person may call himself a Spiritualist, a Baptist, a Presbyter

ian, a Catholic, or be a member of any sect, still, may not practice

what is taught in the inspired Word.

Trne religion is the same wherever found. It is like the various

paths which may lead unto a city. If a person follows one of those

ways, does not wander about losing himself, he will reach the city.

But, if he takes no path, he is not likely to reach his destination.

So, with true religion if you are conscientiously following a path,

using the figure, ,which leads to a heavenly land, your creed is of the

same value as another’s; but, if you should take a course where there

are doubts in regard to your reaching the city spoken of, there

would be no assurance. l

Every individual is endowed naturally with a power which has

been termed conscience, and tells him right from wrong, and he has,

in addition to this, the experiences of others, the inspired writings

and the voice of angels; if he is not living a true life, he has no as

surance of the future being a happy one—0f heaven; for heaven

must be happiness—the highest state of joy.
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Can you, we ask, think that the great Jesus, who “ arose from the

dead and with him many of the saints,” founded anything that was

immoral or impure? There is not a person to-day, claiming to be a

Protestant, or a Catholic, who will say so. Neither will a true spir

itualist say so. Jesus and the saints who arose with him were not

devils, neither are the angels who come to the pure to-day. You

may by your actions bring demons into your hearts, or to your fire

, side. And you may, by earnest treaty and upright actions, bring to

your side an host of holy angels to comfort and to bless you, and in

accordance with the will of the Supreme Being, and founded upon

the Divine Word.

_0.0—

THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

WHEN the day of Pentecost was fully come, they were all with

one accord in one place, and suddenly there came a sound, as of a

rushing, mighty wind, and they were all filled with the Holy Ghost,

and began to speak with other tongues as the spirit gave them ut

terance.

When this was noised abroad, the multitude came together and

were confounded because every man heard them speak in his own

language. They were all amazed, and were in doubt, saying, one

to another, “What meaneth this? Are not all those which speak

Galileeans?” Others, mocking, said, “These men are full of new

wine.”

Now these wonderful signs were not done in a corner, or in dark

ness, but took place in the morning and were recorded for a grand

_ purpose, (nothing comes by chance,) which is being fulfilled to

prove, that now is the time for the second appearing of the spirit of

Jesus of Nazareth. ‘ _

Peter, standing up, raised his voice, and said to them, “ These are

not drunken as you suppose, as it is but the third hour of the day,

but is that which was spoken of by the prophet Joel, ‘ It shall come

to pass in the last days,’ saith God, ‘I will pour out my spirit upon

all flesh and your sons and your daughters shall prophecy, and your

young men shall see visions and your old men shall dream dreams,

and on my servants and hand-maidens I will pour out my spirit,

and they shall prophecy, and I will show wonders in heaven above

and signs in the earth bencath.’” '
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There are thousands of the inhabitants of earth, to-day, who are

witnessing the signs. which are there spoken of. All the gifts

named in the 12th chapter of 1st Corinthians, are being demonstrated

in every land. The gift of healing, of working miracles, prophecy and

discerning of spirits, divers kind of tongues,interpretations of tongues.

All these gifts are by the same spirit, and we should covet the best

gifts. In a spiritual sense the multitude in these days are condemn

ing every spiritual operation, or demonstration, that corresponds

with the teachings of that chapter, or the gifts of that one spirit

spoken of. Some scofi and ridicule the idea, saying, it is from lower

spheres, or demons, that all these miracles are done, and are ready

to crucify the Nazarene, who went about doing good, preaching the

gospel to the poor, raising the oppressed, and teaching all, that

would be taught how to live in peace and happiness with each other.

Mns. M. MERRIOK.

CHOOSE WELL.

(CONTINUED.)

 

CHARLES says to the physician, “ I will watch with him.”

After giving some directions, the physician takes his departure,

and Charles esconces himself in a comfortable chair, with some

newspapers to pass away the time. The hours slowly pass away un

til the cloek strikes eleven. The patient has peacefully slept and

now awakens with a start.

“ Where am I,” is his first question.

Charles is immediately at his side and says, “ Henry, you have re

ceived some injuries, but, if you remain as composed as possible, it

is thought your wounds will not prove fatal.”

Slowly the events of the previous day come before him; not only

the accident, but his conversation with Charles; then, the thread of

life is carried farther back, and he remembers every incident in re

gard to the stolen money. The temptation, the yielding, the after

sins. attending and in consequence of the first—each comes before

him as a terrible scene, haunting him; and he says with intense sor

row, “Charles, do you think you could ever forgive me for the in

juries I have perpetrated against you?

“ Can I.9” says Charles, “already. have I forgiven you. It is

yourself you have injured most, not me. I am rejoiced that you

have been induced even at this time to follow advice given by me in
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the beginning, and was instilled into my mind by the teachings of

my devoted mother. You injure yourself, by wrong-doing, far

more than you may injure another. But, by this course, you may

' yet become a great and noble man, although you may never be

wealthy.”

“Charles,” he says, “I am very anxious to see Mr. Emmit.”

“It is now about midnight, Henry, and at break of day I shall go

after him; but, you must rest quietly, until that time, as your speedy

recovery depends upon keeping yourself unexcited.”

“Are you sure that you forgive me, Charles?” again he says.

“Henry, let me assure you that it is your own nature you must

ask to forgive you; the injury to yourself cannot be repaired in a

moment, whilst that to me needs but your vindication of my char

acter. Rest assured my forgiveness is complete.”

Thus soothed, he again relapses into a quiet slumber.

When daylight appears, Charles, with a lighter step than has been

his wont lately, repairs to the residence of Mr. Emmit—delighted at

the thought of being able to intercede with Mr. Emmit in Henry’s

behalf, feeling that the punishment he now endures is quite suffi

cient. '

And Mr. Emmit is as willing to forgive as is Charles; it had

sorely grieved him to think that he had one in his employ whom he

dared not trust.

He hurriedly prepares to accompany Charles t0 the bedside of

Henry; they find him awake and looking for them.

He is overpowered to see, the kind smile which greets him from

Mr. Emmit’s countenance, and that he is forgiven even without ask

mg.

Cordially grasping his hand, Mr. Emmit says, “God bless you

boy! Let us thank God that you have been brought to a realization

of the dangerous gulf which was before you. Your manhood

would have been lost; you would have taken a downward course,

which could not have been so easily retraeed; but, now, as you see

the ruin which threatened you, I feel that it will be a reminder to

you in the years to come.”

Henry’s pompous manner had entirely vanished, and humility had

taken its place. He was now willing to make reparation, and in the

very act, such a sweet peace and happiness entered his soul, as he

had not experienced in many days.
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It was all explained, yes! he was willing to humiliate himself to

the utmost, even to explaining the history of the treacherous bill found

in Charles’ pocket, and of the one found at the clothier’s.

Henry was forgiven, and Mr. Emmit, taking him by the hand,

says, “It gives me joy, my friend, to see you upon this bed; for,

through these quiet hours you may reflect and form plans for the fu

ture, whereby you may become a man noble and true; and the repa

ration for the first crime being made, you may begin life anew,

and you will ever find a friend in myself who will extend the hand

of sympathy, and one in Charles, also, I am sure.”

Kind reader, it is not necessary to follow Henry through the long

hours of convalescence; but, let it suffice to say he recovered, and

by the kindly sympathy of those who knew of the circumstance, both

he and James became noble men. It was not the work of a day;

temptations came, which—had they felt that no human being was

prayerfully aiding them—they perhaps might not have overcome.

There was a power which aided them in the world, as Well as the

power from God. God works through his mediums—who, in this

instance, were Mr. Emmit and Charles—t0 bring about any good

thing to humanity.

Think you, dear reader, had Mr. Emmit have caused this tremb

ling wretch—who had injured himself most—to be cast into prison,

punished to the extent of the law—there would have been the same

effect? Never.

“Chide mildly the erring;

Kind language endears.

Grief follows the sinful;

Add not to their tears.

We all have some frailty,

We all are unwise.

The power which redeems us

Must come from the skies.

And how does it come? It descends upon the sons of earth, fill

ing, their hearts with love to humanity, enervating them to noble

deeds, extending the hand of sympathy to the erring or the frail.

CORA CORAL.

[THE 11:110.]

-—~.o_

NOTHING sharpens the arrow so keenly as the courtesy which

polishes it; no reproach is like that we clothe with a smile and pre

sent with a bow. CHESTERFIELD.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

as Is GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

‘ (CONTINUED)

 

THE DELUGE.

The ark was built, it was secure,

And mighty torrents must endure;

The ’habitants of earth beneath

Must be submerged; be put to death;

For, sinful, vain and full of woe,

Were those who felt the fatal blow.

Within the ark were taken pairs

Of beasts below, and fowls of air,

A motley crew; and yet, ’twas God

Who ruleth from the world abroad,

It seemed, who ordered all this done.

Then darkened was the glorious sun.

The thunders roar, the lightnings flash,

Fearful, mighty, was the crash;

The rain descends, in torrents comes,

And still, the wondrous heavenly domes,

Seem naught but clouds of fearful rain,

Ah! will dry land appear again?

vIt rises o’er each mountain’s head.

Each victim, long since this, is dead;

No tree, nor shrub, nor naught save rain,

And still, the fierce torrents remain,

Sweep madly, wildly, ever on,

’Till forty days and nights are gone.

The terrible, deep and solemn sight!

Naught save on ocean, and heaven’s light.

From the ark a raven does come,

Returns not to the floating home.

Again, Noah a dove sends forth,

It wildly flutters-—-South, new North;

No resting place for it is found,—

Returns—seven days roll around;

Again, the bird flies from the ark,

An olive branch finds; ’tis a mark

Of the waters ebbing away.

The inmates see a cheering ray

Of hope. The waters disappear;

Now dry land is drawing near.

The dove, again, flies o'er the land,

Comes no more to the gathered band

Who watch and wait for fragrant earth.
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The waters gone; but, direst dearth,

Abroad, o'er the world does now reign.

God says, “Never, no, never again

Shall waters destroy an earthly land,”

And scatter His children as the sand,

No! never more this deluge great;

No! now, His auger does abate.

His word is given not to destroy,

In like manner, this earth here below,

Solemn, terrible, must be the scene,

No familiar face, no verdure green,

No dwelling-place, no goodly field,

Where nature her great stores do yield.

No joy, no beauty, all is sad, ‘

As though Dame Nature had gone mad.

A bow appears, with colors bright,

Athwart the horizon’s mellow light.

’Tis the bow of promise, oh, so grand!

No more flood to submerge the land.

The record says, “ God saw the wickedness of man was great in

the earth, and that every imagination of the thoughts of his heart

was only evil continually.

And it repented the Lord that he had made man on the earth, and

grieved him in the heart.”

Our God is Allwise, Allpowerful, Allseeing. Think you the

great Maker of all could give his power over to the enemy? That

he would allow Satan, as it were, to say, “ ha, ha, thy plan is im

perfect, that thou should’st lament and grieve over the power of

thine own hand.” Is the great Jehovah a trifier, an experimenter,

and upon precious human souls? Is He given to materialistic views

1 of life? Again, we see the diamond unpolished; the inspiration, or

purifying process, comes through darkness, superstition and materi

alism. This light was obstructed and lessened in power, just as a

ray of light may fall upon an inmate of a darkened cell. It is not

the ray which is imperfect, but its power is lessened by the objects

which lie in its way, so we still repeat, do not lose sight of the dia

mond.

Wickedness ran riot, as it does to-day. The rain fell upon the

just and the unjust.

But there comes a time when there seems to be retribution, when

the whole earth is shaken from circumference to center, so to speak.

When the wicked are out off in their evil deeds, when there seems
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to be a visitation of the Almighty; the evil-dou- is stopped in his

mad career; and the true follower of the law of God is saved from

the tumultuous floods.

There is a mighty truth herein contained. The Lord said, “Man
I should be destroyed;” but, Noah found favor in His sight; he and

his family were saved. He built an ark with his own hands, and

saw that it was good. Man must build his spiritual ark with his

own hands, using the figure. If we go on to the history of Jesus, as

a comparison, we call to mind His own words, “ I came not to de

stroy but to fulfill the law.
I Day by day you are building the ark which must withstand the

tumultuous floods of death, that you may rise above the waves and

say, “ Oh (leatlt, where is thy sting? Oh grave, where is thy vic~

tory?” Ina M. MERRILL.

' m

  

ABSENT FROM HOME.

 

How many hearts and homes are made desolate to-night by the

sight of an empty chair. How thoughts fly back to days when the

absent ones were gathered around the hearth, and home was so

pleasant and bright. ‘

Picture the absent ones to yourself, and it seems the chair is al

most filled by the loved one’s presence. Oh, could we ever keep

the picture thus and fancy was a reality! But no, ah no! death has

stepped in and robbed us of some'of the fairest, brightest and pur

est flowers, and fancy can never again be realized as a reality, un

til the death-angel comes fluttering in with her noiseless wings to

release you from life’s storms or sunshine—whichever may have been

your lot—and you meet the loved ones face to face.

How many lessons of love and honor have been learned around

the family fireside, and how many, hearts and lives, have been

moulded into pure and noble men and women, learning lessons from

father and mother, or, through the influence of a gentle sister, in

tructing little ones in the daily lessons, or comforting the young

heart with its childish grief and cares.

Let us make home cheerful and bright, and keep the hearts tender

and warm, that when the separation day comes, and some member

of the family goes forth to meet life’s battles—that be it adversity

or prosperity which meets them—they can say there is a vacant
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chair for me to-night, and I know some loved one is saying, “ We

miss thee at home;” and home is ever ready to welcome me back.

Oh, the influence of a happy home! when the little ones are gath

ered in at even time and their young hearts are trained to love the

hour of coming twilight; when father comes home, and, in one har

monious song, joins with the family in singing, “Home, sweet

home.” No one could realize home joys more than he who wrote

the sweetest song. Young lips were ever trained to sing, Home,

sweet home! and, surely, no one could feel more desolate for the

want of home, than he, while walking the streets, at wintry and

stormy night, with no home, no sheltering place, and as he glanced

into the cheerful-lighted rooms, the thoughts, of heartfelt feelings,

were suggested, “ Be it ever so humble, there is no place like home.”

Sister, brother, all! be careful how you speak to an erring one;

do not inflict a wound so deep which time cannot heal. Speak

kindly to the frail ones, for earth cannot long retain them, and

their vacant chair can be filled by none as they filled it. Speak

kindly to all; for, oft times, when you least expect it, death stands

knocking at your door asking for admittance, and cannot wait and

snatches from your loving grasp the ones you little dreamed were

ripening for heaven.

And if there is an absent one, in another part of the globe, write

often, cheeringly and lovingly, tell them home is waiting to receive

them, and though they might have transgressed, at times, tell them

they are forgiven; for, as we forgive those who trespass against us,

our father in heaven overlooks our transgressions. There may come

a time when the absent one is no more; they may never come to fill

the chair which is unoccupied and waiting for them.

There ’s a. vacant chair by the hearth to-night,

And our hearts are lonely and sad,

For no one comes in, with a welcome smile,

To cheer our hearts and make them glad.

The chair has waited long for them;

Is waiting by the fireside still;

It cannot be filled by another;

But still they come not at our will.

How many homes are sad to-night,

As they glance at an empty chair?

And how many hearts are asking:

Where is the loved one, where, 0h! where?
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Does there a mother say to-night:

My family has not been broken.

How many brothers or sisters think

Of words by some absent one spoken?

How many friends, to-night, may think

Of school-days that are past and gone?

Many hearts are almost breaking,

Away from mother, love and home.

Ah, yes, how many vacant chairs

There are, I know to all, to-night,

How many bitter tears are shed

That cannot make a sad heart light.

For, our home too has a vacant chair.

Will it ever be filled again?

Another could not take their place,

And wipe out grief and pain.

No, ah no! there is none other

Can fill our saddened hearts to-night.

There is none with a beaming smile

Can make the world to us look bright.

But, mothers, friends, schoolmates—all,

If the chair is ne’er again filled,

There is a time we soon shall meet,

Where sweetest songs are by angels thrilled.

’Twill not be long, this journey here,

Where separations to all must come;

Again our hearts will be made glad,

Joined together in one bright home.

Perhaps the absent one is near,

Although we do not see their form.

Could we but feel the angels’ breath,

’Twould cheer our hearts and make them warm.

We’ll leave the chair for the absent one

And watch and wait, hope and pray;

Perhaps we’ll meet again on earth,

Our hearts from night be turned to day. -—-HETTA HAREBELL.

 
o>_—

OUR life is twofold; sleep hath its own world. A boundary be

tween the things misnamed—Death and existenc. BYRON.

FOR not the hearers of the law are just before God, but the doers

of the law shall be justified. Rom. 111., 13.
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THE ROSTRUM.

 

WILL THE WORLD com: TO AN END IN 1881? IF NOT, WHAT

WILL coma.

 

An Inspirational Discourse Given through the Mediumship of W. J.

Colville, before the First Society of Spiritualists of Chicago,

Sunday Evening, February 29, 1880.

(CONTINUED.)

 

You may be aware that about two thousand one hundred and sev

enty years before the commencement of the Christian era, two plan

ets were in conjunction, and were drawn nearest to the sun, and that

these two planets in their perihelion affected the condition of affairs

very greatly, giving rise to the story of the deluge. At the time

when you are informed that deluge took place, the overflow of the

Nile was far greater than usual, and while the Nile overflows its

banks annually, and this overflow is necessary for the cultivation of

the ground, about four thousand years ago, the overflow of the Nile

was so great as to cause serious devastation and loss of life; there

fore many large buildings were erected as granaries. The great

Pyramid was not one of those granaries, but was erected for religi

ous, astronomical and scientific purposes. The design of the con

struction of the Pyramid was an attempt to solve the mathematical

problem of squaring the circle, and also to embody in solid masonry

the scientific and religious knowledge possessed by savants of ages

gone by.

This great Pyramid of Egypt points directly to the year 1881 as

the culmination of the present epoch, and undoubtedly refers to the

approaching perihelion of the planets. With the progress of this

perihelion, we discover that in all affairs upon the earth there is

strife, agitation and confusion, and almost immediately you may ex

pect that the nations of the earth which do not present the acme of

civilization will be engaged in bloody conflict, in physical combat;

whereas, those portions of the earth which represent the highest civ

ilization and the greatest moral and spiritual attainment, will fight

with the tongue, rather than with the sword. There will be an up

heaval of all governments, and societary conditions. There will be

general disturbance, strife and confusion everywhere, and be as

sured that now, at the very present moment, the powers of light and
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darkness are contending together for supremacy, and another deluge

will sweep over the earth—not a flood of water, but a flood of spir

itual influence; not a flood that will submerge continents, but a

flood that will revolutionize all your schemes, all your systems of ‘re

ligious thought. Kings will tremble upon their thrones, dynasties

will pass away, thrones will crumble into dust, and out of the gen

eral chaos will he a new resurrection, and like unto the fabled phoe

nix of olden time, will there be a glorious building, comprised of

the living stones of developed humanity, forming the church and

the government of the future.

Are you not aware that it is a historical fact that at the com

mencement of the Christian era not only were the Jews dispersed

over all the nations of the earth, but the Roman Empire waned

away? That mighty civilization of which you have heard so much,

crumbled into dust as soon as the Christian dispensation was fairly

inaugurated. All in the philosophical systems, all in the Jewish

theocracy, that was capable of being admitted into the new Church

was carried into Christianity; but the Jewish system and the R0

man Empire must vanish away. Before the introduction of Juda

ism, long before the erection of Solomon’s temple, the civilization

of ancient Egypt waned away, and, undoubtedly the story of the de

luge had reference to the decline of Egypt’s greatness, and the

overthrow of her mighty monarchs, so that when the kings ruled

who knew not Joseph, that is, were not in alliance with the highest

spiritual powers that were occupying the earth through their repre

sentatives on earth, their power waned, their national greatness was

a thing of the past.

Why have all the nations waned away? Not because of the on

slaught of foreign foes; not because of the attacks of troops from

without, but because of debauchery, licentiousness and criminality

within. A man’s enemies are those of his own household, his own

unbridled lusts and passions, and if these be tamed and kept in sus

pension, no undeveloped spirit in or out of the form, no adversary

of your peace, can ever destroy you, and, as it is with the individual,

so it is with the religious organization, so it is with the family, so it

is with the nation.

When the patricians and the plebeians of ancient Rome were

banded together, when there was a brotherhood, when there was

fraternal alliance, when they would unite together as one man to
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withstand the attacks of a foreign foe, then all external hostility on

the part of others only increased the glory of the nation. As soon

as there was division, strife, pride and selfishness, and the plebeians

were crushed beneath theyoke of the arrogant patricians, then the

nation could no longer survive, it must crumble because of its own

interior demoralization, and any external attack was only the instru

ment which might facilitate its downfall under the then existing

conditions, but which would only have increased its strength had

the internal condition been pure and elevated, instead of impure and

debauched. If to-day we behold that any nations of the earth are

coming up for judgment, or that any religious systems of the old

world are about to crumble away, we find that the cause of the de

cadence is not an external attack, but it is an interior decline of all

that makes a nation or a church truly great and truly noble.

Look at the condition of Europe to-day. Where is there a nation

in Europe that is resting upon a firm foundation at the present hour?

England has long been regarded as the mistress of the seas, and it

has been said, and truly said, that the sun never sets upon the Queen’s

dominions. The little island in the ocean has been looked upon as

the center of all commerce and the birth-place of all modern civil

ization.

What of England to-day? A great part of the best blood of the

English nation is to be found in Australia, New Zealand, at the

Cape of Good Hope, in Canada, and mingling with your own na

tional life in the United States of America. Englishmen and Eng

lishwomen have left their native home, have traversed the seas, have

established their homes elsewhere, and therefore the isle that gave

them birth is divided today between labor that endeavors to de

throne capital, and capital that endeavors to exercise an unlawful

and arbitrary coercive sway over labor that is not sufficiently paid. .

Look at the present condition of England, and we find that the Queen ,

is practically a nonentity, she is merely a cipher; her ministers rule

for her, and, under the administration of Gladstone, the representa

tive of the Liberal party, and Benjamin Disraeli, the representative

of the Conservative party, we find that alternately the Liberal party

in politic and the Conservative party in politics have expressed

their views; the Queen has simply been an abstraction. Persons

have spoken of the throne and spoken of the Queen, but what did it

mean? It really meant the Parliament, and, most of all, it meant the

Prime Minister.
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Now, in England to-day what do we discover? That with famine,

with bad weather, with provisions being very dear, work very hard

to obtain and salaries very low, numbers of the inhabitants have

been so thoroughly disaffected that they have burned the mills and

manufactories of their employers. Strikes have been very common,

general confusion and anarchy have been the order of the day.

From the sister island of Ireland, the population has been continu

ally emigrating, traveling westward, until there are more Irish in

New York to-day than there are in Dublin, and probably far more

Irish in the United States of America than are to be found in the

British dominions. The population of England, Scotland and Wales

has increased during the past few years; whereas the population of

Ireland during the past twenty years has been reduced from some

thing over eight millions to something over five millions, and this

reduction of population has been greatly owing to the famine caused

by the blight in the potato crops, and also to the very extensive em

igration.

Turn to England to-day. What is her condition? Her labor

market is oversupplied; her produce is so extensive that producers

are obliged to sell their products at almost nominal prices, and

thousands of intelligent men and women, boys and girls, are work

ing many hours a day for the scanty pittance which can scarcely

support them, or else are obliged to depend for their support alto

gether upon private charities. We are called upon in America to

day to support the English and the Irish who are in destitute cir

cumstances, not only owing to famine, to bad weather or to defi

ciency in crops, but owing to the general dissatisfaction in the coun

try and to the conflict which has been raging for the past few years

fiercely between capitalists and laborers. "

What is the cause of this conflict? The caste, the class distinc

tion, the supremacy of aristocrats who have nothing to boast of ex

cept blue blood in their veins. Men are allowed to occupy vast acres

of land to which they have the title-deed, to keep these acres of land

all uncultivated while thousands of the population are starving for

the want of bread; and that nation calls itself a Christian nation

which tolerates a condition of things as utterly repugnant to the

Gospel of Jesus as falsehood is repugnant to a high sense of truth

and honor. The land ought to be cultivated in order to supply bread

for the starving peeple. '
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As long as a man is allowed to own land and keep it in idleness

when there are people starving, the blessing of higher intelligences

can never rest upon the government that permits such an anomaly

and allows such abortive practices to hold sway. Therefore the best

blood of England is crossing the ocean, coming to America, going

to the south of Africa or to Australia, and the English government

is trembling to-day upon its throne, and many entertain very serious

doubts as to whether England herself will not have to undergo all

the horrors of civil war. Whether she is to undergo those horrors

or not, she is gradully becoming poorer instead of richer, and will

no longer, or much longer, be able to support her foreign colonies

and dependencies. She will be obliged to draw her armies away

from Canada, from India and from other portions of the world that

are to-day allied with her government, in order that she may protect

herself at home and husband her resources.

—-—-—<¢.»——

TEMPERANCE.

 

TEMPERANCE, thou priceless gem! That jewel more precious to

the drunkard’s wife than gold or silver. And now, as the cold and

chilling blasts of winter sweep across our thresholds, how many

there are who are suffering from cold and hunger made so by a

father’s cruel neglect, caused by strong drinks. God, in his great

and bountiful love, created us for good and noble purposes; but, as

a nation, we are fast drifting into ruin. Crime raises its gigantic

head, and Virtue, Truth and Morality hide their faces behind the

curtain of shame; for justice is held down by the iron heel of the

rum power. One would suppose that in a country having sixty

thousand churches, and these aggregating a congregation of nearly

twenty-three million for the worship of Christ, that crime would

soon decrease, instead of increase.

To Christians, Christ gave the power to put down crime, saying,

“As my Father sent me so I send you,” and yet in a city like Quincy,

Christianity is a myth and crime the ruling power. Friends of

temperance! Let us buckle on the armor of right, and face this

mighty foe that is robbing us of our homes, our fathers, husbands

and boys; for, with right on our side we will conquer, and we say,

you great, strong and noble-hearted men, rise up and protect your

homes from this venomous reptile, this seductive worm; put your
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heel upon its neck before it has Crushed you and yours; and your

sons and daughters will rise up and call you blessed.

CHARLES S. MILLER.

 

“DRAWING NEAR TO Goa—Drawing near to God tends to in

tellectual devotion. It is the highest pursuit of an intelligent mind;

the direct opposite to whatever is low and debasing. It is to leave

behind the errors, and follies and vices of the world that degrades

and enslaves,and to ascend to a plane of apprehension, thought and

life on which are purity, freedom, beauty and joy. It produces

spiritual elevation. Communion with God begets Godlikeness, a

resemblance to the moral character of the All-Perfect. It produces

assimilation, and we bring back from the mount of vision to light

our way through every dark valley of humiliation and sorrow, the

transfiguring light of the ineifable glory.

When the soul rises up to meet God, and receives his inflowing en

ergy and light, it is transfigured. ‘As he prayed the fashion of his coun

tenance was altered.’ If we prayed more from the depths of a great

moral purpose, and with a holier energy, we should be stronger and

purer, and our changed countenances would proclaim the joy of our

hearts, and would be radiant with the light of the divinity which

ever shines in the face of transfigured humanity. We grow in like

ness to God, and have the light of life, as we draw and live near to

him.”~—Manford’s Magazine.

A CORRESPONDENT of the London Medium and Daybreak ex

presses a hope “to see the time when Spiritualists will tie the sitters,

and not the medium.” He thinks, considering the treatment some

mediums get after months of toil and trouble, that a change in this

direction is desirable—Banner of Light.

WM. H. LAMBDIN, the “Cosmopolitan Missionary,” passed to the

higher life on Sunday, Sept. 26th, from Philadelphia, aged 52 years.

Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I

will fear no evil, for Thou art with me. Ps. 20:111., 4.

BUT be ye doers of the word and not hearers only. James 1., 22.

UNTO the upright there ariseth light in the darkness. Ps. cxn., 4.
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MORAL GOURAGE.

What is it which will sustain one in any trial, in affliction at all times?

A consciousness of doing what we deem to be right. The man who has

the moral courage to resist temptation 'in any form, to rise up in the face

of a thousand, if it need be, and cling to what conscience says is right,

to take the weakest side if convinced that it is the right one—has

achieved a conquest greater than if he has led an army to victory.

When convinced, thoroughly, that you are right, have the moral cour

age to adhere to your principles in the face of a frowning world, ready

to face a cannon, so to speak. To be sure we must be positive that we

are in the right, so far as we have received enlightenment.

Again, if we find that we "are in the wrong; that we have been labor

ing under a mistake in regard to any thing, then, moral courage should

be brought into requsition, for it is as much our duty to say so as it is to

uphold what we know to be right. This is a principle which should be

instilled into the minds of the young. One who has the moral courage

to say “no” to temptatation in such a manner that the tempter is si

lenced—is encased in an armor. One who has the moral courage to de

nounce what he knows is sinful, and to stand on a pedestal where from

he may not be wrested, that the gigantic power of evil must cower and

seek another subject whereby he may hurl darts of calumny and infa

my upon the weak and innocent—has solved the problem of life; he may

look down upon this cowen'ng enemy with pity and contempt. Give us

moral courage guided by a desire to do right, and the world must he pur

ified.

-_-—-<0>--—

LIFF outweighs all things, if love lies within it.——Goethe.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

as Is GATHERED FROM BIBLIUAL LORE.

(CONTINUED)

The spiritual nature of man is formed day by day, as was the ark; and

would we have the ark which is to carry us safely through the river

which is called death, strong and buoyant that we may arise above the

mad sweep of the waves, and that the fierce torrents may not touch us;

we may build it of the best material; we must give our energies, our

v'ery soul, up to the brightest, noblest, purest, deepest purposes. Every

day adds something to the ark. Let there not be an imperfect piece of

timber.

There is another beautiful truth comes—if man has lived in accordance

with the Divine law—the natural law; has not transgressed against his

own nature he finds “favor in the sight of God.” He is blessed, not al

ways in a temporal sense, but in a sqiritual. The love of God is imaged

in his heart and shines through his countenance. He see s that there is

a divine plan, and the humblest object, upon the earth has its mission.

He takes the high, the noble things—taking the pure gold, discarding the

dross.

There is a deep beauty in the idea: God despises not the small and the

weak. 0f every living thing upon the earth, some were spared. May it

not be a figure, or even if not a figure, and is_a literal historical fact, do

we not see a concealed or figurative beauty ‘8 Man should despise noth

ing that is good, not even the smallest creature, as well as the hulnblest

i ndidividual.

If but we gain this it is enough; God’s ways are not as man’s, and His

plans are past man’s comprehension. ‘

Another beauty we see in the figure, Do we not see a similitude here ‘9

Man may inhabit his spiritual ark whilst journeying below; he may rise

above the waves of sorrow, of afiliction, and distress; above the waves

of dastardly, evil, and, from without, may hear the fearful torrents, the

darts of envy, malice and hatred; but, he is encased in an armor which

they cannot penetrate, the ark is secure, the promise is sure, and the

mighty flood must abate, the dry land will appear again, the desert waste

will again blossom as a rose, and the whole surroundings are purified by

this typical flood. Aye! the floods of adversity will purify the pathway,

scatter evil and calulnny, if the spiritual ark is secure, and there is a

new and purer abiding place still.

The raven was sent from the ark, the raven as dark as night, which
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we might take as symbolical of the Evil; it returned not. The dove

was sent forth, which we shall call the Good—the emblem of purity and

Love. It returned wearied; again it was sent forth, and again returned,

bearing an olive branch—emblem of peace—the waters were disappear

ing and dry land was drawing near.

The dove, typical, as we say, of Love and Purity, brought the glad tid

ing, by a simple olive branch, andjg'ave the weary and watching inmates

of the ark, hope, that not forever, must they be banished from the sight

of beautiful earth. The pure Love which should fill the hearts of hu

manity, is ever thus: It fulfills the mission of life with grandeur; the

gentle dove’s mission accomplished, it returns to the face of the earth

again; but has left the bright ray of gladness which is never forgotten.

Think you, when the remnant of earth which was left in the ark should

behold the dove again after they have taken their abode upon the dry

land, their hearts do not go forth in gratitude to this humble creature ?

There is a sacred and hallowed memory clings to it, the simple token-

the olive branch—is remembered as the greatest object which clings to

their existence. The branch gaveflthem joy, sweet peace and assurance

that the floods were abating. The Lord’s promise was sure and secure.

And we say, “How grand is the unfoldment of Divine plan!” Wemay

realize that, day by day there is a power, which is gently leading us,

whether it be through tumultuous floods of sorrow, through a garden of

Eden, or cast from it, still, the same gentlr voice of Love and Purity says

“I am with thee even unto the end.

There is a linking together of incidents which assures us, there is a

plan which we do not recognize when all is enveloped in darkness, and

the deluge is at hand; but, when the clouds clear away and the great

sun shines again causing a renewal of earth’s verdure and beauty, and

peace and quiet again reign, we say, “Oh floods and torrents, the mission

which ye do have is greater than all the purifying; is deeper, the respite

is sweeter, the earth has a brighter hue, the very heavens seem arrayed

in a more transcendental loveliness, the notes of the songsters are sweeter

and clearer, the ripple of the stream is more musical, and all things

speak to us of the Love and goodness of the great Creator.

IDA M. MERRILL.

_____,>_____

To be truly great it is necessary to be truly good and benevolent, for

all other distinctions the clods' of the valley will cover, and the worms

destroy. '
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HOME.

A place where sweet peace broods, like a snow-white dove;

\Vhere heart echoes to its kindest soul;

\Vhere there is purest joy and most holy love

Sheds aheavenly brightness o’er the whole.

Home! ’Tis a tender word-~a type of heaven;

it should be a place where the aching breast

May find the sweetest balm and where the leaven

Of kindness fills the soul with peace and rest.

Where there is patience and self-denial

Practiced by each member of the family,

Gaining strength from on high for each trial,

Bidding the spirit of evil to flee.

Where daily the incense of prayer ascends

From humble hearts to a throne on high;

\Vhere sweet songs of praise with labor blends,

Ann all is serene as a cloudless sky.

Such ahome in fancy we see;

The tower clock has chimed the hour of siz.

Bess, Nellie and wee brother Lee,
Each striving to gain I“papa’s” first kiss.

Mother stands waiting in the door,

To welcome the weary one from toil;

Thankful is he that when ’tis ’oer,

Here is a haven from turmoil.

A humble cottage, but the flowers

Are planted here by the hands of love;

Sweet songsters heguile morning hours,

And lead the mind to a clime above.

Round the low thatched roof, ivy green

Lovingly twmes the simplest beauty,

As in true nature here is seen,

Is a type ofthe humblest duty.

This humble cot is an abode fair,

And as regal, to the dear ones there,

As though a mighty palace rare,

\Vas reared by architect with great care.

Such a home is heaven begun;

’Tis not the abode which gives it worth;

But, love of hearts warmer than the sun;

Vv'hcrein, the heavenly has its birth.

Yes, love and home! home and heaven!

Sweet synonyms, we find are they, of all

The holiest ties to man e’er given,

And the purest joys which hearts enthral.

——CORA CORAL.

 

OWING to a delay in getting material from Chicago, we failed to get out

a numberflast week.
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TEE; LOVE OF WOMAN.

REV. J. E.DAVENPORT.

Gold cannot purchase a treasure so precious as woman’s love. Titles

and honors confer upon the heart no such serene happiness. In the most

trying moments of our life, when disappointment and ingratitude min

gle in life’s experience, when troubles and trials gather thick around us,

and the gaunt form of poverty menaces us with its skeleton fingers, it

throws around the soul a divine effulgence. In the dark days of advers

ity and misfortune, it is a talisman to lift man up, and save him from

despondency and despair. Time cannot mar its beauty, distance but

strengthens its influence. Bolts and bars cannot limit its advancement.

It follows the prisoner into his gloomy cell, and sweetens the frugal

meal that appeases his hunger. In the silence of the midnight it cheers

the loneliness of the secluded one, and in- his dreams he presses to his

heart the form of her who loves him with unswerving devotion al

though the world has cast him off. The couch spread by the loved and

loving one, is soft to the weary limbs of the sick suiferer, and the medi

cine administered by the same hand loses half its bitterness. The pil

low carefully adjusted by the hands of the faithful and loving wife

gives repose to the fevered brain, and her words of timely encourage

ment revive the saddened and sinking spirit.

The love of woman is full of the spirit ofgenerosity and self-sacrifice

Edward 1st, King of England, once received a wound from a poisened

' arrow, and would have lost his life but for the fidelity of his faithful

wife, Eleanor of Castile, she drew the poison from the wound with her

lips, thereby jeoperding her own life, to save that of her husband. Wash

ington Irving in one of his beautiful essays, says: “There is one in the

world who feels for man in his sadness and dejection a keener pang

than he feels for himsel; there is one to whom reflected joy is better than

that which comes direct; there is one who rejoices in another’s honor

more than in any which is one’s own, there is one on whom another’s

transcendent, excellence sheds no beam but that of delight; there is one

who hides another’s infirmities more faithfully than her own; there is

one who loses all ldve for self in the sentiment of kindness, tenderness

and devotion to man, and that one is WOMAN.” Who is so ready as W0

man to succor the unfortunate, or to relieve the suffering of the sick and

the afflicted ?
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we ’ THE JOYS or LIPB.

1s life one beautiful cloudless summer day 1» Is unalloyed joy the lot of

a single individual upon the earth ?

“Each heart knoweth its own bitterness.” How true it is! And there

.is a sweeter thought each heart knoweth its own joys. They are graded

according to capacities of individuals. What may be joy to one, may

be sorrow, or an irksome duty to another. The purer a life, the nobler

the instincts, the more keenly does that person realize sorrow, or appre
ciate the joyous moments. I

Some find it the sweetest joy of life to administer to the wants of

those around them, to scatter roses in the path of humanity, caring not

if it is never known what hand sent the lovely blossoms showering

down—content to see the pleasure of those for whom they were scattered,

binding up the broken hearts, filling the lives of others with gladness,

dispersing gifts that are freely given, feeding the hungry, , wiping the

tears from the eyes of the sorrowing ones. Aye! living a life which is

the embodiment of self sacrifice is the purest fountain of true joy.

Some may obtain joy by being simply a receiptent of blessings from

others, by selfishly demanding all homage which is within their power,

and sighing vainly for that which is placed beyond their grasp; but, is

this real joy? It may be thought that it is; but it is unnatural pleasure.

Drink a draught of pure clear water from the well, and that which is car

ried to you from the murky river will never have the same pure taste;

but, if one never tasted the pure water, he will not realize that there is a

better draught. So, if one has never found the everlasting well, which .

springs up within the heart, leading unto everlasting life, he does not

understand the purest state of joy.

See the mother in gently smothing her little one, why does it give her

joy? Because there is a high and holy instinct called forth, and it is

protection, and the truer is that mother to the heavenly monitor, the

greater joy does she receive in administering to the wants of the little

one, because she calls forth inherent, angelic qualities—devotion, self

sacrifice and love. Yet, the purer are these motives, the greater scope

does she give to her God-given power. She sees, in the helpless ones

around her, a field of labor and joy is found in administering to the

wanrits of those who are not allied by ties of kinship, where no selfish

motives prompt to loving deeds.

we see the fond father-proud of his children, and of his wife, becaus
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they are his own; yet the greater joy which he experiences in caring for

those dependent upon him, and the greater love he has for the dear ones

the greater joy does he take in aiding suffering humanity, in extending

the hand of sympathy to those who are overburdened; for, the thought

many times, comes, if not a higher and more unselfih thought, “For

the sake of the loved of mine own household.” If not greater ideas of

the joy of life, this is one which will be an anchor to the tempest tossed '

mariner. Anything which calls forth the God-given nature is sublime.

Despise not the small things of life would you grasp the great. Life

is made up of small things; joys are not as a continuous stream; but, are

as the spray from a fountain, one will touch you, another fall to the

ground. '

The June roses do not bloom all the year, yet we may have an ever

lasting bloomer in our window; so, in like manner, we may have the

roses in the heat ever blooming; not as the June roses, but, one at a

time, and the memory of June rests with us.

Oh joy where art thou found? 1

In the daily cares of life.

If thy heart with love abound,

’Tis sweetest joy with duty rife.

There is no joy, without alloy;

No glory, without grief,

No pang which can all hope destroy,

For every sorrow theres relief.

The Father of all knows each path;

The walker in He views;

His love is greater than his wrath,

And his gift does not refuse.

’Tis the gift. “eternal life,”

To every human soul,

And though it has its strife.

The glorious beauty does unroll.

The brightest joy is elevation,

The sweetest cup is “Give;”

Ah come ye every station,

Come to the fountain live.

The fountain head was Christ,

The bidding was come to me.

Not to save from eternal death,

But to work through eternity.

' “Salvation is free to all,”

You may obtain it, if you will,

By simplest duties well performed

And sweetly your mission fulfill.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(coxrmtmn)

After the crucifixion of Jesus, Joseph of Arimathia went to Pilate and

begged the body of Jesus, and laid it in a stone Sepulchre. and the wo

men who came with Jesus from Galillee drew near and saw how the

body was laid and returned to prepare spices and ointments according

to commandment. On the first day of the week they repaired to the

Sepulchre and found the stone rolled away, and the body of Jesus not

there. As they were muched troubled to know what had become of his

body, behold, two men stood by them in shining garments and as they

bowed their heads they said unto them: “Why seek ye the living

among the dead ?. Remember what he told you when in Galilee, that he

should be crucified and the third day rise again.” They witnessed and

told these thingr to the eleven, and all the women and the rest of the

Apostles. And their words seemed to them as idle tales, and they be

lived them not. That same day two of the Apostles were going to a vil

iage called Emmaus, and they were talking of all those wonders that

had been toId them, and reasoned together. Jesus drew near and went

with them, but they knew him not. He enquired what things they were

asking about, as they walked and were sad. They answered concern

ing Jesus of Nazareth, a mighty prophet in deed and word before God

and all the people; how he was condemned and crucified, and certain of

our women astonished us who were early at the Sepulchre, saying they

saw a vision of angels which said he was alive, and as they drew near

the village where they were going, Jesus made as though he would

have gone farther, but they asked him to abide with them as the day

was far spent, and he went in to tarry with them. And when they sat

down to meat he took bread and blessed it and brake and gave to them

and. their eyes were opened, and they knew him and he vanished out of

their sight.

They were quite as much surprised then as people are at this time

when hearing of visions and dreams, with all the wonderful signs ap

pearing to thousands of intelligent and scientific men and women all

over the globe. Those two men were greatly excited and rose up the

same hour and returned to Jerusalem and found their friends, and de

clared that Jesus had arisen and appeared to many.

Now men and women declare that their husbands, wives, children and

friends appear to them, and take them by the hand and walk about the
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room, do all manner of marvelous things, all to convince spirits in the

‘ ilesh that there is no death; that they are vigorously and actively alive,

desiring recognition, or in order to develop and rise into a. more elevated

sphere of existence. _

Now as all natural laws are inevitable, was, is, and ever will be the

same. Why is there so much opposition to this grand meeting of the

visible with the invisible world. MRS. M. MERRICK.

——<0>—_

WOMAN-l WHAT IS HER SPHERE?

(CONCLUDED.)

Did you ever consider woman that you may have a duty in regard to

those of your own sex? As we have said intemperance is a dreadful

evil; but, there is a deadlier evil—we repeat it. Can you not counsel

with those of your own sex, who have strayed frOm the path of virtue?

Ayel sometimes driven because they have not the moral courage to bat

tle with the difficulties which beset their pathway, and because those

who may have led them to higher and noble'r ideas of life have cast

them down? Again, they are entirely in the wrong, no one has hurled

them into this evil; but, perhaps, they might by persuasion, by being

shown a brighter and a purer path, be constrained to come out of the

prison house of evil, and walk in newness of life, so to speak. v

Woman, here is a field; it is a terrible thought to think that so many

of our women are entangled in greater chains, even, than intemperance, a

and there are so few efforts put forth in the way of reform. '

You may say, the evil is denounced, yet, is this your entire duty ‘P

Should there not be more refomatory schools that they may be taught as

are children ? Perhaps they have never had the proper training in

childhood.

Again, there is a reformatory work for women which is practiced in

many cities; but, as yet, the outskirts of this field are but touched; it is

a field extending over an area equal to the known world in magnitude.

This is the training of children who are not placed under proper train

ing at home, commencing at the very foundation, instilling the princi

ples of virtue into the young mind; for, if once this purest of gems, this

safeguard against all the assaults of evil is tarnished, it may never ob

tain its original lustre and purity. ~

0h women! instill into the minds of the young, principles of purity—
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teach them that the path of virtue once lost is never so clear and beau

tiful, even, if they find it again. As a pure white piece of paper, when -

soiled, may never become as it was before unless it passes through the

mill; so the character cannot become as it was before the transgression,

until the efl'ects of the sin are removed from the spirit.

Women, as mothers, owe first a duty to their own household, and af

terwards to others, and may accomplish as much, in the purifying of a

nation‘ as to cast a, vote.

Women, in any of the vocations filled by the sex, if consistently car

rying out the daily duties, performing them faithfully, aiding all who

are within her reach, standing fearlessly in the path of virtue, allowing

nothing which is degrading a place in her life, and wherever she has a

voice let it be for the right—has accomplished as much as to cast a 'vote.

Consider before you take upon yourself responsibilities in which no

woman has had experience; there are duties for women which would

seem out of place for men. Taking a practical view of the subject, we

say, it would seem singular to visit a farmhouse, see the husband in the

house preparing the meal, or washing the dishes, and the wife in the

field, plowing, 0r sowing the grain; and why 1’ Because the one is adapt~

ed by nature to one employment, and the other to another. Man by su

perior strength is adapted to greater toil; woman by endurance is fitted

for meeting the trifling perplexities of labor.

Woman has not as great concentration, although more patience, and

could she but see that there are spheres where she may patiently work at

reformatory objects, such as has been mentioned, and these are but as a

grain of sand in comparison with what she might accomplish.

It should be understood, it is not simply your vote' which will bring

purity; it may satsify a desire for power, for “equality,” as some are

pleased to term it. Have not the women of America, enlightened Eu

rope, to-day “equality” just as much as if they passed a vote upon every

question of the day, and led political meetings, torchlight processions,

or carried out any of the attendant privileges? This may look like de

rision; but, may we ask you, women, do you desire to have the honors of

any thing without laboring for it? If you desire “equal rights,” all

these are comprehended in the rights. -

Woman! your rights are greater than they will be in such a state of

affairs, your equality is greater than it could possibly be under such a

reign. The deference which woman receives from the opposite sex, when

she goes out in the world she could. not expect to receive. A woman en
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has a car; there is no vacant seat; who is it thatIarises to give place to

her? Not one of her own sex—a gentleman—and it is so much of a cus

tom that, many times, we take it as a natural right.

But when woman loses her nature, allows it to be transformed into a

masculine one, she may expect to be treated so, and will the end justify

the means ‘R Will it bring about reform ? There is never any thing

gained by extremists in any thing; you may in escaping Scylla strike

lhary bidis and nothing is accomplished. _

There is much that may be done quietly, steadily and patiently, and

we may wreaths, for ourselves,'a crown of pure flowers, by the simple

performance of daily duties which may far excel an earthly crown of

power. We may with faith remove mountains—mountains of difficulty

-——of sorrow, which greets us upon all sides; we see some one every day

whom we may aid in some manner.

“If we want a field of labor,

We can find it anywhere.”

--—————-<0>—-——

HAPPINESS is like a sunbeam which the least shadow intercepts, while

adversity is often as the rain of- spring.

_______<,>__.___

LET us never forget that every station in life is necessary, that each

deserves our respect; that not the station itself, but its duties does honor

to the man.

____‘,>_____

NOTHING more powerfully argues a life beyond this than failure of

ideals here. Earth gives us only fragments of humility, fragments of

heart, fragments of mind, fragments of charity, love, and virtue; and

instead of being a world is only a handful of seeds, out of which a full

blown world might grow, but has not yet grown.

_ . d,»—

THE truly religious man cannot be sectarian. He has no prejudices.

He loves and honors virtue and wisdom everywhere. Wherever brave

and holy men, the daring philanthropists who live and die for an un

grateful world, wherever they appear, his soul goes out to them in en~

thusiastic love. Whoever has in his own soul the same elements of the

religion of Divine Love which animated Jesus and the apostles, cannot

but feel fraternity with them, and love them as those of his own house—

hold. Their noble words in the New Testament rouse a deep response

in his own soul, and as he loves them they come to him in spirit, and

strengthen his soul for similar work— Prqf. Buchanan.
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THE BOSTRUM.

“’ILL TIIE WORLD COME TO AN END IN 1881? IF NOT WHAT WILL

COME.

(CONTINUED)

What will the rerult be? The Anglo Saxon race will not perish. Eng

lish men and women will not perish, but their activity, their best blood,

their distinctive characteristics, will flow into various portions of the

earth, even as the various tributaries from a great river may all flow to

gether in the confluent Streams which discharge themselves into the

ocean. The result will be that English men and English Women will

live; only the little island of Great Britain may sink into comparative

insignificance. England may no longer be the ruler of the ocean and the

land, and yet at the same time the life elements of England will be found

merged in the life elements of other nations, until this land and the Aus

tralian colonies will undoubtedly rise up as the world of civilization in

the near future.

Look at the condition of France. Almost torn to pieces by her war

with Germany, she is now vacillating between monarchical gand uepub

lican ideas. With the death of the young prince, Louis Napoleon, a.

great many of the monarchical supporters have lost their hopes for the

restoration of the monarchy. The. feeling of hostility toward Germany

is still encouraged by many in France, and while the republican element

is strong, there is a very strong element in another direction. Still it

cannot be doubted that France is about to emerge from her night of se

vere trial, and will, probably, ere long mingle with other nations of the

earth and help to form a portion of the great general republic.

Look at Spain. War has been raging there until the country has been

almost reduced to poverty. Look- at the condition of Italy. No

longer has the Church of Rome the supreme sway which she formerly

had. The papal dominions have been- ceded to the crown of Italy, and

generally there is a revolution tending directly in the opposite direction

from that which wobld encourage the papal supremacy, in which the

civil power was only a tool in the hands of the ecclesiastical power. The

outlook for freedom in Italy is most encouraging, and the political as

wel[ as the religious aspect of affairs there appears to be pointing the

finger in the direction of an amalgamation with other nations which will

form the republic of the future.
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Look at Russia. Until within the last few years millions of serfs were

bound in the cruelest bondage, and their very lives depended upon the

arbitrary word of the Czar. Now the serfs have been all liberated, and

as free men and'free women grow up and enjoy educational advantages

—as they will in the near future—the spirit of. dernocracy will develop

itself in Russia until absolute rule on the part of the Czar will no longer

be possible. Look at the condition of Germany. The Emperor William

and one minister, who has been looked upon as almost equal to the Em

perdr (we of course allude to Bismarck), have pretty well had their sway

over the people; but the condition of Germany to-day is a condition of

affairs moss turbulent. Many of the citizens are contemplating conspi

racy, against the government, and in matters of religion the Protestant

Lutheran and Calvinistic Churches are losing their members and their

influence. The people are either allying themselves with the old Catho

lic movement in connection with the Church of Rome, or else they are

drifting into skepticism and materialism. At the present day in Russia

we behold the advance of Nihilism, which is a system looking upon the

blackest side 01 nature. All Nihilists are out-and-out pessimists. They

look upon nature as being as bad as it can be, and believe that nothing

in itself is really good and beautiful; whereas on the other hand, the ar

rogant assumption of the Greek Church, contending for the divine right

of kings, have been called in question by almost all the leading minds.

Greece is now beginning to develop; she is beginning to regain her an

cient independence; whereas, Turkey has been so impoverished by her

recent conflict with Russia that the power of Musselman in Europe ap

pears to be growing less and less every day, and the power of the Mo

hammedan in Africa, in Asia and. in Europe, appears to be so declining

that many anticipate that in a very few years the Jews will be able to

have possession of the Holy Land, because the Mohammedans will no

longer be able to support the-country and guard it from the invasions of

other nations; and, when the Jews are left free and the Mohammedans

have vacated Palestine. the Jews will undoubtedly gravitate to their

own land, because they love it better than any other land, just as a fish

loves the water better than dry land and will find its way back into the

sea or into the stream if no longer held captive but allowed to be free.

When we look upon the general condition of Europe, we find that there

is dissatisfaction on the part of the people, displayed toward govern

ments and also religious systems, and that the'n'ations which have held

absolute swayas monarchical institutions in “days gone by, are now
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almost all in the condition which betokens that an important crisis is at

hand.

And what of the Orient? The works of scientific authors of England,

such as Darwin, Spencer, Tyndall and others are translated into the

languages understood by the Brahminical and Buddhistic Priests, and

you will find that the Brahmins and the Buddhists are almost as famil

iar to-day with your scientific literature as the most developed scholars

amoung your Christian ministers. The Christians have sent missiona

ries to China and India. It would be far more to the point if the Chi

nese and Indians had sent missionaries to England and to different

Christian places. Buddhists are nearly all very respectuble, good-living

people. Many of them abstain entirely from the use of flesh. They are

so merciful to lower creatures that they will not take any life at all.

They are kind and temperate in almost all their habits of life, and their

religion as a system contains all the cardinal virtues which have been

looked upon by many as exclusively Christian, and the life of their in

carnate God, Gautama Buddha, may be compared very favorably with

the life of Jesus of Nazareth.

We discover that men of to-day are beginning to understand each oth

er better than they understood each other during the ages of the past.

We behold that nigh at hand is a union on the part of all the best minds,

until exclusively Jew, Mohammedan, Brahmin, Buddhist, Parsee or

Christian we shall none of us be, but, recognizing the universal father

hood of the Great Spirit and the universal brotherhood of all His chil

dren on earth, we shall be united together in a general system, a univer- ,

sal religion, which will be in perfect accordance with science, in harmo

ny with the facts that may be discovered in nature by the brain as well

as by the heart, by the use of the intellect as well as by the use of

intuition. '

The present conflict on the part of theologians is a conflict between

the letter and the spirit. The letter which killeth is fast receding before

the brigter beams of the spirit that giveth light. I turn to the prophe

sies of the Old Testament and I find that because they were interpreted

in the letter alone, and not in the spirit, Jesus, the meek' and lowly

teacher, was crucified between tWo thieves upon the mount outside of

the gate of Jerusalem, by those who were the orthadox people in the age

in which he lived and who obeyed with punctilious exactness all the

commands and details of the law of Moses, and even, in some respects,

went beyond the obedience which Moses enforced. I find that, because

the prophesies were interpreted literally instead of spiritually, the man

6
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who came preaching a truth, and speaking with the authority that al~

ways accompanies the inspired mind and the noble life, was regarded as

possessed by Belzebub, the prince of devils, and I find to-day that all the

antagonism manifested on the part of nominal religionists to Spiritual

ism, to free religion, to liberal thought generally, is the result of the ma

terialistic tenacity with which men have clung to the letter of the rec

ord instead of looking beyond the letter to the soul, which is not con

fined to the Jewish or Christian Bible, and lies under the superstructure

which has been erected upon the one foundation of truth in the form of

Shasta, Veda, Zend, Avesta and other true and inspired records towhich

you may refer us. ”

To-day there is a conflict of ideas, and many persons are expecting a

moral interregnum, and say, where is the safe-guard for morality ? If

we take away from Inen their belief in an angry God and an everlasting

punishment, shall we not make of earth a pandemonium, and will not

every one rush headlong to the devil? Certainly not. The power that

would restrain you when it is only the dread of punishment, is a power

that cannot restrain a noble man. I have a respect for that out-and-out

murderer who will fly in the face of threats of execution, but I cannot

find any one with a spark of humanity left in him who can ever resist

an appeal that is made by a tender, loving friend to all that is best in
his nature. I

I find to-day that the manifestation of the spirit world, as they have

presented themselves to earth, have been misunderstood, and the messag

es brought by spirits have often been misinterpreted on the part of many,

even as the sayings and doings of Jesus were misrepresented during his

earthly life.

Remember that history repeats itself and that there is a law which

regulates the rise and fall of dynasties and the return of periods of spec

ial spiritual refreshment to earth; that, as the life of Jesus is said to

have been thirty-three years between 1848, when the Rochester knock

ings first heralded the advent of modern Spiritualism, and the year 1881,

which has been fixed by Egyptians, astronomers and religionists of old

as the time when the Christian dispensation would come to an end.

Friar Roger Bacon, in England, in the sixteenth century, prophesied

that the world would come to an end in 1881, and various newspapers

have given you some doggerel lines purporting to emenate from the

brain of a strange individual named Mo'ther Shipton, and almost all the

prophesies which are there made have been fulfilled. This last prophecy

Q
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with reference to 1881, was undoubtedly the outgrowth of an inspired

mind, whereas the language was in accordance with the narrow theo

logical aspects of the day, and the underlying thought was correct. In

stead of having it, the world will come to an end in 1881, we might have

“the present age, the present dispensation, the present state and order of

things will come to an end in 1881.” As I look abroad upon the earth

to-day, I find that among the civilized nations of the earth there is a

general upheaval; we are upon the verge of an important crisis, and un

doubtedly about the middle of next year, spiritual manifestations will

be so triumphant in their character, that they will arrest the attention

of thinking minds everywhere. Who can say that Spiritualism has not

made wonderful progress during the past thirty-two years ? Think of

it. There is no civilized part of the world Where you will not find some

Spiriualists; and, recently, many German professors investigating with

Doctor Slade, the medium well known to you, have come to the conclu

sion that the manifestations which occur in his presence are the result

of an outside intelligence, and not the result of fraud, trickery,

or imposture. I do not deny that trickery. fraud and imposture have

sometimes passed current for spiritual phenomena. I do not say that

there have been no counterfeit manifestations, of that there is no quack

ery in all professions, and perhaps making claims in connection with

everything which are not justified by the fact of the case. There will be

mercenary persons who will attach themselves to the Spiritualistic

movement, and who are not mediums. They will advertise that they

are mediums, in order that they may get money from the guillable, and

those who are not sufficiently fortified by strong will and good sense to

investigate all things for themselves.

———<0>————

A SILVER egg was prepared as a present to a Saxon queen. - Open the

silver by a secret spring, and there was found a yolk of gold. Find the

' spring of gold, and it flew open and disclosed a beautiful bird. Press

the wings of the bird and in its breast was found a crown; upheld by a

spring like the rest, was a ring of diamonds which fitted the finger of

the princess. Oh how many promises there is within a promise in the

Scripture, the silver around the gold, the gold around the jewels; yet,

how few of God’s children ever find their way far enough to discover

the crown of his promise, or the ring of his covenant.

LIFE is love, and love is eternity.—Menken.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

The time is drawing near when the inhabitants of this world may

look for mighty signs in the heavens and on the earth. Natural laws

are being revealed to man through tne earth; knowledge and trnth are

brought forth and manifested, in many ways, to enlighten the minds of

people. The great works that are mentioned in the Bible are being ful

filled, and when the time arrives we shall behold a new order of thinng

trance, vision, and the meeting of angels face to face will be as well un

derstood, as other natural laws; there may be none other but natural

laws. Mesmerism is a well established fact; thousands of people have

seen one man by laying his hands on another take possession of {his will.

There is now a war raging between truth and error, between good and

evil, a great struggle spiritually shooting needle guns with deadly aims,

all those who are engaged in the strife should be fully persuaded in

their own minds which side they are battling for.

I once heard a minister say, when one is on the side of the Lord, be is

in the majority; so, it would be well to investigate and endeavor to be

on the side of right and Jesus.

Mesmerism, what is it? It may be inspiration, when people can un

derstand that there is no death; that all our friends and relations are

near, and they know our thoughts, see our deeds reflected in the spirit

world every day; they may be willing to look honestly for information

concerning the important subject. When a circle is formed of a few

people that are in harmony, and they pray or desire the great spirit to

send his angels down from higher spheres of intelligence to instruct us

n the ways of goodness and mercy towards the unfortunate neighbor;
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they come, and surround us with power, and mesmerizeamedium which

joins the circles and whoever controlls the medium can speak his thoughts.

One spirit that inspired a medium said circles formed in that manner

produced a power that coulh move anything on earth that was movable.

Please set aside prejudice and form a family circle and establish an

altar in your house, and angels will visit and mingle their prayers with

you. MRS. M. MERRICK.

.__-_—<.>—_—

BASE men, being in love, have then a nobility in their natures more

than is native to them—Shakespeare.

—<.>—

THERE is nothing more to be esteemed than a manly firmness and de

cision of character. I like a person who knows his own mind and sticks

to it; who sees at once what is to be done in given circumstances and

does it.— Wm.Hazalitt.

+.

IFmen wound you with injuries meet them with patience; hasty words

rankle the wound, soft language dresses it, forgiveness cures it and ob

. livion takes away the scar. It is more noble by silence to avoid an in

jury than by argument to overcome it.—Beaumont.

+

IN 1867, the laws against witchcraft being in force, one Jane Wonman

was tried before Sir John Powell, a native of Worcestershire, and her

many adversaries swore that she could fly. “Prisoner said ourJ udge, “can

you fly ?” “Yes my lord.” “Well then you may: there is no law against

flying.”

+

EASHIONABLE PREA(_>HINe.—As he was ascending the pulpit steps one

of the elders button-holed him to whisper an additional caution.

“The liquor dealer has just come into church, and he gives us a lift

some times. I wish you would not be particular to allude to whiskey

business or the temperance question.” .

The young minister, getting frightened to see the moral ground thus

steadily narrowing before him enquired:

“Whom or what shall I preach against, then ?”

The elder’s reply came like an air of triumph.

“Preach against the Mormons; they haven’t got a friend in town."
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THE DYING or THE YEAR.

The old year is dying; we watch the pulses of its fast receding breath.

The most joyous season of its whole life is one week before it fades nev

er to return. Thoughts crowd upon us, we dwell upon the scenes which

are impressed upon memory’s tablet, and the thought arises how much

of good have we accomplished? How many hours have sped away for

which we cannot account? How much have we enjoyed which in mem

ory is yet a joy? All that we pleasurably retain upon the tablet is pure;

all that comes with thoughts of unrest, of dissatisfaction, we may not

denominate impure; but, were mistakes, perhaps.

But there are beautiful thoughts come; there are feasts of joy which

individual hearts must selfishly enjoy; because, no one else could par

take in the repast it would be unpalatable food. There are pictures

which cannot be portrayed. It is the sweet solace, of our silent hours,

when we enter into our hearts' chambers and search, to find our idols

broken, replaced by living characters, many times. We find that the

weary one, whom we have aided in anyway, has placed in our heart a

flower of unfading beauty. They have unconsciously aided us.

Yes! the dying of the year calls to mind loveliest of all thoughts that

our life is as a year, and we may enter into a new state beyond like unto

this in one respect that is a living state. We shall not die, but, as one

year succeeds another, our life shall gently ebb into another in the land

of everlasting summer. As the angels of that clime draw near we will

bid them welcome us to another life as willingly as we herald a new

year, here, if the old one was well spent.

___<.>___

TALENT is a cistern, genius is a fountain. Talent deals with the act

ual, with discovered and realized truths, and in action always looking to.

precedents. Genius deals with the possible; it creates new combinations

discovers new laws, and acts from a deep insight into principles. . . . . . . .

Talent gives out what it has taken in, genius imperts that which has

risen from its unsounded wells of human thought. Last and best of all

genius is self sacrificing and humane. It is not exclusive; it calls no

man common or unclean; it is no respector of persons. In politics it is

generally found on the side of the people and against all monoqoly ' and

aggression. Talent is exclusive, because conventional; genius absolves

from the van of convention, and restores to common life its sacred right.

Wherever it bears fruite, humanity is renewed and true equilization is

advanced—Rev. J. E. Davenport. ‘
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A NEW YEAR'S STORY.

 

wnnnn’s THE SIN ?

(CONTINUED.)

New Year’s morn dawned bright and clear in the city of S—. The

grand old sun beamed down upon palace and hovel, and the glittering

icicles glistened like diamonds beneath his rays. Happy New year! rang

out on the clear frosty air and the merry voices of the children of luxu

ry made glad music as they hurried hither and thither in quest of pleas

ure. Sleighs sped over the glassy surface of snow, as birds skimming

the air, and all went “merry as a marriage bell” in high life.

On the Sabbath preceding the minister arose from his velvet cushion,

unclapsed the elegant Bible, read from the Holy word; the heads were

bowed, and thanks for the blessings and mercies of the past year arose.

and aid for and in every good work the ensuing year was invoked,

The text chosen, “Look not upon the wine when it is red, when it giveth

its color in the cup; for at the last it biteth like a serpent and stingeth

lik an adder.” The danger of indulging in the use of wine or strong

drink of any kind was clearly portrayed, and the danger of placing it

upon New Year’s tables was vividly pictured to the hearers.

As was said, the whole city seemed alive with gaiety; but, let us step

aside into the by streets, let us enter the homes of the poor, see the wan,

weary smile of a patient mother as she strives to keep up her spirits for

the sake of husband and children when hope has almost departed, and

the wolf now at the door, and none in the city to whom they can apply

in their distress, and this scene is repeated in hundreds of homes. ' Scan

tily clothed and half fed children—God’s children too—and those with

cofiers filled close their ears harden their hearts to the wails of agony

In a retired house on Pearl Ave. dwells the widow Ernest and her son

Harry, a bright and noble youth of twenty.

“Happy New Year! Mother,” was the first sound that greeted the wid

ow’s car on that memorable morning.

“To-day, mother, is my first real New Year’s day. Clint ()bert and I

have the finest sleighs in the city, and Oh! we will have such a jolly

time.”

“My son, I have misgivings in regard to your going. Could you not

spend the day with your mother ‘3”

“0h mother I must go! Alice Kent receives to-day and it would not

be complete if I did not call, for, have we not shared every pleasure
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since my father died,” and she said ‘don’t cry Harry, you shall share my

apps! ” .

“Then my son take your father as an example, and touch not the ruby
wine.” I

“Trust me mother!”

“May the blessing of God be with you, my son.”

“Here is Clint, mother, and I must go.” He kissed his hand to her as

he departed, and the mother’s heart arose in prayer, for her son, that he

might be able to resist temptation.

All had been bustle and excitement at the Kent mansion. The table

almost groaned beneath its weight of choice viands; silver decanters

and goblets were placed in tempting array upon a silver salver. All was

in readiness, and Alice claps her hands, in almost childish glee, as she

gazes upon the rich beauty of the rooms; the choicest of hot house

plants, boquets of rare exoticts rested in the bright evergreens which

festooned the rooms, or in handsome vases; the highest conception of

fairy land could not be more beautiful. But alas! her eyes rest upon

the decanters; her childish mood has changed, and the thoughtful wom

anly expression takes its place.

At length, she says, “Mama, Harry does not drink wine; I wish I could

have coffee instead.”

“My daughter!” came from the iips of the cold, stern woman of fash

ion, “Is it possible, that you, the acknowledged belle of our circle, could

make such an absurd proposition?”

“Well mama, our text iast Sabbath was, “Look not upon the wine

when it is red, when it giveth its color in the cup; for, at the last it bit

eth like a serpent, and stingeth like an adder.”

“My daughter, you do not think that ihe class of gentlemen, who visit

you, are drunkards do you ?”

“No mama, I do not think so; but, Harry is so strange.”

“Well, my daughter, do prevail upon him to lay aside his foolish scru

ples, for once, and to acquiesce for the sake of the day—yam-flrst recep

tion.”

The dialogue was interrupteed by the ring of the door bell and two

young gentlemen were ushered.

“0 Harry,” says Alice, “I am glad you are the first to see my table;

does it not look pretty? Mr. Obert, your friend, also‘ I am pleased to

mee .” ,

Immediately, othersIWereIannounced, and after passing the compli
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ments of the day, they proceeded to the table.

Alice, says in a low tone, “Harry will you not for this once lay aside

your prejudices and conform to the customs of polite society. As he

hesitated, she said pleadingly, “My first reception.” Still, no answer.

The struggle in his mind brought warm blood to his check. The wine

was poured, and with a beaming smile she placed a goblet in his hand.

The goblets were soon drained by all eXcepting Harry. Still his mothers

parting words rang in his ear. He was rallied for his puritanic notions,

and again, Alice cast upon him a pleading 100k. He could resist the

temptation no longer for he had not asked God‘s blessing upon the day.

With trembling hand the fatal cup was carried to his lips, and three

“cheers for Ernest,” echoed around the table, and Alice had triumphed;

but, immediately a saddened feeling stole into her heart, for which she

could not account. Her pleasure was instantly chilled.

Harry was hastened on, from place to place, by his friend, each time

it was easier to yield to the tempter, and amid the excitement and gai

ety his mother’s Words were lost. Being unused to the bevera ge he

soon began to experience a dizziness_ of the brain, and the clear tone

which spoke to his mother at parting, was changed to a husky whisper.

In disgrace his friend carried him to his own room, for he dared not

meet that mother.

When Atice was alone in her own room, she fell in to a sad reverie,

‘ascoming events cast their shadows before.” She could scarcely di

vine the oppressive feelings which filled herbreast; but, suddenly ejac

ulated, “I am so sorry that I insisted to-day; and caused Harry to re

nounce his prejudices, and take the wine; he looked so changed, and 1

did not enjoy the day as I expected, but, merely, that small glass of wine

could do him no harm, and it is my first reception, and mama would

have been so disappointed.”

In her troubled dreams, that night, she beheld Harry a reeling drunk

ard, awakening with a scream, she shuddered and said, “Oh! wine surely

could not make a drunkard." CORA CORAL.

---—-—-.0>——-—-—

HE who goes through a land and scatters roses may be tracked next

day by their withered petals that strew the ground; but he who goes

through it and scatters rose seeds, a hundred years. after leaves behind

him a land of fragrance and beauty for his monument, and as a heritage

_ for his sons and daughters,—The0dore Parker,
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

as Is GATHERED FROM BIBLIGAL LURE.

(CONTINUED)

As must every flood abate—be it of sorrow and afflictions, a simple

wave of misfortune to individuals, or a mighty torrent which submerges

the whole universe in mourning, for a time. such as wars, famine or pes

tilence—so did the flood of ancient record. Noah and his family left the

ark and offered burnt offerings—sacrifices unto the most High; here

again is brought forth the power—Gratitude. As Abel brought offer

ings for the blessings of a beautiful world and abundant harvest, grate

fully submitting homage to Jehovah, so, Noah, and his family, praised

the mighty Ruler of all, for deliverance from the terrible deluge which

had lain low the wicked and rebellious.

There is a deeper beauty in the type than in the consideration of the

fact as a literal truth that the Allwise Being is swayed by men, that the

Lord said, because, he “smelled a sweet savor" that He would no- more

curse the ground and that “While the earth remaineth, scedtime and

harvest, and cold and heat, and summer and winter, and day and 'night

shall not cease.”

But, the laws of God are so perfect and so accurate that man soon

learns when to expect seedtime and harvest, day and night. Man may

fail in the performance 01 his duties but the great All-controlling power

never does. Centuries roll around, and these laws are still at work;

there may be upheavals in various places, both physically and spiritu

ally, yet the “seasons come and go.” This year is as last, excepting there

have been deluges in some sections, with some individuals, or, they may

have been general. The deluge may affect individuals, and, still, the

world moves. It may affect the whole world as in war or famine, and,

still,the earth revolves upon its axis causing day and night, or performs

its yearly revolution around the sun causing the changes of the seasons.

Men die and are forgotten, excepting in the hearts of the few, and, yet,

the world moves. Cities take the place of the wild prairie and the

shaded wood, and in the place of the woodman’s axe is heard the sound

of anvil and ponderous machinery; the shriek of the engine, bearing its

precious freight of humanity at lightening rapidity over the iron rail is

heard instead of the hideous howl of the wolf and the shrill scream of

the panther or the tramp of the buffalo, and, yet, no changes in these laws

which are beyond man’s control, in comparison with these. Man may

utilize the powers yet cannot control them; he may dam the waters of a.
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stream, so that it will turn a mili, but, if the heavens fail to send forth

the refreshing showers to replenish the stream when its waters are ex

hausted by the sun’s powerful rays, he cannot control it. He may fell

a forest of trees and replant it with others, but, must await the develop

ment of nature's law before he may see another forest. It must add un

to its strength and beauty daily; it cannot grow up in a night, or, like Jo

nah’s gourd, would wither under the sun’s piercing rays. The seed which

is sown at spring time must pass through the various stages of devel

opment, from the earth and air must draw sustenance, bursts the bonds ‘

of its prison house and we have, “first the blade, then the ear, then the

full corn in the ear," and then the genial sun‘s ray must ripen the grain

before it can be harvested.

There may be storms and this will affect our harvest; this also is un

controllable; the Great Power, which sends the storms, sends us also the

bright and glorious sun to clear them away, semis the gentle showers

which are necessary to the growth of our harvest, sends all beautiful

objects'to gladden our sight.

Thus we see in the spiritual soil of our natures the same Great Power

which showers blessings upon us also permits the deluge of sorrow or

affliction and wecannot murmer, for ,His love is greater than llis wrath.

——--—-<0>-—

“MERRY CHRISTMAS.”

 

“Merry Christmas” is echoed again and again on this day which is ever

held in remembrance of the birth of the purest character that everdwelt

upon earth. How many hearts are made glad by the numerous remem

brances from dear friends, and how happy and joyous are the children

who are blessed by the visit of Santa Claus. He is very generous with

many, but how many children are there at this merry time, who have

not even necessaries of life. To them life is reality, and Santa Claus is

no myth.

Such cases come under our observation. Little children come to our

doors, in a city as wealthy as Quincy, at bedtime, begging for food hav

ing had no dinner—orphan children—and the city cannot provide for

them, because they are not citizmized. They must dwell in the city a

certain length of time which comprehends a space of time in which they

starve to death if assistance does not come to them in some way—then

they may obtain an existence—a mere existence—may be sustained.

Is there not some method whereby these sufiering ones may be looked
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after? Where there are able bodied men if they will work, or can

not get it—as is many times the case—should there not be some way

of testing their desire for labor, there is not employment enough for the

masses. Talk of sending to Europe for laborers, when our own people

are starving at our very doors, when hungry children come to you with

pitiful stories, no food in twenty-four hours, and when we find it is true

we say cannot something be done ? There are master minds who may

form plans, we only suggest the idea, could not those who have the pow

er do something for our own city? Could there but arise from this city

the universal chorus “Merry Chrismas”

Could every home of suffering and want be visited by Santa Claus!

0h! remember that your everlasting abode is not here, that you will not

carry with you to the portals of everlasting day anything but lifes deeds,

you cannot take houses or lands, bonds or deeds, shining coin or valuable

jewels—naught but the jewels of unfading beauty. Deeds and not words

will allevate woe, kind and gentle words have their mission, but will

not feed a hungry child, as will also bread accompanied by harsh and

bitter words almost choke reeeipient. Words and deeds make up the grand

problem of life, and make the future crown. ‘

If you have never opened your heart to the cry of the unfortunate, the

suffering, the weary little pilgrim who are children of want, on this

Christmas, visit those families, who inhabit your city, who know not

what it is to have a comfortable home, and see if you do not experience

a joy which has not been your portion for many days. We may ask God

to remember the poor and needy, to care for the sick and afflicted, but at

the same time we should remember that God works through his agents;

he does not rain bread down from heaven. CORA CORAL.

________‘,>____

GARNERED SHEAVES 0P THOUGHT GLEANBD FROM THE HARVESTS

01' YEARS.

BY WARREN BOYNTON.

MY ASPIRATIONS.

I would have a monument, not of stone, or bronze, or iron, but of hu- _

man affections. I would be remembered, not as one who dazzledhuman

ity with light extreme, or wisdom most profound, but one whose utter

ances are loved and cherished by masses forever; that shall warm and

comfort human hearts; that shall ever ripple over the sea of human
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turbulency, and quell its strongest waves of inconstancy to rest upon the

sunny, quiet shore of peace. I would strike a chord of music, whose

strain shall ever vibrate in desolate human hearts, harmonizing, inspir

ing the warmest, sweetest sentiments of love.

' ANCIENT SPIRITS “HOMEWARD BOUND."

“Who knows whether the final term of progress in the million of ages

will not bring back the absolute consciousness of the universe ‘8 And in

that consciousness the awakening of all who lived at ?”— e-non. The

ancients are flowing back to Mother Earth. The spirit world, like the

great physical oceans of our planet, have their ebb and flow. A great

cycle of eternity’s time, has about elapsed,

Our earth and spirit world are in conjunction; their orbits have cross

ed; they will blend for a time, and jostle each other. ,Spirits of the past

and present will commingle for mutual benefit. Every creature, the

proudest of this planet, needs to return sometimes to its mother earth

No matter how far the child may stray from its paternal roof, it must

sometime desire to return either as a prodigal to the parent heart, or as a

helper to others who are groaning for a deliverance from the thraldoms

of sense.

JESUS 0F NAZARETH

was in every sense a man, and not a myth, but a real living human

being, with all human possibiliities and frailties. He was like oursel

ves, one of the humanities, subiect to tne same laws and circumstance

of being that we are subject to. As a person, his influence exists and

will exist forever. As a spirit, his power will be like a mighty, flowing

stream, moreasing in volume down through the remotest zeons of eterni

ty. As a spirit he can and does manifest himself to minds prepared for

his reception, as a luminous and powerful loving influence. Hehas nev

er been lost to the world. Some ardent loving souls, in all past time, as

well as in the present, have felt, and do feel his benign presence. A

name has'been worshipped by many; a person has received divine ho

mage. forgetting that a name or a person is not, nor can he ever be the

Christ. _ _

It is the spirit—the “from everlasting to everlasting;” the Christ spirit

which-has ever existed—the “annointed” that is worthy of homage. The

Christ spirit has been felt through all the cycles of time past, and will

permeate the spiritual atmosphere for all time to come. It is as the prin~

ciple of_God-power that
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“Lives through all life—extends through all extent,

Spreads undivided operates unspent."

All true and developed souls recognize, love and revere the Christ spir

it, wherever, or by whomsoever possessed. For “they have Christ in

them;” it is but a whole of which they are part; they have their own in

dwelling lives; they, like Jesus, “feel the spirit of adoption.” To such he

is precious. Living in a spiritual atmosphere they feel their immortali

ty. They need no argument to convince them, for it vibrates in every

part of their spiritual being. The very air is resonant with the anthems

of the immortal realm, and redolent with aromas from the verdant fields

and gardens of immortality.- I.

A POET.

The maker of all visible and invisible things, God is the Great l’oet

Author of the Universe. His work is all sublime, and rings lyr cly in

metre, harmony and rythm in the profound verse.

TARES AND WHEAT.

Persons imbued with the spirit of reform may take to their bosoms

the fondest and strongest hope and confidence; any assurance that their

labors to benefit their race, will not be in vain, or their attempt to ame

liorate the condition of mankind, be futile; or to erect a more equitable

temple for humanity’s worship, be lost; for the divinest medium and

prophet has said—“Every plant that my heavenly Father hath not plant

ed, shall be rooted up.” “Let both grow together untill the harvest,’

then the angels will come and separate the wheat from the tares and

store the good for legitimate uses. '

Deep are the groans, violent the death-throes of all institutions of er

ror now in their dotage, which fail to impress the‘ spirit as God-like in

their structure. A great revolution is breaking forth; a great convulsion

will soon sieze the idolatrous systems of the past and present, and truth,

like a mighty avalanche, will make an utter destruction of false theories

and faiths, and in their stead will be erected a structure of ineffable

beauty, whose foundation shall be truth, whose dome shall touch the por

tals of the spirit land, forming a connecting link between the earth and

heaven.

+

THE brightest crowns that are worn in heaven have been tried, and

smelted, and polished, and gloried through the furnace of tribulation.—

Chapin. ‘
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THE ROSTRUM.

\VILL THE “’ORLD COME TO AN END IN 1551 I" 11" NOT WHAT WILL

COME.

(CONCLUDED.)

But this does not affect Spiritualism at all, any more than it would

affect the integrity of the honest physician in his position as a medical

practioner, if some person who understands nothfng of medicine were to

endeavor to practice, and, without being qualified in any sense either by

nature or by learning, were to deceive some one iustead of curing his

disease. The debris which has been a disagreeable habiliment of mod

ern Spiritualism has no real connection with the movement at all, and

is no more a part of it than the barticles which attach themselves to

the rock are a part of the rock itself. Spiritualism is based upon a sure

and certain foundation, and is destined to triumph in spite of all obsta

cles. It is the harmonizer between science and religion, linking together

the materialistic thought of the present age, which deals in outward

things, and the spiritual aspiration of the human soul, that will not be

satisfied with a contemplation of inert matter devoid of intelligence and

feeling, nor believe that the soul is nothing more-or less than a compound

of gases, purely the outgrowth of material things. You cannot take

away man’s belief in God and immortality; this belief is a part of man’s

nature, and you might as well try to make a man live after you have cut

off his head, as to try to make the human race live and take away from

them their spiritual aspirations and religious natures. It is a part of _

man's nature—this religious element; something must come to satisfy

it, and the religion of the future, which is now fast making its appear

ance, will not contradict one statement made in honesty and truth, as

the result of scientific investigation, but it will rather carry you beyond

science, carry you beyond the form and introduce you into the presence

of the ever-living spirit that abides in all nature, and that animates all

forms, which is the cause of appearances and existences upon this or

any other world.

Some persons say: “I do not believe that the perihelion of the planets

affects the condition of the earth at all; I do not believe that any of your

predictions with reference to 1881 are anything more than the outgrowth

of superstition and folly. You talk. about all these changes, but I do not
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believe that any of them will come to pass.”

Now, those persons who talk in this way ought to be able to answer

the following questions: You are obliged to admit that there is great

strife and confusion everyWhere, religiously, socially and politically, at

the present time. What is the cause of it? If the cause is not the cause

we assign, give your reason; and until you give your reason—more rea

sonable than ours, we shall hold to our opinion and reiterate our state

ment.

Why is it that the weather has been so remarkably changeable during

the past year or two, and that you can hardly know winter from sum

mer; that you no longer have the regular cold winters and hot summers

that you had before, but sometimes in the winter season you have days

that might well be placed in May ? Why is it that, during the past

thirty-tWO years, there has been an unprecedented advance in knowl

edge of the sciences and the arts, and that civilization has made rapid

strides that it has not made during any previous portion of the Chris

tian era, if is not an aCcount of the approaching changes, and the advent

of a new dispensation and the ministration of the spirit world? What

is the cause of it? Until scientists, materialists and scoffers of spiritual

inspiration, are capable of giving us a reason and assigning a cause for

that which we behold around us, we shall state that they are merely

talking about that of which they know nothing, and denying Spiritual

ism in the name of science, as the outgrowth of a pseudo-science and

nothing higher.

Certain persons, who call themselves scientific, may claim a great deal

of knowledge concerning matters which science does not teach, and these

persons are not competent‘to give any opinion at all upon spiritual things.

You may study theology, you may be a very good theologian, you may

know everything concerning the discussions in the Christion Church with

reference to the nature of God, the doctrine of the Trinity, the nature of

Jesus Christ, and all the other doctrines which are connected with Chris

tianity; but because you are an authority to matters geological, and be

cause you have studied chemistry, you are not necessarily versed in the

science of astronomy; you may be a good mathematician, and yet, at the

same time, you may have no knowledge of music. In the very same way,

you may know a great deal of certain material sciences, and be as ignorant

as a child unborn with reference to spiritual matters, or the underlying

cause in the realm of spirit which produces the material results here.

Now, why do the planets effect the earth ? Merely because all the plan
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ets are part of the solar system. Blot one planet out, and the whole sys

tem would be in confusion. Interfere with the revolution of one orb, and

all the other orbs would be affected. J ust as all the different parts of your

body are united together by subtle cords of sympathy, so that you cannot

injure one without injuring all, so are all the planets in the solar system

united together by the laws of attraction and sympathy, and whatever

affects one, affects all of the others, however remote t hey may be from the

one that is directly affected.

Now these four largest planets in the solar system, which have been

discovered by the scientific world, will be together nearest to the solar orb

about the middle of next year, and until about the middle of next year you

may expect that all disturbances will increase, that all agitation in every

direction will become more and more prevalent, that the weather will be

come more and more unsettled, and that the signs that betoken the end of

the present dispensation will cluster more and more thickly around your

pathway, arousing your attention and compelling you to know that some

great deliverer is at hand. -

The Irvingites, forming themselves into a Catholic Apostolic Church,

every day in their service are looking forward to a near approach of the

Messiah; they are expecting the return of Jesus.

The Millerites, some few years ago, were so confident that the Messiah

was to appear in personal form very quietly that they prepared their res

urrection robes and neglected the cultivation of the ground; and all over

the world we find that the cry is going up: “0, Lord, why dost Thou tarry

so long? Wilt Thou not come and bless Thy waiting people? Take us

home.”

You are told that the elect will be gathered from the four winds of

heaven when the present dispensation draws to a close; but remember

that the prophesies which relate to the close of dispensations have been

misinterpreted when persons imagine that they relate to the end of the

world. Two women may be grinding at the mill, and the one may be tak

en and the other left.

Now, what is the meaning of all these passages ? Merely that there

may be persons upon the earth who have become imbued with the knowl

edge that the spirit world is now bringing to earth, and that those who are

linked together in spiritual bonds and have formed hallowed alliances

with higher spiritual atmosphere and will meet the Lord in the air. What

does this meeting the Lord in the air mean ? It means amoral and spirit

ual elevation; it means rising out of the condition in which you grovel
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amid things of time and sense; it means emancipation from bondage to

the senses; it means spiritual growth; it means a resurrection of the

inner man; it means a control of the senses by the soul. _

Thus, when we interpret the prophesies spiritually, -we discover that

those who will be gathered together in the New Kingdom, those who are

to form the mystical number, the 144,000 who will be redeemed at the

close of the earth, will be redeemed from selfishness, error and sin, and

that their introduction into the higher spiritual kingdom does not mean

that they all will be taken out of their physical bodies and be removed to

some distant star, but it means that they will receive higher knowledge,

added light, interior illumination, that they will be the recipients of di

vine intlux from celestial spheres, and that spiritually they will be harmo

nized'into one blessed brotherhood, who will be able to discover the se

crets of nature and to understand the message that the spirit world is de.

livering to earth.

Now, what are we looking forward to ? We are looking forward to an

approaching alliance of the earth with higher spiritual powers than have

ever held direct sway over it before. Jesus pomised the comforter would,

and he said that the comforter would do morethan he had done, that the

comforter, when he came, would lead men’s minds into the recognition of

truth of which they had only caught glimpses during his earthly career.

He spoke of the words that he had whispered in the ear being proclaimed

from the housetops, and the prophets all speak of the time coming when

the young men and maidens will prophesy and be endowed with the mul

titudinous gifts of the spirit, when the old men will dream dreams and see

visions, and when the knowledge of the Lord will cover the earth as the

waters cover the ocean bed.

We are now upon the verge of this new dispensation; and remember

that you are now having the opportunity either to embrace or reject the

new light that is shining upon the world. Already we behold the dawn

ing of a new spiritual star in the firmament above us. Already we be

held that there are tokens of a syiritual deliverance, and the spiritual de

liverance will be the result of the direct action of high and holy spirits up

on the earth, influencing mediums and inspiring mankind generally.

Who are the angels of the new Messiah ‘9, They are those pure and faith

ful souls who have vanquished temptation and risen above selfishness;

they are those mighty ones who have struggled upon the earth in bygone

days, and who have now reached to the spiritual eminence that they can

control the matter that once controlled them. These mighty angels are
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returning, these glorious spirits are drawing nearer and nearer to your

earth, and your earth, being more receptive to spirit influence, will be so

saturated with spiritual light and so filled with spiritual knowledge that,

as the older order of things passes away and the new order of things takes

its place, we shall be upon the verge of a new government, a new social or

der, and a new religious system.

What is the new religion to be ? Thenew religion will be one which will

comprise all the salient parts and virtues of all the existing religions; the

archaic and the ethnic religions will all contribute their elements, ming

ling with Christianity.

In social life, we shall have a condition of order, peace and harmony, in

which developed men and women will seek the interests of others rather

than the interests of themselves, and in which the communion that has

been prophetically revealed by Robert Owen and Robert Dale Owen will

be established upon the earth as an attainable condition of human life.

What sort of government shall we have ? The monarchs, the emperors,

the sultans, czars will be obliged to quit their thrones, and the people will

elect by common consent the best representative to fill the highest posi

tions in religion, in science, in government and in everything.

The year 1881, next year, is, according to the spiritual computation, the

commencement of the new spiritual era. The present spiritual manifes

tations are the principal preaching; they are the Elias ministry preparing

the way for the new epoch.

Undoubtedly, Spiritualism is now being brought up for trial; it will be

condemned by many of the leading minds, as men look upon leadnig

minds, and, for a brief interval, it may appear to be under a cloud.

Doubtless about the middle of next year, many persons will say that

they have killed Spiritualism, while it will grow stronger and more vig

orous during this year up to about the middle of next. About the mid

dle of next year, it will be under a dark cloud. Then, after a very, very

short space, it will burst forth, and there will be a resurrection. Then

will those who have been previously reviled be looked upon as the world’s

true teachers; then will the principles inculcated by the spirit world

find recognition at the hands of intelligent men everywhere. We are

now preparing the way for the inauguration of the new epoch. You

may expect a great' increase in spiritual things during next year. Then

there may be a temporary eclipse; but following that, there will be a

glorious revival, and the Spiritual movement will be upon a footing so

strong that no power on earth or in heaven can shake it.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

There are a great number of books and newspapers giving elaborate

descriptions of the appearance of angels and spirits of men women and

children in all parts of the earth that correspond with similar phenom

ena in the Old and New Testaments. Materialists and all others who do

not believe anything recorded in the Bible might be induced to think

better of it after an unbiased reading of what is called miracles, and ini

vestigating with an honest desire the subject—the appearing of angels

or spirits of men now in this noonday of the world.

There are thousands of intelligent people who declare they have me t

their friends, wives and children; others have seen visions, heard voices;

others have been healed of painful diseases.

In the tenth chapter of Acts is recorded several important facts.

There was a man in Cesarea calbd Cornelius, a centurion, a devout man,

one who gave much aims to the people and prayed to God always. He

saw, in a vision, about the ninth hour of the day, an angel coming in

to him and saying “Cornelius,” when he saw the angel, he was afraid and

said, “What is it Lord ?” “Thy prayers and alms have come up before

God as a memorial; now send men to Joppa and call for one Simon, whose

surname is Peter,” and be obeyed, prepared his servants and sent them

to Joppa. As they drew near to the city Peter went upon the house-top

to pray, and he became very hungry, and would have eaten, but while

they made ready he fell into a trance and saw heaven opened and a cer

tain vessel descending to him. It appeared like a great sheet, knit at the

f our corners, and let down to earth, wherein were all manner of four

ooted beasts of the earth, wild beasts, creeping things, and fowls of the
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air. I A voice came to him saying, “Rise Peter kill, and eat}: Peter- said,

“Not'so Lord for 'I ‘have never eaten anything common or unclean.”

The voice spake again saying, “What God hath cleaned, call not thou

common.” While Peter thought on the vision, doubting the meaning,

the spirit said unto him, “Behold! three men seek thee.” Peter went

down and met the men introduced himself and inquired for what cause

they came, They said, “Cornelius, the Centurion, a just man, had been

warned by an angel to send for thee into his house and to h ear words

of thee.” Peter went with them and onthe morrow after they entered

Cesarea Cornelius waited for them and as Peter was coming in he fell

down at his feet and worshiped him, but Peter took him up, saying,

“Stand up, I myself, also, am a man." As he talked with him he went

in, and found many that were come together, and he said unto them,

“Ye know it is an unlawful thing for a man that is a Jew to keep com

p‘any‘with another nation, but God hath showed me that I should not

call any man common or unclean. Therefore, I came as soon as sent for

and for'what intent have you sent for me ?” Cornelius related the story

of the vision and Peter said of a truth I perceive that God is 'no respector

of persons " He'taught them of the resurrection; how God anointedJesus

(if Nazareth with the 'Holy Ghost and with power; who Went about do-'

ing 'go'od,‘ healing those who were oppressed with the devil, or evil, for

God was with him, and we are witneSSes of all things which he did both

“in the-land of the-Jews and in Jerusaiem; whom they slew and hanged

on a tree; him God raised up the third day, and ,showed him openly, not

to all the people, but unto witnesses, even to us who did eat and drink

with him after he arose from the dead.” ; - - _ - '

<Thes'e wonderful signs are being profid daily in many places, without

doubt to those who are free from prejudice. MRS.M. MERRICK.

 

*“THERE is not a boy or a girl, all Christendom through, but their lot is

made better by this great book.”—The0dore Parker. ‘

“I KNOW the Bible is inspired, because it finds me at greater depths of

my being than any other book.”Coleridge. ‘

. __ _ i . ———<'.>_-I——'_ . v > . ' I , , .

“To give a man full knowledge of truemoralityrl should need to send

him to no other bookthan the .New Testament.”—~J01m Locke:

' / -'—-40n——— .

'RECORDS of crime furnish the sin news of many papers.
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wmrsas JOYS Am) soaeows.

Now, has come-the hoary winter

With his white and spotless crest,

And the days by some so welcome,

Filled with peaceful quiet rest. "

Thanksgiving passed with pure white robes,

" And its bright and sunny clouds

And now again a pure white snow

Ourlpeaceful city enshrouds.

7 But as we rendered thanks to Him

For all blessings here below,

' Then, did-we, on earth’s sadd’nd ones,

vA thought or loving word bestow ‘2

The pure ’white'snow which schoolboys hail

With shouts and gleeful joy. ’ - _. _

Can bring to their hearts no happiness,

INor can their grief destroy.

And,“ as you glide upon the snow >

With dashing steeds and bells‘rso gay,

. Remember those who cannot see . , i a

How they will be fed day by'day.

_ Then cast a thought upon these lives,

And cheer the fainting weary heart,

And send a helping hand to each, ,

And thereby joy to them impart.

Your heart will only lighter grow,

B lifting cares of a weary one; _

Then by so doing think ye not'

- 'Your dutyn'ow to man 18 done. >

For God has given on the pov'ver‘

To o’er-aid thy wea er brother;

Then, linger not from da to day

Or leave the care to anot er.

Although you might not give asisome . i . _ I 1

Who Wealthier than you may be,v ' ' "

'You can visit a home of distress, .And, cheer the heart of hopeless misery; I , \ i

As Christmas bells new are chiming

, And filling many hearts _with glee,

Let us pause, and think a moment, ‘

‘Ahd‘bid all selfish motives flee.v '4 ' ‘

And think of those who n'eVer know ‘ " ' ' 3' ~'>'-~-'

The visits of sunshine and joy; - ,

, Andsend a part of your small store

To some poor starving girl or boy. 1' ‘

" > TIETTA HAREBELL.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

 

WHERE’S THE SIN?

(CONTINUED)

The widow Ernest keptalonely vigil that New Year’s night, and Har

ry did not return. Many were the earnest prayers which ascended to

heaven from that mother’s heart, for, she felt that God alone could

shield her son.

Early in the morning Harry awoke from his unnatural slumber, and

with shame meditated upon his conduct. How could he go to that

mother who had pronounced God’s blessing upon him, when he left, and

whom he had asked to trust him '9 But, the good which was in him tri

umphed; he arose and started immediately to his mother. Yes he would

go, confess his error, and ask her prayers and counsel, that he might in

future avoid the same mistake. Noiselessly, entering the house, he

found his mother sitting in the rocking chair where she had fallen into

a light slumber after the nightly vigils. ~ Gently slipping his arm around

her, placing his hand upon her shoulder and falling upon his knees, he

'said softly, “Motherl” With a start she awoke, saying, “My son! Thank

God that you have returned! I trusted you to His care. Why did you

not come to your mother yesterday evening, and tell her all about your

day? Mother waited all night.”

With tears in his eyes he confessed all: how Alice felt so badly that

he shouldbe so unlike the rest, how he could not resist the temptation

the next time, and lastly that he did not remember how the day conclud

ed. She did not chide him for he was truly penitent, and felt keenly his

disgrace. Long and earnestly she talked to him, showing him the dan

ger in yielding to the first temptation. Kneeling at the same throne, the

mother implored the blessing of the most High upon Harry’s new re

mlves and he felt sure that this would be his last transgression of the

Ekind, but, alas, for human resolves; how frail, even, when the higher

powers are acknowledged. What is it that overcomes the noblest re

solves and the deepest motives for the right, many times? The great

evilpower which has its reign, as well. as the good. May Harry’s re

solves become a power for good. May these earnest and heartfelt de

sires of the mother not become a source of deep and abiding benefit to

the son. Is there a beautiful thought, an earnest desire for purity, for

goodness, for elevation lost? Does not every upward aspiration ech 0

throughout the great eternity, wave upon wave, as do sounds upon the
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air, as the sweet musical chords of a harp of a thousand strings. Ohl

hallowed and holy are the moments when one feels that there is some

thing beyond the earthly portals which is more abiding, and when we

may view the majesty of the Greater Power through a weak, erring hu

manity, as well as through a perfect natural world.

Whilst the reception progressed at the Kent mansion, another scene of

a far different nature transpired in the stately ladies’ private sitting

room. After the early festivities were finished, and Alice had become

accustomed to the routinkgaining self reliance through her mother’s

encouragement, Mrs. Kent had retired to the room and donning an

easy costume had settled herself comfortably with a novel, of the day, in

her hand. A seamstress was ushered by one of the servants with sew

ing which should have been returned the evening before. A plausible ex

cuse to a. benevolent heart was offered; but, the cold stony countenance

of Mrs. Kent never relaxed as she told the pitiful story of a sick child,

that she was compelled to sit up during the previous night to complete

it, and sincerely hoped she would be in time that morning.

“Well, I cannot possibly pay you this morning, please call this eve

ning.”

Ellen Harman’s heart sank within her; she did not say to this woman

of luxury, that her cupboard was empty; but, had she not said enoughl

She had never been reared to this life and knew not how to combat with

such natures; she could gain access to hearts by her sorrow; but, not to

adamant; she knew not how to meet cold and frigid rebuff, and quietly

passed from the room. -

That mother returned to her sick and almost famishing child. A

Happy New Year indeed! to that family which consisted of the young

mother—who had become a widow before her child was one year of age,

finding herself penniless, cast upon the world—and the sick child a n0

ble looking boy of now five summers. The hard earned money refused

for what? A momentary pleasure, and who may tell the nnutterable

woe such a deed may bring forth.

0h, woman! a tithe from your loaded table, would be an unheard of

luxury in that home. The smile which would light the pale face of that

little child had be, but what you with careless hand may cast to the dogs.

Oh ye whom the Lord has made his treasurersl what must be your

power for good, or evil? With careful hand, and prayerful heart should

the gifts be used.

Whilst the gaieties prevailed upon the fashionable streets in S—let us
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return to the widow Emest whom we did not follow tlirouglr'tlle day.

Shortly after Harry’s departure her sleigh, also, drove to the door. 'HIer

faithful old negro, Ben, was ready to the monient whenshe had request

ed him previously to do so. Baskets and bundles were piled into the

sleigh by Ben, at thebidding of his mistress, and let us follow them in

their New Year rounds. sen well knew “lines drive to take; it was

not the one which Harry had taken; but, leaving the heart of the city

theyiemerg'ed into the suburbsénot thefashionable suburbs where were

retired mansions with great lawns,land beautifully'laid'out grounds, but,

the Southside as it was called where rickety, tumbling, tottering houses

were placed‘in divers positions; where there seemed no regularity about

the streets, one was straight perhaps and another diagonal, another

seemed inclined to curve, and some places there appeared to be but a

narrow alley; these houses (some of them were built ' originally where

they stood, and others had been removedfroin the ' fashionable part of

the city, as they had been replaced by stately mansions, or new business

houses. What a wretéhed looking place! and yet, this was the home of

hundreds of families—all the home some had ever known, or ever ex

pected to have; with others it was a home to which they had been driv

en by the gaunt'wolf misfortune. Yes! the. inmates of some of these

wretched abodes, had dwelt in as stately mansions as graced 5—,but, the

contemplation of the past only brought their abject misery and, wretch

edness more vividlyto view on this festive day; those who had never

known better days; although, as keenly alive to physical suffering, could
not realize their position by contrast. ' I i

We will not attempt to follow the widow Ernest, but, sufficient is said

When we say that she left in each house a gleam of joy which would

not soon be dispelled. Some token—some useful article was left with

each member of the families she visited, and the remembrance of a cheer
ful smiling countenance and kind and encouraging words. I What great

er joycould this noble woman experience ‘3 NOne other, than the wel

fare of her son whom she thought of as each gift was placed in childish

hands. I ' '

There was one abode she visited that day with whom we have made

the acquaintance, that was Ellen Harman’s, the seamstress. The little

face of Willie Harman lighted with joy at the sight of the dear, familiar

face which he had learned to love so well. Yes! the very things his

mother had promised him should she obtain her money, were brought

vmnges and16m0n8,these would cool his fevered thirst In addition to
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this she brought a few candies and sweet meats, and a basket of more

substantial articles to the mother. The mother burst forth into tears,

and told the tale of her'disappointment that morning; it was the 'first

time she had ever spoken freely to Mrs. Kent, although, she had known

her from childhoodwknown her in better days, seen her wedded' to

Charles Harman, followed his remains to its last resting place, visited

her and tried to assist her in a quiet way, but, Ellen was proud and

' would not accept the ofier of a home in her house, feeling that she was

yet young and able to battle with the World. ' ' '

As we have said, at her husband’s'death she had been left penniless—

it was found that Charles Harman, by an unlucky investment had lost

all—the beautiful mansion was theirs no more, and this explained to the

wife the wild ravings—that they were lost and ruined—in that short,

but severe illness preceding his death.

Mrs. Kent to-day had a new proposition to make to her friend; fa

miliarin addressing her as‘she had done since childhood, she says, “Nel

lie, I flnd that after being accustomed to have Harry at home with me,

I shall be very lonely when he leaves, as you know- that he goes next

year to enter college, andI must have you and Willie with me for com

pany, and you must come very soon that I may be accustomed to your

being with me, and I shall not realize the change so much.” It had

never occured to Ellen Harman in this light befOre-.—that she might also

be of use to her friend who had been true to her through adversity.

Little Willie who says, “Pease mama go home with Auntie Kent.”

She could» not answer for a moment and Mrs. Kent says, “Yes Willie

you shall and mama can say no more. If she desires to assist her old

friend she will.” The generous lady left them to enjoy their dinner and

said at parting, “Nellie I shall be here the last of the week and expect

you to be prepared to go home with me.”

_.-__.,_—

‘ SPIRITUAL LIFE—If you will go to the banks of a little stream, and

watch the flies that come to bathe in it, you will notice that while they

plunge their bodies in the water they keep their wings high out of the

water; and after swimming about a little while they fly away with their

wings unwet through the sunny air. Now that is a lesson for us. Here

we are immersed in the cares and business of the world; but let us keep

the wings of our soul, our faith, and our love out of the world, that,

with these uriclogged, we may be ready to take our flight to heaven.—
Re'v. James I'ngles. I
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NEW YORK CITY.

 
\

The New York Tribune devotes a large space in a recent number to a

description of a new home for the helpless children which it rescues

from the hands of cruel parents and guardians. The home is located on

Fourth avenue and twenty-third street. It is pleasantly situated, and

is well adapted for the purpose for which it is used. The first floor con

tains the offices of the society; the Superintendent, with his family, oc

cupies the second floor, and the third and fourth floors are fitted up for

the temporary home of children rescued and brought under the care of

the society. -

The visitor first enters the front office, where complaints are heard

and the ordinary business of the society‘is transacted. Upon one of the

walls of this room is hung a curious collection of articles captured by

officers of the society in the discharge of their duties, and used in evi

dence. Among them are various implements of torture, whips and

straps with which children have been beaten, pla-cards taken from beg

gars, musical instruments and miscellaneous articles, each having con

nected with it a sad story, telling either of that most contemptible and

cowardly of crimes—brutality to a helpless child, or of the guilty coin

age of money out of the tears, the pain, the agony of wretched little be

ings. The reporter read some of the cards accompanying the curiosities.

A heavy leather strap “was used by John Fogarty in beating his daugh

ter Nellie, aged four years, over the shoulders and head, terribly lacera

ting and disfiguring her face.” The card adds the comforting informa

tion that Fogarty was obliged to dwell six months in the penitentiary in

consequence, and. that the child rescued by the society was afterwards

adopted into a pleasant home. A rawhide hanging near the strap “was

used by one Mary Lacey on her boy Patrick, six years old, who refused

to go out on a begging tour in the drifting snow-storm of December 23,

1878, after having been out already on three such errands the same after

noon, and being almost frozen. His head and face were frightfully cut

and bruised.” The boy was cared for by the society, the mother by the

penitentiary .

“Here is an example of the refinement of cruelty,” said Superinten

dent Jenkins, handing the reporter a bunch of leather thongs, tied to

gether in the cat-’o-nine-tails fashion, with hard knots tied along them

at intervals. This fiendish instrument was used by Helena Wolf upon

the na ked body of her niece, Anna Schmidt, ten years of age.” The
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penitentiary received the woman, and the little girl, after being treated

at a hospital, was cared for by the society, and finally adopted by a fam

ily in good circumstances.

Among other important results of the society‘s work, the system has

been broken up in New York by the conviction and imprisonment in

the Albany penitentiary of one of the padrones, and the poor Italian

children are no longer subject to this cruel system of servitude.

“How is the society supported?”

“By contributions and by the members. Each member, except the

life members, pays into the treasury $5 a year. Life members pay in

$60 at first. Many, however, pay the regular membership fees, but sub

scribe from $10 to $100 annually beside. The society has now over

2,000 members of both classes, of whom the greater proportion are 1a

dies. Since our organization we have cared for nearly 2,500 children.

__..___<.>_.___

A GREATLY increased exodus of colored people from Alabama and

Louisiana is anticipated this winter, and the question is where can the

poor refugees go ?—Pro m'de'nce Jcarnal. V

Where shall they go? To Liberia, to be sure, where, willi m'lli, they

will in the order of Providence be compelled to go at last, and help es

tablish and civilize a great African republic, extending in the line of the

equatorial region across the continent from ocean to ocean. For this

purpose it was that Las Casas, who built “wiser than he knew,” import

ed the first negro slave from Guinea Into the West Indies. To facili~

tate this beneficent end, the people of the South, who, with all their

faults, are overflowing with generous instincts, should unite heart and

soul with their Northern brethren and prepare a way for their exodus

across the ocean free of expense to the colored emigrants. The cost of

transportation will not be the tithe of a tithe of the wealth the unre

quited labor of the colored race has caused to flow into all sections of

the Union, and most of all into the Northern States. So let us help the

negro togo to his Fatherland—and let the cotton fields of the South be

tilled by the non-voting Asiatics, who will there find a field for their

cheap labor without encroaching on the domain of the voting laborers of

the North and West. Tnos. R. HAZARD.

._—<.>_--_--

“1 river confess the majesty of the Scriptures strikes me with aston

ish'ment.”Rosseau.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED)

'Yes! the benefic'ence of the Almighty is greater than His destructio

Gaze upon'the mighty natural world, see the diversity.

Here a broad rolling prairie, there a trackless forest with meandering

streams, some fed from great springs having their source in underground

channels, and see these streams united together, coming from various

points and forming another stream called a river, upon which may be

transported the human family, or various commodities; this is for man’s

provision. See the timber which composes this forest utilized by man,

in various ways, from the fuel Which warms his dwelling and cooks his

food, to the furnishing of that abode and the dwelling itself.

See the vast mountains, the mighty rocks piled high one above another

—these too have their value not only do they add to the beauty of natural

scenery but are useful. The mountains upon which rest perpetual snow

disperse cool and salubrious breezes to modify the sun’s heat, send rivu

lets down their sides to perpetuate the continuous flow of waters, purify

the atmosphere, and'protect the country in various places, also, from the

piercing winds of winter. _ _

The great rocks piled high one abo ve another or imbedded beneath the

earth’s surface, are brought from their resting places and used for man’s

benefit; the precious ores are found in this same great store house, or

washed from the streams; minerals of all kind are unearthed, and, great

est of all, vegetation is seen topeer from beneath this same surface, to ex

pand in grace and beauty, daily, adorning the earth and purifying, pro

ducing the mighty oak, maple and various species to shade ,the door yard,

tne tiny flower to beautify, the rose and, also, the thistle, the various pro

ducts of garden and field upon which all natural life is sustained; then
can we not say, truly, His love is greater than his wrath ? I I'

There are few imperfections in the beneficence of an Allwise Provi

dence; for every thistle there are tens of thousanda of roses, for every

serpent there aremyriads of sweet songsters, for every lion there are herds

of lambs, for every sorrow there are many joys, for every failure in per

fection there are perfected most beautiful pictures, in the great drama of

life, by invisible hands—a silent and steady tracing, as is seen by the

invisible hand of Jack Frost.

We love to contemplate this grand panorama that is spread before us

—1ife in its two fold sense physicrl and spiritual. Is there not a compar
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ison to the spiritual inevery form or CleveIOpm'ent 'of nature ? Erom the

earliest ages man has been wont to draw these comparisons, although,

like the developments in the natural world, they were many times crude ?

Could but humanity reach a state -of perfection equivalent to that of

nature, whata gloriously beautiful [picture would be—life how perfect

the characters of the drama! . How well the parts of the play would fol

low each other; How noble and true Would be humanity! Woe and suf

fering would be compelled to crawl upon the earth, as does the serpent;

the deadly passions hate, malice, envy, slander and ‘calumny would be

under subjection, as are the beasts of the forest, and the peace of the gen

tle dove, the meakness of the lamb, and the fidelity of the faithful watch

dog, would take the highest place in man’s nature. '

The ideal world and the actual are widely separated in reality; but, in

the realm of thought are closely allied. Do we not live within another

world spiritually, which we cannot bring to earth? Does not the inner

nature ascend into starry realms and revel in the glories of heaven—not

the mighty canopy with the grandeur of constellations, the bright

path of the milkeyway, but inner heavens—ideal heavens. "we trace

cbnstellations of brilliant thoughts, we follow the path of the milky way

"—th'Oughts so indefinite, so minute, so blended into each other that we

cannot separate them—this is our heaven of heavens; We cannot reveal

their beauties to a world any better than can the astronomer, by words

teach ‘us the beauty of the natural heavens. Each individual forms his

own constellations, traces the milky way of his own spiritual firmament;

we have our own peculiar name for combinations, or, we have no name;

no two are alike. ‘ ‘ " ~ I
I As the representation of the natural heavens is to the actual grandeur

and sublimity, so'is the expression of these thoughts in comparisou with

the eontemplation of them. By gazing uponthe most accurate portrayal

of heavenly bodies We cannot through imaginative faculties, go beyond

—upon the mind’s retina trace the astronomer’s great idea~we cannot

gaina conception of the grandeur; alike, we may trace upon the soul’s

retina a real picture of the constellations of another, and find that by the

great power thoughfla spiritual realm is linked together, and the more

transcendent are our ideas the more readily may we appreciate the heaven

of heavens of other indiyiduals, and we find that life is not simply the ex

istence of the natnral world, but, that this is the lowest form of life‘ proper

as is the molecule the lowest form of life primal. , IDA M. MERRIL.
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TO THE “FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT."

BY J. WM. VAN NAMEE, M. 1).

Welcome, welcome, Fountain true

Of God’s eternal Light

Thy mission, beautifu , indeed,

' o banish error’s night.

Ar‘i'gels from the world on hi h

ill strengthen thee, and b ess

For every noble thought that may

Relieve or overcome distress.

May noble minds and noble hearts

Aid thee in missions bent,

May rich prosperii to thee

By angel power e sent.

May error’s night ass soon away,

And down Trut ’s morning Light

And every wrong be overcome

By power of Godly Right.

____<.,______

CHARITY.

What a world of meaning! and yet how few there are who give it a

passing thought; we meet in our every-day walks of life, all kinds of

faces. Faces all sunshine, faces sorrowful and disconsolate, faces hard

as adamant, and, if we would stop and ask them to give us a page of

their lives, we might learn a lesson that would be of some value to us

and shape our future destiny. Among these faces are those who ought

to attract the attention of the passer-by. Faces bearing the imprint of

sleepless nights, spent in tracing the outlines of the great future before

them; they ars the faces of the young beginners in life; as they start out

to meet the frowning populace and bufiet the rude winds of adversity.

And where they expect to receive charity, they meet with such coldness

that it dries up every spark of ambition, that thrives within their

breasts, and leaves them sad and disconsolate. When a young man of

sober and industrious habits, tries to make his mark, the people ought

to come to his aid and help him up the first few rounds of the ladder or

till he gets a foothold, and they would be well rewarded. I cannot but

contrast the difierence between an honest, hard-working, upright young

beginner, and a low unprincipled villian. The first asks for a little aid

to start in some enterprise that will benefit society, and the first ques

tion is what security can you give? His answer is an honest heart, Yand

strong and willing hands. That won’t do; you had better give it up.

But some good samaritan comes along, and smooths his way and the un
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charitable say, “How can they be so foolish as to spend their time and

money on him ?” And to them I want to say, “If the bright sunshine of

love cannot enter your own hearts, do not keep it from entering others;

on the other hand a temperance lecturer comes along, covered with old

sores of pollution and vice; he seeks the Christian people, for a field to

work in, and on bended knees he offers up his sacreligious prayer. and

the people give freely, for Temperance, for it is a glorious cause; he

pockets out, of the proceeds of the campaign funds enough to start some

honest man in a legitimate business, but he takes it, starts on a drunk

and don’t stop until he has squandered it all for drink, and such a wretch

as that, the people help and turn their backs to the other one. 0, would

there were more charity, in the world and less pride and avarice! We

want a better state of afiairs, existing between man and man, instead of

searching the Scriptures to see what they did thousands of years before

Christ, let us turn our thoughts toward improving the condition of the

human family; in this the age we live in, by being Charitable to those

who are deserving Charity. CHAR. S. MILLER.

 

DIAMOND DUST.

“Blessed is the man that walketh not in the counsel of the ungodly, nor

standeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the seat of the scornful. But

his delight is in the law of the Lor .”—Psalms.

Do good with Opportunity; do not wait to be importuned; there are

many ways of aiding another; each simple loving act is, as a ‘ seed well

chosen which will spring up in the future bearing much fruit.

Love and Peace are twins; where love abounds, peace and good will to

men is carried out in daily practice.

Links of gold, are loving words—and beautiful deeds are counter links

which strengthen and perfect a chain, uniting us to humanity and the an

gel world,

Live as long as the world hath need of thee, and if it has not need of

thee, and thou art a helpless burden live, yet, as long as a loving Father

desires, if it be but a trial of thy patience and endurance. '

Gently chide the erring; the bruised heart needs healing balm; the way

ward, perhaps, may heed the loving call.

We may learn of a little child, many times, great lessons of life; we mav

learn from the untutored in the world’s knowledge, simple and beautiful

truths: an acquaintance with the world teaches us painful lessons, sor
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rowful ones’tales of woe and grief, of sin and crime. _ _ ,

,éomfortthe distress which ‘meetsithee; there 'are hungry and ragged
children inlOI need home-mission care; you cannot expect a beautiful

character reared in want and squalor: the phySical supportsthe spiritual
nature, and if you would prevent crime, relieve Want. ' _ " H ‘

'Life is not a bed ofroses, neither is it a bed of thistles; although the

rose has its thorn what is this small imperfection, in comparison with
the fragrant beauty ‘2 What is thenslight ripple of '

parison to Life which is never ending? I

vLeave'the great things, and accomplish the small ones, and, as many

particles united in a mass’will compose a large body, you may uncon

sciously achievegreat things.

Awoni)! how much depends upon a simple word; sentences-have

been passed upon criminals by one word, heart‘s. have been broken, or'

lives have been blessed, by a simple word. How powerful are thesewords of'daily use. Use power well'. - ' ‘ ~ I ' '

May we, have the good angels guide us, if the Heavenly Father wishes

it—if He does not how may they come? We know evif is permitted to

dwell, but, are our desires for good disregarded by Him whose name is'

Love ? Conn CORAL.

+

'WE are now entering a long period prolific in important aetronomic

events. The great‘southern comet of 1880 approaches so near the sun

that it swept round its perihelion passage with enormous velocity, rival

ing the great comet of'1843, Which was brilliant enough to be visible at

midday very close to the sun, and in onei'day" it traversed Over three

fourths of its entire orbit. Altho'ugh astronomers failed to get as good

life’s streafn in com

observation of this body as they would have desired, I they have others ’

in prospect. Winneck’s comet, not far behind Swift‘s recently=djsc0v4

ered comet, makes its perihelion passage Dec; 4, and is likely to: be 'visi

ble'fdr some weeks afterward. Faye’s eomet 'wilI'be at perihelion "Jan‘.

22, 1881, followed in November by Encke’s and before it is due a 10'0k-'_

oiutwi'll be kept for the comet 0f318'12. 'Four eclipses, two of the sun and

two of the moon (one'a total ecliPse), occur in 1881, while in the same

' year, as ringed Saturnhastens toward the sun, his mysterious belts will

cfier'astronemers increasing opportunity to study their teXture. '- These

and- similar phenomena so soon to take place will open'the 'Way' to test

the-theories. which makeour atmospheric envelope a delicate sexis‘oriu'm,

promptly responding to every wave of physical energy that beats on ‘it'

from stellar space.
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v r. ,1. w _ RE-OQMMENGEMBNT-l

In this the beginning of a New Year, let us retrospect the past, and let.

us profit by past short comings. Let us begin the journey of life anew,

if we have made mistakes; let us strive to lay aside all, that is, weaklin

our natures; let us implore the aid of God and angels, to, perfect as in

every good word. and work. Yes, a New Year! a whole year seems so

long when »we have some expected pleasure in view; but how, moment

by moment, and hours are told; hour by hour and days are gone; day by

day and weeks and months have sped, and soon a year is .passed', and,

we say, what'harvest of never dying value have we ? ‘

Let us-begin the New Year with zeal and faith for the Right, that the

dying of the year may find us with a plentiful harvest—a harvest of eter

nal value. Fear naught—but Evil. Love naught—but Right which

comprehends all. Humanity is frail, but Right and Truth is mighty.

The God of Love be withyou all and the guardianship of the, holy an

gels fill thy lives with sweet peace and holy intents.

> OBITUARY,

v()ne of our subscribers by name, Thomas Jasper, age 69 years, passed

beyond on Monday morning Dec; 27th between 12'and 1 o’clock. He: was

a believer in'the communion of this world With the angel realm. It was

through this communication with his friends who had passed before

that he became entirely convinced of the immortality of the soul.. When

'we cross'the river of death which ushers us into a new scene of life, the

loved ones gone before'may meet us, take us by the hand and, perhaps,
aid‘usin. our'proigress in this new sphere. ' U I ' ' .

_____<.>___

.E'rEnN-ANLIFE Now.—O man or woman, whosoever thou art, young

orold, what wilt-thou do that thou mayest inherit eternal life? Not

simply lifecsomewhere when thymortal days are ended, but the eternal,

life_whichmay begin within thee now by following the spirit of the

Eternal. If thou 'livest for nothing—for only such anothing as thyself—

I will not say that thou wilt die, for thou, art dead already; but if thou,

wilt live for someth ing—if thou wilt strive to be perfect by doing what

thou canst~thy divine parentage will make it self felt more and more,

and thou shalt have eternal life indeed—Thomas Sadler.
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THE truest beauty is not that which suddenly dazzles and fascinates,

but that which steals upon us insensibly. Let us each call up to mem

ory the faces that have been most pleasant to us,—those that we have

loved best to look upon, that now rise most vividly before us in solitude,

and oftenest haunt our slumbers,—and we shall usually find them not

the most perfect in form, but the sweetest in expression.

+

GREAT THINKERs.—“It is a belief in the Bible which has served me as

the guide of my moral and literary life."—Goethe.

“1 account the Scriptures of God to be the most sublime philosophy."

——Si1' Isaac Newton'

“A noble book! All men's book. It is our first statement of the nev

er-ending problem of man’s destiny and God’s way with men on earth.”

Carlyle.

____<.,.__.__.

Crvrnrznrorz.-—Civilization is only the aggregate of individual ca

reers; and hence those impulses which lead the mind to seek education,

and a home, and a name, and happiness, and a God, do at the same

time form a civilization which may retain for centuries those results

which lingered only a few years with the individual. Civilization is the

Ocean of which the millions of individuals are the rivers and torrents.

These rivers and torrents swell with those rains of money, and home,

and fame and happiness, and then fall and run almost dry; but the

ocean of civilization has gathered up all these waters and holds them in

sparkling beauty for all subsequent use—David Swing.

_________.>__

THE world, if ever to be reformed by men, can only be so by the per

sonal intercourse of living men—living epistles not dead ones. Love,

meekness, kindness, forbearance, unselfishness, manifested in souls, ut

tering themselves by word, look and deed, and not by mere description

of these sentiments or essays upon them, can alone regenerate man.

Neither money nor schools nor churches can ever be substituted for liv

ing men. Not ministers, going their rounds like policemen, with black

clothes and white neckties, nor elders taking statistics, nor deacons giv

ing aims, nor ladies, tracts; all are good, but we want Christians, wheth

er they are smiths, shoemakers, tailors or grocers, or coach drivers, or

advocates, to remember their own responsibilities, their own immense

influence for good, and to be personal ministers for good—Norman

Macleod.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

The Bible is being proved, a record of human experiences instead of

a history of nations, or people; if men of cultivation, who have not read

or thought much of the Bible, will read it with an unbiased mind, will

see the light expressed in" the correspondence of natural objects with

spiritual; or the virtues and elements of the soul. David, the Psalmist,

appeared to have multitudes of enemies, and fought them desperately,

and when he captured them he put them to cruel deaths, under bar-rows

and sawed them in pieces. They may have been enemies of his own

household as he had many evil passions to contend with. He had a

Prophet 0r seer, called Gad, that he could enquire of the Lord, how to

meet and conquer his enemies. There are as good men at this time as

David, and they can have mediums, or prophets to direct them in the

right way, to prosperity and happiness, if they will bring themselves

into the proper condition. If God or angels ever spoke to mortals or

made a sign, they can always do so, and will if men and women will

come with an honest intention and desire for self improvement.

Mas. M. MERRIOK.

Compliments of Mrs. M. Merrick and Ida M. Merril, soliciting your

aid in the spread of “A Fountain ofLzyht.” The object of the magazine

is to disseminate truth, for the expression of free thought, which we be

lieve to be the channel which shall widen and deepen, cleanse and pure

ify. Where thoughts are freely and conscientiously expressed, evil ones

would be denounced. We ask your co-operation with us, that we may

carry forward the work as we seem to be directed. To any one who will

obtain six Subscribers we will send an extra copy.
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as Is GATHERED mom BIBLIUAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

Can you see a thought ? No! the answer comes; but nevertheless we

are all convinced that thought exists, that it as real as the mountains

towering over our heads, as the mighty ocean roaring and dashing

at our feet, we are as certain that the atmosphere, which surrounds our

earth, is a reality although invisible, as are we that the earth revolves

upon its axis. What is it that gives us evidence of these invisible

agents? It is not through the visual organs, but through the percep

tive faculties that we receive these impressions, that which is a part of

the real man we cannot see, we may never see our own eyes—the most

delicate organ, and the most useful—simply a reflection of them; thus,

we see, that, taking life in its true and grand meaning, we cannot con

sider it simply the natural world, alone,—that which meets our gaze.

We are wefi aware that by inhaling the pure air which surrounds our

earth, the physical nature is sustained, we are even more dependent

upon this invisible agent, than upon food and drink, we are, also, well

aware that a person may live a greater length of time without food than

he can in a room where the air has become vitiated, and the oxygen ex

hausted; likewise, this invisible pOWer thought is more necessary to

carrying forward great developments, than is labor for without the

power of thought there would be no system, no guides and all action

would be futile. Thus, tracing all the way up, from the lowest to the

highest we see that the invisible agents are the most powerful. As the

air may be confined in certain ways, thought may be directed in a par

ticular channel, and great results obtained.

We gaze out upon the starry firmaments, we see myriads of worlds re

flected there, we feel within us the pulses of a never-dying spirit, and we

say, greatest of all is the spirit of man, aided by thought, which is closely

allied to it; it is the controlling power of the mighty universe—spirit.

The God of love, the spiritual sun from which emanates peace, charity,

purity, and all the kindred virtues, is not an earthly king, for, He is

everywhere present, pervading all and would draw all men by the bonds

of Love. Is it through the natural senses? N0! through the spiritual

by the power of thought ,and, as the oxygen of the air sustains the physi

cal nature, we go beyond, we see that this great power sustaining the

mighty planets, also, sustains a temple of unfading beauty, the invisible,
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the Spiritual, and We say, “Majesty of majesties is thine, Oh Jehovah!

A spirit of spirits.” In the two fold development of life, Thou art the

Controliing power and they who worship Thee must worship in spirit

‘ and in truth.

Let us return to the narration.

Let us, by using the imaginative faculties, contemplate such a scene

as is descsibed in the allegory. Every vestige of vegetation is swept

from the face of the land, bare and desolate are the majestic monarchs

of the forest, no merry songsters twitter in leafy branches, no low of

cattle, no sheep grazing upon the hills, no fields of waving grain, no

garnered sheaves, no product of vine or field, naught but desolation;

the only sounds which break the solemn stillness are the roar of the cat-v

aract, the rush of receding waters, or the murmur of those which have

almost gained their natural state. But look above; the heavens have

not been affected by this deluge, the same blue sky, the fleecy clouds

scud, here and there, like angel barks, the lurid streaks are in the east— ’

the great king of day arises, moves across the canopy, the zenith is

reached and desolation stares us in the face, now the shades of evening

are drawing nigh, dark clouds again appear; with what horror do the

beholders contemplate it? Ah, joyl the sun breaks through the clouds

and in the eastern hesvens a beautiful semi-circle appears, those colors,

so delicate, so gradually does one blend into the other! this is a ‘ compen
sation for the dreary waste below. i

It is the bow of promise ; no more shall the beautiful land he deVas

tated, seedtime and harvest shall not cease. In the great deluges of

earth a dreary waste always follows, but, look up, see the sun of peace

in the spiritual heavens, the angel hope is too hovering, the bow of prom

ise appears, and seedtime and harvest shall not cease. 4

Keep the heart lifted, in the realm of Love you may gain strength, the

bow of promise is varied, one beautiful deed may follow another, it may

be the simplest duty of life, but, it is a tinting for the bow. You can

not describe the beauty of that how to one who has never beheld it

neither, may you describe the bow of your ideal heavens. It must be

witnessed and this can be done only through the daily actions. A loving

word and here is a delicate tracing or shadow of the real bow; a noble

deed, and here is the bow itself, the one is beautiful, but the other is re

splendent; its beauties are brought to view. We take fresh zeal for the

daily duties, knowing that peace is, again, upon the face of the earth.

IDA M. MERRIL.
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WHAT WOMEN ARE DOING.

The recent convention of the Woman’s Christian Temperance Associa

tion, which was held in this city, was the first demonstration of such a

character which the women of this country have ever made, and it was in

every way worthy of them and' of the noble cause they advocate. The

motto of this society is “Home Protection.” The mothers, wives and sis

ters of the land are fully convinced that they, if any one, are the chief

sufferers from the prevailing evil of intemperance, and they appeal to all

voters, to all political parties, to the Legislatures of the several States

and to Congress, to step forward without delay or hesitation and do what

can be done to stay this evil. Their appeal is the most moving one ever

addressed to the people of any country.

The public have taken an unusual interest in this convention of wo

men, in consequence of the new methods adopted by them for reaching

the consciences of men. The church in which the excersises were held

was daily crowded with people of both sexes. The addresses and debates

excited an unusual degree of interest, and forced the question on the

minds of all whether this most important of all social subjects had hith

erto received that serious attention which it deserves. It was very evi

dent that the temperance cause has been taken hold of on a 'new side—its

domestic side. There the tenderest and profoundcst sentiments known

to men are located.

Something like this has long been needed to lift the temperance cause

out of the ruts of habitual advocacy and give it a fresh form of presenta

tion to the public thought and reflection. The men having shown them

selves incapaple of doing any more good for the temperance reform at

present, they could not do so good as to surrender the field to women_

In the comparitavely little time during which the latter have been at

work they have shown what they could do if they were not interfered

with. In their hands is placed a lever with power to move bodies sup

posed to be immovable before. Women will have a hearing on this sub

ject when they demand it, as they do now. She is able to wield influences

which are hardly supposed to exist. As her work goes on her power will

be made more visible—Banner of Light, Boston '

 

THE realities of life are not as the-anticipations of youth, the fiowe'ry

paths are not always the real ones, but, the imaginary ones; stern duty

is sometimes followed over stony paths,
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OUR FOREST.

See the great sublimity of nature in the grand old forest, hear the mer

ry twitter of songsters, it is spring time, the buds are bursting their pris

on houses, they are struggling to be free; see the delicate fibrous stem

which first appears, then, the perfect stem and leaf, the whole is'one wav

ing mass of emerald—the banners of nature are the most perfect—they

are waving a glad and joyous welcome to the return of balmy breezes,

sweet echoes in the neighboring hills, the trickle of water from the ice

covered sheet of the past; the blades of grass, too, are peering from a

darksome mould, now they wave in the shadows of the elm, oak, hickory

and various species which comprise our forest. Ahl we see the spring

blossoms, the butter cup, the daisy, the violet, the bluebells and sweet

Williams, the locust blossoms shower white petals upon the mossy turf,

and as we gaze upon their loveliness, we say, Ah, mighty art thou Divin

ityl sublime is this evolution, great is the voice of the Ruler that it may

descend from the mighty thunders, unto the low murmur of the stream,

and the slight breathing of the lowest form of vegetation.

Again, we gaze upon our forest, the sun has reached its meridian, it

is noonday, the scorching heat of summer is upon us; we do not long con

template the scene, but, we enter the forest, we recline beneath the shel

tering arms of the oak tree, we see the stream which was laughing, dan

cing, merry, at spring time, sluggisth move adown its course, we see the

pebbly bottom where the waters were shallow, and are now exhausted,

by the sun’s scorching rays, we see here and there a flower in some se

questered shade, the cattle lazily grazing or resting beneath other branch

es. This is our forest, YET, not the same._ Is it the forest which has

changed, or is it the state of life? What has caused it ? It is the pro

gress of the earth around the sun, bringing it in that direction where the

suns power has greater force, and the development of vegetable life' is

proceeding; we are not astonished, it. is our forest yet; we enjoy the

breezy shades we see that harvest is nigh.

Again, we enter the old path; we do not now recline beneath the

shades of the outspread arms; we wander adown the well-worn path, we

see the stream gathering new forces, not the same merry ripple, but a

steady gathering of power for a time, a deeper tone, a wider chaunel than

of spring time; the scorching heatsjof summer are past, the earth is

-still revolving, the rains of autumn are past, and a cool salubrious at

mosphere pervades; we see in the distance through the interstices of the
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forest the gathered grain, we hear the light tread of squirrels [as they

hurry past with nuts, the voices of children are wafted on the air, they

are gathering bountiful supplies, also, for the winter, and, as the nuts

are heaped into huge piles, their merry glee ripples upon the breeze—like

the tones of some perfect music they come to us, the vibrations awaken

echoes in the heart, we are carried back to the time when we first en

tered our forest, then, the song of the stream was as the laugh of the

children, and we are suddenly brought into communion with the s‘u

preme Power. Ah yes! we say, our forest is almost ready to throw ofl'

its leafy mantle and in this last transition, the childish laugh has car

ried us back to the first spring time.

We have another forest, and it is a temple as grand as this majestic

picture in nature’s realm. Sunny childhoodis the ripple of the spring

brook, the dawn of manhood is the meridian, it is then, when the physi

cal powers are greatest, that the heat of the battle is heaviest, then, we '

enter the depths, yes, beneath shade of the great sentinels, we ponder

upon the problems of duty and pleasure, we do not contemplate the scene

from without but enter into the depths of progress in some sphere—some

vocation, select a resting place—bend our energies in some particular di

rection; the streams ripple not as of yore, the shallow _waters are ex

hausted, and the pebbles—ditficulties, are in bold relief; but the deepbeds

where collect the sunfish are visible, we know where the difficulties are,

we know where may be found the deepest channel, when the stream

rises again; the laughter and gaiety of childhood is exchanged for the

sober thought of maturity, and the scanning of future developments.

As the pebbles were not visible in spring time, and childish feet bared

that may wade the shallow depths could trace them only in this way, not

with the bold relief which greets us, so, with childish griefs and sorrows

—emerge from the stream and they are remembered not, but, in this

view they stare us relentlessly in the face.

Autumn, and We see our harvest, the wheat and fares have grown to

gether, and we separate them as best we may; we are in the path as v of

old, the reflection of the deeds of the past are mirrored upon the full rol

ling stream, as are the shades of the trees upon the literal one. The leaves

are falling, and, for every leaf that falls,there is a silvery streak in the

glossy locks. .

The gently ebbing of autumn into winter is the most silent and steady.

Ah, now we see the sheet of waters transformed into a glassy surface,

the children are here again, gay, and joyous are the shouts, the skates and
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sleds, bearing the merry ones, skim before us; we arouse and look upon

our forest again. Behold! the mantle is changed; pure white fieecy

robes envelop all, and we say, “Our Forest still,” the same—but, not the

same—the wheel of time has but given us new robes, changed the songs

and echoes for the calm state of repose. The-silver locks are the great

est, the peace and quiet of repose is around us, and We emerge, that we

may gaze upon our forest for the last time. It can be contemplated from

without best, as it could in the first picture. Would you have it other

wise ?

We see the same forest really, and the pictures are all engraven upon

the mind’s temple. So gradual, and so blended has been the tracing of

the delicate artist that we scarcely know where is the termination of the

one and the origination of the other. Thus, is our forest of forests which

is ours to cultivate, to enjoy, to value, to appreciate. From the early

childhood to the last robes—the last scene, does this temple which is, as

truly God’s, as the wooded temple of nature, present the grandeur and

sublimity of a Mighty Monarch. IDALINE.

 

DIAMOND DUST.

 

Give of what thou hast to him that asketh; whos0ever but giveth a

loving word hath placed a gem in life’s crown, hath planted a seed in'

fertile soil. It is not the value of the gift which gives the most pleasure,

it is the spirit with which it is given. Words are abundant; use gentle

words; they cost naught.

If thou hast something good to tell me of a brother, tell it but, if thou

hast not please desist; if it be anything that can be rectified, then it may

be well. If it is told with this object in view there is an excuse. If a

brother has a fault, and we may help him to overcome it, this is precious

gold. ‘

Golden sheaves of grain are the loving words, but, noble deeds are as

the grain threshed and fanned. If to our words, we do not also add no

ble deeds, it is as though we left the garnered ~heaves to the inclemency of

the weather. '

Lives or humility, of patient performance, of daily duties—although

obscurity envelope them, are grand pictures in the Drama from which, by

careful study, we may read volumes.

—_<,,____

IN the story of last number, “Where’s the Sin,” the name Mrs. Kent in '

the last four paragraph should have read Mrs. Ernest. '
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MORE INFORMATION WANTED ABOUT SPECIAL PROVIDENCE.

BY I). llO\\'LAND HAMILTON.

Is this world, physical or mental in any sense, governed by special

providence? Does God the Father, God the Christ, God the Holy Spirit,

or God the Devil, (I speak reverently), ever hear or answer verbal prayer

directly ‘2 In other words has the deific power any other mode of gov

ernment than by immutuble, unchangeable, impartial law ‘3 Is there

any call in the affairs of men for the use of the term “special grace?”

Should we ever call any event in the affairs of men, however favorable

or unfavorable, specially providential? Are not all seeming providences,

good or bad, the results of coincidence of human-angelic interference ‘P

. I know very well what the professedly Christian church says, but I

want the world at large to know what we as a body of modern Spiritual

ists believe as touching this important doctrine of the church. A truth

ful, unequivocal answer to this question, it seems to me, entirely and for

ever decides the matter as to whether we ought 'to be, or have any right

to be styled Christian Spiritualists, for the whole formula of Christianity

hangs on this one idea of God’s special care for his saints, and special

dislikes for his sinners. _

Now, if we are to believe that God or the deific spirit is no respecter

of persons, and that he governs the physical, mental and spiritual world

by unvarying law, then we have no claim to the title by which Chris

tians choose to represent themselves; and when the matter involved in

these questions is intelligently settled in the minds of Spiritualists, there

can be no schism in our ranks. Then none will be called infidel and none

called Christian, but all called men and women, brothers and sisters, ra

tional believers in immutable law and eternal progress in spheres beyond

this life, from which departed spirits, sometimes called angels, do return,

under favorble circumstances, and communicate with mortals in the

body. I appeal to know if such a belief which is the real gist of all mod

ern angelic teaching, does not afford a platform broad enough and good

enough for all the world to stand upon and grow mto harmony with

themselves, their fellow men, and the universe of God, without calling

themselves anything but men and women'

Spiritualism will scon be accepted by the whole world as completely

' as the principles of phrenology, or mesmerism, and what but human

brotherhood and God Over all, in all and for all, is left, out of which to
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formulate a creed? When people come to believe that it is impossible

for God to be partial, and that he cannot be teased to do anything even

for the most saintly,0utside of impartial law, and that he never lets slip

a single chance to help even the weakest and most erring of his crea

tures when circumstances permit, then they will be what I call “Harmo

nial Philosophers,” entirely above the use of all such terms, as “Godless

souls,” “God forsaken,” “lost sinners,” “hell doomed,” “totally depraved,”

“irredeemable infidels," “goats,” “tares,” and all such unbrotherly, un

sympathetic epithets. Before the millennium can possibly come in its

fullness the world has got to be imbued with the idea that every human

being is just as good as he possibly can be, considering the natal, ante

natal, and post-natal conditions of his existence. This is the Only just

ground on which the law of charity rests—Religio.

 

MAN IMMORTAL.

 

Bishop Foster of the Methodist Church recently delivered an excellent

discourse on the immortality of man. The following is the gist of it:

Man was an exceptional being; he was a spirit—a spirit-shrine, The

body was not the man; only an accident of his existence. His bodily 0r

ganization was designed to be a temporary arrangement, never intended

to be a perpetual, but was succeeded by the spiritual body, that of resur

rection. When the animal body died, the man survived. Death was ev

olution, progression. To the animal It was a door opening out into the -

darkness; to man a door leading into light and life. To the animal it

was life obliterated; to the man it was a beautiful being, mounting on

wings of flame into an existence of beautitude and glory. The difierence

between man and animal was in the non-animal existence. The soul

survived death because the Divine plan intended that it should. There

was no argument that affected the integrity of man’s immortality. Ger

tainly there was no positive evidence that it did exist hereafter; but there

was no positive evidence to a man that the sun was existing after it

sunk beneath the horizon. The materialist asserted that the soul was

dependent for much of its activity, and the death of the brain involved

the death of the soul; in fact, all the senses depend on physical organiza

tion of their sensibility. Therefore materalism drew its inference of

non-existence hereafter. The argument involved much rationality, But

facts did exist which abated the force of, if they did not entirely set aside

these arguments; the intellect did carry on all branches of activity, as
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was known, without the aid of the senses. Man’s spiritual activity on

earth was called for by material objects. Whatever was the dependence

in point of fact. The most fundamental activity of spirit was intellec

tion,—the knowledge of its own consciousness, and the recognition of a

like element in others. It could never be brought to. debate the exist

ence of a thinking spirit in the arrangement of plan. Therefore this ex

istence of the plan of creation, was proof positive to the human mind

that a thinking spirit must have devised it. Materialism was there at

fault, and must admit the pre-e'xistence of mind to matter. It was a

gratuitious assumption on the part of materialism that because the spirit

did exist in matter, it could only exist thus. We know what other beings

thought, not by physical observation but by external action of the body,

by which God made the internal man visible to our consciousness. An

tecedent thought was known to us by the manifestation of a predeter

mined plan; for we could not believe in the devisement of the plan with

out a devisor.

__‘,>____

A NEW YEAR'S STORY.

WHERE’S THE sm ‘8

(CONTINUED.) >

The 2nd day of January, 18—, and two days, succeeding each other,

could not be more alike in appearance; the grand sublimity, of unsullied

loveliness, still enlivened the gay and joyous city of 8—. Sleighs still

sped over the glassy surface, but there is something in the air which tells

usthis day is not as was yesterday, the gaiety, the bustle, the excitement

of holiday action is toned down to sober, real life, the sleighs now carry

more persons intent upon business. than upon pleasure; we read in the

faces of those we meet another story; were we but ushercd from a strange

country and knew naught of the day, we would know that it was not

holiday. There is an atmosphere, which pervades dwelling houses, cit

ies and localities, which gives us an insight into the inner life, we come

in rapport with the prevailing ideas, or sentiments. Quiet reigned in

most mansions, ladies were languidly conversing upon the events of the

day previous, not in the jubilant excited manner of yesterday, when prep

arations were the order, and pleasure was anticipated.

Alice Kent arose from her couch heavy hearted. This was an emotion

which was unnatural to her sunny , loving disposition. She usually awoke

as happy as a lark, for, as the only child of the wealthy Mr. Kent, she had
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no more care than the merry songsters which twittered in the branches of

the maples in spring time. At breakfast she was rallied by her father for

her unhappy countenance. Mrs. Kent had not yet made her appearance.

“What willpapa’s little bird be by the time she has been in society

three years ?" _

“Well, papa, I never want to have another wine reception, if I am cal

led ‘vulgar’ by our class. I became so worried that it was fairly irk

some to repeat the same silly nothings to those for whom I did not care,

nor they for me.I Papa, some of the gentlemen acted so silly and walked

so unsteady, I would have thought they were drunk, only, mama said

such gentlemen as would visit me were not drunkards.”

“You dear little puss, I fear you will not be so innocent of the ways of

the world by the time you have been in society a year.”

“Dear papa if this is a sample of the life I must lead in S—, I wish I was

back in dear old H—, where we studied all day, had an hour’s recreation

in the library‘before tea, where we might converse together, or amuse our

selves as we liked, then, our dear little prayer meeting after tea, where we

_ talked together freely, so unlike the stiff, cold meeting in the cathedrel

here; it fairly chills me. Then we never had to be so prim, and so

careful what we said, all the time and afraid to laugh for fear we should

be called rude, and the quiet talks I had with Aunt Fannie were so

dear to me. (Aunt Fannie was one of the teachers who received this ap

pellation because of her sympathy with the girls) I wish I could have

lived there always and never come into society, if I might have had you

and mama near me'”

To Mr. Kent, Alice was the same simple little girl whom he had taken

to H—, seminary five years before; he could not realize that she was on

the threshold of womanhood, and addressed her in the same manner.

"Never mind, little daughter, you are to comfort father and mother in

old age. You shall not be hurried into the care and anxiety which at

tends fashionable life. You are getting pale, you must have more exer

cise. Get on your wraps, I want you to run down to the store with me

and help me look over my books. Beginning the New Year, I always

see that all is right‘ by personally examining the accounts. Then we

shall have a sleigh ride.”

“Oh papa. I shall be so pleased to gb.”

She skipped along by his side, prattling like a child, filling the father’s

heart with joy to see that she was indeed the same artless child yet.

~ Coca CORAL.
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HEAVEN AND HELL.

BY B. F. BARRETT.

Both hell and heaven, according to the New Theology, are within

men. They are not places but states of life. But in the other world,

these states project themselves outwardly, making all the surroundings

of each spirit a perfect mirror, as it were, of himself;—refiecting with

'mathematicai precision his own afiections and thoughts. Heaven is a

state the very opposite of hell; as opposite as day is to night, light to

darkness, health to sickness, love to hate, good to evil. The essential

life of heaven, is the life of disinterested love—love to the Lord and the

neighbor. The essential life of hell, is the life of self-love; and this is

real hatred of the neighbor. Heaven is a state in which the understand

ing is illumined by the light of truth; hell is a state in which it is ob

scured by the darkness of falsity}. Heaven is a state of spiritnal health,

order, peace and joy unutterable; hell is a state of spiritual sickness, un

rest and comparative sorrow. In the most exalted heavenly state, ev

ery one loves others more than he loves himself; in hell, and in all hel

lish states, every one hates others in comparison with himself. Heaven

is a state of humility, self-forgetfulness, and of sweet and serene trust

in the Lord; hell is a state of pride, self-seeking, and inward alienation

from and opposition to the Lord. Heaven is a state of the most delight

ful freedom, in which every one finds his highest gratification in the

‘ performance of good uses from love to the Lord and his neighbor; hell is

a state ef spiritual thraldom, in which no useful act is performed from

love or of delight in the use, but only by compulsion, as a slave works

under the lash. '

It should be said, however, that the love of self is evil and makes man

an infernal only when it is the supreme and ruling love. Then it is out

of its placeand the soul is in disorder. In its right place, which is a

state of subordination and complete subjection to the nobler love , of

heaven, it is good and useful. Says Swedenborg:

“These three loves (the love of heaven, the love of the world, and the

love of self) are related to each other like the three regions of the body,

the highest of which is the head, the intermediate the chest and abdo

men, while the legs and feet and soles of the feet form the third. \Vhen

the love of heaven forms the head, the love of the world the chest and

abdomen, and the love of self the feet with the soles of the feet, then

man is in a perfebt state accordng to creation, because the two lower
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loves then subserve the highest as the body and all its parts subserve

the head.”

But when the love of self or of the world is as the head—is supreme—

then the true order is reversed; the man is turned, as it were, upside

down; the love of heaven is as the feet, and he tramples on the laws of

justice and neighborly love as often as his ruler (self-love) dictates.

Such, according to Swedenborg is the essential nature of heaven and

hell. They are both within the human soul, and consist in essentially

opposite states of life—opposite kinds of love—resulting by inevitable

sequence, in character, conduct, modes of government, and an outward

or objective world, as different as are the loves that rule in those two

kingdoms respectively.

Surely there is nothing unreasonable in all this.

‘THE SPIRITUAL ORISISIN CHRISTENDOM.

 

That such a crisis impends is a wide conviction, even iu the churches;

occasionally spoken of in public, oftener in private, and much thought

of by those who are silent. A late number of Unity, the Unitarian pa

per, has the following suggestive words under this heading:

“A recent utterance of Dr. James Martineau, of London, one of the

profoundest seers and most eloquent advocates of spiritual religion liv

ing in our day, does not seem to have received the attention which he de

serves. It was at the close of the brilliant Hibbert lectures on early

Christianity, delivered by Renan, that Dr. Martineau is reported to have

spoken very impressively of the religious crisis through which Christi

anity is passing at the present day. He referred to the striking resem

blance existing between the early Christian age and the piisent, and

showed how true it is that in certain broad and general aspects history

repeats itself. * * * That age was pre-eminently one of transition,

and so is this. The time-honored superstitions of Christianity were dy

ing out then, and the time-honored superstitions of traditional Christi

anity are dying out now. The philosophical superstitions of that age,

prompted by “unsatisfied wants,” have tneir counterparts in the specu-I

lations of to-day. That was specially a time of unrest, and the same

term describes the present. The alternatives then seemed to men to be

between a rigid conservatism, clinging tenacioust to the traditions of

the past, and an advanced liberalism utterly rejecting those traditions;

and is not the alternative presented to thoughtful minds to-day essenti
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ally of the same character ? Dr. Martineau closed by asking“. ‘

‘May we not expect the emergence of some faith remote alike from

mediaeval orthodoxy and present negations, so that neither in this moun

tain,‘ nor at Jerusalem, will men worship the Father, but on some height

of thought and piety veiled as yet in cloud ‘2’

“These words show how thoroughly this remarkable man appreciates

the gratuity of the present interregnum in Christendom. The Church

would do well to take to heart the warning of one of her greatest teach

ers, and prepare in season for the change that is inevitable. True, as

one considers the present pomp and power of the ecclesiastical world,

how far-fetched and idle seem such apprehensions! But here, too, his

tory furnishes us with an impressive parallel and lesson. Never was

the outward glory and pride of the Pagan Church so great as when at

the beginning of our era, corroded with unbelief and insincerity, it was

tottering to its fall. The sun never seems more splendid and creative

than when at evening it lingers amid gorgeous flushes of crimson and

gold in the western skies. And yet its essential life-giving heat has

then departed from earth, and its lessening rays are only sufiicient to

produce this illusive pomp and glory of color. So the vital heat of the

prevailing Christianity is fast dying out on the horizon of our time, and

glimmers but feebly in the hearts of its votaries, while yet the outward

church was never more imposing in the perfection of its admiration and

the pomp and circumstances of its worship.

“But the sun never fails to rise again with new stores of illumining

and creative power. So this central sun of the moral universe, the

quickening force of religion in man’s heart, though eclipsed for a season,

will never entirely pass away. . . .Our own day is critical rather. than

creative, bat. this also is only a necessary transition. It is even a hope

ful condition of things religious, since it presages and prepares the way

for a new manifestation of the Spirit of faith. We are engaged to-day

in sifting the products of the past; its mingled truth and error are sep

arated with careful discretion. We are clearing the ground of the ac

cumulated rubbish of centuries, and preparing a way ‘for the returning

forces of the creative spirit.’ What form that return shall assume, who

shall dare to say ? It may bea re-birth of spiritual Christianity, or it

nay be, as Dr. Martineau seems to opine, a new and higher revelation

still from the Eternal Wisdom. . But we have no fear of the result, and

do not share in the shallow opinion that faith has been destroyed by

seience and that men will grow'less religious as they know more.”
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Blessings are sometimes nearer than we think; truths stand at our

door unseen while we strain our eyes to catch a faint glimpse of some

dim and distant glory.

The spiritual philosophy. or that synonym for it, the Harmonial Phi

losophy, adopted by a living seer, is “a harmonious search for wisdom” in

the light of spiritual idealsl This philosophy is strong in the truth that

orthodoxy and paganism hold, but would free them from all dogmatism

or revolting doctrines; it is strange too in the truths of materalism, but

would make law the process of mind, and so intensify it with new life.

It starts with the positive power of mind over matter, of the soul of

things over that outward body we can see, and 'which we call Nature.

It gives us, in the facts of spirit presence, outward proof confirming the

inner witness of the soul that a life beyond is real and not an empty

fancy. It is broad and eclectic, recognizes the unity and fraternity of hu

manity, in its inner life; and s0 is hospitable to truth—old or new, Pagan

or Christian; hospitable also to truth from both worlds—or from the

realm of eternal life beyond the grave as well as from those in earthly

forms around us. ‘ Q -

Out of this comes natural religion—the binding one’s self to the eter

nal life, the clinging close to the eternal law and right which is freedom

and growth.

Here is “the emergence of a faith remote alike from mediaeval ortho

doxy and present negation," which the gifted Englishman looks for; the

salvation from orthodox or negative dogmatism; “the height of thought

and piety veiled in a cloud” to those who fail to see the angels at their

doorsl—Rel'igio.

_____<.>_—_

AN organism is not a man, or any part of a man. Everything that

pertained to humanity is of spirit. But it is the Divine plan that

every spirit has a martial form to bring it into visibility and give defin

ite relation to space. While mans a spirit in present form, he was not

designed always to maintain the same relation to that form. All the

senses administered to the person; but since this form was all-necessary

as a primary meditation to the future existence, when it has accomplish

ed that end it becomes a nonenity. '

All attention to the animal existence is degrading in comparison

with spirit; and God never intended that the spirit should only live to ad

minister to this body and then die—Manford’s Magazine.
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THE OLD AND THE NEW.

The old year gone, the new one dawns,

Its sun is rising now.

In faith and hope, with zeal and truth,

Precious seeds let us sow.

As each day comes, ma we gain strength

To battle with life’s t rong.

M? we build well, upon a rock,

oundation firm and strong.

M? we stand firm for right with might,

or goodly word and deed;

May we ‘take truth where’er ’tis found,

The crystal fountain feed.

For every failure in the past,

A flower we’ll place this year,

We’ll list to voices in the air,

Saying, “Do right—never fear.”

CORA CORAL.

.
.

+

THOUGH the Lord be high, yet hath he respect unto the lowly; but the

proud he knoweth afar off.

The Lord will destroy the house of the proud.

Pride goeth before destruction, and a haughty spirit before a fall.

___<.,_____

THE MISCHIEF OF 1’Ass10N.—“Will putting one’s self in a passion

mend the matter?” said an old man to a boy who had picked up a stone

to throw at a dog. The dog only barked at him in play.

“Yes, it will mend the matter,” said the passionate boy; and, quickly

dashed the stone at the dog.

The animal thus enraged, sprang at the boy, and hit his leg; while the

stone bounded against a shop window and broke a pane of glass.

Out ran the shopkeeper, and seized the boy, and made him pay for the '

broken pane. He had mended the matter finely indeed!

’ It never did, and never will, mend a matter to get into a passion about

it. If the thing be hard to hear when you are calm, it will be harder

when you are in anger.

If you have met with a loss, yeu will only increase it by losing your

temper. '

Try to be calm especially in trifling troubles; and when great ones

come, try to bear them bravely.
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THE SIGNS 01‘ THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

In the third chapter of Acts Peter and John went up together at the

. hour of prayer, being the ninth hour. There was a certain man lame

from his birth, whom they laid daily at the gate of the temple to ask

alms of those that entered in. When Peter and John were about to go

in he asked alms. Peter fastening his eyes upon him with John, said,

“Look on us” and he looked expecting to receive something of them. Peter

said, “Silver and gold have I none, such as Ihave I give thee. In the-name

of Jesus Christ of Nazareth rise up and walk.” He took him by the

hand and lifted him up and immediatly his feet and ancle bones received

strength and he walked with them into the temple, and all the people

saw him walking and praising God as the man that was made whole by

Peter and John. All the people ran together, greatly wondering. Peter

said unto them why marvel ye or look'so earnestly on us, as though by

our own power or holiness we had made this man to walk ?

Peter then related the death and resurrection of Jesus, how he was the

Great Prophet, promised Israel, or to the Church and that they had

deemed his being the one he represented himself to be, and that they had

killed him whom God had raised from the dead, when we are witnesses

and by the same power that raised him from this lower or natural sphere,

into the spiritual, has given this man the perfect soundness in the pres

ence of you all. It was through ignorance ye did it as did also your

rulers but those things which God before had showed by the mouth, of

all his prophets that Christ should suffer, he hath so fulfilled. Repent ye

therefore and be converted that your ignorance may be blotted out when

the times of refreshing shall come from the presence of the Lord.

The same power is being manifested at this time and may be called the
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Kiniddmgof Heaven, as it Brith happiness and jdy toYthose Who can re

ceive knowledge,‘a§‘ little children, from the great teacher. The Bible is

likened unto a candlestick, it holds a light but those who are buried in

material ideas or as it were cannot discern the light, therefore, they think

there is none. 'All those who think they stand on the pinnacle of science

take heed lest they fall, there is no limit to progression, they have only

learned the alphabet of natural things and the great problems of life are

revealed to babes, or those who have but little knowledge, but they have

a curiosity to learn something and are willing to investigate without- ar

rogance and light and knowledge will be their reward. Both learned and

unlearned, if they will knock at the d00r of theflspiritual realm where the

soul of all light dwells, it will be opened and ask for knowledge and

they will receive. Mas. M. MERRICK.

—__,,_—

CORRESPONDENCE.

MISS. IDA M. MERRILL, EDITRESS A Fountain of Light :—I have before

me two copies of the above named Magazine of 16 pages, Vol. 1st and’ff I

have read them through some two or three times, and if I live much

longer I expect to read them as textbooks every day in finishing educa

tion in this my mundane and preparatory school, so that I may stand a

good examination when I pass over to that grand University in the Sum

mer Land I wish to enter an advanced class in that 'college of many

mansions. I admire the name of this little text book and will now talk a

little about it. I shall get a copy of it every week as long as I live; it is

printed on good paper and excellent large and new type, and when one

commences to read it they will rarely stop till they read the entire book

through of sixteen pages, and then review it. No man or woman will

carefully read these numbers without being made the better for it, and

improved mentally and morally. I have copies of most of the Progres

sive papers published in the United States, and I can truly say that I

find in this Fountain of Light more to praise and' admire and less; ‘to

blame or dislike than any publication I have ever read. No seeker 'after

light can read these little Magazines without imbibing largely of the

Christ Spirit, and becoming wiser and better. I am old and infirm;

have lived three scores and 12 years. I wish to do all the'good I can the

short time I may be permitted to remain here. I do not belieVe that 'I

can better serve my God than to circulate this Fountain of Light. I

must now close this sheet, as I am suffering with an afflicted-eye"

' ‘ ' JAMES Dow.
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DIAMOND DUST.

 

It is not the position you occupy which makes you great, but it is the

faithful performance of the humblest duty.

Grandeur and sublimity of soul is experienced when we forget self, and

extend the hand of sympathy to others.

Like dewdrops on the parched grass are tears shed o’er failures and

shortcomings, and, as the refreshing drops revive the withered turf, so

may tears purify the heart.

We are gently gliding adown the stream of time, or we are lashed by

the mighty waves but we are as surely nearing another shore in the one

case, as the other.

We learn by experience lessons of wisdom, of patience, of hope and

truth; we also learn lessons of sorrow and grief, but they all make up

life.

Let us not forget our blessings and mercies, as we remember our mis

fortunes.

Live with the idea in view, that thou art laying the foundation of an

everlasting life, if the foundation be not firm a building cannot stand.

We love most that which is in harmony with us; if our natures are

pure we love the great natural world, and the good and true in human

ity; if they are earthly, we love the shining coin, and may not see through

humanity, even the erring and weak-the diamond which but needs poL

ishing. '

Conn CORAL.

-____.>____

To the little babe, of three weeks, who has received the name “Ida” in

honor to us, we send our best wishes, for its future welfare; may it grow

in beauty daily, may the blessings of heaven be showered upon it, and

may the holy angels guard and guide it, aiding the parents in the cultiva

tion of the character, that it may become a true and noble woman, a

comfort to the parents, filling their hearts with joy and gladness. To

the parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bruton, of Alabama, we say, we thank

you for the compliment, and a very singular coincidence is the little one

was already named Mary and by the addition, “Ida,” which you expect

to call it, gives it our christened name in full, but, always beingcalled Ida, .

also, write it Ida M. Did the angels do it? We want to hear more' from

the little one when it learns to write. We have written a poem concern

ing Ida M. which shall appear in our next issue.
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A NEW YEAR'S STORY.

WHERE’S THE SIN ?

('cmnmrnpo)

The books were soon looked over. Loving hearts made light work for

ready hands, and the father says:

“Alice we shall have such a delightful ride; Beauty fairly dances with

impatience, and we shall have one every day as long as the snow lasts,

and after that a buggy ride that we may get some roses in your pale

cheeks once more.”

“I do wish mama would come along too papa and laugh, sometimes,

and be happy. Aunt Fannie says Christians ought to be happy and try

to make others so. She always said, girls remember the only way you

can obtain happiness is by makingthe most of life, and kindly assisting

others, by seeing beauty in every thing; and papa do you know, that

since that time, I have seen such lovely things in everything, I have

watched a little bird build its nest and this was what I thought, you

dear little bird you never went to school, you never studied a latin les

son in your life, you never run the scales of a piano, you never learned a

trade, yet, you can do what I could not, you can take the little twigs, the

little tufts of wool, dry blades of grass, stray bits of thread and make

your little nest just the right size, hang it to the tree, or press it between

the branches and all with the delicate bill, then you open your little bill

and the sweet strains of music rivaling the grand production of the,

great masters are sent out on the still air, floating like an angel’s voice

to me, then, I would think, papa, God surely did it. He taught the birds,

and I have wished He could teach me so that it would come to me

and be a part of me—all this that I have to learn; it seems so grand there

would be no mistakes and trying again, as Aunt Fannie used to say, but

everythin 'would be perfect when we first try. It was always so hard

to run the scales over and over again, and-not get them perfect, until the

hundreth time almost, and to read over my lessons, again and again, be

fore they were perfect, but, Aunt Fannie always said you will some day

girls see a grandeur in this, and she always had such good reasons for

eVery thing I think it must be true.”

“Yes, my daughter as you learn lessons of life, you will find the same is

true, 'were we to have everything to come to us in the most perfect state,

were there no exertions, or energy required, you see man would not be

above the beast; the little bird you noticed had not the great power which
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my little daughter has, the instinct, which taught it, was self-sustenance

and although it could form this nest—its home, if one of its kind was in

distress it could do, nothing to alleviate its misery; it could not change

the aspect of this great world, as can man. It could not show any re

sults which proved that the soul of this mighty Universe was working

through. It but followed a natural instinct, like unto that manifested

by birds from time immemorial; whilst, .as human beings, we may ac

complish results which have heretofore been unknown in the world, as

now we have ships and railways, cities and manufactories, and the many

indications of civilization, which shows us that these attempts and fail

ures, but aid man’s progress."

Mr. Kent saw in the brain of his little daughter, simple minded as she

was the gem of the real life; she had begun to ponder upon the infinite

workings of the unseen agent and but needed the aid of a right direction.

“0h papa I see it now!” exclaimed Alice. “It is so much grander to be

able to talk to each other, as we did at H—, and as we are talking now,

and to learn things over and over again, we would not have anything to

think about—and, then the people that build houses make every one bet

ter than the first and change them so that we can tell they are new; we

would become very much wearried to see every street and every house

. exactly alike whilst we are passing up and down.”

As they passed a corner, they met Harry; Mr. Kent insisted that he '

should get in and go home with them, but Harry declined saying he was

upon an errand for his mother, and he also remembered the day previous

with sorrow. Mr. Kent and Alice had not heard of his disgrace, and

great would have been the sorrow of Alice had she known it for the .

forecast had given her a premonition that she had done wrong.

Mr. Kent had always had a fatherly care over Harry, since the death of

his father, and Alice had in truth shared her “papa” with Harry. Wil

liam Ernest at his death left his son to the guardianship of Harry

Kent, as they had grown up together, shared the same sports, attended

the same school, entered business together, had been firm friends—like

brothers always. When he felt that the land immortal was in View he

says, “Harry be a father to my son.” '

And faithfully had Mr. Kent fulfilled his promise. Oh, sweet are the

ties of friendship which bind congenial souls. It was not simply to sat- _

isfy the momentary prayer of the dying man, and to be forgotten, again,

in the busy world’s care, but, sacredly had he held that promise. May it

not be that the presence of that departed father hovered near aiding him
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in his watch-care?

As was mentioned before, Alice had live years previous been placed

in the Seminary at H—, to be educated. A beautiful home, too, it was

fifteen acres in orchard, vineyard and play ground. The beautiful lawn

in front adorned with ornamental trees of various kinds, gave the young

mind a place where it might read lessons from the book of nature; here

it was that Alice learned the lessons of the birds, and many other use

ful lessons. Alice and Harry had graduated at the same Seminary the

spring preceding their introduction to the reader.

Conn CORAL.

~~~
~'——<.>~

* '

MODERN BEVELATIONB.

BY A. G. HOLLISTER.

“Yes there is but one way (of justification) for all souls, whether in

time or eternity, and that is the straight way which admits of no sin,

nor of any soul that hath committed sin, until a full and honest confes

sion of the same shall be made to the witnesses of God who are the

light of the world. All the soul’s words and ways must sooner or later

be brought to the judgment seat, or the soul remain miserable forever.

Then where can be the gain in prolonging a life of iniquity ? Souls are

liable to commit more sin after leaving the body than before, but with

less pleasure, not having the means to accomplish their designs of pleas

ure to the same extent as while in time, yet the spirit moves with greater

' activity. But sufficient means are given for every one to choose good or

evil, both in time and eternity, and to give all a perfectly free choice.

“The honest sincere soul that is seeking after righteousness, and is wil

ling to sacrifice all things to obtain it, and in this humble dependent

spirit crieth to me continually, his prayers are heard and answered in

my own time. But they who continue to pursue pleasure and self-grati

fication, find sufficient to divert them from the pursuit of righteousness

.until they are called to judgment. Then they must yield obedience to

the light given them, or after a fair trial they will be bound in chains of

darkness, and the power of gratification will be takeh away, but the rag

ing fire of their passions will become their tormentors. For every act of

sin strengthens those passions which lead to sin; therefore the longer

souls follow their own ways and wills in sinful gratifications, the more

deplorable is their state and the greater will be their sufferings. Y ou
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read of war in heaven, which is a warfare of the soul against the powers

of evil in those who seek the kingdom of heaven and its purity. This

is the spiritual warfare, and ye have the same on earth. Ye also have

the warfare which is carnal, wherein men seek to slay or captivate each

other; and as the earth and things therein are in imitation of the invis

ible‘world, why not carnal war therein ?—-Mind and/Matter.

There is none perfect, no not one; but, the pure desire, the upward. as

pirations, and the holy intents elevate the spirit, and every day art thou

judged. Oh man! If thy desires are evil thou needst not wait until an

appointed day of judgment, that an awful judge may pass sentence upon

thee. If the evil has sway in thy breast dost thou makest for thyself a

hell or heaven ? Dost thou make chains of darkness, or wreaths of im

perishable flowers? Thine own heart tells thee, and thou art thine own

accuser, and hast made thine own heaven or hell—thine own happiness

or misery. If there is light, and love is the law of the spirituai world,

if it is the ruling element inall purity, if it is the God-principle, which

we believe it is, it can reach from the highest “archangel,” to the lowest

depths and there must be a breaking. of the. chains, a bursting of the

bonds of evil, and the pure light—the law ofall purification—Love must

triumph and there is none, no not one, who can perish, for there is noth

ing lost, but the abstract; the reality must ever be retained and the orig

inal state is purity. The infant we know is-purity—here is the real life

and the evil, which it may gather in journeying through the world, is

only the abstract and must be lost, giving the individual the original

purity with developed powers. We cannot say when nor how long will

be the progressive period, but reason says there is one, or the Great plan

the natural law, is turned into confusion, and we are dwelling in a

realm of chance, and may as well expect a snow when the spring flowers

should bloom, as to expect the. delicate blossoms and leafy branches.

——<0»———

JOSEPH SELIGMAN, the Hebrew banker, who has made such munificent

benefactions, irrespective of color, race or creed, ought to shame the last

_ Christian into silence against the Jews. No charitable institution of

note has been overlooked by this princely philanthropist. The Isralite

has indeed returned good for evil by his bequeathing such sums' to ben

efit humanity. When the world begins to live above sectarianism, then

the wolf and the lamb will lie down together. This lesson of love and

good will, will be of greater value than the silver and gold he gave—

Western Light.
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IS LABOR A OUBSE?

 

Is a life of freedom from care, from employment of any kind to be con

sidered the greatest blessing upon the earth? Think of the grand re

searches physically and spiritually, mentally and morally that have been

brought forth by the great power—labor. Even the power of thought is

labor. The greatest developments of science, as well as the simple daily

'avocations are alike dependent upon this power—labor. It is considered

by many a curse that men may not live in a garden of Eden forever.

Could you retain an infant in your arms forever? Is it not snatched

from your grasp by the ever revolving wheel of time ‘3 A few revolutions

and you behold the man instead of the child. Does not nature say,

labor, progress ‘9 Does not a pleasant state of mind require employment?

Does not the very. movement of the planets, involve a power which is

equivalent to labor?

. You will find that machinery from the farm implements to the greatest

mechanism made by man retains its power by use. The rust will collect

upon an unused plow, but use the same utensil, carefully, cleanse it from

the particles which adhere to it place it in the shelter and the utensil will

be of value for many years.

“It is better to die in the harness” is a true saying; we see that those,

who labor, live longer than those who live an easy life. There is a me

dium between toil and inaction, and that medium is well directed labor

careful, steady and collected. No! the labor of the world is not a curse

but we agree with those who have said toil—never ending toil, is not a

blessing—no respite, no sweet reprieve in which the great majesty of life

may be contemplated. The grand mission for which we have been form~

ed cannot be realized when incessant, weary, harrasing toil from early

morn to close of day must be carried out, and the thought crowds upon

the weary one, “If I but sink beneath this burden, if di sease lays its hand

upon me, what will become of the dear ones dependent upon this toil ‘3”

A cold and uncharitable world is no asylum, the greedy avarice of human

*\

ity will not allow the great and noble qualities, of many, to shine forth, - _

and the weary burden oppresses, goads almost to madness the brain

which might otherwise be employed in higher and greater thoughts, yet

this does not come under the head labor—labor which develops the physi

cal, mental and moral nature, which uses the capacities of an individual

which but calls out the inborntalent, whatever it may be—hewing of

wood up to occupying the highest Seat in gQYQtnment.
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See the honest peasants of the “old country,” they never expect to be

wealthy, they are able by steady labor , to enjoy the good things of life,

in a simple manner; their ideas are simple, artless, free and unrestrained,

and physical labor is with them a blessing. It is no curse for them to

pursue the daily avocations, their holidays are enjoyed, but they do not

desire this life every day. The anticipation of pleasure is many times

greater than the participation, and thus whilst enjoying the brief holi

days they return to labor with a will, looking forward to the next, or

backward to the past, with as much pleasure as in the participation.

What would be the appearance of our cultivated civilized world with

out this great power labor? What is it that has built our cities, filled

our land With luxuries, given us the railway, the telegraph wire which

has utilized steam, stretched the cable across the Atlantic, given us the

telephone, the electric light, the beautiful homes, the exquisite adorn

ment of these abodes, the musical instruments from which may be sent

forth the chords of melody—the echoes of strains which may never be

transmitted through language, and also the medium by which language

may be expressed, first the elementary characters, then words; these

grouped in sentences express our ideas. How grand it all is! Labor

has brought it all to perfection. Oh, no! it is not a curse ;it is the motor

of the earth; it is the happy medium between ease and toil.

IDA M. MERRIL.

 

LUORBTIA MOTT.

 

. Mary Grew sent to these columns a just and beautiful tribute to Lucre

tia Mott. The press and the pulpit of the country gave the most ample,

cordial arid well-deserved testimony to the personal excellence of Mrs.

Mott, to her Superior intellectual ability, to her moral courage, to the

statesmanlike qualities and to theldecisive part she took in shaping and

carrying forward great national movements, while at the same time, she

maintained the most beautiful home life. Her death was a national loss;

and was- so regarded.

But the question forces itself: If it was so praiseworthy that Mrs. Mott

shrank from no peril to free slaves, that she stood with the first advocates

of equal rights for women, with the friends of free thought in religion

and of temperance and peace, how can those who praise Mrs. Mott justi

fv their own failure to follow her example; or, still worse, how can they

justify their opposition to those movements so cherished by Mrs. Mott.
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For more than thirty years she asked for the rights of citizenship for

women. But she died a disfranchised subject. What possible praise of

this dear saint can hide so shameful a fact or relieve the hollow sound of

eulogy from those whose deeds do not support their words ?

The Brooklyn Eagle proposes that women build Mrs. Mott a monu

ment. But would it not be more suitable that men, who now praise Mrs.

Mott, who have not helped but rather hindered her great claim for equal

rights for women, should have a monument built tall enough to have in

scribed on it her great, heroic and sweet womanly qualities; and below

these, let it be written: “This monument is dedicated with 'reverend

tenderness to the memory of Lucretia Mott, by repentant men who failed

to support her claim for justice to her sex, and who left her die by law to

the level of felons and idiots, but who now, by this token, pledge their

best endeavors to establish for women the claim to equal‘ rights which

she never ceased to make!” ‘ - ‘

Surely the highest tribute that can be paid to Mrs; Mott is to carry out

the idea, to the support of which she gave her life. " 'I ‘

One after another, women, who are great as philanthropists, great as

statesmen, great as reformers, pass away. Sarah Grimke, Angelina

Wield, L, Maria Child, and Lucretia Mott, each helped to mold the, age
in which they lived. Their virtues are extolled when they I are dead.

The greatest objects to which they devoted time, strength, money

and life are left unaided by the majority of those who are foremost to

sound their praises. It may be to the credit of such persons that they are

able to appreciate the worth and work of these women. But it will add '

nothing to their own credit that they refuse to aid or are indifferent to

the claims for justice to women, and equal rights for all, which Mrs. Mott

upheld, and on account of which all hearts are now drawn with grateful

reverence to her memory. Why will they not take up the work that fell

from her hands only when life itself ceased, and thus aid in carrying it

forward where she longed and strove to have it go ?—W0 man’s Journal,

Boston. . I V I

__<,»—

ALL the passions of our animal nature are increased by indulgence.

If they are improperly indulged, they will triumph in our ruin. They

will obliterate those heaven-born qualities of our minds which, if prop

erly cultivated, would assimilate us to angels and bring us home to

God.
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“PLEASE OR DISPLEASE."

We are sometimes pleased with the road of life,

There are roses scattered by the way,

And all with beauty and joy is rife;

We would”not have it another way.

But the road will change, the thistle show,

The thorny path, the stones appear,

And, “displeased.” we say—’tis a ways so,

A laugh or a smile, a frown or a tear.

“Pleased or displeased,” was our childish play,

And we chose which one we’d speak;

But, we find in life’s rugged way,

“Please or displease,” is not as we seek.

A shift of life’s scene, and a cloud will come,

Another move, and a sunny ray.

A forecast of our heavenly home;

But, yet, we choose not our way.

We are .“pleased” because ’tis real joy,

, Or “displeased”, because of grief;

But, the pure gold must have alloy,

Straws are a part of the garnered sheaf.

“Pleased or displeased,” it matters not

If the beautiful city of pearl,

' Down to our lives may be brought

Amidst the great world’s whirl.

Down to our heart’s midst the strife and woe,

Down to our lives with lessons of love,

Teaching the feet the ri ht way to go,

Linking us with the c ime above.

Teaching us to be kind, gentle and good,

Teaching us to be nob e and true,

Feeding us with the angel’s food,

The beautiful city lies always in view.

Our lives a part of the streets of gold,

Our deeds may be some of the pearls,

Then “please and displease,” our story is told,

And weleave the world with its whirls.

Conn CORAL.

FORBIDDEN fruit may be pleaeant to the taste, but it is not good for

the system. It does not bring peace, but bruises the heart and sickens

the soul, and sometime or other must produce reaction. repentance, and.

leave room for better desires. ’

I
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MAKE THE BEST OF IT.

1f trials and perplexities'come make the best of it; do not sit down

and mourn over what is uncontrollable, but be up and doing, with awill,

what your hand finds to do. It is impossible for you to have all the sun

shine there is in the world, in your little garden, wherever it may be.

If afflictions deep come upon you, if the dearest idols are broken, if

your beautiful garden is made desolate, if clouds lower and storms beat,

yet, make the best of it. Earnestly and zealously labor, plant another

garden, let your time not be wasted in repining over what is past, and

can never return only in a new form. Give earnest heed to life’s lessons

as they come, and make them valuable, useful. The trifling daily cares

must come to each individual, deep sorrows. too, are a part of the grand

make up of the great teeming ocean—life, and see we not a loving Fath

er guides? Ah, yes! we cannot think of this majestic world, this curi

ously constructed human frame, with the powers which accompany it,

the grandeur of soul purposes, of unspeakable joys, of unrevealed glo

ries which cast a delicate shadow before, of minute workings which re

veal a greater power than man—without yielding homage to that power

as a Father—a kind and loving Father who leads His children through

paths various, and, though the road be stony, and the bleedingfeet mark

the path'of the way-farer, the loving soul may see- in the distance, the

halo of a land which is eternal; it is the uplifting of the spirit in the

'arms of a loving Savior who would draw all men to Him, by self conse

cration, self abnegation, by the blood-stained cross, even,not by the death

of one man, but, through the taking up of that cross which means, meet

life as it comes to you, buffet with the waves, and lift up your brother

the while, heal the sick, cast out devils, lead the blind, which may be

those who are sick spiritually, blind in the great lesson of life. They do

not know how to make the best of it; pity them, aid them, lead them,

gently, tenderly, lovingly draw them by the chords of love; teach them

the better way, the bright side—the angel side of life, forgiving and for

getting, so far as human nature is capable of forgetting, knowing that as

said Jesus of Nazareth of his persecuters, they know not ,what they

do.

It is through ignorance'of the beautiful side of life, the better way

that many are cursing the world 'with evil deeds; if they could be taught

the better way, the noble way, which sees a beauty in the pleasure of

others, enjoys the happiness of others, and mourns over their grief,
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not selfisth enjoying simply that which brings pleasure to this frail hu

man frame, but sees in the happiness of others one of the links which

form a real eternity, a heavenly home, a better land. Oh! let us make

the best of life! it is too grand to be spent in murmurs, and repinings

over what cannot be remedied, only by placing the hand to the plow and

steadily' moving on. We may overcome mountains of dixficulty in this

way, and what seems to be, great troubles may vanish when we combat

them as we should, Yesl the beautiful life of him who is called Savior

by the Christian world, was given as an example. By doing good deeds

we are accepting him, saving ourselves from the knowledge of an evil

life, following him, even to the cross, by being ready to die, if necessary,

rather than commit an evil deed. What is it to yield up this human

frame to its native element, carrying a pure spirit into the Great Un

known. Is it not more precious than to dwell with a guilty conscience?

CORA CORAL.

._—<.>__-__

TEMPE-RANGE.

Why should we love Temperance? Because it brings with it happi

ness and prosperity, and makes us a better people; contrast the difier

ence between a drunkard’s home and one where temperance dwells; one

is squalid, misery andslavery, the other independence and liberty, and

yet it is the duty of all temperance people to do all they can toward light

ening the burdens of those people, made so by the relentless hand of the

rum seller.

God blesses every good and noble act we do, and the good and heroic

deeds of this life are among those that lift up fallen humanity, probe

the cesspools of iniquity and vice, by restoring them back to manhood.

We live in what is called a christian age and the natural supposition is

-—we ought to be a christian people. Christianity does- not consist in

robbing your neighbor six days in the week, and on the seventh going to

a', fine church with a sanctimonious face to be received into the folds of

Christ by taking part in the church services, and receiving the benedic

tion from the lips of the minister. Oh, no! Christianity means love, and

if there is a christian work to be performed here on this earth, it is in

the reformation of the drinking class. All along our pathway we meet

wrecks of what once were noble specimens of manhood, fit to adorn

places of honor and trust; we ‘ see their families brought down from

happy homes to poverty and disgrace; we see crime on the increase; we
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see temperance people derided by the officers of justice, who are kept

there by the rum power, and a bad state of affairs existing everywhere.

Oh, hasten the day when we can look upon each other as brothers and

sisters, working'towards the advancement of that grand liberal thought,

to make this our habitation here, as near perfection as we can instead of

cheating, robbing and killing with the ministerial hope held out to us,

that no matter what we do the future looms up before us in all its glo

rious splendor, with the great Giver of life siting on his throne surround

ed by angels of mercy to welcome us to that land of love—vthen we will

have done with scaffolds and penitentiaries and a better feeling will ex

ist throughout this, our beautiful land. 0. S. M.

-.—_4.>—.

A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS Is GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

In contemplating the natural world, to-day. we see where may be

drawn this inference, that Jehovah was displeased with men on account

of their wicked deeds, and sent this flood to purify, to destroy.

When a terrible plague, a famine, or deep trouble of any kind comes

upon men, it is apt to draw their minds to a self-examination, 'and to

cause the untutored to think it is the wrath of the Almighty.

It will~ deluge evil deeds, evil thoughts, and imaginations, when the

light of the coming era, this the dawn of the millennial period is upon

us; history has repeated itself, prophecys have been fulfilled, nation has

risen up against nation, father against son, brother against brother, the

earth has been devastated by pestilence and famine, submerged in the

darkness of superstition, the light has been hidden under a bushel, angel

voices been denied, the Great Monarch of the earth still holds the mighty

planets, the ponderous weight—life. There are none—to-day, who can

deny that there is a power pervading the spiritual atmosphere of our be

ing, which is stirring the pulses of' a deathless spirit, wakening in the

mind great and lofty thoughts—if they but reasonbly ponder. The

thoughts cannot be expressed or really understood in the full meaning;

for, as yet, this era which is approaching is but tinged with the rosy

dawn; the darkness of the darkest hour in the spiritual realm is reced

ing and returning like the ebbing tide; but, with each wave we see that

the water mark is lower, the sun will banish the clouds, and we must

expect in this accession, 0r era, to see the bow of promise; the clouds, of
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evil 'deeds, of evil thoughts, must banish when men may read the thought,

the intent, the design, when the loving angels from the invisible realms

draw aSide the curtain. They show us, even now, mirrored the deeds

the thoughts and even the intents, not only our own, but others. When

we see reflected in the same clear depths, motives thoughts and deeds of

others, we may “see ourselves as others see us,” see others as they are, as

they mean—intend. We see the loving angels, also holding the book of

life, the pages are turned, here are blots and tears, here are blank leaves,

here are pictures of desperate struggles, here are the imperfect pict

ures finished by the master artist.

We see the great realm of immortality which has no bound Or span,

which comprises the starry fi'rmament that meets our gaze, and here is

but the confines Of this boundless realm. 0h grandeur and sublimity

of life! we have taken but one feeble step in thy mighty path; we find

that, as the grain of sand upon the beach in comparison with the count

less millions, is our story of three score years and ten upon the world

called earth; as the drop of water taken from the ocean, so, is an individ

ual life, as the power of life’s ocean is formed by the union of the many

comprising it, we find that we are in like manner linked together by ties

of humanity—kindred ties; we find that as we injure self, we injure

others, and bring sorrow to self; that if we aid another, unconsciouly, we

have been elevated to a higher standing; that we are grandly and glo

riously fulfilling a simple mission in this great beautiful plan, if we but

yield to the holy influences—are willing to be guided by the Great power,

the inward monitor which says: Do right; if thou hast erred and see it

be willing to make recompense to thyself and brother.

Yes the -bow of promise in Christendom is appearing. The dogma3

and the creeds, the superstitions and vagaries, the selfish man-made laws

will die out, and the pure and undefiled religion of “Love to God and

man,” will take their place and the truth .will become apparent, that

“there is nothing hidden but shall be revealed.”

- Still, the angels come; they again show us the book of life, they show

us in the place of the tear and the blots a bright and beautiful crown;

for every tear over failure, we see a pearly drop in the crown, it is un

fading, it is crystallized and under the pure light of the spiritual sun it

sparkles and radiates. The tears shed over the weakness of another

whether literal, or only in thought, radiate to that individual giving that

'spirit an upward impetus, at sometime; if through the darkness of earth it

may not penetrate, when the earthly tabernacle is lain aside, then they
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fall upon that spirit, bear it above the tumultuous floods, form an' ark

which is secure. Oh no! the earnest desire, for elevation of souls or hu

manity, cannot be lost, we see_the blanks of the books are filled, by these

same loving angel hands, with words of encouragement, of comfort, of

admonition, of cheer, of advice; we see in place of the struggles and con

flicts a mighty armor of victory, the prayers or desires are again answer—

ed; perhaps, those desires were never expressed, it is not necessary that

they should be.

The spiritual realm—the great beyond receives impressions from this

invisible life, without the aid of the material; if thy bended knees and

thy loud speaking alone will save thee, thou hast a plan which is unlaw

ful, whilst thou prayest for thy brother, or thyself, use all the power

that thou hast to accomplish the fulfilling of that desire, if it is right.

The adversary is at work—the evil power, and, if thou dost patiently

wait, the victory is his. Thou mayst see that the inward desires whilst

at the daily toil have formed the gold for the crown, making it firm; and

unsullied it remains in that same great light if the pure desires have tri

umphed.

Yes! We say let prayers ascend, let them be sent on the mighty ocean

of thought, but, if whilst the prayers ascend, thy labors do not coincide

with them thou hast established two opposing elements which counter

act each other, and all is lost. Add to thy prayers and desires the deeds

which are of equal value they do not rise above the head and no bow of

promise may appear in the heaven of heavens. - IDA M. MERRILL.

____‘.>___

“HINT 'ro PARENTS.—F6W parents realize how much their children

may be taught at home, by devoting a few minutes to their instruction

every day. Let a parent make the experiment with his son of ten years

old, for a single week, and only during the hours which are not spent in

school. Let him make a companion of his child, converse with him fa

mililarly, put to him questions, answer inquiries, communicate facts, the

result of his reading or observation.”

__<.»_ I

In receipt of a letter from a gentleman, of Lamberta, Alabani'a,

near Mobile, giving us a description of his orange grove and many other

items of interest, which we should like very much to publish if he had

not requested otherwise. We thank him for the kind letter which he

has sent for pupiication to know that our feeble efiorts are appreciated

also, for the subscription he sent in addition to his own.
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THE SIGNS OF TEE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

“This is the stone which was set at naught by you builders which has

become the head of the corner. Neither, is there salvation in any other;

for there is none other name under heaven given among men whereby

we must be saved,” from errors and transgressions against the laws of

our nature. Now when they saw the boldness of Peter and John and

perceived they were nnlearned and ignorant'men; they took knowledge

that they had been with Jesus, and seeing the man who was healed be

fore them, they could say nothing against it. When they had command

ed them to leave the council; they conferred among themselves saying,

“What shall we do to those men; a miracle has been done by them, is

manifest, we cannot deny it, but, that it spread no farther, let us threat

en them that they speak henceforth to no man in the name of Jesus.”

Who can say that the signs of the times to-day do not correspond clear

ly with those recorded in the bible.

Peter and John answered whether it would be right to hearken unto

God, or you for we cannot but speak the things which we have seen and ‘

heard, and when they had farther threatened them they let them go.

They went to their friends, and reported all that the chief priests and

elders had said unto them. Now Lord behold their threatenings; and

grant unto thy servants, that with all boldness they may speak thy word

by stretching forth thy hand to heal; and that signs and wonders may

be done by the name of Jesus. At that time the Kings of the earth stood

up and the rulers gathered together, against the Lord and his Christ.

There is a similar opposition against truths, that the same spirit mani

fested through Jesus and his apostles, Christ and the apostles taught the

resurrection of man into a higher sphere of existence, and the life of
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Jesus was love, mercy and justice, all the virtues and elements of the soul

expressed in his loving kindness to humanity. There is no proof of his

ever living on earth until the Jewish time. Swedenborg—may be com

pared to John the Baptist, who came crying in the wilderness of men's

minds, prepare the way for the light, and now the voice of angels say

prepare thyself the way is open, and woe unto them that put stumbling

blocks in the way.

There is but one God, one Supreme Power over all, and one grand prin

ciple of life, love to God and humanity—this is all the law the prophets

taught. Mus. M. MERRICK.

 

CORRESPONDENCE.

We take the following from a correspondent, on receipt of first publi

cation:

Los ANGELES, Cal., Jan. 7th, 1881.

MISS IDA M. MERRILLz—The “FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT” just received.

I fully approve of its objects—as I understand them. In your speaking

of your cemetery, it recalls to me pleasant recollections of one at Hanni

bal near you, mentioned in my poem on, “Hannibal in Home,” my book

ofpoems—“How green and peaceful dost thou lie, making us almost wish

to die!” In this land of endless sunshine, and almost unvarying mild

climate, our cemeteries grow brown and desolate in the summer, and

when yours are covered with the snowy mantle of winter, ours smile in

their garments of green; but we miss in them the typical spring resur

rection from the death of winter, and so, notwithstanding one feels that

they could not live again in your extremes of cold and heat, yet, the

spring time remains in the memory a sad, sweet Oasis of the past.

I am glad to see an effort to arouse woman to her coming destiny, so

near upon her; let us hope that she will be in time, to help build the

breakwaters against the terrible waves of unlimited wealth in the forms

of monopolies, that are again building up the Bastilles 0f monarchies and

tyrannies, that the struggling people have shed so much blood to demol

ish. I send a little impromptu rhyme, given on the moment; use it if

you choose. Amos J. H. B.

139 MAIN Sr, Los ANGELEs, Cal.

—<,,__—

Command respect by correct deportment. Civility and politeness are

a part of the true gentleman, or lady.
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LIGHT IN DARKNESS.

“There is many a rest in the road of life,

If we would only stop to take it,

And many a tone from the better land,

If the querulous heart would wake it.

To the sunny soul that is full of ho e,

And whose beautiful trust ne’er aileth,

The grass is green and the flowers as bright,

Though the wintry storm prevaileth.”

When the shades of evening gather, and the darkness comes on apace,

we know that it is only for a season; the morrow will dawn as it has al

ways; it may be a cloudless day, or one in which the sun will not appear.

nevertheless, it will be day, and thus in the shadows of evening we know

there is light in darkness. We watch, in the gathering twilight, the

shadows flit here and there like phantoms—the memories of departing

day or they. We know that the light is but curtained from us for a

short season that we may repose upon our couches, allowing our physi

cal frame to rest for the coming morrow.

It is a beautiful provision of the Allwise power that twelve hours out~

of the twenty-four are veiled from the suns glare, that the weary eyes

may close upon the world’s'turmoils, that the brain may quietly perform

its function that the spirit may soar in the land of dreams, that we may

be oblivious to sorrow, or even joy, for a season; but, should we in closing

our eyes upon the great throbbing world, feel that this would be the last

time we should ever feel the pulse beat to sorrow or joy,- either; in this

state or another, what agony would attend the thought! As it is, we ex

pect to awaken on the morrow, either in this world—taking up the thread

of life where we left it—or in another sphere, following the law of that

chine—and thus there is light in darkness.

As the darksome night is a blessed renewer of the vital forces, may

not the dark clouds of sorrow, of failures, be renewers of the spiritual

nature, may we not see that light always shine through the darkness,

and the clouds but give us the opportunity to rest by the way side and to

hearken to the loving tones from the better land which extends to

our very door?

_____‘.»_____

Glean the fields of usefulness which are at hand and others will open

to thy view, the great world is the field, and faithful gleaners are few.
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A NEW YEAR'S STORY.

WHERE’S THE SIN?

(oon'rmnEDJ

A truly religious influence prevaded this school, which was carried out

in daily practice; and everything that could add to the comfort and im

provement of the pupils was done by the faithful teachers. The Aunt

Fannie, with whom we have become partially acquainted was the pre

siding genius, and the corps of teachers were in harmony with her.

They labored for the improvement of the pupils, because their heart was

in the work—not only for the stipulated sum which they received quart

erly—and the result was that the pupils who left this institute, after

even one years instruction, carried with them the germ of progress which

sould not be stifled, and Alice during her five years abode had developed

a character which had become a part of herself, so much so, that society

life could not change it. She would move in the path that her mother

would select for a time, and, yet she wouid be no part of it; the “real

Alice” was not there, her spirit would be with the birds and the bees, in

the forest or in the vale, or in dear old H— amongst the familiar scenes,

learning the lessons again, correcting the mistakes, talking with Aunt

Fannie or in the library again before tea. Every nature seeks its own '

food, as does every physical system, its proper sustenance. There was

no congeniality to Alice with those whose lives were made up of the

fashionable folly of the day; as she must take part in it for a time, it was

with no spirit nor vivacity, for her soul was not there, and we shall see

where she shall be found, many times, during three years we shall follow

her pathway. We cannot say that early training does not add the great

est impetus to the character; if it has been such as will develop the pe

culiar talent of the individual, the work has been well and faithfully

done, and such was the training at H— Seminary. Harry at the death

of his father, was placed in this institution by his guardian. The fond

father had intended that Harry should be educated under his watch-care

until he was ready for college; but, at the death of his father it was de

cided, by the mother and his guardian, that the discipline and instructions

of H— would be better for him, as'the mother’s feeble health would not »

permit her to give him that attention she so much desired; so, with many I

tears and prayers, on the part of the mother, Harry took his departure, she

comforting herself that the self-denial, on her part: was essential to the

future welfare of her child. “It will teach him self reliance, too,” she
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would say. “Oh loving mother! may thy self-sacrifice be of value, and

may thy desires be fulfilled, if not whilst dwelling here, mayhap when '

thou hast passed beyond and view this world with spiritual eyes.

Thus the days rolled by with little change in the widows quiet home and

merchant’s lonely household. Yes! after the departure of the sunny A1

ice, with her winning ways, ringing laugh and merry song, there was~ a

gloom as of death, in the stately mansion but the father'and mother look

ed forward to the homecoming of their darling, although, each awaited it

with widely different plans. With the mother it was fashionable to

send the daughter to boarding school, and she anticipated the time when

she should receive her daughter “finished” and when she should be the

belle of 8—. Not ~o the father;he had selected a home for his child—for,

the real home life had been developed here, with the instructions, in the

various branches was mingled lessons of the Christ-life, lessons of pa

tience. forbearance, meekness, forgivenes and love; like a family of broth

ers and sisters were those pupils, The Aunt Fannie spoken of had been

a mother to Alice, as well as to all who would listen to her gentle voice.

The beautiful thoughts, implanted in her mind by this noble woman,

had aided greatly in forming her lovely character.

0ft, as twilight gathered; would she tap at Aunt Fannie’s door and

always received a cordial welcome, and she never left the precincts of

that sanctuary, but she/felt that she had been drinking from the foun_

tain of life. For this woman was indeed a mother in Israel. Oh, prec

ious mission to train aright the young and tender buds of humanity!

We shall go back to the time when Harry was initiated in the house

hold at H—. His guardian accompanied him, and Alice felt that she

was called upon, to comfort him in the loss of his father, and to intro

duce him to various places of interest in the building and grounds; the

favorite haunts, where she often with book in hand learned her lessons

alone, were shown him, the playgrounds,the great pine trees which in v

this climate attain such perfection, the lawn dotted with every variety

of evergreens, ornamental trees and shrubs, the flower garden and foun

tain, the birds’s nest and bee hives, the chickens and the cows, the old

carriage horse, Dick, who had faithfully and carefully drawn the girls

upon many a pleasant errand, Towser, the watchdog and even the old

grey cat which was a favorite with many of the girls.

It was upon one of these occasions, after Alice had taken him to a

shaded nook, where a few rustic seats were placed in the recesses of an

arbor-vitae bower, with a large pine tree overshadowing it that Alice

says:
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I “Harry, I have now shown you all over the ground—everything that

I enjoy, but this is my bower, where I come when the girls are all on the

playground, and sometimes study, and other times think, and make up

fairy stories, sometimes, I imagine I can see the fairies in that little sha

dy path near the fountain, you know they always come out of the woods

or water, once I dreamed that an angel came to me and said just like

‘an

faries do, ‘I will teach you.

Harry could scarcely comprehend Alice’s fancies, but said, “I never

have thought a great deal in my life, Alice, until since father died and

since that time I have been studying why such strange things occur, why

some persons die that every one seems to miss ? and who have so much

to do in the world as father had, and why others live that are always

wishing to go and seem to be a trouble to themselves and every one else.

just like old Ben, there in 8—, who never does anything but quarrel and

fight with all the boys, who come near him, and keep his son’s family in

a state of uneasiness all the time, for fear he will kill some of them, and

I cannot think that it was right that father should have been taken when

I loved him so much, and other boys, who say they would be glad iftheir

fathers were dead still have them.”

Then it was when Alice says, “Never mind Harry you shall share my

papa.”

Alice was now at the age when childhood merges into womanhood,

standing upon the threshold of life, with the sweet baby innocence—

with one hand holding the precious bud, with the other, opening petal

by petal the delicate beauty, by the power of thought and observation;

the future looms before her, with no cloud, her sky is serene, and she

knows naught but to watch the beauty of the opening bud; she is drink

ing of the pure waters and is gazing out upon the grand panorama with

ecstatic delight. Happy, happy youth! thou must sometime find that

there may be a worm in the core of thy lovely bud, and that another, '

must be opened, but we would not warn thee; enjoy the beauty, it is

well enough when thou findst, and mayhap, this will be a perfect one,

may it be so with our fairy Alice.

Harry is a lad of sixteen summers, and, as we have said, had been care

fully reared under his father, was yet simple and boyish; to him Alice

was the same little girl with whom he had played in 8—. He was upon

the threshold of life, too, and the deep sorrow, which had come upon

him, had drawn out the power of his nature, which had lain dormant in

his reliance upon the much beloved parent; the world to him now had a
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new hue, he was a part of it, he, also, thought of himself as being now

his mother’s stay and support in her declining years; he had already

found a worm in the core of his beautiful bud, but could we have robs

bed him of one day's enjoyment had we perceived it? It would not

have sweetened the bitter panglbut have added unto it.

Harry answered, “Yes, I know that you are kind and generous Alice,

but, still, it is not like having my own dear father, to whom I can go in

every trouble.” '

“But, Harry can’t you go to Aunt Fannie? I always do, and she can

make me happy again.”

“But, yet, Alice, you see you still have your father, she will not be like

my father.”

Again she says, “but I will share mine with you; you shall call him

papa.”

Says Harry, with a light laugh, “May I alway? Some day you will be

ayoung lady and will want to marry, and then some one else will want

to call him father.” -

“Never, no never,” says Alice, “1 am going to be a teacher like Aunt

Fannie, and never marry, and comfort papa and mama in vacation.”

“And I shall never marry either, I suppose as _ father is gone, and I

must be mother’s stay, she says, in her old age, won’t it be splendid ? I

shall go into the store with your father, perhaps, when ‘I have finished

my education and, perhaps, you will teach here in H—, and, on examina

tion days, I shall come out with your father and you will go back to the

city with us.”

“Yes, deiightfull just as I have often planned, but I never had you {in

it, because I never dreamed your papa would die, and you would come

to 11— too; but, let us go and talk with Aunt Fannie about it; she can

explain it to you in some way, that you will feel that there is a bright

side, too, as she always says. She says that every trouble has a blessing.

CORA CORAL.

‘———<-0»——1——

LAZINESS promises a man ease for the present, which is sure to pro

duce a terrible future—therefore, resist laziness as you would the devil.

.—<.>____

Love of self has been deprecated as a sin,bur we say, “Love thyself, so

well that thou wouldst scorn to do an ignoble deed, or harbor base thought

and thou wilt therehy love humanity so well, that thou wilt wrong no

man, but will faithfully observe the great maxim, ‘Love one another! "
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LIFE TO BE MADE THE MOST OF.

BY LEO n. GRINDON,1N “LIFEJTSNATUREVARIETY AND PHENOMENA."

 

Nothing is ever lost, while much is always gained, by attending to the

good of a thing before its evil. Catullus’ address to Lesbia, for instance

beginning

Vivamus, inea Lesbia, atpue amemus,

which beautiful little poem may be taken as a type of all its class, has

in it something so exquisitely tender and affecting that we can readily

suppose the poet to have laid so much stress upon the certainty of never

returning into the sunshine of terrestrial life, in order to encourage man

kind to value that life as it deserves, and to enjoy it as intensely as the

Creator desires we should. As the perishableness of the rose quickens

our sense of its beauty and fragrance, so the picture of Joy, with death

in the distance, inspires us with new interest in our innumerable tempo

ral delights, given us, as they are, “richly to enjoy.” We need such re

minders; men weaken in soul as well as body; the glow and ardor of

love for the beautiful and true die from out of them, like strength from

the limbs, if not watched and fed; the high and glorious function of the

poet is, that he comes to us with his stronger soul, and sets us growing

and living afresh. Such restorative, invigorative influence it is the na

ture and utility of all true poetry to exert upon us, and the degree in

which it vitalizes is the token of the poet’s genius. And though his par

ticular theme, as in the song referred to, which dwells wholly upon kis

ses, may seem trite and poor, still he is none the less faithful to his mis

sion if he awaken lofty and amiable sentiments. The physical images

with which he deals, are so many figures and representatives, which it is

for ourselves to translate into their significance, making out a new poem

in our own minds. The opposition of ideas, so remarkable in the open

ing lines of the song spoken of, has a beautiful reflex in the Arcadian

landscape of Poussin, representing rural festivity, the charm of which

would be sensibly diminished, were it destitute of the monument and

inscription. *

Be it Cattullian or not, the sentiment that we should make the most

of life; that as we go along we should enjoy every gift of God as ard

ently and as copiously as we can, consistently with sobriety and order, is

a perfectly right and proper one—it is more, it is one of our first and

highest duties. To sell one’s self to sensuality is one thing; thankfully
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to accept, and temperater to enjoy the honest pleasures of the senses,

is quite a different matter. Sight and hearing, taste and touch, were be

stowed for no other end than to be exercised on things congenial to

them. The true way to enjoy most of heaven is previously to strive how

much we can enjoy of earth; not, however, by striving to enjoy it ex

clusively as .an earthly thing, still less as a sensuous one, to the neglect

of the moral and intellectual; neither again by laying ourself out for

pleasure, purely as such, but by taking as our ruling motive, in oursearch

for enjoyment, the higher development of our humanity. The golden

rule of all is to connect, as often and as closely as we can, the terrestrial

with the heavenly. The highest of which human intelligence is suscep

tible is that which comes of the habit of translating the ordinary circum

stances of daily life into ideas that lead ultimately to God; there are .no

truly beautiful and nourishing ideas but such as are felt to gravitate

imperceptibly towards Him, while none are so practical and efficacious,

as ingredient of happiness, as those that are sucked, honey-like, from the

merest trifles of existence. So in regard to the time for enjoyment.

Though we may rely upon the recurrence of some few sources of pleas

ure, the greater part are so fltful, the total of the circumstances is so un

likely ever to be the same again, and our own changes of emotional

state are so frequent and extreme—what enraptures to-day often becom

ing distasteful and even bitter on the morrow—that if we would realize

life in its fullness, wemust let no chance, not the slightest, escape, though

at the moment it may seem utterly insignificant. Life is made up of

minutes, and its happiness of corresponding little pleasures; the wise

man secures the atoms as they flit‘past him, and thus become owner of

the aggregate. Making every circumstance of life, sensuous, moral, and

intellectual, and every day and hour, contribute a little something, he

finds that though a brilliant and memorable pleasure may come but

twice or thrice, the secret of a happy life is nevertheless his own. That

fine secret is not so much to lay plans for acquiring happy days, as to

pluck our enjoyment on the spot; in other words, to spend that time in

being happy which so many lose in deliberating and scheming how to

become so.

Non est, crede mihi, sapiente dicere Vivam;

Sera nlmls Vlta estprastma, vwe hodie.

I’ll live to-morrow, ’tis not wise to say;

’Twill be too late to-morrow,—live to-day.
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LIGHT, MORE LIGHT.

 

TAKEN FROM “RELIGION or SPIRITUALISM“ BY SAMUEL WATSON, D. D.

“I thank Thee, 0, Father! for this another opportunity of communion

with these, Thy faithful followers. They come to this holy place to

seek light from Thee, and Thou, in goodness and mercy, hast'sent me to

tell them Thou art forever, and forever, God. And none of Thy child

ren are turned from the fountain of light and knowledge who come seek

ing with pure and honest hearts. 0 Thou Holy Spirit! the essence and

power of God; which is manifested in all the works of Thy hands, let

us, while we commune with these Thy children, seeking forthe truth, be

filled with Thy power, and enable us to make such revealments' as will

make them seeek those higher conditions that will bring them nearer

Thy angel messengers, and through the light given to them draw nearer

to Thee, 0 God. Amen.

“The ‘Stream which maketh glad the City of God’ is to quench your

thirst. ‘The Tree of Life’ is to satisfy your hunger. Its ‘leaves are for

the healing of the nations.’ These leaves are presented to you daily by

the angel hands which are ever outstretched for your deliverance. The

fruits which the apostle saw, and called ‘twelve manner of fruits,’ are

presented to you daily by angel missionaries, who come to enlighten and

feed starving humanity. These figures of speech were impressed _upon

the mind of the apostle, to give him the knowledge that the children of

earth were fed and feasted upon heavenly things by spirits sent from

God. The apostle thought the angel was God, so like Him was _he in

spiritual brightness and perfection. He had never had his spiritual vis

ion opened before to the perfection and beauty of departed ones, whose

earth-lives had fitted them for entrance into high and holy conditions.

Hence, he believed the spirit who came and showed to him so much
glory, must be the author of all things in earth and heaven. I

“The spirit felt that the giver of all these blessings must be worshiped,

and not his glorified ones. To make the apostleunderstand that earth’s.

children did rise nearer and nearer to God’s perfection, He told him who

He was, and thus gave the first tangible proof of the return _ of . spirits,

since the translation scene. . . _l l I

“The angel who appeared to Peter did not tell he was adeparted spirit

from the earth, hence Peter did not understand the whole of his mission,

a put of which was to teach the soul’s immortality in another state of
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being. Peter preached immortality without tangible evidence, just as

ministers of the present day do. He was guided by spirit intelligence,

in making declarations which gave him precedence, whenever the occa

sion demanded prompt and decisive action. Ministers are often misled

in regard to what they should speak, because spirit utterances are stifled

by asserting their own individuality; or rather giving heed to education

al discipline, while the spirit impressing and bearing testimony with

their own, answers no, and burnishes the truth with spiritual light.

“Oh how long will the heralds Of Gospel truth wear the yoke of creedal

bondage ‘B when every day brings new light, which makes the enlighten

ed soul Of man cry, ‘Light, more light.’ ”

+—

I‘OUNTAIN OF LIGHT

Let there be light! that magic word

Stands written on the sun’s bright face;

In tremulous tones of music heard

By listening souls of every race.

Let there be light! tho’ bigots frown

And build their adamantine walls;

Light shimmers thro’ the ages down,

While error ’neath its sunray falls.

Let there be light! light always was

Like purest gold; we need but go

To nature’s fountain, shun the dress,

’Tis found above, around, below.

Let there be light! when sunny beams

Are hidden by the earth’s deeep breast,

‘ The night reveals light’s myriad gleams

That sing her sleepers to their rest.

Let there be light! the human soul

Pants like the thirsty antelope

For living streams of light that roll

Adown the fields of love and hope.

There must be light! the centuries bring

Their swelling waters to the sea;

And echoing angel voices sing

The wave song of eternity!

FOR “A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT.” JESSE H. BUTLER.

Compliments of Mrs. M. Merrick and Ida M. Merril, soliciting your

aid in the spread of “A Fountain ofLag ht.” The object of the magazine

is to disseminate truth, for the expression of free thought, which we be

lieve to be the channel which shall widen and deepen, cleanse and pur

ify. Where thoughts are freely and conscientiously expressed, evil ones

would be denounced. We ask your co-operation with us, that we may

carry forward the work as we seem to be directed. To any one who will

obtain six subscribers we will send an extra copy.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

“And, Noah lived after the flood three hundred and fifty years;” suc

cessive generations were added unto his family and all were of the same

language, we are informed up to the time of the erection of the tower of

Babel. Three hundred and fifty years! one man’s life; add together

the ages of ourselves—should we dwell upon earth the three score and

ten years allotted to man upon an average, to that of each generation da

ting to our great, great grandfather and we have in the approximate the

age of the one man. What an age! and how much might be accomplish

ed in that length of time! What mighty results if man could but re

tain the use of his faculties clear and unclouded the length of time. If

one thought that this preparation day—this short step in life, which by

many is called life—was the acme of all intelligence, of all learning, of

all progress, of all the unfoldments of divine plan, of all the powers of

thought, of all labors for right, truth and justice, of all errands of mercy

and missions of love,.we should say, “three hundred and fifty years let

us have, and then we have taken but one feeble step ;" we stand tremb

ling upon the verge of a mighty universe; we look upon the grandeur,

the beauty, the sublimity, the depths of wisdom manifest in the great

natural world; we see the majesty of all the worlds in the starry firma

ment, the glory of, light, which tints every flower, which rainbows the

tiny drops of water, which develops every species of vegetation, which

dispels clouds and banishes the storm when the parched earth has re

ceived enough of the refreshing beverage water; we say, “three hundred

and fifty years more,” ——yet,we are not ready to precipitate ourselves from

this verge into the darkness of oblivion, which is typified by the darkest

night; contemplate it; enter a dungeon, there is no crevice whereby the

smallest ray of light may penetrate the solemn darkness; there is naught

which we may, touch, there is nothing to which we may cling but dark

ness—deep terrible; we are stifled, we reel, we stagger; one ray equal in

size to the smallest atom would relieve the terrible oppression; and yet,

there cannot be a ray, the most minute, in this great unknown, if we are

to sink into oblivion, even for a time. “Are we,” the question arises, “to

dwell in this dungeon a length of time which comprises ages, until an

appointed day of judgment, when there shall be a trumpet sound and the

dead shall arise and come forth ?” It is too terrible to contemplate. It
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is not in accordance with the law of reason, that man should be given

faculties—which unquestionably belong to man alone, which elevates

him above the beast, denominates him, “a little lower than the angels,”

and the power to cultivate these faculties, to draw near to perfection, yet

never attain it, stand upon the verge of an immortal world, view the maj—

esty from afar—~and then be cast into oblivion. We say give us some

tangible reason why this ltfe principle was ever evolved, why the lofty

aspirations, which are not a part of the earth were given us, if they are

not linked with an immortal world; if they are not immortal, and must

perish as do material things, as the grass which comes up and then with

ereth. Why do not they come to perfection, as do the robes of the forest,

the flowers and the fields? We see the design accomplished and say, “it

is well.” But when we see the imperfection in the outgrowth of human

character, we say, where ir the design? We have not yet reached the

ideal of the great Maker and Builder—the perfect artist; we have but

entered one small domain of His great beautiful world, have but receiv

ed one crnmb from the table, one ray of light from the great sun, one

scattered fragment from His great mind, which, mayhap, has rebounded

from sphere to sphere, from planet to sister planet, and the ray which has

come direct to us is only one of the millions, which are warming, renew

ing, vivi fying, a never-dying sou]. '

To create within us the broadest, deepest, pnrest of thoughts, to give

us desires for holiness, and perfection which are as utterly impossible to

be fulfilled upon this planet, as it is impossible for man to create a natural

object, even the most delicate flower—would give us an irrational Crea

tor—one who is dependent upon chance—would give us a world of chance

with no cause for anything, and then we come to a terrible chaos, and say

“have done with science and philosophy.”

As there is no effect which cannot be traced back to its corresponding

cause, in all our reasonings, then, we say, for what cause is this life—not

this material, but this spiritual, this inner life, which every reasonable

person is as conscious of possessing, as he is conscious of the material ob

jects around him. The beautiful inner life which is every individuals

secret chamber, one which we can enter and say this is my temple, it is

sacred, these aspirations and these imaginings are not a part of this ma

terial world, there is not in the material anything which is imperish

able enough to link them with, they are joined to the great cause of all

things. Whatever and wherever this great cause, I know it is perfec

tion, I know that it is the essence of all goodness, holiness, purity and
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Love to mankind, I know that it is spirit and soul, that it is another at

mosphere, and that it is not material, but, is a higher, a more ethereal

air, which we cannot breathe continuously' in the material world; for,

as yet, we are linked with the material, but, I know that it cannot be

destroyed, neither can it be obliterated, neither can it lose its separate

existence, its identical originality; it is one ray from the great sun— one

fragment, but united with the many fragments of the great plan, it is yet

the same fragment—the individual life with the same faculties, as the

tiniest flower of a great conservatory has as separate an existence as

though there were but this one. Yes! if this were the acme of all hu

man perfection we would say three hundred and fifty years, and yet, we

have taken but one step in the great life. IDA M. MERRILL.

————<o>-———

THE OBJECT OF “A FOUNTAIN 01‘ LIGHT."

As was expressed in our first copy, and from time to time since—it is,

that pure thought, irrespective of sect or creed, may be freely expressed.

To those of our readers who may \not know anything concerning the

parties who are fearlessly standing for the right, we think that it is but

due to the lady who is known to you as publisher, Mrs. M. Merrick, for

us to say, that it is a truly, benevolent idea which instigated her—a love

of humanity, and adesire to cast in a widow’s mite in the cause of pro

gression. It should be known that it is not with the expectation ofmak

ing money or even defraying expenses, but as she is a lady on the shady

side of life, believing that the angels are hearing her company to the be

yond world, and assisting ,us in our work, she feels that her life mission

is not yet complete, and is using a part of her means in this way, expect

ing no reward, only the one which comes from doing good.

The hall—which she'has built in this city and dedicated to humanity

was the beginning of her noble work, prompted by the angels from the

invisible world—is open to all, sects or creeds, all progressive move

ments, and as it was built as a monument to her deceased husband it

seems there could be no better monument. It is a beautiful, neat, sub

stantial building, and in the first story we have our oflice, also the ofiice

of the Greenback paper of this city called the "Quincy Post.” The work

ers in the temperance cause have been holding a series of meetings in

the audience room of the building.

Although in every progressive work we must expect opposition, and

“berality is deprecated by many churches, yet it is the very essence of
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religion if it is confined in a proper channel; the man, who may see the

good in humanity and appreciate it without enquiring whether he be a

Jew or Protestent, a Catholic or a freemason, a materialist or a spiritu

alist, has found the key to the city of pearl, has found the path which

leads to holiness. We expect to find some opposition in this work, but

we expect many to take us by the hand, and aid in the circulation of

this work, and to send us an expression of noble thoughts. We ask your

aid in this movement, and your influence in the right cause; wherever

you may be if you do not assist in this, in some other good work use your

efforts; for, in this new era Right and justice must prevail. We will

say that it is without the knowledge of the lady referred to that we men

tion these facts, but think it only a just tribute to her noble efforts and

an appreciation of her kind and encouraging assistance to ourselves, and

‘ many others.

+

THE BETTER WAY.

The grandeur of the present day,

Is light and knowledge for a world;

Across the earth comes heaven’s own ray,

Its wondrous beauty is unfurled.

The light is ours, the angel’s hands,

Have held it at our very door;

If we accept—the holy bands

Will reveal the beauty’s, o’er and o’er.

The loving call from heaven is, “work,”

The vineyards full the gatherers few,

Oh! let us not our duty shirk,

Stand to our calling firm and true.

. Give heed to monitions sweet,

Which bid us patiently pursue

The work we find and not retreat,

With the beautiful city in view.

There is no blessing without love,

No labor which is done in vain-—

Guided by this gift from above,

Which every life should here retain.

No sin then would we have on earth,

N0 crimes of vilest taint;

Then heaven below would have its birth,

And life would be without restraint,

Our neighbor’s weal would be our own,

Our daily cares as light as air,

And heaven would need no wondrous throne,

Majestic monarch enthroned there.
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Give us wisdom and understanding that will aid us in every effort,

give us hearts filled with love to the Great Ruler, which we manifest by

But everywhere would be His throne,

In humblest cot, or mansion fair,

He’d dwell and make it as His own .

Destroy dark crime, woe, grief or care.

Ohl haste the day, when all shall say,

A better path we’ve found at last,

A higher road, a nobler way—

‘The chord which binds humanity fast.

We none are right, we all are wron ,

We all have failings, all some lig t;

Then swell the universal song,

We all are searching for the right.

CORA CORAL.

-———-—<0>-———

TO MARY IDA.

OUR NAMESAKE IN ALABAMA.

Dear little babe in the sunny clime

Breathing the perfume of orange flowers,

Thou’rt a tender bud in life’s spring tlme,

Of the great clock time one of the hours.

As the tiny bud unfolds each day,

May lovely charaeter be portrayed;

To the parents’ hearts a sunny ra ,

May thy sweet purity never fa e.

May the loving angels guard and guide,

Aiding thy mother, and father, too,

To train the feet clear streams beside,

And thy virtues may they be not few.

When years have past, if thou art here,

And the writer is yet on this earth

We’ll meet, and may the little dear

Be joyous, happy, filled with mirth.

-—-<-o>_—

DIAMOND DUST.

 

our deeds to humanity.

It is better to weave a golden web in life, by renewed efforts when we

have failed, than to tangle the threads and complain that we have no

compensation for our labors. '

It is nobler to rise above calumny and slander, by living a pure life

ban by contention to strive to contradict it. Be thankful that thou

hast the power whereby the truth may be proven.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

At the time Herod the Tetrarch heard of the fame of Jesus, he said

unto his servants, this is John the Baptist; he is risen from the dead;

and therefore mighty works do show forth themselves in him.” Herod

believed in the resurrection, and appearance of spirits in form on earth,

after Herod had killed John, the disciples took the body and' buried it,

and went and told Jesus. When he heard of it he departed into a des

ert place—apart; and when the people heard thereof a multitude follow

ed him out of the cities, and when Jesus saw them he was moved with

compassion toward them and healed their sick. At evening his disciples

said to him this is a desert place, send the multitude away, that they may

go to the village and buy themselves victuals. Jesus said “no they need

not depart; give ye them to eat.” They said unto him, “st have but five

loaves and two fishes." He said, “bring them to me; and after the mul

titude were seated he took the loaves and fishes, blessed and broke, and

give to the disciples and they to the multitude, and they ate and were

filled. The fragments that remained were twelve baskets full; the num

ber fed were about five thousand men besides women and children.

Then Jesus constrained his disciples to take ship, and go before him to

the other side.” “After they had all departed he went alone on the moun

tain to pray—or meet the holy spirits who came to minister unto him;

togive him strength and encouragement, to do the works he was 'ap

pointed to accomplish. When the evening was come he was there alone

but the ship was in the midst of the sea tossed with the waves; for the

wind was contrary, and in the fourth hour of the night Jesus went unto

them walking on the sea, and when the disciples saw him they were

troubled, saying it is a spirit; and they cried out, for fear Jesus spake to
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them saying, “he of good cheer; it is I; be not afraid” Peter said, “Lord

if it be'thou bid me come to thee on the water.” He said, “comel” and

when Peter came down off the ship he walked on the water; but, when

he saw the wind boisterous he was afraid, and beginning to sink he cried

“Lord save me!" Jesus stretched forth his hand and caught him and

said: “O thou of little faith! wherefore didst thou doubt. Man is fear

fully and wonderfully made, and knows but little about himself, or the

great power he possesses. Jesus said, “you can do greater works than I

have done, if you have faith”-in yourselves—and believe what I tell

you, that you are immortal, there is no death of the spirit, but life and

happiness forever. Believe in the principles I have taught you and love

one another, and all power will be given to those who are willing to re

ceive it; rnd all things are possible, no limit to progression.

All the signs and works done by Jesus of Nazareth were to prove the

truth of a future state of existance, and that state is here—0n, or around

this globe. He seems to have had no other object, when he took three

men on a mountain, but to show them a vision; when he became trans

figured, there appeared the spirits of two men talking with him—Moses

and EliaSL-and the same idea is expressed when Jesus constrained his

disciples to cross the sea before him, that he might show them the great

powers given to mankind, whereby, they could do greater works than he

had done, even greater than walking on the water or quelling the storm.

Mns. M. MERRICK.

P. S.-—In “The Signs of the Times” of last number, in the last para

graph, “Jewish time” should have read present time.

____<.>__

QUINCY has a new publication in the form of a magizine entitled, the

“Medical Call,” to be issued quarterly, edited by Drs. Foster and Cran

dall, (50 cents per annnm) slngle copies 15 cents. Is “devoted to the wants

of the busy doctor.” A knowledge of the laws of our being is a safe

guard against disease and misery. Knowledge is always power if right

ly used. '

.—_<.>_____

FIRST number of the “Liberal” received is edited, at Lamar, Mo., by G.

H. Walser; terms, one dollar perfyear. It is an expression of free thought,

also, we perceive—a drifting out after the tangled threads of christiani

ty—searching why prayers are not answered. finding the most tangible

way is to add labors and exertions to the desires and not leave for God to

do what is unquestionably man’s sphere.
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WE ALL WORK.

We all work, there are none Idle,

The greatest 10rd, the poorest serf;

Work sweeps o’er asa great tidal,

Filling the utmost bound of earth.

Laborers in the vineyard to-day,

Laborers in the works of love,

Let us each fill our appointed way,

Be joined, thereby, with realms above.

’Tisbetter to labor for Right,

The evil will never bring peace,

Labor for truth, 'twill banish night,

And the glorious day never cease.

There are simplest ways to labor,

There are sweetest missions here,

Be ever willing to aid our neighbor,

And the path is beautiful, clear.

Work wherever we find we may

Sow a seed which will bear some fruit,

Work! and always in the better way,

Man should be above the brute.

His wondrous power, as mighty king

Upon this glorious universe, ,

Should let his soul, with joyous ring,

Say, no! Labor is not a curse.

It is the power which gives us life,

The power which gives us peace and joy,

The power which banishes woe and strife,

If we yield to noble employ.

We all must work and not refuse,

If we would have a lovely land,

The powers are here which we may use,

Placed here by a perfect hand.

~ CORA CORAL.

——_—<-o>—-—

Compliments of Mrs. M. Merrick and Ida M. Merrill, soliciting your

, aid in the spread of “A Fountain ofLtght.” The object of the magazine

is to disseminate truth, for the expression of free thought, which we be

lieve to be the channel which shall widen and deepen, cleanse and pur

ify'. Where thoughts are freely and conscientiously expressed, evil ones

would be denounced. We ask your co-operation with us, that we may

carry forward the work as we seem to be directed. To any one who will

Obtain six subscribers we will send an extra copy.
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A NEW YEAR'S srosr.

WHERE’S THE SIN?

(CONTINQEDJ

A light tap at Aunt Fannie’s door was followed by the gentle “come

in,” and Alice and Harry stood upon the threshold.

“Come right in my dears,” said Aunt Fannie, “I am alone and will be

pleased to have your pleasant company for awhile and hear what pleas

ing fancies the little story maker has this evening.”

Alice had confided to Aunt Fannie some of her fanciful fairy stories,

and had gained much useful information in return by confidence.

“Aunt Fannie! Harry has already come to you for advice; you know

his papa has just gone to heaven, and he feels as though he can never be

happy any more—real happy as he use to be, and he . thinks God did not

do right to take his papa when he loved him so, and other boys who do

not love their’s near so much, still have them."

“Come sit here upon this ottomons by the window where you may be

comfortable, and we shall talk the matter over, and see what ray of

light we may find; see if we cannot in some way reconcile Harry to his

loss. Yet! it is a deep sorrow to one so young as Harry to have his

father go out into the Great Unknown world, to see him as he may think

for the last time, yet there is a beautiful passage of Scripture which says,

“Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will

fear no evil for thou art with me, thy rod and thy staff, they comfort

me.” The blessed Father who doeth all things well—sees from everlast

ing to everlasting; the life here upon the earth is to Him as a grain of

sand upon the beach in comparison with the great and never-ending

eternity, and had not disease lain its hand upon your father, he may

have lived to be an old man perhaps; yet, as an angel from the realms of

the invisible world he may come near to you, strengthen and guide, and,

the separation is only a separation of soul from body; your father is not .

dead, but, is still living only that the spirit is free, and as you have read

of the angels appearing unto those in Bible times, he may walk by your

side, as of yore, only, you do not see him, except through memory and

thought. You may, as you pursue your studies, say ‘ ‘I will do this well

;Will thoroughly accomplish that which I know would please him, were

I directly under his watchcare could I raise my eyes and, see him before

me;” for, perhaps, he may, from this great world, which we call heaven-

gaze upon you and withpleasure see that his greatest efforts for your
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Welfare were not in vain. “Yes! I know it is hard to bear,” she added as the

tears silently course down Harry’s cheek, “yet, we can never recall the

departed ones by grief, and if they may draw near us—as I believe they

may—it will only add unrest to them to see us grieve.”

To Harry this is a new revelation; he had thought of his father as be

ing dead—he knew that the life had fled where, it was, and what were

the conditions of that life had never entered his brain. To think that

his father might be near him and might see him, even, was a ray of light.

Yes, Harry was an intelligent boy, and he knew that there was reason in

this; as he had gazed upon the lifeless remains of his parent there, had

been a slight wondering wherefore had this change come, and this was a

solving of the mystery—death How well he would strive to meet the

approval of that father, if it was really true, that he could come near him.

Yes! he would believe it anyway, it would make the burden lighter, and

give him a new impetus. These thoughts had flashed through his brain

with lightning rapidity as she talked, and he said:

“It never occurred to me, that father might be near me; mother says,

he has gone to heaven, and I did not think he would ever see lne again,

until I go there and if I should not happen to get there, I should never

see him; these are the thoughts that have been troubling me—but to

think that he might be near to me, even for five minutes in the day,

would be worth every thing; and I will try to do as he always desired

me—then I shall imagine I see him anyway.”

“That’s just beautiful, Aunt Fannie! that’s just like my fairy stories;

now, I imagine I see them and it is just real to me—it is beautiful to

think of Harry’s papa coming over from heaven to see Harry and, per

haps, he will come and see me too, sometimes; I Shall listen and see if I

do not hear something like an angel’s wings—just like a little bird that

fluttered past me one day, so quickly. I could not see it; but, I did not

. forget it for a half hour or more the flutter seemed ringing in my ears,

and, perhaps, that would be the way with Harry’s papa; if he only staid

aminute, we could not forget it for awhile, and all the while we are

studying our lessons it would seem like an angel’s wing fanning us—‘

just like an echo of it, I mean.” _

“You-have Woven quite a fancy my dear little girl, and you have an

idea, alsp,which is correct; the memory of the dear parent will rest in

Harry’s mind,tbs presence of his invisible form will be a double incen

tive to improvement, and he will be enabled to become a comfort to his

mother‘in her declining years—his father’s mantle may descend upon
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him, and he will be apt to be a more self-reliant in” than had he always

depended upon the fond father."

We cannot see the end of all broken links; we but see that they are

broken, that the beautiful cloudless sky isIchanged—that the thorns ap

pear, that the sorrow comes; but, there is a wise hand which gathers to

gether the broken links, a firmer chain is "fastened to the skies," angel

hands cement anew the sundered ties, dispel the clouds, and show us a

beautiful city descending; it is the New Jerusalem; its streets are of

gold, and its gates are pearls, “and there is a river which maketh glad

the inhabitants, thereof.” It is the river of life and whosoever drinketh

thereof, shall never thirst—no never thirst;—Aunt Fannie was an in

habitant of this city; she was drinking of the pure waters daily; she had

found the well spring of happiness, and that was bestowing happiness

upon others.

But, we wander—the dialc'ague was interrupted by the ring of the tea

hell, and this was the close of Aunt Fannie’s first lesson to Harry, but, it

was never forgotten—his life was linked to the skies and the chain was

yet perfect, a ray had entered which penetrated his first deep sorrow, and

another bud would he pluck to enjoy for a season; thus must be life; we

see the dear ones go out into the great unknown, we fain would go out

after them, or bring them back but the hand of wisdom checks us, the

still small voice says, “It is I be not afraid, thou must rise above the tur

bid waves of sorrow and see the beauty of life yet, thy mission is not yet

fulfilled; pluck the flowers which are in thy pathway for the adorning

of an everlasting life.”

We shall not attempt to follow Harry and Alice during the school life

as our pathway with them is centered in the three years succeeding the

New Years reception; but, may at times add reminiscences of those days

—that we may connect the links, showing wherefrom they were brought

together, wherefore severed, and how reunited.

But, let us say that many valuable lessons did Harry, also, received

here, as well as Alice, and there arose within the hearts of each an altar

which could not be extinguished, the love of the beautiful, the true in

everything, in nature, in humanity, and in self; and this very idea had -

but added to the grief of Harry, when he committed this first error

against self, he was conscious to what extent he had injured himself—and

the altar still lighted his heart, coming up through the transgression,

with the desire to have it removed, the desire for atonement which is

only through the blessed power—reform, and inward purification; holier
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desires than we are able to fulfill, are many times implanted within the

breast which gives us a hope' of an immortality, wherein they may be

come perfected. , Conv CORAL.

 

INSPIRATION.

The Bible is called a sacred book by those who call themselves Christ

ians; they say it is written by inspiration, and as all laws are from the

beginning, are now and ever will be the same; all books are written by

inspiration, and what is inspiration ‘2 It is the infusion of ideas into the

mind by a superior power, divine influence. We are all born under the

law subject to the infusion of ideas through the organ called brain, or

inspire to support the spirit or life, of the spiritual body, as we breathe

or inhale the air through the lungs, to support the natural body; it is

plain to some, we do not live by bread alone but by the divine influx

from the spiritual world which continually surrounds us, and in which

we move and have our being. If we were not subjects of inspiration, we

could neither think or feel; it is the bread that comes from the spirit

realm, that if a man eat he shall not hunger; the same is mentioned in

the prayer Jesus taught his disciples, “give us this day our daily bread

and forgive us our trespasses as we forgive those who trespass against

us.” It is said, all life is from the Lord, all intelligence, knowledge, wis

dom, understanding, all ideas, thoughts, memory, imagination. This is

man, and he walketh in a visible form , his earthly body and when it is

worn or torn in fragments, the spirit rises—is born into a higher sphere

of existence in the twinkling of an eye and possesses all the faculties and

elements of the soul, and can when conditions are favorable, and they

find an o rganism that they can controll, come to those they love and

have the greatest desire to be recognized.

Those, who pretend or really do believe the Bible, condemn all modern

spiritual manifestations, say if spirits do come to earth they must be

evil spirits. Now Jesus made himself visible, Moses and Elias, and many

more are mentioned in that book, that were good angels, and Jesus said

where two or three are met together in harmony I will be there to bless,

them. Some people think heaven is a far away place, that we must as

cend to some place in the atmosphere, or go somewhere in space, but if

.one was to ascend to the top of a church steeple, it would not change the

moral or spiritual condition in the least, neither will death, or the with

drawal 0f the spirit from the body. Mas. M. Mnnarox.
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MORALS AND MATHEMATICS.

It is each year becoming more evident that the churches all combined

cannot make their schools and labors keep pace with the advance of the

population; and that unless the State shall introduce the morals of all

humanity as it reaches from the Nile to the Orange, millions of the chil

dren of this country will never know by heart a single moral sentence,

either from any human or any divine lips.

The modern Gamaliel should teach ethics. Ethics is the science of hu

man duty. Arithmetic tells man how to count his money, ethics how to

acquire it, whether by honesty or fraud. Geography is a map of the

world, ethics a beautiful map of duty. This ethics is not christianity, it

is not even religion, but it is the sister of religion, because the path of

duty is in full harmony as to quality and direction of God. And in our

times this ethics has greatly widened out, and has been flinging out

words of praise and directions whither it once looked with ignorance or

indifference. Ethics now teaches the actual beauty of simplicity of dress

and style, and the dignity of all labor, so that all young persons issuing

from a public school house should go forth fully persuaded that work in

a shop or on a farm not only permissible, but is both a duty and a hap

piness. A school which breeds an intellectual vanity and makes all the

girls and boys of a town or city long to be poets, or historians, or lawyers,

or orators, or statesmen and millionaires is very narrow and false; but

broad, and just, and true that sets forth the ethics of labor that all in

dustry at the desk or in the shop, or behind the plow will seem like the

acceptance of a call from God and humanity. It must be reckonedamis

fortune if as a poor lad or poor girl is taught at public expense to read

and write, the lad must purchase a cane or hire a buggy for a Saturday

afternoon, or the girl must aspire to some showy jewelry and must learn

the glitter of the life long before she learns its import. That our public

schools do to some degree build up an intellectual vanity more rapidly

than they build up wisdom must be admitted. Such evils will continue

until the councils which govern courses of instruction shall conclude that

no lessons in arithmetic or geography can ever compare with the simple

lessons in human life.

What the State wants is not the vanity of its multitude, nor is it their

poetry nor their fine clothes and gay plumage and jewelry, but their wise.

attractive lives; and if this be the need of the nation, then the school

house should make every young heart that enters its doors commit to
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memory all the precious maxims of duty that lie like pearls all along the

way from Zoroaster to Benjamin Franklin. The free schools are found

ed upon the assumption that the heart of a child is easily molded into a

goodly shape. It is assumed that if taught to read, it will read good

books and will encounter and love those vast truths which have become

imbedded in the literature of the world. Thus all our School-buildings

are based upon the assumption that the eyes which pore over the alpha

bet and readers in the heart’s young days .will sooner or later shed tears

of appreciation over the divine lesson of labor and duty and charity and

temperance which will sparkle before them upon the open pages of let

ters. To the majority of children the moral works and possibilities of

society must be pointed out with care, and memories at first unwilling

must be loaded by force persuasive and kind with the undeniable propo

sitions of ethics. An Auerbach and a Carler and a Franklin may ease

ily discern the best paths through this world, but there are not enough

of these quick souls to make up a nation, not even a village. The multi

tude of youths must be patiently taught morals, just as they are taught

the multiplication-table, and must be aided toward the feeling that so

ciety depends more for its happiness upon the truths of character and

being than it depends upon arithmetic—Prof. David Swing.

—_‘,»_A_

SPEOULATION AS TO THE FUTURE LIFE.

Years ago, in the days of Bishop Butler, very much stress was laid

upon the analogies in nature illustrating, and supporting the idea of a

future life, and the treatises then written were models of intellectual

power and patient research. A great impression was produced, not only

upon uneducated but educated minds. Since that period science has

progressed with giant strides, and at every step has so largely added to

the list of striking analogies or incidental proofs, that the illustrations

of ear[y date seem few in number and dwarfed in proportion and force.

The idea of an unseen immaterial existence involves, also, the idea of

unseen activities and correspondence in the rayless realm. The most

stolid of us cannot fail to be impressed with the beautiful analogies

which recent scientific discovery affords. Do we not every day converse

with unseen friends long distances away, do we not recognize their fa

miliar voices, in homes separated from us by rivers, woods and moun

tains ‘5' These voices come out of the darkness, guided by a frail wire

which provides a pathway. Even the curtain of night is drawn abont
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usthe voices are heard, and we have not the shadow of a doubt of their

integrity and indentity. _

And further, have we not analogies of sight which startle us by their

significance? Is it not true when abroad we are open to the unseen ob

servers long distances from us, and our every act andmovementknown?

The excellence of optical instruments is such that we have seen the mo

tion of the lips of persons in conversation, while sitting on a house bal

cony three miles distant, the observed of course, wholly unconscious of

being seen by any one. If our friends in this life, dead to us (hidden as

they are by the shroud of space), can be seen, and we can hear their voic

es, their shouts of laughter, the words of the hymn they sing, the cries of

the little ones in the mothers arms, it is very absurd to anticipate a time

when those dead to us by the dissolution of the body may, by some un

known telephone, send us voices from a realm close at hand, but hidden

from our mortal eyes. '

We have no proofs to offer that this realm of the departed, this home

of the soul, is close at hand, but it is certainly more reasonable and sensi

ble to adopt this hypothesis than the popular one of a material world or

place, some where far 01f in the depths of space. One view possible, the

other absurd—Boston Journal of Chemistry.

 

THE INSTITUTE OF EEREDITY.

We taks the following from an exchange, in regard to a reformatory

work. ” What greater reform than taking the reformation of the race be

ginning at the foundation ? As, would we have a perfect tree, with care

the germ is selected, the best modes of cultivation brought to bear upon

the development of the specie, and care is taken to select the proper soil

and climate—the one best for the germ,

In like manner the great humanity—the vast forest of everlasting life

—should receive as much attention certainly, the cultivation physically

and spiritually, not for the present moment alone; but, that the unborn

generations may become—that which man was designed to be—a little

lower than the angels. Reform must begin at the foundation principle

or the work is futile as when you build a house you are first sure that

the foundation is substantial. Crime would be lessened, if man could

be brought a state nearing perfection, as we are well aware, that the nat

ural murderer has a peculiar malformation of the brain, also, the thief;

whilst the artist, the poet, the musician, the natural logician, orator or

statesman, has a peculiar formation of brain.
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. Could man but realize this and understand the laws of his being, so

well, that he would realize that by transgressing the pure and holy laws

of his being, he is extending this hereditary crime, there certainly would

be a revolution.

In every good work of the kind we heartily acquiesce, and invoke the

blessing of a great and broad humanity upon it—the blessing of a per

fect world, could but the highest ideal of a wise Designer be fulfilled:

“The institute of heredity, which is designed to reconstruct and estab

lish the foundation of social order upon the natural laws of human life

and relations, was organized in Boston on the 27th of November, 1880,

under the following Constitution and Government:

Believing that many of the moral and physical diseases which afl'lict

humanity are congenital, and are transmitted from generation to gener

ation, through ignorance and disregard of the natural laws of descent:

Therefore, for the purpose of acquiring and' promulgating a knowledge

of these laws and urging such obedience to them as will bring posterity

into mental and physical health and right moral action, and so eradicate

much of the disease, vice and crime with which civilized society is bur

dened, the undersigned hereby form ourselves into an association, to be

known as the Institute of Heredity.

The principal clause in the Constitution which portrays the design is:—

[I‘Public meetings of the Institute shall be held at such times and places

as the Executive Committee may appoint; and the same committee shall

designate persons—with their own consent—to prepare and read essays

or papers upon such forms of congenital inheritance and hereditary trans

mission as are of the greatest public interest and utility, and prizes may

be given for the best essays; and the Directors shall establish a library

with one or more schools of instruction, with teachers and lecturer s,

whenever the means of the Institute will allow.”

w_____<.>___

No. 7. of the new form of Miller’s Psychomet Tic Journal, Brooklyn, N

Y., received; it is an eight page, five column paper, it is neat and con

tains many able articles, is published monthly at one dollar per year.

___<.>______

Many thanks to Jesse H. Butler, Esq., for the poem of last issue; will

be pleased to publish any other article, equaling it in merit. Also should

say to J. Wm. VanNamee, M. 1)., we return the same, and should be

pleased to receive other contributions according to promise, if itis“Wel

come, Welcome Fountain True.”
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

THE TOWER OF BABEL.

(CONTINUED.)

The sons of earth—the fain would build

A city which the sun s 10uld guild

A mighty tower, unto the skies.

Higher, and higher still, does it rise:

How grand, majestic, does it tower!

Anation shows by this its power;

A monument, and for what cause?

It shows no fitness in His laws—

No purpose, in this wondrous height,

But, that it shows a nation’s might;

With zeal the work to rear it there

A tower and h! so wondrous fair,

But lo! what means this Babel now ?

This mighty change upon each brow ‘3

With consternation all do gaze—

List to the others in amaze;

Tho’, they speak unto each other—

No man can understand his brother,

The work must cease—the tower undone;

' It will no more grow toward the sun;

But, each pursue another path.

Again, Jehovah vends IIis wrath,

No tower may the , with power, build,

No heaven’s sun t eir work does guild,

The spirit was not, “Love to God, ’

Who rules the world—the spheres abroad,

Neither was it “Love to brother,”

The edict was, build another,

Build upon foundation firm,

Upon the earth you’ll find the germ;

For, heaven needs no mighty tower,

To show the vastness of hy power,

Labors of Love—errands of worth,

Belongto the mission upon this earth.

“And the whole earth was of one language, of one speech.” There is

a harmonious flow in any language well carried out; but, when several

persons are brought together speaking various languages, we may readi

ly perceive the confusion or Babel which would eventuate. No one

would understand the other. There is a slight comparison, in this, to

the different ideas of individuals, or this language which we may denom

inate—soul language, sentiment, expression of ideas, fancies or realities.

We will take an example, which will illustrate the idea, and show that
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there may be as great a Babel in expression, as there is in language. In

the first case each individual may have the same ideas, yet, cannot ex

press them, because the vehicles by which they are conveyed upon, the

waves of sound are unlike. The sounds are unintelligible to each other.

They may in this case by pantomime convey ideas which may be similar;

but, let us contemplate the second case.

In the example,—here is an assemblage of persons; they have been

brought from the different spheres of thought, one is intent upon the

fashionable folly of the day, the soul is wrapped in this material cover

ing, no thoughts of else can penetrate for the time being; here is another

who has dived deep in the wells of science—has made this a hobby

naught else is life to this individual. We find another who is complete

ly immersed in the thoughts of amassing wealth, so much so, that no

other thoughts may enter the soul’s sanctuary—this is the language that

he comprehends; it is called, avarice. Here is another, a wearied moth

er so filled with the cares of life, the petty and wearing littles,‘ which

make up the great care, the outer life, and the inner completely sub

merged by daily annoyances, and unfinished tasks, and her sanctuary is

Care. Here is another with soul language trembling and quivering with

every breath of the Great Supreme Power—every breeze stirs the harp

and melody flows, yet there is no melodious thrill in this assemblage.

Why ‘P there is no answering chord, the waves of melody are drowned by

the contending voices.

The Babel is complete, there is none-who may understand his brother,

there are yet others, here, upon every mission bent, but, each in his own

self-appointed way, and how can there be else but Babel—inharmony,

confusion.

_ The soul language of each is peculiar to himself, and, if he breathes

nothing in common with his brother, how may he understand him ? But

could a fairy hand he magically waved over this assemblage,as in a fairy

tale —and each cast aside the burden or hobby which he is bearing—for

getting, for the time, that which pertains to self, directly—be it fashion

and folly, science or avarice or the weary care, you may hear the melodi

ous tremor, the light thrilling angel tones, the sweet unbroken chords

from the perfect world—the links of the mighty universe be made mani

fest, the grandeur of a perfect language—a harmonious one, in which

none can ever be confounded—and the greatest Babel must disperse.

Fashion and folly bows meekly to aSupreme power, with awe contem

plates a grander God, and becomes a devotee to a greater shrine. .Ava
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rice lets the hand which is clutching the shining coin relax, as the per

fect music steals on the soul. Science finds a grander realm, a greater

research, a deeper well, and the mother’s tears are wiped away by angel’s

hands, the burden and care is lifted by these same loving hands, and in

the distance is seen a perfect light, a spiritual view, a recompense, the

perfect pictures painted by the angel hope—yet, how'seldom is this pic

ture realized.

The forgetting of self, of the hobby or the burden—is not in the real as

it is in the ideal; we must take life as it is; but, as we have painted it in

the illustration, how many times isit the case; we can see naught but

the Babel. But is this life? Ah no! it is a fragmentary view of it, and

an imperfect portrayal of the great design. The highest conception of

life—that in which a harmonious fiow pervades,—a steady under current

without a ripple—the deep and placid waters never exhausted—one

where soul to soul speaks the same language, is the real life. Then will

be mankind “of one language, one speech”~—a language which is under

stood by all—when self is dethroned and the love which passeth under

standing—the Christ love which would offer up a life for truth, right

justice—and for each other—then have we found the link which unites

earth and heaven; there is a giving up of life which is a death more ter

rible than being nailed to the cross. It is patient, self denial, a dying to

selfish motives each day, and yet it is not terrible either; it is the har

monious under current—it is the miSsing link in the chain. Let every

soul be filled with this principle, and the flow of the river is perfect.

When all with one heart and one mind live out the character which is

their own, walk in the way appointed, which is too intelligent to be call

ed chance, carry out the loftiest ideals ofthe nature, improving the talent

given, that it may not be lain away in a napkin until the master calleth

for it,—the great Master death who is prince and power of the air. The

time of dissolution must come to all, and this angel is master, if he comes

lovingly, gently bearing the spirit, or if he snatches it ruthlessly at an un

expected moment—and one state is passed, perhaps with the work un

finished. But, taking each day as it comes to us, using the trifling cares,

even, advantageously, filling our life with beautiful thoughts, enjoying

the beauty of the great natural world, faithfully discharging our duties

—which shonld not be called duties—to humanity, living moment by mo

ment, breathing every breath of pure air that we may—not the atmos

pheric air which surrounds earth, alone—but, the heavenly atmosphere

which comes to us, letting our souls go forth to meet the Great Soul to
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beat in unison with it, and the language is understood by all,—the Great

Maker’s ideal is realized, “and we are all of one language, one speech.”

No mighty Babel shakes the foundation of the tower and leaves the

work unfinished; unconsciously, and without effort, the tower is reared,

the invisible hands have made the imperfect places perfect; its founda

tion was firm; the great sun of Righteousness guilds the spire and the

work is complete. ‘

“And all are of one language—of one speech.”

IDA M. MERRILL.

——-4.>——-—————

EDITORIAL BRIEFS.

 

CHURCH AND STATE.

 

The following extract is one of the many brilliant ideas in the above

named address, and deserves the attention of the American people. It

is given by the “Provisional National Association,” for the secularization

of State.

Free and unrestrained by man-made creeds we believe that the noble

qualities of humanity may shine like brilliant gems in the sceptre of

liberty—which was the one chosen by the “Pilgrim Fathers,” in seeking

an asylum from the oppression of a monarchical government. And if,

to-day, America follows in the path of her Fatherland, after the rebellion,

the triumph and comparative peace, for a season,—the terrible struggle

of those faithful fathers was of no avail. Every object which has the

freedom of American citizens in view deserves the attention of Our Re

public—the people of our nation.

EXTRAOTZ—“In proportion as a nation assumes a democratic condi

tion of society and as communities display democratic propensities, it

becomes more and more dangerous to connect religion with political in

stitutions, for the time is coming when authority will be handled from

hand to hand, when political theories will succeed each other, and when

mere laws and constitutions will disappear or be modified from day to

day, and this not for a season only, but unceasingly. Agitation and mu

tability are inherent in the nature of democratic republics just as stag

nation and sleepiness are the law of absolute monarchies. If the _Alrier

icans, who change the head of the government once in four years, Who

elect new legislators every two years, and renew the state officers every

twelve months—if the Americans who have given up the political World
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to the attempts of innovators, had not placed religion beyond their reach,

where could it take firm hold in the ebb and flow of human opinions;

where would be that respect which belongs to it amidst the struggles of

factions? And what would become of its immortality, in the midst of

universal decay? The American clergy were the first to perceive this

truth and to act in conformity with it. They saw that they must re

nounce their religious influence if they were to strive for political power;

and they chose to give up the support of the state rather than to share

its vicissitudes.”

A marked indication of the truth of De Tocquevillc’s statement has

been seen in the fact that since he wrote, in Italy, France and Mexico,

where the church then enjoyed its supposed advantageous ascendency

over the state, its property has been confiscated, its religious orders dis

persed, its priesthood, and even its sovereign pontiff, stripped of impor

tant temporalities, and educational interests wrested from its grasp.

Meanwhile, in America its faith has been wholly unmolested; the sole

government which is wholly indifferent to religion always presenting an

asylum to the refugees who flee from states which the church rules.

 

DIAMOND DUST.

: “Pray without ceasing.” How so ‘2 By faithfully performing each

duty, by zealously laboring for the right, by sympathizing with the weak,

and distressed, by gathering the jewels of righteousness which consists

in scattering smiles, dispelling joy, and gladness everywhere, by using

the noble qualities of our nature. I

Goodness does not consist in an outward show religious duties, al

ways, so much as in a faithful performance of daily tasks, and a patient

forbearance with each other. A kind and generous spirit, carried

tnrough every work, is a living example-a sermon. Let us all preach

such sermons each day.

Moment by moment we live; let us improve each one as they come, and

when we come to pass down the shadowy vale we may look back and

see a perfect chain—a complete life mission wherever the tossing waves

may have cast our bark.

Conn CORAL.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

Materialization is not a new idea; but is one of the great natural laws

cf life, and has been in operation since the beginning of creation; this is

a materialized world, and the law is always in operation! all vegetation is

brought forth by this law—the leaves, blossoms, fruits and seeds are ma

terialized in due season, and dematerialized in due season, and as matter

cannot be annihilated, it is in existence, and nature makes use of the

same invisible material to clothe the earth every year. This earth is one

great magnet the North Pole being the head, and the South Pole the feet;

human beings are all magnets; little worlds in themselves and all visible

eld in their proper sphere, by the law of magnetism, as the magnet

holds the bar.

This planet was invisible before it was visible, and was in spirit form

before it was materialized, and the prototype of all things is in spirit

first; as when we desire to build a dwelling house we begin by thinking,

and expressing our thoughts to others, and make a spiritual pattern, and

cannot see it with our natural eyes, until it is materialized; and from

this stand point may with reason and our best judgment, perceive that

the spirit world is the real world; the cause of this and all others. The

great tree of life has its roots in the earth, and its branches have no limit

to the circumference; this tree is knowledge, wisdom and understanding,

and we are the branches, having life continually from that source; all

things are possible for man to accomplish, if he is willing. Jesus mater

ialized bread and wine, clothed his spiritual body with material, that

made him appear to his friends the same as when in the flesh; other men

can do the same. It has been done since the beginning, and always will

be notwithstanding, divines scientists and all the knowing ones in exis

<7er t/a
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tence cannot change one natural law—cannot make one hair white of

black. The great spirit is striving with mortals, through his divine laws

to make humanity understand the true principles of life, and is at this

time, pouring out his spirit on all flesh, raining down intelligence, love

and mercy, and there will be a flood of power that will remove all obsta

cles in the way of this grand army of progression.

Mus. M. MERRIGK.

 

HOW MAY CRIME BE PREVENTED.

What shall we do to prevent the horrible crime, of bloodshed, of iujus

tice, persecution and oppression of humanity towards each other “P “Men

seem to be endeavoring to join house to house and field to field, till there

is no place left and they dwell alone in the land.” Evil thoughts and

deeds seem to preVail throughout the world, and correspond with some

demon of darkness that is filling the land with cruel suifering. This is

called a Christian land, where there are thousands of churches, and di

vines claiming to be followersof Jesus of Nazareth, and preaching his

gospel. “Who by some was called a mighty prophet before God, and all

the people.” He taught the resurrection of the spirit from the death of

the body, also, the will and love of our heavenly Father toward His

erring children. The God of the invisible world spoke through His

prophets saying to the inhabitants of earth, “Thou shalt not kill!”

Does the preaching and praying of our Christian brethren go far to

prevent crime? It seems not. As the monster demon goes stalking up

and down the land, seeking whom he may devour; there are no dis

ciples filled with the Holy Ghost, to cast him out. Jeshgs in his grand

teachings says, “no longer an eye for an eye, or a tooth fo a tooth; but,

you shall overcome evil with goodness and you shall forgiv your broth

- er seven times seven every day.” Pity and pray for your

  

self; this is a most important part of the gospel, he preached as e went

about doing good. Can this be a christian country, where mui\(ler is

sanctioned by law made by man, contrary to the true principles 0 _' life,

which are Christ—the truth Jesus taught. "

If one man kills his brother, then, his brethren shall take him befor a

court and condemn him to be hung by the neck until he is dead, and be

last murder is far more cruel than the first, and all those, who cons nt

to the last murder, are as guilty as the first; all come on the same plan e,__
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Or in the sphere of murderers; this is the law of life and cannot be chang

ed; all deeds are done for a purpose—nothing comes by chance. When a

murder is commited, all those, who stand on the rock of love to humani

ty, should give their kindest pity and sympathy to their unfortunate

brother, or sister, send them letters expressing your regret for their

misfbrtune; do not condemn, only pity, and such a course will produce

an influence that will overcome the evil, and elevate the one who is cast

down. Streams of magnetic influence from the source of all life and

love will be poured out, until the world is filled with happiness and joy

unspeakable. MRS. M. MERRIOK.

--—~—<0>—_~

A SPIRIT POEM.

Downward from the courts of heaven

Where the purest light is ‘ven,

Come I to your earth y door.

As through mundane walks I’m treading,

Gleams 0 light supernal shedding,

Spirit’s thoughts with mortal’s Wedding

In communion evermore.

Oh! how dark was my earth roaming;

All its walks were in the gloaming

Sorrows on me seemed to pour.

With a more than brimful measure ,

Blight stole o’er my richest treasure—

; Billows round me seemed to roar.

Earth passed from me; I found soul-land,

Anchored on the shining gold strand,

Sought the link I now adore.

Now while God’s own truth receiving,

Past is all my anxious grieving,

Spirit poetry I’m weavmg

In this brightness evermore.

And the sweetest boon I’ve found there,

Is the love by which I’m crowned here.

Love ofmy once lost Lenore.

Hand in hand, light on us streaming,

Rove we lost in Love’s sweet dreaming;

Life is real here—not seeming;

Pure and perfect evermore.

So from soul-land’s glorious portals

Come I unto anxious mortals; {:3

Enter in your open door—

Gladly prove that power is given,

'l‘ho’ my form from earth is riven,

Thus to whisper words from heaven;

Life that lasteth evermore.

‘ (Signed) EDGAR A. POE.

The above poem was given through the medlmuship of Mrs. E. Des

monde, in 1871, in New York City—Mind and Matter,
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

wnnnn’s THE sIN?

(CONTINUED.)

On the same New Year’s morn of Alice’s first reception, we shall en

ter another dwelling, and receive an introduction to those whose lives

are linked with our small domain, in this great world of links, and coun

ter links; the few scattered fragments—~which come to us we, sometimes,

take as the whole, forgetting that the chain of humanity is infinitesmal,

unbroken, only we but see, that which meets the range of our vision; as

as we may gaze out upon the natural world, and see a small portion of

the earth’s surface, but, know that there is a connection at the terminus

of our vision; as we may travel indefinitely, and find ourselves no nearer

this terminus; we cannot reach the end of the rainbow; as, we were

told when children that we should, at that point, find a sack of gold, rea

son soon taught us this was an impossibility; but, in our maturer years

we, sometimes, think that we have found the terminus, we have reached

the end of the rainbow, and mistake the dross for the pure gold. Are

we able to define the limit of the links of humanity, the chord which

unites everything, the delicate blending of beauties and irregularities,

in the human family, depicting therefrom, a grand scenery in the inner

realm ‘9

These ideas are brought from the connection between the two who

shall become the most intimate of girl friends—that delightful congeni

ality, where, with honest and purely unselfish motives, confidences are

shared, the real thoughts which are not revealed to the world at large,

for they cannot be understood only by those of similar natures. The ex

treme diversity of the surroundings of the two, has aided us in seeing the

singularity of the connecting links, at many times.

“Eva Ernest,” readers, and this dear old lady sitting in the easy rocker

there, by the side of the open wood fire, with knitting in hand is her

grandmother. The cheerful blaze brightens the neat, but plain room,

and adds a deeper color to the rosy hued maiden, very unlike the deli

cate Alice. We recognize, in the dark curling lacks, and black eyes, a

resemblance to some one we have met before. Ah, yes! there is the

same mischievous twinkle in the eye as that which characterizes Harry

Ernest; but, we have been hurried so, from the beautiful fairy land in

Alice’s domain, over hill and dale to find our other friends, we could not

recall the connection at first. Yes! there it is plainly mirrored; had we
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have taken time to think one moment, we should have seen immediately

the resemblance, sister and brother could not be more alike, “Harry’s

cousin.” you say. Ah! here is the link; this is what has brought us,

Eva is an orphan, the daughter of William Ernest’s only brother,

and this is Harry’s grandmother—the dear old lady. This unpreten

tious cottage is in a vale of the Green mountains; the snow is drifted in

huge banks here—a deeper and grander snow than that in the far away

city; we emerge from the dwelling, and behold the mountains towering

above the grand sublimity of nature which can but inspire the beholder

with awe and admiration. The snow was scudding hither and thither

yet, banking'against fences, filling gullies, sweeping into the faces of

travelers, and hurrying through the air as if :intent upon some mission

of mischief or frolic. -

“Dear, dear, Eva, how the wind does blow, I am just sure it will bank

over the sheep cote, and, may be, block the way to the barn so Dan can

not get there to take care of the horses and they’ll starve to death, then,

dear child what would we do; I wouldn’t see you deprived of old Lin, for

anything; you have little enough pleasure, here in the lonely old home,

and you would stay when you could have gone up to the city, and learn

ed to be a fine lady with your Aunt Lizzie. It is half your life in the

summer to have old Lin and ride where you please.”

“Oh, grandma, dear! do not borrow any trouble; Dan can clear away

the snow, if it piles as high asthe house; if he cannot do it alone, I can

help him—do not fret about my not having pleasure, I would rather be

here—with my dear grandma, and the birds, the chickens, the cows and

pigs, even, to have a plenty of room to breathe in, and to look at these

dear mountains and pretty streams—than to be the finest lady in the

land; for, Harry said when he was here last summer, that you would go

miles and see nothing but great high brick houses, and tine things 1n the

windows, that would take a mint of money to buy.”

“You area dear child! grandma does not know what she would do

without you; but, it seems selfish-like, for me to keep you here, where

you can have no advantages at all.”

“Why, grandma, what do I want more? I have all that I want to read,

I have the chickens 0nd the little lambs to take care of in the summer,

the dear old dog for company always, besides your dear self, and the de

lightful horse-back rides in summer, and sleigh rides as we have had

this winter.”

“But dear child you will have no accomplishments like the girls in the
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city have, and whenl go to the everlasting summer land—to my last

long home, you cannot stay here alone, but, will go to you Aunt Lizzie;

then, you will realize your loss, by being almost buried alive here.”

“No, no dear grandma! do not talk of leaving me, I cannot think of it;

I always want to live, as we do, and be your comfort; if we could have

it so; dear mama and papa over there in that other world, and you to go.

Oh! I cannot think of it!”

“Yes, dear child, but we must talk of it; for, I cannot possibly live

many years, and you must be prepared for the change; but, always re

member, that wherever you go, there is' a Han which is leading you,

remember, that you are a part of a great world which can never die,

and you must be guided by the higher motives, remember the passage of

Scripture which says, ‘Inasmuch, as ye have done it unto one of the least
of these, my children, ye have done it unto me.’ I

“As you go forth from this secluded life, you will find the world very

different; you will see sorrow and misery; you will be tempted, perhaps,

by wealth; you will see those who are hardened in sin; but, let this be

your comfort, ‘lnasmuch’—never do anything which will injure another

or yourself; you are one of the least of these; each human being is one

of the Great Father’s children. Christ taught the doctrine which was a‘

' reform to the old Jewish rules; that it was heart purity; and not form

which constituted religion—it was living, not preparing for death. You

will be sustained by a mighty power, if you give heed to the noblest

teachings that the world has ever known. ‘For thy word shall be a

lamp unto my feet, and a light unto my path’—~the light of heaven may

descend to us-come by our giving heed to the trifling things of life. You

are now secluded from what may be termed the world—the busy life

may for a time be irksome for you; but, it will be better for you to gain

some experience by mingling with others'” * * * * * * * * *

We will leave the mmates to again look at the surrounding scenery.

As Harry found it last summer, it was as picturesque—a place as the

eye could gaze upon. Aye! one which should arouse the poetical na

ture, the ethical nature, the soul-inspiring language, the highest type of

poetry, which cannot be expressed in language—a shadowy breezy place,

where the bright dancing mountain streams came rippling, gently glid

ing, softly murmuring, with here and there, a great dash, and a deeper

bed for a season, or a gentle curve where the waters rolled sluggishly,——

green grassy slopes upon which cattle and sheep leisurely grazed, lovely

little dots of forests in the center of great knolls—all gave one an idea
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of the whole natural world; mountains and vales, woods and clearing,

streams so clear, with mossy banks, rocky beds in some portions, peb

bly in others, and as Harry once said to Eva,—-for, they, often wandered

the region comprising their valley.”

“This must be the fairy land, which Alice Kent has always pictured,

to me; how I wish that she was here, how much you would like each

other I know. In just such a place as she has painted in fancy and

dwelt in, you are really living, you must be one of her fairies.”

“Oh, no! Cousin Harry, you could not call me a fairy; I am a brownie

perhaps. Did she never have any brownies in her imaginary worlds?

If she were here she would be fairy queen, with her golden hair and blue

eyes, which you have described to me so vividly, that it seems I can see

her. I shall be acquainted with her the first time I meet her, if I ever

am so fortunate. If she were here, we would wreathe her a crown of

those handsome white blossoms with just a few rose buds, and place her

upon this beautiful knoll which I have always called my kingdom, here

the loveliest of spring flowers are always found, as ydu see now, and see

that natural seat there formed by those two trees inter-twining, then

growing up again—grandma remembers when they were saplings, and

the children twisted them up bending them down for horses-would be

her throne whilst you and I would be her subjects; cousin, I should give

you the seat of honor. But you will want to share the throne, since I

come to think, and so you might there is room for a king and a queen

both, and I will be the devoted subject—the brownie and come out of the

thicket at your bidding. What kind of a rule do you suppose she would
exert in fairy land ‘9” A >

“Oh! her rule is one that you would like; she is as gentle as a lamb,

loves everything from the canary birds, the chickens, dogs and kittens

to—” -

“Yourself,” says Eva gaily, helping him out, “yes, yes, I know Harry

that is it; she cannot helping lovingmy dear cousin.”

Harry blushed perceptibly, for Eva had made the praise of Alice ter

minate rather more personal than he had intended, but recovering him

self he'said:

“Dear cousin Eva, Iknow there has always a warm friendship existed

between Alice and myself, especially since the death of my father, but I

do not think Alice has any more love for your humble cousin, than for

any one else, the canary bird for instance.”

“Trust me for divining the heart of my fairy queen, even before I
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have formed her acquaintance, only, as it has been brought me in this

fairy realm of Alice’s; I sometimes live in a fairy land, too, as we all

do.”

“Alice expects to become a teacher and never marry.”

“Yes, and I expect to always live with grandma, here, in fairydom;

but, grandma says we never do just what we expect to do; that life will

be with us much as it has been with other people, no difference what we

picture to ourselves.”

"Well, Eva, you must,go home with me and become acquainted with

Alice really."

“No, no! not yet Harry, I shall come sometime, although I can scarce

ly think of it; I know that grandma must, sometime soon, go to the

other world which she so often talks to me of, she says it it is not death,

but another life, and I can see a beautiful light in her eyes which makes

me think of the angels, when she talks and I know, by this, that it is

true that she cannot remain here long—then, Harry, I shall come to your

home grandma says; but, until that time, I must remain here; I could

never be happy away from her; I want to stay with her until the last

moment, see that she has every comfort, watch her life go out into

the other world, and receive her last blessing.

Cons CORAL.

w.___..,______

INSPIRATION.

LEO. r1. GRINDON.

If there be any coherence and validity in the reasonings contained in

the foregoing pages, the conclusion must need be that everything of

which human intelligence is cognizant, whether animate or inanimate,

material or spiritual, depends on the personal support of the Creator,

and that Life is One and Omnipresent; in other words, that God is the

supra-natural ground of all phenomena, whether physical, physiological,

or intellectual; and that all beginnings and endings are displays of his

divine life in operation;——life which flowing continuously into his crea

tion, never begins or ends, but always is. “Natural laws" there are, plen

tiful and amazing, through which his Divine wills are effectuated, but

God is the great mover and upholder of those laws; there are no laws in

dependent of Him, and all things are sustained by law. He who said

“I bring a cloud over the earth.” teaches us thereby that he is the direct
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and personal agent in natural phenomena, however slight and apparantly

casual they may be no “less than in all spiritual phenomena” “Even

the blind heathen named their; supreme diety ‘cloud driving Jupiter;’

and shall not we thus taught by God himself, still more explicitly and

reverently own the living Jehovah, the God in whom we live, and move

and have our being, as the creator of every cloud that flings its shadow

over earth ? We own him in the uproar 0f the tempest; let us own him

in the stillness 0f the calm. We own him in the huge billow; let us own

him in the ripple that sinks quietly to rest upon the strand. We own him

in the whirl wind; let us own him in the placid breeze of evening.” It

is no trifling scource of mere pleasure thus to recognize the Creator in

the ordinary occurences of the world. It sweetens every moment of our

time; unites us delightfully to the beauties of nature; and associates us

with so many varied objects as with so many friends and companions.

Viewed in this way, the whole earth is a scene of—I'nspiratimz,—in

spiration of sustaining and directing force, as regards its objects and

physical phenomena, and of the power of thought and feeling as regards

the soul.

Inspiration is literally “breathing into ;” Life which is inbreathed.

Man could neither think nor feel were he not a subject of inspiration; he

does nothing purely of himself except choose. It is permitted him to elect

by his free-will what things he will love and seek to possess, but all the

vitality which he brings to bear upon the acquisition of those things, all

the efforts which he makes in connection with the object of his love,

have the well-spring and maintenance in God,—the fountain.” Every

vessel that is presented to him, God fills with his sustaining life,

leaving the recipient to deal with it how he will; whether it be a pure

vessel, or a foul, Life is poured into it all the same; the quality is pre_

served or marred according to the condition of the receptable. We talk

of our acquiring knowledge of what surrounds us by virtue of our intel

lect. True. We do so nevertheless, only in so far as God first inspires

our intellect. We know nothing of a single object of creation in a man

ner absolutely original. As finite things in their very nature are derived,

our knowledge, as finite beings, must also be derivative. As the light of

the sun makes nature, which in its absence is dark, physically visible; so

the light of heaven makes it intellectually visible, and without that light

we could know nothing about it. Man’s physical eye does not see by vir

tue ofinnate power to perceive,but through that light which has come in

tothe world. We know, in short, just so much of things as God inspires
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us to know;—a slender and fragmentary knowledge at the best,—-even

in its highest degree, mere opinion, since the real nature of things can

only be knoWn hy the Infinite. Still, it is enough of them that we know,

being just what is needful to our liappiness,——the design of the Almighty

in all that he confers.

——-<.>—-—_

TEACH US WISDOM.

WHERE MAY RIGHT BE FOUND?

Could but humanity find the key to wisdom, the open sesame to grand

eur of life; could we have a nation which was self-governing; could

men he taught to govern themselves; could the moral nature be devel

oped the grandeur of purpose which stands fearlessly for right; could

the curse of the nation, to-day—money—be transformed into its blessing,

as it should be; could all humanity stand upon an equal .footing, each

performing his mission faithfully, so intent upon a noble life purpose

that no thought of hurling down another, thinking, thereby to rise, use

ing One of precious humanity as a stepping stone to success (‘8) crushing

pure and noble souls—might enter the heart’s tabernacle, then we have

a beautiful picture portrayed as to what humanity should be.

The great and good Father’s design has been perverted—0h, so sadly!

we look upon the weary pilgrims in life’s journey; we read in the faces

of many that we meet, tales of woe, of blasted hopes, of sorrows deep;

we see those cursed by misfortune, whose lives have been noble; we see

malice, envy and all kindred demons rankle in the seats of honor; we

see crime stalk abroad, and the innocent condemned; we see so much

that seemeth not to be wisdom, we say, “Oh, Heavenly Father! Mighty

Ruler! teach us thy ways, give us understanding that we may not doubt

thy loving kindness, thy‘ tender mercies. Give us knowledge of the

right, and may the holy angels aid us in the faithful performance of that

which we deem right. No, Oh no! this cannot be the acme of human

perfection; this cannot be the terminus of right and progress—this short

span called life. There are too deep and too forcible proof, that we

must exist forever, or we have been placed here by a tyrant who does

all things for some selfish motive, or end which we cannot understand.

But it is inevitable that man has a mission to perform in the reform of

(the world; we look abroad and see the state of things; we. see the con

fusion—that all is wrong-that vice, intemperance, poverty and misery
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is rampant, and we say: “Where is there a beginning 1*" We see in

fancy an ideal world—all are happy, pure, contented, willing to be led by

the high and holy instincts of the nature—to be noble men and women;

there is no toil here.

It is the same broad, beautiful, natural world; the same majestic for

ests—towering mountains—mighty torrents—placid rolling rivers, with

vessels gliding as now. The same great ocean, the same sand upon the

beach, the same fish in the sea, the same birds skimming the waters, the

same flow’rets in wood and vale and in the door yard; still, there is some

thing which says to us, “the world is metamorphosed; not nature, but,

the world—the people—~every human being is happy.” Ah! this is the

change; we feel not oppression of the burden and woe of others, as of

old, even though it were not our own; for there is none; we walk adown

the streets of the cities; there is not so much grandeur; there is not so

much misery. N0! there is no misery; we see faces wreathed in smiles;

we see children happy and contented; for, there is no want, no hunger

for those who cannot understand why it is that they are cursed—there

are none accursed; for, the path of wisdom is found; labor is sweet, and

money is no curse; for, it blesses every individual in the land. What a

joyous acclaim ascends to the most High, in humble gratitude! Still, we

see none upon bended knees, all are intent upon the daily avocations;

each usihg the talent given, whatever it may be; each yielding homage

to God through brother man; each respecting the rights of the other; and

there is one law in this world and that law is—Love, which is rendered,

“Do unto others as ye would be done by,” and “Do not unto others what

you would not have others do unto you.”

Oh! teach us wisdom—all humanity—that a nation may not call it

self a free country, a liberal government; yet, the very air that we

breathe, would be held by some, if such thing were possible, and dealt

out for shining coin, or at the caprice of the fortunate one who has mo

nopolized this heavenly blessing. Aye! is it not so in a deeper sense?

The spiritual atmosphere—the heaven which comes to us—the happi

' ness and joy—the peace of soul—would be monopolized by some. If they

may but make your heaven and deal it to you at will, they are content;

again, others can have no heaven or happiness unless it comes through

the agony of another. .What is it that causes all this? The air of heaven

was freely given man——the air which invigorates the physical system,

and alike the atmosphere which constitutes heaven—the state called

happiness, and no man has a right to monopolize either. The Creator
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has placed e'very variety of blessings upon the earth, everythingthat will

add to the highest development of man’s nature; yet, we see another

power which is not God-like—a demoniac power, which causes this mis

ery or hell, and we say, “Where, Oh where, can perfection be found ?”

Not here, for, many times, this lower power seems the ascendent; but it

cannot be that this is the conclusion, and that all the lofty, the high,

holy, intelligent aspirations have been cultivated to be lostand to see the

loathsome, the sensual, the demoniac desires triumph. No! wisdom says,

“All that is material must sink into oblivion, as do all material objects;

the low and sensual desires must perish, because linked with the mate

rial. We see the Spirit of the great universe lives forever and loses not

of all these great powers, and how can the spirit of man lose that which

cannot be quenched by any materialsurroundings ? ‘

But, to return to our ideal world; how may such a heaven below be ob

tained ‘8 By carrying out the law. But, can such a state ever be reached

upon this earth ‘2 It seems impossible, the roots of crime are imbedded

in humanity; they spring up, many times, at an unexpected moment;

still, there is an opportunity for those who would see the world a garden

of Eden. Teach unto the youths, the children of tender years, lessons

of responsibility—lessons of self-government—of respect unto the rights

of others. If laws are necessary, let them extend to this; wait not until

the twig is bent but stay it early; strengthen by precept and byexample;

teach them that it is better to become healthy—physically, mentally and

morally—than to become wealthy; there is too much glitter of life, and

not enough of the real. How many times do persons find that the cov

eted wealth does not bring happiness! The monopoly of the wealth of

the world, of the air which we breathe, or of the spiritual atmosphere

or happiness, cannot produce a perfect world, even, though it is dealt

out to others. It is freedom which brings happiness, and the ideal world

-not freedom, wherein the low and base desires are gratified; but, free

dom which means—n0 chains, and unquestionably sensuality is a chain.

Peace and good will to man, recognizing all humanity as brothers, and

that all are equal in the sight of the Great Law-giver, as, also, are all re

sponsible to a certain extent for the deeds committed; but, beware how

we place stumbling blocks in the way of others; for, our duty is to each

other; our influence should always be in the right; there is an inward >

monitor which tells us, when we have done right.

There is a sweet peace enters the soul, when we have yielded every

impulse of the nature to the higher motives; when nothing, not even
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death, can deter us from carrying out what conscience and reason tells

us is right. We cannot, at all times know exactly what is best to be

- done under certain circumstances, and often mistakes occur; but, these

are not a transgression of the element in the grand principles of life; all

who have had the moral nature cultivated, are judges of what is right.

Then, could we but have the whole race cultivated to the highest moral

and spiritual standing, we are then in the dawn of the millennium.

IDA M. MERRILL.

» ’ ~—~—<.>—w_-——

A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED) .

“And the Lord came down to see the city and tower, which the chil

dren of men builded . . . . . . . .said, “Behold, the people is one, and they all

have one language, and this they begin to do; and now nothing will be

restrained from them, which they have imagined to do.”

'Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language, that they

may not understand one another’s speech.”

Here we have a material God again; one who is supposed to have a

dwelling place somewhere in the heavens; who comes down to earth,

sees a tower in process of erection—that they are all of one language,

and to prevent them from proceeding with the work confounds them.

He is represented as talking with some one concerning the material, as

though He was an earthly ruler, and was jealous of His power.

Let us again search for the diamond; it is established, in our theory,

that Jehovah is made of the material which the individual, or nation

brings out of the great research—the conclusion at- which they arrive

after asking_why and wherefore this wisdom; the conclusion does not

effect the most High—does not change one of His laws—does not con

stitute the power; but, is a satisfactory demonstration to the individu

al; and, as we have said previously, in those early ages, before the spirit

ual nature had gained the ascendency; when man was allied to the ma

terial, for he was to build this world, to bring forth the dormant powers.

to evolve another realm, a spiritual one—the material which came to him

was matter; it was rocks and trees, rivers and vegetation, and, therefore,

the highest inspiration, or idea of Jehovah was as an earthly king; but,

et us right here take up a connecting ling with the present; let us see if
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we may not find a diamond polished; leaving for a moment the intricate

path, which has led men up from the dark ages, unto the light of the

present era. Let us stand for one moment in the dawn of this era; let

us contemplate the grand concourse of humanity, who have peopled this

earth—the never-dying spirits which have been evolved from the mate

rial universe, or have been cast back upon the breast of the great first

cause—a part of it and yet an addition; the germ unfolded—like the in

fant upon its mother’s breast a part of that mother, and yet, not the

mother—an individual life linked, to that mother, by a silken cord—

and we see a shadow of the spiritual world; we have a grander idea of

the universe—a more spiritual God; we see how all things are moving

within a spiritual world, and we feel the inspiration, not from material.

but, from the throbbing, living world; the grand and mighty concourse

of individuals, returned to the Great parent who is Omnipresence, and

those children—the myriads of earth gone before—are then omnipresent

-—upon the breast of the parent of Love, and we have a Spirit—God, one

who delights not in the gratification of selfish desires, who has no self

hood but infinite Love, mercy, wisdom and justice; who breathes upon

humanity the breath of life; who would draw all men to Him by the

silken cord of love, and would have His children obedient, not to whim

and caprice, butkto high and holy instincts, to noble purposes, to lofty

endeavors. ‘Ian it be that humanity will still say, “Let us cling to this

old idol! we would have one made of Wood and stone, and mortar—not

an image is it, but, a temple—there to confine, the living presence, but,

10! it is fled. The inspiration that comesto you, which gives you evi

dence of His presence, must be brought by spirit, not material sur

roundings.

Man may form laws by which he may think to cause Jehovah to work.

But, has there ever been a law demonstrated, that was not found to

have its origin in nature—that it was only discovered not made ? Col

umbus discovered the Western Continent did not make it, and even

then, thinking he had arrived at India calling the inhabitants Indians,

did it detract from the fact? Not in the least. His thinking, that by

sailing in this direction he would reach India, had been brought to his

mind, from a belief that the world was round; nevertheless, he had no

proof of it; the belief in his mind was so strong, that it almost amounted

to a real knowledge; but, he could not convince others that it was so,

without some tangible evidence; but, the discovery of this great Western

continent settled the fact in his mind, proved his theory to the world, and
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the free people of America are enjoying the fruits of his labor, his perse

vering efi‘orts, in the opposition of kings and emperors. He knew not

how well he builded; but, the great Power had this world in store for

the inhabitants; the tower of tyranny and oppression was in process of

erection, “and all were of one speech, one language;” the ignorance of

the lower classes, only made them willing tools, and the tower must be

destroyed, if it were by the confounding of language; the people must

be scattered; a broader field of thought must be ushered in, and, when

the oppression of the people became so great that they could scarcely

breathe a free breath of air, the asylum was ready, prepared by the same

Wise Hand, and the tower ofreligious bigotry did not grow so rapidly.

Again, after the great struggle between this and the mother country, the

same spirit begins to assert itself; mankind has been rearing a mighty

tower which is expected to reach the skies; and, in the great work, the

simple mission, the humble ofiices, which constitute religion are forgot

ten by the would-be tower buildersJand, again, does Jehovah say, “Let

us confound their speech.”

The mighty tower which has been called religion is shaking; the foun

dation, is weakened; for, it is being builded upon prayers, so many times,

without works. Can it be that Christians will in this era of light speak

of Jehovah as a material God ? That he has a habitation upon the winds

of heaven, where he takes his good children, who have built him an ele

gant abode of worship, and have prayed that he would, in all mercy re

member, “the poor, unfortunate, bless the poor and the needy, comfort

the sick and the afflicted;” yet never making any exertions to aid those;

not even, if they come directly under their observation. (Jan it be that

man has degenerated, has gone back to heathendom ? Do you not know

by this means, you are making as great an idol, as there is in heathen

dom ‘P It is not the material which composes your idol, but it is the

spirit. If you worship Jehovah in spirit and in truth, you must let Him

enter the heart’s temple; this is his shrine, and no elegant abode does he

require. N0! humanity is crying out, from the chains of cruel bondage

and oppression, for the care which you lavish upon this abode, and to

“Worship God,” you say, that He is Ruler, that the worlds are His, how

may you then bring him an oifering ‘9

Search for objects of humanity, who are burdened with the great

weight—life. Give to them cheering rays of divine influence; if your

soul is filled with love to God, do not waste the outpouring upon desert

air; let the great bidding, “Go into the highways and hedges and compel
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them to come to the Master’s table” be your rule. Yes! compel by the

only way that compulsion may be made effectual; and it is the one law—

Love, which is the only law Jehovah knows; draw them, by the cords of

Love, into the beauty of life, into the grandeur; if they need physical

aid, with the true spiritinciting you, aid; teach them that Jehovah de

lights in apure heart, and from that will spring pure actions; the cord if

once thrown around them, you may gently'draw all men to Him—com

pel them to come to the Master’s table—for, there is no malice, envy, ha

tred, anything thatmay defile which springs from this great law; then you

have worshiped Jehovah, although you have entered no abode, save one

of squalor and misery, carrying with you the heavenly ray, and in minis

try had not time to bow the knee. IDA M. MERRILL.

 

DIAMOND DUST.

 

There is beauty in every natural object, there is beauty in every gener

ous action, in every pure thought, every noble intent, and each, alike,

shows a part of the Great Maker of the Universe; a part of his great life

—a part of his greatlove. The life-principle of the material world, and

the love-principle of the spiritual, these constitute the forces of a Uni

verse; they are the emanations; from divinity and the imperfections

constitute the opposing power or Satans realm.

Let us gather the gems which lie along life’s pathway, and discard the

loathsome objects; let us find the hidden springs of happiness, which are

easily unclasped by a pure hand. There is a delightful pleasure in con

templating, at close of day, our thoughts, motives and intents, without a

pang, knowing that each one was prompted by what we deemed to be

Right.

Grand and glorious is the thought! that, we are only beginning to live,

even, though we are passing down the vale of life; the silver locks and

the toiling frame reminding us, that material objects must decay; but

the young life within, the renewal of the childish fancies, and simplicity

showing us that we are being born into another life—a higher state of

existence.

“Love the Lord with all thy minr .” How may We? by loving the

beautiful and true in all things, the God-principle—the outflowing of his

great soul, the grateful acceptance of life’s blessings, returning thanks

not to space, but, to suffering humanity.

CORA CORAL.

o
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

Spirits of mortals are visible in the spirit realmto each other, and walk

about on the air as we; in the flesh, walk on the earth; they move with

the rapidity of lighting; they change in an instant into the smallest

compass, or become like the seeds of a tree. An acorn contains the

whole tree; but, it requires many years for it to materialize into a full

grown oak, and thereafter it always remains an oak; but, a spirit has

power to enlarge or compress at pleasure, and passes through air, earth

and water, as matter is resistless to spirit, and likethe oak the spirit of

man retains his individuality forever. There are prophets in Israel at

this time when both learned and ignorant can inquire of the Lord or his

agents concerning spiritual things; all must become as little children, or

in a passive state. In a communication with an invisible intelligence,

I remarked: “I have thought sometimes there was but one spirit as all

seemed to know my thoughts.” He answered: “Spirits may be compared

to drops of water, that composea river; when those drops flow down, up

on the earth and unite. it forms apowerful stream and when spirits come

as rain drops; and join together with the same force that holds the bar

upon the magnet, a great power is brought to bear—a mighty influence

that can move anything on earth that is movable, and hold up men, as

they appear to walk on water and move through the air, without any

visible support. If furniture moves about a room without visible hands,

what moves it? It is related of a person in England (Mr. Home) who

was projected out of a Window and taken in again without injury or as

sistance from mortals in the flesh.

Jesus took three men on a mountain to witness a vision, that it might

be recorded to prove that men never die, but are always actively and
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vigorously alive—never dead or burried for one instant; it is impossible

to bury a man, no value in the shell after the bird has flown. With our

natural eyes, we cannot see a human being, only the appearance—that

innerself—no mortal can behold until the evil of flesh is drawn aside,

then we shall see ourselves as others see us. Nothing concealed, but as

we read again the panorama of life that ineffaceabie record which every

soul must read and read again the past returns with its appropriate

judgement—many events which at their time of action we had felt re~

gret for, even remorse we may now behold, as an inevibtale sequence to

other acts, stepping stones, without which our lives would have been in

complete.

Deeds, on which we prided ourselves, now show the littleness, or petty

egotism from which they sprang. Sorrows, which have wrung our spirits

appear as blessings; thoughts we had lamented once, we now perceive to

have been effects inevitale. Our thoughts, motives and acts are reflected

in the spiritual world every day, and the impression made is never

eflfaced; we keep our own record if our deeds have' been love and mercy

to the unfortunate, those who have fallen among thieves, and left by the

way side to suffer alone in darkness, if we have ministered to them bound

up their wounded hearts with bread and wine of kindness and sympathy;

then we have fulfilled the true law, and our reflected life is perfect.

MRS. M. MERRICK.

.______‘,>__

INTEMPBRANOB.

This is a subject of great importance to all humanity. At present the

minds of the people are exercised on the evil of alcoholic drinks, and it

appears to be the most destructive of human life and happiness of any

thing that exists. Many are inquiring what can be done to arrest this

great monster evil that is destroying the growth, develbpment and .

beauty of humanity. Some say we must have laws passed by congress to

prevent the inebriate from temptation. It seems such laws cannot be en

forced without encroaching on individual rights and producing confus

ion. Law means force, and we cannot force an individual to drink or

to not drink, and those who sell liquor may think it unjust to bring a

power or law to close their doors or open them. Law does not appear to

produce reform. When men and women learn to govern themselves we

shall need but few laws.- Love and sympathy, if brought to bear on sub

jects of intemperance would produce far better results. Now the bar
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vest is ready, but the laborers are few. Who labors to bring about re

form ? The people sit down to eat and drink and rise up to play as of old.

Who of them cares for the drunkard or his ponr wife and children, who

have no happiness, cruel suffering instead. With thousands of churches

scattered over the land, all claiming to be christains or followers of him,

who went about doing good if the individuals composing the societies of

those churches are one with him who said, “Love thy neighbor as thy

self,” it seems we might behold a difierent state of morals. Society is

responsible for many of the evils so prevalent at this time, especially

those belonging to churches, as they profess to being regenerated and are

doing the will of our Heavenly Father 011 earth as it is done in heaven,

In ancient times when there were prophets in Israel (church) they could

inquire of the Lord or his prophets how to proceed in their movements

against the enemy. Intemperance has been marshalling their forces for

ages, and Satan is leading them on, and there is to be a battle fought

spiritually. It is even' raging in some fields to-day, and if we would in

quire of the Lord or his prophets as the Kings did of old when they went

forth to meet their enemies; we should be directed in the right way, to

gain the victory. If all who are willing to join the grand army of pro

gression put on the armors of rightousness; have our hearts filled with

love to God and our neighbor, all join in one harmonious band, and

march to the front, and hold ourselves in readiness to seize every oppor

tunity to overcome evil with goodness. We must leave all selfishness

and prejudice behind/and be willing to unite with publicans and sinners

in routing the enemy. When the battle is over and the enemy is ours we '

may separate, and the Lord will select his sheep as he knows them, and

they will come at his call and enter into the fold and rest from their la

bors. The goats will depart and take care of themselves or suffer the

consequences of their oWn acts.

Mas. M. MERRIOK.

______<.>__.__

George Eliot is called by the Athenwum probably the most accomplish

ed woman the century has seen. ,She had a complete mastery of French,

German and Italian and serviceable knowledge of Latin, Greek, Spanish

and Hebrew. She was widely learned in science and philosophy, and

deeply read in history; and she had an intimate knowledge of music and

painting.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE er ?

(CONTINUED.)

“Eva, I never heard any one talk as grandma does about dying—just

as though she were going to another country, and knew all about it—ex

cepting Aunt Fannie of whom you have heard me speak; she always

talked so and taught me to think of my father as being alive, only he is

in a new form; and has greater powers—may come to my side; perhaps

is listening to our talk now.”

“Just as gran’ma says of dear papa and mama, that they did not forget

their little girl, but are watching over me, are guardian angels, and that

she will do the same after she has gone; although, it will not be like

really seeing her sitting in her easy chair, or slowly walking around the

house.”

“It became such a pleasure to Alice Kent and myself, all through our

school days, to think that father was near us, and we did not have to

wait to write a letter and receive one in return as we did from Mr.

Kent; but, if we thought of him, the desire was known, by the angels

and his presence was with us, like the message borne upon the telegraph

wire; we often sat in Alice’s bower, studying together and imagined,

any way. that we felt the flutter of an angel’s wing, as Alice always

said; it seemed that there were hands aiding us in writing extracts upon

the various studies, in casting up the accounts, in solving difiicult prob

lems, and, sometimes, it seemed I could hear my father say: “Be dili

gent my son,” and other expressions of encouragement, just as in the

_ olden time, when I sat upon the low chair by his side, as he wrote at his

desk.”

“Dear cousin Harry! is it possible that you have thought so too? I

never could think of telling any one so; it seemed so sacred—just like

walking around the cofiin of a dead person—but, how often have I sat

here upon this throne, and felt that papa and mama were near saying:

‘Our own little daughter! we love you yet, and come to see you every

day.’ But Harry, you know our preacher says, they are in heaven, sing

ing hymns all the time—that if I am not a good girl I shall never go to

meet them, and they will be so happy, the Lord will not let them think

about me. How can that be? There is old Mrs. Kenner who has a

drunken son; she says she loves him better than any child she has, and

all of the rest—six of them—are as industrious and sober as they can be.

How is it that when she goes to heaven she will forget all about him i’
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Now she is perfectly miserable, it he is out of her sight; because she

dreads to see him return as he most always does. I have sat here alone

and studied over these things hundreds of times, and I have thought,

perhaps, our minister is mistaken; perhaps he doesn’t know any more

about God than we do; I have thought—if there was a God of Love, as

the Bible teaches us—He would be something like the people who love

their children, only a great deal better, and He could have heaven to

take all the evil out of people—to make Jack Kenner, for instance, quit

drinking, andtroubling his mother so; I am sure Mrs. Kenner would

love a God, like that, a great deal better than if He should take her son,

throw him into a lake of fire and brimstone, she never seeing him

again, having no hopes of him ever becoming a better man.”

“Yes, Eva, I know that many Christians think so; but Aunt Fannie

did not; she said: God wasa loving, tender Father, that all were His

children, and just as the parent loves an erring child, and wants it to be

come better, so, does His Great Love reach to His erring children; Mrs.

Kenner does not really love her drunken son the best; but her anxiety is

deeper, because she sees that he is not living as he should.”

This short conversation will give us an idea of the character of Eva

Ernest, and Harry’s development, in the inner life, since his introduc

tion to H— Seminary; this being the first summer after his graduation

which he spent at his grandmother’s. We shall leave them now; this is

but one of the many conversations which passed between the two cous

ins, who, although reared so widely apart, were in the same realm of

thought—had begun solving the mysteries of godliness—searching for

the keys to heaven, and the lost key which should unlock the portals of

the realm of darkness, and set the captive free, allowing him to bathe

in the sunlight of redeeming love—had commenced to think—were judg

ing the Wisdom of God, by the hidden springs of purity which flowed

into their hearts from that divine fountain. * * * * * * * * *

We return to the New Year’s scene in the Green mountains; it is a

week later; the snow does not hurry through the air now; but lies grand

ly, beautiful upon the sere earth; sleighs may now skim o’er the surface;

the dear old lady is at rest in regard to the welfare of the dumb brutes;

Dan, the faithful servant, was able to clear the snow away without as

sistance, and has now gone to the city for the mail, and upon sundry

other errands; Eva sits by the window as though waiting—for she

knew not what; she was not, particularly; expecting any letter; the

aunts and uncles wrote short missives to the old lady at stated intervals,
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which Eva answered, simply to give them the desired information; but,

here she was by the window; an indefinable something seemed to hold

her in reverie; she scarcely thought, but glintings of tremulous waves,

which were not distinct enough to be termed—thought, swept over the

senses, holding her spellbound.

Here comes Dan now. N0t knowing why, Eva ran to the door as the

sleigh drove up; he holds a letter in his hand beckoning her; knowing

it must be something more than ordinary, she hurries forward and claps

her hands with delight, as she sees by the post mark it is from S —. “Oh!

from Aunt Lizzie or Harry,” she says—a beautiful design upon one

corner of the envelope and “Happy New Year” in gilt. “Oh, is it not

sweet!” she says a moment later, to her grandmother, “we never have

such here.”

The letter from Mrs. Ernest was a pleasant interesting one, to “grand~

mother and Eva,” telling of Harry’s first appearance as a New Year’s

caller; but, with true, motherly pride, withholds the termination of the

day.

Here is another, adainty envelope, with the simple words, “Cousin

Eva.” This is from Harry and she must peruse it alone; handing the

ot her to her grandmother—that she may look it over again, as she al

'ways does—she passes into the next room to read it. It ran as follows'

DEAR Consm Evin—As mother has written about all the news, which

will interest you, excepting that which lies directly with myself, I shall

constitute that personage, the subject of this sketch, and relate the par

ticular facts clustering around the first day of Jan., 18—. To begin: All

the ladies——or most of them—in our class of society receive callers on

New Year’s day; this you know, yet, have never experienced the episode

-—as my friend Clint Obert terms it—by the way he is one of the char

acters in this sketch of myself—to you, and, if you have not already be

gun to picture him in fairydom, will give you his description. He is as

unlike the subject—myself—as is Alice Kent—your “Fairy Queen”—

unlike you in appearance; now, you know Alice’s visage, and I shall

allow you to form an idea of my friend with these aids. Thought—

cousin, you know—develops the brain. Clint is very anxious to form the

acquaintance of my brownie cousin, and I have given him about as much

food for the imaginative faculties, as I have yourself; but Clint is not as

interesting a topic to myself as is—your “Fairy Queen.’ That eventful

morning. as she stood, in her spacious drawing room, amid the festoons,

your wores came vivibly to my mind. Yes! where could there be a more

perfect fairy queen; but now, cousin comes the saddest part of my sketch;

I know mother has kept it secret; but I shall not; I want you to denounce

me with all the energy you can summon. To be sure it is fashionabls

to have wine and every one sips it; I had promised mother not to touch
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it, and at first refused, but, Alice—dear little innocent—wanted me to do

as others do, not to appear odd; she did not know of the danger (how

should she ?)—pressed me, asit was her first reception; she looked so be

witching, with the tears ready to start from her eyes, that I could not

resist; after taking one glass it was much easier to take the second, and

the third, until the day was fairly over, I was in disgrace—helped to

Clint’s room, as any drunkard. Now, I have not spared myself, and I

want you to write and denounce me in the strongest terms. Give my _

love to grandma and reserves. small share of esteem for your

ERRING Couer HARRY.

Long did Eva sit and ponder; here, in one short sketch, were so many

paths of thought opened to her; she knew not which one to follow for

the time; curiosity turned her attention to the friend, and sympathy to

her cousin; whilst of Alice she thought as being perfectly innocent in

his downfall, yet, directly the means. How could she straighten it?

OORA CORAL.

_—<o>-——-—

A MIRACLE.

ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA, Feb. 10.——The town of Summit is excited over

an alleged miracle. About thirty well-known citizens have signed a

wonderful statement, declaring that Miss Ella McQuelian, aged twenty

years, was suddenly stricken with a disease that paralyzed her whole

body, which began to wither away. Eor eight days she lay in a state of

trance, to all appearance dead. The Rev. Father Maloney came to pray

for her, and as he invoked the help of Jesus and Mary, animation return

ed to the corpse-like body, the withered limbs resumed their former

plumpness, and she arose and unaided walked about. The subscibers to

the statement make affidavits to its truth. Singular to relate, it is

stated that the priest was so terrified at the result of his invocation that

he nearly fainted. , I

_Why should we be astonished at the answer to prayers? Christians

pray, and, if the prayers were answered, as they request, consternation

would be depicted upon their countenances. Why might not the prayer

of faith heal the sick? Why may not miracles be performed to-day, as

well as in Christ’s time? He said “These things and greater shall ye do.”

The angels stand at the door with power from the invisible realm; if the

spiritual eyes were open you might recognize the loved ones gone be

fore. . The laws have never been changed, and, if miracles once were per

formed, is not that same power—the Christ-principle—existent ? Did he

not ascend from sight in a visible form, showing that death was not

death—but a casting ofi the garment of flesh—a spiritual form but like

unto the old one in resemblance, but in quality spirit, as he entered the

house with doors and windows closed. It was called a miracle, but

must have followed some law, even if not understood.
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THE LAYMAN IN THE PULPIT.

 

LAZARUS AND THE MODERN CHURCH.

The following lines offer a sermon as eloquent and effective as that

with which the worthy divine above is electrifying his audience, How

much over-looked in these days of “fashionable” religion are these in

junctions:

“He heapeth up riches and knoweth not who shall gather them.”

“Blessed is he that considereth the poor.”

“He that hath pity upon the poor lendeth to the Lord.”

“He that maketh haste to be rich shall not be innocent.”

“For what is a man profited if he gains the whole world and lose his

own soul.”

“It is easier for a came] to go through the eye of a needle, than for a

rich man to enter the Kingdom of God.”

“There is no respect of persons with God.”

“The love of money is the root of all evil.”

Well, wife, I have been to chuuch to-day—been to a stylish one—

And seein’ you can’t go from home, I’ll tell on what was done;

You would have been surprised to see wha I seen there to-day;

The sisters were fixed up so fine they hardly bowed to pray.

I had on these coarse clothes of mine—not much the worse for wear,

But then, they knew I wasn’t one they called a millionaire;

So they led the old man to a seat away back by the door;

’Twas bookless and uncushioned, and reserved for the poor.

Pretty soon came in a stranger, with gqld ring and clothing fine;

They led him to a seat far in advance of mine;

I thou ht that wasn’t exactly right, to seat him up so near;

When e was young and I was old and very hard to hear.

But then, there’s no accountin’ for what some people:d0;

The finest clothin now-a-days oft’ gets the finest pew;

But when we reac that blessed home, all undefiled by sin,

We'll see wealth beggin’ at the gate, While poverty goes in.

I couldn’t hear the sermon, I sat so far away,

So through the hours of service, I could only watch and pra ;

Watch the doin’s of the Christians sitting near me round a out:

Pray that God would make them pure Within as they were without.

While I sat there looking all around upon the rich and great,

I kept thinking‘of the rich man and the beggars at the gate;

How, by all but dogs forsaken, the poor beggars form grew cold,

And the angel’s bore his spirit to the mansions built of gold,
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How at last the rich man perished and his spirit took its flight,

From the purple and fine inen to the home of endless night;

There he learned, as he stood gazin’ at the beggar in the sky,

“It isn’t all of life to live, nor all of death to (116.”

I doubt not there were wealth sires in that religious fold,

Who went up from their dwel ings like the Pharisee of old;

Then returned home from worship, with their heads uplifted high,

To spurn the hungry from their door with naught to satisfy.

Out, out with such professions! they are doin’ more to-day

To stop,the weary sinner from the, gospels shinin’ way,

Than all the books of infidels than all that has been tried,

Since Christ was born in Bethlehem—since Christ was crucified.

How simple the works of God. and yet how very grand—

The shells in the ocean cavern—the flowers on the land—

He gilds the clouds of evenin’ with the gold light from his throne.

Notflt‘or the rich man only; not for the poor alone.

Then why should man look down on man because of lack of gold?

Why seat him in the poorest pew because his clothes are old ?

A heart with noble motives—a heart that God has blest—

May be beatin’ heavens music ’neath that faded coat and vest.

I’m old—I may be childish—but I love simplicity;

I love to see it shinin’ in a christian’s piety;

Jesus told us in His sermons, in Judea’s mountain wild,

He that wants to go to heaven must be like a little child.

Our heads are growin’ gray, dear wife—our hearts are beatin’ slow——

In a little while the Master will call us for to go;

When we reach the pearly gateways, and look with joyful eyes

We’ll see no stylish worship in the temple of the skies—Brockville

Recorder, Ontario.

THE RESURRECTION OF MAN.

 

 

BY' GHAUNCY GILES.

According to the doctrines of the New Church, Death and Resurrec

tion are the same event in different aspects. The death of the material

body is the natural side of it, and consequently it is all we can see while

we are in this world. Resurrection is the spiritual side. The material

body is left behind and turns to dust. Man rises out of it. He is with

drawn from the body as the hand is withdrawn from a glove; and when

the separation of the spiritual from the material body is fully effected,

he stands complete manin the spiritual world, with all his senses and

his whole organism perfectly adapted to it. He has lost no more than

the sparrow loses when it breaks its shell. When the material body

dies, man rises, He does not Wait for unknovvn ages, and flit about n0~
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where, and nobody, waiting for a general resurrection of the material

body, that he may crawl back into his old prison and resume his chains.

He has left nothing behind him that can ever be useful to him again.

The beautiful moth never becomes a worm. The sparrow folds its

wings, closes its eyes to the new world in which it has rejoiced for a

brief summer, and becomes reinvested with its old shell. So it is with

man. The material body returns to the ground whence it was taken.

“Earth to earth—ashes to ashes—dust to dust.” The spiritual body is

raised up into the spiritual world, its proper home, where it will dwell

forever. , Y

The statement of Swedenborg on the subject is as follows:

“When the body is no longer able to perform its functions in the natu

ral world corresponding to the thoughts and affections of the spirit which

it has from the spiritual world, then the man is said to die. This takes

place when the respiratory motions of the lungs and the systolic motions

of the heart cease to act; but still man does not die; he is only separated

from the corporeal part, which was of use to him in the world; for man

himself lives. It is said man himself lives, because man is not man from

the body, but from the spirit, since the spirit thinks in man, and thought

with affection makes man. Hence it is evident that man, when he dies,

only passes from one world into another.

“The spirit of man, after the separation, remains a little while in the

body; but not longer than till the total cessation of the heart’s action,

which takes place with variety, according to the state of the disease of

which man dies. . . I . As soon as this motion ceases, the man

is resuscitated; but this done by the Lord alone; by resuscitation is meant

the drawing forth of the spirit of man from the body, and its introduction

into the spiritual world, which is commonly called resurrection.” ‘

He then goes on to say, “that man is man from his spirit, and not from

his body; and that the corporeal form is added to the spirit according to

the form of the spirit and not the reverse; for their spirit is- clothed

with a body according to its own form; whereforth the spirit of man acts

into the minutest particulars of the body, inasmuch that the part which

is not actuated by the spirit; or in which the spirit is not acting, does not

live. That this is so, may be known to every one from this alone; that

thought and will actuate each and all things of the body with such en

tire command, that everything concurs, and Whatever does not concur is

not a part of the body, and is also cast out as something in which is no

life; thought and will are of the spirit of man, and not of the body.”
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“When man enters the spiritual world, or the life after death, he is in

a body as in a world; to appearance there is no difference, and he does

not perceive nor see a difference. But his body is then spiritual, and

thus separated or purified from earthly things, and when what is spiri

tual touches and sees what is spiritual, it is just as when what is natural

touches and sees what is natural; hence,a man when he has become a

spirit, does not know otherwise than that he is in his body in which he

was in the World, and hence he does not know, at first, that he has de

ceased. A man’s spirit also enjoys every external and internal sense

which he enjoyed in the world; he sees as before; he bears and speaks as

before; he also smells and tastes, and when he is touched he feels the

touch as before; he also longs, desires, craves, thinks, reflects, is affected,

loves, wills, as before; and he who delights in studies, reads and writes

as before. In a word, when a man passes from one life into the other,'or

from one world into the other; it is as if he passed from one place into

another, and he carries with him all things which he possessed in himself

as a man; so that it cannot be said that the man after death, which is

only the death of the earthly body, has lost anything of himself. He also

carries with him the natural memory, for he retains all things whatso

ever which he has in the world heard, seen, read, learned, and thought,

. from earliest infancy even to the end of life. '

“But the difference between the life of man in the spiriiual world and _

his life in the natural world is great, as well with respect to the external

senses and their affections, as with respect to the internal senses and their

affections. Those who are in heaven perceive by the senses; that is, they

- see and hear much more exquisitely, and also think more wisely, than

when they where in the world. _

“The difierence of these external senses is as the difierence between

sunshine and the obscurity of mist, and as the difference between the

light at mid-day and the shade at evening, in the world.”

_.___<.>______

Compliments of Mrs. M. Merrick and Ida M. Merrill, soliciting your

aid in the spread of “A Fountain ofLight.” The object of the magazine

is to disseminate truth, for the expression of free thought, which we be

lieve to be the channel which shall widen and deepen, cleanse and pur

ify. Where thoughts are freely and conscientiously expressed, evil ones

would be denounced. - We ask your co-operation with us, that we may

carry forward the work as we seem to be directed. To any one who will

obtain six subscribers we will send an extra copy.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

- _ (CONTINUED)

“So, the Lord scattered them abroad over the face of the earth, and

they left off to build the city.”

Every unworthy action—selfish one—is sooner or later cast 'to the

ground, and must when instigated by a nation or sect who are all of one

language become a mighty tower of Babe]. The work which is fruitless

ly carried forward for vain glory—to satisfya desire for fame—for self

gratification, when no benefit to humanity is mingled with‘labors—must

eventuate in a Babel—confusion will sweep upon the individuals, and

they must be scattered abroad upon the face of the earth. Labors of

love are needed, and not mighty towers of superstitious vagary, which

would confine the living God and would think to find Him only in a

temple made by man. ‘

“The groves were God’s first temple.” Think of humanlty—the

thousands of souls, who had a life as do we, who existed as wild men of

the forest, if worship is necessary to your salvation, it was necessary to

theirs. Aye! worship was necessary to the higher cultivation of the

nature of the aborigines, and, also, was an inborn quality; it was divine;

it was a part of the real man, which inhabits the temple of clay. Was it

necessary to have an edifice of grand and imposing appearance ‘3 Does

Jehovah delight in these ? Gaze upon the mighty temple of nature; think

you, that a grander domain may be reared, which will woo the living God, '

if he partake of the earthly nature at all, and require the imploring and

pleading as of earth. Is it Jehovah or is it man whom we may worship

best? Does Jehovah suffer from material wants ? Can He not be said

to own the mighty worlds ? His children cry out to us from every quar

ter of our glorious land; cruel bondage, which is poverty, is building up

aslavery which is more terrible than the slavery of the African, who are

now free from the chains; churches are being erected at a cost, in some

instances, of millions of dollars, where man may meet upon the Sabbath

thank Jehovah, that they are not as other men are—to talk of the best

ways and means of casting the crumbs from the table to the poor un

fortunate ones, who are cursed by poverty and, sometimes, crime. ' ()ht

we say, can there not be some way of remedying this ? Must the 'tower

go forward, and the great and mighty earth with its blossoming, its budav
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ding and fruitage be left to bless not humanity ? Must not the tender

blossoms of purity, of love and the angel qualities, which are springing

with the thistles and the thorns be cultivated? Oh! spend the labors

upon the earth; we do not denounce religion nor churcnes, yet, we say:

“Is it the proper way ‘B Is not one individual soul worth more than ev

ery temple of worship in the land? Is not suffering humanity crying

for light and knowledge, for peace and contentment '8” Could but your

Sabbaths be spent in really worshipping God, which you can only do by

loving deeds of ministry to his childen—those burdened by the woe,

which you are, many times, able to alleviate.

You may say: “We furnish employment, to the laboring class, by hav

ing these gorgeous buildings erected.” Ah! let me ask you: “What is it ?”

A miserable existence of toil, which is carried forward incessantly.

Many a weary burden is placed in the glittering panes of glass; many a

sad story is painted in the pictures; many are the invisible words of

sorrow beneath the beautiful aphorisms; many an aching woe is impres

sed upon the statuary, and you say, “But, how else may it be ‘2" Let the

language become really one language, and let it be the pure—the lan

guage which Jehovah delights in—the language of love to brother man;

not, selfish love, which means, the fulfilling of the law \ unto those who

are intimately connected with us, who are a part of self, as those who

may gratify desires which will directly benefit this god, self, all,—the

erring, the weak, the sinful, the vile; for is not crime a. disease which, if

properly treated, might be removed? Yes, could the Sabbaths be spent

in visiting those who are in distress, in carrying the divine ray of love

to those homes where worshipping God in a temple is impossible to the

inmates, who cannot, in their plain workman’s dress, feel that the house

of grandeur is open to them, who would, if entering the abode, fear that

the coarse garments would soil the elaborate uphostery, or the deli- '

cate tints of the ladies’ dresses, with which they might come in contact.

In plain attire you might enter those dwellings and by loving sympathy

in their behalf, if only by kind and encouraging words, you may worship

God, you may teach the children lessons of the Christ-life, not so much

lessons of his dying for all men, and that if you believe on him you shall

not perish ; but, teach them to follow in his footsteps, by being gentle

and kind to each other, by shunning the evil, by loving truth and right,

and then will the earth be peopled with a grand tower, the spirev may

reach the skies, for the spirit rises above sorrow and distress, and. the

New Jerusalem descends; the angels stand at the door—come down to
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meet the spire to walk up and down the streets of the city, walk with

us hand in hand to lead us up and on to grander achievements, to no

bler motives, and a higher road. “All are of one language . . . . . . . .scat

tered abroad on the earth." living—not simply existing—every dwelling

house is a temple for the most High, and worship is carried out every

day in practice, and not in precept alone.

IDA M. MERRILL.

—--—--<0>—-—————

“IS MATERIALIZATION TRUE? II‘ 80, ITS PHILOSOPH ."

BY SAMUEL warson.

(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

“Mediums for materialization are those who possess, therefore a

certain amount of that nervous, or what we choose to term psycho

dynamic power that is unemployed by themselves, but which spirits

aware of its existence and of the method of its manipulation, can em

ploy for the purpose of materialization. As the body, in its physical

structure, attracts to itself the particles of the atmosphere to sustain it

so the spirit can attract from the atmosphere substances and particles,

through this force that exists in the materializing medium, out of which

can be fashioned either the pictured likeness of the friend, the sculp

tured image, or the living and apparently vitalized form. And this law

by which the vital forces of the medium are utilized in this way, is a law

of spiritual volition acting upon the medium, but the medium’s mind

having nothing to do with it, save the passivity with which the medium

and the surroundings meet the effort of the spirit to do this thing. The

agitation of a single wave of thought, the opposition of a single will-pow

er, anger, slispicion, hatred, all violent passions, interfere with this nor

mal circulation of the fluid that is employed by spirits in materializa

tion. Hence you are frequently told : Be harmonious in your circles:

keep your mind passive; let there be no violence; let there be no suspi

cion. Why ? Because, even as the various points of the magnet become

depolarized by certain processes, so these various atoms become depolar

ized, so far as the spirit-will is concerned, by the agitation of intermedi

ate waves of thought, and cannot be thus utilized.

"When the conditions are perfect the perfect form is evolved; whenthe

conditions are imperfect various stages are evolved, and are considered a

failure; sometimes are even considered impostures. But supposing, in
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the process of taking a picture, you were suddenly to rush into the pho

tographer’s dark cabinet, insist upon hauling out the plates and seeing

what progress he has made, would it be imposture, on the part of the

photographer, if there was no real picture there? So many persons im

agine, because, during the process of materialization, certain things are

discovered that do not seem to conform to their ideas of what should be

the state of affairs, therefore there is trickery. Do you consider the

sculptor an impostor because when you tear aside the screen that veils

the unfinished marble it is incomplete? Do you consider anything in

science an imposture because it is interrupted before it is fully formed?

“You have heard that materialized forms or images have been inter

rupted in the process of development. and that various things, all confu

sion, seemed to appear in the cabinet. Did it ever occur to you that a

spirit requires time and conditions to make perfect things, just as well as

mortals, and that those conditions and that time may be as carefully pre

served from interruption under all fitting test conditions that should be

applied beforehand and not during the time of materialization ?

“Did it ever occur to you that the most delicate process in the universe

must be that process that through occult forces evolves a palpable image

to the sight of men}? But the only wonder is. not that there are so few of

these manifestations that are satisfactory, but that are any, considering

the delicate nature of the conditions required, and considering the rude,

uncouth, and crude manner in which human beings proceed to the in

vestigation of them.

“ If you would know the laws that‘ govern materialization, you should

guard them as carefully, preserve the conditions as sacredly, treat them

with the same kind of deference and the same kind of reason that you

do the carefully prepared plate, the electric battery, the various refined

_ and subtle processes of chemical science that are oftentimes experi

mented with a thousand times before there is one successful result

“This substance upon which spirits act to produce the representation

of material forms is, as we state, the most delicate of all substances

which the human form holds, and is one ultimate link connecting mat

ter with spirit. Upon this spirit breathes its volition or will power; an

aura is created that draws just so much of the vitality from the form

of the medium and frequently from others who are in sympathy that are

present. These subtle and delicate atoms attract other corresponding

atoms from the atmosphere; and by this process of motion, which is cre

ated when these atoms are drawn from the form of the medium, the at
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traction goes on until either the picture, the sculptured image, or the vi

talized form is revealed to the vision.

7 . .‘__‘,,__AI 7 _

THE TWO GLASSES.

There stood two glasses filled to the brim

On a rich man‘s table, rim to rim;

One was ruddy and red as blood,

And one was clear as the crystal flood.

Said the glass of wine to the paler brother:

"Let us tell the tales of the past to each other;

I can tell of the banquet and revel and mirth,

And the proudest and grandest souls on earth

Fell under my touch as though struck by blight,

Where I was king, for I ruled in might.

From the heads of kings I’ve torn the crown,

From the heights of fame I’ve hurled men down;

I’ve blasted many an honored name, _

I’ve taken virtue and given shame;

I’ve tempted the youth with a sip, a taste,

That has made his future a barren waste.

Far greater than king am 1,

Or than any army beneath the sky.

I’ve made the arm of the driver tail,

And sent the train from the iron rail;

I’ve made the ships 0 down at sea,

And the shrieks of t e lost were sweet to me,

For they said, “Behold how great you be!

Fame, wealth, strength, genius before you fall,

‘ For our might and power are over all.’

“Ho. ho! pale brother,” laughed the wine,

“Can you boast of deeds as great as mine ?”

Said the watered glass, “1 cannot boast

Of a king dethroned, or a murdered host;

But I can tell of a heart once sad,

By my crystal drops made light and glad.

()f thirsts I’ve quenched, of brows I’ve laved,

Of hands I’ve cooled, of souls I’ve saved.

I’ve leaped through the valley, dashed down the mountain

Flowed to the river, played in the fountain;

Slept in the sunshine, dropped from the sky,

And everywhere gladdened the landscape and eye.

I’ve leased the hot forehead of fever and pain,

I’ve made the parched meadows grow fertile with grain.

I can tell of the powerful wheel at the mill

That ground out the flour and turned at my will.

I can tell of manhood debased by you,

That I lifted up and crowned anew.

I cheer, I help, I strengthen and aid;

I gladden the heart of man and maid.

I set the chained wine-captive free,

And all are better for knowing n1e.,’

These are the tales they told to each other,

The lass of wine and the aler brother,

As t ey sat together filled o the brim,

0n the rich man’s table, rim to rim—Selected.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMIIS.

(CONTINUED)

In the 16th chapter of Mathew is recorded: The Pharisees and Sad

dusees came to Jesus with much assurance and authority, desiring him

to show them a sign from the spiritual world or heaven. He answered:

When it is evening ye say, “It will be fair weather for the sky is red, and

in the morning it will be foul weather to-day for the sky is red and low

ering.” Oh, ye hypocritesl ye can discern the face of the sky but can

not discern the signs of the times. A wicked and adulterous generation,

seeketh after a sign and there shall no sign be given unto it but the sign
of the prophet Jonas. I Those questions and answers were for a purpose,

for a lessoh to mankind to-day. The spiritual teachings of that book

called the Bible is for all time and eternity. It contains the whole law

of life. It has been misunderstood by the teachers and they planted tares

with the wheat and we are now reaping the reward. The harvest is

ripe for the sickle, and where are the reapers ? Those who can discern

the signs. of the times are praying the Lord of the harvest to send out

more laborers as the tares are bearing down the good grain into the dust

and we need more help. Evil seems to be driving the car of destruction

over the earth, bringing misery and cruel suffering to humanity. We

would implore all women to rise up in their power and bring their in

fluence to bear on the destructive element that now prevails. Let us

purify ourselves from all prejudice and selfishness, bring ourselves into

harmony, unite like drops of water that form a powerful stream, be one,

in purpose, to overcome evil by establishing justice, right and liberty to

all. We have the greatest burdens of life to bear, therefore we must

{buckle on our armor and stand firmly on the rock of love to humanity,

and we shall succeed—overcome all opposition.
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There has been, we hear, a murder committed in Missouri; we under

stand a member of the legislature, Mr. Talbott. Two of his sons have

been tried, convicted, and sentence of death pronounced upon them, and

are to be executed on the 25th of March—executed—that means murder

the most cruel—in the first degree. We would appeal to all Christians,

Jews and Gentiles—all mothers and widows to join in protesting againstr

this second crime. It is contrary to the teachings of Jesus—the Christ

ian’s model. He said, “No longer an eye for an eye.” How dare anyone

pretending to be a follower of Him give their consent ' or acquisce and

allow. two boys to be killed contrary to the teachings of the law, of love

to your neighbor and forgiveness to our brothers who have possibly been

from their surroundings and development chosen to suifer that we Chris

tians might have alf opportunity of advancing towards perfection in

showing love and mercy to the unfortunate widow and orphans. If

those boys should be killed and the murderer of their father he discov

eied afterward what shall be done to those who have murdered the boys ?

MRS. M. MERRICK.

P. S.—In last number in “Signs of the Times,” “evil of flesh” should

have read, “veil of flesh.”

-——--——<0>-———

MY EXPERIENCE.

My experience in the investigation with the interior or spiritual realm

where the soul dwells after it leaves its physical body, I went to a me

dium, a girl twelve years old, with the intention of discovering what a

medium was, and if there was any good to be found in searching in that

direction. I found the medium as much interested as myself, in making

inquiries of invisible intelligences. She was no wiser than myself. It

was but lately she had lost her brother, about sixteen years old, who died

suddenly. The family felt the loss deeply, and having heard of tables

moving and bringing messages from departed friends, they were impres

sed to sit around a table, and in a short time the table made a move, and

they began to ask questions and receiVe answers, and the medium found

she could write messages without knowing what she wrote. It i was

about this time I commenced investigating the subject.

I had the girl come to my house in the afternoon, and sit by a. table,

and write messages, and talk with signs made by powers, not known by

me, that seemed to know all about me and my thoughts, and was fa

miliar with papers and things belonging to my husband, before our mar

riage.
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From our frequent meetings, I was convinced it was him, ' and three

years have elapsed, and I have not changed my mind. How can those

who speak so swflingly about what is called spiritualism say they

believe in that book of life—the Bible—and not in the appearing of spir

its of men and women in this nineteenth century, as was six thousand

years ago.

It must surely be possible if they once appeared, they can always ap‘

pear, and milllions declare the phenomena to be substantuated. Three

weeks after I had established a line of communication with my friends.

One morning the medium came to me and said they had a circle at her

father’s last night, and Henry—her brother—told them to find three

chapters in the Bible—fifth of Matthew, tenth of Luke and tenth of first

Corinthians—and live accordingly.

So I immediately began to study and try to find both the literal and

spiritual expression in those chapters. I inquired of ministers and oth

ers, with but little satisfaction, after trying my best to understand the

true meaning and failed,I was impressed to ask for information of my

spirit band and they were able to give me the true meaning. I was as

tonished when I understood the Great Spirit wished me to work in his

vineyard, and after a few weeks of consideration and inquiry, I gave my

self up to the influence that seemed to surround me, and promised to do

the will of our Heavenly Father on earth as it is done in heaven; and I

have been impressed or directed in many ways that seem strange to me.

I I have many trials but shall persevere in doing what seems to be requir

ed of me. I havea medium in my own family whom I can rely upon. I

have no fear of devils as I never have seen one.

Mns. M. MERRICK.

.________<.>_-_*__

Compliments of Mrs. M. Merrick and Ida M. Merrill, soliciting your

aid in the spread of “A Fountain ofLight.” The object of the magazine

is to disseminate truth, for the expression of free thought, which we be‘

lieve to be the channel which shall widen and deepen, cleanse and pur

ify. Where thoughts are freely and conscientiously expressed, evil ones

would be denounced. We ask your co-operation with us, that we may

carry forward the work as we seem to be directed. To any one who will

obtain six subscribers we will send an extra copy.

._——-—-<0>—————~

Sow good services; sWeet remembrances will grow from them.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE SIN ?

(CONTINUED)

Eva, now. had a more difficult problem to solve, than any she had ever

attempted. She did not blame Alice; yet, the temptation had been plac

ed before him by her Fairy Queen—the perfect ideal of Harry’s boyhood

companion and later friend. Alice had never heard of such a son as was

Jack Kenner; she did not know that by acquiring the habit of taking any

thing that might intoxicate, a drunkard’s grave is many times the result;

she had probably never met with such a case as Jack Kenner; had al

ways been in boarding school and knew little of the‘ outside world—all

these excuses flashed through Eva’s mind. Then came thoughts of how

she should counsel Harry. No! she would not denounce him; she would

only aid him by her encouragement Yes! she would write immediately

and tell him to remember Jack Kenner and to tell Alice of him, so that

she might understand, why he was not willing to take anything which

,was intoxicating. Her sympathies had gone out to Harry, as a tiny prayer

unuttered. May it not be, the desire vibrated upon the atmosphere of

heaven, until it reached him. The good Father has built the delicate

and the tender fabric, as well as the mighty material world. The natu

ral telegraph may be, but a similitude to the invisible.

With natural curiosity Eva’s thoughts now revert to Harry’s friend.

She fancies a dim picture appears to her. Harry and Clint are the objects.

Of course she would like Harry’s friend; her warm-heart ed, loving cou

sin Harry could not have friends who did not possess noble qualities.

She did not care to have this picture plainer; it was enveloped in a mist

which was more pleasant than the full portrayal of the personage, for

the time. What was it? This reverie was upon her yet, and she was

spell-bound; snatches of thoughts indefinable swept over the harp of a

thousand strings. Suddenly, as_though touched by an unseen hand, she

aroused. She must return to the realities of life. “Grandma will won

der why I leave her so long,” she said aloud. Hurriedly entering the

room again, she says, “It is really delightful is it not grandma up at H—

on New Year’s Day, as Aunt Lizzie has pictured it?”

“Yes, dear child, just as I have said to you there are many pleasures

you lose by being here.”

“Now, dear grandma, please don’t. You know I have as much pleas

ure as any one can possibly have. I have no doubt, I have taken more

pleasure in the description, than Alice did in participation. It is just
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delightful to hear of those things—like reading a pleasant story. I al

ways imagine I am the heroine, and seem to live in that world, for the

time; that isyif the heroine suits my ideas of heroism, or life. Now, in

Aunt Lizzie’s description, I seemed to have been living in H— for the

time. Then grandma to open my senses and see I am here with you; it

is grand, I have had two worlds, for a time.”

“Dear child, that is the true idea, too; you may live in two worlds.

The angel realm is at the door; the invisible curtain of space shrouds us

with the boundary of heaven.” '

“Grandma, I love to think that mama and papa are near. How can

any one fear the dear friends who have gone before ? Of course they

love us yet.”

f‘Yes, dear child, the old body is thrown aside, only, and the real person

is alive—has a spiritual form which is invisible to the natural eyes.

“My dear you must answer Aunt Lizzie’s letter, and tell her I want her

to come and see me, once more, before I leave you.”

“I shall grandma, this very evening.”

Eva now leaves the room and we hear her in the kitchen humming a

tune which she had learned of Harry. Eva was housekeeper of the hum

ble abode, as well as her grandmother’s companion—a friend to all the -

dumb brutes, the chickens, and the birds, and withal had time to read,

to wander in the woods and vales, and learn lessons of life from the great

book of nature. ,

The frugal tea now ready, and grandma carefully seated in her place,

Eva again allows thoughts to sweep over the brain; so fast and so con

flicting are the emotions she scarce eats, which worries the dear old lady.

Eva thinks it best notto reveal to her Harry’s transgression and thus it

is a responsibility which she must bear alone in regard to advising him. .

Here is Eva alone in her own room—a blazing fire upon the hearth,

which lends her inspiration. The letter is written to Aunt Lizzie, the

invitation sent, and now let us look over her shoulder as she writes to
Harry: ' I

DEAR COUSIN HARRYZ—I hasten {to answer your interesting letter,

which gave me pleasure, mingled with sadness. Pleased to be remem

bered amid your festivities—that you had not forgotten our fairydom;

that my Fairy Queen reigns supreme in your temple. ‘Yes'! I fancied' I

could see Alice as I read; more perfect—this picture—than any I have

ever painted in regard to her. Your friend, whom you desire me to de

scribe, is as yet dim-in my. studio—the simple outline, commencingv - with
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a description of character, judging from his being your friend—he is full

of life and spirit; takes pleasure in the refinement of social life; is a gen

tleman; has nobility of character enough to extricate my cousin from

difficulty, as much as is possible. He knew it would give Aunt Lizzie

sorrow to see you in that sad plight—the reason he took you to his own

room. Now, dear cousin, Harry, I shall not denounce you; this would

do you no good, whatever; you feel remorse enough already, and I shall

but give you my earnest desires, that, in the future, you may not yield

to the temptation again; keep this failure ever in your mind, and remem

ber Jack Kenner. Tell Alice your reason for desisting from the use of

intoxicating drink of any kind; and remember that your cousin Eva is

sending her best wishes from this quiet vale. Your father may come

now as he did in the school days. I trust that your high sense of right.

will aid you. The Heavenly Father does not denounce, but pi‘ties his er-

ring children. The blessed Christ said: “Go, and sin no more,” and this;

is as much as your cousin will upbraid you: “Sin no more.”

Dear Aunt Lizzie did not mention it—your failure—how much! better ‘

that you should have told me! Now, I may talk with you freely, smile»

tend my sympathies to you. Please remember me to Alice, and tell her"

that her kind invitation, in your last, I cannot accept at present, but

should be very much pleased to have her come to visit me, if she could"

eoj'oy herself in my wild menuta'm home. Perhaps she would come with

your mother.

Your: Lovme CovSINEVA.

W _.____<,>__M

Many thanks to Jesse H. Butler, of Los Angefes'. (lalifornia, for the

beautiful volume of poems, entitled, “Home.” As we have sketched it,

find the sentiment and expression of the true poet.

W

Live every day; you may have to-morrow, and you may not; but' the

bright b10ssoms in the pathway, today, may lie withered and dead to-

marrow, and the barren waste may be your only picture, for, life is Pro"

gress, you cannot. retrace the steps, but must move on; but, if the blos- '

soms have been "plucked which lie within the path they, even if faded, -

are mementoes c If the past beauty.

________.>_____~

A gentle word :and a diamond dust lies in some weary heart"
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VOICES IN THE AIR.

Hark! I hear sweet angel voices, .

Softly floating on the evening air,

Bidding us to sing glad rejoices

To Him who made this world so bright, so fair.

Then let us raise Our thoughts to heaven,

For the many blessin s we here receive;

Nor to weary repinings e given,

But on God, the giver of all, believe.

Yes, He who made this Glorious universe

So beautiful, so Wide, so grand;

He who will our each and evr’y care disperse,

And gently lead us by the hand.

The little drooping violet and each flower,

Nestled in their mossy bed,

Shows forth His majesty, a wondrous power

That all by Him are daily fed.

The glorious sun and spreading tree

Give evidence of God;

And the ever bus humming bee,

The green and ragrant sod.

Then let us daily sing praises to Him

That we-may at last reach this haven;

And let not our minds be given to sin,

But with heavenly, themes be laven.

HATTIE HAREBELL.

——<o>-—~—~—

Give heed to the trifies of life, which are found to be the most impor

tant occurrences in retrospecting the past.

_—“.______._

In our next issue will appear an article by Jesse H. Butler, of Los An

geles, California, which we did not receive in time for this number.

Subject—Lifchone that is never exhausted.

—__'.,__

Let each individual of our race learn to use the pen for his own im

provement, and for the edification of others. Let each man be intent up

on writing at least one paragraph or line, that shall add to the world’s

store of intellectual wealth. A single line, well written and full of mean

ing, conveying to the sons of men some maxim of wisdom, some facts of

philosopy, or doctrine, or precept of religion, may be of more real benefit

to the world than a whole volume of common-place ideas or expressions
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MY RIGHTS.

Yes, God has made me a woman;

. And I am content to be

Just what He meant, not reaching out

For other things. since He

Who knows me best and loves me most has ordered this for me.

A woman, to live my life out

In quiet, womanly walys,

Hearing the far-off batt e,

Seein as through a haze

The crowding, s ruggling world of men fight through their busy days.

I am not strong or valiant

I would not join the fi ht

Or jostle with the crowd n the highways

To sully my garments white;

But I have rights as a woman, and here I claim my right.

The right of a rose to bloom

In its own sweet, separate way,

With none to question the perfumed pink,

And none to utter a nay

If it reaches a root or points a thorn, as even a rose tree may.

The right of the lady-birch to grow,

To grow as the Lord shall please,

B never a sturdy oak rebuked,

enied not sun or breeze—

For all its plint slenderness, kin to the stronger trees.

The right to a life of my own-—

Not merely a casual bit

Of somebody else’s life flung out,

That, taking hold of it, -

I may stand as a cipher does after a numeral writ.

The right to gather and glean

What food need and can .

From the garnered store of knowledge

Which man has heaped for man,

/

Taking with free hands freely, and after an ordered plan.

The ri ht—ah, best and sweetest:—

To s and all undismayed

Whenever sorrow, or want, or sin

Call for a woman's aid, _ _

With none to cavil or question, by never a look gainsaid.

I do not ask for a ballot,

Though very life were at stake,

I would beg for the nobler justice ,

_ That men for manhood’s sake

Should give ungrudgingly, nor withhold till I must fight and take;

The fleet foot and the feeble foot

Both Seek the self-same goal;

The weakest soldier’s name is writ

On the great army-roll;

And God, who made man’s body strong, made, too, the woman’s soul.

SARAH Coomnen.
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OU'B. RIGHTS A8 WOMEN.

Yes, dear sisters, we have rights which many do not accept. The right

to alleviate woe and misery, to bind up the broken hearts of unfortunate

sisters, to love humanity, to pour oil and wine upon the wounds of suf

fering ones, be it the oil of gladness and human kindness, or a literal

binding up of wounds. We have been told that time is money, and

what does this mean? That money may be considered equivalent to

precious time, when souls of humanity are starving? As money may

be considered the greatest material blessing, purchasing physical com

forts; so time in the spiritual sense is the counterpart of money. If

this be true, the time, which is spent in agitating questions of right and

wrong, is unprofitany spent. There are rights which are not utilized;

the right to purify, not subdue, the world is yours—woman—to sympa~

thize with, to relieve distress which cannot be prevented; to reach the

hearts of humanity; touch the hidden spring, and you will find the liv

ing waters; comfort the drunkard’s wife, and strive to find the key which

will unlock the hardest heart. _

In attempting to unknot a tie, if you resolutely pull, without search

ing to find how the knot is tied, you only draw it the firmer; but, patient

ly loosen the knot, finding which was tied last, and you have no difficulty;

thus begin with the last effect of the cause, in the great world of misery,

gently and patiently laboring, you may trace effects back to first cause.

“Last shall be first;” as, should you see a workmen desiring to tear down

a wall several feet high, drawing the stones from the bottom, you would

say ,“Man do you know what you are doing ?” The wall will fall upon

you Then, dear sisters, find the hidden springs which shall open at your

touch; there is but one key, or spring, and that is love. Yours“ is the

power of weakness, and when you yield the womanly qualities, and be

come strong in nature, but weakened at heart, you are neither the one

nor the other; neither the oak nor the vine; for the beautiful tendrils

are trailing in the grime and dust; the verdure faded; the life and soul

henumbed; pandemomium established; there is no distinction such as

was evidently intended by the Great Father. 1

Women, to-day, would have their sons “sit in silent subjection” and

listen to their mothers, as they should, the coming day of Independence;

that is correct. Children should pay respect unto their parents; but

there comes a time when your sons have inherited the natural tenden

cies of their parents, and they desire, also, to be heard and would you
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teach—we have found—you must teach by example; let it not be upon

one side alone; listen to your sons would you have them listen to you.

You may reason, with one, where you may not compel.

0h, contemplate it! the terrible and heart-rending cries are ascending

to the skies every day, where only woman’s hand may alleviate. Your

rights are to raise the fallen, comfort the distressed, allowing your souls

to expand in the sunlight of purity: you can but develop holy qualities,

by so doing; every spark of ambition, of desires for earthly fame and

glory dies out before the pale messenger; when you stand by the bed

side of suffering, relieve and sympathize, your soul goes out to the great

Soul of the Universe, and when you see the lamp of life feebly burn, and

finally go out, you say, “What is life?” What is it of earth, that may

satisfy this great desire, which is placed in every bosom—progress.

It is many times improperly carried out; the waters must have a chan

nel in which to move; if sweeping broadcast over the- land, there is no

turning of the mills, no depth for the steamers, no beautiful rivers.

Thus these desires of progress, becoming ambitious, reaching out,

leaving the channel are as the waters unrestrained.

The river cannot be an ocean; the vine cannot be an oak; the simple

wren cannot be a bird of paradise; the sheep cannot be a lion, or the

wolf cannot be a sheep; if a wolf in sheep’s clothing, the truth is very

apt to be detected. _

You can but move in the sphere which is yours with ease; you can but

carry out your own individuality with success.

A'womanfand, yet, God’s child;

He taught us to be gentle, mild;

Taught us to walk our own way;

Taught us to watch and pray;

Taught us the battle—~not ours—

The terrible fight with powers

Of fiercer strength—greater might;

Taught us—to aid is our right;

Taught us to live and to love,

His great life, thereby, to prove;

Every creature upon this land

May receive it from our hand,

Every sorrow we may heal

Does His mighty power reveal;

Ever joy, we may disperse,

Teac es us: Womanhood is no curse.

IDA M. MERRILL.

.
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"IS MATERIAHZATION TRUE? IF SO, ITS PHILOSOPHY.”

 

BY SAMUEL WATSON.

 

(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)

“As we state, this process can only be comprehended by those who are

accustomed to the subtle changes and transformations of chemical science;

can only be comprehended by those who have studied with the greatest

care, perhaps, the writings of Reinbach, Prof. Faraday, and others who

have investigated to a certain point the occult forces connected with the

human system; and they must also go a step beyond this and under

stand that the violation of the spirit acting upon these substances which

are held in solution in the form of the medium, causes the attraction of

other atoms, and the making up of the fabric which to that intent and

for that purpose is for the time being materialized.

Sometimes the question is asked: Is it, then, only an image? Cer

tainly it is only an image. No one ever saw with material eyes an actual

spiritual form. This is an image (the outward form) which expresses

yourself to-day. No one pretends it is the man or the woman that sits

here in the material garb of material life, and fashioned and formed

shapely or unshapely. It is'simply the representation of the spirit. No

one claims that this is the Ego—it is the outward image only. The dif

ference between your form and the image which appears for the time

being as a materialized spirit form is that yours has passed through the

process of organic life, while the spirit form is'the result of the immedi

ate created life given by the spirit. And this explains why, in ancient

lore and among the biblical prophets and score, there were frequently

men described as angels, and messengers who walked and talked and ate

and drank with them as angelic visitants, these forms appearing in the

guise of men, and taking on themselves the real form of existence. But

these images also had powers to dematerialize and disappear again with

out organic process of decomposition.”

_ MATERIALIZATION.

This is that phase of spiritualism which is more convincing to skep

tics than any other, but the truth must be sustained or the phase loses

its effect. The spiritual mind does not require such manifestations, but

the subject is being investigated more for the benefit of skeptics, materi

alists and infidels. The subject must be understood by minds who

doubt the phenomena, by the material manifestations. The spirit-world
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is actively engaged in the development of mediums to perfect the phase

of spiritual truth. It must be perfect before the material mind will ac

cept it as truth. ' '

Magnetism is the element used by spirit action to so manifest the ma

terializations that they cannot be mistaken for the medium’s double.

Here is the great difiiculty. Magnetism must be refined by spiritual de

velopment. This the mind so material cannot understand, and conse

quently the harmony necessary to materialize is seldom found in pro

miscuous circles. Much has been said about imperfect materi alizations

to the detriment of mediums, when in reality the mediums were uncon

scious of the manifestations transpiring from their magnetism. The

objections often urged by skeptics in regard to dim light is more the want

'of information as to the influence which light exerts than a conviction

that the manifestations are not real. Light dispels the element just as

the warm rays of spring sun melt the snows of winter. The water is ab

sorbed or evaporated—so the magnetism is absorbed or evaporated by

being thrown into repulsive elements. Difiusion is detrimental to ma

terialization, but repulsive elements are positively incompatible with V

materialization.

Spirits must have proper conditions before they can influence matter

in any form. The' phase of spiritualism is of a low plane, since matter

is less refined than spirit; consequently materializing mediums are less

spiritual and less intellectual. Their natures are less inclined to, spirit

comunion, hence their aspirations do not rise above the material plane.

The materialization phase is gaining ground. Mediums are developing

with better surroundings and the magnetism is, in consequence, less re

pulsive to spirits of high order. This will give that phase an impetus

which will dispel skepticism that could not be done from a spiritual and

intellectual standpoint. Those so material as to believe spirit nothing

more than matter refined, or no spirit at all, will have to invent another

theory to solve the mysterious manifestations, as they are called. Those

who deny immortality will see that their friends whom they know in

earth-life still live, and bring them light from that “land from whence

(it is said) no traveler returns.” This idea had its origin in the minds of

those who never knew the 'power of spirit impression upon the mind, nor

‘s'm‘n fdll of spiritual light.

“God is not God of the dead, but of the living.” Yes, God is life, and

His creatures have His life in them, so they can never die while God

fives. This mraniféistiition of His power controls all living, moving intel
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ligence. God is wisdom and power, and all matter He has made has

from its creation been made to, praise the author of its creation by car

rying out His designs. All spirit is apart of His being, and will live

throughout the eternity His being fills. The material is too much the

study of mind. The spiritual is the most important. God intends to

make infidelsi and scoffers how their knees and hearts to the truth, which

shall soon be revealed in terrible power. The materialist will have to

make the confession that God is spirit, and not matter refined. God is

God, and God is spirit. “N0 man hath seen God at any time;” no man

'will ever see Him only in the greatness of His power. Christ is the pow

er of‘ God manifested in the sphere of light and love. Christ taught this

idea when He said, “I am the light of the world.” He said, “How can a

man love God, whom he hath not seen?” By this he meant man could

not love God in matter, but in spirit could see Him and then could love

Him as He loved the Father who sent Him to manifest His spirit in do

ing His will. God takes care of His creatures in the spirit of His mani

fest Son, protecting them by the ministry of His angels. Oh, how the

scriptures abound with truth which the mind being so material, is lost to

their understanding!

CORRESPONDENCE.

 

 

Los ANQELEs, Cal., Feb. 7th, 1881.

MR5. M. MERRICKZ

Dear Sister .'—Yours received; and in its womanly tenderness and

honesty of purpose, it fell like the reccolle ctions of home and maternal

love on my heart. Work on sister; it is the only thing worth living for;

and such souls as yours, shall sow the seeds of human usefulness, that

shall spring up in the coming generations in such a harvest of sympa

thetic utilities as the present generation does not dream of, in its creed

bound faiths, that ignore reason and bury the human soul under its

dark pall of selfishness and superstition. Never mind the drawbacks

and cares so long as you can keep this mortal clothing comfortable, till

it is wornout, that is enough; what you use for human advancement will

constitute the fragrant flowers in the garden of your immortality. In

tuition and reason are now embracing each' other, and the laboring earth

shall rejoice in their progeny, whose brows shall have imprinted on

them “we are the children of love and wisdom; and are we not the sons

and daughters of God ?” Never mind your age, your soul has just com
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menced to livel The great Brougham—Sir Henry—was called old when

young, and when old he became a youthful, mental Ajax. Adios.

o J. H. B.

———-<o>—————~

A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED)

After successive generations, Abram and his family are the important

personages noted in the genealogical record. “Now the Lord said unto

Abram, Get thee out of thy country, and from thy kindred, and from thy

father’s house unto a land that I will show thee; and I will make of the

a great nation, and I will bless thee and make thy name great.”

As man reaches maturity he goes forth from his father’s house; goes

forth to battle with the world; to build up nations; to wield the sceptre

progress; to search for the hidden stores of wealth in the bosom of the

great earth, upon the rolling prairies; within the majestic forests, upon

the mighty streams, and on oceans crest.

He begins to search another realm, and this is the one which has its

center in the mind. Science, art, and philosophy are evolved. Deep and

grand are the revelations which are unfolded. Beauties rivaling and

excelling the material world. Broad fields of thought; broader than the

best fields of nature. Deep stores of brilliant gems, more valuable than

the most precious ore found in the bosom of earth. More abiding streams;

more perfect ones; the living waters sparkling, limpid, ever cool, clear

and pure. Forests of perpetual growth and never-dying verdure; sweet

blossoms of love and purity; buds of eternal promise, and leafage of

heavenly hue. Waves of majestic aspirations, of transcendent loveli

ness and heroic powers; deep oceans of thought broughtto bear upon the

great resources of earth, and the command given Abram is to all.

The Garden of Eden, from which Adamand Eve were cast, casts out

all her children, casts from a loving mothers arms, and a fond father’s

Watchcare into'a world, says: By the sweat of thy brow shalt thou live.

Abram followed where the Lord lead, and, so may, we all, to-day. How ?

By following the true characteristics of the nature; the talent improved

as circumstances will permit, accepting the life-work, yielding to holy

intelligences—the good angel, monitor . which continually strive with

men saying: Do right.
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Great and solemn, terrible and deep, are the thoughts which come to

us freighted with the heavenly cargo. What may we say that will ex
press the Iidea—the great responsibihty-which rests with each individ

ual. Think of the great trust! The legacy Which is imparted to you by

a kind and loving Father. The legacy of a never-dying soul, of an inher

itance in the universeforever. There is no bound or span to eternity, as

‘ there is no limit to a circle; no extinction of the life principle; no loss of

the reality—of the germinal principle, no leaving the present, finding the

past—but continuous progression. Life cannot be lost. It is demonstrat

ed in the lower order, or animal kingdom; and man, by superior ascen

dency over all earth, has, certainly, superiority in this particular. The

soul is expanding, or warping, owing to cultivation, just as your fields,

forests and orchards are doing, only, in the highest order of individuality,

the grandest unfoldment of the life principle.

The babe, in infantile purity, has the germ of the real man, just as the

bud contains the elements of blossom and fruit. We take a tiny bud on

a bright spring morning; we ponder; we say: “Here, in this tiny store

house, is locked, by a secret spring which nature alone may touch, a del

icate blossom, a sample of fruit, and we judge of the tinting of the blos

som, which shall appear, and the fruit to be moulded in nature's cru

cible, by the species from which the bud has been taken. We cry out in -

wonderment; we say: “Oh Jehovah how wonderful are thy works!”

How infinite are thy plans! We know they are infinite. Who may hold

the hidden springs? Not man. Then we fain would follow where the

Great Wise Power does lead; that we may be blessed. The germ prin

ciple—purity—we would have to tint the blossom, to perfectly mould the

fruit of untold value; that the reality may be retained without imper

fections, requiring changes of soil to overcome.

As we have said, there is no loss of the germinal principle, purity. The

fruit may be imperfect, blighted, but the seed appears, and the life is not

extinct; through stages of growth and development it may pass, not quite

so perfect, perhaps, yet, the individuality is not lost; the grand principle

is carried out; the beautiful Love of the Father is manifest, inasmuch,

as He has given that which He cannot himself take, without- violating

His own law. This He never does. The wisest of parents, He never

makes laws for his children, which he does not obey himself. His com

mands: Love God and thy brother—are whispered to thee, in the evening

_ breeze; are caroled by the robin and linnet, are musically babbled by the

brook, are echoed in the resounding forests, are mirrored upon the broad
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rolling streams, are repeated again, and again, by the ocean’s waves, are

evolved from earth in stores of grain and fruitage for the sustenance 0f

the physical, and painted upon the nethermost heavens in living char

acters of light. _ -

Grandly, beautiful comes the inspiration, if we discard- the dross.

The diamond is herein contained: If man follows the path which Je

hovah would lead—~the path of purity and brotherly love, nations—great

nations are built up—we are blessed as the Lord desires. We are filled

with the power of the Holy Spirit; we are a part of the great law, because

under the law—and we have received, that which is greater than earthly

blessings—a heavenly heritage. IDA M. MERRILL.

 
—<Q>_—

DlAKOND DUST.

 

Live each day as though to-niorrow’s sun would find you cast adrift

launched upon the unknown sea—out in the new life, searching another

realm, becoming a child again, learning greater lessons of life. _

There are deep wells of water-diving water—from which we- may

drink daily; they are the well springs of life, and the waters, so pure, so
i clear, are never exhausted. They have their source in the heart; they

are deep and abiding, and we call these wells, fountains of joy; the noble

deeds feed them. Let- us all keep the living wells. ‘

Great and noble are those whom we, sometimes, would pass as medio

cre persons; the life course has been one of virtue and humble perform

ance of duty—a simple honest interest in humanity, and the life work is

as grand as though laurels had been wreathed for the brow. The laurels

in the spiritual world are perfect, fragrant, and never-dying.

Gently chide the erring; strongly denounce the bold and cool-headed

villains; there is a wide difference between the weak, erring one, and

the strong and forcible nature, which deliberately commits an igndble

deed. . '

Glide with the smooth waters, saving the energies for the turbid sea

and mighty tempest. _

Dare to do right at all times, and though the daring which may at the

time call forth all the energy of the nature, and seem a terrible struggle

-strength has been gained; the daring has become a source of consola

tion through dark hours. ' v p

' ' . CORA CORAL.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CON'I‘INUED.)

The signs of the times are propitious; the light is breaking; a new era

is dawning; the sun of the spiritual world is rising, and Aurora is driv

ing her chariot of light; is escaping from the darkness that has held her

in its embrace so long. Come let us all mount the car of light and pro

gression, while it is morning and press forward and leave the old monster

behind; bid him adieu forever. Light and darkness correspond with

good and evil. Now is the time for the inhabitants of earth to choose

the road they prefer to travel; the car of progression is ample, fills

immensity of space; is liberal and waiting for all to enter; beasts, wild

beasts, creeping things, and birds of the air, kings and beggars, priests,

publicans and sinners, can take their choice, and there is but one first

class car. There are those who think as the antideluvians did in the

time of Noah; there is not going to be much of a shower; and after look

ing into the firsfrclass car, and seeing such a motley crew say, we never

associated with publicans and sinners, and shall not go in that crowd;

we shall wait for another car; there will be one along soon—a special

one for us. _

When Peter saw the vision of the great sheet let down from heaven

and was told to eat, he said, no, I never ate anything common or unclean;

the vision convinced him there was no distinction between Jew or Gen

tile. The laws have not changed, but are being revealed to the world

daily. All those who took the cars early found it perfectly delightful

traveling with such a variety of characters; the pure with the impure

in the beautiful morning light made the contrast add greatly to the en

joyment; one could perceive that all were in harmony, being one fami

ly, all members of one body, and every member necessary to the devel‘
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opment of a perfect body. Those left behind are trying to patch up an old

worn-out] car that has no wheels, or motive power, and commune with

themselves saying,if we cannot fix up this thing, we shall walk, and they

are trying to persuade those who were asleep when the car passed to

help them, or travel in their company, although it is a hard road, and

darkness surrounds them; no oil in their lamps, or bread from spirit

realms, or water from the everlasting fountain, to cheer and quench their

thirst on the way.

There is a conductor on the first-class car who is watching out for

those who were left by mistake or had not informed themselves when

the car would pass, and as it moves in a circle, it will soon be around

again, and the conductor will take every one on board who is willing to

ride, ev'en tramps. The car is spacious, no limit to its circumference—

the same cushioned seats for all. Mns. M. MERRICK.

 

TO THE GOVERNOR OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI.

Mos'r HONORABLE sz—In behalf of the two convicted boys—Charles

and Albert Talbot—of your State—sentenced to be hung for the murder

of their father, upon circumstantial evidence, we address you. Are not

acquainted with the boys, have never 'heard of them before, but there is

a power impels us to plead in their behalf. Is it natural that they should

murder their own father? And again, if they should have done it, oh!

do not let their lives he sent forth into eternity, in this horrible manner.

Is it the way to prevent murders ? If we would but pause, and consider;

it is murder again. Oh! spare their lives, and good people all let your

sympathies go forth to that mother; her husbands form lain away in its

last resting place; his soul gone forth to the unknown, and the sons to

suffer this ignominious death. Can she not be constituted judge; not ac

cording to law, we know, but, in accordance with the right and justice of

humanity. We ask you, governor and people, humbly and before the

Mighty Ruler of the universe—the judge of all mankind, to grant a re

prieve, to change the mode of punishment at least.

Think Of it; sending out innocent souls, perhaps, into eternity. Oh! it is

no trivial matter that the life may be taken. You can never recall it,

should you thereafter find the best of evidence that they were innocent.

Ohl let us beseech of you, for the sake Of brother man, to spare the life,

anyway, and would plead in behalf Of all those who are being sent out

into eternity, willingly, and at the hand of justice.
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Does crime cease? Are not murders committed as of yore? Could

not a better mode be found ? If guilty, confine them and teach a better

way; train the morals which have, perhaps, been uncultivated; there

are ways and there are strong minds in our government officials and there

are also hearts and we appeal to your hearts; open them and let the

noblest emotion, which can sheda tear over misery and distress, now

triumph. It is not a womanly weakness; it is manly; it is heroic; it is

noble to listen to the appeal of that widowed mother; to spare her so
much sorrow as you may. I

Power is noble, used judiciously, and with leniency, as far as possible;

it is powerful to yield, to the weak and erring, sympathy. As those in

authority have these noble qualities, have desires for the beneficence of

humanity, we know you will consider this request; we know you will;

and may it occur to you in this light as it, mayhap, many times has; the

life once taken you cannot give, and the innocent soul may call for ven

geance of thee.

The deed done, cries and supplications or remorse cannot undo it; even

if guilty, they are not redeemed by this mode, and humanity is as ex.

empt from their influence if confined. ()h! in mercy and with justice

grant a hearing to the widowed mother whom we do not know, only

through sympathy. Yours in behalf of Humanity,

' (Signed,) Mus. M. MERRICK. IDA_M. MERRILL.

Would also add my signature, and say, with the above, I agree. Am

an old lady and have always felt that there was some better way of pun

ishing crime than by taking life, and as our sympathies have been arous

ed by this, we ask you to listen with consideration, and, if possible,

grant the request of hundreds whom we are sure will stand by us in this

move; it is a desire to see humanity benefited, and not cast out without

a hope of reform; refom and not extermination, will prevent crime.

Will all who are in favor of the pardoning of those young boys lend

their influence and their uanles—epardoning inasmuch as regard the sen

tence: To be hung.

MRs. M. MERRIoK. MRs. ELIZA KERR.

__—<.,__.__

Perhaps the best punishment—man ever inflicted upon his brother,

was exile to a beautiful island. Here the glad voices of nature harmo

nize the soul, with the great Soul; and the pure beauty subdues the fierce

passions. '
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’sj'rHEZSIN ?

(CONTINUED)

“Well, mother,,here is a letter from Eva,” says Harry Ernest one after

noon, as the widow Ernest sat in her cosy sitting room with little Willie

Harman by her'side, and his mother ata window engaged upon some

light sewing. Wé scarce recognize in the rosy, happy-looking boy the

little,'pale creature whose acquaintance we formed about three weeks

previous. Ellen Harman had accepted Mrs. Ernest’s offer, and was repaid

by the reviving of the life and spirits of her darling child. Like a sickly

plant—brought into the sunlight and cultivated, receiving pure air and

fresh water—this delicate babe was thriving in the sunlight of proeper

ity; with a plenty of whoresome food, pure air and comfort, the roses

blossomed in his cheeks, filling the mother’s heart with joy.

Mrs. Ernest assured her, every day, that she was never so happy in her

life; the little child was so much company for her, and reminded her of

the time when her own little son stood by her side, asking her questions,

sometimes, unanswerable, or following her with wonderful stories of

childhood's joys or troubles.

Ellen Harman saw every day, that it was just as God intended we

should be in this world—each dependent upon the other—saw that she

had been in the-wrong in thinking it best to submit herself to such hard

ships—and most of all, her darling boy—when her kind friend, not only

derived pleasure in assisting her, but real benefit. Thus we tangle the

threads of life many times by our wilfullness—our determination to do

when the command has only been given. “Wait,” “Receive the blessing.”

There must be a receiver as well as a giver. The Great Giver of all has

His children capacitated to receive as well as give. and is there one who

may not give ? Did not Ellen Harman give as well as receive ? She

gave to the widow Ernest, more than material blessings—happiness; en

abled her to fulfill the truth: “It is more blessed to give than to receive;”

and it was reciprocal; she, whilst receiving, gave.

Mrs. Ernest has read her letter over, now reads it to Mrs. Harman,

and, as she reaches the clause containing the invitation, exclaims: “There

Nellie it will be exactly right, that you are here. How fortunate! Now

you see, already, my need of your assistance. I shall have no fears in

leaving the house under your charge. I must go to see mother, as soon

as pessible, as it is'probably the last request she may ever make of me.”

“Certainly, Mrs. Ernest. nothing could give me greater pleasure than
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taking the charge of the house for you. It gives me pleasure to feel that

I am useful to you in any way. I find that God leads me, so easily where

I am willing to be led. I think I have been a wilful child, hoping to

make for myself a path, through thorns and thistles, when a beautiful

one was made for me already—a path of usefulness, too.”

“Ah, well Ellen, we will not lament anything. Life’s lessons are some

times diiilcult, simply, because we have not found the easiest way to

master them; but when well and faithfully done, through difficulties,

are never forgotten. But, considering mother’s request, I must, as soon

as the weather becomes settled, make preparations to go.” * * *

Here is Harry alone, reading his letter; like Eva, he felt that solitude

would suit his emotions best. N0, Eva did not denounce him; she could

not. Like a refreshing shower upon withering plants, came this missive

to Harry from the distant mountain—came vibrating the chord which

even his mother could not touch; none but Eva had stirred this strain

of music which was within his breast—with the grand and jubilant tones

now came a vibration, a sad plaintive one, but gradually coming back to

the original jubilance with aslight cadence of the plaint. Much as he

confided in his dear mother, he could not read this to her. Eva under

stood Without explanation, and at this period explanation could not be

made to one, when he could not himself define, what Eva intuitively

knew. '

If it were not too weak we should say, Harry was in a reverie, too.

He was pondering then. How should he tell Alice about Jack Kenner?

How should he approach the subject? Perhaps Alice had not heard. of

his disgrace, and this would cause him unnecessary mortification; he

must tell her of Eva’s invitation any way. Taking the suggestion of

Eva, however, he did not tarry long. It was now near tea time, and

making a slight addition to his toilet, descended to the sitting room.

Little Willie had found a great friend in Harry, and immediately begins

to [ply him with questions. “How does the snow come i” he asks.

.“Mama says God makes it snow. Does he keep it up there, and all the

rain, too. I s’d t’ink he’d feeze. Mama al’as says, come in Willie, you’ll

feeze in ’e snow.”

“Dear philosopher, you must ask some one wiser than me. It is strange

to think God keeps everything in His arms, snow and rain, hail and

thunder, ready to cast upon us at any time, like a boy with his arms full

of weapons, ready to cast upon all whom he may meet.” , g . , I, H 3

H arry talks as to himself; the childish prattle had awakened thoughts
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in his mind. How singular it is to childish mind—this great power

Which moves in so mysterious a manner! Ah, deep and intricate are

these workings of nature! proving, even to a child, that His laws are

infinite. Suddenly remembering he had not satisfied the child, noticed

the eager expectant look upon the child’s face, as he glanced from the

window, from where soft white flakes were seen showering down upon

the yet whitened carpet of former falls.

“Little Willie,” he says, “wait until you are older. and you will under

stand more about it, that is what mother always told me. God doesn’t

freeze. He cannot suffer or you see, long ago, it would have quit snow

ing or raining either; it was just the same when I was a little boy, and

you see He is not as we are.” _

“Oh dat’s so nice,” exclaimed the child. “Now if I was like God I

could pway in the snow'all’e time cause I ’u’d’nt feeze.”

The tea bell rings, and soon all are seated at the table, little Willie oc

cupying Harry’s chair of bygone days. Ellen Harman looks bright and

happy, and we scarce recognize in her the pale, wan woman who applied

for her wages at the Kent mansion upon New Year’s morn. How hap
py was Mrs. Ernest, as she gazed in her face this evening! She says, I

“Nellie, the pleasure which Itake in seeing you relieved from the terri

ble anxiety and care which, as you say, you wilfully took upon yourself,

cannot be expressed; Harry and I both are benefited by your presence.”

“Yes,” says Harry, “Willie is teaching me to philosophize and reason;

the questions, which he propounds, would sometimes bafile the skill of a

much more skilled person than myself, in the art of explaining cause

and effect.”

A tear glistened upon each cheek, a moment; a deeper color suffused

her face: a convulsive effort to force back the fountain of feeling, and

no word found utterance; words could not answer, neither express the

emotions which filled her breast.

Changing the subject Harry says, “Mother have you any message to

send to the Kent mansionb I think I shall go over after tea.”

“Oh yes, my dear son, that reminds me you have not read Eva’s letter.

Your grandmother desires to have me come and visit her, as soon as I

may make it convenient, and Eva requested me to bring Alice Kent, if

she would like to go to the lonely old place. If I should not go until

summer it would be a pleasant change for Alice, and I think probably

the mountain air would cause a brighter color to tinge her cheeks. Dear

child! she is so fragile."
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How thoughtful of Eva to write to mother, too, he thought; now he

could tell Alice she had written mother; he could not summon courage

to tell her of his trouble now; he would wait until he had a more favor

able opportunity, until the subject might be brought up. Alice could

not aid him, and he must fight with the enemy himself; he felt sure he

should never yield again.

“Very well mother,” he says, “I shall tell her and give her a glowing

description of the grand mountains, and the lovely vale where Eva

lives. I called it fairy land, and told Eva she must be a fairy, but she

said she was only a brownie."

“Ah!” says the mother, “quite true, but should I take Alice she will

have a real fairy.”

Mother has caught Eva’s spirit, thought Harry, but did not say so, that

throne was only shared by himself and Eva, as yet.

But knowing silence to be unpardonable, says, “Yes, dear mother, ac

cording to the description of fairies.” '

How beautiful is the idea of fairies; always pure, they are represented

to be, and possessing all good qualities; the childish mind is elevated, for

it is taught to admire the true ,and the beautiful, thereby. All works,

placed before the young, should be those, which would call out the no

blest qualities in the nature, instead of the lowest—the highest type of

life, not sickly sentimentality and sensationalism, but the natural out

fiowing of true souls, of the aesthetic nature, of the pure springs of life.

It is truly beautiful, to see this true friendship between Harry and Alice

—-the artless child-life carried on, not enveloped in sensuality, or filled

with malice, and Eva in her beautiful, simple way understands the deep

springs of thought; the true nature reigns within her, untainted by the
world. I Conn CORAL.

—<.>___

Who never walks save where he sees men’s tracks, makes no discov

eries—J. G. Holland.

______<.,___._

That virtue which requires ever to be guarded is scarcely worth the

sentinel.—Goldsmith.

—<0>-———

If a man empties his purse into his head, no man can take it away

from him. An investment in knowledge always pays the best interest.

-—F1'anklin.
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“OUR HOMES ARE WHAT WE MAKE THEM."

 

BY nus. H. B. nxnroao

Even so. But how often do we see this written, and hear it repeated

in their long-drawn lectures concerning “woman’s sphere,” with as much

earnestness and assurance as thoughthey had no lot or part in the matter.

Harmony, of thought and action in all the members of a family, is

what makes home pleasant and attractive, be the number two or twenty.

An ounce weight will as so on balance a ten-pound one, as that one indi

vidual in the family withont the co-operation of other members, can

make peace and joy pervade all. The great common error in domestic

relations and arrangements has always been this: The wife, the moth

er, must be the Alpha and Omega of all that insures comfort and pleasure

in the household. In the delicate and complicated machinery that oper

ates the a'ffairs of domestic life, she is at once expected to be conductor,

engineer, brakesman, fireman and switchtender! Or, in other words, she

must have meals at the appointed hour, though a dozen obstacles arise,

she must have everything in its proper place from garret to cellar, though

husband and children misplace every article they touch; she must be

tidy in person and keep all tidy about her; she must attend to the wants

of the sick baby in the crib, grandmother's infirmities, or mayhap some

helpless one in the third story of a very unhandy house. She must be

ready for unexpected friends to dinner, join in conversation involving

thought or close attention, and at the same time hold herself ready to

answer questions and settle complaints whether they come from the

nursery, the laundry, the sewing room, or the library. She must beeyes,

ears, understanding and motive power to the new “Bridget” that every

new moon sees installed in her kitchen under the misnomer of “help.”

And in addition to all this, and more that need not be named, she is ex

pected to always wear a smile, always maintain equanimity of temper

though all others are at fever heat in madness; always hopeful when

others are despondent, always readyto lift the burden from others and

sympathize with those in distress whether under her own roof or that of

a stranger. All this the wife and mother is expected to 'do and yet

retain through it all the fresh young look of the bridal days! Yes, she

must not be quick and active as when her young feet twinkled in the

merry dance; as when her bright eyes looked out upon this beautiful

world and thought to find it in after years just what it seemed to her
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then, all glowing with the purple light of love and peace. Can mortal

woman do all this and not grow prematurely old? If every moment is

given to keeping and caring for others good, where is the chance for her

to preserve herself.

In this trying climate, in this hurrying and progressive age, woman

must save herself, not so much from ravages of time, for God never in

tended she should fade and decay while she is in her prime years, but

from the ravages of overtasking nerve and muscle, dissipation and a

shameful squandering of vital forces upon worthless objects. Voice, '

teeth, hair, eyes and form, as well as manners, disposition and intellect,

all need proper attention in order to preserve their power and enhance

their beauty to middle life, when, in the order of God’s providence, it is

time for the sere and yellow leaf of blossoming humanity to indicate the

great law of change and death.

Every woman loves to look well; call that desire vanity andv weakness,

we do not. It is a commendable ambition when directed by good. taste

and geod sense. A beautiful woman is always attractive to our eyes, and

through a law of nature is especially so to man, and when he under

stands himslf, he knows that beauty is not given to pander to the lower

senses 'of life. No, for a holier and higher purpose should woman strive

to cultivate her charms and keep them too, “till death do us part.” In

nine cases out of ten it is the careless, indifferent and unladylike and un

gentlemanly manners and habits that tend at last-to make married peo

ple odious to each other. We are no apologist for infidelity in marital

relations, indeed we feel that if we were judge and jury in many cases,

our decision would not have that quality in it that so nearly allies us to

angels, so intensely do we hate the sin of the period. But we cannot

deny what is patent to any observing and intelligent mind, that contrasts

are very trying and even dangerous both to men and woman. Therefore

we counsel you, O husband and wife, to be equal in the burden you bear;

equal in the pleasures you provide for your home; equal in sharing the

responsibilities that rest upon it, and together strive, more than for

riches, fame or notoriety, for the perpetuity of gentle and gracious man

ners-to each other, to all, and thus continually bear about royal pres

ence of the true lady and the true gentleman. A home thus dignified and

blessed, will be indeed, aheaven upon earth.—Manford’s Magazine.

-———<0>————_

Calumny would soon starve and die of itself, if nobody took it in and

gave it lodging—Leighton.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Jesse H. Butler, Esq., writes us from I.os Angeles, California: “I will

give a few closing words from my finished lecture of to-day on ‘What is

Life ‘8’ which, if worthy of the art preservative, you may use. . . . . . . . . . . . .

“In putting together a few thoughts for your sparkling little FOUN

TAIN, I shall feel like trying to crowd a masculine foot in a lady’s slip

per; altho’ persons give me credit for speaking many thoughts in few

words.”

Certainly, we think it worthy the art preservative, and find that we

shall not have any trouble in regard to crowding. Great and noble

thoughts are those we desire. If we may obtain one greater idea of the

responsibilities of life, a diamond dust is placed in the mind’s great store

house, to which we may add another, and another, until, mayhap, when

the great scroll of life is opened in the future world, we may have a per

fect diamond. The following is the lecture:

LIFE.

Oh what is life? M listening ear

Bends to the earth a most with. fear

Lest grains of sand and blades of grass

Shall whisper wisdom while Ipass.

Each pebbly lobe and crystal drop

Thrills in its umble living lot;

And in each blade of grass that grows

Life thro’ its tender veinlets flows.

The clear sweet spring that bursts its bed

In laughter to the vale is led;

And when converging waters meet,

How calm they rest! how still they sleep.

And smiling flowers bedeck the stream

Whose clear reflecting waters dream

In tranquil slumbers down their way

’Neath starry night and sunny day.

The insect hums its life along

And birdlets trill their cheerful song;

While wandering flocks the valley graze

And bleat the all Creator’s praise!

That varied life dear nature yields,

Down in her floods and in her fields,

Upon her mountains, in her air,

Life lives and sings beneath her care.

But in the life of man, we see

The throes of her Divinity!

Her oungest child, her darling he;

His ower forerer is To Be!
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To thee, O Fate! our hearts shall raise

Unfei ned, a song of joyous praise

That t ou hast given us life to-day

Beneath heaven s full effulgent ray!

While science sings the pleasing strain

In birth and life and beauty’s name;

Glad angel forms with words of love

Join the full chorus from above!

CONCLUSION.

“We have given material science its jus t meed of praise, in giving it

credit for discovery, invention, amelioration, mental culture, and emula

tion; but Spiritualism—that of this age, has added to these, inspirations

and reason, as no human science has done; and the theologies of the past,

including Christianity, have repudiated reason, and substituted a blind

faith. This modern spiritualism has also given to the world aspiration,

anticipation, participation, preparation and the equality of all Souls, as

sons and daughters of God; and to both a grand individuality that makes

it to women a New Revelation.

Today we need this Revelation, for in the personal and political vices

of man, is created the necessity, that woman shall use the reason that has

been denied her in the tyrannies and theologies of the past. So that as a

forlorn hope, she may redeem this Nation and the world from its vices,

and corruptions, and 0! what a responsibility this, devolves on women—

to do what man has failed to do, and in the name of her children and a

stniggling humanity she must do it! Awake thee, O woman! Shake off

your old trivialities, as baubles of the past, embalm in the tomb of obliv

ion , the personalities and slanders of the past; and be more than men

have ever been, in the correct education and shaping of the coming, glad

and better generations. If you now. in this new light just opening upon

you, will, you m ay be the new and better governors of the world; you

need not ask this as a favor, for the true intelligent men of tO-day know,

that the best government by men is a failure and in their hearts are im

ploring you to put your shoulder to the wheel with them, so as to extri

cate the car of human progress from the corrupt quagmire in which it is

imbedded, for is not justice sold the highest bidder, and wholesale theft

treated as a matter of course ? And are not the men and women of 1a

bor and of poverty ground down between the upper and nether millstones

of wealth and the venality of the politicians ? And where is our hope,

while this is being done in the best form of government in the world ?

I answer—if it is to be redeemed at all—this sad, wide world, it must be

by the performance of the mission of women in its fullness, under the

New Revelation.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED)

“And the Lord appeared unto Abram and said: Unto thy children

will I give this land, and there builded he an altar unto the Lord who

appeared unto him.”

The Lord appeared unto Abram! Christians to-day believe this; why

should they not? The book called Bible is filled with such references;

the Lord, or the angels of the Lord appeared unto notable persons. If

they appeared unto men in those days, it was under some law, and, as we

have no knowledge of laws ever being changed, have we any reason to

doubt that the Lord, the angel of the Lord, or an angel appeared unto

men ‘3

Not only did the Lord appear but he made a promise—unto Abram’s

children would he give the land, and the sequel as we all know shows

that, after trials, many generations had come and gone, again were brought

back to the land of Canaan. If a literal historical truth there is the sim

ilitude to the natural life; the diamond is not lost; the grandly, beauti

ful representation. After being cast from the garden of Eden, the .indi

vidual who is willing to become as a little child again—be ‘ led by.the

highest, noblest and sublimest emotions, to listen to the still small voice

saying, “I thy Savior ever leadeth thee;” I thy Lord am at thy right

hand: “We, a heavenly host, numbering tens of thousands are compas

sing thee about”-—is filled with joy inefiable;thc fountain head is pure,

and the life stream is brilliant, never exhausted, because the fountain

head comes from depths which are exhaustless, and as the mighty ocean

remains always, and ever will, so is this fountain of light, of Love, of

purity; once dost thou seek this source and never can the life stream be

come stagnant 0r impure, for the pure waters flow steadily and surely.

People express surprise, many times, that one may say, “I have seen

an angel;” yet, at the same time believe that in olden times angels did

appear—the spirits of those who had lived upon this earth at some time

previous. As Moses and Elias appeared unto Christ. In this era, a

new light dawns upon humanity; angels have ever come, and now, in

this transition, we hear the voices, we see their forms more visibly.

Why? because humanity has been fed upon husks; man inade theories.

leaving the Father’s house until, like the Prodigal son, they return, and
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in returning which is, many times, with fear and trembling, they find the

fatted calf is slaughtered and all make merry. Aye! the angels from the

invisible world are seeking out the prodigals—they who have wasted

their inheritance, and still remain with the swine, feeding upon husks of

truth, when green fields of never-fading verdure are opened, if we would

but cast off the scales of unbelief. The plaintive cries, ascend to the

heavens, and tremble upon the portals of happiness, because of thy self

made religion, thy bigotry and duplicity. Thou wouldst have Jehovah

to guide thee in a bright and flowery path, whilst thy brother hungers

physically, allowing the spirit, also, to famish, because of the material

suffering. Arouse, Oh ye generation! cleanse thy hands and thy hearts

from the blood of the innocent, the unfortunate, the weak, the feeble, the

maimed, and the blind! In thy very religion thou art persecuting and

sacrificing lives in a more terrible sacrificial death, than the Jews of old

cast upon Jesus. ' '

Thou art robbing innocent children of happiness, by with-holding thy

hand, by building a tower of religion to totter and fall. Ohl give to

those suffering ones these labors, these hours of supplicatibn—beseech~

ing Jehovah to aid when the field is yours: the angel world holds for

you an armor, a shield and buckler; loving hands would equip you for

errands of Love and mercy. ()h, go forth to the battle. Do not stand,

idly praying that the serpent may not force the deadly coils around thy

brother, whilst thou hast in thy hand a weapon which with one stroke

would vanquish. Ah! see him writhe in agony! You still praying, but

with arms folded, and no exertions made. He pants; he dies; we see

the last struggle; it is over, and we say: It is God’s Will; I asked Him

to save my brother from this terrible power, and he would not hear my

prayer. No he will not hear such prayers! He cannot; he gave thee the

power to save thy brother, and thou Wilt not be held guiltless; by the

with-holding thou hast taken innocent blood. Give praise to God through

humanity; glorify him through humanity. _

Then would we build an altar unto the Lord, we must build it within

heart—the temple of temples. We should keep ever the fire burning upon

altar, the incense sWeet, pure and fragrant ascending; it is by the-simple

token—kindness—thatyou may light the blaze upon the altar, and noble

deeds feed it. Loving ofiices, pure and holy thoughts constitute the in

cense, filled with the delicate fragrance, if true love to brother man in

cites thee, in all thy undertakings. Let us establish an altar unto the

Lord in our hearts. Let us invite the angelsto come and commune with
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us, to bring us tidings of Love, peace and joy from the great white throne,

which we take as a symbol of purity; let us invite them to walk up and

down our streets, to aid us to chain the tyrant, evil, in his den, to sweep

away vice and iniquity. Let us ask Jehovah, from on high, to draw

near, not to simply give us a blessing—a sanctimonious pride that “we

thank thee, Oh Lord, that we are not as other men are,” but, rather, that

we may be so filled with the spirit of heaven that we may battle with

difficulties; that we may stand undismayed at the sight of defeat, may

plume our wings with heavenly zeal, and go forth to battle with greater

courage, lifting up the fallen, comforting distress, aiding unfortunate

ones. Oh! we cannot reform the world by prayers alone; we must re

lieve the distress that meets us, and await the result. Prayer-which

is a real uplifting of the soul, a leaning upon a strOnger Power, an earn

est expression of the desires of the heart—will strengthen thee in thy

duties, but will not take'the place 'of thy duties. Thou canst not feed

and clothe thy brother with prayers; thou canst not remove the chains,

or the coils of the deadly serpent, if thou dost not stretch forth the hand.

Work and pray, watch and pray, hope and pray, or wait and pray, what

ever the duty, if it be but to await thy opportunity, with patience, it

matters not, if the altar has been lighted. Jehovah is Omnipotent, needs

not thy labors, needs not thy mighty temple of worship; thy gorgeous

drapery and elegant surroundings. But suffering humanity needs thy

care, thy labors of love, thy wealth, thy power. “Give as the Lord gives

you,” and the altar, burns clear, bright and beautiful; disperse joy and

gladness, and the incense ever ascends to Jehovah’s throne, which we

find to be everywhere. We find the rays of the great Central Sun are ra

diating to all hearts, permeating the darkest cavern, if but the slightest

' crevice may be found. Oh! let us open the doors of the dark caverns,

that the all cheering rays may shine in. And there is but one key—1

Love. '

IDA M. MERRILL.

___‘.,______

The happiest life on earth is in a ‘pleasantly-situated, comfortable

house, just large enough for a woman to manage easily, alone, or with

the help of one good servant; in which house are pleasant, loving hearts,

busy hands, and voices of prayer and song and laughter.

.. _<..__—

This week we send to many of our exchanges in Missouri a copy of the

petition in this issue, which we kindly ask them to push forward.
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WHATIMIGHT BE.

BY J. W. VAN NAMEE, M. D. '

Oh, what a world of peace and light

This earth would be below,

If all would Only follow paths

In which they ought to go; 1

If every one would with t eir might

Do what they felt to bathe right.

If man would crush the evil in

His pulsing, beatin heart,

And dare to be, and o the right,

And act a noble part;

And from all selfishness be free,

And not to pomp bend low the knee.

If man would act to fellow man

As if he was, in truth, a brother,

And base deception and his arts

From life and actions smother;

And as the years of life roll ’way,

With honor live each passing day.

If worth and merit were the rule

T0 judge men by in life,

And not y thousands that one made

Amid the busy strife;

If modesty and mind held-power,

How many would be great this hour.

Alas! that love 0! gain has led

Men from the path of truth,

Has blighted promises so fair,

That udded in their youth;

Has led them far from paths of ri ht,

To gain the sordid realms of nig t.

But! Oh, what will it all avail

When death has laid them low;

legiy cannot take their worldly goods

here living waters ever flow,

Their cold forms then lie ’neath the sod,

Their souls return to mother God.

And in that land of light above,

Eqfilals, standing side by side,

The eggar and the stately prince,

With nothing earthly to divide,

Save as the record there may be,

Of life below which God can see.

-—-——<0>-—-——

Diamond dust, .we gather each day, or the glittering tinsel which we

deem pure.
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Life is sometimes as a smooth flowing river; again, as the raging

ocean; sometimes we gently glide, others we battle with the fierce waves;

but be it rough or smooth waters, we still move on.

Learn life’s lessons well to-day; and, the morrow thou wilt have prof

ited by the discipline and perseverance. Day by day_we live. '

Go forth to battle with life, as thou mayst find it. Put on the armor

of love, and the breastplate, purity, with noblest deeds as sheild and

buckles.

We smile and sigh; we enjoy and we mourn; we hope and despond;

we fear and are at rest; we love and_we hate, and thus we call it life—a

slight shade of the real—a step in the great eternity—a first proof of the

great book, which requires many revisions to make it perfect.

Grandly, beautiful are the lives of many, whom we think have no

depth of character or thought; but, when the hidden springs are touched,

we find wells of purest water deep and unfailing. The noisy brook spends

itself, many times, leaving the channel, a pebbly bottom; whilst the si

lent one, which we come upon unawares, not being guided by the rush,

has the unfailing channel. '

A tiny bird sang a sweet, gentle song; it fell upon the ear with harmo

nious cadence; it sunk into the heart’s depths, and the soul unconsciously

reached forth to the Great Maker—a.note of harmony in the great, beau

tiful world; we thought of the many shut in dungeons, dark; out from

the glad sunlight; out from the music of nature, and we thought,~if they

could but be brought into harmony with this beautiful world, here is the

reform. (loan CORAL.

HOME FOR LIBERALS.

 

It is with pleasure that we announce to the world that a Liberal town

and colony have been organized and founded, at Liberal, Barten 00., M0.

The town of Liberal is a thriving village, though but five months old.

It is our desire to have a town where none of the christian vices are

taught; a town without a preacher, church or saloon. Liberal is sur

rounded by good land and is in the midst of a good coal strat a.

We publish an eight-page paper, full of liberal news every week, which

gives full particulars of our town and colony. Subscription, one dollar

a year, Address, G. W. Walser, Lamar, Mo., or Liberal, Barten, 00.,Mo.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

1 All men live by breathing the atmosphere that surrounds them, and

by the magnetic influence that inspires from God, or the spiritual world,

which enables them to think, feel or move about; inspiration is drawn

from spheres of intelligence, intellectually, morally and spiritually. When

this idea is understood, it will bring about a great change in the moral

aspect of the world. Inspire, we say, according to the development of

an individual. When this great law of life is comprehended and put in

practice, we shall behold the beauty, harmony and order of the universe;

_ also, our position and relation to the invisible world, which is the real

world—has no changes, always the same. This material result of the

spiritual is continually changing, materializing and dematerializing;

all things must be materialized before man can see it through his material

eyes; nevertheless, it existed in an invisible form first. We mortals may

observe the law operating daily. Place a vessel of water over a fire and

it will expand into steam and soon disappear from view; where is it?

When it meets with its positive pole it unites and materializes, and we

see drops of water,or crystals of ice, or the beautiful frost pictures on

the window pane.

Now all who think they stand, take heed lest, they fall, for the time is

approaching swiftly when the vallies will be raised up and the mountains

brought down; the wheat separated from the'tares, and the tares burned,

or destroyed from the face of the earth (not people) cast into outer dark

ness. There will be gnashing of teeth, it may be from those who have

to yield up their pomp, selfishness, bigotry, ignorance, prejudice and su

perstition; all oppression and tyranny, all evils, a suffering people are

compelled to bear must be cast out. The laws from the everlasting

'.
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cause of all things that exist must be fulfilled; not one jot or title can fail.

The end of the Christian dispensation is at hand. as when Jesus predicted

the downfall of the Jewish, or Moses. dispensation.” Now all those

things happened unto them for examples, and they are written for our

admonition, upon whom the ends of the world are come (10th Chapter,

1st Corrinthianl.) Thereis to be a new Heaven and a new earth, mean

ing a new happiness and a new universal church; the new Jerusalem

that is flowing down from the eternal source of all happiness, at the pres

ent time, like a gentle shower, watering the seeds of love, justice and

mercy, that have been planted in thirty-three years past in the hearts of

many people. Those seeds are sprouting, and thousands of laborers are

working in the vineyard, clearing up the weeds and the rubbish, digging

up those wild grapes that have grown so strong. The Lord laid out a

vineyard, fenced it, gathered out the stones and planted it with the

choicest vines, built a tower and wine press therein; and when he looked

that it should bring forth grapes, it brought forth wild grapes and now

he says, Oh, inhabitants of Jerusalem and men of Judah judge, I pray

you betwixt me and my vineyard what could have been done, more than

I have done in it, and it has brought forth wild grapes. I will tell you

what I will do to my vineyard, I will take away the hedge, and it shall

be eaten up, and, break down the wall and it shall be trodden down. I

will lay it waste; it shall not be plowed or‘digged; but there shall come

up briers and thorns. I will, also, command the clouds that they rain no

more upon it. For the vineyard of the Lord of hosts is the house of Israel,

and the men of Judah his pleasant plant; and he looked for judgment,

butbehold oppression; for righteousness, but behold a cry: Woe unto

them that join house to house that lay field to field till there is no place

left, and they dwell alone in the land. Woe unto them that draw in

iquity with cords of vanity and sin, as it were with a cart rope; that say,

let him make speed and hasten his work that we may see it; and let the

counsel of the Holy One of Israel draw nigh and come that we may know

it. The Prophet Isaaih was inspired by the Holy Ghost, and was a great

medium or Prophet; his prophesyings were for all time; just as appro

priate to-day, as when they were uttered, have the same significance; he

was reproaching the people, he had chosen for their unfaithfulness and

disregard of his commands; he gave them a vineyard and asked them to

work, therein; they said yes, and labored for a time, but finding it un

proflitable they began to look, outside the wall, to find other fields that

would pay better, and the vineyard that was surrounded with a wall of
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afiectionate regard, and tenderness, hedged in securely with great power

—that no wild beast—~could enter; they allowed, through their neglect

the sour, bitter fruit of oppression, injustice and intolerance to destroy

the choice vines of love, mercy and justice towards the unfortunate.

Mas. M. Mennrcx.

—4.>—~_—

DIAMOND DUST.

Learn thy lessons of life as they come; some will be easily assimilated;

some will be pleasant pastime; others will be diflicult problems taxing

our skill and our patience, yet we may conquer them by perseverance.

We may find easy methods of solving what appears difficult; and,

after the first problem of a new rule in life’s mathematics, we find the

others yield readily to our labors. The propounder of the problem, may

hap, has no greater skill than have we, and we may strike the vein of
thought. I

Experience teaches us what, even observation and forewarning may

not; that, which we have experienced, we know so well, that no one may

dissuade us from our knowledge.

Take heed to the simple lessons; the simple words are, many times, of

the greatest importance, as they designate the idea of the great ones; in

like manner, the small acts of life designate the entire character of the

individual. 1

- Give us nobility of character, depth of purpose, true heroism and true

philanthropy, and the world is a garden of Eden.

Live nobly and whatever betide thee, the life course is clear; Satan

cannot dethrone thee; ever is he compelled to go hence.

Glean carefully the fields which are ripened to the harvest; the sickle

of righteousness is ever bright. Golden sheaves smile upon the labors

and thou art well repaid, if diligent.

One bright, beautiful morning a sweet, lovely flower attracted my at

tention; it was simple in its unobtrusive beauty; the delicate petals

were kissed by the morning sun, and my soul went out in gratitude to

the Great Giver who sends the rain and dew‘to revive the tiny plants, the

sun to tint them, and furnishes the proper elements of soil to nourish the

fibers and I said even so Lord dost thou care for thy weakest, thy hum

blest children—Grace and beauty in this thy lowest form of life, we find,

and we are uplifted again unto the heights of Wisdom. In this we rec

ognize a Power in the small things. The little flower taught me more

than a volume, which leads me not higher than human achievements.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE er ?

(OONTDTUEDJ

Harry ran lightly up the stone steps of the elegant residence, and soon

afterward, we see him in the library chatting with Mr. Kent and Alice.

Mrs. Kent is in the conservatory with a lady who is visiting her. She
desires to show her the beauty of the exotices under gaslight. I

Mr. Kent took much interest in Harry’s plans for the future, as he felt

a great responsibility devolved upon himself. This evening in a father

ly way he gave Harry much advice in regard to college life, and the se

lecting of associates whilst there. He says:

“Show me the company a man keeps, and I will tell you what his char

acter is. The associates you select in college will determine your stand

ing, and have much to do with shapmg your future life. You want to

place your standard of life high. You never reach above your ideal.

You form the life in your mind and work after the pattern.”
IHarry says, “yes, Aunt Fannie always talked to us L so; you remem

ber, Alice”?

“Very much'the same,vonly papa is so strong and positive, just like he

had experienced it, whilst Aunt Fannie was so gentle, as though it was

a sweet dream to her. N0 one ever took the interest in my fairy imag

inings that she did; she always seemed to understand just how it was

that I could seem to see tiny sprites, and said: I had the faculties for a

writer could I but transfer my thoughts to paper. But, dear me! I at

tempted it once, and, when I had it upon the paper, the grandeur was all

gone. It seemed so much brighter in the mind.”

So it is with us all; we trace a brilliant constellation of thoughts, fairy

like waves inexpressible, beautiful coloring and minute blending, but at

tempt to express them through language, and our lovely constellation

seems to us a miserable blur; This gives us an idea of a grander realm

—-a greater progression—an eternal home, where the lovely thoughts are

more perfectly expressed.

Alice’s reference to fairydom reminded Harry of Eva’s request. He

says: -

“Alice, we received a letter from cousin Eva to-day, in which grand

mother has requested mother to visit her at an early date, as she is very
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feeble. Eva says, as she cannot leave to visit you, she would be pleased

to see you there, if you could enjoy her lonely vale.”

“Enjoy her lonely vale? What could be grander than majestic moun

tains towering above ones head, with delightful green banks and moun

tain streams, as you have told me comprises the scenery of Eva’s home.

Indeed! I should be delighted to go if papa would take me.”

“You might go with mother, as she will certainly comply with the

request.” '

“That will be most agreeable to me. I may go of course papa ?"

“Certainly, my daughter, I am sure the trip would be of benefit to you.”

“I must tell mama; she will not object as papa has not, and'I shall have

some plans to make and more fairy castles to build.”

“You will find your fairy land there; I told Eva, it was just such a

place as you had often pictured as fairydom—that she must beI a fairy;

she said: IgTol she was a brownie.” -

“Ah well! they are allied to the fairies; you know, And it really is so

beautiful as that, is it?

“Just what I have pictured? Then -I should never get lonely there;

you may tell Eva so. Does she delight in the beautiful in nature ‘9”

“She is very much like yourself, says, she spends much of her time in

fairydom weaving stories, too.” '

“I know I should enjoy it; but it must be summer, when I go, or beau

tiful spring-time, when the flowers are springing up—the delicate spring

blossoms timidly peeping forth; the bluebell, the violet and the daisy,

such as we receive as rare treasures here, brought miles and losing much

of the delightful fragrance and dewy beauty, thereby.”

“Mother will not be likely to go before early spring-time, and, then, she

will stay several weeks so that you will have an opportunity to see the

opening of spring, as they term it there. 'As it was last spring, when I

was there, it seemed you could almost see the grass grow. The snow

usually lies on the ground all winter and when it does leave, everything

bursts into life instantaneously; the buds burst their bonds, and, before

you are'scarcely aware of the change, a delicate drapery of green on

shrouds everything; the brooks make glad music and dance along‘the

' vale, as though rejoicing that they are again free, and the air rings with
the notes of myriads of songsters.” ' I g.

"on! oh! that is it exactly—fairydom'indeedl It will be naein im~

possible for me not to go now, if your mother does; you may tell her

so.” , -
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Mr. Kent was delightedto see his daughter so animated and says:

“Dear little girl, I am much pleased to find what will interest you, as

I said, the day following New Year’s day, we must do something to

bring the roses into your cheeks; I know of nothing better than this.”

“Cousin Eva is as rosy as a peach; she has always lived there, and

thinks she would like to spend her days in the same place; but after

grandma dies she expects to come to us.”

“Oh! I shall be so pleased to have her; I do not wish your grandma to

die, but, when she must, it will be delightful to have one here who has

always lived in such a place; she would have so much to tell me.”

“She agrees with you upon many things; grandmother talks much as

Aunt Fannie did.”

We shall not detail the whole evening’s conversation. Mrs. Kent and

her friend returns and the evening is pleasant throughout. Harry leaves

with higher and nobler resolves, as he always does, after advice from

his guardian. Mr. Kent was one of the few who retain the talisman—

profound and deep love for the true and beautiful, through worldly

prosperity. But his was one of the fortunes amas3ed without a widow’s

curse, or the wail of the orphan mingled with the shining coin; and

where the poor man’s cries of oppression rang not in the ear, filling the

heart with remorse. N0! William Ernest and H arry Kent began in life

with the maxim: “Honesty is the best policy,” and had persevered; for

tune had smiled upon them and, although benevolent and open-he arted,

never closing their hearts to the cry‘ of suffering humanity which greeted

them, had amassed a comfortable fortune. Alice inherited the noble

character of her father and the gentle nature of her mother, though

without the selfishness and fear of the world’s edict which were charac

teristic of her. The independence of Eva’s spirit would carry her through

the fashionable life, she must lead, untainted. It was not so much of

tyrranny, as it was of selfishness which caused Mrs. Kent to refuse the

hard-earned money to Ellen Harman; a languid ease which she had as

sumed in her brighter fortune. * * * * * * * *

It is a beautiful evening; again the Kent mansion is a scene of festiv

ity. Mrs. Kent has given a reception. herself, in which Alice with a

few of her friends is included to initiate her into fashionable receiving

that she may act as hostess entire. A more brilliant scene than was it

New Year’s. For the whole mansion is ablaze with light; the brilliancy

bringing out the beauty of art as found in the grand furnishing, the

lovely pictures, and of nature as seen in the pots of choice plants, the
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rare boquets and lovely festoons. The conservatory thrown open, the

delicate fragrance fills the air, reminding one of some southern clime.

But to Eva the grandeur was only an inspiration which led her up and

out—'out into the great Universe—out in the free air of heaven, where she

was not allied to cold conventionalities, and fashion’s forms; she moved

fairy-like through the company, here a moment, there the next, but as in

a dream; her spirit was not in the polite speeches which custom required

her to use; the silly flattery which she received fell upon her ear like

pebbles upon a stone, rebounding again. Yes! Harry was here and only

once during the evening did she speak with him, a few moments; she

must act as hostess to all her friends, and admirer. In this brief time

she said:

“Ido not blame Eva that she desires to remain where she is forever.

I am over in that vale this evening, so much that I fear, I have been al

most rude, sometimes, in forgetting to answer questions, or use the prop

er interjection of surprise or pleasure at the right point in the ’conversa

tion."

“I have myself found it difficult to use the customary flattery, or to

find some subject of interest to those I have been called upon to enter

tain.”

“It is not the old Seminary life is it? If mama would only consent,

that I might be a. teacher, I should leave it all. I cannot endure to be

fashionable. Eva has the happiest life.”

“Yes indeed! the birds of her mountain home are not more so.”

Alice receives a nod from her mother; she is neglecting her. duties as

hostess, and again she returns to the actual. CORA CORAL.

______,,___

THE GALLOWS.—We are sincere in our respect for all just laws, but

are aroused to the heights of RIGHTEOUS INDIGNATION 'at what we are

obliged to recognize now as counted lawful, which is a FALSE and BLACK

LIE in its own face, the government has the right to take the life of one

of its subjects—and then read the ten commandments and swear thereby

—we may appear rather bold and daring in thus presuming to handle

the statutes of the nation, and in reply, we say, yes! we are a hold de

fender of the UNITED RIGHTS of a so-called free country, and if our voice

is strong enough and our pen can write quick enough we will not stop

until the mortal and the spirit immortal has its rights, we hope this

thought will not die here, but that others will think, speak and act on this

as well as on other advance work for HUMANITY.—'-Watchman. 2"
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IS SEE POPULAR?

“I am going to visit asick lady this afternoon; she has a drunken hus

band, and several children, half starved and half clothed, would you like

to go along ?”

“Oh! I fear it will not do; there are Mrs. H and Mrs. B and the others

in our class might think I was associating with such common people.”

“If you were what difference ‘3 She is a perfect lady, a beautiful chris

tian woman, and her children as intelligent as any, if they only had the

care which, I am sure, they have been accustomed to receive, when their

mother was in good health.”

"That may be true but it is not popular to associate with those who are

down in the social scale. I will give you some money to take her, but

I couldnot be compelled to address her upon the street. * *

The first speaker let us follow to the wretched home. Upon a misera

ble straw bed—we gaze upon one of the loveliest faces. A pure angelic

expression, rendered more beautiful by patient submission to trials, suf

fering and woe. A heavenly radiance lights the pale countenance, as the

Good Samaritan enters; she has been here before; the little children

recognize her, and come forward smiling; she bathes the face and hands

of each, smooths the tangled looks with the gentleness of a mother, for

she was a mother, and the thought came—if I were placed in this situa

tion ? '

The grateful smile, which she received, from the invalid, was a sunny

little ray of the great Father’s smile—out from His great life He too

smiled in His perfect recognition of all lovely deeds. How grandly

beautiful is his life-giving power, His beneficent gifts to humanity; the

tiny spark—Love—is within every breast and but needs the touch of the

fairy wand—kindness—to kindle into a living flame and the darkpassion,

malice smothers it, chokes it, yet cannot extinguish it. It ever remains—

and is always touched by some hand. The loving Father is Father of

all and not of the few. * * , * * * * *

“My story is the counterpart of hundreds, you have heard,” she says. “I

was the only daughter of a wealthy merchant in New York.”

I loved George, my husband, madly; perhaps too well for the welfare of

myself and children; he had one fault, the love of the intoxicating cup;

but generous and noble hearted, loving me devotedly I thought: I shall

enable him to overcome this habit. My father was opposed to the mar

riage, told me he could not forgive me, and I took the, choice which you

see.
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“If my father knew our condition I am sure he would forgive me, but

we have been too proud to let him know where we are.

But I will say in defence of my husband it has not been always thus with .

us; he did for a time abstain from drink, and we were. perfectly happy;

we had a comfortable little home; he had a good position until after the

birth of Lily our youngest who is now two years of age.

James and Fannie are twins, our eldest child we lost. As I said when

' Lily was a few weeks old there, came an old companion of his boyhood

days, to visit us. They began by remaining of evenings rather late; but,

as they always came home sober, I did not worry so much at first. But

alas! one evening what I had so much feared became verified. George

was brought home unconscious and then our sorrow began; try as he

would [he could not abstain from drink; he lost his position, our home

was the next to go, and now you see what the demon drink has

done.” '

If my health had been better, I think I should have been more able to

encourage him” '

“My dear woman what is your father’s address '2”

“Chatham square, No. 800, New York.” * * * *

“My dear child!” and the fond father in this moment of recognition felt

the old fountain of tenderness, of love for his child to open; the deep

and holy joy of that moment was inexpressible. Long had he desired

to receive his child to his lonely heart, but pride here held sway, crushing

back the love.

Our Good Samaitan asked the question: What is your father’s address ?

for a purpose, not as an idle query. ‘

That night a letter was mailed to the address given, and the truth viv
idly portrayed to him. I I “

Before the setting of the next day’s sun, this wealthy merchant receiv

ed, that which was more to him than the five-thousand bank check which

he held in his hand at the same time; and a half hour afterwards he is

hurrying away on the train which it seemed was providentially be

hind time five minutes; in the which he had time to reach it just as it

was leaving the depot. * * * ’ * * *

“Are you going to attend the reception at Mrs. Appletons ‘8” This is our

second questioner—the one who feared to be termed an associate of the

drunkards wife. , '

“Yes,” says the Good Samaritan, “she is a dear friend of mine.”

“Indeed! I hear she is very popular."
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“When she became my friend she was not. Do you rememberthe drunk

ards wife I requested you to visit with me ?"

“Oh yes, I remember. What ever became of them ‘1’”

“Mrs. Appleton is that wife; her father is a wealthy merchant of New

York; her husband is reformed and now, as steady a man, and attends

to his business as well, as any gentleman of the city. Those young

“ ladies passing the street are the little children, and I find they were

as intelligent as any; but then, they were not popular, because poverty

was their master.” -

“ Is it possible she is the lady ? I am learning, that in this American

country, popularity and prosperity are not stationary.

IDA M. MERRILL.
 

THE BEAUTIFUL SHOW.

[The poem published below, and pronounced by the London Spectator

to be “the finest American poem ever written,” and now going the rounds

again, has been attributed to various authors, and among them Miss

Dora Shaw. Miss Shaw is not the author. The following we believe

to be a true history of the origin and publication of these marvelous

liu es.—ED.]

In the early part of the war, one dark Saturday morning in the dead of

winter, there died at the Commercial Hospital in Cincinnati, :1- young

woman, over whose head only two and twenty summers had passed. She

had once been possessed of an enviable share of beauty, had been, as she

herself says, “flattered and sought for the charms of her face;” but alas!

upon her fair brow had long been written that terrible word—prostitute!

Once the pride of respectable parentage, her first wrong step was the

small beginning of the,“same old story over again,” which has been the

only life-history of thousands. Highly educated and accomplished in

manners, she might have shone in the best of society. But the evil hour

that proved her ruin'was but the door from childhood, and having spent

a young life in disgr'ace and shame, the poor friendless one died the mel

ancholy death of a broken-hearted outcast.

Among her personal effects was found in manuscript the “Beautiful

Snow,” which was immediately carried to Enos B. Beed, a gentleman of

culture and literary tastes, who was at that time editor of the National

Union. In the columns of that paper, on the morning of the day follow

ing the girls death, the poem appeared in print for the first time. When

the paper containing the poem came out on Sunday morning, the body of

the poor victim had not yet received burial. The attention of Thomas
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Buchanan Reed, one of the first of our American poets, was soon directed

to the newly published lines, who was so taken with their stirring pathos

that he immediately proceeded to the liospital, from which he followed

the corpse to its final resting place.

Such are the plain facts'coucerning her wh0se “Beautiful Snow” shall

long be regarded as one ofthe brightest gems in American literature.

Oh! the snow, the beautiful snow,

Filling the sky and earth below;

Over the house tops, over the street,

Over the heads of the people you meet,

Dancing,

' Flirting, '

Skimming along;

Beautiful snow! it can do no wrong,

Flying to kiss a fair lady’s chcek,

Clinging to lids in a frolicsome freak,

Beautiful snow from the Heaven above,

Pure as an angel, gentle as love!

Oh! the snow, the beautiful snow,

How the flakes laugh and gather as they go,

Whirling about in their maddening fun,

It plays in its glee with every one.

Chasing,

Laughing,

Hurrying by: Q

It lights on the face and sparkles the e e,

And the dogs, with a bark and a boun ,

Snap at the chrystals that eddy around—

The town is alive and its heart in a glow,

To welcome the coming of beautiful snow! '

\ How the wild crowd goes swaying along,

Hailing each other wi h humor and song!

How the gay sledges, like meteors, flash by,

Right for a moment, then lost to the eye—

Ringing,

Swmging, -

Dancing they 0,

Over the crust of the bean iful snow;

Snow so pure when it falls from the sky,

To be trampled in mud by the crowd rushing by,

To be trampled and tracked by the thousands of feet

Till it blends with the filth in the horrible street.

Once I. was pure as the snow—but I fell!

Fell like the snow from heaven to hell;

Fell to be tramped as filth in the street;

Fell to be scoffed, to be spit on and beat;

Pleading,

Cursing,

Dreading to die,

Selling my soul to whoever would buy,

Dealing in shame for a morsel of bread,

Hating the living and fearing the dead;

Merciful Godl have I fallen so low ‘3

And yet I was once like the beautiful snow.
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Once I was fair as the beautiful snow,

With an eye like its crystal, a heart like its glow;

Flattered and sought for the charms of my face!

Father,

Mother,

Sisters, all, .

God, and myself, I’ve lost by my fall;

The veriest wretch that goes shivering by,

Will make a wide swoop lest I wander too nigh;

For all that is on or above me, I know,

There is nothing that’s pure but the beautiful snow.

How strange it should be that the beautiful snow

Should fall on a sinner with nowhere to go!

How strange it should be, when the night comes again.

If the snow and the ice strikes my desperate brain. -

Fainting,

Freezing,

Dying alone,

Too wicked for prayer, too weak for a moan,

To be heard in the streets of the crazy town,

Gone mad in the joy of the snow coming down;

To be and to die in my terrible woe,

\ With a bed and a shroud of the beautiful snow,

 

'wnmws TEE snares?

WRITTEN JAN. 20, 1879, ON A STORMY DAY.

The air is full of gladness,

But earth is full of sadness,— ,

This merry sleighing time, -

~ For, now, old Boreas rages,

And comes in various stages

To catch the hapless pilgnm

Who may be now unsheltered.

A patient woman in silence sat, and mused upon her lot;

Her scant store was almost gone, and she was wra t in thou ht,

Now angle hope seemed taking flight; the future 100 ed so dar .

Is this t e end of my bright hopes? 0h! where has launched my bark ?

U on a rock-bound cast, so bare, with sandy, desert shore,

ere now are the peaceful waters shall I ne’er reach them more ‘8

And then, with a sadd’nd pleasure, she thinks of days gone by,

When father, mother, home and friends gave brightness to her eye.

When, as Miss B, the heiress fair, she was the pet of all;

But, not a friend to cheer her now; Oh! what has caused the fall?

Had she—the noble, brave Miss B, committed sin so vile ?

That as she sat in poverty, she ne’er received a smile.

She who scattered gifts on all, with such a lavish hand,

When peace and plenty filled her home, and wealth at her command.

What had wrong t this wondrous change, in friends of other times ?

No stain upon her character; but she had lost her dimes.
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The greatest sin upon this earth, in whirling upper ten;

For, now, DameFashion leads the van, and fills the hearts of men,

Leaving there no room for thoughts of tender kind.- Searing o’er

Its op’ning as by fire. For now she’s cried from shore to shore.

Now fashion tells you when to eat—0n what viands to dine,

And when you walk, it tells you how, and makes a careful line

To show you when and where to speak, to those in humble life

And 'whether they have reached the point. where the one feeling rife,

Would cause a storm in our circle; smiling beauties ’would pout,

Say: We’ll lose cast, familiarly, speaking to one who’s out,

Dear mama’s with dignified nod say: Our duty’s done;

We fill the treasury for the poor,—enough for each one.

Why must our notice be called to objects of charity,

Compelled to greet them on the streets with familiarity. .

We’re willing to take, from our purse, the ’lowance for the poor,

And, those who ask for bread, we turn not away from our door.

Madam! let me in kindness say: Not always bread they ask;

To these sorrowing ones of earth sympathy, like the flask

Of water, so refreshing in the desert, would often comfort give,

When earth is so dark, and the heart does cry, Why, 0 why do I live?

A kindness as to brother man, a cordial heartfelt smile,

Might 11ft a burden, cast a light, and weary hours beguile;

Thls woman is she not the same, who shared your gaiety

In days of yore? When fortune smiled, you craved her society.

For what? A few jewels, trifling baubles of the passing hour?

Had she no merit save her wealth? Was this the only power?

Which brought fair suitors to her side, and la dies of eclat?

And then, so noble, brave and true; Oh! what has changed her now.

A change of caste, which fashion says, can never be forgiven

In our class. For lack of wealth, you see, she must be driven.

No softer term will this express, for driven is the word.

And has not fashion made the law? Would it not be absurd ‘9

To dare rebel against her rule ? Yes, her worth I admit

Says, bustling Mrs. A, but then, it would be so unfit -

To stop my carriage at her door; my friends, who live up town,

Would at he next reception cut me and say: She’s coming down.

I’ve thought of giving her employ, and been thinking, the while,

That she broiders and neatly sews, but then, she’s not the style.

There’s madam D with Paris fashion, and our class employ her;

And she always dresses stylishly; tho’ if you annoy her,

She,s very severe. But, you see, she’s a fortune in bank,

And does this but to employ her mind; you see, I’m very frank;

It is not genteel to employ one in such poor station;

She should not presume, so must pursue another vocation.

As laundress, or a kitchen maiden. no familiarity

Would she expect. In fact, I think it would be charity.

To offer her such position in a genteel family— '

She’s down and must not patronage, expect from society,
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Ohl woman! with your mighty power, beware, beware, BEWARE,

How you trample the weak know that the poor are His care.

He says: A cup of water, cold, when in my name given,

Will a blessing, to the giver, be in the home called heaven.

What ye have done for the least of these, ye have done e’en for me;

If on earth you do me own, in heaven I W111 remember thee.

0h then, with love and a trembling heart, remember all God’s poor;

A beneficent Hand yields the gift, to increase more and more.

When life is done and eternity stands out before thy gaze,

The trifling wealth, of material world cannot thy spirit raise.

Loving words, pure thoughts and noble deeds will be thy clothing there;

The grandest, sweetest, deepest strain will be: I did my brother’s

burden share.

IDA M. MERRILL.

____<,>___

A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

According to the history, a strife arose between Abram and Lot, who

had gone with him to the land of Canaan, And Abram said: Let there

be no strife between us. for we are brethren. Is not the whole land be

fore us ? Lot chose the plain of Jordan, as it was well watered, a fertile

country, and seemed more advantageous than Canaan where Abram re

mained.

To-day the world is a scene of strife and turmoil, each striving to ob

tain the goodly heritage, which earthly prosperity is deemed to be; hu

manity is the grand stream of life, and why may we not realize that in

attempting to injure another, to bring sorrow upon our brother, we are

injuring ourselves. The stream is rendered imperfect—and we feel the

effect of the deadly poison, if we have hurled it upon our brother. Be it

envy, malice, slander, hatred, jealousy, revenge—any of the deadly pas

sions. Oh! we cannot be too deeply imbued with the true spirit of love

to humanity; the elixir of life is contained in that short clause. All the

beautiful blossoms which cling to a pure nature are rooted in the same

—Truth, Mercy, Justice, Charity and Chastity; the incense of the heart’s

altar has been plucked from fragrant plants, which have sprung from

the same source; the great trees of life, which kindle the fire upon the

altar, are rooted in the deep soil. The harmonious harp is placed upon

the same talisman, and the gentle notes float out upon the air with every
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passing breeze; they tremble and falter or swell with jubilance, as swayed

by the breeze; yet, ever do the notes pour forth, be they low and plain

tive, 0r grand and joyous. Ah, this harmonious harp is what humanity

needs to raise it from the pit of destruction, the bondage of iniquity and

vice. As Abram and Lot saw there was a place suited to the tastes of

each, they could dwell upon the face of the earth without each contend

ing for the same portion of it; so, to-day, we may find that there is a

sphere wherein we may each labor, and should strive to harmonize our

natures with the grand principle of life—purity; live out our own life;

move in the sphere with which we harmonize. Here is the mistake of

many, to-day; they are contending and striving with each other for the

high places so often, when would they move in the sphere best calculated

to develop the true characteristics of the nature, might find, they held a

high position in the moral sphere. _

The grand sublimity of life is simplicity, child-like confidence in the

great controlling Power, in the talisman, and in the performance of du

ty comes sweet recompense; not relying upon the praise of afickle world,

but upon the sweet peace which springs from a clear conscience. We

gaze upon this moving'mass—humanity; we, fora moment, contemplate

the awful,the solemn spectacle; if we may gaze upon the inner life, be

hold the throbbings of the deathless spirit, we faint almost, with horror,

at the stories revealed; where we deemed it was all joy and sunshine, we

behold the canker worm destroying the vitals; where we deemed, by out

ward surroundings, all was sad within, we behold blossoms of pure joy,

which the destroying worm may not reach; where We thought a peace

ful conscience, we behold one like the troubled ocean, on account of some

hidden crime; and we find, that down in the hearts of humanity, midst

the joy and happiness, there is the woe of earth, as well; if it be not sor

row pertaining to self, it is that of others, and the chain is unbroken—~

this is the earth chain. We take the key Love, open all the hidden cham

bers, penetrate the recesses, and we find the link in the chain which binds

humanity into an eternity, which cannot be broken; it is the counter

link upon the earth chain, strengthening it, perfecting it, and uniting

humanity to the Parent of all. Here is the harmony which would make

our sad, sorrowful earth a heaven, a place of peace and joy. \

No! it is impossible with our natural eyes to discern the hidden things;

we judge from outward appearance; we draw our natures into the cham

bers of the heart; we understand not each other; we are as men blind

folded, and although we would walk aright do not, for we cannot see;
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but remove the covering from our eyes, or use the spiritual vision, and

we walk in a plain path; we perceive beauty and grandeur where, be

fore, the world seemed nanght but chaos. Has the world changed? Oh,

no! we have but had its face revealed to us; we are gazing upon the

grand scenery, drinking from the living waters, bathing in the pure

streams, and diving, into the wells of wisdom, in search of the priceless

pearl, which we find to be grandeur of life-purpose which swerves not

at defeat.

IDA M. MERRILL.

,____<.>____

The Journal, A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, dedicated to Light Seeker, pub

lished weekly by Mrs. Dr. Merrick, and edited by Miss Ida M. Merrill, at

3rd & Chestnut Sta, Quincy, 111., at $1.10 per annum, hes before us. It

is a 16 page pamphlet designed, as we understand it, to reach those who

are now in the churches and cause them _to think and investigate for

themselves. We wish it success—Brooklyn, N. Y., Watchman.

___-_-<.>—-—

0ft may the spirits of the dead descend

To watch the silent slumbers of a friend;

To hover round his evening walk unseen,

And hold sweet converse on the dusky green;

To hail the spot where once their friendship grew,

And heaven and nature opened to their view!

0ft when he trims the cheerful hearth, and sees

Asmiling circle, emulous to lease;

There may these gentle gues s delight to dwell,

And bless the scenes they loved on earth so well.

—— [“ Pleasures of Memory."——Roger8.

Vefiquw -

HOME FOR LIBERAIS.

It is with pleasure that we announce to the world that a Liberal town

and-colony have been organized and founded, at Liberal, Barten 00., M0.

The town of Liberal is a thriving village, though but five months old.

It is our desire to have a town where none of the christian vices are

taught; a town without a preacher, church or saloon. Liberal is sur

rounded by good land and is in the midst of a good coal strata.

We publish an eight-page paper, full of liberal news every week, which

gives full particulars of our town and colony. Subscription, one dollar

a year, Address, G. W. Walser, Lamar, Ma, or Liberal, Barten, 00., Mo.
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TEE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(conrmpnn)

The gifts, Truth and Light, contained in the Bible are the same to-day

and forever. All teach of a future state of existence, and of a Supreme

Power, that is striving to manifest to mortals. Infants have no knowl

edgeof their fathers for several months after birth; the father watches

with tender care and fondles the little image of himself, and when the

child is sufficiently developed it recognizes its father and holds out its

hands to be caressed. and the father is delighted and tells his friends that

they may rejoice with him. The spirit of the infant materializes its nat—

ural,.material body, or grows to maturity according to the surroundings,

influences and cultivation it receives.

If Adam and Eve were diligent and faithful to the trust reposed in

them—kept weeds of error, and deceit-plucked out, the tender vine prun

ed with love, truth and honesty, the fruit of that vine would not be wild

grapes. Jesus said to his friend: Call no man father on earth, for one

is your father, who is in heaven. Jesus was a mighty prophet, (medium)

before God and all the people—a teacher, our elder brother; he taught

the true principles of life—love of goodness or God and humanity.

Man may be compared with infancy in regard to his knowledge of the

great Supreme Intelligence or God, the Father of all life. Not many can

see or understand the great Spirit Father any more than the infant. un

derstands the natural father, when he speaks loving words and bestows

his kind care upon his helpless child. The finite cannot comprehend the

Infinite. But if humanity could be brought to the condition of children,

and accept the loving kindness of our Heavenly Father, we should soon

enter through the pearly gates, and walk in the green pastures, down by

the still waters where peace and harmony prevail; there drink of the
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ever-lasting fountain of youth and beauty, where the poor, unfortunate .

ones who have suffered so cruelly from oppression and tyranny, have

been tenderly treated, never condemned, but taken to hospitals where

angels 'of light and mercy lay their beautiful hands upon them and re

store them to moral health and usefulness.

Crime stands forth like a monster Upas tree, spreading its poisonous

branches over the whole earth, bearing its shocking fruits of murder the

most cruel, suicides where the poor sufiering mortals think they will

find relief from their agony by' ending their days on earth, but they only

add sorrow and suifering to their already burdened souls, and must

wait until the the time for the bud to open that was plucked too Soon,—

their angel friends may not be able to relieve them of their sufiering or

untimely birth into that summer land.

When humanity learns that men and women cannot die or destroy

themselves, or blot out the record of their deeds done on earth, they will

be willing to drink of the cup, be it ever so bitter, and endure the trials

that may be beneficial for themselves or others. To kill is wrong under

any circumstances; murder is horrible considered in any light; the time

is approaching when the law will be repealed that allows, in this nine

teenth century of christianity, a man or woman to be hung by the neck

until they are dead, contrary to the teachings of Jesus of Nazareth whom

the christians say is God Almighty. If they believe he is one of the

three persons in what they call the God-head, how dare they disobey his

commands, and kill their brother or sister in a cruel, premeditated man

ner, then pray to him for blessings to rest upon themselves and all good

christians, when one of their Gods said, “thou shalt not kill ;” another

said, “no longer an eye for an eye or tooth for a tooth, but ye shall not re

sist evil,” Resistance has been triedfor ages; we see the result; crime ‘

seems to increase instead of decrease, insanity and moral disease pre

vailing apparently all over the world at this time, and the Lord will

shake terribly the earth (church) '

To resist evil with evil is in vain; no good will ever result from such a

course; it is contrary to the law of progression. Good and evil are op

posites; one is necessary to the other; the positive good, if brought to

bear on the negative evil, will result in destroying or casting out what is

called the devil or the evil passions of humanity. If the spirit that con

trolled Jesus is here, (Paul says there is but one spirit) and he must be

here as he said, “where two or three are met together I will be there to

bless them,” also when he ascended, “I will come again,” and the signs
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that appear throughout the earth indicate the presence of great spiritual

power, and now may be the time of his coming, and who will be ready

to receive him ‘2

MRS. M. MERRICK.

-————-<.>-————

GORRESPONDENOE.

 

BATTLE CREEK, Mich, March 6, 1881.

SISTERS, MERRILL AND MERR'Iokz—I saw a notice in the Banner of

Light of a weekly, called A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, dedicated to light

seekers, and to all Truth seekers, or rather friends of truth. I love the _

truth. On reading the notice; an impression came over me that I want

ed to see the paper. I am not a man of means, have got to struggle

against adverse circumstances to keep along. But Spiritual and mental

food is as necessary to my well being as material substance; and so I

'felt that I wanted the paper. I am now taking the Banner of Light,

Monthly Review, Commoner, of Boston, Mass., edited by D. Hull, a

Greenback paper, also our city daily, a Republican paper. But there is a

nitch not yet filled. If truth, justice, and humanity are to supercede er

rors, creeds and intolerance, the press must be supported. It is time

that every lover of truth, justice and humanity shall wake up to the

needs of the time. There never was a time when there was a greater

'demand for determined, unflinching workers than now. I have always

worked hard for a living, but never was so hard up, but thought I could

find sometime to read and think of what I read while I work. To say

that we have no time to read and think, is simply thin. I am glad that

two women have come out with such a ring in the notice of your paper.

I have no objection to men editors, but we want - more women in the

front ranks. ,

Hoping that you may be prosperous inyour undertaking, I wish you

success.

W. G. GRAY.

. —<0-——

A bill, making gambling punishable by imprisonmentin either county

jail, or penitentiary, passed the Missouri legislature March 1st by a unan

imous vote. What will be done with the church fairs where a fifty cent

cake is sold for fifty dollars, to buy that which is unnecessary ? Is it re

ligion or pride that calls this practice into requisition ?
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE SIN?

(CONTINUED)

The merry laugh rang through the spacious mansions; the beautiful

glitter and the gaiety was to Alice as a dream in which she participated,

only as we do in that delightful country—dreamdand. Delightful be

cause, upon waking, if it has been a horrible one, we find that it is not

real; has it been pleasant the bright influence remains. So with our day

dreams; when we awaken and find the pleasing phantasy, but a dream,

actual life teaches us, it was better so. Our heavenly Father is ever

shedding rays of light upon all His children. If we open the caverns of

our heart and let the light shine in, beautiful are the fore-casts of a heav

enly land.

Like Alice, we may rise above our surroundings—out into the glad,

free sunlight—out into the grand majesty of the eternal world—out from

bondage of wealth or poverty, into the real world. * * *

“How weary I am mama,” says Alice. “Is this the life to which I

must always be subjected? Oh, mamal if you knew how delightful it

was at the old Seminary; when we had sociables, they were such pleas

ant ones, and not so formal—~real sociables. Darling mother, please do

not desire me to be a belle. I can never fill that position with ease. I

should prefer to be a belle of the forest, like the sweet violet, live my

simple life in the great natural world and sink away, to rest, as sweetly

——unknown in the fashionable circle.”

“My, dear daughter! I cannot understand your, strange idea. I fear

papa erred in sending you to that plain boarding school. I should have

much preferred Madam D’s., where you would have had, a fashionable

training.”

“Dear mama, I shall ever be grateful that papa did take me there. If

you knew Aunt Fannie, all of the teachers and the girls, as I do, you

would not say so. I was so happy, mama; and one of my greatest pleas

ures now is dwelling upon those days.” ,

“My, dear child, are you always to be so strange? Ygur father’s cir

cumstances require that you should be a leader in the circle of your own

age; your beauty is equal to any, and far surpasses most of your own

age.”

“Dear mama, do not talk so. Aunt Fannie said, we should be proud of

o
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a beautiful character, not beauty of form or feature. She says: God sees

our inner self which is beautiful or homely, owing to our deeds. Mama,

I should prefer to be a noble and good woman, rather than a belle of so

ciety.”

She kissed her daughter, bidding her “good night” softly; there was a

gentle mood came upon her, for she was not wholly heartless, and she

perceived the bright gem, her daughter was wearing, far surpassed the

brilliant pearls which adorned her person that evening.

Alice pondered and dreamed, as was usual before retiring; her com

parisons were vividly pictured in the mind’s gallery. They we're true

life versus fashion, or a made-life—one which is so, far from the natural,

.as is the sickly plant, deprived of sun, and dew, compared to the dewy,

fragrant blossoms kissed by the sunlight and watered from a bountiful

heaven. The true life was her school days. The pictures were bright,

beautiful; hazy clouds, majestic mountains in the back ground, whilst

in the foreground were placid streams, birds skimming the waters, dots

of green islands, fores ts, smiling vallies and grand stretches of country

The one now was, the memory of that time—looking at the grandeur

from beneath a cloud. * * * * * * *

It is as lovely a spring morning as may be seen in the earliest spring

time; the air balmy, without the fragrance which comes later. A train

is rushing at lightning speed around! the base of a mountain; down in

the deep ravine below may be seen a stream sluggisth rolling along. “A

dark and dangerous place,” says a passenger, and Alice arouses and says:

“Mrs. Ernest, do look! see the danger! Oh! if there should be an acci

dent ?” '

“It really is a dangerous place; this is the only one of the kind, we

must pass; we shall soon be out in the beautiful valley which leads to

Eva’s home.” .

The dangerous way is far in the distance, and our train leaves its prec

ious freight at a smallvillage, hurries on and we follow it not further;

these are our threads of life, as connected with this sketch, and we gath

er together the fragments.

Here is our old friend Dan with “old Lin” and the carry-all. Grand

ma insisted that “Lizzie would be afraid of those skittish young things.”

“Oh! 0b! is this not lovely ? ejaculated Alice. The grass has but be

gun to peer from the dark mould, the buds just ready to open out and

clothe the world with vernal beauty»; here and there one has forced its

prison-bonds and seems rejoicing in the free sunlight; occasionally a
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daisy, timidly lifts its head, prefacing the great floral display.

Yes! Alice has come to Floral vale as Eva’s home is called, early enough

to see the grass spring up hurriedly, the blossoms hearing it company,

and to awaken in the morning and see fruit trees laden with wealths of

pink drapery, where the night before was only buds—the delicate petals

all enfolded in the sleep of winter, as yet; but as the rosy dawn presages

morn, the pink or white peeps from beneath the calyx of the blossom.

“Here they come grandma. Shall I help you out to the gate to meet

them ‘2”

“No, 'nol dear child, do. not bother with me; you are all impatience

to see them. Hurry them right in; Ishall not go out.”

Eva needs no second bidding, but is already at the gate. .

Alice recognizes her immediately and says, “Mrs. Ernest I should have

known her anywhere by her resemblance to Harry.

Eva thought instantly, “Fairy Queen, as I pictured her, exactly.”

“Dear little Eva,” says Mrs. Kent, “you are not the little girl I last saw

are you ? But grandmother’s housekeeper I presume.”

“Oh, yes! Aunt Lizzie, I am complete mistress of our rustic home, and

hope I shall be enabled to make it pleasant for you and Alice-I say Al

ice, for I feel thatI have known her always.”

The old lady’s joy was inexpressible; she loved Mrs. Ernest as an ow’n

daughter, and was so pleased to know that Eva was to have company of

her own age. She looked in Alice’s eyes and said:

“Dear child how frail and delicate you are. , I think our mountain air

will bring some color to your cheeks. Eva must show you all her favor

ite haunts. But, may be, you will notenjoy the wild life of Eva."

“Indeed I shall! Nothing could delight me better. I shall be impa

tient to commence to ramble the whole region. Never have I seen so

beautiful a country. Those mountains are the grandest sight ‘ I have

ever seen. Could I climb them ?”

“Yes! later in the year when the ground becomes settled. Dan shall

take you some day around to the first platform, as we call it~a great

shelf where parties often go to have picnics.

“How delightful that will be!” says Alice. “To think of being away

above the tops of houses, to look down upon people, as we see birds in

the air. I have heard papa and mama describe it.” '

Eva had tea. prepared already, and now had everything in readi

ness. - -

All are seated at the table; tea is poured and Eva’s mind reverts to
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another tea-time, when the snow lay upon the mountains and in the val

lies. The letter, her answer, and here this evening the requests of her

self and grandmother are gratified; when she sent the invitation to

Alice, she had hardly hoped that it would be accepted; for she says,

"What inducement could I offer her that would be interesting; there are

no attractions for a city belle here in my lonely vale; although to me it

is the dearest, sweetest place on earth.” Yes! Eva was delighted to see

that Alice was as enthusiastic, in regard to the beautiful in nature, as

herself. Eva takes Alice to her simple room after tea contrasting it, in

her mind with the adornments of Alice’s. 'But Alice heeds not the plain

surroundings; she notices there are two windows in the room; one looks

upon the orchard. The other has a view oflthe road winding through

the vale, the mountains at the left, and looks out upon the yard filled

with forest trees; a climbing rose beats against the panes of this one.

“How beautiful is the view which you have from your windows, es

pecially when nature has clothed all in beauty. Your cousin Harry has

told me your vale was such a country as I always have made my fairy

dom.”

“Did he tell you of my idea in regard to yourself—that I have a natu

ral throne and you are my Fairy Queen ?”

“No. He did not mention this. Why I could not rule with wisdom

in fairy-land. You know they never err whilst frail mortals do. Your

cousin did tell me you were a brownie. You must-be a fairy or brownie,

as you term it, if you have always lived in this beautiful place.”

“To-morrow I shall take you to your throne, but cannot crown you

Queen until the lovely May blossoms come. How I do wish cousin

Harry was here to assist me in the honor."

“Ohl never mind, I shall crown you Queen of brownies then, if I am

Queen of fairies.”

___—<.,_______

'The Boston Watchman says, “We would discourage in the strongest

manner the dabbling with Spiritualism on the part of most people. But

we think the time has come when Christian men with the necessary

training of mind should investigate it' seriously, and reach some conclu

sion which will be accepted as the verdict rendered. necessary by facts.”

The unfavored sons of toil must sit and eat thecrumbs from the tables

of the favored, cultured ones must they? No! if it is a fact necessary

to‘be investigated by part of humanity, it is for all. All men are crea

ted equal, and remain so if they live a true life.
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GHOSTS OF ST. LOUIS.

A SPIRIT THAT HAUNTED A MAN FOR YEARS.

About ten years ago a gentleman frequently came into my store to buy

small articles, I remarked to him that he must have very careless hands

to use so many, he gave me an evasive answer of which I took no notice,

as it really was no business of mine. I met him often at Sprague & But

ler’s restaurant, and he always aimed to sit at the same table and persist

ed in paying for my dinners. He seemed anxious to get acquainted more

familiarly, ever broaching the subject of Spiritualism, as he had read sev

eral articles of mine inlthe dailies. I offered to take him at one time to

a private seance. He remarked that he was timid, especially at night,

by himself, at which I said that was the time I liked to commune with

the spirits, when all was quiet, and that I was more afraid of mortals

than spirits. He replied there was a difierence in people and if I had

his experience. perhaps, I would be the same. He ever seemed to have

what I call the blues, and was downcast. Many times I would ask him

if he was sick, he would say that he had a sleepless night. He came in

to dinner one day and seemed very much cast down and hardly touched

his food, he said that he would like to go out for a ride in the afternoon

and would get a buggy if I would go with him. Being a beautiful day I

consented to go. - '

We started about half-past two, one beautiful afternoon and went out

on the London road. He told me that he had something that troubled

his mind very much and almost made him crazy, he would very much

like to tell me as he thought I could advise him what to do for the

trouble. . '

After riding seven or eight miles, we came to a creek. He said let us

give the horse a rest, and get out and have a smoke, I have some fine ci

gars. We both sat down under the shade of a large tree, when he com

menced: My friend, I am in trouble and you are the only man \that I

know can help me, are you willing to help a suffering soul that has suf

fered a living hell for years? I_remarked if I could, I would be most hap

py to do so, tell me plainly and truly what it is. Well, he said, will you

swear to never divulge my secret. I swear it shall remain a secret with

me. I felt intuitively what it was, his eyes looked very singular. Well,

he said, I must trust you, as I can bear it no longer. I have killed a man

and be haunted me night and day, he is ever with me, it wears my very
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out to lo‘okiat‘hi'in. ’If I could onlyfind out what I could do to herelieV

ed of his presence, I would give my very life. If you, 'Who' understand

'lafboplt' Spats,thqu find out how I can be relieved of this phantom, you

would help a miserable God-forsaken soul. There, there “he standsnods his hearias if you could, oh, for God’s sake ask him what I shall, do.

There hekneels down and with both hands, as if asking you to do it. _I

$flid,,“$pir'i't_,can I help‘your murderer and yourself?” There .he npds

again, said the man. If you will follow me, I suggested to the spirit, to

amedium and fully control her this evening and let me know what you

want, I will help you both if I can. He nods his head, said the murder;

er, andrhe Iis gone. I could not see the spirit, as I am not a clairvoyant.

a: a: a: '* * * * * * ' *

To return, my friend seemed to be more cheerful after telling me! all

of his troubles. After returning to town, I promised to see him in ;the

morning early, as I would go to a fine medium in the evening . and. see ‘

.what the spirit wanted. I went to a noble lady of intelligence andmeans,

whowould give me a private seance at any time, because _I had helped

her from a two months sickness by the magnetic treatment, in a few days.

After being invited in, she laughingly remarked: I knew you were

coming asI have had aspirit around me for sometime, trying to control

me and I have fought it ofi with all my power. _ . ,_ _,

Yes, I said, I want yo’u to be controlled. In a moment the lady fell on

the floor as if dead. I set her in the chair and waited till the spirit

could control her organs of speech. At last the spirit commenced, “Good

evening. sir, I am here according to agreement and am ready to talk to

youabout the business you mentioned under the tree. The man with'

you murdered me going to California and got all I had, he did it in a fit

lof'anger, we were disputing when he shot me and threw my body in; |the

creek and told the camp that he had a sharp fight with Indians and we

had better get away from there, as they had killed me and carried ineqfi.

He made money with the stock that [belonged to both of us and I, shall

haunt him till he helps my family and gives them what rightfully be

-longs to them. ~ If he does that, I will leave him and trouble hirp, no more,

if not, I will annoy him till he goes crazy from fear and remorse, lethhim

do-right and .I will forgive him, and haunt him no longer. When-he pas

ses over von this side, the laws of restitution must be complied with... I

~haVe given himmy terms, tell him this and nothing else will satisfy me.

I thank you kindly for your services in this affair and may your
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angels ever be able to control you for good, farewell I shall meet you

again if you give me a chance.

The medium came out of the trance and said the control had made her

feel unpleasant for he was unhappy and had depressed her very much.

I magnetized her and helped to throw off the influence, then bade her

good night. In the morning I saw my friend and told him all, he was

stunned at the particulars, and wept like a child, saying that it must be

done. I will do it right away, I shall leave your city for good. I thank

you a thousand times and shall not forget you.

I never saw himafterwards, but received a letter about six months

from that time written thus: ‘

“I have made it all right, I have not seen the spirit since. I am happy.

Under the tree. God bless you.”

No signature or address.

The unseen world is ever around us. It is apart and parcel of us, then

let our object in life be to free every crushed soul. Pluck a thorn from

a human pathway, plant arose there; shed a kindling ray of light on the

worn-out pilgrim’s path. Brighten the brow of sorrow and suffering.

Lift the fallen, who knows, it may be our turn to stumble. We can join

hands with both worlds and know the kingdom of heaven is within' us.

As mind echoes to mind let us sing loves melody and twine garlands to

deck the brows of sorrow. Tread life’s pathwayi ever waiting to lift

each other up to a higher plane.

I shall know her there and her calm dark eyes

Will look on mine with glad surprise, .

Though an angel’s robe and a crown she wear

By the song she sings I shall know her there. ,

—C. Tucket, in Western Light.

A___<.>_____A

Rev. M. J. Sawyer, of Boston, says, “We stand as individuals before

God.” Yes! we are responsible beings, and make our own heaven or

hell; it may be made for us, for a time, by individuals, but not by the

divine law, which ultimately brings light from darkness.

____<.k____

John Wetherbee, in Banner of Light, says: “Modern Spiritualism

comes to one more by experience than by argument.” True, that which

we experience which steals upon us insensibly is knowledge more con

vincing than that which is forced upon us with no desire of belief. The

gentle shower sinks into the earth. and renews vegetation whilst the

great torrent sweeps all before it.
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THE FUTURE LIFE.

We cannot know the future life,

The beautiful home of the soul.

But we know there ceases all strife, ,

Where the beautiful life does unroll.

We know our souls can never die,

We breathe it in the ver air,

We know there’s peace in t e “bye-and-bye,”

When we bid farewell to earth’s care.

The angels hold the curtain back,

We see theland of light afar;

Beaut and grandeur, it does not lack,

It g eameth like the morning star;

Revealing climes of love and ight

Revealing glories yet untold,

We leave it with the powers of right,

We’re all part of th e master’s fold.

CORA CORAL.

—__._<.>___~__._

THE NINETY AND NINE.

 

There are ninety and nine who live and die

In want and hunger and cold,

' That one may revel in luxury

And be lapped in its silken fold,

The ninety and nine in hovels bare,

The one in a mansion with riches rare.

They toil in the field, the ninety and nine,

For the fruits of mother earth;

They dig and delve in the dusk mine,

And bring hidden treasures orth,

But the wealth released by their sturdy blows

Into the miser’s coffer goes.

From the sweat of their brows the desert blooms

And the forest be e them falls;

Their labor has buil ed humble homes

\ And cities with lofty halls.

But the one owns cities and homes and lands,

And the ninety and nine have empty hands,

But the ni ht so dark and dreary and long

' At last s all the morning bring,

. And over (the land the Victor’s song

Of the ninety and nine shall ring,

And echo afar from zone to zone, ~

Rejoice, for labor shall have its ownl—Banner of Light.

_____.<.>_—_

Man, woman, he. thyself, and thou shalt be as great as Jesus, or

greater than he.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLIOAL LORE

(CONTINUED.) _

In the eighteenth chapter of Genesis, it is said the Lord appeared un

to Abram in the plains of Mamre; also, that as he sat in his tent door in

the heat of the day three men appeared unto him, that they eat and drank

with them and prophecied what should come to pass. Theologians gen

erally render this: “The angel’s of the Lord.”

Let a man, to-day, say, he has seen an angel from the Lord, and“ the

universal cry, amongst christian believers, is, “The works of the devil."

Let one prophecy and the cry comes “insane.”

Will my christian brethern (for are we not all children of one Father

—:|.ll brothers)‘ please give us conclusive argument proving that the laws

regulating all natural phenomena have changed. The scientist will not

tell you so; he will say to you when he is explaining a new scientific

discovery: “The laws governing the case, etc.” “But my dear friend,”

you say, “we are now living in an entirely new dispensation; those mir

acles which were performed in the olden times cannot be performed

again; angels cannot converse with men now; the spirits of the departed

are in heaven, or the opposite state, and cannot return to us.” We do

not deny your statement; but, before we acquiesce in your belief, we say,

“How do you know? What is your reason for believing so?” If yon

take the inspired Word as your only proof then we say: In that very

book you have the proof that not only did the angels return to earth,

but the spirits of those who had lived upon earth whom we shall men

tion as we reach the characters in the narrative, or allegory as you may

term it. H

But is it not a history of life, of human achievements, human passions,

human joys and human woes ? It contains the inspiration of humanity;

it contains the oil of wisdom, the song of gladness, the wail of agony, the

scenes of iniquity, and the story of sweet purity—the sweetest song that

was eVer heard. “He bore our infirmities and shared our griefs.” Here,

dear christian brethren, dear infidel, atheist. brethren, dear thoughtless

brother and sister, is the grandest trophy which you may bear for your

crown. Did you ever gaze upon misery 0r agony, relieve that distress,

see joy instead, see the face beam with gratitude, and the smiles chase

away the tears, even if it was childish griefs; then down in your heart

n
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there fella ray from the great source of all life, a glad stream bubbled

up from the everlasting fountain. and rippled through the whole nature.

A continuous lifting of the burden of others, of scattering joy and glad

ness, as we journey through life, lqeeps the stream ever flowing, babbling

from mighty depths which are unfailing.

But again we say, Give us the law by which angels are now forbidden

to return to earth. Prove to us your fixed heaven, and we shall prove to

you our heaven—our angel realm. It is considered a place of happiness,

of joy inexpressible. Ask of a mother, if it will be the greatest joy—the

acme of happiness to be in a city with golden streets, gates sf pearl, '

walls of jasper, etc., there to forever sit upon the right hand of God, sing

songs of redeeming love, and her darling—her youngest son, or her eldest

daughter, upon whom she had relied on earth, in a place of endless tor

ment forever and forever. This is the acme of human happiness in the

christian theology of to-day. This is the immortality of the soul—the

finale. Do you think that infinity has an ending, a fixed destination ?

Prove it to me, by any scientific demonstration, that such is the case, and

we may prove otherwise by the grandest science which has ever been

evolved. Spirit is the motor—progresssion is the power. The materi

alist may talk to us, until he faints with exhaustion, attempting to

prove to us that all things originate in matter, and we shall say: What

is it that sways the trees, that uproots them, that echoes in mighty rev

. erberations from cloud to cloud, that sweeps over the ocean, hurls the

mighty ships, with the precious freight, into an eternity ? And you will

say, “The wind, or the air in a state of action.” Ah! do you see this agent?

“Oh, nol. we see the effects of this power.” Yesl but eflect is never cause;

we first have cause, then efifect. The air is invisible—is the spirit power

of the material world; it is the cause of all action upon the earth and

seas, and in the heavens. >

We see human beings controlled by another power which is beyond

this agency, which has qualities of a refined or more ethereal atmosphere.

These emotions of joy or sorrow; the will which moves the various or

gans of the body and a still higher attribute—soul, a majesty of life

which is fed from some unfailing fountain. _ i ‘

As a plant withers and dies, shut away from the sunlight, and the ma

terial body cannot be sustained long without its proper amount of the

oxygen of the air, so the spiritual nature becomes dwarfed, if shut out

from the sweet purity, which is as the oxygen of the air to the material

body. The pure qualities of the nature, or the angel traits are the

\
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springs of immortality; the spirit feeds upon this food, and when it re

ceives it not, there is a corresponding retrogressidn in the individual

case.

But the trees of the forest are fixed in the great natural world, feed

upon the life-giving power are replenished and progress in stature; so,

in like manner, the everlasting realm—the angel realm.

You may wound yourself and after the removal of the cause, the

wound heals; so, in the angel realm; after the material body is cast aside

and the cause of sin is removed, then wherefore sin ? It is to gratify

the wants of this perishable body that man sins. But why should the

sin occur ? Could man but be convinced that he is scarring his spiritual

tabernacle by so doing, what is the satisfying of the passions, the desires

for wealth which is perishable, and may be yours but a day 1- Then you

are called to go the way of all flesh—out into the angel realm, there as all

may discern with spiritual eyes, “there is nothing hidden but shall be

revealed.” You may say, “This is supposition. ” But hundreds, who have

passed the veil of flesh, return bearing us the same tidings all over our

land? The cry comes, “You are deceived.” Yes! Columbus was de

ceived until his theory was proved by actual demonstration, and although

millions, who dwelt upon the earth at that time, did not believe that this

new land had been discovered, millions more had not heard of it, and

laid down their lives, still thinking the earth was flat, resting on the

back of a great turtle; and others that it was upheld at the four corners '

by four great beasts, and each movement caused an action of the earth’s

surface. Did this detract from the great truth that beyond the waters

lay the wide, American country, unexplored ‘R

IDA M. MERRILL.

 

“LET THERE BE LIGHT.”

BY G. W. SEEVERB.

 

“Let there be Light.” Aye, let it be;

And kee it shining bright .

Until its g eaming rays dispel

Dark Superstition’s night.

“Let there be Light,” till all the bats,

And hooting owls, and moles

Of Ignorance and Bi otry

Shall flee into their oles.
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“Let therezbe Light,”-—spark after spark,

In form of glowing thought,

Till every heathen dogma dark

“ Shall dwindle into naught.

“Let there be Light,” once more we cry;

Oh, yes! let there be Light, .

And Love, and Liberty to do

Whate’er we think is right.

The Love, to brew, a will to do.

The Light, to show the good,

And Liberty, to make us free

To do the things we should.

O,Lovnl O, LIGHT! O LIBERTY!

Fair Trinity, all hail!

This worl'l depraved can ne’er be saved

Till these on earth prevail.

Let there be Love! let there be Light!

Let there be Liberty!

That all may see and do what’s right,

And all mankind be free.

. Deep may the “Tree of Liberty,”

In every land take root,

And Light and Love from Heav‘n above

Mature its golden fruit.

NOTE.

LADIEs;—The verses herewith sent,

Are offered with a good intent,

As thought-forms of a rustic muse;

Do with them anything you choose.

We would say more if we had time

For writing prose, or spinning rhyme;

But having now no time to waste,

We here subscribe, yours in haste.

[Light and knowledge, or appreciation, or desire for the same, is al

ways received as a good intent. Light, knowledge and love to humanity

is the reform of the world.—ED.] '

_—_.-<,.>———

A REPBIBVE.

  

We are pleased to learn that the Supreme Court has granted a hearing

to the Talbot boys that the time of execution is remanded from March

26, until May 11, and that they are to have a hearing April 20. We trust

that the sentence will be withdrawn; we shall never have a prosperous

nation, so long as murder is sanctioned by law. “Thou shalt not kill” is

a law unto all mankind, if unto one. If all would awaken to this, and

see that a dark stain is resting upon our nation in consequence of shed

1.)“
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ding blood, Ayel innocent blood—a general outcry would resound

through the land. Oh, think of it! picture the sad spectacle. A man in

the presence of hundreds of witnesses fastens a rope around the neck of

his brother, draws the block; a soul is launched into eternity, and you

have done your duty. Arise and look at the subject in a proper light!

This is murder, and premeditated, open and without'compunction. There

are the seeds of crime, being scattered by this very act in the soil of

impressible youth. They are rooting, and will spring up with a deadly

growth. Could you but realize that as heads of nations, the pure exam

ple is the one which will bring reform!

+—-—

DIAMOND DUST.

We are all brothers and sisters, but we seldom realize this: all children

of the Great Supreme Power.

We judge of 'a persbn’s character by what we see as,“‘From the abun
dance of the heart the mouth speaketh.” , I

Life and light, knowledge and progress, and we have a grand eternity

—a step in the great whole is taken here, and it is a preparatory school

for the real life. ‘ '

Ask me of my hope in an immortality, and I answer: Ask me if you

may destroy this grand, beautiful world at will ?' Then contemplate the

powers of man, the deep moving of the quenchless spirit. Can you

sweep away this which is more powerful than natureé—the soul of man ?

You may each day receive some ray of light, if the soul’s windows are

open; there is no sorrow so deep, but the Great Father’s love may heal;

no cloud so dark but the bright sun of prosperity and joy may vanquish.

Life is all storm and sunshine; and, were it not for the storm, We could

not appreciate the placid sky. '

Courage and bravery constitute true heroism. Bravery in' what we

' know to be right is essential to a perfect development of character.

There is a peace which passeth all joy. It is the peace which arises

from a clear conscience. When we know that we have done what we

were so sure was right at the time that naught could move: us, ~ we care

at rest; the greatwaves may beat against our bark, but mayv not envel

op it; it rises above them. i H . ,h'.

A true and pure character is more to be desired than wealth, gold and

diamonds. r .

: iPlato was told that his friends circulated bad reports concerning him.

He;said, “I will live so that none shall believe them.’-’ . -l - - .l -
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THE SIGNS 0? TE TIMES.

(CONTINUED) - ~

There is nothing new under the sun; all is that ever was, so who is an

originator, of anything that exists, either visible or invisible? Men are

not the origin of thoughts, or ideas; they have always existed the same

as the atmosphere that surrounds this planet. What mortal can say

how anything exists ? They can only look with their natural eyes, hear

with ears and touch with their hands;they know not how one thought or

idea is produced, or one spear of grass grows, therefore the origin is in

visible, Omnipotent force, and may be produced by the earth being one

great magnet, drawing life or spirit from the fountain spirit world—God

—the cause of all life.

Jesus of Nazareth was a man, a mighty prophet before the spiritual

world and all the people; his brain was a medium that great spiritual

power could manifest and show wonders in heaven and on the earth; he

could call the spirit back to its mortal tenement or raise those who had

fallen asleep or been entranced; he said, Lazarus was not dead but sleep

eth. Jesus taught the resurrection of the spirit from the natural body,

and demonstrated the fact by showing himself to his friends that had

followed him through his ministry and witnessed the operation of the

great power; he manifested in showing the operation of the laws

governing principles of the life of mankind. He proved the truth of his

teaching by his life, death and resurrection; he was the one who ap

peared first on earth to his friends, and they knew it was him, from his

words, more than from the appearance of his materialized body. He was

the first one recorded who appeared that was known or had intimate ac

quaintance, like the apostles, who were continually with him, and al

though, he told them so often he should be killed or go away and in three
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days should rise again; when he did appear they were as much surprised

as the pretended followers of him are to-day.

Some men say Jesus taught or intimated that he was the originator of

the truths he taught, but if those holding that opinion will search the
record they vwill find he said, “all power is given to me of my Father;”

he acknowledged at all times a superior force. If there is any record

contrary to this law one might demur at its truth. The great truths

that have been expressed through mediums, prophets and seers, since

time was known culminated in Jesus of Nazareth. The seeds were in

the earth whereby all things could be brought to light, developed into a

higher state of perfection. This world being a magnet and mankind be

ing little worlds in themselves, drew from the scource of life their mate

rial clothing as the trees draw leaves in summer, to develop their flowers

and fruits. '

Ideas and thoughts must be produced in a similar manner; they are

always in existence, ready to flow down like a stream of water from the

mountain that waters the valley below. When the earthly body is

brought from its wild uncultivated state and placed in a garden of Eden,

where the sunshine from the spirit world can send its invigorating rays

to influence the growth and beauty of the plant, the fruit will be sweet

peace, love and harmony. “It is said by some one it is better to be well

born than well bred.” Children whose parents may be compared to the

wild beasts Noah took into the ark, such as allow the animal passions to

predominate, should be tenderly cared for morally, instead of cruel pun

ishment; if they show love for anything that is not harmful, their de

sireshould be encouraged, cultivated, as you would a choice plant; prune

every branch with care and remove all shadows, that might retard its

growth, or storms of fierce passions that might drive out every good

tender feeling. Boys whose nature is rough or cruel, or may be of a

nervous temperament, should never be whipped, beaten or his ears box

ed and his head struck against the door frame; such treatment would

make a horse vicious. Who would not pity a poor boy loaded with her

editary evils, and those laid on from his surroundings? He shows his

heritage in infancy and as his strength increases, his propensities show

evil, and he'is treated with cruelty instead of love and mercy; he never

does anything right, always in mischief and does not seem able to avoid

the faults he commits; his father fiogs him and his mother scolds, and

no one seems to love him and with all his faults he has a heart that

would respond to kindness and be willing to make a living sacrifice of
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himself to one who would treat him afiectionately, and in restraining

him for his faults do it with loving kindness.

Mas. M. MERRIcK.

 

DlAMOND DUST.

 

Love will control where force will only change the nature into rebel

lion. Your children will obey you through love under all circumstances,

but through fear only when that agent is exercised, but love is always

potent. We may gently lead the wayward. ,

Oh grandeur of soul which dares resist a frowning world in the cause)

of right. Brothers and sisters all, come join the grandest army which

was ever lead to battle. The army which would sweep the tyrant evil

from the face of the earth.

Lilies of the valley in sweet simplicity we fain would resemble. Pure.

and unpretentious, simple and modest; .what better crown than purity;

it comprehends all, lovely traits. We want‘our life-stream pure, then

we may attempt reformation; we want to remove the beam from our

own eye, and we may see the more clearly to remove the beam from our

brother’s eye.

Is it a joy to one to gain wealth, honor or position by unfair means

To be surrounded by luxuries which are purchased at the expense of hu

man lives or human hearts, to wear laurels which contain thorns ? No!

as long as humanity breathes there will come no real happiness which

has not purity as the foundation.

Let every darling object of the heart be sacrificed, every idol broken,

rather than succumb to the power of evil, rather than lose thine own

respect. If thou 'canst not respect thyself, brother man may not.

CORA CORAL.

_____‘.F—

We ask our patrons to correspond with us, to send us expressions new.

reformatory and in harmony with the right. This is the era of reform,

of struggle between the mighty hosts of oppression and the feeble band

of justice. Yes! feeble, but one shall put ten thousand to flight, we have

been told. . Then dear readers, brothers, sisters, all gird yourself with

the “armor of righteousness” for the coming battle, and victory shall be

ours. The angels from invisible realms draw nearer to our clime, and

we hear the soft notes of music, the loving Words of comfort. “Be

faithful unto the end,” and victory is thine.
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AENEW YEAR'S STORY.

wrmrm’s THE er?

KCONTINUED.)

It is the first morning in the most beautiful month of the year. Yes!

it is May-day. Alice has ere this been introduced to every familiar

place in the vale by Eva. The beautiful knoll with its natural throne is

a fairy clime this morning. The sun has arisen clear and shimmers

through the trees, whose branches sway backward and forward, caus

ing the shadows to dance over mossy beds and flowery glades. The birds

are caroling their happiest notes, and the merry rivulet, which winds

along one side of the knoll, seems singing the sweetest melody a brook

ever sung. Here are several vehicles coming up the road, and the happy

laugh rings out on the morning air.

Ah! Alice is to have a picnic given her. Eva has invited the young peo

ple of the neighborhood, and-Alice is to be crowned Queen of May, or—

“Fairy Queen in reality,” says Eva, “I have only had you an imaginary

one.” Alice had been all impatience to ascend the mountain, but grand

ma said it was too early yet; they must wait until the first of June; then

the ground would be firm and the air warm; they could not spend a day

at such height. as yet. The two girls had looked forward to this day with

much anxiety fearing it should not be fair and pleasant, or that it might

rain; but the dawning of the morn had banished all fears.

Alice and Eva have preceded their guests, and each new arrival finds

Eva busy introducing them to Alice, and assisting in taking sundry bas

kets and parcels to the shelf rock, over a curve in the stream, which is

always used as a table. Just below is the clearest, deepest water of the

stream, as a spring bubbles from below the shelf.

Alice, is soon perfectly at home with the merry crowd, although she

appears as a lily among the roses. A slight flush tinges her checks at

this time. But a few months stay in the bracing mountain, air although

adding much vitality to her frail organism, cannot give her the rosy

health of those who have spent their whole life here. ‘

We shall not introduce to our readers the young people of Floral Vale,

as we shall not carry their lives into the sketch. The general descrip

tion is all we need. Imagine fifteen country lads and lassies, brimming

with life and spirit, who have never seen or cared for aught but the sim

ple amusement which is common in such a region and you have the party.
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Alice as a guest from the city, of course, received the honors of the day

She was crowned Queen by each one separately; each wove a crown to

suit his or her own taste, placed it upon her fair brow passing on to give

place to the next. Various were the designs and each one portrayed the

individuality of the donor. Eva, through courtesy, gave her guests the

precedence, and she was the last to place the flowery circlet upon the

head of her friend. As she did so she wispered, “It is just the crown I

told Harry I should weave for you. How I wish he was here to see it.

And you will wear mine all day. I was selfish if I did wait until the last.’,

“Oh! oh,” rang throught the crowd, “Eva Ernest, yours is beautiful!”

“Yours is the crown of crowns!” and sundry other exclamations, giving

to Eva the honor she desired.

Yes it was the one she had last summer chosen in imagination; princi

pally white flowers with enough green to relieve it, and here and there a

pink bud; these she had taken from her monthly rose bush. Yes! Eva

had exhibited her taste; there were many that were more elaborate,

showy and had taken much time to wreathe; but the simple beauty rest

ed upon the fragile face like a lily cup and harmonized.

The simple words, “Fairy Queen, we crown you,” ,were repeated by

each, as the wreath was placed upon the brow, and now all in mock dig

nity stand waiting to obey the behests of the newly crowned Queen.

Alice arises and gracefully bowing to her waiting subjects says: “It is

incumbent upon a newly crowned Queen to address her subjects; but, as

the honor is so unexpected to me, please receive only my warmest thanks,

my life-long friendship, and allow me to retain each crown as a sweet

remembrance of this day. It shall rest as a bright picture in my. future

life. I shall live it over again, many times in my city home where

such a profusion of wild flowers, as I hold to-day, would be my greatest

luxury, because unattainable.”

Alice enjoyed the day; in its every moment, she lived an hour, as she

told her mother afterwards; she contrasted the sweet, free gaiety, the

grand beauty and the bracing air with the reception where she became so

weary.

“The birds do not enjoy this day as I do, because they are accustomed

to it,” she said to them all. “Nor do any of you receive such pleasure

as you are giving me.”

Never had Alice enjoyed a dinner so much. She had attended picnics

at home, but always in a park arranged conveniently.

“Never before,” she says, “have I been so near the native: Indians in
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reality. I have often imagined how free they must have been, and how

odd it would seem to be eating from a rock, or sitting on a log; they tell

me, the forefathers of our country lived so for years.” '

“Why, yes!” said one of the group, “you should hear my grandfather

tell of the old colony times, how he lived, and then the Indians lived

amongst them, until it became more thickly settled and they were driven

farther West.” _

“How I should like to hear about it. It is a shame that the original

owners of the soil should be driven by the hand of civilization, and they

were so happy and free , until our nation came and took their hunting

' grounds 'by force.”

cheated any one.

_ “But,” answered the other, “they were very sly and cunning; you could

not tell when they were going to turn traitor.”

“I know,” says Alice, “that is true, but then they were not well treat

ed at first by the whites; you know they at first kidnapped them and at

tempted to take them across the water to have them for slaves, and also

cheated them in nearly all trades with them.” 3

“Yes!” said Eva, “grandma says, that isthe trouble with the world, a

great many are striving to obtain wealth and happiness, by robbing and

cheating others; if such is the case, I do not wish to know more of the

world than I do now. It is not so here. All our neighbors are comfort

able and so are we; but grandma says, in large cities there are many

who have not even enough bread.” _ '

“Why, Eva, I never thought of this. I do not think my papa ever

I know he never did, and I did not know but every

one had plenty to eat; there is a place for all poor children at home where

they may go to be taken care of; they call it the ‘Home for the Friend

less,’ and there are kind ladies who take care of them.”

“But grandma says there are many, who live in allies and in the sub

urbs of large cities, that have parents who get drunk and sometimes,

even when they do not, they are very poor and do not always have

enough to eat.”

“When I go home I shall get papa to take me to some of those places,

if there are any in our city. I did not know of any such cases.” *

* =l= * * * * * =l= * *

The guests have all left the knoll and the two girls are sitting alone on

Eva’s throne.

“Dear Alicel I have often thought, I should'ask you to give me a

description of your New Year reception; Cousin Harry wrote me as

much as concerned himself.
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“Oh! have I never told you? As it was my first one of course I was

all in a glee, and the anticipation I assure you was the m0st pleasant,

but I closed the day with a feeling of sadness. I must tell you just how

it was. As you have heard, I presume, in the cities it is customary to

have wine upon the table with other confectionery. I have heard of

coffee being used in some instances instead, and you remember your

Cousin Harry does not drink wine. As we have always been playmates

and friends, and this was his first introduction into fashionable calling,

I thought in honor to him, I should prefer not to have wine. To be sure

mama did not see it in this light and said, it would be best if Harry

would conform to the customs of polite society. ‘

“Harry was the first to call with his friend Mr. Obert, and shortly af

ter other arrivals were announced, and as I thought it would seem

strange if he did not participate insisted upon his drinking wine, too; he

refused at first, but finally acquiesced, and I cannot describe to- you the

strange sickening emotion which came over me; from that very mo

ment the joy had all fled. It was as though I had suddenly been brought

into the presence of a corpse. It was a trial to carry forward the role

which was a part of my honors (?) There were‘the same silly nothings

to be repeated again and again.”

' “Well, Alice, perhaps I may give you a clue to your strange emotion of

sadness. I have read in a book, ‘Coming events cast a shadow before.”

I know that it is best, for both cousin Harry and yourself, that I should

tell you. He wrote to me of the termination of the day, and it has griev

ed me much; but, as you say, you placed the tempting cup to his lips, it

is best that you should know the truth, and you may aid him in resist

ing the temptation in the future. He says, he was taken to his friend’s

room in a state of intoxication.”

The pallor of Alice’s face fora moment alarmed Eva, and she thought,

“Have I done wrong ‘9” and says, “Dear Alice please forgive me. I should

not have told you.”

But fragile as Alice appeared, there was a strength of character in her

nature which would be brought forth by this very revelation.

She says: “Dear friend, Eva, forgive you? It is exactly what you

should have done. I am to blame and must never cease my ; efforts to

atone for this. Now, I see, so plainly, why I had the dream that same

night. I dreamed that Harry was drunk. It was the truth. But I com

forted myself with the thought that wine would not make drunkards.”

“But Alice, I have been told if a person once contracts the habit of
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using anything intoxicating they are treading upon dangerous ground.

It will now be more difficult for Harry to resist the temptation. I know

that you will never desire him to partake again in your house, and you

may have much influence in aiding him.”

“Why, may I, Eva? I shall certainly never think of ofiering it to him

again.”

“Why you may have an influence over him for good--may encourage

him, is given in your own words. You induced him against his own

will, to take the cup of poison to him, and this very power you may use

for good.”

“Yes, I see, Alice. If I had only known the danger! My greatest de

sire is to do right in every thing, and your cousin Harry is almost a

brother to me; for, since the death of his father, I have shared mine

with him.”

“Look, look, Alice what aglowing sunset; let us lay all sad thoughts

aside, treasuring up the lessons for future necessities, and enjoy this

last scene of your new kingdom, that we may return. Grandma and

Aunt Lizzie will think we have deserted them.”

“Eva! These are sights and scenes which 1 am storing away, in my

mind, to be unrolled like a panorama, after I return home. When I be

come weary of fashion, I shall seek the solitude of my own room, and

there selfishly view the scenes again.”

CORA CORAL.

______‘.>_k_

- OHABAOTER NOT CHANGED BY DEATH.

BY CHAUNCEY GILES.

Everything we do, whether evil or good, reacts upon us. Good causes

a greater good, and evil results in some form of punishment. Kindness

towards others begets kindness in others towards us. A thoroughly honest

and good man soon finds himself surrounded with friends. / The princi

ple is seen in the great outward changes and facilities for business and

pleasure that we possess at the present time. As soon as men began to

turn their thoughts and affections to something useful—t0 mechanical

inventions—what a change it soon wrought in all our relations to out

ward things ? How soon they began to react upon us for our good in a

thousand diflferent ways!

In the same manner the evil passions and deeds of men have reacted
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upon them in some form of punishment. The thief and robber build

their own prison, and shut themselves up in it. The outrages of evil men

upon others render their own confinement necessary to the general wel

fare, and thus the whole community stands arrayed against the evil.

Whena man of violent and vindictive passions gives vent to them in

words and deeds of violence against other men, he soon calls down upon

himself curses and blows, and even death. These are illustrations of the

general principle, that the life of every one reacts upon him either as

reward or punishment, according to his deeds, so that it is true that pun

ishment flows from the evil, even when it seems to come from others.

But will it not be different when we come into the spiritual world?

How can it be, if men are men, if their happiness flows from their activ

ities, from the exercise of their alfections? It is evident that it cannot

1 for, so far as we know, there is but one way of being happy, and that is

by the exercise of some affection. If a person has no good affections,

how can he exercise them ? He could as easily enjoy all the delights of

seeing without eyes. If the indulgence of evil affections, must, in na

ture of things, cause pain, how can the evil escape suffering? Passing

into the spiritual world does not change a man’s nature; consequently

the laws of life must be the same there that they are here- Man is a

spirit now.

Suppose the Lord should say to every one when he comes into the spir

itual world, “[ withdraw all charges against you. I will not punish you

for anything you have done. Enter heaven. Do as you please. Enjoy

yourself as you can.” Do you suppose that would make the evil man good ‘2

He is the embodiment of selfish and worldly loves. Do you suppose he

would immediately reverse his whole nature and begin to love the Lord

and his brother supremely ? No—no more than thieves and murderers

are changed to saints by receiving a free pardon for their crime; suppose

the prison doors of all the penitentiaries in the land were opened to-mor

row, and there was a general jail delivery throughout the Union, do you

think the malefactors now confined in prison would feel grateful for the

clemency of the governments and return to virtue? No; they would

rush into worse crimes as the fear of punishment was removed.

We may safely conclude, therefore, that punishment is good for the

wicked, and that it must inevitably flow from evil, and that the Lord’s

government is everywhere the same in principle. The origin of punish

ment, then, is in the evil. Nor does it come from any other source, how

ever many channels it may pass through, and however various the
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forms it may assume before it reaches the deer of the evil. Consequent

ly, the doctrines of the New Church accord with universal laws, in teach

ing that the Lord punishes no one. He is love and mercy itself, and no

evil or pain can come from Him. No one thinks of attributing his phys

ical sufferings to the Lord. When we expose ourselves to a greater de

gree of heat or cold than the nature of our material bodies can sustain,

we are punished for it, more or less severely, according to the degree of

our exposure—sometimes with the entire loss of limbs or life. But no

one would think of saying that the Lord sent that suffering and mu

tilation because we had violated His laws. Our punishment had its dis

obedience—in the violation of a good law. So it is with every pain hu

man beings suffer. No suffering does, or can comefrom the Lord. He is

not the author of evil or its punishment.

______,,_—

CORRESPONDENCE.

 

Los ANGELES,C&1., March 20, 1881.

MISS IDA ‘M. MERRILLz—Yonr excellent paper comes regularly and I

am pleased with its articles; thanks for a good word to myself. As you

have kindly invited me to contribute to the paper some pieces occasion

ally, I send you a logical article on rather an unique—but in its essence,

not a new question. It is a condensation of a lecture that I delivered in

connection with a debate on the immortality of the soul, in our Hall,

three weeks since; it took the audience by surprise at first, but I saw be

fore I got through that the majority were with me, and they evinced it

by commendations and applause at its termination.

I think it will take well in your paper as somewhat original in its de

ductions, and be copied and criticised by your exchanges as somewhat

out of the common way; and will provoke thought on the part of your

readers. It is not heterodox, as its postulate is announced in Davis’

Divine Revelation: and it is found in the teachings of Pythagoras; and .

approached in the modern doctrine of Reincantation by Allen Kardee;

and that doctrine is made very plausible in the French Reveu Spirits

which I have the pleasure of reading.

I might have made the subject to some minds, more palpable, with a

larger elaboration, but I had to bear in mind your limitatibn of space;

and suppose you will not insert all in one number anyway. I have ac

quired the most of what I may possess in' the way of logical, critical

thought, and what oratorical fire I may at any time exhibit, to the de
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hating Lyceums and for that reason, and a sincere desire to obtain the

truth, I ardently court criticism, for that alone advances the magnificent

manhood of the human soul, and why should not you and I take the

truth by the horns to-day, just as well as to wait for some adventurous

Columbus or Gallileo a hundred years hence to pluck it from its jeweled

cavern of silent repose?

I do what I can with the odd numbers sent, but cannot predict; will

send my subscription price in a few weeks; am just now closing up the

payment on some necessary, additions to my city lot with the house on

the bill that overlooks our Queen city of the South, where I expect to

make a permanent home, if I should not be called to lecture in Europe,

to further the cause of an English Colony to the shores of our Great

Pacific, and to its citrons, evergreen groves, but we know so little of the

present, that it seems presumption to ever hope for the future in the mu

tations’of this short life.

We arejust now having the last rain that we shall need to make this

a good season for our grain crops; the fruit and other crops we can raise

and multiply Ad Ltbitum by irrigation as we have no frost:

We expect a wonderful impulse to the growth of our city and country

when the Southern California and A. & Topeka Roads connect, which

they will do on the 15th inst. This line will always be free of frost and

snow, and bring us 24 hours nearer to the Atlantic, which with one day

to come from San Francisco make two days in our favor.

Please give to Mrs. M. Merrick my best wishes for her health and use

fulness; and with my compliments, receive the same for yourself.

JESSE H. BUTLER.

[The article mentioned above is crowded out of this issue. It is one

that will be read with interest by our readers we are sure. The subject,

“What is man ?” is well treated and leads us to the highest ideal of man

hood .——ED.] .

—————‘-e0>———— .

Will the Watchman, Brooklyn, N. Y., receive thanks for notice of our

publication, and a warm desire from ourselves that success may also at

tend its efforts. It is edited by Mrs. Hattie Cate, and we congratulate

her upon her efforts in the cause of humanity; we grasp you by the

hand in the outcry against murder, and that sanctioned by law. Would

there were a universal cry throughout the length and breadth of the

land and that no more could be seen the hangman’s ropes. Reform is

not extermination, but rather a change of character, either in individu

als or nations.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

TRUTH.

Yes! we’ve found the key to wisdom;

We have found the gath of peace.

The key is stained wit blood of martyrs,

But ne’er shall our labors cease.

Mighty trophy! andeur opens,

As we use the ey of power,

Truth is mighty—ever onward,

Buildeth ‘not a Babel tower.

This the ke ' to worlds of knowledge;

This the ey to human hearts;

This the key to realms called heaven;

This we use and sin departs.

A fairy form seems in the path,

T0 scatter flowers of heaven’s 0Wn hue,

Filled with erfume, wondrous beauty,

Still drinking in the even’s dew.

Can we ever use another,

When we see the beauty rare

Opened to our gaze of wonder‘.5

Truth! thou art of all most fair!

Thou hast shown us stores of wisdom,

Revealed the mighty human woe,

With the balm of sweet contrition,

Changed it into wells of joy.‘;

Truth will move the mighty tower

0f superstition vile and dark,

Causin the bigot to renounce

Cre s that have no heavenly spark.

Mi hty, ever! upward! onward!

s the watch-word to us given.

Why should we sit down in sadness?

Labor makes for us a heaven.

Labor in the cause of justice;

Labor in the cause of right;

Let us then be u and doing,

Thus to banis error’s night.

Let us strive to free our brother,

From the coils around him thrown,

Let us give to toil a welcome,

Making other’s cares our own.
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- We are all a band of brothers,

But we do not heed it now,

Yet the sweetest song of gladness,

Is giving joy instead of woe.

We ma give a gentle message,

Or a arsh and bitter one,

But the gentle one is music,

'The ot er is a discord tone.

Through our own lives then it echoes,

Stirring founts of sorrow, too;

It is better to have music,

To ourselves stand firm and true.

W‘lk’y was truth e’er plunged in darkness?

hy ? we cannot surely know,

But we know we can reclaim it,

If we to the fount will go.

Fount of wisdom! fount of knowledge!

Angels lead us in the path,

Give us words of cheer and comfort—

Love is mightier than wrath.

Love does make our world an Eden,

Love does gild, each darksome cloud;

Love does sing the sweetest anthems,

Through the air resounding loud.

Love does make us all as brothers,

Lifts the burdens of the weak;

Love does drive away earth’s sadness;

The darkest caverns she does seek.

Yes! it is the key of knowledge,

b Opens every heart and soul,

Tho the lock be even rusty,

It will yield to this sweet control.

Truth and love must wield a sceptre,

Which is grander than all power;

Rank and wealth bow to these monarchs,

Fallen is the Babe! tower.

Abram dwelt near the city of Sodom; it is mentioned as a city of

great iniquity and the Lord determined to destroy it, but Abram de

sired to have it spared, and said unto the Lord: “Why shall the right

eous be destroyed with the sinners?” He besought the Lord to spare it,

if there were fifty righteous found within the city. This request granted

Abram made the second request: If it should lack five may it then not

be saved 5' And the third one, if but forty were found; the fourth, if but

thirty; the fifth, if but twenty, and, lastly, if but ten were found, might

the city be spared ‘R The requests were each granted.

Here again we find Jehovah a material God—one who rules not by

power and knowledge, placing himself under the law, and a mortal man
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has more compassion upon his fellow-man than has the All-wise, All

powerful. Abram pities the erring city and, for the sake of the few

righteous which may dwell within its walls, pleads that all may be

saved. If it be a literal truth then we rob the Almighty of His most

beautiful attributes—love, mercy and justice. We lessen our reverence

for the Great Supreme Power which is the essence of intelligence, ele

vation, grandeur, high and majestic reasoning; we bring His standard

to a lower level than our own. Our own standard is: Do what is right:

yielding to the entreaties of none in an opposite direction, after we

have clearly understood what is right. Jehovah is represented as

knowing all things from the beginning, as being the cause the instiga

tor of all action upon the earth; this we certainly affirm. But when we

are called upon to immediately change our views, to look upon him as

being swayed by human appeals when His edict had been pronounced,

we say: Does frail, mortal man possess more pity than does the Father

of all?

We here must pause and search for the diamond. Pity is one of the

noblest emotions of the heart, and Abram seeing the iniquity of this city

yearned for its purification. We carry the idea into the great life which

'constitutes this world—this pulsing, moving world, with its emotions of

joy and sorrow, its purity and iniquity; here the vile and the angelic

walk hand in hand, and we sometimes may not distinguish the one from

the other.

Down in the heart’s deep well there is a fountain of life,‘of light, if the

childhood’s pure channel has not been disturbed by the dark waters of

iniquity. But, Ohl how many impure fountains are bubbling up with

murky streams sapping the life, and discoloring the beautiful flowers of

truth—the fragrant blossoms are buried in the noxious stagnant waters,

and no sweet perfume ascends—n0 beauty, for every blossom is imbed

ded in this slime. Not always is the case so horrible; many times it is

but a half concealment of the beauty, a clearing of the stream and stir

ring it again, forcing back the pure fountain, for a time, allowing your

plants of beauty to wither and sometimes die.

0h! let the fountain of light, of love to humanity bubble up clear and

beautiful, grandly sweeping adown the life, reviving the verdure, buds

and blossomL, causing the garden of Eden to beautify, not only thine own

life, but all who may mingle with thee, sending out beautiful tendrils

and rootlets which, mayhap, may aid thy brother’s garden.

Themonly, are we able to lift up our brother, when our hearts are so
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filled with love, that it is impossible for us willingly to injure another,

that we have no malice, neither envy, nor covetousnessmor hatred, but

that we are submitted to the cause of right, laying aside selfishness, wil

ling to suffer, if humanity may be benefitted morally, thereby.

But the diamond which we find herein is this: ' Whenv one individual

lays all upon the altar, and says, “I am willing to do or be anything that

will promote the progress of truth and justice, to work in whatever

sphere seems my own, to wait for the cry of the Great Master, bidding

me ‘march on,’ ” then wehave a power. which may save cities, king

doms, if it is only held unswervingly. Let there be fifty and the power

is fifty fold, hundred and the power is one hundred times as great. This

firm adherence to right, then we find, is the root of all reform, progress

and elevation. It must be accompanied by unflinching courage and un

tiring zeal, a steady pressing forward, as Abram is represented pleading

with the Lord for the salvation of the city of Sodom. Aye! the righteous,

or godly man bears with him an imfluence which is perceptible; it is not

by his much speaking, or his loud prayers, that we'discover it. It is by

the genial, kindly expression of countenance, the sympathy with distress,

the tone of sadness at sight of iniquity and the cordial interest which is

manifested in humanity; who bows to. no idol, either wealth, honor or

position, save true merit—a recognition of this same principle~Right.

We cannot be too valiant; we cannot be too earnest 0r zealous, when we

consider the state of our nation, the sad scenes of vice and misery;when

we see the innocent suffering with the guilty; when we see that truth is

crushed and bruised by the iron wheel of oppression and bigotry; when

we see this land which might be an Eden transformed into what we

might term—a hell.

H Oh, brothers and sisters in Qhristendom! Let us arise, and with one

loud acclaim, say, “I am given to the cause of right. My all is lain upon

the'altar of the Lord.” Let us go forth into the world to worship. For

centuries have we builded tabernacles for Jehovah. We have entreat

ed His presence; we have besought Him to purify and reform. But re

formation comes only by martyrdom, sacrificing selfish motives. In the

light of the present century, we expect no martyrs for the cause of truth,

only in the spiritual sense. I

That same spirit still exists; the same which burned at the stake,

which tortured in every conceivable form the heroic soul who preferred

death rather than yield the high and holy principle implanted within

eachhuman breast, and which remains, if untainted by the world.
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No one would dare in this age to burn his brother at the stake, if he

believed not with him; yet, there is a torture of soul which is a more

horrible death—a slower one. “You are not a brother of mine, for you

believe that angels may return to the earth; you also believe that you

may communicate with them; I do not believe this, therefore you are

not my brother.” Nevertheless, we say, you believe that every word of

the Bible is true, that the angels did in olden times return and communi

cate withmen; and not only communicate with them, eat with them, as

the three men, or angels ate with Abram and Sarah.

What reason have you'to believe that the law is changed ? Please

prove it to me that such is the case. How can a reasonable, sensible per

son call it a sin, even if he thinks the law has changed, and that spirits

of the departed are all resting upon flowery beds of ease in heaven, is it

anymore a sin, to-day, than it was in olden times? It is held as one of

the most beautiful assurances of the Lord’s love to His children that an

gels visited them. ‘

Aye! it is at the present time. When we feel that a host of angels

stand at our right hand, even if the dear father or mother, sister or broth

er, husband, wife, child or friend, we have an assurance of the Great .

Father’s love for us. We know that His tender hand is leading us in a

plain path, e’en though stained by the blood of martyrs; the sweet flow

ers of hope and trust, which spring up to gladden our souls as we move

on, are acompensation for it all. We see the angel forms scattering

those flowers, and hear the sweet notes of harmony from the invisible

world and we say: “Oh, blessed truth and holy love of angel ministry.”

IDA'M. MERRILL.

,

SINGULAR EFFECTS OF A SERMON.

 

A union revival meeting is now being held at Cameron, Mo., in the

largest hall in that city, and the meetings are crowded nightly. The ser

vices are conducted by Rev. Robert West, of St. Louis. During the de

livery of a sermon by Mr. West, on Monday evening, December 29, the

subject'of which was “The eternal punishment of the Wicked,” he an

nounced earnestly that “No drunkard shall inherit the kingdom of heav

en.” At this point in his discourse, says a reliable correspondent, a

young man left his seat in the hall and passed out. He went at once to

a "saloon, and in less than an hour he shot himself in the head, and died

at midnight. He had been drinking for several days.— Western Light.
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TEE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

This world of people is being terribly shaken; it is the beginning of

tribulation; 'the morning sky is red and lowering and bespeaks a stormy

day. In the 24 chapter Matthew the disciples of Jesus asked him private

ly, “What shall be the sign of thy coming, and of the end of the world”

or age? Jesus answered, take “heed that no man deceive you, for many

shall come in my name saying, I am Christ, and shall deceive many,

false prophets shall arise and deceive many, and because iniquity shall

abound, the love of many shall wax cold, and this Gospel of the kingdom

shall be preached inall the world for a witness to all nations, then shall

the end come." “When ye therefore shall see the abomination of desola

tion spoken of by Daniel, the prophet, stand in the holy place (whoso

heareth let him understand.” [Ezekiel 7th Chapter.] “Now this gener

ation may not pass until all these things be fulfilled,” as this is the end

of the Christian dispensation; all creeds, errors, pride, pomp and idolatry

shall disappear from the hearts of the people, and we shall make a new

covenant with the God that is within us, in which we live, move and

have a being. In the inner temple of thevsoul, the spirit loves to dwell

where the kingdom of heaven or happiness is established. The New Je

rusalem Church, that is flowing down from the higher spheres of intelli

gence togive us light and knowledge of ourselves, will be a universal

beaming of heaven on earth. The dark cloud of superstition and igno

rance, of spiritual things that is hanging over our beautiful country, is

moving slowly away, and in time the light from the sun of the spiritual

realm will burst out in a flame of love and mercy to humanity, and a

shout of praise to our ever-loving Father resounds that will vibrate

through eternity.
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When the darkness has dispersed, and the inhabitants behold the bean

ty of life, we shall have a new order in everything, and in time whenthe

people come into harmony, unite as drops of water that form a. pewerfnl

stream. be in principle as one to bring about reform. The windows of

heaven will be opened, and blessings poured out that earth cannot con

tain.

The very knowing ones say, what good is spiritualism ‘B What good is

there in anything? It depends entirely what use one makes of the com

munications they receive, or from what sphere of development they re

ceive inspiration; one should be well acquainted with himself or herself

before they present themselves for a communication, or knock at the

door of the spirit realm—should purify themselves and take off their

shoes, for it is holy ground. When the page (medium) opens the door,

and you stand before a large company of strangers, although, you can

not see them with your eyes, still they are there and well. acquainted

with you, know all about you and your motive in coming to the meeting;

when you stand before that bar of judgment there is no repeal, counter

feit will not pass, pure gold is the currency of that country. If you con

demn yourself by your spurious actions in trying to show your superior

- knowledge, or coin, you may disturb the meeting, but no one is harmed

but yourself. The meeting will progress just the same as if you had not

been there and by your acts one may judge from what sphere you draw

your inspiration. .All those that thank the Lord their God, they are not

like other men, not like the poor miserable murderer, drunkard, heathen,

thieves, and all the weaker members of the great family of humanity, or

like those poor deluded spiritualists who follow in the foot steps of the

gentle Nazarene, and know that the same spirit, that manifested the

truth of a future state of existence through him is showing the truth to

day in the same manner. Every one who think they stand on the rock of

love and mercy to those members of the family should examine the foun

dation carefully; it may be sand, as the building seems rather shakey,

although they commenced with stone, they prove to be sand-stone and

are dissolving; and when the Great Supreme shakes terribly thechurch,

it may fall and crush the idol that the chosen ones have made with their

own hands, like unto themselves. The children of Isreal of to-day com

pare, favorably with those of ancient times. In first Corinthians, 10th

Chapt. Paul says, “With many of them God was not well pleased; for

they were overthrown in the wilderness,” or darkness. “Now these

things were our examples, to the intent we should not lust after evil
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things, as they also lusted; neither- be ye idolaters as were some of them:

as it is written, the people sat down to eat and drink, and rose up to

play. (Ezekiel 17th Chapter.) “Behold the‘day! behold it is come! the

. morning has gone forth; the rod has blossomed, pride hath budded,

mischief shall come upon mischief, and rumor shall come upon rumor,

then shall they seek a vision of the prophets; but the law shall perish

from the priest.”

MRS. M. MERRIOK.

4‘ I

 

A WED VIOLET.

ORIGINAL LINES WRITTEN BY JOEL HAYWOOD TATUM TO A WILD VIOLET

FOUND ON nxms'rnnn HEATH, LONDON, ENGLAND,'IN 1863.

Sweet harbinger of Spring,

1 love thee—pretty thing,

- Thou sendest mem’ry back,

O’er life’s now weary track,

To smiling childhood’s morning joys again,

In Alabama’s bright and sunny plain.

0ft when a little child,

Have you my hours beguiled,

With tender purple bloom,

And grateful sweet perfume,

When the sun, the sleeplng herbage started,

As the chill 0f winter’s winds departed.

Near stumps in fallow fields,

You blossoms half concealed;

’T was there I’ll ne’er forget,

In pleasure first we met,

E’re the flowering grass was springing,

Or yet the feathered songsters singing.

Dear friend I know thee well,

Tho’ far from home you dwell,

Have you sweet flower like me,

Strayed across the great blue sea ?

A little stranger here you seem to roam,

’Tis Alabama is your native home.

I cannot with thee part,

A thousand memories start,

>~ Of home (at sight of thee,

Tho’ tiny flower you beg

Sweet home, again and all i s childish joy,

A mother’s kissing of her darling boy.

Sweet flower I’ll pluck thee dear,

And on my bosom wear

When faded is thy bloom,

I’ll bear thee to our home,

Preserve and keep thee as memento sweet,

Of friend I chanced in foreign land to meet.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE er ?

(CONTINUED.)

“Harry Ernestl where are you going at that pace? What is the mes

sage? Is some one sick ‘2”

“Oh, Clint! is that you ? Come go home with me, I have some letters

from mother and Cousin Eva, I presume also.”

“And- the Fairy Que en, perhaps? Now Harry nothing will be more

interesting and entertaining to me, than to receive news from that gem

of a cottage which you have described to me. How grand it must seem

to our friend Alice, as she delights so in the wildwood she has told rue.

There is not a young lady of our class who dislikes fashionable life as

she does, and yet none who can grace a parlor with more ease. It has

been your fortune to be the adopted sister of one who is a 'real being,

who has a heart and soul which is not contracted by this bauble, fashion

able life. How it did weary me New Years.”

“0h, Clint, that day hangs over me like a funeral pall. I am sure it

shall be my last failurel”

“Harry, I admired your courage to refuse at first, and if you had per

sisted, I think Alice would have felt happier than, as it was. I noticed

a change in her countenance and a slight shudder, as you drank it."

“Do you really think so? I thought to please her, but that once; but

you know too well the result."

“Well, let the past be buried, Harry. Here we are at your gate. I

amimpatience te see the contents of those letters.”

A kind, motherly letter from Mrs. Ernest with much advice, and Eva’s

which ran as follows:

DEAR Correr HARRY :—I have a very interesting incident to relate to

you. Alice has been crowned Fairy Queen, really and has sixteen beau

tiful crowns she has preserved, as mementoes of the day. Mine was

just such a one as I told you I should make, and it was pronounced the

one most suited to her pale face. There were others far more brilliant

than mine, and which had taken much time to wreathe. As the others

were my guests, I gave them precedence, and by this stratagem—al

though unintentional on my part—she wore mine through the (lay. How

much Idid wish you were here, Alice was delighted with everything.

She made a very pretty salutation to us, upon being crowned, and said
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she should keep each crown; the name of the giver is on each one. She

will show them to you when she returns, but the fresh beauty is gone,

and you cannot have much idea of the real beauty. If you could have

seen her with them all piled one above another, excepting mine, waiting

until we were quiet. The happiness we gave her will be a bright pic

ture in the memory of each. She said the birds did not enjoy it as she

did. And, when we spread the table upon the shelf'rock, you should

have seen her dance with glee. I cannot realize that she is a city belle.

Since she has been with me, I can only see a real true girl who loves ev

ery nook of nature as much as I do, and who enjoys it this summer much

more than I do, because she has never had such scope before. She does

not require so much of the imaginative faculties, but revels in fairydom

really. But Harry, I did one thing which perhaps I should not have on

that day; otherwise it would rest in Alice’s memory cloudless. After

our guests had all departed, Alice and I sat alone upon her throne, and

I asked her to tell me of her New Year reception. She readily complied

telling me what I already knew, from yourself—that she induced you to

drink wine; cousin Harry, she says, immediately her pleasure was gong,

and I knew that was the best time to tell her of the result, to guard her

in the future against the same, and it will. She was almost petrified

for a moment and said, this was then the cause of her dream. She

dreamed that you were drunk. Now Cousin Harry, you have a friend

in Alice who will assist you in overcoming the temptation. if such it

may prove to be. for rest assured she will never ask you again to par

take; she now sees the danger. If you were only here this summer, as

you were last, how much we should enjoy it.

7 - YOUR LOVING Cousm EVA.

Harry read it all to his friend. He had become acquainted with Eva’s

character—the real Ev‘a—by reading her letters to Harry. Upon read

ing the one containing a description of himself, he said, Harry I wish

iny characteristics coincided with the description.”

Harry had replied, “Well Clint, I will tell you what Aunt Fannie al

ways said: ‘You may form an ideal for yourself to live up to, and this

is an impetus to lead you on if the ideal is a high one. Now Eva has

seen with the inner vision your ideal self, which you may not always

carry out, perhaps. She sees your star of destiny as the gypsies say—in

tuitively so; for my cousin Eva is _no Gypsie. Clint Obert! I know you

have a noble heart in your breast, and like myself you are impulsive;

you cannot always carry out the highest ideals. I know somethihg of
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the mark you have set, and I know you have energy to attempt to reach

it. Eva is right.”

This is a part of the conversation between the two at the time of the

reception of the letter mentioned. It is a link with the present one.

Thus it is after years of maturity are reached, every event of a life is

linked by somelikeness, some corresponding chord orsome thread which

is yet unbroken, to something which is a past and we think here a bean

tiful representation of the grand life. We have read every action of

your life touches upon some chord which shall vibrate through eternity.

It seems a true continuation of the grand life! In gazing backward up

on the realities which have flown, we see our deeds and our motives

mirrored, we hear the echoing of every chord and discord vibrating, and

we say if man lives forever, thus will it be a continuous vibration of the

harp of a thousand strings. ‘ The discordant notes may be placed

under subjection to the others, if we follow the production of the great,

master, if we practice untiringly, the discords disappear and only the

beautiful harmony fioats out upon the air. And thus it must be that

link by link a life is formed, and never is there a missing one, although

it appears so.

We return to the two, as they are to-day; they are sitting in a rustic

arbor in the side yard; the fruit trees have put on their floral display;

the honey bee hums in the lilacs near by, and there is a peaceful air in

the whole surrounding. Clint says:

“Harry how pleasant it is to have such a quiet place to come to, I some

times think, as I go to my noisy hotel, of you in your quiet retreat here.

Another letter is it? May I see its contents ‘2”

“Not this one. I should break my word I promised Alice, I should be

the only one to read her letters, and she the same. It is a fancy of hers;

so many incidents of school life clusters around our conversations.”

“Ah, Harry! Is it your lot to be the exclusive friend of Alice. This

has been revealed to me; you and Alice Kent are as the soothsayers

claim, ‘congenial spirits,’ and have you the understanding ‘9”

“Do you really think so ? I do not think Alice does, for she has repeat

edly said, she never expected to marry. No such word has ever been ut

tered between us, nor thought of by her, I do not believe.”

“No! nor do I. It has been simple and natural, the friendship between

you from childhood. She extending to you a sister’s love in sympathy

for the loss of your father; her life has grown with yours, and she does

not realize it. But after you go to college, after the busy whirl of fashion
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envelops her, she will awaken to a consciousness of her own heart. I

have had two sisters and loved them as devotedly as a brother may love

sisters, and I know how it is, although they are both elder than myself,"

“I could not speak to Alice upon this subject. I know my own heart,

but she has seen little of society, has not been thrown into company

with others, and I want her to know her own heart. From boyhood I

have seen the bondage of unmated lives, husband and wife, only in the

outward sense; no union of soul. It was not so with father and mother;

they were one in spirit. Mother has often spoken of it.” I

“Yes, Harry, and I have noticed the same. I have seen one of the love

liest girls, that everlived, place her hand within the hand of one whom'

she wedded for wealth and position—not with hope and trust; it was

with a shudder. Yes! I knew her. I knew where her spirit was. I

knew the man that held her heart. He was poor, but nevertheless he

held every blossom of her life, and she of his. Her mother said, such

should be the case. I saw her move in society a short time, the life, the

gaiety, the freedom all gone; for the golden cord was severed. She

was a 'wife to him, but she was not one with him. I could not meet her

often, for it seemed I heard the agony of her soul cry out, “I have sold

myself to misery!” Even the mother’s heart rebuked her, when she saw

the change, but it was too late; the sentence had been passed—irrevoca

ble in the present life. In eighteen months, she was lain in the cold

/ ground, her infant child soon followed her, and I said, a broken heart, a

broken life, a dissevered link in the earth chain. How can justice and

love reconcile it ? That girl if left to her own free choice would have

said, “honor and position will not bring happiness. if banished from that

which comprehends my life.” \ CORA CORAL.

__<.,_—

A Unitarian minister lately gave expression to the following: “The

Lord commands us to love our enemies, but he roasts His according to

the orthodoxy.” Dear friends! is not this too near the truth ? The very

personification of Deity is Love. Can we expect mortal man to be more

forgivi'ng than He who is perfection, and who cannot be elfected by any

material blessing or otherwise. We must have a God who is beyond

human achievements. or where is the acme of human progress? Man

may love his brother, but he may not love him more than that Being

whose essence is love. Love shall sweep away the evil, shall make your

enemies your friends,for when you teach them their enmity towards you

rebounds to themselves causing sorrow, the beautiful law of brother— *

hood will be established. ' ' " '
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MAN.

BY JESSE n. BUTLER.

. . . .The sons of God saw the daughters of men, that they were fair;

and they took their wives of all which they chose . . . . . . . .and they bore

childrem to them; the same became mighty men, which were of old men

of renown—Genesiaeth Chapter, parts of 2 and 4 verses.

We will assume the foregoing to be true, and now, what does it ration

allymean ? To me it is quite plain that those sons of God, were physical

men, for they otherwise could not-have satisfactorilly taken to wife the

daughters of men, and had children who became men of great renown,

and as a matter of consequence, it means (if it means anything) that a

superior class of manhood took to themselves the daughters of men who

were less intellectual than themselves, because they were fair, or physi

cally beautiful; and that the product of that union—that is to say—the

love of intellectual men, for the physically beautiful women, and the

love of beautiful women of inferior mental origin, for manly intellectual

beauty, resulted in the production of “mighty men. . . .men of renewn.

Now as a corollary we will enquire,

WHAT rs MAN ?

I might quote modern seers, and ancient maxims, ad inflntum to an

swer this question; but is it not better to pursue its study, in the light of

our present knowledge? Let us assume that the labored conclusions of

our most advanced philosophers are true, and we start with the afiirma

tion that all vegetable life has come from its minutest germs and forms;

and that all animal life is but a chain,'composed of the links of an ad

vancing progression, in its forms, and in its intelligences, down from the

monads, and up to its highest forms of physical perfection, and intellec

tual superiority and power, which together we must call the highest

form of beauty, and in this advanced, this unquenchable blaze of mod

ern light—which may be assumed as infallible so far as it goes; what

lesson have we learned on the status of human lives? I will not-say of

human life because we shall find so marked a division in their diversi

ties, that the great question is forced upon us, as to whether all human

lives have the same destiny in virtue of their present development.

The greatest of all our Naturalists, has through much labor and re

search,brought his classifications of animal life into a systematic unity,

_ until arriving at the boundary between the inferior animals and man,

where he seems to think has once existed a now missing link, that
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should constitute the bridge between the human and the brute; and this

missing link, should be a diLtinctive form, between man and the animal,

that is to say a distinctive physical form; but what that form should be,

to specifically fill this gap, he has not defined to us, and probably not to

himself, and yet he insists that this must have existed—as being lower

than man, prior to the evolution of man in his present physical form and

mental condition.

Now this problem, or perhaps some would prefer to say theorem, is

just as important to all persons of intellectual culture, to settle satisfac

torily, as it is to the naturalist; and so far as its moral utility is concern

ed, this question of the missing link, is of immeasurably greater import

ance to the advancement of man, than all questions of mere physical

formation; and why ‘3 Because in it, is contained a solution of continu

ity of being or existence, that may be attained or created, by united phys

ical and mental processes;-—for all evolution supposes and teaches ad

vancement, through a continuation of accidental, or of systematized

progression, which of course implies addition, accumulation, attainment,

elaboration, acquisition, retention and a permanent superior condition.

Physically, why should we suppose there is any link missing in the

chain of animal life?

Would the form superior to all forms except that of man, be likely to

perish from the face of the earthl- As man can exist in any climate by

his ingenuity; and as the lower animals, with a few exceptions, have

shown that even they can live and continue their kind, in all parts of the

habitable globe; why should we suppose that a being superior to them

all, and almost equal to man, should have entirely disappeared from its

place, and that place, the most important round in the magnificent lad

der of life, which ladder reaches from the darkest caverns of the earth,

where it plants its feet; up to the luminous wall, that dissolves back to

the earth, all spirit, that cannot pass through its refining fires, into eter

nal life? And again, if this link should disappear, what becomes of evo

lution—progression ? Why, like the old Genesis which it has killed, it

self would become the sport and scorn of every time surviving knave;

die, and be buried in the birth place, but because it is true, it will not die,

and because it is not fully understood, it must be examined and explain

ed. and brought into its proper place, in the grand pantheon of human

progress. '

Since we have found that link in the chain of being is not dead; what

and where is it? In the first place, what is not it? It is admitted that
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the monkey order of life is not it; notwithstanding a part of' this order

has a thumb on its hand, and the ape has no caudal appendage; and why

is not this the missing link ‘2 not because of its having body and face, for

evidences of the lower forms of man have been found, of about the same

physical aspect as they, but leaving evidences behind of human ingenu

ity and skill.

Now as this connecting link cannot be found at the head of the lower

order of animals, where is it? Why we must look for it in the plane of

human existence. “What!” says one, “is not man, man ?” Yes, man is

man; but what is Man? Why, you will answer, man differs from the

brute, in that he has speech and thought and ingenuity and invention.

You are right in so far as to say he has these greater only in degree, in

extent and in extension than the animal; but I ask you, is this all that

to you constitutes a Man? You answer no; he has ideality. You are

right-and have just found a being superior to the brute; and what is

this being that you have found ‘2 Well he has all the faculties of the

lower animals, and added to them, he has Ideality, which gives him the

power to create the figures of the imagination; he is capable of becoming

a palnter, a poet; of grasping all the attractive forms of nature into an

aureole of beauty! But have you found herea being who possesses all

the higher faculties of man ? I answer emphatically, No! If this being

that you dignify by calling man, has these faculties alone, he is simply a

link, between the brute and man, as I will define to you, and your man,

is to me, but the missing link, between the brute, and a true

manhood, which makes with its added material, a Son of God! a being

who shall not go back to_the original elements, to continue in its muta

tions, up to a perfect manhood; but shall hold in its hand the sceptre of

eternal life; and shall drink of the waters of immortality! and what is

this added material? It is aspiration, inspiration, intuition; and these

last named faculties alone, give the power of the inception of true wis

dom; which asks, desires and demands a continued existence, and what

analogy in natnre will you present to me, that obtains more, and ‘better

than it desires or demands? You can give me nothing, then why de

mand for a being immortality, who'does not desire it, who will not be

lieve it, no matter how strong the evidence, simply because that being _

has form or exterior that we call man, and has one more faculty than

the brute, and some faculties in common with the brute, in a greater de

gree? No! nothing has an inalienable right or any rational right, to

what it does not desire. and what it is not willing to take, and what it
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will not believe in or aspire to, and shall even the prerogative of a God,

force the crown of a glorious immortality on the brow of a being who

spurns it, as a fiction of a diseased imagination, and prefers the dark

ness of an eternal sleep ? Ithink not.

And this truth, like all truths, contains a useful moral, indeed the

highest and most useful of all moral incentives; it is this—it teaches

(and those who become convinced of its truth, will learn and teach) that

all should ask themselves this question—what is man ?—and when they

dig deep into their inner consciousness, and find one small, bright spark

of aspiration there, they should fan it into a flame, of strong and pure

desire, and seek the evidences that bloom all along their pathway; and

water the flowers that God has given to their charge, and so let their

light shine, that every neighbor, and even the passing traveler shall ex

claim, “That is a true man; that is a Son of God, who shall live forever;

because that grand life of his cannot be compensated by anything that

can be given to him, in this life: and nature and intuition teach a just

compensation,” and those who have not this desire, this augur of immor

tality, should search their hearts and find it out, and if it is not there,

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .let them live out their true life, before all men,

and be taken for what they are worth; they owe it tothe world, and to

themselves; and they should live up to the best of their nature, at least

superior to the brute; instead of below it, as many do; and above all,

they should not drag down from theirgladness and their glory, those who

already drink in, the breezes of heaven, and listen with joy that cannot

be uttered to the voices that sing to their souls of an elyseum that is wait

ing and blooming for them; where their sorrows are all left in the val

ley of this lower life. and who knows, but this being that links the brute

to man, may by the labor of themselves, and of others who love them,

receive a spark of fire from heaven, that shall redeem them; and strength

en the doctrine of evolution and progression by advancing into the grand

ranks of a true manhood; and make them become Sons and Daughters

of God, enabling them to sing the glad Eureka! whose chorus alone is

hcard in the land of the Evermore!

\ ———-—-<.>—-__.._._..

The Banner of Light comes to us filled withlight in the spiritual phi

losophy. The Western Light also with its rays of light, spreading the

truth, and we take courage and say, Light! Oh, Light! from the everlas

ting Sun shine down into this darksome world, penetrate the caverns,

discover for us the diamond, and when we have found it let it be pre

served. Let us all clasp hands in the era of light.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLIOAL LORE

(OONTINUED.)

Ah yes! the dear angels from the beyond world bring sweet messages

of love and hope; beautiful ideals of life which require an immortality to

perfect. We are assured of their presence at our side by facts, convinc

ing. It was not the work of one short moment which convinced us, the

roughly, they were near to strengthen with the old words of love and

wisdom, to encourage by a grander revelation of future beauty. When

we feel that this short life is but a step in the great eternity—one of the

links in the unending chain, and are assured, by those who have passed

beyond the veil, that the wondrous planets and worlds innumerable are

each, as a grain of sand upon our ocean’s beach, compared to the Mighty

Universe, we are Wrapt in wonder. These dear angels tell us, that our

world, with its great solar rays warming and vivifying all life, is a min

iature comparison to the great spiritual realm. '

We must consider the inner man as the real human being; the spirit is

the life, and as the lower order of life draws its sustenance from the

earth, its progress, or growlh, from the rays of light which are elimin

ated from the sun, so in like manner the spirit of man derives its suste

nance from the body, which we will submit to the law of earth; this

body drawing its earthly life, from the laws which govern matter. But

this spirit, which is not a part of the body, any more than the seed cast

into the fresh mould is a part of that soil, receives its progress also from

a sun—not of the solar system, but of the'spiritual system or kingdom. As

the solar sun is the agency, direct, which causes the soil to send the prop

er nutrition to the seed germ; so the spiritual sun sends the proper food

to the spirit, rather disperses the rays of light, which elevate the moral

nature of man. Although the seed germ contains attraction and repul

sion, taking the particles which will develop the peculiar species, this

power is received from the great magnet—the sun. So in like manner the

power of attraction and repulsion of the higher food of the nature, we

receive from the great spiritual sun. As the seed germ is not a part of

the soil with which it is intimately connected, so the spirit is not a part

of the body. It receives its sustenance from this body, but its progress

in the higher realm, from the central light. As the seed germ bursts its

prison house, emerges from the darkened covering the suns rays are'more
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forcibly felt, and the leaf and bud, blossom and fruit is brought forth in

its proper season. So in like manner the sun of spirit develops leaf and

bud, blossom and fruit-—the same being our deeds. But in addition to

our sun the direct agent—the power, which if lacking, all other powers

or eiforts are futile—we must first select soil which is best adapted to

the nature of our specie, we must carefully cultivate it, until the bulb

appears. We must then continue our labors in this direction; we must

prune and graft, straighten where there is a tendency toward crooked

growth, remove all vermin from our trees, and prop the branches, if the

fruit becomes abundant. Thus we see, although the sun is the power di

rect, for it draws the moisture from seas and rivers into the heavens,

causing clouds of rain to float about ready to be cast upon the soil, in ad

dition to its life giving power; yet, if by the labor of your hand you do

not aid the development of your tree, your fruit, your grain, or your gar

den products, as the case may be, you have not perfection.

Thus in like manner with the spirit. It draws its sustenance from

the material body. If by abuse of the law, you yield this body, this tem

ple of the never-dying soul to unholy, unlawful deeds, allowing the vile

passions, the brutish ones to have sway. the murderous and the treach

erous, then the spirit cannot bud and blossom beautifully, yielding per

fect fruit. There the cultivation must correspond to that of your plants.

A child which has been born with a healthy moral nature. which char—

acteristic it receives from its parents, then if the cultivation is the very

best it should produce a man or womanhood of nobility, of courage, of

zeal, of heroic valor and above all of sweet purity; for this causes the

lovely blossoms of the nature. Every impure action is a blighting of a

beautiful blossom, and if thy life becomes sapped by the gaunt demon

who stalks abroad seeking whom he may devour, if every blossom is

blasted, where is the preciows fruit? '

Oh, let not one be blighted, rather prop the tree because so overladen,

even though it break beneath the precious burden, rather let it be, than

to have none, than it should be like the figtree, cursed by Jesus of Naza

reth because it here not fruit. Oh! it is this perfect manhood which the

angels from yonder realms—and yet near ones—beseech us to develop;

they bring us tidings of a beautiful and holy law—which is the ruling

power of that clime, which constitutes this great spiritual sun—andthat

law is love, for “God is love.” They teach us that as the earth revolves

around the solar system receiving its great magnetic force 'from this

agency, so does the spiritual clime revolve around this central sun. As
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the sun’s rays haVe greater force when unobstructed, so does this same

principle have greater force, when our spirit rises above earthly turmoil

and with its purity, revels in the glad, free air of heaven. But so long

as the spirit dwells within the human temple, until the “silver cord is

broken,” it is subject to the laws governing this temple. It may, by the

law which governs the spiritual realm, go forth and view the great un

fathomable, as we may gaze upon some beautiful representation of a

country which we have not seen, or as we may look upon a portrait, and

by imaginative faculties, see the real person, or as we may contemplate

statuary, and, in that lifeless figure. we see the germ of the material form;

we transfer it to flesh and blood; we breathe into it the breath of life, in

imagination, and we form an idea of the personage; we have here the

germ of the IDEA of the man; yet not the germ of the man, we see that

ours was in fancy; we may by using the highest capacities of our nature

in our MIND form this man, but we may never produce it. We say:

“Back of all this I see there is a power of spirit, and this imaginary be

ing is the likeness of one which was formed and fashioned by a wiser

workman;” we find the cause is before the effect.

The materialist says “Now you have come to our standpoint; this im

age was the germ.” Was it? Why was the image formed ? To repre

sent a living human being, and we have proved that our ideal man, we

could not by any means produce; we might mould one similar to this.

Then we find we are thrown back upon the first Cause. The great life

giving power, silent, invisible, has infused this quality into Matter.

In like manner let ,us take the landscape; you may in fancy walk up

and down the streets of that city, which is almost obscured by the great

forest, or you may walk in the shaded Wood, still it is nota reality. There

are conditions which you must submit to; you must literally walk up

and down those streets before you may realize it as it is. Thus the idea

of the spirit world; we may obtain glimpses, reflections and models of a

limited portion of the grandeur. “But eye hath not seen nor ear heard,

neither hath it entered into the heart of man the glories to be revealed.”

Can we doubt the loving Father’s kindness? Can we doubt his wis

dom, when we hear the sweet tones from the invisible clime saying, “N0

death, no death, never ending life, glad, free, joyous, and you may enjoy

a part of its glory even now if you will, but yield your soul to the holy

influences.” IDA M. MERRILL.

—-_—<.>_

We send back numbers of this magazine to all who subscribe.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

 

MRS. M. MERRchz—Your very interesting and instructive publication

has been received since the beginning of its being published.

Every article that I have yet found in its pages are elevating in teach

ing and beautifully chaste in expression; your position in reference to

the infliction of capital punuishment is undoubtedly just and true.

It is not possible for any other murder to be more shocking than one

committed by the makers and executors of law. Cer tainly nothing can

be more revolting to the feelings of any human being, with a particle of

goodness of heart or refined feeling, than the Light or knowledge of a

poor culprit being taken out (often, perhaps, already having suffered tor

ture of mind, probably for months and sometimes even years incarcerat

ed in loathsome prison cells, frequently treated inhumanly by the brutal

keepers of such blots upon the fair face of our country,) and murdered in

cold blood by the sanction of law. Such deeds are crimes of the darkest

dye. Murders of the coldest blood and most premeditated cast. But,

unfortunately for the higher development of humanity, how few under

stand the vast amount of evil, resulting from the perpetration of this

monstrous and heinous crime. I hope and pray that the Talbot boy’s

may not be executed. Shall do all I can by way of petitioning our Gov

ernor to commute their sentence toimprisonment. Surely if earnest pray

ers can save the poor unfortunates they will be spared so fearful a doom.

Our unlucky town has been the sad scene of two public executions. cast

ing an awful gloom over the country and felt by every sensitive nature

keenly. _

The victims were two young men in the vigor of youthfulness and

health.

Oh when! oh when, will our law makers become wise enough to abbl

ish the infliction of such terrible laws, which are nothing more nor less

than relics of barbarism? When will they learn the grand importance

of making our jails and penitentiaries places of reform instead of pun

ishment alone. And most earnestly should we inquire when will our

religious teachers teach the people that it they commit crimes that pun

, ishment is inevitable, that they themselves must atone by suffering for

every misdeed, either small or great. Until such truths are taught and

understood, crimes will be repeated on and on, through all time.

When people can be taught to understand that to cultivate the highest

capacaties of their nature, suppressing the lower, it will bring the great
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est degree of happiness, and to live up to the “Soldiers Rule." Then, and

not until then, shall we find love, peace and harmony reigning among

men, and crimes of every grade cease. I

WishingA FOUNTAIN or LIGHT may become as welcome a visitor to

every family in the land as mine, I am most truly yours for light and

knowledge, ' MINERVA ANN BEDFORD.

--—-<0>——

LOVE PRINCIPLE.

TRIPPVILLE, Wisconsin, March 12, 1881.

A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT :—Yes, dear sister, that is what we want, and

what the world needs. How dark and blind we are. If you have found

a ray of light that bespeaks a coming day, for the world’s and heaven’s

sake do please send it broad-cast over the earth as fast as possible,

I am hoping when I see your specimen paper to find it strictly liberal

in sentiment, Independent, Spiritual, or rather an Exponant of the Spirit

ual philosophy of the Nineteenth Century. All such print has hereto

fore been exceedingly high price and if you can publish a paper on the

above topics at it, I shall do my best to disseminate it. And if you ap

prove and advocate Socialism, and the love principle, all the better. I

have been aspiritualist for thirty-three years, and expect to remain so

for an eternity to come. 1 form my own conclusions of right and wrong,

regardless of preconceived or orthodox notions.

Jesus Christ taught His disciples to love one another, and I believe it

is a good doctrine and would be, even, if Jesus had never said anything

about it, for we find it the law of God disseminated throughout nature.

A. WYMAN.

[The love principle which we advocate, is love to humanity—love

which lifts up the fallen, strengthens the weak, scatters joy, and would

banish evil by shedding the bright light, purity, shining down in the

darkened caverns. Bidding the captive go free from chains of sin; which

would ask all people to arise and with a universal cry say, Peace and

good will to man .—ED.]

-W-—<0>—7~~—

[As Spring is approaching, we place the pome “Violet” in our pages. It

was sent sometime ago, but it seems as the season of violets draw near

more fitting to publish. Yes! the gentle violets in sweet simplicity

remind us of childish innocence. What a lovely mission hath flowersl

They gladden and beautify our earth, drawing our natures into sympa

thy with the loving Father. He forgets not the tiniest flower—all are

perfect—EnJ
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

In the 11th Chapter of John, now a certain man was sick named Laz

arus of Bethany—the town of Mary —and his sister Martha. It was

that Mary who anointed the Lord with ointment, and wiped his feet

with her hair, whose brother Lazarus, was sick, therefore hissisters sent.

to him saying, “our brother thou lovest is sit: ;” when Jesus heard that

he said, “this sickness is not unto death, but to prove the spirit of man

may leave the physical body for a time, and then return and occupy it

again; also to show we are sons of God or eternal life; being a ray of ‘

light from the great central sun of the spiritual world or son' of God.

Lazarus was entranced, and Jesus being our elder brother, filled with a

power’(call_ed the Holy Ghost) drew from invisible agents to bring Laza

rus back and animate his body (nothing comes by chance,) for the pur

pose of showing to those present thegreat pOWer spirit has over matter,

and also prove to this generation that the same power is manifested here

in the United States.

I read recently of a girl in Pennsylvania being in a state neither alive

nor dead, and a Priest came to pray over the girl, and her spirit returned

to the body and she was restored by the same law that Lazarus was.

The Priest’s prayers being answered he came near fainting with fright,

as this was the first “time he had succeeded in doing the work of an apos

tle. He was a medium no doubt, and by his earnest supplication brought

such a powerful influence from the bands of spirits that had assembled

on the occasion, the spirit that lay dormant or was'eliminated into the

spirit realm, returned and the girl came to herself. If that Priest would

come forth from his retirement and give his experience to the world and

practice the gift he possesses of healing the sick, casting out devils, and
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preaching the resurrection from death of the natural body, also peace

and good will to mankind, it would be of more benefit to humanity than

all the prayers he could ever utter.

In the first Chapter of Isaiah, (the same spirit inspired Isaiah that in

spired Jesus) is recorded the upbraiding of prophets. He says, “hear the

word of the Lord ye rulers of Sodom; give ear unto the law of our God,

ye people of Gomorrah gor church) to what purpose is the multitude of

your sacrifices unto me saith the Lord; I am full of the burnt offerings

rams and the fat of fed beasts; and I delight not in the blood of bullocks

or of lambs or of he goats."

“When you come to appear before me who hath required this at 'your

hands to tread my courts ? Bring no more vain cblations; incense is

an abomination unto me; your new moons and Sabbaths, the calling of '

assemblies, I cannot away with; it is iniquity even the solemn meeting.

Your new moons and your appointed feasts my soul hateth; they are a

troublejunto me; I am weary to bear them, and when you spread forth

your hands I will hide mine eyes; yea when ye make many prayers, I will

not hear; your hands are full of blood.” '

“Wash ye, make you clean; put away the evil of your doings from be

fore mine eyes; cease to do evil; learn to do well; seek judgment, relieve

the oppressed; judge the fatherless; plead for the widow.”

' Mns. M. MERRICK.

.____.__<.,_—_

CORRESPONDENCE.

 

MY SISTERS MERRICK AND MERRILLZ—The three numbers of your

paper, forwarded to me, came in due time, and I have read them;

carefully, and am well pleased with them. I am lending them to others

to read, hoping that by so doing, it may be profitable to you and them. I

can endorse your movement so far as I can see. I love the spirit of your

paper.

There is a humanitarian spirit prevading it that will leave 'its foot

prints upon the minds of all that read it. As I read the paper, I am im

pressed with its mission as teacher, an upbuilder, and an educator. This

iswhat We want. As the new era or dispensation dawns upon us, new

fields of work will open before us.

The closing dispensation has largely been made up of strifes' and con

tentions; tearing down everything that did not seem to fit our particular

groove. In the new era this must give place to higher forms of religion.
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We will learn to gather up the good of all of, the old religious ideas of

the past, and engraft them into the new, leaving the errors and irregu

larities of the old to perish of its own corruption. The time has come

for us to let the dead bury the dead, and turn our attention to the living.

Humanity is to be elevated by acts of love and kindness. No person is

so low but that he can be in time reached by vproperly appealing to

his better nature, but never by abusive treatment. Like will beget its

like. We cannot teach that which is above us, but we can that which is

below us. '

I am glad that you have launched your little bark, it is needed and I

am glad that women are at the head of it. I will do all that I can to help

you along, by the way of trying to get people to subscribe for it. Gladly

would I contribute thought for the readers, but I was not favored with

an education sufficient to give my thoughts in an intelligent manner

with the pen. I did not have the benefit of a common school education,

So you will excuse me from that task, receiving the will for the work.

Enclosed you will find one dollar for which you will send the paper to

my address until it is used up. I would like to send for more and send

them broadcast on their good mission, but cannot now. I have had some

trying ordeals to pass through that prevents me from doing what I

would like to do. I received a few lines from Mrs. Merrick this after

noon. Her work of kindness was fully appreciated. 1 am in full sym

pathy with your movement and work; ,I hope to be found at my post at

all times; I know of no better expression of our faith than in lifting up

the fallen and erring ones. Hoping to be remembered as a worker with

you in the elevation of the human race, I will close, Yours truly for

humanity.

Battle Creek, Michigan. _ WM. S. GRAY.

In receipt of a copy of the Scientific Investigator devoted to Science,

Art,, Spiritual Philosiphy and radical Reform. The heading, “Truth

wears no mask, bows to no human shrine, seeks neither place nor ap

plause; she only asks a hearing,” is in its essence, our idea. Let the light

come in. Let us not stand upon a tottering foundation waiting for the

wave of popularity to sway us, for it may move downward instead of up

ward. Let us all stand upon the rock of truth which is afirm foundation

let our lights shine that others, beholding the beauty of life, may come

and join the grand army of progression. This publication is issued

monthly by the Investigator publishing company, Portland, Oregon.

Price, one dollar per year; single copy ten cents.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE SIN ‘9

0

(CONTINUED.)

“And did you really know this girl, Clint ?”

" “Know her“? As well as I do you, and her lover also. Saw the agony'

which'filled them both, as they met in the church aisle, the first Sabbath

after her return from the bridal trip. Meet ,they must. Both had‘

been members of the choir, and he must be present. She must certainly

be with her husband.” ‘ "

"‘No, Harry, do not allow Alice to follow such-a path, through“ your

fear. I know that there are few who might take the place which“ ybu'

have won in her heart: pure and angelic as she is, and devoted as I

might be, there is something which tells me, I could not. I must wait
until the revolution of time’s wheel reveals to me my position. I I know

that such should be the case. Marriageto be real should be a ‘union

which cannot be broken. How sad it is to cast the eyes over the list of

divorce cases. This is one of the greatest evils of our nation. It is terri-'

ble when we contemplate it. Fathers, and mothers of children separated!

and the children with the curse upon them—the curse which must dwarf
their free natures.” ' Q ' -

“Clint, it is true, too true, and you have really thought deeper than ev'e'rl

I have in regard to the subject.” '

, “I have had so many cases to come directly under my observation, and

have heard my mother and father talk of the same so much. I'a'm sure '

they are one in spirit.” I "

“Harry, why is it that people have lived through ages, and still there

seems to be no real harmony in the world—only a higher cultivation of

barbarism, in many cases? To me the cultivated man, who really lives

no better than the savage, demands not so much respect as the cannibal.

When one errs ignorantly there is not so much responsibility; -'but yield

ing to low and groveling deeds, cheating and villifying a. brother man,

with the light that we‘have in the present day, involves a responsibility

which to me, requires acorresponding punishment. I have not quite

gone over to the belief, that after death we are all going to sail upon an:

gel’s wings, and be perfectly happy, no matter how we have lived; a1:

thoughI am not in sympathy with the 01d Calvinistic hell.” ~

“Well, Clint! you talk like a minister; only not exactly like any that
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I ever have heard; but still, there is a loftiness in your conversation this

morning which reminds me of that august personage—a divine. And

really there is reason and logic in your argument. And it brings me

back to my transgression. If hell is more'torturing than some of my

emotions have been since that time, I never Wish to find it, nor have any
human being to reach the same location.” I

“Harry! that very incident has enabled me to form a resolve to carry

out the idea which you had intended—to forswear the use of intoxica

ting drinks. It has never been forcibly brought to mind before; there is

a danger which I had not realized. It does not eifect me so readily as

yourself, but I see a downward grade in the continuance-Of the same.”

' “Well Clint, you cannot have the torture which I have experienced, as

you have never been taught from earliest childhood that it was one of

the greatest'sins. My father had a brother who died wrth delirum-tre

mens: and it has been feared from infancy that I might follow in his

footsteps.”

_f‘What’s_ the matter? Arunaway, Harry, as I live! Come, can’t we

catch the horses! How they plunge, like wild beasts!”

' “0h, Clintl that man! see him fall! We are too late to save him! He

surely, crushed!” .

The infuriated beasts dash madly down the Avenue, before they can

reach them, and the man lies insensible. They are both bending over

him, in a moment’s time, and find that life is not yet extinct. Harry

says, “Clint, you prop his head a little that he may obtain some air, and

I will go to the house for assistance.” ‘ .

He soon returns accompanied by Ellen Harman, little Willie and Ben,

the faithful negro, who had always remained, and would not receive his

freedom.”

“The Lawd a massa! Mas’r Harry! it is that drunkenJohn Lee. I

alla’s knowed he’d get killed! He’s jest scaped the devil a dozen times

or more.”

“Why, Ben! how you do talk,” says Mrs. Harman. .

“Well, missus, beg pardun, but ‘pears to me that’s what that thar place

the preachers talk about misruble sinnahs guine to, is made out of—jes’

sich stuff, an’ ef them ar demons of the lower pit, they’re allus talking

’bout could act much meanah. an’ he does, when he’s been to ,de Bowl’n

Ally, can’t see no parison, now. Law his chillun’s as feardp’ him denef

he’s a circ’s animal.”
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“Well, Ben,” says Harry, “we must do something for old John, and not I

preach anymore sermons at present. I know it is dreadful.”

“Oh! 00 poor man,” says Willie, “what is ’e matter? Tantv oo dit up ?

Mama, ’id be fall down? ’Ets he’p im up.” /

Accordingly the little fellow .took one of his hands and attempted to

raise the insensible man.

Mrs. Harman, in the meantime, had applied spirits to his nostrils,

bathing his face and head in camphor.

She says, “Yes, Ben, it is all wrong, but we must not allow him to

suffer anyway.”

“No’m, No’ml Ole Ben’s ready to do his shah; bettah git him in some

whah. Missus.”

Clint Obert heaved a deep sigh as they raised the insensible form, for

instantaneously the thought flashed into his mind: '

"My noble friend Harry might become such if he should continue in

this road. His excitable temperament would greatly aid his rapid

downfall. God grant that my determination may be of benefit to him,

also.”

It takes not so long to think as it does to express our thoughts, and

they had scarce lain the man upon the rude litter, as he soliloquized

thus. They had carried the man to Ben’s cabin, which ~ was near by,

placed him upon a couch, and now Ben is hurrying after a physician.

Little Willie gazes with wonder-wide eyes upon the man; he could

not comprehend it. '

“Mama,”- he says, “too dn’t we hol’ im up? Is ’e seep in se day time?

Where’s his home?”

The mother tried to explain that the man was hurt by falling, but the;

child says, “mama, w’en I huts me, I don’ go seep; I s’d tink he’d c’yl”

“Well, my little fellow, here is another enigma to your childish mind,"

says Harry, "Let us go into the yard; you will understand, when you

are older, all these things; you cannot now.”

Motioning Clint to follow they passed into the garden, amusing the

child and drawing his mind from the solemn scene; which he could not

comprehend. The child had never witnessed death, and this was so

near it, that there was the strange sensation which a child always exper

iences on being brought into the presence of the pale-faced messenger.

The lifeless form, the closed eyes reveal, even to a small child, there

has been a great change. A hush, an awe, as standing before some
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mighty power, and is it not? Who may gainsay it? or may recall the

spirit back to this temple of clay ?

And not only did this scene impress the child with sober thoughts, for

all who beheld, felt that the struggling spirit could not long remain.

. “Clint,” says Harry, “think of it! should I ever be reduced to such a

position!”

“Was thinking something the same way, myself, Harry; but dear boy,

you are not going to be; we shall not allow you."

“Clint! he was a graduate of Cambridge University, commenced life

with brilliant prospects, his wife the belle of a. retired provincial town,

and this one curse has brought him to the most menial occupations; they

now dwell in a hovel in the South Side; his children are being reared in

ignorance, amid filth and squalor. His wife is a broken hearted woman;

only a shadow of her former self.”

“Oh, yes!” says Mrs. Harman, as she had joined :them; “I have many

a time divided my scanty store with his pitiful children, when I lived in

that miserable place through choice, and perhaps it was for a wise pur

pose after all, I now think. It has brought me into a nearer sympathy

with'distress. You know the great Master, and wise teacher, Jesus of

Nazareth, suffered every ill which flesh is heir to, and thereby a sympa

thetic cord is established between the highest realms of heaven, and the

lowest of earth. Those who followed him were the most ignorant and

unlearned of earth.”

Ellen Harman had no false pride in regard to the position she had oc

cupied; true man or womanhood bows not to position, but to the grand

eur and sublimity of life—the great mystery, which is incomprehensible,

which teaches us all, that we are creatures of circumstance as regards

our actions many times; but, if we search deeper, we find we may some

times bend circumstances to the ideal of perfection, which we have

formed, and may scale the heights of truth leaving below the demoniac

tempter, who would have us believe, man is not the author of his own

destiny to a great extent. We may fill our character in the great drama

of life perfectly, may act out our true character, and we find we are hap

pier. It is not a mistaken sense of form, which constitutes the real man;

but it is the high and noble resolves which do not vary with position,

time or place.

Cons CORAL.

—<.’__—_—

We send back numbers of this magazine to all who subscribe.
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IAN.

BY H. R. YOUNG.

[The following article is a short exposition of the great subject of the

race to-day. The writer did not consider it quite worthy publication,

but hope no offense will be given. Every ray of light dispels ten of,dark

ness. Yes! the light of life is beholding the perfect harmony which is re

quired, that man may take his true position in this moving world, as king

over the whole animal, vegetable and mineral kingdom—En]

Man sprang into existence, not according to the Darwin theory, but he

was created an independent and distinct species, and has followed a

steady line of progression from the day on which he was ushered into ex

istence up to the present time. Millions upon millions of years have

elapsed since he first inhabited the earth, and one generation has follow

ed another for countless ages, before he realized that he was superior to

other animals in point of intelligence.

It is taught and believed by the inhabitants of earth that man is con

tinually growing weaker physically as he gains intelluctua] strength, but

it is a fact well known to the inhabitants of the spirit world that his

physical development is in exact ratio with his intellectual progress.

All the human beings that have lived upon this earth and passed away,

now have a home in the spirit world where they are progressing slowly,

but surely in accordance with natural law.

The Poet hath}truly said, that “God moves in a mysterious way his

wonders to perform,” and no one can truly realize the fact till he passes

into the spirit world and has studied man as he there finds him, and not

withstanding the fact that the study of man in all his varied existence,

as well as all other departments of nature has astonished and bewildered

the most profound thinkers of every age. All who are students in spirit

life are able to see and comprehend that God has created everything in

perfect harmony, and that everything in nature is governed by fixed and

immutable law, and no intelligent Spirit has ever found any of God’s

handiwork that could be improvedin the least, and if we find anything

that appears inharmonious, we only have to arrive at a perfect under—

standing of the subject in all its bearings to learn that it is our lack of

power to comprehend the will of the Almighty and each successful ef

fort that is made to comprehend nature, swells our appreciation and ad

oration of God, the Father, -
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SOME EXPERIENCE.

vaish to say a word in self-defense of the course I am pursuing, in

advancing the ideas contained in A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT. It is about

three years since I read a work on “Life, Its Nature, Varieties and Phe

nomena,” by Leo H. Grindon. The ideas revealed through his organism,

to my mind was light and-beauty. My spirit cried, Eurekai—the foun

tain of youth is discovered at last, and I with the rest of humanity may

bathe in its crystal waters. I learned that men and women were spirits

walking about in-a materialized body,.and when the spirit left it, the \

body was dead, and the spirit rose into the spirit world (which is always

near) there to receive reward according to deeds done while developing

on earth.

When I heard there was a medium near my place, I called immediate

ly and discovered by signs and messages, that Grindon had told the

truth, and Jesus of Nazareth was not a myth, as some think, but. the

most perfect man of any age. It flashed upon my mind, like a gleam

from the Eternal world. I was more than delighted to know those great

facts were established and were stubborn, could not by any mortal on

the highest pinnacle of fame be changed, and that they always existed

and always will until time is no more. Shortly after I had walked out

into the sunshine, my neighbors began to say, how foolish to have any

thing to do with spiritualism; they never knew any good brought to

View from that source, and I was deranged—crazy; some prayed-for me,

and others blamed, but all to no purpose. I am as firm as ever—cannot

divest my mind of a fact—impossible. The problem is solved as plainly

to me as two and two make four. -

- About the time I investigated the subject, I read David Livingston’s -

exploration in Africa. I traveled up and down the country with him,

and sympathized in all his delays, fatigues, and disappointments—the

few last days of his life he suffered exceedingly—was carried on the

shoulders of his attendants, they wading through water waist deep. I

thought he must be a very ambitious Englishman to suffer so much, to

discover the source of a river. About one year after those thoughts

passed through my mind, Miss Merrill was sitting by a table in the eve

ning. I said, take a pencil, the spirit may write us a message; in a few,

moments she began and wrote several names, the last one David Living

ston who said, “I will come again and tell you my object in traveling in

that country.” He came some weeks after a second time writing, “my
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motives were not really selfish; I had the benefit of humanity in view

This region should be peopled as it is rich. Man has not enough of his

native soil.” David Livingston has not lost his interest in humanity, or

native soil, but will come and freely give his influence to those who are

laboring for the advancement and elevation of humanity to-day. Is

there a detective who can discover from whence this intelligence come

or who registered my thoughts. I gave the book away soon after I read

it and had not thought of it again. some time'after this I had a circle

in my room, three persons, and atrance medium. Her first control took

down her hair and puffed it round her head in the style of a Bushman;

it occurred to me it was one of Livingston’s attendants; I asked if it

was. No reply. I said rap. The answer came, yes! and she pointed in

a direction outside of the circle to show that Mr. Livingston was pres

ent. This medium knew nothing of our test, never heard of David Liv

ingston—a girl twelve years old, not acquainted with Miss Merrill.

Now I know that spirits of men and women are around me, know my

thoughts, and I wish all those who read this pamphlet to understand

that this work is written by inspiration, that I am impressed by a pow

erful influence from the sphere of my development. I am as much sur

prised as you may be at its contents, and sometimes feel somewhat

shocked at the expression of condemnation toward the elect or_ chosen

people, or those who claim to be of God. I enquire of the prophets as

people did in olden times, after I have written, and an answer comes by

signs or words approving or condemning (the latter very seldom) and I

' send it to the press; if there should be errors discovered, it will not be

the fault of the influence that controls, but the imperfection of the me

dium through which the expression comes.

1 I love and'trust the spirits that surround me, and am passive under

their influence; perfectly willing to be directed by them as they sustain

me in the trials I meet with daily. The cup I drink is not altogether

sweet in publishing this magazine. I am not acquainted or don’t feel

competent to manage a printing establishment, and I look at my posi

tion sometimes with astonishment, never having written a line for pub

lication or had any desire to, but I am told I have much to do before I

leave this sphere of existence, and I am ready and willing. I feel at

times perhaps, this is not the best way to use the money, but my spirit.

friends say, “Yes! this book is for all time,” and when I look over its

contents I perceive it is harmonious throughout; the instruments may

not be perfect, but they are in tune, and the harmony that is played up
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on them is, love to humanity, and the key note will vibrate forever.

Mas. M. MERRICK.

‘ -—--——-<o>——-—

HOPE.

What a great thing this hope is which mankind may cherish! For

success in every vocation and profession it is indispensable. Wipe it

from the heart, and mankind are no longer able to contend with evil and

error, and snatch the arrows from their quivers. They are no longer

able to combat penury and hardships; to drive them. from the field of

honest endeavor, and build thrones of kingly power. They have not the

courage and firmness that are needed to contend with misfortune and

disaster and rise above them in triumph. Without hope, they lose every

noble quality; they drop every solid virtue; they abandon every gener

ous pursuit; and they hasten into a period of mental decay. Hope is the

stimulant and reviver of the soul; the voice that summons fortitude and

endurance; the light which quickens and expands the vigorous intellect,

and sweetens and opens the attractive flower of virtue. Hope is the

lamp of the mines; the star of the navigator; the telescope of the astron

omer; the white wing that bears the pure soul up to God.

In conclusion, we remark that we may be called upon to surrender

what we greatly admire and deeply cherish. We may be stripped of hen

ors and riches, and be under the necessity of contending against adversi

ty and disappointment. Wemay be compelled to struggle against trouble

and sorrow with the shadows of loneliness and despondency gathering

on the wall and falling on the floor. But if we have the hope of the

Psalmist an'd the hope of the apostle, we shall be comforted and fsustain

ed; and at last, with death smitten and conquered, we shall rise as Im

mortal Victors to be greeted and crowned in that kingdom that is to en

dure forever._—J. H. Hartlell.

WW

Is it the duty of a poor man to do without bread, to deny himself nec

essaries of life, to the i ntent that it is given to the Lord, in order that

one man should live in luxury and ease as minister of the gospel, and

also that there may be an elegant temple reared for Jehovah? Can the

Lord be found only where art and statuary is found? Look, and see him

everywhere! Hear His voice in every sighing of the breeze! May "we

not find His sanctuary in the humblest abode ?

»——-——-4.b—-——'———~

There is the dawning of a new period in the world’s history. Let us

stand firm for right and march to the front.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LOB-E.

(CONTINUED)

“And there came two angels to Sodom at even; Lot seeing them rose

up to meet them.” _

Furthermore, it is-said Lot entreated them to come into his house, and

he made them a feast and they eat. ‘

This has been considered by Bible students a truth. In the ancient

ages, then we find angels visited the earth. Now if in that uncultivated

age, when the laws governing the universe were vaguely understood, it

was a possibility for the angels to make themselves known unto man,

even to eat with him, why, we ask with sincerity, with a real desire for

explanation, cannot the same law be fulfilled in this progressive age ‘I’

A law governing the universe, a grand law, such as controls the plan

ets, is not to be thrown aside. It cannot be. It was just as natural a

coincidence in biblical history, as it was that the sun shone, that the

stars illuminated the earth at night shining like beacon lights from the

'firmament, and that the pale moon moved gracefully across the heav

ens, giving a mellow, subdued light, or that a meteor sometimes flashed

athwart the heavens, with resplendent beauty; and this last is a nearer

comparison to the return of angels from the beyond. They come, not by

a fixed law at regular and appointed seasons but, many times, like the

meteor—unexpectedly. Is there not a law governing meteors ?—-every

extraordinary phenomena in nature? Can anything be accomplish.

ed with out some plan of procedure? Would not our occupations

prove useless if we labored with no plan or method, no purpose in view ?

And is the infinite and allwise, who hath fashoined all things so won

derfully less wise than ourselves? Do not all workings in nature reveal

to us law? Take the passage as a literal historical fact, as theology does

and you have proved, by your own words, that there is a law governing

the heavens and earth, and by this law, angels communicate with mor

tals; and taking the standpoint that it is an allegory, still. it does not de

tract from the great truth in the least, for all allegories are founded on

some natural phenomena. Had man never known of angels returning

to earth, how could he have knowledge of such beings? The 'question

might arise “But how can man have knowledge of a God, a'Supreme; be

ing ?” By the very existence of the natural world, from the grandest
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phenomena in nature down to the breathing of the minutest plant, from

the loud voice of thunder to the low murmuring of the tiny brook or the

sighing of the breeze, all things, proclaim to us there is a superior wisdom

to that of man, yet these do not proVe the existence of man beyond the

grave, satisfactorily. What can prove to our minds more forcibly the

grand immortality of the soul, than this return of angels to earth, and

even those who prove to us by some sign or token, that it is one who has

walked the earth with us? Why should it be condemned by those who

are endeavoring to teach that the soul or spirit lives forever? Rather

should you grasp the fact, which will reveal the grand sublimity of life,

never ending progression—that man possesses an ethereal nature which,

being eliminated from matter, rises and floats about through space as

readily as the down, from the thistle, floats away upon a gentle breeze.

Oh why! oh why, will man remain in darkness, when a beautiful sun

is flooding the world ? Why will men still continue to wrap about them

a cloak of self conceit, of slander, of villification darkening their own

souls, whilst this glad, free light pours down warm streams of life—

enough to gladden every heart, to wipe away the tears from all eyes, to

give joy to every hungry soul, and, practically speaking, to administer to

the physical wants of every human being, that there would be no more

the cry of the hungry, or those who are unprotected from the fierce blasts

of winter. , , .

Yes! the angels ate with Lot. Should one to-day say an angel had eat

en, the cry would again resound, “insanity, or the devil.” But the grand

flooding of light from the spiritual realm, which is now dawning, when

the loved ones throughout the length and breadth of our- land shall re

turn to us, from the everlasting summer land, come bearing beautiful

flowers from paradise, come with heavenly music, with loving messages,

a glorious halo of the heavenly light, come proving their idenity, as did

Jesus, by the nail prints in his hand,they will come and sit with us

at a'heavenly table, feed us with spiritual food, the bread of heaven

which is the bread of life. It is not a simple flowery expression of lan

guage which constitutes the beautiful message from the other realms.

It is the high and noble life purpose they teach us to carry out. It is the

nobility which swerves not at what the earth might term defeat. When

you conscientiously carry out convictions of right. you may never be de

feated in the fulfillment of the grand law. Seemingly you may to those

who are not spiritually discerned, but in the Marfect chain of true life,

your blossoms of self-sacrifice, of devotion to truth and purity, are spark
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ling with diamond-like drops of heavenly dew, in the sunlight of ever

lasting love.

IDA M. MERRILL.

_-—-_‘.p_--_-_

OUT IN THE OOLD.

Out in the darkness they wander,

A part of our holy fold;

Wh should we sit and ponder,

hen our brothers are in the cold.

Why should we fear to reach them,

By loving words and entle tone;

Wgy should we fear to ch them, -

e live not to self alone.

Tho’ ninety and nine, yet one more,

And our fold is incomplete!

Gather them on the shining shore,

Sure and safe is the retreat.

Oh, teach them the story once more,

That light is life and power,

Nature‘sings it o’er and o'er,

Its truth rests in each flower.

Oh, grandeur of light! 0h, glory!

Oh, beauty! in every form,

Has birth in thee. Ah! sweet story,

The sun dispels each dark storm.

We live, we breathe, we think, we love;

We hope, we trust, watch and wait

For the great ligh from climes above,

Which shall dispel all earth’s hate.

Yes! ninety and nine, but one is gone,

Into the darkness and cold,

Oh, bring him back e’er day has flown.

Back to the loving, tender fold.

How many a mother chants this strain,

How many a wife in tears!

Echoes the saddest of earth’s refrain,

My Hope cannot banish fears.

How many a father weeps o’er his child,

For out from the f ld, he’s gone

Out in the desert dar and wild,

One of my flock is alone.

Rejoice, rejoice! Oh, fainting one,

The Master is wise and good

He’ll follow with His mig ty sun, .

Feed them with heavenly food.
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Reclaim them ere the da has gone,

- Giving brightness, Oh. so grand,

Love’s circlet round them thrown,

. Upon truth’s rock to stand.

Oh, swell the song! a perfect fold,

The grandest eternity!

With not a child out in the cold, .

But all striving to be free.

Free from sin, free from pain,

Tear the coils 01f thy brother,

Place him on his feet again,

For we all “Love one another.”

_ Conn Conan.

W

HOME.

 

[The following beautiful poem, we take from the collection of poems,

entitled “Home” written by Jesse H. Butler, Esq., of Los Angeles, Cali

fornia, one of our contributors. This is only one of the many beautiful

thoughts contained in same. It breaths in its spirit the dawn of the era

of light—En]

There’s a voice in the breeze where the storm has passed by,

And it speaks to the soul in a murmuring sigh!

’Tis mingled with notes of the orphan’s sad moan

And the widow’s refrain hath atear and a groanl

There's a centuried oak, which the firebolt hath torn,

And his glory hath fled on the wings of the storm;

And the green fruit lies low ’neath the hurricane’s breath;

And beauty lies still in the stillness of death.

There’s a story of old that the tyrant hath writ;

And the raven and owl o’er the past a es flit;

And woman’s sad tear, and the patriot s blood,

Rise an incense, and call for the justice of God!

There’s an inner 1i ht shines in the spirit so deep,

Like the star that urns on while the lower wor d sleeps!

It shall never grow dim till the morning appears,

And fair justice looms forth in the fullness of years!

And the time hastens on, when love’s flowers shall bloom,

Like the spirit that smlles o’er the sepulchre’s gloom;

And all hearts shall be glad when the sunlight falls through,

With its outspreading heaven opened full on the view!

Then the nations shall rise, like the birds in the spring,

And the wide world shall chorus the son s that they sing!

Then Passion shall sleep in the silence 0 death,

And virtue shall breathe in the rose’s sweet breath!
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Then Beauty shall s arkle in every glad eye,

And each s irit shal feel that a brother is nigh;

Then the 1! e drops shall flow through each pulsating vein,

Like the music 0 love in its merriest strain! s

O! ’tis coming, ’tis coming! I hear the bells ring!

It comes like swift love on the carrier dove’s Wing!

The good time is coming, and soon we shall see

Its waves rolling on, like an infinite sea!

 

DIAMOND DUST.

“Live and learn,” we have been told, but let us live to learn. If we on

ly learn that which is forced upon us by circumstance, we do not prog

ress. But if we take our watchword learn, we may find at the close of

each day, we are wiser in some respect. If we have learned lessons of

the world’s crime and iniquity, mayhap, there has also come some lesson,

or some plan by which we may cast our mite against the evils.

There is beauty in life; there is joy in life; there is glory in life; there

is also sadness in life, sorrow in life, iniquity in life. We ask of the

winds, why is such the case ? We ask of the merry birds which greet us

this Spring morn; we ask of the Father the same question, and we hear

no reply. But when we gaze upon a darksome world at nightfall, and

see not the beauty, we say, “morning will reveal again every familiar

scene, and we conclude that by contrast the evil may have its mission;

we cannot as finite beings comprehend the infinitesimal workings of the

unseen agent. .

Is there a happy human being in the whole earth, perfectly happy, one

who has not a cloud upon his life’s horizon? We visit first the high

places, we sit down with emperors, kings and queens; we find it not

here; we find that wealth and state are the most cruel bondage of earth;

we find those in authority have not peace of mind scarce in sleep; we fol

low every grade of society down into the lowest, and perfect, unalloyed

happiness we do not find. But we may find contentment. It is more

generally found in middle classes, amongst those who have the wants of

life supplied, who are not striving to amass a fortune, dwarfing their

very souls in the attempt. The wealthiest and the poorest are the most

unhappy.

“Dare and do,” we have been told. Yes! when thou hast found the

right, dare to do it in the face of a frowning world. Dare to do it against

popular applause, and by your very daring, popular applause may turn

in thy favor. It may be seen that thy opinions were worthy of respect.
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THE SIGNS OF TEE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

This is the dawning of a new era; some can discern the signs, while

others declare there can be no change as humanity has been climbing

the ladder towards happiness or heaven, and they do not want a change.

Their minds are made up, and they do not wish to make any further in

quiry; they believe in a future state of existence, in a heaven and a hell.

Theother party who can see better through the glass, declare that the

ladders have been let down from the celestial spheres and the angels of

love are descending, clothed in robes of justice and mercy to suffering

humanity, to the poor unfortunate widows and orphans, murderers,

theives, and all those who transgress the law of their being—all who suf

fer from whatever cause will receive their gentle teachings and their

soothing influence will banish all sorrow, show them a better and love

lier way, take them up the burnished rounds of the ladder of progression.

The man who murders his brother for whatever cause sufiers a thou

sand pains more piercing than the ball that sent his brother across the

radiant river of life. He can always hear that piercing scream from the

widow and her orphan sons—such an awful calamity to befall them in a

moment, but with all their bitter grief, it will not compare With the suf

fering of the one who did the dastardly deed. He may see his brother

stand before him day and night, hear the scream from the wounded wife

until the agony is past enduring, and he passes on by his own hand to

meet him just the same—no death to blot out that awful picture—it may

be in vain to call on the rocks or hills to fall upon him and hide him

from the face of his brother. Should two more innocent ones he added to

the group of victims to cluster around, would it not be hell the most

awful.
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Spirits of men do not leave this lower sphere or remain forever the

same. Progression is life, all must move onward, although it may take

ages to remove the moral stains from the darkest characters, who would

be willing to hang that murderer after he had done himself such an in

jury, why not pity and not condemn the poor unfortunate mortal. When

a man who appears to our natural eyes pleasant, very good husband and

citizen, says “hang him, it would be better if more of the same kind were

hung,” you may judge from what sphere of development he draws his

inspiration. ‘

The time is drawing near when all deeds will be revealed—no dark

ness can hide them—this great power is flooding the world with light

and knowledge that will destroy all cruelty and oppression, cast it into

outer darkness, and the law of love will fill the world as the sun fills the

solar system with its glowing light.

The harvest is ready for the cycle, where are the laborers ‘? The Lord

of the harvest is sending his servants to gather, the fruits from the fields

of progression, but those who have had charge of the vineyard are cast

ing them out, and are determined to hold the fort against all opposition,

and when the son arises they may treat him as they did in former times,

crucify him, and-think by so doing they will secure the inheritance and

cultivate the fruits of humanity for their own benefit.

,.,‘ Mes. M. MERRICK.

—~~-+—~
/

r111. LIVES WITH SWEETNBSS.

Do not keep the alabaster boxes of your love and tenderness shut up

until your friends are dead. Fill their lives with sweetness. Speak ap

proving, cheering words while their ears can hear them and their hearts

be thrilled by them. The things you mean to say when they are gone,

say before they go. The flowers you would send to their coffins, send

them to brighten and sweeten their homes before they leave them. If

my friends have alabaster boxes laid away full of perfume of sympathy

and affection which they intendtobreak over my dead body, I would

rather that they would open them, that I may be refreshed and cheered

by them when I need them. I would rather have a bare cofiin without

a flower, and funeral without an eulogy, than a life without the sweet

ness of lOVe and sympathy. Let us learn to anoint our friends before

hand for their burial. Post mortem kindnesses do not cheer the burden

ed spirit. Flowers on the coffin cast n0 fragrance backward over the

weary days.— Yonkers Statesman.

 

\
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MARY.

(Written for A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT.)

 

[These lines were written after a communication from the sister of the

writer which ran, “Mary, your sister, Remember the old lane.”~En.]

The sweetest of names inscribed I see;

From the faraway shore it comes to me:

With the words,

“I remember the old Lane.”

Mary, my sister, I read thy name,

Written in thine own hand it came:

And you say,

“I remember the old Lane.”

0! what joy, what rapture untold;

Again thy beloved voice to behold,

And you still,

“Remember the old Lane."

On one side of the Lane dwelt m self and mother;

And you dear sister, at the end 0 the other~—

Sister, how well,

“I remember the old Lane.”

Mary, sister, thou art one; there is none

Left to me, I may cal my own,

Can with me.

Remember the old Lane.

Unlocked for, unthought of, the message come,

Remindin me of firesides and Home;

W on we dwelt

Beside the old Lane.

I traverse again as in da s of yore,

The flower-bound walls rom the homestead door;

d the path

We made in the old Lane.|

To the hand that rules, I humbly bow;

But the space that divides us, my sister now,

Is far greater

Than the remembered old Lane.

—PEARLIAN LAPLEB.

_. _,>._._____

Love, it has been said, descends more abundantly than it ascends.

The love of parents for children has always been far more powerful than

that of children for their parents; and who among the sons of men ever

loved God with a thousandth part of the love which God has manifested

to us ‘P—Marzford’s Magazine. / .1 I
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE snv ?

(CONTINUED)

The physician gravely shakes his head. He has examined the pulse of

the prostrate in'an, listened for the faint moving of ,the heart, and finds

that life is almost extinct. The lamp flickers but feebly; it is going out

—out into the unknown. ~

"Can anything be done doctor ‘1’” says Mrs. Harman. .

“No, Madam, he will be gone before a half hour. His internal inju

ries are so great there is not the shadow of a hope. We had better send

for his wife, immediately.”

“Poor thing! she has lived in expectation of a similar fate, for years.

Her condition cannot be worse with him gone, than it has been for- the

last three years. Such a pity! as good a soul as ever lived, was John

Lee, and it seemedto be his only fault, when he commenced life.”

Ben was summoned to go for his wife. The old man shuddered and

said:

“Lawd, bress me Missusl Ise ruther ye’d tell me to do anything else.

I jest thought de doctah could bring him to. Ise ruther go widout eatin

a week dan kerry de noose to pooh Miss. Lee.”

Mrs. Harman saw the old man was trembling with emotion and fear.

“Harry,” she calls, “will you not go for Mrs. Lee ? You can break the

news to her much easier than Ben, perhaps," and she motions to the

frightened negro.

“Yes,I shall go immediately. I know the place well,” and he was gone.

As he neared the miserable hovel where the once wealthy, beautiful

and accomplished Mrs. Lee now lived, his heart sank within him. He

was bearing news to ’a' broken-hearted woman which could not be much

worse than the living death she had witnessed for years in her husband.

He stood with his hand upon the gate irresolute; how could he break it

to her. I

A little boy with pale face and sad, brown eyes came to the door, and

ran back exclaiming, “Mama! a nice gemman is coming.”

A careworn woman appears in the doorway with an astonished expres

sion upon her countenance.

“Madam!” he says. “your husband is hurt.”

A more deathly pallor, a gasping for breath, she staggers, and is only
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able to support her trembling frame by clinging to the door panel. She

has lived‘these years in expectation of receiving such news, yet it came

like a shock, as does every sorrow, even if expected. She had suffered

death thousands of times, but Oh! this was terrible Hope had fled. She

knew full well how much his words conveyed. When she could speak,

she says: “He is dead '2”

“Not quite, but almost. He is at our place. I have brought this light

buggy for you, and you can be there in a few minutes; perhaps in time

to see his last moments.” ,* __4 * * * * * * * *

They stand around the byedyo'i' the dying man, the wife in agony as

deep, as though the noblest, truest husband was passing from her grasp,

and perhaps it was deeper; foruthrough it all she had loved him with

wifely devotion, still hoping and praying that there would be a change

for the better. Now she stood upon the brink of despair, every hope '

shattered, every blossom of her life blighted in this last, sad scene. The

little children she did not bring. She thought best they should wait un

til he was robed for his last resting place. ()h, the torture, the agony

which she endured; and hundreds have experienced .the same. all

through this demon drink. Our beautiful land is filled with the cries of

drunkard’s children, the agonizing prayer of his wife and the abject

misery of the drunkard, himself. Could we but smite the demon and

hurl him into outer darkness, that no more he might have power over

weak humanity! There is a faint shudder, he opens his eyes and they

rest upon the wife who has bent over him, anxiously looking for some

sign of recognition before his departure; he presses her hand in the last

struggle, gives her a look which seems to say, “my wife I know you,” a

long, earnest, sad look, and the eyes close never to open upon earth.

She had not shed a tear as yet, but now the pent up agony of her soul

seems to have sway. For months she had seemed to be in an apathy,

from which nothing could arouse her. She could not be comforted.

“Clint,” says Harry, “is not this warning enough for us '2 Let us profit

by the lesson. Oh! what a joy it would have been could there have been

a power which could have taken John Lee home a reformed man, to en

courage this broken-hearted woman, rather than to have been thus.”

“Harry, my resolve is made; from henceforth never to touch the in

toxicating beverage.”

“We had better have Mrs. Lee’s children brought here, Harry,” says

Mrs, Harman. “She is in no condition to attend to anything. I know it

is just as your mother would do if she were here.”
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“Certainly it is. 'I shall order a'cofiin whilst Ben goes back for the

children; he will not fear to go for them; I shall get the necessary

things at my own expense, as I know mother would do the same; never

theless I shall first go and see Mr. Kent.”

“I shall assist you Harry,” says Clint. “Allow me to go with you.”

A twenty minutes walk brings them into the presence of Mr. Kent.

He is somewhat startled at the pallor of each, and also at seeing Clint

who was chief clerk in the large firm of Reed 80 Co. They soon explain

to him the cause of their sadness, and Mr. Kent immediately begins to

co-operate with them. They proceed to ah “undertaker, and thence to

a clothier, and Mr. Kent says: WU“, 'h' -

“Boys, I shall go back with you." W‘her‘f’these matters were settled

he says, “Mr. Obert, how is it that you happen to be with Harry to-day?

Are you not still with Reed 8t Co. 5-” .

“As I have been very closely confined to business lately, I took a holi

day this afternoon, thinking a walk in the open air, spending the after

noon with my friend Harry, would be of benefit to me, but the 'scene has

quite unnerved me, although I hope it may prove a lesson to me. I have

not the brilliant prospects before me which they tell me that man had,

and I might, by following such a course, end my days the same”:

“Yes, my boys—I call you boys, as with a fatherly interest—let me

warn you against yielding to temptation, as you are starting upon life.

Now, in all the strength and vigor of earliest manhood, just verging in

to that state when your physical and mental powers will be strongest,

bend every energy of your natures in the right direction; you can in

this way become noble specimens of humanity, may become eminent and

great; not only in the world’s greatness, but in the hearts of humanity.

It would give me great grief to see Harry, who is like a son to me, start

in such a road.” _ 7

Their conversation is brought to a close as they have reached the

gate, and are met by little Willie with the three Lee children. Maud, a

lovely child of ten summers with eyes of heavenly hue, and golden hair

where gleams of sunlight dance. Estelle her sister is as unlike her as

though not a sister. Her eyes are black and mischievous, her jetty

hair curls in close rings over her head, and lastly the little boy Freddie,

with the sad brown eyes, whom Harry met.

“See! See!” says Willie, “I dot tomp’ny. Bin ditten fow’s.”

“Yes,” said Maud with lady-like dignity, “I told him we mus’n’t pull
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the flowers, we should only look at them; mama always says we should

not touch what belongs to some one else.”

“I ’ants em so bad,” says little Freddie, who is scarce the size of Willie.

“And you shall have them,” says Harry. “Poor-child! for once in your

life you shall be made happy. Come with me children,” and with danc

ing eyes they follow him to the garden. What a treat this was to them

all. A beautiful boquet is gathered and placed in the hand of each child,

and for once they are happy. They do not yet know that their father

lies still in the embrace of death. .

“How the eldest child does resemble Alice Kent,” says Clint.

“Very much, indeed! I presume their mother will place them in good

homes, if she can obtain them, and I have no doubt but Mr. Kent would

take one.”

“How well pleased mother would be to have one of them as company,

but their mother would feel sad to part,with them surely. If there could

be some way that she could be aided, that she need not. She has kept

them through difficulties, I presume sometime.”

“I know mother would say it was a shame; she always desired so much

to have Willie with us, as, you know, he is named for father, but she

would not have asked his mother to give him to us without she could

have been with him.”

“Will you have a minister,” says Mrs. Harman to Mrs. Lee the follow

ing morning, as her grief had somewhat subsided and they were making

arrangements for the interment of the body. She looked up with a troub
led expression, and says: I '

“Oh, no Ma’am! I could not. Just put him away quietly; I will try to

remember the happiest days of my life when we were first married. As

geod a husband as ever lived only when he was intoxicated.”

CORA CORAL.

Happiness is never entirely separated from unhappines. We cannot

conceive of a state of perfect, unalloyed bliss, where no shade of regret,

'r sorrow or trouble comes. Evil is perverted good, and consequently the

two can never be entirely divided one from the other. If we would en

joy eating we must feel hunger. If we would sleep well we must need

the renovating influence of slumber. If we would appreciate happiness,

we must know what it is to be unhappy; and so on through all the great

round of our joys and blisses. Not one unmixed with its opposite—Mrs.

E. D. Slenker,
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LETTER FROM MRS. TALBOTT.

Anxos, M0,, April 1st, 1881.

Mus. M. MERRICKZ—YOUI‘S of late date is before me, and I will answer

most surely, as I am very much pleased to get one ray of comfort from

any source on earth. I have read'your welcome letter with great inter

est, and have faith in those things of which you speak. There is some

mystery yet to come to light, and may God in his divine wisdom bring

those to justice and save my dear boys, for they are innocent of the

charge against them, and the All-Wise Ruler of us all knows they are

blamed for what they have never done—all for money—nothing else.

Kind lady, can you sympathize with me in this terrible trial? Are

you a mother; do you know the extent of a mother’s Lore for her chil

dren ? If so, you can pity me in this hour of sore affliction. I do beg

you to pray for the relcue of my dear sons; write to the Governor in

their behalf, and plead for their lives and they will be spared. I am.

glad to hear of some one feeling interested in them, for well do I know

they are not guilty of the most horrible crime on record—for I was an eye

witness to the scene, and was shot myself while lying on the bed at the

time my husband was shot, the ball passing through his body and cutting

a flesh wound on the left side of my right leg between the knee and ancle,

the scar of which I will carry to my grave. Do you think that any man’s

sons would shoot him and their mother lying on the bed, right back of

their father, and shoot her also ? The absurdity of that will show that

it was not the boys who did the crime. If the world only could see the

real cause, my dear children would be free. But a few enemies of

the family are working and the detectives are trying to get the reward,

and they are willing to wear the lives of these boys away for a few do!

lars, and if there is anything on this earth that will do them any good,

I wish for it from a pure heart, for I am sufllering all the sorrow that

any poor mother can suffer in this life.

Ladies, I may never meet you in this life, but bear in mind, I shall re

member you very kindly for the interest you have shown in my sorrow.

You shall have my prayers and well wishes through life. You say, the

real murderers will be discovered in time to save the boys. Pray for it.

You say it would give you much pleasure to receive an answer from me.

Well this is from me—this from the hand of the mother of the boys, and
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I am in harmony with you and yours. May God in his‘ divine wisdom,

work through you somemeans of saving those dear boys, for this life. of

mine is dreary and it will be more so if they are taken away from me.

There is no more for me to live for in this life, if they are gone. Oh,

kind friends, I could enfold you in my arms and tell you all, if I only

could, with a broken heart and sorrow that no tongue can express!

I close, hoping to hear from you again, I am respectfully yours.

- Mas. BELLE TALBUTT.

[The letter above is from the mother of the unfortunate boys in whose

behalf we appealed to the Governor of Missouri. '

Can any humane heart turn a deaf ear to the appeal of that stricken

and heart-broken mother ‘3 0h, friends everywhere! let your hearts go

out in sympathy to that mother! let every noble quality of your natures

come forth to the cause of right and justice! We find that as we were

impressed at first, there is a hope of their innocence being proved. The

angels tell us they are, and is it a strange thing that God should allow a

power which will prove the innocence of many who are martyred for the

guilty ? Is it astonishing that if we shall join together throughout the

world in a harmonious band for right and justice, that we shall see the

evil swept away and that justice shall prevail? Oh, good people and

Governor! listen to the appeal of this stricken mother. The angels say

they are innocent; We feel sure it is true. Oh, consider, if they- should 7

be executed, and then you should find they were not guilty. We say to

every mother in the land let your sympathies go out for that broken

hearted one; consider: Were I in her place ? Your very sympathy may

strike a chord which may vibrate on the wings of thought; until it

touches the hearts of those who are in authority. Every father, consid

er: Were I hurled into the unknown, and this, my widow and ‘ sons.

This is the chord which we desire to touch and we have an Eden

world.—ED.] ‘

The American Sentry is before us. It is an_eight~page weekly, devoted

to “Industrial interests, the diffusion of Truth, the establishment of jus

tice, and the preservation of a people’s government ;” is printed on good

paper, ciear type, and is filled with general news and miscellany; articles

upon various subjects. We want papers that will work in the interest

of the people and not in the behalf ofa few who may monopolize the ad

vantages of our glorious, free country. Published by D. A. Hopkins.

New York. One dollar per year.

0
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GREETING.

This now opens our semi-year. We hope to improve with the times;

we hope our readers will overlook all imperfections, and take the spirit

of the work into their hearts. We want reform; we want to have the

people of the world in harmony; we want your co-operation; we want

your aid in every way; the magazine cannot be sent out gratuitiously

entirely, for the waters must be kept moving; there must be a circula

tion of the finances also, to keep our bark from striking a sand bar. It

will wave its banner one year and by the aid of you dear patrons, as long

as we may find a field. Send us ideas of reform, expressions of thought

which may aid some darkened soul, and if you find a ray of light in these

pages, give the benefit of it to your brother, also. Send us news and

notes of any good move which may be in progress in your vicinity. All

efforts of reform give encouragement to those who have launched upon

the sea of reform. We want to see the beautiful truth, of angel commu

nication with men established, before the world, because it is a fact and

because there is a wise, a beneficeut, a holy and powerful purpose that it

is true. We see so grand an unfoldment of the wisdom of the over-ruling

Power as we begin to comprehend some of his laws. That the dear sis

ter or brother, relative or friend has gone out into space you all know

somewhere; you see the life has gone, and why is it not possible (that it

is at your side? You only want to know the law;of the Lord and you see

the beauty. Spirit is not matter—is invisible, subtle and ethereal; yet it

is substance; it is tangible, as powerful as matter, and tenfold more so,

as the air you breathe is more powerful than any planet. It is the mov

ing power—likewise spirit.

Now, if persons who are unbelievers in thespiritual philosophy would

only take this thought and ponder it well, they would be ready to know

the beauty and glory of Jehovah. Under the guidance of dear angels we

work. The name, A Fouu'rm 0F,LIGHT was given us by the spirit

realm as a name, and once we were requested to drop the “A,” but the

answer from the spirit land was: NoRone of the fountains only from

the great Fountain of all light—a tiny stream—there may and should be

thousands all over our land. It may be imperfect, but we are striving

to aid the angels that the light we may receive may not be obstructed

by many clouds. Please take this little organ as yours to benefit hu

manity. It is open to you that you may express your ideas and may

give to the world the benefit of any ray of light you have received.
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Dear readers accept our desires for your mutual improvement. The

world is starving for spiritual food, and the dear angels are holding the

food, but are rebuffed and thrust back by opposition. until they cannot

reach the hungry souls! 0h! let us all join in a harmonious band in the

cause of justice and right! Let us beseech those in power to cleanse and

purify the nation, and the special case, under consideration by a band

from the spirit realm—the Talbott boys. Dear friends, one and all, send

out your mite of silent influence, if you can do naught else. Oh! for those

two boys to be hung—and this mother pleading with us to aid her! It

is too terrible. Mercy, Love and Justice say, N0! Never! Dare to stand

for the right, and use your voice against an evil which is blighting our

lovely land.

In love to all who may read cur pages, YOUR EDITRESS.

P. S.—~Our Publisher will send you greeting in next issue.

THE new ERA or Women.

 

About a quarter of the Vermont Towns have elected women as super

intendent of schools. The Texas Legislature has decided that women

can hold any place under the government that they are capable of filling.

Keep right on gentlemen saying though, that they must not be allowed

the ballot, but before you awaken to the fact that the destiny of the race

is equality, women will be in quiet possession, of the controlling power

of the country, and you will wonder how it was accomplished. They

will write and tell you all about it after the earthquakes all subside, that

are on the programme for 1881—1882.— Western Light.

—~—-<Q>—~—VA 0

We take the following from the Brockfield Recorder, Ontario:

“ )onscience makes cowards of us all.” The following letter received

by Mr. Overell, enclosing $1 25, exemplifies the truth of the foregoing

quotation :—~The letter says, “If a soul sin and commit a trespass against

the Lord, and against his neighbor, he shall restore that which he has

taken, and shall add a fifth part thereto.” There was no signature to

the note, consequently Mr. Overell is ignorant of the person whose con

science has been relieved.

[This is repentance; that which causes a man to make recompense

for evil committed.-ED.] '

______4.>___-__

We send back numbers of this magazine to all who subscribe.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(cosrmmsn.) ‘

It is also said, that as the angels abode with Lot, during the night there

came men, and compassed the house, desiring they should be brought

out to them. The angels smote them with blindness, The following

morning they told Lot to take his family out of the city, as it was to be

destroyed. -

' Would not such an occurrence today thrill the world with consterna~

tion, if it was believed, as-readily as it is that this occurred many ages

ago ?

As the angels abode with Lot, they were disqui eted. is not such the

case in the present age? The angels pure and holy, who come 'to earth

with a heavenly halo, with banners ~ unfurled, whereon are inscribed

“Love, good will and peace”—are they not despitefully treated? The

flowers, which blossom in paradise, are showered upon us, in our path

way, are wr‘eathed in garlands for our adornment by loving hands.

Great and beautiful is the science of life which they would teach us. Is

it not for a wise and holy purpose, that they are. permitted to come? If

there be a wise and Supreme Power, and He is the Mighty Ruler, these

angels are permitted to return by Him, else never could they come.

Again, the diamond we perceive: These angels were so disqui‘eted,

they caused blindness to come upon the people.

Does not the very thought, of angels returning in this period, cause

persons who believe, too, that they have returned at some period of the

world’s history—to darken their spiritual vision, that the sunlight of

heavenly love, may not come in, That the grand beauty of the fadeless

clime may not be revealed to them; that the loving, tender message can

not be read; that the beauty of an immortality rests only as a myth or

legend, descending back to the dark ages for its foundation._ As your

earthly bodies near the spiritual clime, they decay and, a spiritual

land is desired by every sensible person. There is not one who would

have this life shut out entirely. Closing the eyes, we feel a drowsy sen

sation steal over us; we feel a relaxing of the muscles; we feel a

giving way of the vital force, which accompanies our waking thoughts;

we do not dread this hush—this quiet, for we know there is a possibility

of our awakening on the morrow. But let us consider: as this hush of
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our spirit is experienced, if there should be no arousing? Oh! we can

not desire thisl We want to feel the warm blood pulsating through our

veins again; we want to rejoice, and even mourn, rather than this ter

rible stillness, forever. It is not a happy state, for we cannot enjoy any

thing in an unconscious state. It is not the sleep of our natural body,

which gives us pleasure, but it is the refreshing, invigorating power,

which arises from this rest of the body—the rest of the muscles and of

the brain. Oh, it is sWeet to believe, and to know that we shall arise in

a new morning, a glad and joyous morning, and find that our life here '

is as a night of dreams, in comparison'to the grand, the free, the glorious

one, and as dreams reveal us something of our waking hours, the glimp

ses before are but as dreams. . If our life-work has been noble and ele

vating, we arise on this glad, resurrection morn, which is only another

state, refreshed, full of life and activity, in the great field which opens to

our view. Just as we arise here from a peaceful slumber. where sweet

dreams have accompanied our weary brain in its state of repose.

If our life has been low and groveling, searching after the treasure

which must perish with material things, then we awaken, in this resur

rection morn of life, depressed, heavy hearted, and are not ready to

“plume our souls and soar away on the wings of the morning.”

Ah! the beauty we find herein if we have taken the loving angels into

our arms—when they come through the difiiculties attending the law—

harmonize our souls, so that we fright them not away, and protect them

even though a fierce multitude would banish them, what a glorious ef

fulgence, from the grand central sun. floods our souls! What a beauti

ful message we receive from the fadeless fields! What pearly drops of

heavenly dew glisten in the perfect light! and, to practically speak, how

we are strengthened and encouraged to battle with the world and its

turmoils, its strifes and factions, its misery and woe. We cannot have

too much of the heavenly love.

Oh! if there were legions of these holy ones by our side, we would

only say: Fraises to the most High! praise to the highest archangelsl

praise to the love which knows no abating! praise to Thee oh Mighty

Ruler. Welcome! welcome! harbinger of light! Welcome! every gleam

which may gladden the hearts 'of' humanity, which may speak sweet

tones, and drive away the discords, the jangling of the harp which may

respond in perfect harmony.

Oh! can you not see the light which the dear ones of the other clime

are holding—unveiling to you the land of Mecca. IDA M. MERRILL
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AAND B.

  

arimns. J. v. A. KOONS.

 

A and B were handsome men

As you will find two out of ten;

They started up the hill of life

(Each had, of course, the prettiest wife)

With strong resolves to dare and do,

And still the heavenward path pursue.

And they were tender friends the while;

They met and parted with a smile;

Thelr little homes—a happy sight—

Were filled with gladncss, love, and light.

But he and every one could see

That A began to gain on B

In worldly goods. He wore the air

Of one who d reached the topmost stair.

A gilded coach and milk-white four

A prouder couple never bore

Than he and happy Mrs. A.

Both worshiped wealth and loved display,

But both forgot their books and songs,

And neither cared for others’ wrongs

When they had rights. All they could see

Was gold-—life’s crowning victory.

Their children stood as dummies stand—

Nonentities upon the land.

Their alace, with its marble front,

Look uninviting, cold, and blunt. .

A distance that could never “lend

Enchantment” to his old-time friend

Now separated A and B—

The one a slave, the other free.

The one, with all his hands could hold,

Still wanted more. The tale is told.

Forever hungry, pinched and cold

Is he whose only store is gold.

The other sat beneath the skies

That overshadowed paradise.

With happy heart and willing hands,

All happiness and health demands,

Had B acquired without the loss

Of life’s ure gold; the outward dross

Had in t e battle been consumed;

Where thorns had been the roses bloomed.

His cot was filled with love and light,

His sun by day, his star by night.

He wore upon his Kineg looks

The happy influence of his books.

Companion, teacher, father, friend,

His children found in him. ,To end

The story, ’ere it grows too long,

His daily life was full of song.

Inheritors of grace and wort

And born to win and rule the earth,

His children all their places took.
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Their names were in the angel’s book

Among the saviors of mankind.

’Tis doubly true that ‘géive is blind,

But once tis born it 11 ds no eye”—

Its instinct leads it to the sky.

When arents mold in heart and act

The 0 spring of love’s sweet compact,

Then shall we know, and not till then.

0f “peace on earth, good will to men.”

 

A TRUE CHRISTIAN WOMAN.

 

“BY THEIR FRUIT we SHALL KNOW THEM."

 

Without prejudice, with a mind free from religious creeds, with a heart

filled with love for humanity, with a giving hand to the poor and dis

tressed, she Works unceasingly, untiringly, and to the best of her ability

for the advancement of humanity and the upbuilding of Right against

wrong, which has ruled the land for countless ages, until crime stalks

abroad'at noonday, cruel murder shocks humanity, and oppression holds

the people in slavery.

Not understood by her enemies, misrepresented by the clergy, perse

cuted by people claiming to be followers of Jesus of Nazareth, still she

never wavers in her endeavors to do right—never falls in with the en

emy—but stands forth to the world a Reformer and a friend of Truth,

which alone can elevate the people into an atmosphere of intelligence

where they can govern themselves, cultivate good principles, sow seeds

of kindness. love, mercy, generosity, and happiness, until mankind is

lifted from -a strata of ignorance and crime into the marvelous

LIGHT of God which flows forever from a FOUNTAIN of Love.

Kind and encouraging to all whom she meets, she has made a lasting

impression on the minds of hundreds of people who will remember, hon

or, and glorify her name, long after her, enemies have faded away into

oblivion and dishonor—for, the good she has and is doing, will live for

ever—and be the means of scattering throughout the land ideas that will

form one mighty ocean of thought, which will sweep away the evils and

false doctrines of humanity, and establish in their place the true princi

ples of life, growth. and perfection.

With such a grand mission in view, with such a noble work to per

form, with such a great reform to accomplish, she needs the encourage

ment and aid of all humanitarians,—in the mighty work of establishing

on earth the Kingdom of Right—when wrong, with all its baneful

teachings, will cease to exist, and true happiness and peace dwell

throughout the world! More rmrm.

QUINCY, 111., April 10, 1881. W. A. Poem
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DIAMOND DUST.

 

A gentle ray of light is more beneficial, sometimes than the sun’s glare,

so a gentle tone may wield a power which a torrent of argument may '

not.

We are all Pilgrims in this lower clime; if we looked not for the better

how inconsistent would seem many of God’s plans.

Glad and joyous notes of harmony, we hear throughout nature; and

there might be a corresponding harmony in'the hearts of humanity, if

the key note was struck by master hands.

Like a glad stream of life from the everlasting fountain, is a happy

band of humanity. There might be much more of joy and less of sorrow,

if all knew that the secret of happiness is making others so.

Light and trifling 'words, thoughtlessly spoken, sometimes pierce

another’s heart, and we know it .uot. How curious is this sensitive

spirit within our physical frame! we cannot perfectly understand its

laws. The more we learn of its movings, the greater fleld opens to our

view, and greater mysteries are evolved.

We cannot be too noble; we cannot be too true to holy callings; we

cannot be too desirous of attaining perfection, but we can never reach

it; when we reach the point that we may say, we have gained the pin

nacle of perfection, and feel content, that moment, we lose the grandest

emotion of the soul, energy, aspiration and progression. It is this bat

tling with the trials of life which develops, leads us on and up into

heights of knowledge, revealing stores of wisdom. CORAC ORAL,

+_

This now closes our half year of the publication and we say to our

readers as early as possible in this last half of the year we expect to

have a cover and advertising sheet, which mav be removed if one wish

es to bind the numbers at close of year. We solicit adv’s.

--—<-0>_—

We do not wish Gen. Grant any harm, but the idea comes to us again

, and again, why should he receive a pension when there are orphans and

widows all throughout the land, who have not even necessaries of life ?

We do not require a. monarchy, or a nobility in a representative govern

ment. We do not need a few lords, and all the rest serfs. Presidents

who serve the people faith'fully discharge their duty, and bear a great

responsibility, and so does any honest man who serves his brother in

anyway. '
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

Search along the plane of time in the wide fields of progression, and

see who are the honest, faithful laborers. The first one who was asked

to work, said he would not, but after considering the matter over in his

mind, what a beautiful vineyard was prepared for him to labor} in: all

planted with choice vines securely fenced and a wine press built therein;

he said, “yes I will attend to that field, pluck out the Weeds of discontent,

the briers of cruelty, and thorns of injuitice, bind up the broken hearted,

pour in oil and wine of love and sympathy, influence the young tender

plants of goodness and mercy to blossom and bear their luxurious fruits,

that baskets filled with the same may be sent to Father. When the har

vest is ripe he will make a feast for the laborers, is now sending out in

vitations to the east, west, north, and south, from the four corners of the

earth saying: Everything is ready'; come to the marriage; four hundred

thousand at least are preparing wedding garments of purity, of right

ousness, justice, love and mercy. The invitation is to all the sons and

daughters of earth, pressing them to come to the great feast of the pass

over when the angel of darkness will pass over the world and take all

dark clouds of evil, roll them back, like a scroll from this beautiful

world of souls, and let the light from the. celestial spheres beam down ,

upon all humanity—all those who were not willing to labor in the vine

yard or sought other fields, and hired the laborers while they spent their

time in idleness, will not respond to the invitation.

Seeing that both high and low are invited, and the high Priests will

gather their fruits and have a feast with their Father by themselves

Work is divine, when properly understood, and instead of a curse it is
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one of the great blessings of life; without work there would be no life,

(Jesus said, my Father works and I work,) and there is no heaven with

out work. The industrious poor cry for work, more work,- and when

that blessing is allowed, the kingdom of heaven has come near unto

them—a happiness that idlers can never enjoy. Useful employment

brings sweet contentment to those who understand the true principles

of development, in this sphere of existence. One- ,who labors diligently

at whatever occupation he likes best, or if he understands himself, and

is willing to fulfill his destiny to the best of his ability, may be consid

ered a benefactor. Making needles, for instance, all one’s life—those

beautifully polished articles—toiling and studying how to improve

them unto perfectiwn—of how much more importance to the world of hu

manity is that patient, industrious man than the Emperor who declares

,wars and tyrannizes over his brother man, orders him on to the battle

field where his body may be torn to fragments, hiswife left to moan her

sad fate, all for what? A tyrant’s selfishness. _

Peter saw a vision—a great sheet, as it were-knit at the four corners,

and let dOWn from heaven, wherein were all manner of wild beasts,

which proved to him there was no distinction between Jew or Gentile,

King or beggar. The poor rag picker might draw his inspiration from a

high sphere of love to family and friends, be kind and sympathetic, pity

and forgive those who illtreated him, and when he passes over the river

of life, and meets with his kindred and friends, receives the crown of

good deeds of love to his neighbors and kindness to his enemies, he will be

ready to join the grand army of progression. The great Emperor passes

over the same river and in the same boat, but the lower lights were not

burning, and he lands on the unknown shore in darkness, is feeble, sick,

and sore from the crown of his head to the sole of his feet, is one putrefy

ing sore, he is lost in darkness that may take ages to bring the rays from

the spiritual sun to show him the way to the celestial spheres. but the

angels will come to him and heal his wounded soul; his mother or some

loving friend will help him up, guide his feeble steps, and with tender

ness wash away the dark stains. -

Mas. M. MERRICK.

I +___.

We send back numbers of this magazine to all who subscribe.
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THIB WORK TO BE DONE.

The work of reform that is now ready for the cycle in fields of the

world, waiting for laborers and the Lord of the harvest is sending in

every direction his agents to call up the men and women who have slum

bored so late that the night will come when no man can work, and the

opportunity will be lost to them. The sun is high in the heavens, and

the husbandmen is calling in a voice of thunder tones for the laborers to

commence clearing the fields of good grain, and preparing to burn the rub

bish that will enrich the soil, and plough and plant new seed in the re

generated fields of progression.

There is one grain of sand on the shore of time, rising upward by the

washing of the waves from the great sea of love to humanity, that is be

ing troden down by those who are strolling along the beach, regardless

ofthe pebble that is worn so bright and smooth by the washing of the

chrystal waters. They are so engaged with their mighty scheme of pro

gress in wealth. in pride and pomp, they do not see the little agate that

is struggling to keep up in the sunshine. One who can discern the signs

of the times, can see in this darkened, this Gem City, that is beclouded

with prejudice, the great need of love to one’s neighbor, expressed in

acts of justice and mercy to one who has possibly fallen among thieves.

When Jesus illustrated that principle of love to one’s neighbor, he did

not mention the man’s character that fell—only the good? samaritan; if

there are any such brothers and sisters in this region, will they join

hands with the Publicans or good Samaritans, come to Merrick Hall

and help to regenerate those who may assemble at that place. ’Tis the

sick that need a physician, and those who have the gift of healing will,

we trust, come as soon as sent for, as Peter did when Cornelius sent for

him, and remember the great sheet that was let down. We invite every

one who may wish to express their opinions on subjects of reform in its

various movements or religion—any expression that will tend to elevate

humanity. We shall establish meetings, similar to Quaker meetings,

and all can speak as the spirit moves them on all subjects pertaining to

moral and christian culture. MRs. M. MERRICK.

Japan is rapidly advancing in educational facilities. Hitherto preju

dice forbade women to engage in any but household labor, but now poor

but respectable classes are entering manufactories. School facilities for

them are increasing, and western habits of mind and body are gradually

usurping the woeful limitations of the Mikado’s Empire.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE sIN?

(oon'rrmnsnn

“Dear woman,” says Mrs. Harman, “I hope that the brightness of those

hours may come to you as gleams of light which may dispel much of the

later misery.”

“Oh,madam! this is my greatest anxiety. Where is his poor soul?

Must he suffer never-ending punishment for that which, it seemed im

possible for him to overcome. Oh, madam, it was not his own fault

that he was a drunkard. He acquired a taste for strong drink at his

father’s table. The sideboard always contained the choicest liquors,

and from childhood he was taught to participate. He was one of those

peculiar temperaments,that he could not resist the temptation after tlie

habit became fixed. How many times has he besought my forgiveness,

and promised never to make a beast of himself again! How many

times have I hoped that it would prove to be a real reformation, but,

alas! I learned tonot even hope. I will not say this either, for, even'

when it seemed impossible that he would ever be to me the husband of

my early wedded life, there was yet that spark of hope which we always

retain for those we love. 0b! is his soul lost-forever?"

“Dear womanl Let us leave it with a merciful Ruler; we are told He

doeth all things well. I feel this way about those things; that sin is a

transgression of the law, and the penalty must be paid, but must it be

forever? Not necessarily so. Your husband is in the care of the angels

of Paradise, and the Loving Father must certainly have as much love as

you may hold for your husband.” '

“Poor fellow! much as I suffered through his error, it was slight in

comparison to his own.” * * * * * * * * *

The funeral prooession moves slowly through the cemetery, now has

reached a remote corner. Under a large oak tree the grave is dug. The

attendants are few. The solemn stillness is only broken by the wail of

the mother, and the faint cry of the children at intervals until a robin in

the tree near by, strikes a few notes as a prelude, and then warbles as

merry a spring song as though death were not near, and all were merry

and joyous as he. The children immediately glance in the direction

from whence come the joyous notes. Even the mother listens; the song
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seems to fall upon her ear with a ring of hope, and. the harmony sinks

into her heart with healing balm. She thought, “Is it premonitory of

my husband’s release, perhaps the angels may aid him higher, far better

than I.”

How much we wonder, in regard _to the great unfathomable future!

We have, for ages, taken the speculations of our forefathers, which have

through antiquity come to be law, to our minds, if we do not reason.

But, Oh! we know very little of the great laws of life, of separation of

the spirit and body, as yet. This great law however is becoming the

theme of scientists and will be placed, in its proper place in the evolu

tion of nature. .

The sweet song is closed; the bird sweeps over their heads, flutters and

descends near to the open grave, rises and scars aloft. She says, "Sweet

bird, a ray of hope, you have brought me, I shall humbly pass under the

rod, leaving all with the loving, tender Father.” I

The solemn words, “‘earth to earth, dust to dust," are spoken, the clods

fall upon the colfin with a heavy thud, which sinks into the heart with

the ray of hope. -

’Tis ever thus—hope and despair walk side by side, a ray of light

and a darksome cloud, shifting and moving, and life it is called. Oh,

no! a simple preparation for a grand life. * * * * * *

“Alice, if it is fair, we shall go up the mountain next week.”

“Oh, that will be delightful! and Mrs. Ernest is going with us."

“Yes, we shall have a quiet day of it, as you say you prefer it.”

“Yes, I want to see everything that is to be seen this time. Your young

friends press so much kind attention upon me that it would be impossi

ble for me to do anything, but receive it, and thank them. And as it is

_ my first treat of the kind, I prefer to be all alone, just-with you and Mrs

Ernest, so that I may see what is to be seen. Harry has described it to

me. but this is not like standing really upon the side of a mountain,

high above treetops, and gazing down upon them. I am all impatience.”

“We will arise early and be there shortly after the sun arises. It is

perfectly grand to see the sun apparently coming up; and we shall spend

the whole day. There are flowers as beautiful as those of our fairy land,

and there is a lovely stream near the platform, that is the merriest,bright

est one you ever saw; it fairly sings; and here we may get some of those

beautiful brakes and ferns, such as Ihave pressed, which you. admire so

much.”
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“Eva Ernest! 1 do not wonder that you are so happy as well as rosy.

You have more to enjoy here than you can possibly find in the city, al

though some of the young ladies, who visit me, would take no pleasure in

it.”

“I have often thought so myself, Alice. I am peculiarly blessed, al

though mama and papa are gone; I often feel that they cannot be far;

that they are my guardian angels, and are accompanying me sometimes,

when alone in some favorite haunt. I do not miss them, as I know that

I shall grandmother. Then my quiet will be broken, and it seems to

me that mother and father will not be so near to me, when I must

leave these familiar places where they' spent their lives. I once read

‘Gates Ajar,’ and—

“Hace you read ‘Gates Ajar ’ Eva? l have too, and it seemed to me

that dream of the writers might be true. How delightful and grand to

think that the friends, who have gone before, might sweep down and

fan us with a breath from heaven, and bring us the perfume of heavenly

flowers."

“Yes, dear Alice, this has caused me to hope that dear papa and mama

are here. But our minister, old Father Ralston, told grandma she

ought not to allow me to read it, and fill my head with such nonsense.”

"What did your grandmother say ?"’

“She told him, if we believed our Bibles, we must believe that angels

did return to earth, and also that persons may have visions, as St. John

on the Isle of Patmos.”

“He said: ‘But that was given as a guide to live by, and we did not

need any more visions; that we must study the Holy word and live by

faith.’ ” '

“Grandma says: But, Bro. Balston; Faith is the substance of things

hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.’ If we obtain evidence, it

strengthens. You may take as an example: Here is Mr. Simmons, just

moved onto the Barker place; now he is a stranger to us all. Of course,

we shall all treat him well, in a neighborly, sort of a way, but we will be

watching to find out something about his character, before we have the

confidence in him we have in the old neighbors. We must know some

thing about him before we can have faith in him.”

“But, Sister ErnestI you do not want to take God’s word that way. It

is the law and gospel, and you must have implicit faith in it. Every

word that is revealed there, is true, and is enough without any dreams
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about heaven. It is my opinion the devil has a great deal to do with

some of these dreams. He is always trying to bring us into his king

dom.”

“But Bro. when those dreams or visions are so pure and elevating, and

coincide with those we read in the Bible, what right have we to believe

they are of the devil. Whatever is good, we must think, comes from a

pure source as we may judge the tree by its fruit. If one may have re

ceived a vision years ago, I can’t for the life of me, Bro., see why we can

not now.”

“Did he seem to think it would injure you to read the work?”

“Oh, yesl he said it unfitted me for real life to be reaching out after

the other world, that I must trust that all to the Lord. But, Alice, as I

told him: It is so grand whilst at my daily cares though light to be

reaching out to another world, thinking that there is a purpose for which

we live—not to simply sustain this body, to administer to its wants, and

lie down, when death comes with no more knowledge or hope than the

brute.” Q

“Just exactly as Aunt Fannie always talked, Eva. She said in every

trivial matter of life, we might see some grandeur, if we only read aright,

She would say girls, it is this very power which gives you growth; this

looking in, seeing the spirit which controls; I can tell just the amount

of spirit you have put into your lessons by the manner in which you re

cite. But Eva, here I am talking of Aunt Fannie, as usual. What con

clusion did your mifiister make in regard to ‘Gates Ajar ?”

“()h, he found grandma did not object, and it was useless for him to

say more.”

“Harry and I took more pleasure in talking of his father coming near

to us, than in any other way, whilst at school. Whilst the others were

amusing themselves, we would often be in some quiet place talking of

those things, and often it seemed to me I could feel a gentle sweep, as

though it might be an angel’s wing. How can any one think it is non

sense or wicked either? It seems to me perfectly beautiful that our

friends may see us and guard us.” CORA CORAL.

—-———<0>—~*~ ‘

At the last meeting of the Woman’s Club of Orange, the topic for dis~

cussion was George Eliot. Among the speakers were Mary F. Davis,

Rev. Phebe A. Hanaford, and Jennie June (lroly. Clubs similar to these

are being established in many towns and villages. which are education

al, soeial and reformatory or philanthropic. _
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MUSIO IN A CHILD UNDER SIX.

 

THE POWER TO READ NOTES WHICH LITTLE WHITMARK POSSESfiES.

A rather remarkable phenomenan in the way of youihful precocity is

developed in the’person of Frank Morris Whitmark, the little son of

Marcus Whitmark, of No. 402 West Fortieth street. Frank is a bright

little fellow with large twinkling eyes, a rather dark complexion, and

black hair. He will be six years of age July next. He is ,fond of ask

ing questions, and seems possessed of a wonderful power of compre

hension and a most remarkable memory. He has been to school only

three days in his life, and has not even mastered the alphabet. He

comes of a musical family, but no attempt has ever been made to teach

him a note of music. Notwithstanding this fact, the little fellow will

give the names of upward of 300 pieces of music, after once having seen

them, upon being shown a page of the notes. He stands by the side of

his 11 year old brother as the brother plays the piano, and turns the

music for him when the bottom of the page is reached, as correctly as a

Professor of music. The Times repqrter visited the residence of _ Mr.

Whitmark last evening and witnessed the child’s performances. Taking

a piece of music from the middle of a large pile on the piano, the report

er opened it in the center, turning the pages back so that the child could

not possibly see the illuminated cover, and thus gain a clue to the title

by this mean’s. A page of music was then shown Frank, who after

simply glancing at the notes piped out in his boyish voice, “Bocaccio

March.” His answer was correct, and he was equally correct in telling

the names of about 50 other pieces which were presented to him in the

same manner. They included all kinds of music, from operatic selec

tions to sentimental ballads and comic songs. The rapidity in which he

made his answers was astonishing. “Now turn some of the music up

side down,” said the father, “you will find that he will recognize it as

quickly as he has these.” Selecting the “Blue Danube Waltz,” the re-.

porter presented a page of the notes in an inverted position to the boy,

and his eye scarcely rested upon them before he told the title of the

piece. The experiment was repeated with about 20 selections, and in

every case the answer was rapid and correct. It is very' doubtful if

many professors of music could recognize a selection without running

over a few bars of music, but this 5 year old boy, who knows nothing of
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the art, and cannot tell one note from another, recognizes the notes be

longing to any piece he has once seen or heard played? instantaneously.

Although many persons have visited him since his power becameknown

nobody has as yet attempted satisfactorily to explain the intuitive know

ledge which he seems to possess—New York Times.

__._____<.>_—_

BANNER OF LIGHT.

The great Banner ofLig/ht that is waving over the world, floating in

distant lands,'filled with goodness and glad tidings to humanity, hear

ing messages of loving kindness to friends, both far and near sayin g, “It

is I, your darling child, or friend who desires to communicate with you,

through this center of spiritual power.” This door being generOusly

opened for/all, both high and low, saint or sinner. may come to the feast;

there is bread and wine for all. The Banner" has its standard raised up

on a solid foundation, and will stand the attacks of the enemy from

whatever quarter without a tremor; it waved its inscriptions in the
spirit realm before it floated on the breeze of earth, and the Light. it I

spreads over the darkness of men's minds, will float on forever. When

this bark of progress moves from its moorings and shapes its course for

its destinations, a wave of influence sweeps it onward in its heavenly

mission of peace and love to the twenty thousand men and women, who

are in unity with its divine influence; when they perceive the great head V

light, they know their friends have arrived from the meeting and brought

intelligence from the center ot Light as the rays disperse the darkness

in all directions.

Now who are all these twenty thousand people in the United States,

who are reading the Banner ofLight, some of them since the first issue?

Certainly they are not deranged or even one of them, nor are they had

people so far as our knowledge extends; they appear to stand on a level

with humanity in general, if not a trifle elevated. Why do Theologians,

scientists and philosophers look with derision at the great revelations of

law and order, that is bringing Light out of darkness to the human

mind? Why not investigate this great subject; they may flatter them

selves that they have learned all there is to know, but there are millions

of laws to be revealed to humanity yet; there is no end to law, and there

may be but one God. and one law; it would be of great importance to the

development of science in all its various branches, if those who have 1a
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bored so perceveriugly to discover matter in all its forms, and the laws

governing it, would turn their attention to the real cause of matter, and

the operation of spirit that culltl'OllS the same. Highly cultivated brains

may not be as impressive to the influx of thoughts or ideas as one that is

soft and tender or not worn ; a man who has been in college seven

years, his brain becomes seared or like a macadamised road, with deep

ruts, and spiritual influences cannot inspire such a brain with the same

case as one that has been less used.

The Indians Great Spirit sends angels down among the willows where

the wild flowers grow, and select one of nature’s aristocracy, and from

the fountain of love and mercy flows the pure stream.

Mus. M. MERRICK.

._____<»__

TO THE GOVERNOR OF MISSOURI.

Mos'r HONORABLE Sim-Again we petition to you for the release of

the Talbott boys. Their mother is pleading with us. Oh, spare their

lives We beseech of you, for when they are gone it is irrevocable. If

they may be found innocent, then it is too late for justice to be meted

out to them. Will you not do all that is in your power to release them.

Even if they are guilty, spare their lives; for you will be guilty of wil

ful murder, if you sanction the death of these two boys. Oh, think of

it! The command is, “Thou shalt not kill,” and it means, “thou shalt not

kill.” Give them their life, at the very least, if not their freedom. There

is a cry all over our lovely land—the blood of the innocent who are

slain for the guilty—sent out into eternity, many times, with the life

mission incomplete—is crying out to us for vengeance.

There is an appointed time for men to live, and by the transgression

of the law, he does not fulfill the earth mission, and if we wilfully trans

gress the law of our being hurl another into eternity, we have the res

ponsibility to bear.

If christians who to-day say, the murderer will go to the lowest re

gions of darkness, there to remain forever, if he dies in his sins, would _

consider: how can they knowingly put them there—transgress God’s law

and say we have done our duty. If you could but look at this subject in

the true light, Governor and people you would see there is a better way.

Reform the murderer as much as is possible.

But we shall not wander from the immediate subject—these two boys.
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Oh! for the sake of that poor heart-broken 'lnother, whose letter we pub

lished in our last issue, and who pleads with us so piteously to save her

sons, will 'you not release them? Oh, can She not be judge? This is the

law of God—forgiveness, lifting up, not casting down. Oh! ponder well

this and see if it is not a better way, to spare to that widowed mother

her children, for her life too is ruined, and blighted, by this double loss.

Justice and mercy will say yes! We feel, as we write, a faint hope. Yes!

a ray cf hope, which we think will become a star, that shall rise for the

redemption of those sons tothe mother. There is a power which in

spires us to plead for these strangers which ve [mow comes from above,

and is guided by innocence pleading for a requital and for freedom.

Could it be possible, (and if it were possible) that they committed the

murder? Oh, do not commit another one—a wilful one. A voice of

hope seems to say, you. will not. . IDA M. MERRILL.

P. S.—We give a few names of those who petition; our space will not

permit a full list :—Mr. and Mrs. Maertz, Dr. and Mrs. Durant, Miss Em

ma Thompsou, Mrs, Evans J'. Markle, Mrs. M. Merrick, Mrs. Eliga Kerr,

Miss Lou Maertz, Mrs. Merrill, Prof. A. W. Moreland, James Post,

W. E. Grantham, S. W. Rolle, W. A. Post, Editor Post.

+7

CELESTIAL FLOWERS.

BY H. R. YOUNG.

My soul is thrilled with blissful rapture,

Gazing from the celestial shore,

Watching flowers sweetly blooming

Ever more.

Now, the veil is rent assunder.

And long since have ceased to wonder,

That the lants are weak and tender,

On t e mundane shore.

Child of earth, be up and doing!

Life’s too short, to waste in brooding;

Don’t you see the tendrils drooping.

From your chamber doors.

Vile weeds like serpents—slowly creeping,

And their influence cold and blighting,

Hurl them from our precious treasures;

Ever more.

Then our garden will be blushing fair,

Nurtured with angelic care,

Teeming with truth and love and reason,

Ever more.
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A_ HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

‘ ' (CONTINUED.)

It is so beautiful a proof of the Great Father’s love for us, to know

that the dear ones may come and sympathize with us in sorrow as of old';

rejoice with us in joy, as in the days that are gone, when they stood by

our side in the vigor and beauty of manhood or womanhood, Or rested

upon stronger frames in old age, looked up to us from baby eyes, prattled

to us in ' childish words, or gazed upon us with the fond eyes of youth

ful hope and trust. '

i We find that, in the present, we have a comparison to the same spirit.

When one would entertain these angels of the Lord; they are often dis

quieted, by the inharmony, the iniquity and infamy of earth; the inhar

monizer—the opposers of God’s law—are darkened by spiritual blindness.

As in the history their eyes were darkened by the angels, we may find a

correspondence here: When the angel comes with a loving message,

and you throw your nature into a state of opposition—will not see

the beautiful truth, their eflt'ort instead of benefiting you, only enshrouds

you more in darkness; for you have obstinately taken your nature into

a dark cavern of prejudice, and indirectly the angels have caused the

spiritual blindness. Oh! let us take us light, and we shall not injure our

brother; we shall strive to benefit each other. As > the reaction always

sends back the bread which has been cast upon the waters, we find that

we are benefited ourselves; this is what these dear angels teach us: that

when we let our own souls go out for humanity, they are enriched; it is

the sweet old story: “More blessed to give than to receive;” for when

we give there is a stirring 0f the depths of the heart’s fountain, which

causes a moving channel. It is only by this moving that we have spirit

ual growth. '

As in nature where the waters do not move, stagnation is the result.

If the tree does not move—progress—there is no stature.

How beautiful it all is, that from the least phenomena of nature on to

the highest order of humanity—spirit existence—this law is the one

which controls all progression. The rich soils nurtures the roots of

vegetation, and sends forth the proper nourishment for each specie of

vegetation, the clouds give rain and dew, the streams retain it, and the
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sun’s powerful rays draw it back to the clouds, .thus moving, changing,

and nothing is lost. The more abundantly does each give, the greater

. the blessing.

Thus we learn a wise, a beautiful lesson. we give a loving word to

some weary heart, and immediately we feel a glad, little stream rise up

towards the great sun. We give an encouraging smile to some burden

ed one, anda flower springs up in our own pathway. We breathe its

fragrance, as we see the grateful expression upon the countenance ofthe

burdened one. We withhold the words of encouragement which trem
ble upon our lips, and like a sullen weight they fall back into our vown

hearts, as we see the sorrow of brother man which we might have light
ened. I .

The perfect development of the angel principle, relics upon the har

mony of humanity. When the loving ones come from celestial spheres,

tremble upon the portals of earth with the grand message of life, with

the glorious light of immortality, ablaze lighted from the altar of heaven

ly love; come unselfishly, and self-denyingly, because the glorious truth

which they may now fully comprehend, cannot be to them perfect, whilst

the loved ones left below pine in darkened caverns; they are thrust back

by cruel and oppressive'opposition. superstition, selfishness—the heaven

ly manna is not received. Oh! how beautiful! how grand the revela

tion. “It is not so much that we may come back to you. that this s the

fact"—they say to us—“hut, that we may incite you to high and noble

achievements, grander developments, truer lives, loftier aspirations, that

we may teach you that man may rise into a state of, angelic love, may

make his fellowman to rejoice, in a new light, revel in a heaven below,

live a life of majesty which scorns to do an ignoble deed, to trample the

weak and oppressed to crush down his brother thinking thereby to rise.”

N0! when you thrust down your brother in an earthly sense, he ascends

in a spiritual; and vice term, you descend.

This the law of spirit-equalization. All things must retain an equlib

rium and you making yourself positive in regard to an evil deed towards

your brother, and he negatively receiving the blow, his spirit rebounds-—

rises into a higher state, yours sinks by the force of the blow—establish

ing the equlibrium.

How wise are all thy plans, oh, Mighty King! How grand is thy beau

tiful world, thy tiny streams of earth, and tiny 'streams of heaven; thy

rays of solar light, thy rays cf celestial light, thy beauty is revealed to us
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in all things; there is light in darkness. There are ten legions of angels

at our side, although we stand alone upon the mountain top, or descend

unto the valley. ‘

IDA M. MERRILL.

_n_____,,_.__.

SPIRITUAL OUTLOOK.

In the R. P. Jcarnal, of Chicago, the Anniversary address of Spiritu

alism, delivered'by A. B. French, at Milan, Ohio, we have read with

much interest, and take some of the leading ideas, proving to us the

grand beauty of this'most wonderful science. and that is the science of

life. It is a part of life—this return of spirits to our earth-land, and it is

impossible for us to gains-av it, when we have discovered that it is one of

the greatest of the world.

In speaking of its birth he says, “It was born in the blazing noontide

of the nineteenth century. Over its cradle, star-eyed science kept her

first vigils.” Is it not true, that it came into existence in this age of

light where facts alone will satisfy the starving multitude, where truth

is the sword which shall cut right and left striking down the wall of su

perstition and prejudice? Again, “candid men and women cannot fail

to see, that it has already started on the shoreless sea of history a reac

tionary wave in the world’s skeptical thought, while its bitterest oppo

nents must confess it has taken many a. starving prodigal who was

perishing on the rotten husks of materialism, and led him with an an

gel’s hand, back to the rich banquet of spiritual realities.” He compares

a new religion toa child—likewise Spiritualism; and as the child be

comes matured his opinions are accepted, so With Spiritualism. It will

force its way and prove that which is good. Also this is the first cycle

in modern Spiritualism. The history of this cycle will he more interes

ting in the future, than it has been in the enactment. The phenomena

is only in its infancy. As do we'all who stand in this dawn of a new

era, look out into the dim future, with fear and trembling, wondering if

we shall have strength to reap the mighty harvest which has been sown

in tears, through opposition and prejudice which has taken the courage

of a Napoleon to encounter, he says “we see the mellow fruit and grain

smiling in the kisses of the, autumn sun, but do not know who shall reap:

others may reap the precious fruit from the seed which we have sown

through the stormy spring weather.” But let it he. Aye! let it be; this
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is our mission; We shall reap on the evergreen shores of time, a more

abndant harvest. It was not with hopes of a reward that many of us

came out into this knowledge; but it was because a great and mighty

power swayed us and we scarce hoped to see so great a harvest in our

day. In speaking of the church he says, “she has exposed her deformity."

Ah! there is something wrong, we all see it; there must be a more har

monious flow in religion. If all are striving to gain the same place, why

not come as brothers, clasp hands and say: What light have you found

which will help me on the road? And all place their tribute of light

upon the altar, thus making a grand flame. He speaks of the persecu

tions against reformers, by the Jesuits, and then of the beauty of the

nuns upon the battle field, wiping the tears from the eyes of the wound

ed, and binding up the wounds, and of Protestanism, her charities and

her colleges have more than balanced her deformities, her intolerance.

In speaking of Spiritualism says, “it must not only tear down' their

creeds of intolerance, but must be able to build.” Can we not build up

on a firm foundation—that of truth ‘P He asks the question, “where are

the builders ‘9" Shall we find them among that large class of Spiritual

ists, who, having gratified a selfish curiosity in these facts, now sit

down in glorious ease? Shall we find them among another large class

who only delight in beating their neighbor’s dead dog on an intolerant

church and priesthood ‘9 Can we hope to obtain them among a third

class who only desire phenomenalism? This class of men and women

enjoy eating a fallen apple, but have no interest in the law by which it

falls, or in the generous nature that has produced it.” It is true we

must reason and take the truth home to our hearts that this science is

to us only an aid to religion—an aid, whereby the mighty truth may

roll from shore to shore of our beautiful country. We ask the question,

why do they come? To form a mighty ocean of thought which shall

elevate mankind into a higher state. Again he says:' “This will be a

Universal and Spiritual religion.” With him we join hands in heart

felt sympathy. Yes! the heralds. from the heavenly shores have time

and again brought us the glad news that “Peace and good will to men”

shall be the theme; that the pure religion and undefiled shall come out

from the darkened caverns, and like a pure white dove, spread his wings

and flee from land to land, with the joyous tidings—a new era of light,

an era of purity, an era of reform, of progress, of Love. Which shall

sweep away the evil by kindness; and the great truth returning good

for evil will be found the only law.—-ED.]
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HEMORIAL. .

IN MEMORY OF MISS MELISSA HAYWORTH, WHO DIED, FEB. 7, 1881, AT

LONGTON. KANSAS.

 

“'RI'I‘TEN BY REQUEST ()F A FRIEND, A. W. MOREL'AND.

Gone to the summer land in her youth,

Gone from the friends who loved her well,

But, Oh! she has found the glorious truth,

More wonderful than tongue can tell. '

Her life now is grander, brighter, there

Than all the beauties of our land.

In and array, so wondrous fair,

er friends and kindred ’round her stand.

She scarce can behold the mighty light;

The glory does, most overpower

This wondrous day without a night;

What beauty in each perfect flower.

No death! no death! hear the angels sing!

No death, but happy, joyous life. .

Now with them too, her glad voice does ring;

She soars above earth’s care and strife.

But the friends of earth, she’s left below, _

Think you that she may them forget ?

Ah, no! her joy she would have to flow,

O'er each life, sweeping away regret.

She would send them a message of love,

From the ever een, sunny clime;

She would hold t e cord linking them above,

Telling them of a reunion time.

She’s waiting on that bri ht, peaceful shore;

Her barque is anchore near to earth.

The waves of heaven reach us evermore,

"He thus the greatest truth has birth.

Out from the shell the butterfly comes,

Free to rise orvdescend on the air,

So the spirit, in heavenly domes,

But rises and returns. Oh, beauty rare!

We cannot die. We always live;

We rise and leave the wornout shell.

Thus she’s gone, but a message does give;

The Father doeth all things well.

IDA M. MERRILL.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(OONTINUED.)

When this world of souls is renewed and invigorated with love, and

the kingdom of happiness has flowed over all the lands of earth, when

the desert blooms with roses, when the high places are brought low, and

the vallies are raised up, oppression and crime will cease. The resis

tance, of evil with evil, increases crime, and now is the time for human

ity to stand up firm for right and justice, before each other.

“Infant Indictment—Mamas, Maine, Jan. 8th.—The Grand Jury to

day brought in an indictment against Warren Longmore, of Penbroke,

for the murder of Freeman Wright; Longmore nine years old; Wright

but eight.” A Grand Jury indicting infants before a court for the crime

of murder. If women composed that Jury, is it possible they would take

the same course to bring about reform? Does any sane person think

trying infants, or hanging them will prevent other infants from com

mitting the same crime? Build asylums instead of court houses, and

try the criminals in them with tenderness, and pity as an invalid. Send

for an apostle that is filled with the Holy Ghost, to come and lay his

hands upon them, and cast out the devillor heal them. Form harmoni

ous circles around them, and by your sympathy, an influence will be

drawn, from the celestial spheres that will raise the fallen brother, re-_

store him to his friends, and by such loving treatment he will become a

useful member of the great family. All those who give a cup of water

to an afflicted one raises him or herself on another burnished round of the

ladder. When a shocking crime is committed, men allow themselves to

become excited, and instead of looking calmly on, the awful calamity

that has befallen their brother, they take upon themselves the same in
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fluence that caused the crime, and proceed to commit another, even worse

than the first. They intend to have revenge, so they take their brother

to the forest, put a rope around his neck, and hang him until he is dead,

then return to their homes, and go to rest from their labors, but, to their

astonishment, there is no rest. Can they feel happy after they have

sent their brother to the unknown shore, to read the panorama of his

misdeeds o’er and o'er again, and look upon his victim, face to face?

No the masked men, who took their unfortunate brother's life, can still

see his pallid face and trembling limbs, as they adjusted the .rope to

launch him into eternity, and they not sure that he was accountable for

the deed he did. Mothers think of the poor Talbott boys lying in that

lonesome jail for months, and who knows, but the angels, whether they

are guilty or not? They say, “not guiltv.”

Mns. M. MERRICK.

“+—

INHARMONY.

It is not right; we see the wrong, but we do not know how to right it!

How often is this the case in this life ? There is inharmony amongst

friends, who arenear and dear to each other, who would not injure each

other but, who would rather benefit each other. But there is a ripple of

life’s stream; a current which sweeps the helpless barques of our exis

tence, surging and struggling out upon the ocean. We cannot divine

the law which governs it, where it originated but we see the efiect. How

much of the tumultuous war of life’s storm is brought about in this

manner '9 '

There is a gentle breeze wafted from the mighty universe, and the har

monious waters now flow smoothly; the current brings together the sev

ered barques, and we wonder what ill-wind did the mischief. The va

rious barques tossed hither and thither upon the mighty deep, by union,

might have much more readily Withstood the storms.

Thus in the beautiful hope of reformation, of purification, of reviving

the Christ principle; our barques of progress should be united, our ban

ners of mercy and love, each bearing its peculiar inscription, should be

unfurled for the encouragement of each other.

We, who may, in this era of light, embark upon a troublous ocean

should join in songs of harmony, should do all that is in our power to

stem the storm of opposition, which would sweep our frail barques into

the unknown dcep.
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But thanks be to the Most High! the angels have established a grand

and mighty current which is pure, and he, who once launches in this

current, sails upon a sea which, tho’ it may have storms and tumults,

flows onto the great gateway of a glad, new life over the shining, instead

of darksome river. The misunderstandings are revealed in the clear

light which shines from the spiritual sun, and we find that the mighty

life-work, which we are to accomplish, is the grandest and most glorious.

It is to reach out after the storm-beaten mariner, the helpless and the

sinking one. The chain of heavenly love is sure and secure; the breezes

of celestial atmosphere will bear us up; the songs of triumph, from the

angel world, will buoy our fainting spirits, and harmony—sweet and

glorious harmony—reigns; a perfect fieetof ships, laden with the prec

ious cargo of humanity, saved from the beating storms of persecution,

oppression and tyranny.

We arereaching this era in the world’s history; that the light from

the Spiritual Sun will dispel the clouds, and each shall understand his

brother’s motives. . IDA’M. MERRILL.

_—.<.>_.__..

The time has gone by, says the London Court Journal, for actors ,to

be sneered at as “rogues and vagabonds.” Quite a number 0f_young gen

tlemen of good family, many of them members of the two universities,

now make the stage their profession. Their talents probably are not of

the very highest order, but they are, as a rule, of very good appearance,

deport themselves as gentlemen, dress well, and utter their lines without

showing "stage fright;” and very little more is required nowadays of the

youthful heroes of modern comedy. '

____<.,_______

The spiritual heaven is not a localized city, with orders of divinity as

gate keepers, but all persons carry around with them the heaven they

make. And Spiritualists must bear in mind that they are not a specially

favored class. We do not believe in the doctrine of election, but we do

belive in the principle of working out your own salvation—creating

your own heaven. If there is any advantage to be derived from knowl

edge, then they who know the way and do not follow, will find the path

ways to higher realms in spirit life strewn with thorns instead of flowers.

—T. Starr King, in Olive Branch.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

wrmrm’s THE sIN?

(oon'rmnnm

“Girls, come immediately, will you ?” calls Mrs. Ernest.

“Oh!” cri'es Eva, “grandma is sick. I know by Auntie’s voice.”

In a moment’s time Eva had bounded to her Aunt’s side. The grand

mother, who was troubled with asthma, was gasping for breath. Eva

had taken care of her through similar spells, and shortly had her breath

ing more freely.

“Alice, I now fear we shall not have our pleasure trip next week. I

am becoming so childish over grandma, I can scarce think of leaving

her. I wonder how you could go alone with Auntie.”

“Never mind, dear Eva, we will not talk of it now. I can wait.”

These words were spoken in a low tone, in the adjoming room, and

Mrs. Ernest coming in says:

“Eva, it would not surprise me. at any time, to have grandmother bid

us'farewell, you must be prepared for it." '

Much as it had been talked of, still the deathly pallor overspread Eva’s

face, at the thought, and as the bright tears glistened in her eyes she

could only say:

“Yes, dear Aunt, it is too true.” * * * * * * *- I

It is the lovely month of June. The air filled with fragrance, warm

and revivifying, for in this sequestered vale, June weather was exhila

rating, at the very time that in the heart of the distant cities, the sun

had begun to beam down, between brick walls, with a warning glare, re

minding one, that soon thetime, would be, when fierce heat was the all

-the expectation. And at such times a refreshing breeze is hailed with

joy

The roses blushed from every nook of the great yard; wherever one

might be placed, to overhang a stump of some forest tree, which had

been removed, or to clamber over some lifeless ones. All over the piazza

too they waved gracefully in the warm sun; pure white ones also were

interspersed and in the sideyard a few yellow ones. Says Eva:

“I do not like them, so well; they seem to spoil my collection. I ad

mire the white and the red ones, with the green foliage surrounding

them, and the delicate green grass below.”
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“Thanks to the Dispenser of all blessings, dear Eva! that I am here

this loveliest morning, I have ever beheld. Oh! if I could only retain

this lovely picture, in my mind forever. Our conservatory seems com

monplace, to me, in comparison to this. See that cluster upon the right

side ofthe piazza, was anything more perfect ?”

“Oh, Eva! you ought to be a poetess to have always lived in such a

place; you are fairly living poetry, breathing it, and drinking it from the

pure air; the notes of the merry songsters, and the music of the brooks,

the hum of insects, and the lowing of the cattle.”

“Oh,‘Alicel I could, never be dignified with the title; but I have some

times scribbled a few lines. I have written an acrostic upon your name

since you came, but do not know as you may like it.”

“Like it ? Why, dear Eva! as though I do not like everything that you

do. Have I ever, as yet, found fault with you, in any particular 2-”

“Why, no! you find fault. I do not think you ever found fault with

any me. But I was timid in showing you my simple language.”

“Oh, I should be pleased with it! Of course, we could not expect a

Longfellow, or a Tennyson of a simple country lass, as you call yourself.

Come, let me see the poem, for it will soon be time to start up the moun

tain. Why, dear Eva, to think of me being up before the sun, and I nev

er see it rise at home."

“This accounts for the rosy health, that is tinging your cheeks now.

Oh, I cannot think of your leaving us; I have learned to love your com

pany so much. I never have known what it was to have a companion

before.” '

. “New, Eva, like a dear, good girl, get me the poem. I am anxious to

see it.”

After a few moments she has returned from her room, and says:

“Here it is Alice. It is only a simple tribute of affection.”

A VIOLET—BIMPLICITY.

A modest flower—a violet,

Let me name on my dear friend.

In sweet simp icity—you reign

Crowned queen until life does end.

Even then may thy kingdom extend.

Keep the simple trophy I bring,

Ever in your pure, true heart,

New beauty with each coming spring,

This sweet token of thyself a part.

“Dear Eva, that is beautiful-the idea. It is precisely what I desire to

be, simple and modest, as you know. Oh, how I dread next winter with
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its fashionable role, which I am expected to carry out. How beautiful

these pressed violets! how perfectly they retain their shape I never saw

any done so well. Ah! I see how it is, there is my name. Taking the

first letter of each line it spells Alice Kent. Now if I might only com

pose one on your name—and you have a poetic name have you not? I

never noticed it before—Eva Ernest.” . 1‘

“You write prose, Alice, with ease; you may, perhaps, form a blank

verse." '

“I write prose. How do you know, Eva? I did not.”

“I judge by the beautiful letters, you wrote to cousin Harry and my

self; if you remember I was included in many of those epistles, and I

never read more beautiful sentiment.”

“Well, dear girl, if you like my simple sentiment, I shall make a great

effort to form something that will indicate my good intentions at least.”

“Here is Dan with the express, and, let me see if he has the lunch bas

ket, and the blankets for we must spread them, as grandma has cautioned

me, now about the hundredth time about talking cold.

Cons CORAL.

.-.____<,>____

As fine a test to prove an intelligence beyond, of familiar characteris

tics of friends, was given through the mediumship of Mrs. Williams last

Sunday evening. Her husband entranced her, and she laid down quietly

on the bed. He buried abouta year ago a very dear brother, both being

Healers and Clairvoyants, probably brought them in closer relationship.

The Dr. has had communications with his wife from the Spirit, but none

so convincing he says as at this entrancement. He requested aloud that

his brother would give some very positive test of his presence, to identi

fy himself. The medium said, he still carries his cane and you must

look out, he is going to strike the table, at that instant a loud knock was

heard on the table as heavy and loud as if by mortal hands. The won

derful proof was, that the table was a number of feet away from either,

and no visible hand near to make the sound. Dr. Williams said that

this one manifestation was enough to convice him of a truth in Spiritu

alism, because his brother always carried the cane and the knock on the

table away from any one, at the instant of the Clairvoyant saying that it

would be produced, fulfilled the utterance—Western Light.

.___._.,_____

We send back numbers of this magazine to all who subscribe.
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OORRESPONDENOE.

ST. LOUIS, Mo, April 20th, 1881.

Enrranss A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT—“First know you are right, then

go ahead,” has been my motto through all my life—though it has many

times caused me much trOuble and losses. In order to know how to do

right, I had to investigate—“try all things and hold fast to that which is

good.” I also find that each day of my life brings with it a new experi

ence, and know that not any thing comes by chance, but that everything

is designed—as there can be no effect without a cause, and cause must

have an origin, be it good or evil. ,

I find that I am a child of destiny, though compelled to work out my

own salvation (it may be,) with “fear and trembling.” '

Many times have I tried to fight against fate, and to hold up my an

cestral pride, but I am to-day simply what 1 am—an instrument in the

hands of unseen forces, by whom I have been guarded, protected, and lead

from my cradle to present old age, and I believe “it is God Almighty who

worketh in me, to will and to do of his, (her or its,) own good pleasure.”

I have been over a vast portion of this world, which I now see was a for

wise purpose. I have just returned from the borders of Mexico, Texas,

etc.. and where my life was once placed in jeodardy. I was in hopes that

now I could continue to remain at home in the bosom of my quiet fami

ly, but I find this cannot be. I must take my staff and travel in the field

of reform, Lecture, “preach the gospel, heal the sick, cast out devils, and

do many other mighty works,” within my given circle. I am therefore

compelled to say that Dr. R. D. Goodwin, the sympathetic, cleansing and

impressional physician will be ready from date to receive calls from

within aradius. of 300 miles, to lecture on any or all progressive sub

jects, to heal the sick by his well-known magnetic powers—electricity

or medical skill, will hold circles, form societies, and solemnize marri

ages according to law—where so requested. I am determined to do all

the good I can during the balance of my days, regardless of consequences.

All letters addressed to R. D. Goodwin, M. D., St. Louis, Mo., will be

promptly answered. All progressive papers, please copy.

.
___‘.’_______~

The women of Minnesota, in their endeavor to secure the right to vote

on the temperance question, are backed by Bishop Foster of the Metho

dist and Bishop Wipple of the Episcopal Church. The world moves.
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EASTER
 

The cathedrals are decorated with choice flowers, the mind is carried

back to that time eighteen hundred years ago, when they found the se

pulchre open, and the angels at the door telling them 4 they would find

Jesus in Galilee.

Yes, let us have beautiful Easter flowers, the lillies of the valley.

These beautiful emblems lift the soul higher; they are types ‘ of all the

beautiful traits of character. They teach us to have the angelic quali

ties of Jesus of Nazareth—the flowers of truth, love and mercy—~is bet

ter than' to have royal robes, purple and linen.

- Yes! the news heralded on that Easter morn “The Lord

is risen, hasbeen heralded for ages since. Not that it was he alone

might triumph over the grave, but that all might do so for many of the

saints also arose. They made themselves visible. Jesus came in a ma

terialized body, not in the old flesh, for he passed into the room where

doors and windows were closed, proving that it was spirit. As the mind

cannot conceive of the heights and depths of the Almighty, we can scarce

comprehend this wonderful truth.

But is it only this fact which will prove to us the immortality of the

soul? No the news comes from the four corners of the earth. “The

Lord hss risen,” my friends have come to me from across the glistening

river of death, come in the halo of light of an early Easter morn; the

stars of night have scarce gone out, but here and there one twinkles;

come with a silent sweep, sometimes, swept onward by the current; and

again we hear the click of the oar; as others have rowed against the cur

rent of opposition, to bear us the news—the blessed news—“an immortal

life awaits thee.” We hear them whisper the sWeet tones of love on this

Easter day, we breathe the perfume of the heavenly flowers with which

they come laden, and We hear the words, a glad, continuos Easter is

dawning. IDA M. MERRILL.

nq____.,____ .

Rev. Edward Judson, son of the self-sacrificing missonary to Burma ,

has shown much of his fathers spirit. He has resigned a comfortable

parstorate to work among the neglected people of New York. [This is

a call to the ministry, when a man accepts a position, where he may do

the most good in preference to the largest salary we have some faith in

the call. True the laborer is worthy of this hire, but it is not necessary

that he should live in ease as a worker in the vineyard(?) whilst the
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vineyard is really overgrown with weeds and rank growth. The world

is the field, and reform is the pruning hook; evil, the weeeds and ignor

ance the rank grthh. Place your hand to the plow of progression, take

the pruning hook of- reform, and the cords of love to bind up the way

ward branches, and you have received a call from heaven which is an

swered as a spiritual Father, an angel world desires. You see the desert

waste to blossom: you see the pale emaciated countenance of distress

transformed to a joyous one; you see the beastly countenance radiant

with a new light—the light of the knowledge, of truth—En] ‘

-l  

ORGANIZED FOR A STRIKE.

CH'IOA'GO, April 20.—-One of the biggest strikes that has ever occurred

in the country will only be prevented by the timely action of the mana

gers of the railroads centering here. The freight house hands of all the

roads in the city have been quietly organizing for a week or so, and have

prepared a petition asking for a general advance of 20 per cent in their

wages and giving the companies until next Thursday at noon to make

up their minds. Over 1,000 names are signed to the petition, and every

one 'of them are pledged to quit work at once if the demand is

not ~ complied with. The impression prevails that the compan

ies will accede rather than have their business delayed, as this is the bus

iest time of the year,,and the slightest stoppage would cause a blockade

on the lines and greatly interfere with the business of the city. The

wages of these men were reduced three or four times during the dull

times, and they have never gone back to the old rates.

[This is but a sample of the cries that we hear from the utmost bounds

of our beautiful country. A nation was established where tyranny

should not reign, but now in the very precincts of liberty( ?) the cruel op

presssion and bondage of the laboring classes sends up a wail, which

' mingles not with the incense of christianity—prayers—in harmony. How

singl‘ar that those in the power seldom say to those who are laboring

under them: My income is increasing, and I must advance to you a

tithe but as in the case under consideration, reduction in dull times

usually remains so, unless some such measure are taken by the oppres

sed. -

When man becomes convinced of the true idea of life, he will see that

his spiritual nature requires a stimulus, as well as the physical, and will
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find it is only received by bestowing human kindness, by doing as he

would be done by.—En.]

____<.._—

He attended a meeting where an attempt was being made to lift the

debt of the church. After a great deal of earnest exhortation to giveihe

began to get mildly excited over the matter, and when the minister de

clared that every one who gave would find that the Lord would pay him

back a hundred fold he concluded to close with the bargain, and at once

subscribed a handsome sum. “And,” said he, some weeks afterward,

“the scripture promise is financially a good one, for since I gave that

money to the church a man came into my otiice and paid up a large debt

which I had long since given up as lost. Yes, the promise is a good one,

but”—-and here he hesitated for a few moments—“but I tell you what it

is, I don’t think I dare trust it a second time.”

[He walked dowrfan unfrequented street—unfrequented by the fash

ionable class; a wretched abode was his destination; a suffering family

looked up to him with hungry eyes: he carried with him the word of God

~heavenly inspiration. He shed a tear of sympathy, but that, alone,

would not relieve the want; he spoke words of encouragement, of cheer;

this alone was not the healing balm. He practically relieved the want;

he spread a table for that tarnishing family; he says to the haggard man

whohad searched for employment in vain: Come I Will give you em

ploy, your family shall not suifer in the meantime.

Some weeks after he visited the same family; happy, rosy children met

him with shouts of joy; the pale mother, with less of care, lifted her

thankful face to his with a smile; the Words of gratitude rose to her lips,

but the full heart could not express it. A- fiood of grateful tears reliev

ed the heart, and the words found utterance: “0h sir, inasmuch as ye

have done it to the least of these.” And we are surely least.

He says, yes! the scripture promise is spiritually a good one, and I am '

neither in want, yet there is a sweet peace within my heart, as I co‘tem

plate the fruit of my small investment. That which was to me a trifle,

has made the life of a whole family happy; there is a free, joyous atmos

phere surrounds me, which an increase of finances could not supplant.

The scripture promise is sure, and I will dare to trust it. I have found

a temple grander than any cathedral, and it is within human hearts,”—

En]
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RIOHARD BBII.

_ This poem was written by Richard Relf the night previous to his com

mitting suicide in San Francisco. A genius with no power to stem the

tide of misfortune. '

“De mortuis nil nisi bonum." When

For me the end has come and I am dead,

And little voluble chatterin daws of men

Peek at me curiously, let i then be said,

B some one brave enough to tell the truth,

ere lies a great soul killed by cruel wrong,

Down all the balmy days of his fresh youth,

To his bleak, desolate noon, with sword and song.

And speech that rushed up hotly from the heart,

He wrought for liberty; till his own wound,

(He had been stabbed), concealed with painful art.

Throu h wasting years, mastered him and he swooned,

And san there where you see him lying now,

With that word “Failure” written on his brow.

But say that he succeeded. If he missed,

World’s honors and world’s plaudits and the wage,

Of the world’s deft lacqueys, still his lips were kissed

Daily by those high an els who assuage

The thirstings of the pee s—for he was,

Born unto singing—and a burden lay,

Mi htily on him, and he mourned because

6 could not rightly utter to this dag,

What God taught in the night. Some imes, nathless,

Power fell upon him, and bright tongues of flame,

And blessin s reached him from poor souls in stress;

And bene ictions from black pits of shame; ,

And little children’s love, and old men’s prayers;

And a Great Hand that led him unawares.

So he died rich. And it' his eyes were blurred,

With thick films—silence! he is in his grave, '

Greatly) he suffered; greatly, too, he erred.

Yet roke his heart in tryin to be brave. .

Nor did he wait till Freedom ad become,

The popular shibboleth of courtier’s lips;

But smote for her when God himself seemed dumb,

And all His archin skies were in eclipse.

He was a weary; but e fought his fight,

And stood for simple manhood; and was joyed

To see the august broadening of the light, '

And new earths heaving heavenward from the void.

He loved his fellows, and their love was sweet—

Plant daisies at his head and his feet.— Western Light.

__ __‘.>______

Mrs. Garfield, Mrs. Blaine and Mrs. Windom were school teachers, and

so were their husbands.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLIOAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

THE DOOMED CITY.

Lot with his family are safe.

The city is doomed to destruction.

The mighty scene so terrible, dark,

Too dreadful for description.

In fearful flames and sulphur smoke,

As though ’twere some region infernal,

The piteous wails of dyin men,

Pierce not the heart of t e Eternal.

Sinful man again must pay,

The penalty of rebellious life;

The flames leap high, reaching unto heaven;

But Jehovah glories( ?) in this strife.

Oh Mighty Power! 1 Father of love!

Is it thus thy children look on Thee?

As one who delights in torments dire;

Rather than light, love and liberty.

The law of nature brings the storms,

The Father delights not in woe:

His realm is clear, is filled with light;

What matters the journey below.

But sin is vile! and brings its own.l

The wound upon the spirit is;

Oh! see you not the likeness here?

It robs man of all joy or bliss.

- As the doomed city was all for sin,

A penalty attends each transgression;

It is the law, and not the wrath; -

Sin retards a high progression.

As we read we find Sodom and Gomorrah were destroyed, by fire' and

brimstone, after Lot and his family were safe outside the walls. May

we not here find a 1aw——a diamond.

Every transgression against our physical nature is attended by suf

fering. Every pain or ache is the attendant evil of some violation of

natures perfect law; not always with the individual direct, but after

some hereditary malformation, and likewise in spiritual.

Here we may find a foundation for the superstitious belief of Adamic

sin. It really has a f oundation. It is the wise intention to have man a
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perfect being. The prototype or the model, in the spiritual world is per

fect. But man in his aggressions, has fallen below the ideal; he

does not in any instance resemble the perfect pattern. If we had no

other proof than this: We shall take for instance, an honest seeker af

ter truth, an earnest thinker, an aspirant to something higher and nobler

than he has ever yet realized, and you will find, he has formed, for him

self, an ideal of a perfect manhood, which he has never, as yet, been able '

to reach. The model is perfect, but the work imperfect; there is a con

tinual polishing, aremoving of flaws, and still it _does not reach the

high, aesthetic beauty of this prototype. Another,and another one may be

bewn in the marble of life, polished and perfected, still our ideal is scarce

attained. But in all this time, this laboring, and this anxiously looking

for flaws, patiently polishing, have we lost? No! each time, we ' see an

improvement, although not satisfied entirely with the result. Were we

so to be, there would come a languor, retrogression, for we find, that the

knowledge and the skill which we gained yesterday, aid “us to-‘day.

Thus with all things: The woman, who carefully attends to her fam

ily to-day, carries forward the simple duties of life, moulding 'the char

acter of her little ones by love ,must follow the same routine 'to-morrow;

polishing and removing the flaws, still the work is imperfect. She has

formed in her mind the ideal into which she would mould the character

of this little one entrusted to her care; yet the close of each day finds

her not quite satisfied with the result.- Should she at the close of a day

say: No more will I train the feet in the right path it seems that I have

labored enough; my instructions have been sufficient—like a garden left

to grow rank with weeds become those childish minds. The past labors

are unavailing, and retrogression is the result. A fall if not a rise.

But let us take the theorem; the mother at the close of some weary

day sits down, with hands folded, uses not the active brain in directing

the various paths of her housohold; the children receive not the accus

tomed care; there is no order, but all is chaos: what is the result? There

is a falling away from the regular habits, the lessons throvv'n aside;

through idleness much is forgotten. We will suppose that after some

time—probably a year—this mother should suddenly realize the state of

affairs, and immediately institute a reform. Can she, in one day’s time,

remedy the evil which has been accruing in the year past? Every sensi

ble person says: No, certainly not. Force of habit cannot be broken

instantaneously. The polishing, the removing flaws will now be attend
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ed with greater difiiculty, than at first; the penalty must be paid for this

retrogression. It cannot be done in a moment. As, were an engineer to

throw on all the force of his engine, he would soon send the occupants

of the car into an eternity; a reeking wreck would be the result.

Now the evil which has accrued to that family by this torpor can be

overcome, only by patience, by forbearance, by earnest endeavor and the

most strenuous efiorts. Thus we shall find the Adamic sin. Can man

suppose that it was the work of a moment, the simple eating of an apple.

Yet we may here see the similitude. It is upon the first transgression

that the repitition depends. The children of this family we shall look in

upon, the morning after the mother’s decision. They stare at each other

in blank amazement. They attempt to perform their accustomed du

ties, but the guiding star is gone, the motor is not there. The father at

tempts to direct, but duties call him elsewhere; the little ones are left to

roam at will. The next morning they arise with not so much wonder

ment and when. it becomes established, that they are, hereafter free to

roam at will, then the habits of idleness and ignorance become flxed,and

they cease to observe the mother’s delinquency.

Thus with one who-may form a pernicious habit. There is ' the sting

of conscience at the first committal; at the second it is not so great, and

after a continuous habit, perhaps, the still, \small voice does not whisper.

“Do not commit it.” Yes, it whispers but the voice does not come for the

aura which surrounds the nature is too dense, from the exhalations of in

iquity and vice. This continued through generations constitutes the fall

of man, as there can be but one, or the other in all things. Progression

or retrogression, good or evil, light or darkness. There may be the shad

ings, but these form retrogression. The obscuring of the sun, although

not accompanied by total darkness. causes its glory to be diminished.

Now we establish a truth. The fall of man can only be overcome by

progression, and we may call this a change of life, rather than a change

of heart. The heart may will to do the right, but the brain or movmg

faculties—the opposite may not carry into practice the intentions. This

has much to do with so-called conversion; we do not doubt its sincerity

as regards the “change of heart,” or rather desires, at the moment; but

there must be a deeper change; the forces of the nature must be gather

ed together; the great current of life, if it has been sweeping broadcast,

unrestrained, must be brought into a channel—a channel of usefulness,
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and then the progression is established. If wrong has been indulged in,

even a deviation from the Right, then we have the shading.

IDA MMERRILL.

LIFEAMONG THE ROSES.

 

 

BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

 

[Written for A FOUNTAIN or Liana-.1

A retty maiden in her pride

wel ’mong the blooming roses,

While love and beauty by her side

Scattered the fragrant posies.

No murmuring sounds of sorrow came

Within her native bower;

Each evening zephyr breathed her name

To every opening flower.

The little birdlets seemed to sin

The thoughts that danced wit in her;

And every morning seemed to bring

Hyperion for her limner.

But while the bees their honey sipt,

And sung their glad thanksgivmg,

And tearfu dew from blossoms dript

From grateful joy of living—

A wandering worth wind passed along

So rough and sharp and chilly,

Howling a discord to her song,

And nipped the gentle lilly.

No'sm was hers; no inward hell

Had scorched the loving s irit;

Its'beaut only flowers coul tell,

And on y birdlets sing it.

No change e'er came within her soul,

For like a bubblm fountain,

Sweet sunlight saw i waters roll

From life s unfathomed mountain.

And ere it reached the depths below

Where sin and sorrow gather,

It ceased its onward laug in flow,

And knew no wintry weat er.

Sa wise men of the cleric schools,

ere dwells our gentle maiden?

’Mid crowds of moanin knaves and fools,

Or in life’s love-lit ai en ?
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Are ye not oracles of God?

Have ye not learned his story?

Do ye not teach—his frown and rod

Are attributes of glory ?

Say heralds of the mighty word,

Shall all unchanged souls perish

Whom pardoned sin hath never stirred

- Nor pardoning blood doth cherish ?

Is it a sin to have no sin ?

A crime to need no pardom ?

Is heaven a place where are fenced in

And nourished as a garden—

Those flowers alone that blood could feedi

And cleanse from lust and passion?

While banished, all who did not need

Nourishment in such fashion?

Hail Reason, hail! bid manhood leap

Out from its centuried blindness;

With gladness rasp and ever keep

Judgment an sense and kindness.

And then the law of love shall come

Some day in all its beauty;

And take earth's sorrowing children home

In the sweet paths of duty.

And flowers shall blossom in the soul

From childhood’s smiling bowers,

Down through life’s duties; and control

Its fleeting, blessed hours—

Till gentle voices whisper low,

“Great joy to us is given‘

“Your duty being done below,

“To sing you home to heaven!”

-~~—<0>——~—_

Edith O. Gorman, the well-known lecturer, has visited our city, lectur

ing in the Opera House to a good audience, and on Sabbath evening at

the Vermont St. Baptist church. Many left, as they could not conven

iently obtain standing room. Her subject, “Convent Life." The thril

ling story of her death to the world, leaving all who were near and dear

to her, and her final escape, touched the heart of all who heard. She

spoke not malignantly of the Catholic church, but simply told the truth.

Showing the mistake in burying one’s self from the world, stiflling all

the aspirations of the nature. When Catholics, as others, see their mis

takes. we think they will institute a religion in harmony with the law

of God. Letting every heaven-born desire bud in beauty in the reforma

tion of the world rather than a simple burial from temptation, meet,

combat and triumph over Satan.
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ITHE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

WORSHIP.

Worship is not in temples of art;

’Tis not in gor eous array,

But is enthrone in the human heart,

And must be practiced every day.

’Tis in smallest acts of life,

That it is most truly portrayed,

And through scenes of earth’s sad strife,

The path of worship is made—IdaM. Merrill.

To worship is to act—do something—and there is just two acts to per

form, one good the other bad, and we all have the power to choose the

cause we prefer. All] human beings are temples for the living God or

good to manifest thoughts and ideas to each other, in order to make us

understand there is a life of love and beauty beyond our comprehension

at present. A life being expressed or good manifest in the flesh—a voice

saying through all the various scenes of nature and humanity: Behold

I am the Lord and there is none like me; I create good and evil you may

choose which you love best. The passions of mankind correspond with

wild beasts and domestic animals, such as Noah took into the ark, he had

built to save himself from the flood. It is recorded he took two of every

kind. male and female, in order to replenish the earth when the waters

should subside. . -

There are Noahs to-day, and they have taken the same load of beasts

and creeping things, that when the waters of oppression shall subside

they may be useful. The wild beasts represent the evil and the domestic,

ones gentle living principles; they are both necessary to the strength and

progress of humanity. We should build a wall around the temple of
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good iieeds, pf 10yin kindness toward our neighbor, and gather all our

good qualities into the inclosure, and be vigilant, and not let any beast

enter to disturb the peace and harmony of that quiet field. Creeping

things sometimes gnaw and fret until they make a breach and allow the

tiger to enter. and the result isshocking. All those good natured animals

hide and shrink away from the horrid scene; the beast shakes the temple

to its foundation, and enters the holy of holies and desecrates it, mounts

the altar and roars for vengeance and is determined to devour something.

When men and women learn to govern themselves we shall not need a

president or congress, we shall be a free people and worship in spirit and

truth by treating our brothers and sisters in a kind affectionate manner,

even those in whom the wild beasts have entered.

Mas. M. MERRICK.

—-——<0>-———~

CORRESPONDENCE .

 

- PIERCE CITY, April 17th, 1881.

A religion to be of permanent benefit to the race must be .based on

facts positive in order to guard against misconstruction and misunder

standing. This is the'duty of spirits, but has never as yet been accom

plished for the reason that the higher intelligences have been held back

by thev lower stratas of spirit life, and the mind of man has also been

warped and deluded from the same cause, so that he was not in condi

tion to meet the requirements which are necessary in order to receive

the higher truths. And, man has been left in a bewildered condition,

fearing to reject that which he has received, and at the same time his

soul revolts at the inconsistencies which present themselves in all that

he has received, purporting to be divine inspiration. He very naturally

weighs the matter in his own mind and is led to the conclusion that Di

vine inspiration should be beyond human criticism. And he is not to

blame because seeing such glowing discerpancies he rejects all. He sees

plainly that all are lacking in the esssential properties which are coher

ence and consistency. But through all past ages, when he receives

what he believes is a ray of truth. he has immediately gone to work and

erected a superstructure which he believes will stand the test of time.

But ere long a new ray comes streaming in which for a time dazzles and

bewilders him, but when he has had time to calmly survey the surround

ings he immediately goes to work and tears down the old, or such parts
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as do not comport with his reason and that which he has received later

and has continued in this course through countless ages. We have been

grieved to see him groping his way in the dark. Striving to live up to

his highest conceptions of truth, and always on the alert, never missing

an opportunity, but equally grasping everything which comes within

his reach, with the vain hope that he may find a permanent resting place.

We will not attempt to follow him through his chequered career, for it is

a subject with which you are familiar. * * * * * *

And it is only necessary to say that through the dark and dreary past

we have struggled to prepare him for a higher,v purer system. And

now we feel assured that his mind is sufficiently expanded, and he has

acquired sufficient knowledge of the laws of nature, to enable us by his

assistance and co-operation, to solve these abstruce metaphysical prob

lems, and strip them of all delusions and mystery, makingthem so plain

that “he who runs may read” and understand. Then you will in future

be able to properly classify all phenomena which may be presented. ‘

R. H. YOUNG.

I

~—-——-—<»-——-———

The lecture of Mrs. Henry, of Chicago, upon the subject, “What are

our boys and girls worth,” given at the First Babtist church of this city

is one which portrays the deep sincerity and piety of the lady and con

tains the most elevating advice to the young, showing, by illustration

that the standard of character cannot be placed too high; that purity is

the foundation of a noble llfe. We could not attempt to give a synopsis

of the lecture for her greatest power is in her sweet, persuasive voice

showing the deep pure spirit which gives the beautiful advice.

_____<..>_—

The following we take from a letter of Jesse H. Butler, of Los Angeles,

California:

“Go on with 3 our enterprise; I hope it may soon do so well that you

may enlarge; its words are pregnant with a chaste thought, and a kind

ness of tone that will do good, and only depend on falling on good soil, to

make them spring up into an advancing life of practical goodness, fit to

be transplanted a full blown flower into the dear eternity, “where the

heart sings forever, the song it learned in this valley of tears.” As I

read your thoughtful letter I thought—this is indeed a strange life, and

all we can do is to fill the full measure of duty, till the smiling death an

gel comes with our lost ones to take us to the changeless home.”
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A NEW YEAR’SISTORY.

wmsnn’s THE SIN ?

(CONTDTUEDJ

Mrs. Ernest appeared in the doorway with sundry parcels, and Alice

says:

“Mrs. Earnest, how grateful I feel to you for bringing me to this beau

tiful rural district. This is a perfect garden of Eden. Oh if I might

live hereforever. How may any one dislike the country—the grand old

woods which were God’s first temples, the lovely flowers, which breathe

to me of heaven, the dancing streams which sing the gladdest music,

and those birds which now seem to be rivaling each other in merry songs.

Lalmost envy Eva.” _ ‘

“Yes, dear child, you are right, man can never equal his Creator in

grandeur and beauty of workmanship, You have learned lessons, in

this sequestered vale, which are useful to you as any you have ever learn

ed. And your health has improved until your parents will scarce know

you. It will be food for thought in the years to come. A deep study of

nature, is as elevating and inspiring, many times, as the grandest exposi

tion of any subject, if you may only study deep enough; and I think you

have been able to find some of the depths of wisdom contained in this

quiet nook.”

Grandmother Ernest had recoved her usual health, and remarkable

good spirits. One of the neighbors had come to spend the day with her.

A'good-natured, old-fashioned creature was Betsy Herr, as the neighbors

all familiarly called her; she was a maiden lady, and the streaks of white

beamed through her jet black hair. ' -

“No, indeedl’” she says to Eva, “you needn’t be feard to trust grand

mother with me; you know she’s as safe as if she’s with Queen Eliza

beth. We’ll have a powerful geod time. I enjoy myself with gran’ma

Ernest better’n with Betsy Herr, and I think she’s mighty good compa

ny.” Strange, oddity was Betsy Herr—blunt in expression, but there was

never a night too cold or dark for her to respond to the call of some sick

neighbor, never a day too warm for her to stand at the bedside of one in

distress, and bathe the fevered brow, or fan the weary sufferer. She had

long ago, when the roses blossomed in her cheek, when her 'eye was

bright, her laugh merry and joyous, her step as light and free as the

fawns, had-her bit of r0mance'—-her hope-life.
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A young farmer lad who dwelt near by happened to have many er

rands at old Judge Herr’s. He often spent the summer twilight with

the family and Betsy, and they sometimes wandered down the great

grassy lawn or “pasture,” as they called it in those good, old colonial

times. And somehow, it happened one beautiful starry evening, when

the gentle zephyrs stirred the leaves, just enough to remind one there

was still life, for all else was silent, and almost solemn in the great still

ness, he told her what she already felt by that peculiar divination with

which nature has endowed the pure soul. It was no polished, and

dramatic story,but a simple country lad’s confession, coming from the

sincerity of his heart. And hers was no silly, trivial afiectation, but the

true self within her responded. The stars seemed, that night to Betsy,

to twinkle with her gladness, and the cool breath of evening fanned her

fevered cheeks with a kindly sympathy, as she sat and dreamed upon

the piazza, long after Carl Kriner had taken his departure. Although

she desired her parents to know her story, she felt she could not yet tell

them. She must keep her secret awhile, in her own heart. But the time

came when she must tell them. Sheknew full well they would approve

and feared not to tell them for this reason, but it was more pleasant to

selfishly enjoy her hopes for a time. Her father, good, old Judge .Herr,

who was as old fashioned in his language, as was Betsy now said:

“Well, child, you’ve yer fathers blessin on’t. It’s not a bit more’n I ex

pected. I haint forgotten the days, thank God when to me the hull fu

ture was a path of roses, and when I allus happened ’roun’ to Square

Neal’s in my extra time. Carl’s a boy, what’s got the old Kriner spunk

in him, and he’ll never stan ’roun’ an let the grass grow under his feet.”

And the dear old mother says: “Why, yes. honey, we’ll jest finish-the

blue an’ you’ll have six as good as in the country, fill the best bed, when

I pick the geese, an’ what with grandma’s chiny set, and your nag—ithe

finest in the country—and old Spot there’s not a gal in the country ’ill

have a better settin’ out.”

This was in the days, when this was the custom of the age; when it

was considered a girl’s duty to begin patchwork as soon as she could use

a needle, and first assist for the family and afterwards for the future of

herself.

The days rolled by and Carl made preparations for building a house

on the strip of land adjoining his father’s; the foundation had been

laid; Betsy had gone with him, and selected this spot on 9. gentle knoll
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where the forest trees were not so numerous, and where a pretty stream,

cool from the mountain, flowed on one side; she says:

“We can use the water from this; it is pure and better than a well,”

for in those days cisterns were rare.

One pleasant autumn morning Carl passed Judge Herr’s on his way

to the village. His young horses fairly danced over the road.

Betsy is in the yard, at the time, feeding the chickens. He waves his

hat to her, as he passes; she quickly draws her handkerchief from her

pocket, and waves it as long as he is in sight. Strange premonition, but

Betsy feels a cold shudder creeps over her, a stupor, and a deathly feel

ing at heart, for which she could not account. Her merry song is ceased,

and she can scarce summon energy to perform her accustomed duties.

Eyen her mother notices the change and questions her, as to the cause;

but she cannot explain it.

Carl has started from the village with his lumber. He is coming down

the steep hill just before you reach the Ernest place, and in this day,

grandfather Ernest was living, was in middle life, and Eva’s father

about the age of Carl; they were out mending fence, when they heard a

rush and a clattering of horses hoofs—a crash and the work was done.

In coming around the curve which lead down the second depressien, the

report of a shotgun in the neighboring woods startled the horses; they

making a lunge , and starting to run, instantaneously Carl was thrown

off his guard, and lost his firm grasp of the reins. As they reached the

valley, where the rocky stream flowed, the heavy wagon overturned, the

lumber completely covering Carl. Eva’s father, George Ernest almost

flew to his assistance, but alas! the fatal work was accomplished. A

bruised and mangled mass greeted him. The horses were caught by the

old gentleman, but “0h! not in time,” he says.

The news was gently broken to the parents and to Betsy, but alas! the

shock was like some fearful blast of lightning which strikes some ob

ject with deadly aim. She swooned and fell. For long weeks she lay

upon the brink of eternity, with brain fever, but she arose to be the min

ister of mercy to many weary pilgrims in life’s pathway; never did a

call fall on her ear unheeded. Patiently and grundly, she had fulfilled

her life-mission, and, to-day, we find her cheerily conversing with grand

mother Ernest, taking as much pleasure, in the thought that she Was

giving Eva a holiday, as though it were herself. These missions. of love

and mercy, were the medicine of her soul—her very food, and, the sweet
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loving spirit, expanding from within, shone out through her eyes and

lighted her plain face with a heavenly radiance. * * * *

They sit upon the great platform now, and eat their lunch; Alice has

exhausted her vocabularly of exclamations. She has gathered ferns and

bright pebbles, mosses and lichens, also fiowers.

“To think." she exclaims, “that we are hundreds of feet above your

home. How grand it does seem! But I really thought we sh0uld never

get here in all the windings of the road. Eva, here is where you found

your poetry. I'almost feel as though I mlght poetize.”

“Yes,” says Mrs. Ernest, “the great natural world is a grandipoem, and

each beautiful scene, in nature, is a part. There are the elevated and

the lofty imageries, as upon this mauntain top—all the grand and 'elo

quent thoughts of the nature are called forth. Then there are the shad

ows, caused by the clouds; the cool, breezy shades of the forest are the

quiet, soothing' ones; the gentle murmur of the brook are the requiems;

the rural districts, the pastorals, and so on throughout, the grand beauti

ful world, we may read the poetry of life." >

“Oh yes, Mrs. Ernest that is just it. Eva has dwelt here and breathed

this very air always, until she has but to transfer it to paper; and she

only has that which is a part of her. It is as Aunt Fannie always ex

plained to us, those things which we desire and love, become a part of

us, and if our desrres are only pure, we become great. I could always

understand her, but some of the girls could not.”

“Yes, Alice, this very spot to me, holds all that there is in life. I do

not desire to know more of the world, if it is as I have been told by our

new neighbors in many of the cities,murders and robberies almost every

night. We have never had a murder in this neighborhood during my

life-time. _ '

“Eva, my dear” says Mrs. Ernest. “It is sometimes better, that we

should know of the sin of the world; for all may have a mission in ele

vating some who are below them. It will probably be your lot to live in

a city, after awhile as grandma has already left you in my charge.” .,,.

“Yes, dear Auntie, where else would I go ? and whom could I. love

more, next to grandma.”

They enjoyed the grand beauty until the sun was sinking behind the

mountain, casting, dancing shadows by the reflections of various trees

and shrubs. - ' .

CORA~CORAL.
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[Written for A FOUNTAIN or Lunar]

PHILOSOPHY 0F SPIRITUALISH.

 

BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

Philosophy—~the knowledge of phenomena, as explained by, and re

solved into causes and reasons, powers and laws.—- Webster.

Spirit Philosophy. as defined by Allen Kardec . . . . . . . .“Every effect has

“a cause; every effect intelligent, has a cause intelligent, the power of

“the cause intelligent, is in proportion (Raison) to the grandeur of the ef

“feet.”

It is exceedingly gratifying to note the similarity between the defini

tions of philosophy by Webster, and of spirit philosophy by Kardec, the

great Frenchman, who by his association with the Savants, made spirit

ism so aggressive in the ranks of educated Frenchmen; and I think all

American spiritualists substantially endorse and adopt both Webster

and Kardec, thus leaving them and the rest of the world only under the

question of fools in spirit phenomena, and how strong we are fortified in

thefacts, may be inferred by referring to our grandest enemies—the Ad

ventists or Soul sleepers; who energetically and loudly proclaim in their

tents, and in their proclamation Brochures that we have the facts of

spirit intercourse beyond a doubt, which makes the heresy the more dan

gerous, and their only line of defence is that it is all of the Devil, and his

purpose through the ten millions of spiritualists of the United States, is

to destroy christianity; and secondly, if they can show it is all of the

Devil, they destroy the continuous immortality of the soul; and gain a

prima facia in favor of all souls sleeping until the Resurrection, when

the chosen are to rise, be reanimated, and reign with Christ forever on

the earth; while the wicked are to be resurrected, so as to be condemned

and burned up—annihilated forever.

Our philosophy embraces then physical and mental Law.

First physical law—the law of visible and tangible substances; this

law is evident and unchangeable; the vegetable may be injured; if it is

at the root below the germ it is vital, because the law of growth is irre

parably destroyed, but if it is above the germ, the wound may be healed

and the law of growth may go on to perfection, so with man or the ani

mal; if the vital part is not paralyzed or destroyed the physician may as

sist nature so that the law of conservation or growth, shall go on, and

the person or thing lives on, its allotted term or time; thus our philoso
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phy denies all miracle, or effect without cause. Does not natural phi

losophy sustain us “R And now for Mental law. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .‘. . . . . . . . . . .

“Be ye not deceived, God is not mocked; whatsoever a man sow, that

shall he reap.”—Jesus.

Here is the reassertion and vindication of both physical and mental

law, but how about the blood atonement, on which his self-styled disci

ples clamor and whine so much. ' i

Let men overeat, overdn'nk, overwork, or become idlers; and wh

does not know that they start a law in its progression, that shall destroy

all physical happiness, and bring them to premature graves? And then

let them become vulgar or envious or mean; and'who has not seen every

day of his life, sad victims of these mental disease in their terrible pro

gress, until pale-faced envy ‘neems to dry up the very source of physical

life, as it leaps and sings and blushes, in the ruby veinlets of the images

of God ‘f” .

Every effect has its cause; what is the cause that an unseen power

picks up rocks and hurls them through windows; knocks on tables or

tips them, raises them up in the air sometimes with persons on them,

without visible touch or machinery ? What is the cause that places be

fore the mental vision of some medium a stranger to me, the likeness of

a friend of mine or yours, whose love was strynger than a brother's and

who years since left me or you, to go to the great unseen, in the terrible

agony of broken afiections ? Mind you, all philosophy declares there is

a cause for this; now be honest, and tell me what it is; and if you do not

know say so, and when I tell you I have found out the cause, just try an

experiment and see if I am right; and if I am wrong show it to me and

to the world; not in bitter negations, but let us know what Is the cause

of all this effect. It is your duty to do this; it is our right to demand; it.

Spiritualists are the most critical people in the world; receiving nothing

even from‘a supposed God, without evidence; but when real evidence

does come, they are willing to be led by a little child, and fulfill the

painted arcadia of the western poets, or the glad‘millennium of the ew

ish prophet. ' _

Professor Jacobs, the greatest Prestidigitator of the world, says he ca‘n

“imitate some things that are done by mediums but there are spirit phe

nomena that cannot be imitated; and spiritism is true, for it is based on

science and on reason." And again he says, “for this reason its triumph

ifs gertain in the future; it is to be the philosophy and Religlon of the

u ure.”
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And now spiritualists let us be content, with ten million spiritualists

in the United States in 33 years: all the literature of our land, and of all

christian, aggressive, civilized European pregnated to its very heart with

our doctrines, our gods; the princes of the philosophers with us, and the

main body wondering what to do with our facts; all the Editors of this

country willing to give our phenomena asfast as the people will receive

it, and hundreds of them avowedly believing in our doctrines, is not the

future indeed ours ?

Hold the wheel steady, O Spiritualist pilots! Study the charts of our

—of all philosophy, so that you may know where are the sunken rocks;

we should, like a good lawyer. have a knowledge of all the sciences, so

that we may plead our cause intelligently, and iuake our souls as firm

and grand as old Gibraltar, that ancient pillar of Hercules, that has raiL

ed his defiant forehead against the terrible lightnings and storms that

rush so madly down through the western gate of the Mediterranean, in

the successive cycles, and this philosophy is'taught by spirits; this cause

and effect; this eternal compensation; this negation of any sort of atone

ment; is it not in consonance with all truth. with all true philosophy ?

Is it just, or in accordance with the teachings of Nature, that Dives in

his purple and fine linen, shall grind into the dust, the faces and the

souls of his fellowmen for along lifetime; and then for one prayer, one

repentance or one penance, for one act of faith in a deified man and his

sacrificial blood, become washed from all sin, saved and become a ran

somed, happy saint of God in heaven forever; while the souls that he

has so terribly degraded in their ignorance and poverty—his vile dona

tion to them, shall be confined in an indescribable hell of torment, be

cause this Dives wr ung from them their intellectuality, their individu

ality, their manhood, in great drops of sweat and blood, to enrich him

self, and pander to his vile lusts and excesses ? ,

Come let us reason together; are these doctrines the doctrines of the

Devil; or the words of truth and soberness? Let us have these dogs

that are chained by their creeds to bark in all the fury of their anathe

mas, and crawl into their kennels—the coward pulpits to growl ad libi

tum; while we, the people, the men and women, the sons and d aughters

of God, if we will to be such, shall do our own thinking; for is it not to

our own degradation present and in the long future; or to our elevation

and eternal advancement and spiritual glory. that we do our own think

ing; make our 0WD intelligent conclusions, and act like men, like mag
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nificent, full-formed human souls? I think it is; for on our own

thoughts, our actions‘ hangs the fate of our own individuality to-day

and forever. '

This is a short synopsis of a part of our philosophy; is it true? Will

it bear the attacks of the glittering two-edged sword of a full-polished

mental criticism as used by a mind that dares to look on truth wherever

found, no matter how bright its golden blaze may burn and wither the

sickling spirits who can live only in the dense fogs of hoary supersti

tions? We do not appeal to gilt-edged prejudices or the overfed, over~

paid apostles of senseless theologies, they must both die together, and go

like Judas to their own places, and to these and the dupes of both we

can only say with Tommy Moore—the poet prophet of lotus scented

Araby—“There ye wise, saints, behold your light, your star; ye would

be dupes and victims—and ye are!” *

._ . w.—

A LEGEND.

The following we clip from the Cambridge Chronicle:

“It seems the Badtist society suffers periodically by the loss of their

buildings by fire, and some think it can be traced directly to the faulty

construction; however, many think otherwise. The writer, in conversa:

tion with a prominent citizen of Cambridge a few days since, in regard

to their recent misfortune, said: There is an old legend that runs thus:

Many years ago, when the Indians inhabited this section, the Chief of

the tribe occupied a Wigwam on or near the site on which this church

stood. The story runs that this Chief was cruelly and maliciously put

to death by a gang of whites living near what is now called Sangus. . . .

The tribe after losing their leader, became sad and despondent, and wan

dered off to some Western settlement, but not without leaving a curse

upon the old camping-grounds, for one of them was heard to say, ‘The

pale-face will sufier, for poor Wamuska [the Chief] will be avenged!’

And now comes the most curious part of the story. At the burning of

the church in 1866, one of the oldest citizens, now deceased, has been

heard to relate many times his strange experience at that fire. While the

fire was raging fiercely, and the sheets of flame shooting up around the

roof, he stated that he could plainly hear unearthly yells, not loud, but

exactly resembling the Indian war-whoop, with which he had become

familiar, he having been considerably with the savages.”
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

I

Thus we cannot place our ideal of life too high,neither can wellabor too

perseveringly to attain it. Water never rises above its level, we are told,

and we may never rise above our ideal, and often do not reach it.

If a man determines he will rise to a state of usefulness in the world

in spite of all opposition, and also determines that, in his onward march,

he will crush down no one else, but take every aspirant by the hand,

aiding if possible, he will find each eifort in this direction has buoyed

him upward, has been a stepping stone to higher and nobler things, has

elevated him in the moral scale; the equilibrium is not disturbed. As a

gentle drawing of a cord with some object attached, which through vari

ous and intricate unwindings has been lost, you may, at length, by pa

tiently winding the ball in your hand, and moving with the path of the

cord come to the object of your search; so, by patiently winding the tan

gled threads of your life, moving on towards your idea] you may obtain

_it, but if impatient, feeling that the march is wearisome, and you reck

lessly draw the "cord with a rough hand, move not in the path, a snarl is

the result and if you have too persistently and ruthlessly drawn the cord,

moving not forward, you cannot untangle the great mass, but waste your

time in searching for the proper direction in this intricate winding. -

Your brother whom you may aid extends to you a helping hand, because

of the sweet gratitude which fills his heart, he may perhaps see the ob

ject of your search and bid you not despair, for your eficrts are not una

vailing.

If we but search into the small things, the common thingsof life even,

we see a grand type of the great life. It is so beautiful that we may see

wisdom and similitude. We see a child upon a rocking horse, and as has

been said by a wise man: “There is motion, but no progress.” Thus we

see there may be this state of affairs in the case of man. We must have

the-object ever before us, and then, with the tread of a conqueror, march

on in pursuit of this object, or ideal.

We have then started in the path of life, and, as before said, if the ideal

be placed high, we rise into a lofty state. It is the intention, of the wise

I
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Power, to have a perfect manhood; and, as each transgression of the law

is attended by a break in the harmonious flow, be it physically or spiritu

ally, there must be a corresponding penalty, you injure your physical

body by some violation of nature’s law, and suffering is the consequence.

A continuous breaking of natures law, extends this sufferingthroughout

the existence here, and not only this, but extends countless suffering

upon your descendants.

The spiritual nature becoming corrupted by a continuous violation of

the perfect law—the pure law—the holy law—suffers the penalty of this

outbreak; you are receding in the grand problem of life, you are moving

down the path which lies before you, with all its heavenly beauty, its radi

ance in the distance, its beautiful pure blossoms fresh with the dew of

morn, but which must be plucked as you move on, or the tread of your

feet have trampled them; and, as you move backward, you find the deli

cate beauty crushed and withering, and naught to gladden your eyes. It

is a fall in every sense of the word—a going down—a barren desert

waste.

Here is what is called the Adamic sin. This corruption of the nature,

as the physical transgression, is entailed upon your children. If you

have followed a licentious life, have given up your nature to the vile

monsters who go about as roaring lions, seeking whom they may devour,

have let the noble qualities of your nature become ignoble, have pander

ed your high name, for a glittering bauble which is called wealth, have

oppressed the weak, and extended not sympathy to the erring one—the

penalty must be paid.

Your very nature is like some. charnel house. The fumes of iniquity

and vice have pregnated your spirit, and consequently, and necessarily,

your children come into the world weak in spirit; are unable to resist

temptation; are really in this sphere of beastly gratification, and must be

raised by some sweet angel of mercy, gently and tenderly healed,,as much

as is possible, by the medicine of the soul—love, and be brought into a.

pure atmosphere, that their spirits may not become vitiated by vice. Yet

may we, from this diseased moral condition, expect to rear a perfect

manhood. .

We would ask which has the greater advantage physically, the strong

and healthy child who may run about at ease, or a cripple or invalid?

Although each may have the same pure air to breathe, the same healthy

food, and even the invalid may receive much the greatest care, we readi
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ly perceive which has the advantage? Likewise the child who comes

into the world in a healthy moral state has preeminence. As a plant

propagated in a darksome morass which is filled with miasm, where rank

vegetation and unhealthy growth abounds, has not the delicate beauty

and fragrance of the one reared in the pure sunlight and fresh garden

mould, we find it the case with humanity, you may transplant the tiny

flower of beauty, which sometimes appears as an enigma in such a

sphere, yet the care must be great, if you would have it sustained in this

new soil. As you have planted your gardens now, we will suppose this

early spring-time, your fields and vineyards, in a pure soil, the suns rays

may have a direct influence upon them, are unobstructed and, ere long

you mpy see the blade and leaf, the stem and branch. Must you cease

your labor? No; the farmer finds no time during the busy season to sit

down and fold his hands: there must be continuous cultivation, remov

ing weeds and rank growth. until the harvest appears, and even then the

labor ceaseth not.

So in this great spiritual soil. The tender buds of humanity must re

ceive cultivation; weeds which are ever ready to spring up in the richest

soil, must be rooted out; unnatural growth must be restrained; the soil

must not be so rich as to cause the harvest before its season; cultivation

must be continued. The loving ones who have experienced some of life’s

storms, must shield the tender plants from the rude blasts of the world,

and the storms, until they may obtain strength to combat with life. As

the delicate plant must be shaded sometimes from the fierce suns rays

until it receives vitality.

In these retrogressions, this neglect of the gardens of the soul, we find

the foundation of the Adamic sin. Not that a man—the father of all

the race—ages and ages ago, eat an apple, and since that time all were

lost, doomed to a material hell. But we see the diamond, the spiritual

truth, veiled by a material covering; we see that upon the first transgres

sion depends the others; it is the downward grade, and, as Adam by eat

ing the apple, lost his Eden—that sweet angelic state is lost, when man

first panders to the low or vile; when he corrupts his nature; when he

does that which he knows is wrong, or, we may use another term, when

he does that which depresses his spirits, and causes him to dread to meet

his fellow man and gaze into his eyes with a clear and true soul beam

ing forth. To say that man is the arbiter of his own destiny, would be

extravagant; but to say that man is not the arbiter of every power
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which is given him, every capacity with which he is endowed, is simply

preposterous.

IDA M. MERRILL.

_——<Q>—

[Written for A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHTJ

A SHOWER OF LIGHT.

BY WARREN BOYNTON.

We soon shall have a greater shower

From the sphere above the stars,

For the eople of the angel world

Are ta in? down the bars;

The gates o pearl are opening wide

There beams from out the spheres;

A low upon the darksome ti e

f past beclouded years.

The landscape warm with angel light,

Immortal plants will s ring,

The bowers with son s o angels bright

Will make the wel in rin .

This world shall all redeeme be

With grand poetic vision

We’re gazing now on lands and seal

Of fairer scenes elysian.

My soul is growing stronger now

At the prophetic sight,

I see the day is ushering in ‘

Chasing the gloom of night.

I see the distant horizon -

Now flames with morning sun,

I know it’s a precursor given

Of work yet to be done.

Ride on, O glorious charioteer

Nor check the steeds their ace,

Encircle earth their flaming ight

Bless all the human race,

With flash and glow, and brightest flame

Light up our earthly sphere,

Then bursting forth, let music ring

Dispelling every fear.

—-—<0>—-—~— '

In receipt of a pamphlet, Summary of Substantialism, by Jean Story.

Shall notice when we read it. ~

- -—<0>—-_

We send back numbers of this magazine to all who subscribe.
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‘WISDOH ORIETH ON THE CORNER OF THE STREETS.

BY JESSE H. BUTLER. .

There’s a wonderful story that sings in the air,

’Tis found in a horn, and a noisy prayer;

It has pitched its tent in the open street,

Where the four-footed painted animals meet.

This story so wise, has often been told,

For its substance, is more than a thousand years old;

And truth, when it’s old, the older the better;

But when it’s not true, it becomes a dead letter.

Its mouth pieces tell us that Jesus will come,

This same generation, to take them safe home

To glory and honor and all that is nice,

Because he has bought their dear souls with a price.

This Jesus once said there should not pass away,

That same generation that lives in his day,

Before he should come in his beautiful love

To take his disciples to mansions above.

But we never could learn that he came in the flesh

So this adventist story is fishy and fresh;

And a thousand years after he left for the skies,

The adventist promises, proved to he lies.

And how do you think that the pious ood preachers, -

These latter (lay saints, these wise, ho y teachers,

Prove Jesus is coming to reign in his lory,

And redeem his dear saints,'who say oly, O holy!

And to cast in the fire all the souls he don’t like,

With astonishment all his dear geople to strike,

And sweet admiration transcen ing all others,

To feel he has burnt up in hell their dear brothers.

Yes, how do you think they prove this little story,

This Jonah fish yarn, so ancient, so hoary;

Not by truth, grand, masonic, square and on level,

But by swearing our fathers belong to the devil.

__.__‘.,____.

Parties are taking collections for the benefit of John Brown’s wife,

several hundred dollars have been raised, it coming mostly from the

working class. Many of whom could give but 50cts, but the humane

object was better than sending a missionary to a foreign land, for the

light must be 'kept ablaze within our own borders.
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lTEE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(con'rmUEnJ

What good will result from the revision of the ancient book called the

'Bible? Do the knowing ones imagine they can improve the spiritual

truth it contains in these latter days ? Do men of this time think they

can introduce one idea, or correct the simplicity of the language, or ex

press in any other words that would‘be as powerful to illustrate a truth.

All books are written by inspiration- God manifest in man:and the mag

ifestations are always in accordance with the development of the individ

ual. - Now old things must pass away, and new bibles are being written

by the same spirit that inspired mediums, prophets, seers' and sages in

ancient times. ‘

It is in vain trying to fill those old vessels with the wine that is flow

ing from the vintage of progression. We must have a new record kept

of the mighty signs, that are appearing in the world to show in future

cycles of time the great phenomena of this nineteenth century. The

new testament was written to record the life of Jesus of Nazareth, and

his wonderful works that he performed on earth, also teach the true

principles of life or love—how the sons of God should live toward each

other, and that this was only the beginning of life, or the individualizing

of humanity, that the rays from the spiritual sun had shone down upon

matter, and the seed being in the earth, it drew from the source of all

life a material form and became an individual, and would remain the

same forever. He demonstrated by his life, death and resurrection that

the individual spirit could not dispose, or anihilate itself, but must live

on through eternity. The Bible is a history of human action and exper

ience of the interior principle or spirit ofman, illustrated by natural ob
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jects-pictured in the most forcible style by a master hand, and needs no

retouching; all the details ‘of the picture is for a purpose to bring out the

lights and shadows to display thb mountains and rallies of good and evil

and convey to mortals that grand idea of truth the ten commandments.

It would be well if the inhabitants of earth would learn to practice some

of the laws contained in the book they love and idolize, as they cannot

\y revision, or retouching improve them. The word corresponds with

a lamp, well filled with oil; its exterior is without a blemish, and those

who carry it in their hands, to light them in the crooked paths of life

have not touched the wick with a match from the altar of truth, love

and justice, therefore they walk in the darkness of prejudice, oppression,

tyranny and injustice, and think by polishing and ornameuting the ex

terior, it will raise them and their lamps on the ladder of progression,

without the match to light the lamp of love toone’s neighbor and justice

and mercy to the unfortunate murderers, thieves and creeping things—

those weaker members of the great family of humanity.

Mas. M. MERRICK.

 

\ ‘ CORRESPONDENCE.

 

. errELn, Iowa, April 27, 1881.

MRS. M. MERRICK:—Blessed be you; blessed be your Samaritan work;

blessed be your holy mission; blessed be the angel spirit there co-opera

ting with you as, on a telephone by which they speak to humanity which

grope in darkness for the truth, light and way. G0 on sister; your refor

mation work is constructed on the Rock of Ages; no flood can sweep it

away; no fire can consume it. It will stand when Empires andlloyalties

tremble on their foundations, and are shaken of the Omnipotent’s

mysterious power; there rule the universe by irresitable law and force

which no human authority can obstruct, oppose or hinder. Go on; draw

living water from the everlasting fountain of life, and give to the many

thirsty souls their longing and thirst for the truth in their hot combat

between Michael and the Dragon, between light and darkness, between

Christ and Belial, between heaven and hell. We have a hot crisis to bat

tle with in these critical times, which is the step from the old dark bar

barous superstition, bigotry, ritualism, and intolerance era, into the new

dispensation which gives us privilege to investigate and set us at spiritu

al liberty from priestcraft, dogma and evil. Your mission is an honor
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and glory to our new era which has dawned sOVGI' our eclipsed world,

the doctrine y'ou preach, is the doctrine of Christ, and the religion of

Christ is love to each other, and charity to all, and that is the religion we

need and we want in this cold world of selfish egotism and covetous

mammonism.

The old musty, human fabrication has outlived its time; it is waste

and wornout with old ages. The old world has come to an end, like

Belshazzar’s kingdom, on the wall of theological institutions, have an 1

unseen hand written “m'ene, mene, tekel upharsen,” God has numbered

their days and their works are finished; they are weighed in the balance

of justlce and found wanting; their talent is taken from them because

they use it for their own-selfishness; their power and craft is gone, and

ended with the year 1880; it is very few that now; will give them hom

age and worship them. With the year 1881 we have stepped in to a new

epoch, and with the new dispensation everything is new. HeaVen looks

more bright and glorious than ever; hope beyond the grave is joy and

happiness; death, which the orthodox has pictured as the “king of

terror,” is now the sweetest angel, and most lovely, welcome messenger

the human mind can imagine; hell and brimstone, which the priesthood

has used as a scare crow, is a plain manifest proof, to make poor igno

rant people to be their subjects, and make of them an illegal usurpation.

It was said in the olden time when man dies, he will never return, but

that time has gone and past; now everything is becoming new; angels

and spirits of our departed friends and relatives are not dead; they live

forever; our spirit is of God-like element—cannot die—our spirit friends

descend and ascend; come and go with us; they greet us with peace, joy

and happiness, if we would only listen to them; some say they are your

next-door neighbor; others say we only live in the upper story above you;

they call us neighbors, brothers and sisters.

Oh, blessed, glorious era in which we live, and have been favored to

see, the long, long silence between heaven and earth is broken; every

thing is becoming new, a new heaven and a new earth, according to the

promise of God. Oh, glorious, golden morning! I rejoice in ecstacy, and

adore you; I congratulate you; I salute you with a. hearty welcome.

PETER DA HLBERG.

_.-__.<.>_—

we send back numbers of this magazine to all who subscribe,
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A NEW YEAR'S STORY.

WHERE’S THE sIN?

(CONTINUED) ,

“There is Dan coming for us. I told him we wanted to leave when the

sun dropped below the mountain, as the neighbors all say. Our poetry

must now become practical,” and hurriedly she gathers together the va

rious articles they have brought.

Mrs. Ernest says; “Yes, the scene reminds me of a similar one. It

was when on mygwedding tour, and the scene was upon one of the Alle

ghanies. A short poem, I composed at the time I still retain in my

mind.”

“Oh, what was it ‘P” exclaimed both the girls.|

“It was a simple eulogy to departing day.”

Shadows dance on the mountain side,

Like phantoms of departing day,

’Tween each rift in the sun's great tide,

There comes a cheery, gladsome ray.

The close of day is drawing near,

And a gentle breeze stirs the air,

Here is a type of life so dear,

That shadows come when life is fair.

The shadows must dance adown our lives,

With the sun’s bright rays between;

But the Father ne’er all joy deprives,

Through each cloud His face is seen.

As evening comes the morrow will dawn,

The sun again 1ts duty perform,

Through ages till etermty’s morn,

Life must have its sun and ;torm.

The night of death will have a mom,

Or the law has ceased its power;

We read it in each day, new born;

We see it in each sweet flower.

Thus shades and light make up a life,

Joy and sorrow go hand in hand.

There’s peace so fair, there’s deadly strife,

There s beauty in death’s shining strand.

It had been called forth by the shadows, and also in recollection of a

poor drunkard’s wife whom I had that day met, and sympathized with

in her trouble consoling her with the words, that in the future it would

be better when she said:
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“Oh, ma’aml I used to think so, but now I only look for it there,” and

she mutely pointed her finger to the skies.

“How did it end? Did he reform ?” says Alice.

“I never heard of her more, my dear child,” and the inquiry Often

came into my mind, too. Dan is waiting and we must go.”

The delightful ride home was the crown of Alice’s enjoyment that

day.

Her very soul was expanding in this free country, and with the im

provement of phy sical health, was gaining a strength of character through

the God inspired nature, that would aid her in the future. She was

drinking from the fountain of life, Which flows down so freely in the

sublime presence of woods and mountains, dashing streams and in the

sweet serenity of flowery vales, bright waving fields of grain. \

Betsy Herr meets them in the doorway with a welcome smile, and

listens to their glowing descriptions of the day with interest which kin

dles into real joy, as she sees how happy she has made them by the sim

ple accommodation, and another little sunbeam sinks into _her soul to

lighten the great sorrow. _ . 1

Thus we may make our own live’s happy; by scattering seeds of kind

ness, blossoms of love and encouragement to all. By lifting the burden

from our brother‘s shoulders, we find there is a buoyancy which attends

the effort that casts out our burden olf. ,

With pleasure we walk through the beautiful golden gate. We

give of our life a tithe, whether it may be of joy which lies within us, and

lo! the meal and the oil are replenished. The fountain of all happiness

is “give.” ' “Give as the Lord gives you,”as the children sing. If it is

a smile, or a cheering word, a simple act of self-denial, or a courageous

efiort in behalf of humanity, give as you have received, is the one sweet
solace of life. ' ‘ I \

If we give bitterness it returns on the current of time. If we give

sweetness, it returns to us laden with the gathered sweetnesss of grati.

tude and reciprocity. '

Affectionately clasping her arms about Betsy’s neck, and shaking her

Ivehemently, Eva says: ‘ ’

“You dear good soul How many happy days do I owe to you? I al

ways know that Miss Betsy will not fail. If she tells me she Will stay

with gran’ma, I may depend on her. I know there is a special heaven

waiting for you, where all of the people in this neighborhood—who have
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* ever been sick, ever needed a helping hand, ever needed any assistance—

will give you grateful homage.”

“Law, honey, jest hush talkin’ in that rattling way about heaven, and

Betsey Herr. Jest as ef it didn't give me a power 0’ pleasure to help

anybody what’s in trouble, an’ I can see them made happy don’t that

show me I,ve got some thin’ to do here that lets me know I was wrong to

pray for death. It convinces me that the power of God rests on us, if

we are willen’ to serve him. I’ve been perfectly happy with gran’ma an

every once in a while I’d say to myself—like; I know Eva is enjoyin this

fer she knows she can trust Betsey.”

“Bless you dear soull Don’t I know it,” she says giving emphasis by

demonstrative taps upon her shoulder, and arms, for, childlike, Eva must

show her gratitude. There was a deep sympathy existed between Betsy

Herr and Eva. Often had grandmother Ernest told the sad story to

Eva by her own request, and each recital brought the tears of sympathy

to her eyes. She would sometimes say:

“I wonder if he knows mama and papa in that beautiful country.

Grandma, I think perhaps he does. and it may please him that I love

Miss Betsy, Grandma, I love her every time I see her sweet face,

' just like she might be afoster mother to me; not as I do. You, my dear

grau’ma, to be sure, for I feel the tie of kindred blood too strongly.’,

Eva never mentioned the sad story to Betsy, nor questioned her, but

there was a mute understanding—electric current—which sent the

silent though powerful balm of sympathy to the troubled heart of Betsy

when she saw her in some of her sad and dejected moods, for there were

times when Betsy Herr cried out in'the agony of her soul.

“Oh, Godl why hast thou smitten me? Have I been rebellious and

merited this punishment?” For as she once said to grandmother Ernest,

“were we not wedded soul to soul, when we plighted our vows alone In

the solemn stillness, with none present but GOd and the angels ‘9”

There were times when some unseen power seemed to sway Betsy Herr

and she spoke with eloquence and a feeling which seemed so unlike our

plain practical Betsy. ‘ .

Thus the deepest souls may be found amonst the most unpretentious. ,

It is the sweet surprise of a deep and brilliunt thought flashing upon

us—like a meteor—like our coming suddenly into a bright clearing after
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we have been traveling in dense woods—that give us pleasure more than

pompous manner and the heralding of the thought.

Coax CORAL.

Q

\~J——_-4-.»—

PEARLS 0F WISDOM.

 

It is more wretched to be subservient to passions than to tyrants

themselves. . .

Be vigilant in regard to your intellectual part; for sleep about this

has an aflinity with real death.

Esteem those to be most eminently your friends who assist your soul

rather than your body. I

By using reason as your guide everywhere; you will avoid the com

mission of crime. _

'The unjust man suffers greater evil while his soul is tormented with a

consciousness of guilt than when his body is scourged with whips.

Make trial of a man from his deeds rather than his discourses; for

many live badly and speak well.

Do that which you consider to be worthy and honest, though you

should acquire no glory from the performance; for the multitude is a

bad judge of worthy actions.

He is a wise man, and beloved by Divinity, who studies how to labor

for the good of his soul as much as others labor for the welfare of the

body. I

The strength of the soul is temperance; for this is the light of a soul

destitute of passions; but it is much better to die than to darken the

soul through the intemperance of the body"

It is impossible that the same person can be a lover of pleasure, a lover

of body, a lover of riches, and a lover of Divinity; but a lover of body is

entirely a lover of riches; a lover of riches is necesarily unjust; and the

unjust is necessarily profane towarv Is Divinity, and lawless with respect

to men. Hence, though he should sacrifice hecatombs, he is only by this

means the more impious, unholy, atheistical, and sacrilegious with re

spect to his intention; and on this account it is necessary to avoid every

lover of pleasure as an atheist and polluted person—Plato.
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A STRANGE BUBlUAL.

 

The distinguished author and spiritualist, Mr. S. Hall, writes as fol

lows to the Medium and Daybreak (London) upbn the passing on of his

wife, of tbe obsequies over her earthly remains, and of his thoughts and

feelings respecting the change of his'earthly associations:

I am sadly prostrated, although I know that my beloved is in heaven;

I know also that she is by my side. I have already had clear corrobora

tive and have emphatic evidence that it is so, but I know also, and with

reverence I say it, that heaven could not be a heaven to her—a state of

bliss—if retaining consciousness and memory—she knpw that God would

not permit her to comfort me when I most needed guidance. That is

not the way in which God rewards his “good and faithful servants.”

In a word, I know that those who are called dead do not die; that they

are merely removed from the earth sphere into some other sphere—the

first, but not the only removal, and that under certain conditions which

at present we cannot comprehend, much less control, the soul that has“

left earth can and does communicate with the soul that for a while long

er remains on earth.

I lack ene 'gy and strength but I do not want faith, to go at further

length in this deeply interesting and exciting subject, and wish to add

these lines from a poem—“Hereafter,” which I recently printed for pri

vate circulation: _

“Change there will be: as flowers from the branches burst;

And I shall see thee—as I see thee now

But more resemblin what thou wert, when first

I kissed thy smoot cheek and unwrinkled brow.

As in the glory of thine early prime:

Through all thy earth-lifezbright at every stage:

The soul is never old: and knows not time;

Goodness is beautiful at any age.

Together still; if one have earlier birth

In Paradise: divided: and yet near:

Though one in heaven may wait for one on earth:

A guiding, guarding spirit—there as here!”

How any thinking and rational person believes in God and the immor

tality of the soul can for a moment doubt this, I have difficulty in imag

ining; yet surely I may not forget that I myself had such doubt before

the beneficent Master, knowing that scripture light was not suflicient

for my guidance, sent to me in his mercy an additional light—that of

Spiritualism—which did sufiice.
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I feel now more intensely than I ever did the blessing of Spiritualism;

but it is Christian Spiritualism, the light which enables meto read right

ly Divine revelation, and to see how best and safest to walk in the foot~ ‘

steps of the Lord and Master, Christ. _

It is the teaching by which she was taught—and which she taught—

during the whole of her long and useful life. It was “peace and good

will” based on his precepts and example. But on this head I will not

trespass on you with details. We were, we are, both faithful Spiritual

ists: that is enough.

I had made this home beautiful; full of such things as would delight

the eye and mind, and give the enjoyment it is fitting and right we

should have, while it is our earth dwelling, But a million times more

beautiful is the house that is now her home. She now not only worships

in spirit and in truth, but sees the Master she loved and served: and

sings what the seraphim, among a cloud of witnesses, the merciful and

loving grace of the Redeemer. '

I may take some other opportunity of striving to impress on the minds

of those who are yet but on the threshold of immeasurable blessing of

belief in that which is conveyed by the word Spiritualism —depriving

death of its sting, and giving not hope but certainty that the instantane

ous removal may be to a scene infinitely more beautiful than the earth

dweller can conceive. _

The “natural body” was laid in the churchyard at Addlestone on Feb

ruary 5th. It is a village in Surray, where we spent the happiest years

of our life. The coffin was of oak, grown in her native Bannow_the

scene of her early Irish “sketches;” it was an old chest, brought by her

family to England in 1815. She had often expressed a wish to be buried

in it—and was.

At the grave side a group of little children sang a hym; they came

- from the school close by, which she, in 1855, built. It is an infant

school.

The church is clothed with ivy almost to the summit, which we plant

ed with our own hands, bringing it (in 1856) for the purpose, from all

beautiful Killarney. ‘

Among the few friends present was Sir Theodore Martin who brought

me a gracious message of condolence from the Queeen.

In the grave are the remains of her mother—one of the best women

that ever lived. She was of our “household” more than thirty years, and

I never saw evidence of a wrong thought in her. "" ‘
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There is room for one more in that grave; it will soon be occupied.

But I wish to lay some stress on this:

There were no hired “mourners” at the funeral, no black banners or

feathers, no black hat bands or black gloves.

I followed the coffin in a plain carriage, not in one painted black with

prancing black horses. Neither have I written a letter since upon black

bordered paper, or thought it would reserve a holy memory to send for

tailors and dressmakers to take fittisigs for new black clothes.

There was an abundance of flowers and wreaths sent by loving friends

but I did not suffer them to be crushed to premature death by heaping

clay upon them in a grave that was not theirs. Before the coffin was

lowered they were removed, and conveyed to the children’s school room,

to give a little more healthful joy before their natural death.

The thought to do this was given to me by our long-esteemed and val

ued friend Mrs. Newton Crossland, in a very beautiful and touching

poem written by her, entitled “The Plea of the Flowers,” where the “rel

ics of our loved are laid;” it is the plea of all Nature as well as the

flowers:

“Send us to homes where poverty has sway, I

Send us to school-rooms, and to places where

The sick and suffering bear their load of care,

Send us where eyes can see, and hearts can pray.”

It was in the house of our friends Mr. and Mrs. Newton Crossland,

some twenty-five years ago, the light of Spiritualism was first lit for our

guidance. We did not thcn see it in its full light; as we did some months

later, at the house of our valued friends William and Mary Hewitt. But

it did not become perfectly clear to us until we became acquainted with

our dear friend D. D. Home—whom I have loved and respected from

that time to this; never changing thought of his truth and honor for a

moment—my regard for him constantly increasing.

I wish others would follow the humble example of one of whose love

for the “removed” none will doubt; as little will be questioned the devot

ed homage to her happy memory of one to whom she was companion,

friend, counselor, and wife, during fifty-six years of wedded life.

Yes; if another good woman is gone from earth there is apother saint

added to the hierarchy of heaven. _ Yours very truly. S. C. HALL.

In accordance with Mr. Hall’s suggestion we add the following, which

he says he wrote sometime ago. and adds—“When I little thought I

should draw comfort and consolation from my own linesz”
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BELIEVE AND TRUST.

 

A childless widow, seemin ly forsaken,

Gave words to wrath—re ellious, fierce and wild;

Wrath that the gift The Giver gave was taken,

And would not pardon God, who took her child.

She had a waking-vision; saw a band

Of happy children, there she knew her boy;

Each held a lighted lamp in his young hand,

And, as they passed, each sang a hymn of joy.

All but one mournful child; his solemn tread,

And face, were gloom; his lamp—it had no light;

When, sobbing through her tears, the mother said,

“How comes it, dear, your lamp is dark as night!”

“Mother!” he said, “you, mother, make me sad,

Your tears put out my lamp, and stay my voice;

I must be mournful when I vould be glad,

And silent where, in soul, I should rejoice.”

U rose the mother from her knees and smiled,

er sobs were stilled, of tears remained none,

As. bending low her head toward her child,

She clasped her hands and said, “Hrs WILL BE DONE.”

Out burst the lamp, with a wide-spreading light!

Out burst, from all that group, a joyful h mnl

‘Twas as a change to perfect day from nig t,

When heard and echoed by the seraphim.

S. C. HALL.

—————<.>———

The sentence of the Talbott boys, of Maryville, Mo., is commuted until

the 24th of June, and if we cannot reach the heart of the Governor, and

there is no evidence found in their favor, they must then be hung. It 13

too terrible to contemplate. Murder of the innocent perhaps; let us peo

ple all, send out prayers for deliverance on the mighty ocean of thought.

-———‘»———

Mrs. S. Sells, of Newark, N. J ., of the Spiritual home, writes: /

“Your weekly is truly a fountain of light to those who like the dying

Goethe, crying out, light, more light—not the soul alone—thus yearns

and dies, but every atom becomes vocal with the great yearnings of the

earth. flashes of thought and lightnings of ‘spiritual truth—hopes that

uplift the world and relieve it from darkness, for the prophesy has been

spoken and the seed has been sown that shall liberate those imprisoned

thoughts within, still the call for tirde working women must lead._"
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED)

The great current of life sweeps on; you equip yourself for the sail

with the material which comes to you. If you use not the best material

which is afforded you. which lies at your very feet, but select the de

cayed timber, the worthless, and launch upon the tide, doing this with a

perfect knowledge of the current—of the difficulties—and the result, who

is the arbiter?

You may be influenced by those who have launched in imperfect

barques, or who are preparing so to do, get, are they greater judges inlthe

moral scale than yourself ?

It is this independence of character, this self reliance, which should be

taught children. We almost say it ought to be the law of~ a nation, that

children should be taught, at an early age, to decide upon momentous

questions—should be left free and unrestrained with the great lesson of

life before them, and the result would be a reform.

The moral nature in the present age is entirely supplanted by the in

tellectual in training schools for children; especially in those public

beneficiaries—free schools. When children are taught to govern them

selves, that it is not through a selfish desire that their elders would re

strain them, but, that they may rise up, as sons and daughters of God, in

the glory and beauty of a perfect manhood, there will come this self-re- -

liance. this utilizing the forces, which will sweep away evil.

We want to lay the foundation of any grand structure upon firm and

solid ground, and we must, above all things, have the foundation com

pact snd solid.

As we have often heard the story of the honest workman who, seeing

he had an imperfect piece, removed it, causing himself some trouble; he

says to a fellow laborer who had said, “Oh friend,that will never be no

ticed.” But he says, “I shall know it and my work will not stand.” So

the foundation must have no flaws. The work must also coincide with

the care taken with the foundation. Carefully and patiently each de

tail must be carried out, and you have a perfect structure.

In like manner the great, the beautiful structure—humanity. It must
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begin with the earliest infancy. Aye! not only this. i The perfect tem

ple of God, the one in which the holy spirit, the pure, the angel quallties

may reign receives its impress upon the spiritual aura, by the thoughts,

the actions, and thedesires of those who become—that which should be

the holiest, noblest, and most divine—fathers and mothers.

It is no trifling subject, this life this origination of the spirit which is

todwell through age upon age. To know that by your very actions,

your thoughts and motives, you are perhaps moulding the destiny of na

tions; that you are wielding a thought that is impressing a spirit, which

shall start an army of progress, of truth, of justice, of love, mercy, and

benevolence, or of one which shall pass adown the lower grade—the path

of licentiousness, of vice, of iniquity, of evil deeds, loathsome and vile.

Oh, which will you choose? Man and woman! Men and womenl If

you could but see, with the clear eye, this beautiful path of life, with all

its grandeur; if all but followed the heavenly instincts, what an Eden

world might we have! We would then begin to lay a foundation, firm

and substantial; we would see the structure of humanity, reared in a

grand and glorious reform. Which would you choose, the beauty, the

glory, the sweet fragrance—the purity—or the slime and soil, where the

reptiles creep—the path of licentiousness?

And as the spirit is impressed in the spirit world, in the great, bound

less ocean of space, the tiny plant appears, frail and helpless, needs the

kind and tender nourishment of strong hands; the ‘ spirit which now

dwells in,a temple needs the care, needs the law which controls spirit—

love.

The loving mother soothes with the gentle lullaby the infant upon her

breast; she ministers to the material wants; she ministers also to the

spirit, for the temple must be sustained that the spirit may dwell with

in. She sees the little plant grow in beauty by her side; she sees the

bud expand, and as childhood lasts each care is soothed by the gentle

tone, and each sorrow quieted upon the dear breast. Each day the care

must be the same, as we have before said; the highest characteristics

must be encouraged; the lower ones stifled; the beautiful in life be

taught, by example as well as precept, the self-reliance, referred to, must

also be brought into requisition. The child must be taught that it is part

of this great ocean; that by its actions it is building a temple to be in

habited by the Holiest, or the vilest; that the Great Jehovah must reign

intheir hearts supreme, if they would ascend into the glory and beauty

I of true greatness.
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Oh, how grand it isl‘ to feel that we may look our fellow man in the

eye, with asteadfast gaze; that we may feel that our very thoughts we

fear not to have read, if they may but be read aright; for if they were

our brother would see how we yearn for the salvation of the world;

would see that our desires toward him, are that he may shake ofi every

coil, and walklfree and unfettered, king or Queen. Prince or Princess of

Light. I

Yes! this is what should be taught the children, that evil thoughts and

desires are the foundation of evil deeds; teach them to have their

thoughts so pure that they fear not to have them read by the most crit

ical.

And, here is the difficulty; we Gal'IHOt transfer our thoughts, pure

and unselfish into deeds, which always seem so; we ’must receive the

condemnation of the world, because we cannot reveal the soul which

beats within- the sensitive soul which shrinks from the criticisms of

those who have not the comprehension of this great desire for the uni

versal salvation of the race.

Yet, these children must be taught that, even then, there is no falter

ing, for he who would win the race. The race is to the fleet-footed it is

said. - Ah, the race is to the fleet-hearted, he who, with lightning rapid

ity, may scan the enemies quarters, may see his guards, see his traps,

see his serpent-like coils, beneath a bed of roses sometimes, see the whole

army of Satan arrayed in a glittering array, in shining apparel, but see

deeper, see that, hidden beneath those garments, are the deadly arrows

which would pierce thy very soul if thou dost succumb. See that the

mighty path of virtue and beauty may appear thorny and stone marked.

Yet, as thou dost press on, thou dost find the sweet blossoms springing

up. Ayel even covering the stones with the lovely evergreen moss. The

sweet fragrance steals on the soul, and the heavenly aroma of duty as

cends to the everlasting portals; the loving angels come with arms out

stretehed, bear thee up when thou wouldst faint, sing songs of cheer to

inspire on the way.

Ohl see you not the destruction of the Adamic sin rests with us—men

and women! It is not by one act, but a continuous flow. It is the same

patient work to be done, again and again; the same Christ-spirit car

ried out throughout all our actions; the same impress of pure thoughts

in the invisible realm, daily; and the same training of the weak and ten

der plants. ‘ IDA M. MERRILL.
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[Written for A FOUNTAIN or LIGHTJ

THE VOICE IN THE AIR.

AS HEARD BY DR. H. R. YOUNG.

“The mills of the Gods grind slow,

.But exceeding fine.”

They do not chafe and fret nor brood,

But hide their time. '

’Tis enough that mortals restless grow

O’er trivial things,

But does it stay the sparrow’s flight

Or rest his wings.

We’ve waited patlently and long

Your hearts to cheer,

Till reason could her throne assert

With naught to fear.

The ages st with little scientific lore

Were 0 liged to wait,

And gather crumbs that chanced to fall

From the outer gate.

It wore your patience greivous long

With tears and sighs,

But men are little more than children

Merged in dis uise.

We know that w ich is best for him

And what he needs;

And now we’ll give an antidote '

For all his creeds.

Creeds never dried a single tear

From first to last,

Nor staid the flow of human gore

In ages past; .

But from these crumbs which chanced to fall

About his feet. '

A superstructure he would build

His needs to meet,

Till thought like time with steady march

His mind prepare,

That grander, nobler truths from heaven,

His soul could share.

The fell destroyer with poisonous breath

Comes stealing in,

And sha es your thoughts, cold desolate

With 0 ouds and sin;

But angelic tron s from heaven

Real friends 0 ' man, '

Have never faltered in their course

With trembling hand,

They knew that time would save the race

From poisonous taint, -

And labored through all ages passed,

Nor did they faint.

But quelled the monster at your feet,

And stayed his grasp,
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Till now you’r tided o’er the shoals

And truly blessed. -

We’ll build a structure for mankind

’Twill make him blush,

And put to shame his narrow creeds

And dogmas crush.

God, our maker, his claims assert,

We but obey. e

The means are His, to glorious ends

Mankind to save.

 

,THE HARVEST READY.

BY H. R. YOUNG. \ .

The harvest is ready, the reapers few,

And the wheat is drooping fast,

Like leaves in autumn, with olden hue,

That are scattered thick in he blast.

The day is dark and dreary to you,

And the rain is falling fast,

Be cheerful, hopeful, brave and true,

And your reap-hook firmly grasp.

Some wheat is blighted, some is fair,

And must be gathered with care, '

But none must be lost or cast away,

The worst will mature a brighter day.

The clouds are fast breaking in onder sky,

And the sun is shining more 0 ear,

We'll have fresh reafiers in the fieldere long,

To hasten the wor and your spirit to cheer.

Haw-d

The individual who always fearlessly obeys the mandates of Divinity,

which are ever revealed to the sincere truth-seeker, will have terrestrial

contentment and celestial happiness. For, as the man who is beloved

by the divinities will all be the best possible, unless he has some neces

sary ill from former mishap. Hence, if the just man happens to be in

poverty or disease, or in any other of those seeming evils, these things is

sue to him in something good, either while alive or dead. For never at

any time is he neglected by the divinities who incline earnestly to en

deavor to become just, and practices virtue as far as it is possible for

man to resemble God.

The above we take from the Platonist, published at St. Louis, by Thos,

M. Johnson, at $2 a year.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

 

The Western Light, published in St. Louis, by Mrs. Annie T. Ander

son, is filled with the light from the spiritual sun that is illuminating the

world at this time. Its rays are penetrating, showing the dark spots in

the human characters, and by the warm invigorating rays shining into

the minds of mortals, teaching and showing them a better way—one

that leads to peace and happiness.

Mr. C. Tuckett’s experience is valuable as a test of spirit power, op

erating with mortals for the good and just principles upon which men

should live towards each other. The Invisible Ghost, another contribu

tion of Mr. Tuckett’s, relating in an interesting style the appearance of

the spirit of a soldier—that was buried in a trench—appearing to the

General in command and influencing him to follow the phantom to the

trench, and take the living body from under three companions of the

strife, and in three days was walking about restored to health. “Man,” he

says, “can never isolate himself from the other world; they will come

and like angel visits, keep our memories green. They come in every age,

clime, nation, kindred, tongue and people.”

Man would grow cold indeed, if the spiritual visitors did not come

once in a while, and whisper to his soul, “There is a sweet by-and-by,”

an evergreen shore, a happy hunting ground.

Laborers, those who are in the fields of progression, working for the

elevation of mankind should be generously remunerated. The world

needs to be educated in this new era; we have but lately entered, and

there are neither schools nor presses supported by government, that can

teach mankind to govern themselves or a country judiciously-—therefore
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all who love their neighbor and their country, as themselves should

cast in their mite to sustain the laborers and teachers, and all work in

their proper spheres to bring about reform. The world is a unit, we all

live from a center, an interior, from spirit or God, which continually

flows outward, like a stream from a fountain, and we need centers of

knowledge established and supported from which the light of truth, may

freely flow like waters from the fountain of life, and the world will be

renewed (the people) and invigorated and the waste places of injustice,

cruelty and oppression will bring forth fruits of - loving kindness, and

peace and harmony will prevail. The tares will be eradicated and good

seed planted with care and attention—no tares, no more murders plant

ed to produce the very same fruit every year.

Mrs. M. Mnnnrox.

AUBOBAL FOREGIEAMS.

 

BY PLAIN TALKER.

 

We hear much said about the terrible depth to which the criminal and

the vicious man or woman has fallen. From where? Then we hear an

other spoken of having attained the pinnacle of eminence risen to ideal

heights. Risen from where? There is undoubtedly much difierence be

tween the vile and the virtuous, and a great difierence between the vil

est and purest man, measured on the moral scale of humanity. The or

dinary man can look down the sinful abyss, and shadowed in the dim

ming depths, see the outline of terrible suggested evils, and he can strain

his eyes to look upon the unrealized glory of the higher virtues. And

yet, compared with infinity, how near together the best and the wort

man. ~ _

Suppose a line drawn from Boston to San Francisco; and let this line

represent the distance between the absolute incarnation of all evil—the

devil, as our Orthodox friends would call that being, at one end, and at

the other absolute holiness, God—towards whom the race is tending.

How much space on this line would lie between the criminal outcast

and the purest man. Of course I cannot say precisely—but I would

guess about a quarter of an inch. All men are so near together, morally

and mentally, that the uppermost have to stoop ouly a very little to bear

the burdens of the lowermost individual.
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The world must be redeemed by- the good purifyingthe bad, the wise

instructing the ignorant, the strong sustaining the weak. This can only

be done by good and bad, wise and ignorant, strong and weak, associat

ing together.

Ye have heard it said by them of old, “Ye cannot touch pitch without

being defiled,” but I say unto you that if you will become less defiled,

you must achieve that state by association and labor among those who

are more defiled than yourselvess. In assisting a weaker brother we

strengthen our own muscles. In teaching an ignorant companion we

clear our own intellect. In pointing out, and by example illustrating, to I

our sinful associate the beauty of holiness, we purify our own heart.

Verily I say unto you, there is no other way under heaven, and among

men by which to have sinners accept the way of Jesus, which is for the

better man to associate with, help, teach and purif$r the worser man.—

Western Light.

 

AS WE ARE.

The age in its excess seems to be half physical and half moral. It en

joys the pleasure uf being mOVed rather than put forth the force to re

flect. It wishes to put itself in the way to enjoy everything without

even dreaming of making a manly effort of contributing anything to

balance amid the surrounding efforts, or even to give to others under

the just law of compensation. It seeks to intoxicate with enjoyment.

It would swing backward and forward without advancing. It satisfies

itself to revel in delight with a kind of dreamy insinuating style, touch

ing softly without pressing close to realities. It is listening to such

ways, seeking only amusement in everything, dreaming only of sweet

delights, that we can be made to endure despotism while the dream of

time, listlesst thinking how some energetic minds are in the harness of

thought and purpose, changing and bettering the world. The age with

its soft indolent and insolent prlde thus narrows its understanding of

the grand and complex beauties in the world that surrounds it. To

make the world better we would exclude such things from the. educa

tion of youth—Liberal.

-.______.,...__

In every age and clime the acquisition of material wealth absorbs the

attention and energies of the multitude.
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A NEW YEAR’SIBTORY.

wrmnn's THE SIN ‘8

(CONTINUED)

The hot July sun beams down pitilessly upon the brick pavements,

gathering greater force by the high walls of the business house of S. Not

a breeze seems to fan the weary inmates of those business houses. Clint

Obeit wipes the perspiration from his brow, and, for a moment, allows

his pen to lie in its case. He is pondering. Perhaps we may gain a

glimpse of the thought picture; we know it is pleasant by the smile, or

rather peace which seems to take the place of the weary, look a moment

since. Ah, yes, we have caught a revelation. On last Sabbath he had

spent the day with his friend Harry, and had read a description of the

mountain trip with Eva’s simple acrostic enclosed. Harry had for once

allowed him to enter into his temple of honor and read Alice’s letter, as

he had given her permission to share he'r’s with Eva. There was a

postscript from Eva also, and by some curious freak in natural conse

quences, this warm afternoon, his spirit was soaring away to a distant

mountain. He was picturing a fairy, and brownie, who were now en-v

joying some breezy place, and he said, “Little, brownie maiden you are

wise, when you say give me my mountain home in preference to the un

tried gaiety of a city you have already fathomed the truth that the glit

ter of life is only a tinsel, the real work-c-day life of the city is not gran

deur. The plow boy in your mountain home is happier—more contented

and more comfortable in the pelting sun, than is the wealthiest banker

of New York City.

At about the same hour—it is Saturday afternoon, and Dan has

brought the mail—~we see Alice and Eva, in the Kingdom, reading the

letter which had been written whilst Clint was with Harry. And think

ing of that faraway city, Alice had said; “Poor papa, how I wish he

was out here to-day. I know how much he would enjoy a respite from

those troublesome books."

“Yes,’-’ says Eva. “Mr. Obert says here in the letter:

“Tell the rustic ladies to cast a thought for the book-keeper, who must

be enclosed within four walls these'melting days, when we scarce know

whether we are ever to emerge into breezy autumn again."

“What a pity.” she continues, “that they can’t have cities on a larger
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tract of ground, and not have the houses so crowded together, that peo

ple cannot get a breath of fresh air.” '

“I believe if I made a city I would havea large yard, to each store, with

shade trees and flowers, to look out on, and I would have dooryards to

all the houses with something green and bright.”

“Why Eva, who would think of it? But your city would cover a

great area of land.”

“Very well then; persons could ride and that would be pleasant.”

“But, dear Eva, many are so poor they could not afford these luxuries.

“But I should not have any one so very poor.‘ I should have employ

ment for all, pay them liberally, and have them to take days for recrea

tion, and I think they would work better. Now you may think this

rather preposterous for a country girl who has never lived in a city, but’

I do not giV'e myself. credit for the origin of it all. Grandmother has so

often talked with me and it seemed to me, just a beautiful idea to have

a happy world for every one. But all this talk will not relieve the poor

book-keeper in your far-away city; we may remember him as he has re

quested,but still it will not send him one of our mountain breezes or a

single flower fresh with the dew.”

“But, as we say, an electric message of sympathy seemed to have been

wafted through the air hundreds of miles, until it toucned Clint Obert’s

brain causing him to lay down his pen, and to allow a sweet, peaceful

expression to rest upon his countenance. And, in this pleasant mood,

Harry finds him. Coming in with a buoyant manner, he says:

“Clint, I have thought of a plan by which I may make you much more

comfortable during the hot summer months, and also derive much bene

fit myself. Here is my pony and phaeton only waiting to be used, and

me‘with time hanging heavy the idea suggested itself: What is the rea

son Clint cannot spend a couple of months with me whilst mother is

gone? I can go for him each evening, taking him back in the morning.

It would give me the greatest pleasure to have your company and I

know would be more pleasant for you."

“Well, my boy, do you know what a task you are imposing upon-your

self ? It Will be very pleasant for a time, but when it becomes a duty

it will be irksome.”

“There, it is settled; you prepare to return with me this evening, and -

you shall not breathe the city air, until Monday morning. I have just
.solved a'selfish way ofaiding myself, and may i also aid you. Mother
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will remain until September,'and I feel already loneliness creeping over

me that even little Willie cannot dispel. I always confided in mother,

and talked with her of future plans so much that now I am at a loss to

know how to improve my time. You and I may form our plans for the

future, as we have begun, and may make our arrangements somewhat

for next winter’s college life."

"Well, Harry, it seems it will be a release to once more settle down to

study for a time, and throw aside the care of business. My employer is

quite anxious to have me remain this year, as he has learned to place

confidence in me and relies upon me.”

“That is a good recommendation to take with you, but I hope that you

will not be persuaded to remain. I believe I should be tempted to wait

myself, if you should—that is with the acquiescence of Mn. Kent and

mother.” '

“In the future we may decide upon this, but my intention is to go, if

possible, this year. Like yourself, I have a desire that we should grad

uate together.”

Harry and Clint are now speeding over the smooth road, that leads

from the busy city. Yes, road we say, for the beautiful trees on either

side—the stretches of green, grassy lawns, in front of retired dwellings,

gave us an idea of the country and the Maple road was the name which

had been given it. Clint laughs gaily as the pretty black creature, yet

rushes forward with impatience, and says:

“You have now, indeed, a heavy duty; you will begin to sympathize

with me in my arduous task ‘1’”

“Exactly, I only wish that I might have taken some such duty for

the summer, but mother and Mr. Kent thought best that I should not as

the time was so short.”

“You will haee the advantage of me, in beginning our studies, but as

you are so kind in relieving me of my burdens, perhaps you will also

assist me in my studies, that I may mount the ladder with you.”

“Certainly, if there was any need, but I think you will find the discip

line of your business will be of more benefit to you, than my idleness has

been to me, and probably the scales will be turned and I shall need your

assistance.”

“Which will be readily given:

ComConan.
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Tm: NEW LITE.

Conunnus, 0., April 22. 1881.

Inn M. MERRILL, EnrrRirss A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT :—Being an inval

id, perhaps for life, and, consequently having a good deal of leisure, or

idle time. and not liking to waste it in idleness, although an illiterate

and uneducated man, according to the general application of the term,

I sometime take pleasure in attempting versification; and having read

your advertisement in the Banner of Light, and wishing you God-speed

in your praiseworthy enterprise, 1 send the following lines:

The spring is here a ain, reminding us once more,

Of other splfin we new in happy days of yore!

The snow as isappeared, ere long sweet flowers will,

Adorn each vale and plain, and bloom on every hill.

Refreshed by showers of spring, warmed by the genial sun;

Earth will her charms reV1ve, her beauetous garments done;

But spring with us, alas! returneth never more,

Till we from earth shall pass to life’s immortal shore.

Our winter hath been lon ; but, Oh! thank God, our sun;

It hasteth to be gone, ’twr I soon for aye be done;

And sprin , eternal spring—will burst upon our si ht,

And we s all bid adieu to earth and winter’s nigh .

To realms celestial fair, we shall with joy ascend,

And with our loved ones there, in sweet communion blend;

0h! hasten to us spring, we for thy comin wait;

Thy holy pleasures here. we fain anticipa e.

We scent afar the air all laden with perfume—

Of flowers sweet-and fair; that there in beauty bloom;

The son the angels sing of Love, redeeming Love—

With w ich forever ring, the heavenly bands above.

Through all the discord that environ us doth break,

And in our inner being, sweet harmonies awake.

Oh, beauteous Angel Death! Oh! messenger divine!

Come kiss away our breath in God’s appointed time.

r

We shall not fear to o, o’er Jordan’s stream with thee,

For God is Love, we now, from hate and anger free;

And God doth all embrace, his Love extends 0 all,

Fot one of all our race can ever hopeless fall,

Death, harbinger of spring, bid all our suffering cease,

We fainithou wouldst our being,‘from earth’s bonds release.

U to our home above, we fain at once would soar,

W‘here Love responds to love, and joy is evermore.

—WM. P. MOONE.

____,,_—_

We shall soon have A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT covered in book form.
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SQUALID POVERTY AT HOME.

 

“The Greeks are at our doors.” “Charity begins at home.” There is no ‘

need of our sending aid to the heathen, who can llve, half clad, on dates,

bananas, yams, and rice food, while we have so/ many cases of actual

and aggravated suffering right under our eyes. Here, in rich luxurious

Boston, which is so ambitious of shedding its intellectual light over the

rest of the country and dispensing its charities on a munificent scale to

distant sufierer—right here in our midst are to be found cases of destitu

tion and suffering, and among worthy and sensitive people, too, which

are enough to make ofie’s heart bleed to listen to the recital of. The

sharp contrasts in a large city between wealth and want are calculated

to move the hardest nature profoundly.

Want is bad enough when it is the penalty paid for self-inflicted

wrongs, such as result inevitably from evil courses and a low grade of

morals and intelligence; but when it comes to individuals who have al

ways fought the battle of life, over whelming them with the new and

strange conditions into which it forces them, and revealing to them pos

sibilities which are so shocking as to utterly discourage and dishearten

them, it becomes the painfulest object of contemplation to a being of

even ordinary sensibilities.

We made the remark in a recent issue of the Banner of Ligdt that

squalid poverty is on the increase in this great, rich city of Boston at the

present time; and that scarcely a day passes on which we are not called

to render assistance to destitute ones. And we alluded to a single case

of lamentable destitution, one out of many, to which we promised to re

fer at another time. The case referred to is the following, which made

instantaneous relief imperative if it would be of any effect:

It is that of a family of three persons—husband and wife, Americans,

in the prime of life, and their three-year-old boy. The industrious hus’

band had previously maintained his family in circumstances of comfort

by working at his trade. The hard times of two years ago threw him

out of the employment, and before he could obtain work again had ex:

hausted all his small savings. A year ago he obtained work again, but

not long afterwards he received a bodily injury of a very severe nature,

which for a long time so disabled him as to make manual labor a practi

cal impossibility. In consequence of this second misfortune, the little

family was compelled to remove from .where it was to a diminutive at~
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tic; and in order to procure the common necessaries of life they parted

with every article of furniture and clothingwhich they could possibly do

without. At length they were obliged to leave their small quarters for

others at a lower rent.

We found them, while engaged in investigating the case, in a close

and contracted room, ten feet by twelve, in a basement or cellar. The

room was cold and damp. There was a stove, but no fire burned in it.

The room contained no furniture that really deserved the name. In

short, we met a scene of downright, unmitigated poverty, such as few of

the well-to-do classes would be willing to believe exists in this city of

- ours. There could be no need of going abroad to find objects on which

to lavish our charity, when we find cases like this under our very eyes at

home.

The little boy of this family is already a sufferer from .the effects of liv

ing in so damp a place. The wife and mother is thin and somewhat

emaciated, but continues to be hopeful of better days again, when her

, husband’s restored health will allow him to go back to his trade. She

was at work making overalls at five cents a pair!

In another part of this damp and unhealthy basement is a room of

still smaller dimensions, in which we found a widow lady and her son

—a lad of six or seven years-both fit subjects for the hospital in conse

quence of their debilitated condition. The widowed mother is strug

gling with her needle trying to earn enough to keep her boy and herself

from starvation.

We saw that these really deserving people needed to be provided with

the means to secure, in the first place, a tenement fit to live in, and next

to procure food enough to sustain life until the husband referred to, is

restored to health and able to provide for them, and we rendered them

the temporary assistance. We are all aware that there is machinery in

existence for publicly disbursing charity to people thus situated, but it

never can do what personal interposition does, and it is never so wel

come. We wrong ourselves in putting off upon committees those direct

and simple duties, which by performing, secures the secret and per

manent blessing to ourselves—Banner of Light.

True—we want missionary work in our own land. The missionary

work of caring for suffering humanity. ‘

+

We send back numbers of this magazine to all who subscribe.
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THE GRAND LIGHT.

There is a light from celestlal regions that dawns with unerring and

unfading brilliance. It is the light of the nineteenth century; it is an

era in the world’s history which has been notable, and will be more so.

Humanity has attempted for ages, to reform the world by compulsion,

by martyrdom, by persecution and oppression, but we see the result.

Standing upon the verge of this new era, retrospecting the past, we find

much of the fruits of intolerance and oppression; we find that it is not

sweet and palatable, but that it is bitter and unwholesome. We find

that compulsory efforts arouse an antagonistic nature within man; we

find it hardens and sears the heart; it fills the soul with revenge malice

and hatred. But use the talisman which might be called wonderful—

love and you will see the darkened caverns to rejoice in a glad, new

light; you will see the stubborn rebellious nature made tractable, and

ready to be moulded by the gentle, tender hand. You will find a con

trite and humble spirit, to take the place of the proud and arrogant one.

You will find a sweet harmonious flow upon the earth; you will find that

the evil may be hurled back to its native element; that man may be en

abled to triumph over Satan, if you extend to him lovmg sympathy rath

er than upbraid for the weakness. ~

Oh, we cannot be too highly impressed with our duty to our brother

man; he may, by our withholding the encouragement which is already

upon the lips, be caused to sink in the despondency of despair. This

love to humanity is the grand light, which in this era is dawning upon

the world, flooding it with an auroral gleam of victory—victory over the

power of Satan—evil.

We would look to the fountain of all light and love, and remove all

obstructions in our pathway. “We would lay aside every weight, and

run with patience the race which is before us. “Y es! the race of life.

The majestic aspiration, the rising up into a perfect manhood to the

station, “a little lower than the angels," throwing ofi evil thoughts and

deeds.

Learn the lesson of life in all its beauty and grandeur, and you cannot,

injure another, wilfully; you see naught in your brother to hate, but the

evil which surrounds him. You pity rather than despise, he who is en

tangled in coils. You hate with a deadly hatred the sin which surrounds

him, and would hurl it, if possible, into the regions of outer darkness, al
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lowing your brother to come out into the sunlight of love and beauty

rejoice in the grand garden of heavenly growth, inhale the pure, the

heavenly fragrance of those celestial flowers which are unfading.

This grand light would have no other law than love; for this is all

powerful. We take, as an example, the parent’s love for a child. Let it

err and go far astray, yet there is no sacrifice which is too great for the

parent to make for the child, and, many times, through this love, he is

won back to the path of virtue and rectitude. where as a spirit of tyran

ny will drive him farther into the downward road. How many a wife

has won back her husband from the verge of a drunkard’s grave. by the

power—kindness, whilst harsh and bitter words would have sent the

weak frame to seek consolation, for a time at least, in the exhilarating

effect of the poisoned cup.

There is, in the nature of every human being, a chord which must re

spond to the gentle tone, and to real sympathy, and there is a desire, for

something better and higher, called forth; whereas the bitter, vindic

tive words arouse the same spirit, as like begets like. The message sent

must rest as a gentle dove in the heart of another, or rankle as the poi

soned dart sending the life blood coursing through the vems with dead

ly stupor.

Thus we see the grand light which Jehovah would have his children

to carry, and that is “Love to humanity, and you have fulfilled the whole

law. For We remember that He has said that which was done for the

least, was done for Him. The angel realm bears us the same message.

They sweep down on their errands of mercy that we may light our

lamps from a heavenly flame, and breathe the perfume of another clime,

and still be actively at work in the busy tumult of the world. We may

find a new light to dawn upon us, each and every hour; a revelation of

some divine plan in our lives. Why must man lay aside all cares to wor

ship God? Rather worship with the whole heart and soul, in every duty

of life, in every effort by this rising up into a state of perfection.

Thus we see the beauty of all things under the clear light which would

reveal the grandeur of life were it unobstructed.

IDA M. MnaRILL.

—-——-—<.>—-——-———

The disease of the soul is folly, of which there are two kind- ignorance

and madness.
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A HISTORY 01‘ LIFE.

as Is GATHERED mom BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

And Abram called the name of his son. . . .Isaac.

He was a child of promise; a child of prophecy; the angels had fore

told this consummation of a divine plan, had filled the hearts of Sarah

and Abram with thanksgiving unto the most High, in a double sense.

A child was born unto them which perpetuated the nationality, which

should be a blessing to them in old age, a comfort to their declining

years, and not only this, the sweet promise was fulfilled. The Lord is

Lord over all. He is mighty and Omniscient. The great truth was

proved satisfactorily that there is an unseen Power, which operates

with unerring Wisdom when the children of men bring themselves into

a state of harmony, of childlike obedience, of willingness to be guided

by the Over-ruling power.

They sang songs of joy in their inmost souls, which ascen'ded unto the

throne of Jehovah, so to speak. But is it not a figurative expression ‘3

Is it a literal throne ? Or is it not a similation of the real? It is said the

heavens are his throne, and the earth his footstool. Ayel that is it! He

is manifest in all things.v We gaze upon the starry firmament, trace the

brilliant constellations, move along the path of 'the milky way, and we

read of his majesty. We look upon the pale moon with her soft, lucid

light, and we read of His -wisdom; we gaze at the resplendent sun as

he rides across the mighty heavens and see, when it has reached the mer

idian, that there is a grandeur which we cannot imitate.

We may take every glorious landscape, every sublime manifestation of

nature, and our hands fall powerless, our lips are struck dumb in at

tempting to portray it, in language or upon canvass. There is intelli

gence and majesty, beyond man’s power.

In all that is revealed to us through nature, we read it—there is a

First Cause for all life—an intelligence—a soul of the great universe,

and each soul, life or spirit is a part of the Great Soul, a spark from the

great Central Sun. One ray of light each soul should be, if not darken

ed by iniquity, or weighed down by ignorance.

Thus the prophecy of the angels to Abram and Sarah, proved to them
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there was an invisible intelligence, operating through these angels, with

which they were not gifted, that they had received a light which was

as yet unknown to them; but they had come with their lamps lighted at

the altar of Love, and wisdom given them a spark that they might touch

theirs and the light burned in their altar, as from the heavenly.

The fulfilling of that prophecy, gave them evidence beyond a doubt that

this invisible intelligence moved by a plan; that in the interior, or spirit

realm is first perfected the picture, the thought or the spirit. It gave

them a God of Omnipotence.

Thus in our age we have prophecies" given us and fulfilled—the law

once and forever, the gates ajar, and the angels glide through with the

loving messages prove to us yet, the immortality of the soul, and not

only the fact but the grand secret of life. We find in our own experi

ence that in the mind we first form a plan in regard to any momentous

action; we reason, we ponder, we study, we fill hours with anxiety, even

by maturing plans, which may be of benefit to the world, which may aid

us in the great walk of life. We rear be autiful, fairy, air castles—ideals

' which cannot be perfected in tnis world of opposition and inharmony.

Also, we see that any great movement, in nations, in governmental

affairs, in cities, or in individual families, requires this forethought the

plan is perfected in the mind, yet never as perfect in reality as in the

ideal.

Thus we see the great world, of beautiful design, shows the designer

has planned. We might see here too, as with our ideals. The natural

world exhibits not so much imperfection, as does humanity. There is

not so much of the mind—the responsible mind. This manhood sees,

perhaps by a contending against this great power, he may for a time be

come a God, as it were; he may receive homage, and worship, and self

adulation, and lol he works against the law. The beautiful ideal, which

is perfected in the other world, is marred; grime and dust destroy the

beauty of the picture; the rough usage and reckless care disfigures, un

til the beautiful picture is scarce recognizable. But let man take the

beautiful angels by the hand, light his lamp from the eternal fire of

love, mercy and justice. and how beautiful the picture glows, beneath

the brilliancy; every perfection is portrayed, and every imperfection re

ceives a touch from the master artist. Glorious prophecies these angels

bring in our time; for are not the gates “forever ajarf’ they tell us of

glad, new songs for all the weary children of earth. They say to the
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faithful one be of good cheer. Thy picture is being persectcd in the

angel realm, and although rough hands may attempt to obstruct the

light, it shall dawn with unerring and unfading brilliance. Thy labors

of love are aided by the angels, thy light is yet brilliant clear and beau

tiful, and the sunlight of everlasting love shall fill thy soul with joy in

eifable, “Well done, good and faithful servant,” shall be echoed in thy

ears to cheer thee to higher and nobler attainments. Oh, the angels

are, to-day, as near and nearer than in those ages gone.

IDA M. MERRILL.

—__.,____

On the eve of his departure from New York for his home, recently,

Bjornstjern Bjornson, the Norwegian poet, novelist and orator, deliver

ed a farewell address to his countrymen in the Teutonia Assembly

Rooms on Third avenue. He was heartily received by a large audience

of Scandinavians. His lecture dealt with the principles upon which re

ligious instructions in our age should rest. The canker in the system,

he said, was the wornout, untrue dogmas imposed upon a people, fetter- _

ed in superstition instilled in childhood. and carefully nursed in the

man. For this he held responsible a priestcraft that has forever' stood,

said the poet, in the war of human progress and liberty, and stands to

day arrayed against science, art, the emancipation of woman, and every

effort for truth made by nations in the struggle of a slow but sure awak

ening. The speaker himself had been in these fetters, and remembered

now with shame the cowardice that prevented him from shaking them

off. Now that he was free and could see the way clear ahead to the at

tainment of real divine truth, he shouted to those behind him to do as

he had done—throw over the old fallacies, think for themselves, and be

free. With the nations themselves lies the choice of freedom or bond

age. A brighter day was coming, when these things would be seen

more clearly—Banner of Light.

———<0>————

The value of a man’s opinion depends exclusively on his knowledge.

The expression of an Opinion concerning any subject by one who has no

knowledge of it, indicates either a brutal ignorance of what is right and

proper, or an unparalleled amount of effrontery. For instance, it is

alike shameful and ludicrous to hear a moral bankrupt give his opinion

on any question of morality.
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“A PASSING INCIDENT.”

 

Under the above heading the Boston Investigator of a late date pays

a merited tribute to a lady well known among the Spiritualists of Mas

sachusetts. By so doing Bro. Seaver shows his goodness of heart, and

we especially thank him, as it shows that Infidels are often more liberal

than professed Christians in regard to Spiritualists and Spiritualism.

“In a great city there are many good deeds performed—little way-side

charities, as it were, of humble life—which are never told in the papers,

but which are as meritorious as if they were publicly proclaimed, and

which show quite as fruitfully the goodness of human nature. The fol

lowing is one of these pleasing and praiseworthy incidents of which we

happened to hear recently, though the kind performer of it will wonder

to see her name in print, but she will please excuse the liberty we take, ’

and remember that editors are privileged characters, and say pretty

much what they like! One cold day last winter, in the midst of a driv

ing snow-storm, an aged lady sought out, after much trouble, a poor

and destitute family in the south part of this city, supplied their wants,

and also raised a contribution for them from among the neighbors. She

did not come from any church, for she is a believer in Humanity and

not in a sectarian creed, nor was she acquainted with the poor family

that she relieved, but hearing they were in distress, she went of her own

accord, like a genuine ‘Sister of Melcy,’ to their assistance and proved

her faith by her works. This kind-hearted, benevolent woman, is Mrs.

Mary Stearns, probably of three score and ten, a most devoted Spiritual

ist, and a prominent member of the Ladies’ Aid Society, whose object is,

like good Samaritans, to help the suffering poor regardless of their reli

gion, color, sex or nationality. The theory of Spiritualism we have no

faith in and cannot accept, but its practice as related in this incident is

worthy of all praise.” -

———_<»——-_

I

Plants, like animals, differ much in their habit, and the different sorts

of food on which they subsist. The broad leaved clovers, turnips and

mangles abstract from the air a large portion of their growth, while the

narrow-leaved grains and grasses partake more largely of mineral food,

which they draw from the soil. This fact will explaim'the great advan

tage of rotation of crops.
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DEPARTED FRIENDS.

 

Embalm our friends in life-time,

Wait not until they’re gone;

The endearin words strengthen,

Wait not til life has flown.

The word of praise and comfort,

Will raise earth’s drooping flowers,

’Tis better than a coflin

To fill with joy the hours.

In our busy world of turmoil,

We crush back the gentle tone;

()h! let the loving ones be spoken,

Precious seeds of love be sown.

The ief we bear for dear ones,

W1 1 not the dead recall;

Spend labor for the living,

Give them our love, our all.

The flowers which on m breast may lie,

When I have passsed rom here,

Will sweeter be in life to hold,

Shed not then, for me a tear,

Bnt love and light is all of life,

Why do we have sadness here ?

Wh are we filled with doubts and fears ‘3

hy does come the bitter tear ?

Oh, scatter the flowers for the living!

Oh, garner the endearing word!

In a heart of flesh which droops for it.

Let ever the sweet notes be heard.

Let us strive to be atient and kind;

Let us gently is the errin one;

Let us live with the living to- ay,

For to-morrow they too may be gone.

When stillness is o’er them,

The flowers will not recall;

The bitter words which pierced the heart,

Ere the angel came with soft foot-fall.

Lily-white blossoms the angels bring, '

And scatter them in our way,

They tell us they need not our all;

They joy in our joy to-day.

CORA CO'RAL.

—-_--—_.>——

Our readers will confer a great favor by sending us the names of par

ties who are interested in reform.
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(commune)

Look up from the footstool towards the great supreme spirit, and be

hold the Heavens, as the throne from whence all life flows the mighty,

limitless expanse of space, filled with spheres of worlds upon worlds,

spiritlife—no place where lifei is not present. Wherefrom the everlast

ing fountain of light, liberty, justice and mercy flows the stream forever

the immense reservoir always full of wisdom, knowledge and under

standing ready to fill the souls of mankind with thoughts and ideas of

' truth, righteousness, peace and good will. The everlasting law of love,

that creates and upholds all things, will never change, but will be full

fllled when the world has become enlightened sufficiently to understand

the happiness and beauty of loving one’s neighbor as themselves.

The real neighbors are all who sufier from whatever cause. If they

are victims of their own follies, or have yielded to those wild beasts, they

have taken into their ark and allowed them to govern, pity, and not con

demn, as the same sun shines upon all, and let the sun of your interior

self shine on your brother or sister, and raise them up on the elevation

where you stand reach down and take them by the hand and support

them with kindness, with gentle, l'ovmg words; do not mention their

faults or crimes, but treat them as we would like to be treated under the

same circumstances. By taking this course you will draw an influence

from the highest sphere of intelligence, love and mercy or forgiveness; it

will be acting the will of our Father who is in heaven on earth, as we

act from the God principle within us.

Build places of refuge or asylum's for those morally insane, diseased,

human beings; make it both pleasant, secure, and give them employ
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ment, not as punishment,-but ,as a means of support, and enjoyment, so

as not to be burdensome to the people. When a thief steals an article

worth ninety cents, he is taken to jail and punished by keeping him con

fined fourteen months, and tax payers, widows, orphans and laborers

foot the bill at eleven dollars per month, would it not be better to build

a workhouse than a jail, and use every inducement to reform the crimi

nal? '

Every mortal has a spark of fire from the Father of all life, that by

judicious fanning may be blown into a flame. It would be more sensi

ble to use the money that is waisted in building an elegant church call

ed the house of God building a place to teach criminals how to gov

ern themselves, as God says, “Where can you build me a house. or

where is my place of rest ‘9” This man with an humble and contrite spirit

is my temple to dwell in; a humble, true man is one who does not despise

his neighbor, but takes him up every time, never goes by on the other '

side, his religion is to do good in the little acts of every day life, no stat

ed times to do good deeds. Jesus, went about on the Sabbath, or day of

rest, doing good deeds of loving, kindness healing the sick, casting out

evil spirits and preaching the gospel, teaching the people that the king

dom of happiness is always at hand, the door open for mortals to enter

into the sunshine of peace and love. .

Mus. M. MERRICK.

_*,>_ _A I

TO SPIKITUALISTS.

My DEAR FRIENDs:—-I am impressed from the great high Priest to

speak to you this day concerning two boys who are to be executed on

the 11th of June, being sentenced for the murder of their father, to be

hung by their necks until they are dead. Dr. Talbott was shot while in

bed last September. Iknew nothing of the circumstances connected

with the murder, never heard of them until I read the cruel sentence

that was pronounced. But the spirit of the father came with the sen

tence to me to find sympathy, and when he succeeded in making him

self known; said his sons were not guilty, and all the judges and juries

on earth could not make me believe they are. And suppose they were,

who shall say, contrary to the law of the great supreme ruler of the uni

verse, “kill them?” The fable of Cain and his brother is sufficient to

show that a murderer should never be hung or killed. Cain had a
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mark put upon him; lest some one should take his life before he had

suifered the penalty of his misdeeds on earth.

The christian people have revised the bible, and now it would be well

for them to revise themselves, and see if their hands are not full of

blood and murder; if they had spent the time fulfilling the laws of God,

instead of trying to improve the word, that some call God, crime would

cease, and peace and harmony prevail. _ I g

All who have received the light are responsible for the cruel sufiering'

and misery, if they place their light under a bushel. Come out and

work in the vineyard; cast out the noxious weeds and poisonous plants

of murder and selfishness: punishment and revenge. It is contrary to

the great teacher; he said, “Forgive them, they know not what they do.”

Build asylums and workshops, and by kind and gentle treatment, restore

them to moral health and usefulness. , r

I ask the co-operation of my- spiritual friends (James Tatum, Alabama;

Jesse H. Butler, Los Angeles, Cal; Warren Boyington, Rockford, Ill.;

Minerva A. Bedford,,M0.; Mrs. T. Anderson, Western Light, St. Louis,‘

Mo.; Hattie A. Cate, Watchman, Brooklyn, N. Y‘; Peter Dahlberg, Win

field, lowa; Scientific Inoestigato'r, Portland, Oregon; Nathaniel Ran

dalls, Woodstock, Vermont; W. G. Gray, Mich.) in this great work of

reform; send out forked lightning from your centers of harmony, and

break the circles of murderers. All ideas and thoughts move in circles,

and the positive will unite with the negative, the angels of mercy aiding,

and if we are willing and faithful we shall win the battle.

Mas. M. MERRXCK.

__<,,____._

The following we take from a letter of Dr. Woodworth, of Forest

Home, Miss: “Let me congratulate you on the noble work in which

you are engaged, and in the praiseworthy object. Would that we had

mamy, MANY more such unselfish souls working in our ranks of pro

grass and'reform. You have struck the right string for us all to play

upon. Yes, we do need reform, and yours is the right plan of teaching

it—thousands upon thousands may be taught to see aright. if taught cor

rectly—my past 20 years experience as a healing medium has taught me

many salutary lessons of instruction, having gone through the roll of

persecution. I desire to see a Copy, and will‘do all in my power to in
crease its circulation.” I
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' A mwas STORY.

WHERE'S THE sIN?

(CONTINUED)

,

"How grand this is Harry!” exclaimed Clint as they reached the beau

- tiful home of Harry. How much shall I he indebted to you ‘8”

“Not in the least. It will be rather the contrary. It is a selfish idea

perhaps as I enjoy the pleasant shades these hot, fierce days, I have

thought of my old and true Ifriend Clint, his prison house for the time,

and desiring'your company to relieve the monotony of this summer’s

life, therefore act accordingly."

“Very well, Harry, take it as you have said, and I seeabeautiful truth;

we cannot aid another in any way, but we find we are benefitted our

selves. As the great ocean feeds the fieecy clouds which scud hither and

thither athwart the heavens, and‘ these same clouds burst upon the earth

in showers of refreshing rain, return again to the ocean with a mission

performed, again to‘monnt to the clouds, so do these deeds of loving

kindness, to each other; they return to the point of evolution, freighted

with the increase of a mission performed. Your generous thought has

sent my spirit soaring into the clouds, leaving the dusty, busy city in the

distance. It will refresh my soul like the gentle rain does the parched

earth, and my joy return to you as a recompense --back to the ocean

from ‘whence 1 it started.”

“There Clint, you are again talking just like a minister. I declare I

would rather hearfyou preach a sermon in that style than any minister

I have ever heard. You show to me a wonderful power in a simple act.

But as Mr. Kent said a few days since; it is the small actions which will

make you the man, and the great ones will come, but occasionally. Per

haps once or twice in a lifetime may a man do any great, courageous

act, yet never was one performed by the man who did not pay heed to

the trifling matters.” '

“It is exactly so. This very discipline of the day, combating with,

and overcoming difficulties; gives us strength for any great action

which we may be called upon to perform instantaneously.”

It is evening; we shall look in upon the inmates of the Kent mansion.

Mrs. Kent in neglige costume suitable to the season reclines upon a di
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van in the library. Mr. Kent seated in his easy chair reading the news

of the day. .

A beautiful woman is Mrs. Kent and with the stern expression of

countenance there is a sweetness which might at times envelop the wo

man and allow a lovely character to blossom. Some sweep of the mas

ter hand might bring forth qualities which had slumbered. Some warm

ray of light from the interior life might warm the congealed waters of

her soul and a pure stream of loving kindness might make her beauty

perfect by transforming it into life. Ah that was the secret. The

warm loving nature had in some manner been stifled. She loved her

husband and child, but in that cold, passionless manner which is allied

to conventionality. The love of the world and its follies, had enveloped

the bud in a covering which would not allow it to expand. For there

had years ago been planted by a loving han'l seeds of everlasting life.

Mrs. Kent reared by wealthy parents, with everywish gratified, petted

and flattered had crushed back the loving heart, but as we have said

there had been seed planted by a loving hand. The dear grandmother

who had dwelt with her parents had given words of advice, loving words

of the higher ideal of life, and ever and anon they had swept over her

icy nature, reviving for a time the warm stream of childhood. Also the

words of wisdom which fell from the lips of her husband. had their in

fluence. \

In her hand she held an open letter; it was from Alice, and we may

look over her shoulder'and read:

MY DEAREST MAMAZ—I cannot describe to you this beautiful place;

this delightful Eden; this heaven upon earth. I am growing to be a

perfect country lassie, and I fear, mama, you will never be enabled to

polish me sufficiently to carry out the role of belle in our circle; but.

really mama, I do think you will excuse me, when I tell you how much I

enjoy being a belle of the forest, as is Eva. I have roamed the woods.

with the freedom of a wild deer, have listened to the grandest music, the,

sweetest and most perfect, which I have ever heard—that is the music

of nature, the songs of the birds, the sweet, gentle lullaby of the brooks,.

and the dashing, roaring, grand voluntary of the mighty cataract. I

have climbed the mountain and gazed upon the broad expanse of nature,

stretching away like some grand and beautiful picture, such as I have

never seen in an art gallery. I have from the valley below gazed upon

these mountains, towering in grand sublimity toward the sky, and have
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said: no mighty cathedral‘liaVe I ever seen so grand. I have enjoyed

the free hospitality of the simple country folks, and felt, in their free,
unrestrained kindness,va sympathy and atrue spirit which I cannot find

in fashionable society. ‘ I have enjoyed with Eva a congeniality which

I have never found in S.'. D'ear'papa, I must also add a few words to

you. How may I_ ever thank you enough for this delightful visit, which

youlhave‘granted mel’ How I have wished that you and mama might

' be here wan 'me. 'I am learning deeper lessons of life each day. Am .

reaching up to the Good Father in gratitude, as I behold the beauty and

grandeur'ofthis world, and all for the children of men. I send my

heart’s best 'love'to my parents. and still remain your iloving, affection

ate daughter. 1' ~ ’ ' l

’ a ‘ ’ '4' ALICE.

The letter had been read the day previous, but there was a peculiar in

terest in it to'Mrs. Kent. ' She could not help being pleased in the joy

of her child; yet she feared she would become so filled with this air, that

she would have no desire for fashionable life, and would not carry out

the ideal which she had reared in her mind for Alice. She had, in fancy

seen her arrayed in rich robes, playing the part of hostess, or as guest

with queenly dignity, and giving vent to her thoughts she says in her

accustomed way of addressing Mr. Kent, when not in society

“Dear papa, what am I to do with Alice? I fear she will come back

to me as uncouth as some untutored country girl, her complexion ruined

and her manners rude. She must reign as belle this season, I have set

my heart on this object from the time I saw her beauty expand into

womanhood."

“My dear wife,” says Mr. Kent in that peculiarly earnest way which he

always used when he felt a little vexed with Mrs. Kent’s ideas; for with

al her heartlessness he knew the heart which heat within contained the

true germ, and had hopes that perhaps through Alice it might yet bud

and blossom: I

“My dear wife," repeating with emphaSis,” if I might but impress you

with an idea of the true life of the great principles of true enjoyment,

you would rejoice in Alice’s freedom. Do you not see there is something

which fills the soul of our little daughter that we do not find in these Ta

dies of fashion ? It is this soul that makes her personal beauty ‘more at

tractive, and which can light the plainest face. Her soul is now feed

ng upon its own peculiar food, and she is drinking from the wells of
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life, waters which shall cause her character to become green and beauti

ful as a well cultivated and watered field. We might take greater pleas

ure with her in a private circle of cultivated acquaintances, than in the

great sea of fashion.” ‘

“But, my dear husband,” she says, “you know I have always been ac

customed to this life. I should be miserable withoutthe stimulus which

fashionable life gives me, and Eva would never make a brilliant match

in this way.” .' Com CoiuL.

 

' ' THE SOUL.

We take the following from the Church Advocate of Nov. 1879, prov

ing the separation of sprit and body scientifically:

“ It has long been an anxiom of a certain class of visionary enthusi

asts that that which we call soul is nothing more than a high, subtle

development of life. The mystical and proofiess character of this prop

osition, or its opposite, has so far eluded the demonstration of keenest

analysis. With the aid of revelation, ' attended by the most patient

scientific investigation, candid men of all classes have voluntarily ad

mitted the difiiculties and mysteries which shroud the origin, character,

and destiny of the spirit. A late scientific experiment in the city of

New York will go far toward setling this controversy by the literal

demonstration of facts. A man had‘been caught by a clrcular saw in a

planing mill, and one of the large arteries of his arm was severed, and

from this wound he bled to death. This body was taken by Prof. Dore

mus, Drs. White and Chambers, and in the presence of a number of

students from Bellevue and Roosevelt hospitals actually restored to life.

Blood was taken from two living sheep, incisions were made near

the heart, and tubes inserted through which vital fluid passed, galvanic

batteries were attached to nerves, a small pair of bellows was inserted

in the mouth, and at a given signal each operator began to act the part

assigned him. Slowly the chest began to rise and fall. respiration began,

, the pulse beat faintly, the corpse was alive! The pulse gradually grew

stronger, the man opened his eyes, and in a few days was able to go

about the room, on the testimony of Dr. Bigelow, who witnessed the

experiment. But the strangest part is yet to be told. When pressed to

tell all, Dr. Bigelow said: “ Well, the man cats and drinks; seems to be

afraid of other people, or more curious than afaid, and is strangely af
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fected by the heat or cold. But he can neither read or write, does not

know the use of books, plates, knives or forks. He is not able to talk

but cries'out loudly or jab'bers in an inarticulate manner. Once in a

while a word can be distinguished, but the -man does not appear to per

ceive 'any difference between it and his jargon. The animal We has

been restored but not the spiritual. The‘mind with all its component

‘part's'has gone, I fear never to be restored. This wonderful achieve

ment of sciencelis vouched for by names which carry irresistible evi

dence of correctness and truthfulneswa fuller investigation shall but

corroborate the certanity of this experiment, it will prove that tifese

physicians builded wiser than they knew. Intent simply on animal re

suscitation, they have added unwittingly to. their medical discovery the

highest trophy of mental science. They have shown conclusively that

spiritual life is no part of physical life, and that one may exist without

and independently of the other. This will clearly emphasize the genera]

scope of revelation and becomes an unanswerable argument to those

who teach that spiritual life cannot survive the death of the body. It

ought to do much also toward arresting the suicidal mania, based largely

on the unwarranted assumption that death is the extinction of being.

It is certainly true that this dark and gloomy outlook for the future

taught by rationalists and semi-skeptics, fills the heated and murky

brains of many dissipated or over-worked fanatics, until they dream of

death as an endless sleep to be sought by the weary and oppreseed. It

is well if they can be startled from this terrible dream. If the trumpet

is set to the lips of a man alive from the dead perhaps this nightmare of

the soul can be shaken ofi. Scieue always shakes hands with God.

Sometimes misunderstood or misinterpreted, she has seemed to combat

the truths of revelation. Fuller investigation has brought her to the

front blazoned with the light of triumph, with truth for her inspiring

genius, morality for her handmaid and the Bible for her allyl Nature

and redemption must strike the same chord, and when there is no har

mony it is because we have struck the wrong key. A mere novitiate may

curse the musical instrument that gives forth nothing but discordant

sounds; but a skillful performer will take the same instrument, and it

becomes a model of harmony. - The rocks beneath, the stars above, the

howling storm. the grottOes of the deep are but the footprints of Deity.

If our hearts are jarred by ceasless discord,.it is because we are con

stantly striking the wrong key.
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WOMAN’SSPEOULATIVE PHILOSOPHY.

LETTER FROM JEAN STORY, AUTHOR or SUBSTANTIALISM.

DEAR MRS. MERRICKZ—We are delighted with your “confession _of

faith,” hence must dissent from your opinion that we are not on the

same plane of thought. . You say that “thoughts and ideas are always in

existence ready to flow through the brain of an individual as the atmos

phere flows through the lungs to support the physical body.” Why this

is just what we have been striving to prove for years. It is one of the

leading. doctrines of Substantialism. You say you are not “educated.”

To this I also dissent. You may not term them metaphysics and phys

ics, yet did you not understand the co-operation of the principles involv

ed in the gestation and growth of the brain and body, you could not the

orize thus understandingly.

We, on the contrary, confess that we have been “liberally educated”

in all the man-made theories—theologic, philosohic. and' scientific, that

are now being so liberally brought to the rising generation. But to con

vince you that we have not been seriously injured by the knowledge im

parted, we assure you they were all tabled years ago as are questionable

bills in congress. We often give them another reading; and will now,

for your especial benefit, take them up and re-examine their respective

merits. . >

As it is the center and circumference of all others, we will begin with

theology, which as atheory is what man has idealized from his self-de

termined standpomt. That is, perceiving himself to belong to the high

est and most complex species; and finding his sex to belarger and strong

er in brain and body than the female of his species, he regards himself

in asexual sense, as the foremost or head of the animal world; thence

idealizes his theory of creation from this circumferential range—induc

tively. There he begins his conceptive creations by first creating a uni

versal creator in his own image and of his own superior sex, who, seeing

what his human creator sees—nothing more, or less, or otherwise, in any

sense, creates women far beneath his position in every respect. She is

not only creator-cursed as the the matter of sin and death, and doomed

to be the servant of man in every way which his stronger brain and

body may determine, but she is required to love and to honor him, under

pnalty, as the earthly representative of his self-created super-mundane
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creator. Although he concedes that “man is born of woman,” yet ow

ing to his sexual superiority—not the logic, he claims man was first cre

ated—~then woman. We are humbly thankful that we have. sufficient

knowledge of comparative physiology and anatomy to be able to prove

positively the utter falsity of the priority of male organism; and to prove

the falsity of the idea that the human species was prior to the lower

species, as is recorded in man’s theologic theories. The animal series, in

the order of their inrearing complexity, reveal successive stages of our

world's growth as their common mother. The animal forms of the least

complexity, which are termed uni-sexuals or bi-sexuals, are all females.

Male organisms begin as supercentral cells or organs within and as con

stituents of these simple female forms, these male organs appear as

more and more external appendages; thence as more and more complex

parasites—utterly incapable of self-promission. In still more complex

species, these male organs become individualed and outborn as distinct

organism, but are more or less inferior‘ in size and strength compared

with those of the females. It is only in the still higher and in the most

'complex species that the males equal and exceed the females‘in size and

strength. The real principles of nature can never be understood until

these mythical theories are annihilated by the combined light of intui

tion and reason through these logic of tacts. The logic of facts begins

at the standpoint of germination, at the beginning of the female stage

of development, the pre-natal stage. Reasoning from cause to effect is

seen to be curative to a more complex effect. That is, beginning with

the essence or spirit of things with its eternal tendency towards a cen

ter of gravity, the first effect is its aggregation as a nucleus, the simplest

form possible. The essence or spirits of this form in combination With

later descending essence, aggregates in a more complex form, whose

modes of moving include those of its every predecessor; thus on and on

ad infinintum. ‘

This is the true and the only truthful theory of evolution. Evolution

is purely the converse or expression of the complications of mechanical

powers involved in the ascending series of animal forms. These increas

ing complications are conceivable from woman’s standpoint, because the

deductive process of reasoning includes the inductive process; whereas

they are utterly inconceivable by man, the inductive reasoner, who sees

only a series of efiects—-forms of matter, whose functions—not the logic,

are controlled by something——nature’s laws, God, spirit, fate, or chance,
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in accordance with his peculiar belief, that is essentially immaterial.

It is the function of manhood to discover and to classify facts, the ef

fects of nature's mechanical powers manifest through the functions of

its organic forms or form. But man can no more conceive the essence of

being and the progress of life through form, unaided by the intuition of_

woman, than he can reproduce his specific offspring without the func

tions of womanhood.

As the stronger sex of the highest species, man’s cruelty to woman has

never equalled the cruelties; the females of the lowest species inflict .up

on their weaker males, upon which they prey, thereby prevent an excess

of the male element, which e xcess is prevented in higher species by the

males destroying each other.

Not only has the mutual destruction of males in the human species

continuously resulted in the “survival of the fittest,” but the cruelties

inflicted by man upon wo‘r'nan have compelled the greater development

of her powers of moral suasion, powers whose incoming reign will be as

much superior to the reign of'physical force, as regards human happi

ness, as the genial fertility of summer is superior to the frigid dearth of

winter. These are some of the ideas not yet recognized as orthodox,

that flow through our brain with the impression that they pertain to a

plane of thought aitained by our pre-historic sucessors, far above} the

myths and mists of pagan and christian idolatry; a plane where the sex

ual functions of substance, both as essence or spirit and as form, are

more clearly understood than is possible .to humans on the earth plane

- in the present; a plane where woman is seen, not as a helpmeet or an

appendage of man, but as a reservoir of intuitive knowledge,——knowl

edge that can never be gestated by or outborn from the brain of man.

To impart this knowledge, woman must convince the reason through

the logic of facts. It can never be convinced by rhapsodies or by ridi~

cnle that simply stir the emotions. The public mind is blinded by the

egotism of man’s mind, blinded by his self-imaged gods, in worshipping

which, he worships himself. It cannot appreciate the inductive reason

of woman, because, while thus blinded, it cannot perceive that the fac

ulties of the “two sexes in the aggregate, are necessarily equal, but oppo

site and mutually supplemental.

Cannarncnron'r, Mass. - JEAN STORY.

—-—-—_0>--——

We shall soon have A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT cov ered in book form.
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A HISTORY OF IIFE.

as 18 GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

~ (cONTrNUED.)

IDEAL 0F MANHOOD.

It is not so much in former face,

But in the hearts sweet truth and grace.

It is not in adornment but in soul

It is a heart, pure, true and whole,

It is loving, generous, noble deeds.

On which the spirit nature feeds.

It is the great and mighty power,

Which sees God in the gentle flower,

Which sees him in the rocks and rills

And in the green and verdant hills;

Which sees a fitness in His law

Perfected—not a single flaw

If man may find the hidden'kefy,

Step into li ht, from darkness ree,

May be con rolled by the higher pOWer,

Yet control himself each day and hour,

Control each passion dark and fierce,

Use not poisoned arrows which pierce

The pure heart’s flow of joy and love.

Which originates in the clime above.

The noble deeds, the simple one,

The whole performed, the race is run.

But grander, newer, gladder life,

0 ens beyond this sea of strife.

e’ve found his law, and that is love,

We are e’en now in that clime above.

No ill would we send to our brother,

But teach him to love one another.

The wrong he’s done us, we’d forgive,

Teach him a better way to live;

Teach him the wrong has evolved a flower.

Which gladdens our lives each day, each hour;

Teach him the dart which pierces his heart,

Has returned to the int from whence it did start,

Teach him we woul not have it so,

We would give him joy instead of woe;

But we must submit unto the law,

Which is perfected, without a flaw,

We‘have found the key and it is true,

The golden city lies always in view,

If we but yield to the holy power,

We walk throu h its streets each day, each hour.

Then ideal man ood is strong and brave,

With a noble soul, theweak to save.

With a willingheart, and a ready hand
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To benefit all throughout the land.

Who would not have one brother lost,

Would save the mariner tempest tossed,

Anchor him in a peaceful haven

Where the nre and heavenly waters laven,

May calm t e fierce, discordant storm

May bring the gentle, healing balm.

The loving Father’s law of love,

Has revealed to Him there is light above.

After Isaac had grown to be quite a lad; it is recorded that Abraham

was commanded to oifer him as a burnt offering unto the Lord.

Would a christian man or woman think that the God of love would, to

satisfy a selfish desire for power, ask a man to murder his innocent

child. But with all due reverence to the dear Father of mankind, we

shall attempt to elucidate some truth which may be a crumb froni the

Great Master’s table. We perceive again, a diamond: Ideal manhood

stoops not to paltry objects; would sacrifice the nearest and dearest ob

jects for the sake of the great truth- the universal JehoVah, Right and
justice. I

We see herein the comparison. The child is, to the parent, the nearest

and dearest object of humanity, and Abraham is represented as sacrific

' ing him upon an altar, as he would a beast of the field.

When man lays aside all selfish motives, places his all upon the altar

of love to mankind, which is love and adoration to God in a tangible

manner, he receives the blessing. We take this as an interior or spiritu

al truth; not as the literal child to be sacrificed but as the most earnest

desires of our soul, we are willing to sacrifice if we must clasp hands

with evil, must step down one step, down one round in the ladder—right

to gain the coveted treasure. The dearest child of our desires, as we

may term it. As the love of the parent for the child may snnilate the

strongest love passion of the nature. '

When we become willing to sacrifice every selfish desire, like Abraham

we hear the voice of the angels as they said: “Lay not thine hand upon

the lad. I see now, that thou fearest God, seeing thou hast not with

held thy son, thine only son, from me. .

They say to us the dearest objects of thy lives when pure, are blessed

bysweet fruition; the blossoms, of hope and love which thou scattered

contained in each calyx, the precious seeds of immortality, and suddenly

shall your eyes behold an elysian field, blossoming, all from the fruits of

thy labor, thy self-sacrifice, thy yearning desire for the freedom of dark

ened souls, from the bondage of superstition and ign sr ance, thy unsel_
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fish efforts in the cause of the oppressed, every upward desire and tear

over failures which seemed to be failureonly—is a crystal drop in that

fadeless crown. The faltering tongue which still clung to the truth, at

the mouth of the canon of tyranny and oppression, will be changed to

the sweet notes of victory. '

God requires not of his children a mind changed into a hell, wherein

the demons of darkness may come and rankle, for _ their own amuse

ment. No! thou shalt not be required to sacrifice thy dearest desires

which are pure, and as holy as the love of that father for his son. ‘ These

are the words of encouragement and cheer, which the angels bring to

him who would mount the ladder of ideal manhood become an honor to

himself and the world.

As we have traced the responsibility of parents, we have come now to

the similitude of the important epoch in a man’s life. When he must

choose—will he serve God or the Devil. There is no half way service;

there is no dividing point but the edict, God or the devil, Mammon or

righteousness, Right or Wrong. ,

Fame, wealth, and lusts of the flesh, must be made subservient to this

God, or you are upon this downward grade, and how swiftly any object

will move down a hill! how difficult it is to move it back again!

You are ascending an elevation; perhaps with difficulty. You may

see some glittering perhaps worthless, object,in the back ground, but

the tinsel pleases the eye; you move backward, adown the grade, in

search of your worthless treasure; the impetus may carry you still farth

er, for you may not hold your footing in descent as in 'y'ascent. The

bright tinsel does not aid you upward, but rather holds you doWn. The

beautiful blossoms which lay in the path before you, and which you

thought to immediately pluck, as you retraced your steps are plucked by

a more faithful persevering one, and you find yourself, at the close of

day, weary and worn, and much lower in the ladder of true fame, than

at the morn, when you started in all the vigor of refreshment, whilst

the dew yet lay upon the grass, and gently kissed the flowers—no frui- 4

tion, no recompense.

But let the goal of fame and 'true honor be kept in view, you ascend

the hill of progression, sometimes with difficulty, but ever and anon

you hear the sweet notes of victory sounding from the temple of honor

—the holy of holies~—and the fragrant blossoms gladden your sight daily,

the suffering, the crushed world of burdened humanity echoe and re
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echoe in shouts of gratitude and love, to inspire you on. to nobler efforts

in greater daring, and to nerve you to more courageous undertakings.

Yesl ideal manhood— swerves not at defeat, for it perceives every

failure and opposing power, but proves to you your cause is upward,

is the right, is heaven born, as ascent is more diflicult than descent, but,

nevertheless, there are moments when you may seem to have gained

some platform of rest, where you may peacefully view the surrounding

scenery, look down upon the path which your feet have worn, upon

blood-marks of sorrow and distress, and see in them the omens of vic

tory.

Great victory over the tempter. It is not a path of ease, neither is the

downward one, for at the termination you 'find yourself in the

slough of despond, and do never find respite, even when you may gaze

upon the result of your eiforts, for there were none, and in this state of

darkened ease. may you find leisure to plan how you may retrace the

weary path again. IDA M. MERRILL.

 

THE GRAND LIGHT.

\ ‘ VALMONT, Boulder County, 001.

Mas. M. MERRICKZ—YOHI‘ very kind and pleasant letter af the 23d in

sta it is in hand. and in response would say that I belong to the grand

army of progress and believing that the “Bark which you have launch

ed” is intended to join with the great ship’s squadron of Reform, and

sail with the illustrious, progressive fleet. I accept your kind in

vitation and "step on board,” and will set to work with a will and aid as -

best I can to spread the canvass of the “Bark” that a prosperous breeze

may fill the sail and give buoyancy and keep the bark afloat that the be

nevolent purpose for which it was launched may be fulfilled. Back

numbers would be of help to me in what I hope to accomplish for the

FOUNTAIN 0F LIGHT—the obtainment of subscribers; the reading of

the paper would speak for it more effectually than anything that I

could say for it. I have great hope of success with my liberal lady ac

quaintances of whom I have many, and am not without hope with liber

al-minded men. It will be my first attempt to canvass for a paper and

be assured that pecuniary consideration could not induce me to an un

pleasant one, but for the sake of the progressive movement, and the lady

of my own Iage who has had the courage to engage in it, and the benev

olence to invest her money, in it, and to devote the energies of her wo
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manhood to it, I will use my best efiorts'for the FOUNTAIN or LIGHT,

and will try to make it a pleasant duty. If you choose to intrust to my .

care the “advertising sheet or book,” referred to in your postscript, will

try to make good use of it for your be nefit. In a qualified sense I am a

spiritualist. I believe that man is endowed with endless life; that with

those separated from the mortal body; there is a realization of life, love,

and happiness; that they do return, giving palpable manifestation of

their presence, holding sweet communion with friends and loved ones.

That I have had messages from loved, departed ones, and felt their gen

tle, soothing love-touches admits of no doubt, and that I have

had previous revealments from these, is not to be mistaken, and which

gives assurance of a final blest estate that all will reach at last,—“no

absent loved ones and no wanderer lost.”

With a sincere desire for success in the benevolent purposes of your

arduous undertakings, that you may fully realize all that you hope for,

and that you may be truly blessed in your unselfish efforts for the good

of others, I subscribe myself, truly your brother, J. J. CRANMER.

srgarrumsu.

Spiritualism, the blest child!

S e doth now begin to smile;

Wisdom sparkles in'her eye,

For she knows she can never die.

S iritualism, the blest babe, ,

Sge doth cause a heavenly raid,

Mortals over land and sea,

Now they come, their child to see.

And when they look within her face,

There they see a heavenly grace,

But when they look still deeper in,

There they see a God within.

When she speaks her voice is heard,

For she speaks God’s living word,

The words she speaks, are words of love,

Because she speaks from heaven above.

Adopt this child .Oh. friends of earth!

For she is of an heavenly birth,

Be kind to her and take er in,

For she’s an immortal mind within.

This mind of her’s will still unfoid,

And give us glories yet untold,

For progress is her. glorious scheme,

And progress is her glorious theme.

This mind of her’s will still expands,

Until she blends our God with man,

Heaven on earth will then begin,

And man be saved from death and sin.

NEWYARK, N. J. ' JOHN M. MILLER.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

Justice and mercy are the inscriptions on the banner that is floating

from the mast of the bark called A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT. Yes, justice

and mercy to the unfortunate mortals who commit crimes of the darkest

dye; their enemies have conquered them, and their cry goes out for mercy

and justice; we have not done unto our neighbors, as we would wish

them to do unto us, but give us time to suffer the penalty of our mis

deeds before we pass on to the next sphere of life; help us brothers; you

are stranger; you can bring a flood of love and pity, that will give us

liberty from this cruel bondage, from the enemies that have taken us

captive; bring us light that we may find the way to peace and happi

ness. All mankind throughout the earth are one family. Jesus said,

“call no man father; you have one father, the great spirit, that fills im

mensity Of space, the originator of all things, visible and invisible. This

originator is represented as a being or man, and the human family as

members of that body, and all—every one is nessessary to form a perfect

body, therefore the lower members are just as important as the highest.

We cannot walk without feet, or hear without ears. When one of the

organs becomes diseased, the whole body suflers; one brother cannot be

morally diseased without affecting the whole body of humanity. We

live in spheres of thought, and draw life from what we love; if we love

revenge and cruelty, we live in that sphere, and we plant seed to produce

fruit we love best. The fruit of oppression of murder and cruelty that

has been planted in the fields of earth, by those chosen laborers who

promisedto cultivate the choice vines of love, peace and good will to

man; have dug out the good choice vines and planted wild grapes—self.
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ishness, idolatry, and superstition; have cultivated murder the most

shocking, burnt poor, innocent women, tortured them in‘ many cruel

ways to gratify their revengeful idol, they had made with their own

hands, like unto themselves. Now the servants of the most High one

sent out to engage other laborers, that will clear the fields of ignorance,

prejudice and bigotry, and plant mercy and justice in place of murder

and punishment. In this noonday of the world, punishment should be

cast out into outer darkness, and never brought to light again; neither

law nor punishment will ever produce reform. Instead of building

splendid state houses for men to pass laws in, build asylnms for the mor

rally diseased people, heal them and teach them how to govern them

selves, restrain them that they may not injure their neighbor, build a

work house near every city, and make it secure that those insane mor

ally, wild, uncultivated mortals may be safe from the enemies of their

own household. Do not make'them or command them to change by us

ing harsh words or vicious looks, for it is original to the enemy, and

when they are once aroused they must be met according to the law of

positive and negative; if the one in authority joins his forces with the

enemies, takes his brother, hangs him by his thumbs until he faints, or

gives him shower baths the most cruel, what is the result? The man is

physically subdued, but nothing mere. When the criminal shows a pos

itive state, treat him witha negative, and they will unite and form a

new state of feeling. Come into harmony and by this harmonious union

the result will be reformation.

MRS. M. MERRICK.

—<.>-—-—

[Written for A FOUNTAINOF Liam-.1

FREE

I’m free as the air in its viewless round!

I’m chained, like the sea in its corded bound!

I’m free as the bird on its fluttering wing!

I’m bound like the lake, ere the breath 0 spring.

. I’m free as the earth in its speed flight!

Round the day god—its source 0 life and light!

I'm drawn in its course round the luminous flood!

Likethe stream to the sea, or the soul to its God.
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"n free in my love as the ocean wave,

hich dashes and foams to its rock-bound cave,

And I cease (like the wave) to fret and foam,

When I enter the round of the happy home.

I’m free as the horse in his native wild!

But led on my way like a fostered child.

I’m free as the soul when it flies away

From the valley of earth to the realm of day.

—For the concave heights have their limits above,

And the spirit is bound in its circle of love.

I’m free as the sound of the lover’s lute,

Which floats on the air till its echoes are mute.

I’m free as the thought of the absent triend,

Which dreams and sings of the journey’s end.

I’m free as the flower to the zephyr’s kiss,

Which falls to the earth in its perfect bliss!

I’m free in my speech when I whisper sweet

To the lovmg heart, till its pulse shall beat,

In a rythmic swell to my cheerful voice,

And echoes my song till we both rejoice!

I’m free in my love, when my love drinks deep

From the heart of the world in its generous heat!

When self is lost in the boundless sea

Of kindred life’s eternity!

I’m free on the mount where all great souls have stood,

I’m free for the universal good!

I’m free as a God, when the god-like powers,

Drown time in the grand immortal hours!

I’m free when racked with sorrow and pain,

For the body’s loss is the spirit’s am;

When earth returns to the earth, shall be,

Still bound in my love, but eternally free!

I’m free in my life when my life is pure,

And my broad domain is the earth’s wide floor;

I’m free as the spring when its waters flow

Through their flowery banks to the vale below.

’m free to drink of the fountain of life,

id the toils of earth in the battle’s strife!

I’m free to pluck the bright flowers of faith,

And sing the conquerors song in death!

’Tis a blessed life-—is the life of man!

Not a star since creation’s clime began

Has been free as the soul in its onward way

To the central Orb of eternal Day! '

Then sing, 0 man! wher’er thou shalt be,

The son of the pure, of the 00d and free!

- Thou ar free in the bonds 0 sweet nature’s love,

In the sorrows of earth, in the home above!

—J. II. BUTLER.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY. ~

WHERE’S THE sm ?

' :(CONTINUEDJ

It is the latter part of August, and we have not followed the two boys

in their summer holiday, neither have we Eva and Alice, but left them

with the link of electrical sympathy, uniting them in their dissevered

paths, by a current in the stream of thought.

The day had been the hottest 0f the season, and the night had scarcly

received its refreshing breezes, as do all evenings, with a rare exception

at intervals, in this vale. Alice had arisen from her couch at the first

twitter of the earliest bird, ere the day had broken, and had watched the

shadows dance upon the mountain. She had sat here in reverie, almost

breathless, and why, she knew not. The sun was just peeping, or fore

shadowing its appearance by the lurid rays which are unmistakable, and _

cast such a glorious beauty over the dewy grass, the opening flowers —

had dispelled the last remains of the shades of night.

Eva aroused suddenly, and springing to the floor with a bound, says:
I“ Why, dear Alice, is it Sunrise, and you have preceded me in arising.”

“Oh yes, Eva, I have been enjoying the beautiful awakening world,

for an hour or more. And why,'I cannot tell, but I have felt a sadness,

or solemn stillness, as it were, to steal on my senses, which is unaccount

able.” '

“Alice, it is only, perhaps, that you may be alittle homesick, and aris

ing at this time of morning when the very hush of nature seems deathly

brings a plaintive smymphony of music to sweep over your soul. I

have so often thought What varied and expressive music we find in na

ture; sometimes so glad and jubilant, and again dying down to the sad

dest wail or tremulous echo.”

“Yes, Eva, there is the grandeur in acquired music—is similating the

natural. Aunt 'Fannie told us this although she never played; but she

seemed to comprehend it so.” ‘

Eva says: “I must see if grandma rested well, and how she feels this

morning. I fear this hot weather will be very severe for her.”

She ran lightly down the steps into her grandmother’s room, calling

softly “grandma!” No answer came. Again she hurriedly spoke the

name louder, yet no reply; gently touching her she drew back in horror
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and dismay. The icy coldness of that face and the light which now fell

upon it; as Eva gazed, revealed to her the terrible truth—the spirit had.

fled. N0 more would she gladden her heart with stories of her own

childhood, of Eva’s parents, or in the many endearing ways which the

old lady manifested to this child of her heart, and comfort of her de

clining years. The terrible flood of feeling rushed over her senses for a

moment holding her spellbound, before this great reality, where she

must bow to the power of the destroying angel, which only seems to be

in our first bitter pang of grief over the departed; until we may calmly

contemplate the grand and awful mystery, and sing the song of faith and

hope. '

“Not lost but gone before,

Waiting on the other shore.”

Staggering to a seat, the waves of anguish break away, and the flood

gates of sorrow are open sweeping, away with a merciful hand the bitter

pain which comes with the first shock, and which would strike us down

were it not for nature’s angel of relief—tears. One wail of anguish

broke the solemn stillness.

“Oh, grandma! 1 cannot—cannot give iyou up. Oh! come back and

stay a little longer.”

Mrs. Ernest and Alice hasten to her side, and see at a glance the cause

of her grief which had already flashed upon both at the first wail. With

loving sympathy and without one word, Alice enfolds her in her arms;

words she knew were useless. The piteous moans gradually subside ;

and die into the sobbing as of a child, and then Alice ffinds opportunity

for words. Mrs. Ernest weeps softly, but allows Alice to comfort Eva

knowing she could best do so.

Alice thinks of another scene when she was.comforter and said:

“Harry, you shall share my papa,” and she says, “Dear Eva, you will '

after your first torrent of grief see that there was a wise and loving

hand- -will be submitted to the tria .” It is thus in every trial, ~we see

thereis an overruling Power that was gently leading the soul nearer the

great Light linking, by some sorrow, our lives to heaven, to evolve a

new joy, a beautiful flower, which must grow from the decay of some.

idol, as the flowers spring from the graves of our buried dead. Eva will !

arise from her sorrow, and bless the merciful hand which took her

grandmother into the beautiful summer land, so peacefully, so gently,

ere her life had become too great a burden to herself, and others. She'

will go forth into the world and gain an experience, and at the .close of 1

evening, there will seem to he a new, unseen presence at her side,
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strengthening and softly whispering, “Not gone, but nearer in that close
bond of communion—spiritual.” I

The neighbors with ready hands, tearful eyes and subdued voices

stand round the bed of “Gran’ma Ernest.” And leading the band of

willing ones, was Betsy Herr, for she always superintended the prepa

ration for burial of all who passed to the land beyond in the neighbor

hood; from the infant, with its tiny blossoms of white, to the aged and

weary traveler who had been longidg for the close of the journey. She

says: “Its jest’s I ’xpected, that some morning they’d find gran’ma dead

in her bed, an’ its jest what she wanted. That day the girls went upon

the platform; she told me, she wanted to lie down some night and waken

in heaven, all on a suddent, an’ hear the angels singin’ ‘welcome.’ And

bless God! she had her wish, Pears as of there want a struggle.”

“Yes,” says old mother Goodner who would soon follow, as her hair

was white as the driven snow. “But poor little Eva, how I do wish she

could have had as much as a good-bye; her heart is almost broken, and

it ’pears like she’d been more reconciled like.”

“Gran’ma had all preparations made, and has warned Eva of her leav

ing. She’s told her that she must look for her to go at any time.”

Tobe sure the shock is terrible, but Eva will see when the first burst

of grief is over, that it was right she should go—so peaceful like, with

out any pain; for her bad spells were worse all the time, and she would

have been a misery to herself.” -

The still form is arrayed for its long, last resting place. Flowers and

wreaths are there too, for Eva says, “she always loved them so; let her

have all you can; perhaps she may, from that world, see our tribute of

love to her. I now feel that she is at rest, for it seems a peaceful presence

has come near to me, and I can shed no more tears. It seems that soft

touches of an invisible hand smoothed my forehead last evening, and a

gentle breath as the zephyr said: “Weep no more.” I cannot weep to

day. I shall see her lain away without a tear, for feet, that move with

ease, seem to follow me, and I feel surely the spirit is at rest, and this

tired and aged body but left me, as a mementoe of the presence from

within, which has gone.”

“Dear Eva,” says Alice, “I knew that you would receive comfort from

the higher source. I knew that my feeble words would be powerless on

that occasion.” '

CORA CORAL.
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USES OF DOUBT.

Doubt is the pathway that leads into the gates of faith. ' Doubt ought

not to be made a weapon to batter down that beautiful gate. Because a

bug cannot comprehend a man’s thoughts and ways, shall, therefore,

that bug deny the existence of that juicy fact that has afforded him so

many a savory meal?

Is there a cure for doubt ‘B For solvable doubts the cure is discussion,

observation, reason, just as the cure for democracy is more democracy.

Doubt is Nature’s antidote for credulity, and as an antidote it is inval

uable. But an antidote is a poor diet. Men can no more live upon an

tidotes than upon negations. As to our unsolvable doubts the cure is
duty, patience and trust. I

If thou could’st trust, poor soul,

In him who rules the whole,

Thou would’st have rest.

Wisdom and truth are well,

But trust is best.

Doubt, then, is both legitimate and useful. Blessed be the man who

is never without a doubt on his soull It is a painful process, this doubt

ing. It is God’s plowshare driving through the worthless roots and

weeds to the end that a crop of grain may be made to grow in the neg

lected field. The first recorded scene that is given us in our savior's

life after his babyhood is that of an eager boy of twelve in the temple

among the doctors, “both hearing and answering questions.” The last

scene that St. Matthew gives us is in these inexpressible beautiful

words:

“Then the eleven disciples went away into Galilee, into .a mountain

where Jesus had appointed them.

“And when they saw him they worshiped him, but some doubted.

“And Jesus came and spoke unto them, saying, All power is given to

me both in heaven and in earth. -

“G0 ye, therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of

the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost.

“Teaching thus to observe all things I have commanded you, and lo!

I am with you always, even unto the end of the world.” ’

Thus we have Christ beginning as an inquirer and ending with bles

sing inquiry—H. P. Baldwin. '
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DEATH OF PAUL OASTEB.

The deceased we have met and saw in him a true lover of the cause

and a friend to humanity and reform. He gave the glory of his healing

qualities to a higher power.

A few days ago, the renowned healer, Paul Caster, passed to spirit

life from his residence at Ottumwa, Iowa. It appears from the Ottumwa

Register, that Mr. Caster was born in Henry County, Indiana, April 30th

1827,_where he was married at about the age of twenty-one, to Miss

Nancy Hatfield, by whom he had five children, all of whom are yet liv

ing. From his native place in Indiana he removed to FrankliniDecatur

county, Iowa, where his wife died in November of 1863. On September

13, 1864, he was united in marriage to Mrs. Sarah Farrell, who, together

with three of their four children survive to mourn his loss.

He assumed the title of doctor and commenced his system of healing in

October, 1867, and from the very start achieved success. After traveling

about the country some time as an itinerant doctor, he located in Ottum

wa, permanently in July, 1868, since which time his history has been

one as familiar to our people as that of any other man in the country.

His fame brought invalids from every corner of the earth almost, and

frequently you would find on the register in his hotel, people from every

state and territory in the United States. The old faith doctor was a cu

riosity, but his success in some instances seemed almost marvelous. In

one of his rooms to-day you will find a wagon load of crutches, canes and

other kindred devices, left as mute witnesses of his success in an expli

cable practice._ He was always recognized as an honest man, and had he

been blessed with an education, there is no telling what height

his eminence might have reached. He was public spirited, and all his

earnings after supporting his family, was put into improvements. He

was well respected by everbody with whom he was acquainted, and if he

has left an enemy we do not know it.

He was in the full possession of all his facuities up to the very last

moment. His sufferings he bore with the greatest composure. His last

conversation was with D. W. Emery, to whom he spoke a very few mo

ments before he died. ‘

His language was:
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“Mr. Emery, don’t you see the angels standing here all around my

bed ?” . 1'

f‘No, Doctor, I do not, but I presume you do.”

“Yes, I do indeed. They have come to take me, and I am going with

them.” '

vHe then turned on his; side, and, after a few gasps, was dead.

Thus died one of the most noted men that ever lived in Ottumwa, if

not in the state.

He was a member of the Hotel-keepers’ Association, the V. A. S. So

ciety, and also of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows by whomhe was.

buried, as by his request. \

+

LOVE AND WISDOM.

 

We take the following from Jean Story’s Summary of Substantialism,

which will give only a slight idea of its value—being but one thought:

“The cultivation of love and and wisdom, angelic traits, is per se the

building up of the “kingdom of heaven” within the realm of man’s own

consciousness. He needs no other preparation for happiness here, or in

an after-death life. Man’s own intuitive perceptions that such a desti

ny awaits him as his natural desires predict, is the highest evidence of a

continued conscious existence after somatic death ever revealed to man,

except that given through humans who have actually reported there

from. Their communications have not only revealed the existence of

an after-death life,_but have verified the hope that it is as natural as our

present life, save that the conscious soul is re-embodied by more motile

and inter-penetrating grades of substance on a more interior and more

embracing plane of sentience. It is their unanimous testimony that the

highest enjoyment in this life is found in intercourse with kindred and

friends, and in promoting the happiness of humanity generally, which

calls into activity the angelic traits. They are also unanimous in their

testimony that there are no such beings known to them as a persOnal

creator or personal saviour, but that each and all must create their own

heaven, 0nd work out their own salvation by personal, not by “imputed

righteousness,” and that each must needs reap what is self sown, be it

tares or good seed. Idolatry, on the contrary, teaches the very antipodes

of this; teaches that fathers, mothers, wives, and children, must be for

saken—yea, even hated—for the sake of the ideal creators and saviours
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it has from time to time set up, and whose acceptance as such has been

forced upon those who questioned their existence or authority by every

species of torture its demonized human agents were capable of invent

ing. And how does idolatry receive this positive proof of the higher

life to which it professes to hold the keys ‘9

Does it rejoice that its gates are at last “ajar ?” By no means! But;

with all its immense power of wealth, of position, of precedence in au

thority, having dominated the consciences of men from prehistoric

ages, it is striving to crush every medium, and close every avenue,

through which our departed friends return to tell us of the utter ground

lessness and absurdity of its authority and its “plans of salvation,” to tell

us that somatic death is only the soul’s out-birth from its embodiment

on our plane of sentience and its re-embodiment on amoremature plane

to tell us that heaven and hell are but degrees of fitness or unfitness to

enjoy the richer blessings of this higher step in its unending progress.”

+

THE MIGHT OI' RIGHT.

We may find that Right does not always seem to be Might,

The power of evil, we see to triumph, as it were, for a time.

The vile and the base to dwell in luxurious ease, whilst the sons of

honor struggle for a mere existence even. Why is it so ? For the very

reason that ascent is more difficult than descent, and he who would

mount high in the scale of human right and justice, presses up the hill of

difiiculty, pausing ever and anon to wipe the perspiration from his

brow, but every step in the higher scale reveals to him a beauty and a

grandeur undiscovered before. What though the weary limbs seem al

most prostrate, and the feet are bleeding from the effect of the difficult

progressl The road is not always rough either; there comes a bright

green path unexpectedly sometimes, and the fairy of success shows us a

more beautiful pathfone which is less laborious—where flowers blos

som all the way, and shady branches stretch their arms of shelter across

t he path; birds twitter amongst those branches, and the dense foliage,

but allows the light of the‘sun to peep through to brighten all, without

the intense heat of his dazzling brilliance, which would strike us to the

earth. This fairy says to us, “you have faithfully moved upward, sur

mounting all difi‘iculties, no obstacle in the way appalled thee, or cast

thee down oue step; you was buoyed onby the grandeur of surrounding
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scenery, and your spirit arose as yourphysical nature trembled beneath

the burden, and almost sunk powerless, yet fell not. See this path which

winds around the mount of progression rendering ascent more easy, is

beautiful in its extent; it is stlll upward, but with more of ease; here is

a band of fairies from the wood which will lead thee on, their names A
are truth, mercy, justice, purity, chastity, brotherly kindness, benevo-l

lent, generosity and morality. That fair and beaming countenance

which leads the band is Hope. See her with eager impatience press on;

she is the inspiration and the leader of all. We say: “0, fairy! what is

thy name; thou hast revealed to us this peaceful path, wherein we may

still press on, but with ease; to thee are we indebted, and must know

thy harne. Thou hast been the key to our success, the gateway and the

Redeemer from the perilous road.

“To me is given,” she said in a voice whieh trembled as the cadence

of some gentle harmony which steals on the soul for a moment, and is

hushed, but leaves the glad picture—streams through our lives with a

gentle ripple “to me is given the name—love. I search the weary pil

grims; I remove from them the burdens; I show them this beautiful

path. and although my mission is attended with much of joy—for every

weary one which I place in the beautiful way leaves with me a stream

of gratitude which wells up and fills my soul, giving me a buoyant

step to again resume my search. but. ever and anon, I reach some ex

hausted one, some fainting one who requires not only myself to resusci

tate, but my whole band of fairies. and alas! I find some too late—the

struggle is over; they have faithfully sunk without taking the back

ward step, and I say: would that there were others who might assist

me that I might reveal (this path to every weary one that ALL the faith

ful might reach the path, where the ascent is so gradual and so inspir

ing by the surrounding scenery, that the difiiculties are all removed.”

As she spoke her voice fell like the sad wail of some receding funeral

dirge, and I shed a tear in my very gladness because of gratitude and

for the weary ones who fell by the way. '

, ~ IDA M. MERRILL.

+

God never gives faith. but he brings his child into a situation where

it will be tried. '

—_<.>—

We shall soon have A l’ctruir or I will" covered in book form;
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A HISTORY OF LITE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

 

(CONTINUED)

“Now therefore swear unto me here by God, that thou wilt not deal

falsely with me, nor with my son, nor with my son’s son; but according

to the kindness I have done unto the thou shalt do unto me, and to the

land wherein thou hast sojourned.”

Abraham is represented as making a covenant with Abimelech, en

treating him not to prove false to him. '

As manhood is reached, and man plunges into the great vortex—the

whirling, seething current of life, how often the covenant ofAbraham is
brought to mind. In the inm'ost soul. man says, Swear that thou wilt I

not prove false to me. Why is this covenant, or this request made ? Man

in his selfish moments, when he allows himself to forget the great and

noble things, the high and the exalted ones, which sometimes appear as

humble duties, and not worthy his consideration, forgets the interests of

his brother, forgets the law—the great law of life—and becomes falseh

false to his brother and worse than this—false to himself, forgets the

true and noble way, the only way in which happiness may be found. We

may think of the murderer who in a fit of passion slays his brother; a

half hour before, the thought to him would have been terrible, but in a

state of frenzy he commits the deed; there is an excuse for this- the ex

citement. But the man who deliberately deceives his brother, who pon

ders how he may work injury or ruin, proving false to himself, or the

great law of Right, commits a more terrible deed than the one who in a

moment of frenzy sends a soul out into the unknown, for he works a

ruin, which is a living death to himself and the victim. I

As man moves out from the paternal roof, again and again, will he

find the words of this covenant to come laden with anxiety and unrest;

he will in the hearts temple rear a court, and with right and justice on

one side, and blindness upon the other, attempt to pass sentence upon

those with whom he comes in contact; the edict of the world has been,

“false ones are many faithful are few.” He will question his own heart

and place the deeds of others before the tribunal, and yet the evidence is

not always clear. As in the earthly tribunal, the sentence may be pass
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ed upon the innocent, and the guilty go free; circumstantial evidence

may murder the dearest friends, the truest ones, and cause us to take to

.our hearts the viper. Yet ever the heart cries out teach us the false,

show us the true that we may not condemn the innocent and honor the

base. Show us the true and living vine of life, whereon are the pure

grapes whose fruits are refreshing to the invalid soul. Teach us to

discern with the inner sense, what is the right, where are the true, and

to distinguish our captain’s voice and our brother soldier’s from the ene

mies that we may not be cast in with the enemy of the great law of life.

The evil power may sometimes have its ambassadors arrayed in gar

ments of light, and from their lips flow the sweet, oily words of deceit,

containing the barbed arrows which would ruin the soul.

Yet if we would become enlightened, there is a judge who may be in

fallible; it is reason; with a jury whose motive is “Prove all things by

the sure test—Right. Give not calumny a hearing in thy court. Give

‘ not circumstantial evidence a welcome; but let the evidence be clear as

the noonday sun, before the sentence is passed. But there comes a time

when we feel the effect of the enemies darts; we scarce know from what

quarter, and a hasty edict is more apt to condemn the innocent than the

guilty, because the guilty is more wary, is upon his guard, has planned

the movement, and perhaps placed the snare to entrap the innocent vic

tim. ‘

Abraham says, “But according to the kindness that I have done unto

thee, etc.” Yet you may render a kindness unto brother man, and still

there is this doubt this trepidation in regard to the result. The false

ness of one causes us to doubt the whole human family, and when dif

ferent members of the same family prove false, we cry out, where may

the true gold be found ‘1' Still the refiner may distinguish pure fromjthe'

dross, and we may by observation by experience and by intuition, after

a time, become judges, perhaps. There are minute points which many

times reveal to us the true, and a simple expression, or a view of the in

ner soul may reveal the beautiful life, although surrounded by the de

ceit of the world.

The-grandeur of life is found in the thought: Oh, most, holy power!

teach us the true way! give us strength and encouragement, that we may

walk therein! Teach us to be true to ourselves, which is to holy in

stincts and we shall then be true to others! Teach us to appreciate this

wonderful spirit which beats and throbs within! Teach us to adorn it
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by every grace and beauty, to plant seeds of loving kindness, and we

will see them blossom for the benefit of our neighbors. Teach us to find

a sweet peace in the consciousness of a true intent prompting us in all

our motives, and we may then rise above the bitter pangs of falsity in a

world, and still allow the fragrance from our inner garden to steal on

their senses, reminding them of a better way, and perhaps enable them

to throw aside the dark mask which enveloped them, and to come out

into the sunlight of love—0f sweet love to humanity—which will not al

, low us to knowingly and wilfully injure our brother, thereby proving

false, FALSE to an immortal spirit.

IDA M. MERRILL.

 

BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATION.

A florist will tell you that if you paint the flower pot that contains a

favorite, beautiful, fragrant floWer, the plant will wither and die. You

shut out the air and moisture from passing through the earth to the

roots, and your paint is poisonous. Just so mere external accomplish

ments, are a too exclusive anxiety and regard for that, infuses the soul.

The vase may be ever so beautifully ornamented, but if you deny the

water of life to the flower it must die. And there are kinds of ornamen

tal accomplishments, the very process of which is as deleterious to the

soul as paint upon the do yer pot is pernicious to the plant, whose deli

cate leaves not only inhale a poisonous atmosphere, during your very

_ process of rendering the exterior more tasteful, but the whole earth is

dried and devoid of nourishment. Nature never points, but all her

forms of loveliness are a‘growth, a native character, possession and de

. velopment from the beginning. If the sun can never be called apainter

it is only because the plants absorb his rays and receive them into the

very texture and life of their vegetation. So, whatever is real knowl

edge, wisdom, principle, character and life in education; is a process of

the absorbing and development of truth, and is not mere painting—Rev.

Dr. Chee'ver.

We thoughtlesst accept the ministrations, the sacrifices, the nameless

cares of those nearest to us, and until they are gone from our sight, for

get the self-denial which we strain to its utmost. We accept as amatter

of course that which has cost the putting by of their plan, a life work it

may be. Oh the lives that have been wasted to gratify others that are
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not worth the sacrifice of justice. Life too, is short at the longest, too

short for coldness and inattention to loved ones. In a little while there

will remain only memory of wasted opportunities and bitter regret.

Worse still, there maybe remembrance of biting words, that sting and

fester and eat into the core of some gentle heart. As we have a sense of

the delicacy of human relationship, and the sacred rights Of each person

let us keep back the sarcastic word, the cruel sneer, the hateful sidelong

glance for only in ruling ourselves are we worthy of a permanent place

in the heart of another.

METUCIIEN, N. J. HESTER M. POOLE.

MR

LOST COLORS.

 

BY HELEN CAMPBELL.

A story for the children who at twilight,

Tired of play and toy, ‘

Will sit before the fire and look for pictures,

Waiting for girl ahd boy.

Something is there not one of you would dream of,

Something lost long a 0,

But found again, unspoi ed by any hiding

In caverns deep and low.

Ages ago, so long yon cannot count them,

A forest still and green,

Rose tall and stately, bearing waving branches

With sunshine in between.

And underneath there grew such lovely fiOWers,

As never since have grown,

With colors like the clouds beyond the sunset,

And odors all their own.

No mOrtal eye had ever seen their beauty,

They lighted all the wood;

And everywhere, by rock or mound or hillcck,

Or running brook they stood.

Ohl sweetest flowers! Oh, dark green wood that never

. May any eyes delight,

But long ago, in fire and shock of earthquake,

Were 0s to human sight.

And there deep hidden from the golden sunshine,

Each tall trunk black and charred.

Day, slowly turning to aform more precious

Than all the beauty marred. '
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Harriet M. Clark, Lane, Lansas, writes: “I like your platform—“Love,

to Humanity.” Your address to "All Friends of Truth” is good and

certainiy comprehensive. I saw it in the Western Light, published in

St. Louis, Mo. Your noble efiort in the cause of Humanity, Progress,

and disinterestedness in parting with a portion of your superabundant

means for that end is commendable, and is worthy of imitation by

thousands in like situation, who could do good if they would. I wish

Another forest rose and fl owers Within it,

And when long years had grown,

The cruel fire sprung from its home below them:

Again devoured its own.

And so the story went, and so for ages,

The hidden treasure lay

Waitin for man, the king, to come and claim it,

And ring it to the'day.

And here to-night you see it all, my darlings,

For branch and stately trunk -

Have come to 1i ht again.tho’ who would dream it,

And into coal ave shrunk.

“The flowers ?” you ask. Oh, yes! They, too, are living,

But not in bud or spray;

And yet the soul of every vanished color,

Is ours once more to-day.

A wise man found them, rising to the sunshine

From tar and oil and smoke,

Slow oozing from the furnaces wherever,

The blac coal turns to coke.

“New colors!” cried the painters full of wonder,

“New colors from the skies l”

“New” ended with creation, smiled the wise man,

“And nothing ever dies.”

“Flowers of a world, ages ago forgotten,

Gave up their life and soul,

To the fierce fire that took perfume and color,

And hid then/1 in the coal.

“Patient and still they waited for the dawning,

And sure light had not fled,

They knew, as we, once more a resurrection

Must come to all the dead.”

You little ones, you know no deeper meaning,

And yet to every one,

Some da when 1i ht is gone and in the darkness

You si and wai alone;

A memory of the story I have told you,

Ma come to tired brain,

And aith more willing, wait the resurreption

That gives our own again.

you success in yourilaudable undertaking.”
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

E. A. Carpenter, Kansas : . .

DEAR FRIEND AND Co-woaxrmz—Your card is in hand requesting

me to send one hundred numbers of A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT—terms one

dollar per hundred. '

Iam not working to make or accumulate money. I do not want any

thing for myself; I have had plenty for seventy years and I expect to

make what I have last me until I step into another sphere. I giVe all

my time and energies, all the money I can possibly spare to forward the

grand-movement of reform, and those who are able should cast in their

mite to help me keep the money circulating to furnish employment for

orphans, widows, and those who need work. I would be glad to give

the papers away, but in that case I should be obliged to close the ofiice.

I am sure the people of Kansas, will make the small sacrifice of one

dollar to assist me in rolling this log, as I have several others who need

moving. Please subscribe and kill two birds with one stone, give em.

ployment to the industrlous poor. I am alone in this effort; no ring or

society, no officers to pay or interfere with my plans?‘ I can manage to

govern myself, most of the time, and I can assure you it brings one very

near to the kingdom of happiness. When men and women learn to gov

ern themselves, we shall not need a President or Congress. Let us all

stop short trying to govern each other, and be very particular in ar

ranging our words, and actions to make them correspond with the great

model who said, “no longer an eye for an eye or a tooth for a'tooth, but

you shall overcome evil with goodness, and forgive your brother seVenty

times seven every day.”

 

Made
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We live in spheres or circles, by inspiration and we inspire ideas and

thoughts, through the brain to support the spirit as we breathe the at

mosphere to support the physical body, and draw our inspiration from

the sphere of development of our organism. There are circles of mur

der. circles of ambition, circles of selfishness, and we all live in the

sphere of our love if we are revengeful. and exacting, desiring a murder

for a murder, then you live in the sphere of murderers. This is accord

ing to the law of life, and cannot be changed, but will be fulfilled. Self

ishness is a twin brother to murder; one who is affected with that dis

ease when he hears of a horrible crime of murder he fears for his own

safety and consents to having a man executed, signs the murderer’s

death warrant. and becomes a legalized murderer, in order to teach his

sons and daughters not to kill.

Friends of justice and right and liberty, Infidels, Free-thinkers, Lib

erals, and those who have no title to their names, whose religion is to

do good—all whose souls are filled with love and pity for suffering hu

manity, join in one grand circle and cast out the evil that causes so

much sufiering in this beautiful land. F0 rm circles of love to our

neighbors and forgiveness to our enemies, we shall break into the dark

circles of murderers, selfishness, cruelty and injustice and the light from

the spirit world will enter, but we must first open the door or break the

circles.

 

WHAT IS A MEDIUM?

What do those learned people think that speak so flippantly and sneer

with so much contempt when they behold one of these followers of the

gentle Nazarene, rise up and stand before a multitude and say, “Give

me a subject for a lecture and poem.” Jesus Christ was a medium, for

what is called the Holy Ghost or holy spirit to control, or God manifest

in the physical body. This is inspiration. God is the spiritual world,

and fills all worlds with thought and ideas which is life flowing through

individual organisms, and expressing either good or evil. Who are those

high toned pe0ple that have so much assurance, when they come into

the presence of these little ones that Jesus says: “It would be better to

have a mill stone hung around our neck and be thrown into the sea than

injure, or insult one of them.” Mediums are stars-magnets—all nerves

(who knows what nerves are) drawing inspiration from the circle of
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their developmennt, and when the star is present and we form a con

stellation around the center the telephone is complete, and we

can hold converse with higher sphere of thought than mortals can com

prehend. '

When a skeptic enters a circle room he has no idea that the room is

full of the most intelligent gentlemen and ladies, all well acquainted

with the skeptic, and that he is brought there for a purpose—no mistake

‘ (nothing comes by chance) and‘they use him regardless of his feelings, if

they wish to convince him of their presence, and if the wall of ignor

ance is not too thick around him, he will see the light, and after he has

taken a fair view of his deformity will hasten to bathe in the pool of

Siloam and be healed. Spirits that fill the interior realm say, Plans for

the progress of humanity are laid ages before being accomplished. Me

diums are born of families, that have been led often through great af

flliction also through peace and love, and when the child is born, he or

she has the organism they can use, and from childhood on to old age one

cherished and fed with bread from the spirit realm. All mankind are

mediums and not two alike, they belong to families similar plants, every

plant has its peculiar roots and branches, flowers and fruits; mortal

have the same. The same law governs all things. St. Paul says, “Only

one spirit and one law,” and being born subject to this law, all should

learn to live accordingly and not transgress, for their law is sure to be

fulfilled. I ‘

As we measure to others, it will be measured to us again. When men

and women come into harmony, each one takes his place in the ranks of

the grand army of progress, and is willing to fulfill his his destiny, peace

and happiness will prevail on earth. Mediums should be treated with

respect by every one, especially by young ladies as they suffer much with

fear and trembling, and an impudent fellow shoots one of his skeptical

darts, unless the medium is fully developed the spirit controlling has to

bring great power to hold the medium, and the struggle is injurious.

These unpopular people that over being so unjustly treated are the salt

of the earth, and the world of souls will be saved through them from

their errors, and fully convinced of the circle they draw their inspiration

from.

Mns. M. Mnanrox.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE sm?

KCONTINUED.)

“Dear Eva,” says Alice, “ I knew that you would receive comfort

from- the higher source. I knew that my feeble words would be power

less.”

It is still and silent twilight. They have returned from the burial

ground, where Eva had kissed the dead face of her grandmother, al

most with a smile, as she thought of the happy release to her, and says:

“I see my first burst of grief was a selfish one.”

It was not so much mourning for grandma, as myself. When I begin

to realize that my great loss was her gain, I feel that I may kiss the

chastening hand and humbly pass under the sod.”

“Yes, it is still and solemn this twilight, and softly, with subdued

voices, theytalk of Eva’s plans for the future; and although submissive,

she cannot keep back the rush of strong feeling, whicn sweeps athwart

her nature. She must now bid adieu not only to her grandmother, but,

to every loved and familiar scene. Every thing which she had- learned

to love, axcepting Carlo, the faithful watch dog, which she would take

along. Her parent’s graves, and the new-made one by their side; the

flowery kingdom, the mountains, the vale. All the neighbors and com

panions, and most of all Betsy Herr. She must form new friends and

acquaintances, learn new experiences, new ideas, new thoughts—the

whole current of her life changed suddenly and forcibly. Arid with an

electric sympathy, Alice and Mrs. Ernest strive to show the brightest

side, and to lead her into the path into which the unseen hand guides.

Eva arises on this morning, at the earliest dawn, the day of parting

with all that she now holds dear, as links to that inner life, as food up

on which her soul and free spirit has fed. There is not so much'of sad

ness now. She is reconciled. She realizes that she is to learn new les

sons of life, and expects to learn them well. The encouragement she

has received from her grandmother’s advice, the inspiration she has

breathed from nature has filled her soul with a strong impetus which

cannot despair at the inevitable. But with her strong nature all alive,

the floods of feelihg rush over her soul, as the waters of the mountain

streams come sweeping over some depression, causing a cataract. She
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feels much of joy also in contemplating the idea that she will dwell

with her dear Aunt Lizzie who has now become doubly dear to her. She

thinks of the orphan children who were left in the neighborhood father

less and motherlees in one short week,‘the family separated, and each to

by separated, and each to seek a separate home all to go amongst

strangers. She says aloud, as she sits alone by the same window that

Alice did that memorable morning. "

“How light is my affliction in comparison to those children. I have

but to move from one home of loving friends to another.”

Alice arises andsays: .

“Dear Eva what an eventful season this has been to me. So much of

pleasure—real pleasure I have never enjoyed in my my life, but there is

a sad scene at the close; yet I do not feel that it is sad either. It is only

a change for gran’ma to a better clime, and she is now perhaps watch

ing you with a fond and tender watchcare. I have thought so many

times, that it was all just right that we should be here with you to sym

pathize with and assist you in this hour of trial.”

“Yes, dear friend Alice, it has been a stay to my troubled soul, for al

though it may be and is a blessing to gran’ma, and I feel that 1 cannot

be too grateful to the Heavenly Eather that he tempered the winds to

the shorn lamb.”

They pass down into the yard, Alice with a loving embrace drawing

_Eva to her as though she might protect her—frail child that she was—

but there was a strong loving spirit which made her protecor to the

drooping one of Eva’s which would sink with the thought even against

her will. They visited the loved scenery; they sat once more upon the

throne and Alice strives to draw her mind away from the trouble. She

says:

“My, dear Eva, do you not remember our crowning day; when you all

gave me so much joy, and at the close my spirits were depressed by what

you told me concerning my friend and brother Harry ?”

“But that very depression gave me a greater force to cast into the mis

sives which I have sent to him, that perhaps by my strength of pur

pose, I may send the power back of which I robbed him, by causing him

to move from his determination. That day shall rest in my life as an

oasis might in the desert. It is filled with so much—and these are all

the words I can find to expresslmy thought.”

“And again, dear Eva, I think you may find a mission also in your de

0
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pression at the close of a day as we might say in your life—an era. You

may be the greatest support to Harry. You have his confidence. He

hastold you all, and you may encourage him and strengthen him by

your sympathy in the future. You will aslo be a real comfort to me.

There are none amongst my associates who can understand my ideas,

thoughts and feelings as do you. ‘

“N0, dear Alice, nor amongst my companions here, simple hearted,

true and noble as they are in their unrestrained generosity, they can

not comprehend these inner thoughts, and I cannot explain them.”

' They return to the house. Mrs. Ernest has prepared their simple

breakfast.v She has taken charge of everything since‘the death of the

oldlady.

All was in readiness to leave the night before. A family was to move

into the house to-day, as it was only rented for the present. The home

stead was Eva’s, and she would retain it, perhaps to some day return.

Dan, the faithful servant who is also to remain on the farm, to see

that “old sin” is well taken care of, says Eva, parts with Eva with feel

ings of sorrow. He has seen her grow up to womanhood, and assisted

her in the care of the old lady, and he too feels that there is a change

which is filled with sadness.

They are now speeding rapidly across the country each wrapt in

thought, and we shall leave them and hurry thither t0 the city of S ——

that we may meet them at the station with Harry and Clint. .

s: * * * - =|= * a: * =|< :1:

“Mother’s coming Clint, Alice, Eva—all on the five o’clock train this

evening, and we must take the carriage. I cannot trust Ben with such

an important mission as this. I must have your assistance also. Mr.

Kent will meet Alice and there will be a real reunion. Poor, little Eva,

it is a trial to her. She never wanted to leave home;' but I trust to you

to help me to initate her into our city life, that she may net be so much

disappointed as she anticipates, that she may find true and loving

friends who will assist her in bearing the loss of grau’ma.”

“I certainly do all shall in my power Harry, and I think from what

acquaintance I have with her through you, that she is a brave, se lSiblB

girl and will not waste much time in pining over the fiat of fate, know

ing that we cannot revoke the past only gain experience, unless that

past be something under our immediate control. But the inevitable, the

unchangeable must be submittedto. CORACORA L.
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LABOR FOR RIGHT AND JUSTICE.

How grand to rise above the world,

To place beneath our feet

The petty jars the discords dark

To revel in pure life so sweet.

To feel our work in the world of sin,

- Admits of no denial,“

We must rise and labor,

Although it may be of our faith a trial.

,We must grasp the the sickle, hold it firm,

March on W1th the reapers,

The world must be subdued by living men

Earth hath no room for sleepers.

We must stand in the battle’s fire,

In the foremost of the ranks;

Inspire those following with our zeal;

Do it not for praise or thanks. -

Do it for the mighty right,

Do it for the love of man.

Do it to redeem the world,

From satans mighty van.

Do it whether praise or blame,

Shall fall upon our ears,

Do it though the look of scorn,

' May greet us than a thousand cheers.

Do it with our hearts all warm,

With love to the oppressed one,

And angels say with sweetest cheer,

Faithfully, brave, well done.

A constant move, a steady hand,

And victory mus'r be ours

The frown of scorn be changed to tears,

The thistle may evolve sweet flQWers.

The ignorant one may see our light,

May rise and light one, too,

May see beneath each onward move,

There lies a heart that’s true.

True to self, to fellow man,

True to instincts, noble, grand,

True to life in its ndest term, I.

True to the wel are of our land.

\

—-CORA CORAL. .

 

\

We shall soon have A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT covered in book form;

price one dollar. .
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WORK.

 

BY JESSIE H. BUTLER.

The most interesting of all contemplative is this subject of Work; and

yet what do we see around us in all l‘ands—in this land of boasted intel

ligence, and of unequalled opportunities for the labors of the intellect

and the hand of every man, of every woman, and of every child that can

walk and usea few words of this growing, elastic language of ours.

And here rushes to my mind a remark of Gen. McConnell, and at the

same meeting of Frank Glanel—two local celebrities, one now sleeping

—why said they “men don’t like work, I don’t like work, and will not

work, if I can avoid it.” Shame on the orators, the false lights of the

people] to counteract such stufi as this, I have declared before the list

ening crowds of our city, that all are bound to work, especially those hav

ing the means to use the Hands of others, as well as to work 'with their

own hands and practical, intellects; such should be the world’s giant

workers, or live and die cursed of God and of the people! and if shall I be

proud of anything, whenI near the narrow resting place of the tired

body, it'will be this just expression:

“0 well, (answers some dainty soul) I work, but it is with my intelkect.”

Ah, yes! here’s the rub'; you keep working with that intellect alone, and

one day very soon we shall have an intellectual dyspeptic dictionary,

running over witn physical idleness, and mental imbecility, and here let

us enquire what is mental labor? Is it the accumulation and compila

tion alone of the bookworm—the memorizer, {who grinds in his mental

mill the dried brains of his mummied ancestors, so as to galvanize their

mental skeletons, and make them dance to the admiring eyes of their

fossilized successors, who live, alone in the past, and. ignore the living

thundering and startling life issues of to-day ? No, no! this is not men

tal labor. Mental labor is. that fact and that factor which come from

the man who tills the soil, and finds out what are its component parts

and what proportions of these parts will produce, and what physical la

bor should be applied to them, and how and when it should be applied,

to-proddce the desired results—this is mental labor, and so with mechan

ics as in and with its mathematics and its demonstrated results.

Who stands out to-day the great -- shall I say the only great ruler of

Russia ? It is Peter the Great, and why his greatness? It is or was be
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cause he became a little child and learned of the common artizan; he be

came a carpenter, a blacksmith, a shipbuilder, so that he might learn

how to make and rule an Empire!

What business have these pseudo-philosophers, these physical idlers,

to presume to instruct the men who labor with their hands and hearts

to sustain themselves and those they love; and to adorn the world with

its splendid edifices, and its paradisaical meadows and gardens and

bridges, and its artificial star rimmed lakes, and its threads of iron, its

bands of steel that are making—not only of one blood, but of one mind,

one spirit, one purpose, the people of this wide, wide world? Believe

me, these men may originate dogmas that shall set brother against broth

er, and nation against nation—as such men have done in the sad, bloody

past—but he who elevates the masses, must be one of them; he who

ameliorates the condition of the overworked sons of toil, must have per

formed some of their hard work to know how to sympathize with them

in their hopes, their sorrows, their disappointments, and too often the

aches and pains of their over-worked bodies, and their discouraged

spirits.

What made our present Beecher? It was the example of a Father

who labored with his own hands, sawing wood for his family to use,

while giving to his flock the bread of life; and had he of the present

done likewise, instead of bowing to wealth, physical idleness and conse

quent temptation in luxury, he would have possessed work of the men

tal ability (tho’ now large) and a hundred fold larger influence for good;

and carried into his grave the seeds that spring up into the flowers of

virtue, that shall bloom so sweetly and so beautiful, in the two worlds

that belong to the heirs of God! '

What or who gave to Scotland her charter of rights and religious

toleration in a measure greater than she asked for? it was William of

Holland, that scion of the old Dutch House of Orange, which gave all

its heirs for generations, a thorough-knowledge of some branch of phy

sical labor: in this school he was the warrior—who coped successfully

with a Lucembourg and kept back from-his country the legion of war

like France—learned to fight only when necessary, and to sympathize

with and in the rights of all men, politically and as to their rights of

conscience in religion.

And now in sorrow, I ask what is giving our nation to-day, a set of

politicians, of lavyus, of judges, {rd ohflite srekus, the sell 1 lill'
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is:

,

country (for which their fathers worked, bled and died) for gold: for

the false honor of place, office, and undeserved flatter, bought applause?

it is the simple, senseless idea, that all we need is education, and that

physical labor is dishonorable to the persons of education and intellectf

and that such alone have the right to be side-booted and spurred on the

backs of the laboring masses, to be fatted on their toil, and to rob them

of their rights.

Look around you and see who these men are; the monopolists, the sup

porters of monopolists, who practice by the hour on the force of law( ?)

to sustain every oppression, and get gold for their prating; they who

make the word of promise to the ear, * * * *

and break it to our hope. Who flatter in secret conclave the wealthy

oppressors, and laugh at the sorrows of the poor; and tell me— tell your

selves and your children, if these are not the persons who despise phys

ical labor ?

Look at the pampered sons and daughters of fashion—those senseless

gilded butterflies, and are they not idlers? and does physical idleness

bring health, happiness, contentment, hope, love, usefulness, gratitude

(that rich golden price of usefulness) sympathy, largeness of soul, and a

larger life? No! it has invented faith as a substitute for usefulness—

for good works; and painted a hell of vengeance for the worlds noblest

saints, and workers, who are a thousand times better than their can

onized scoundrels of blood washed crimes and soul degrading oppres

sions; on the shallow pretext that they think difierent from themselves

in religion, and that “thus saith the Lord! l”

And what is the fruit of all this? It is the extreme poverty of the

poor; the curse and bane of the rich, down and down thro’ their succes

sive generations of excess and crimes: it is the painful overwork of the

men and women of labor, and the under pay that makes them criminals

and paupers; it is the ever present skeleton, that torments the rich and

the pampered, the overfed, the underworked idlers, it makes one class of

humanity tyrants, oppressors; and of the other slaves; thus unfltting

both, to welcome the dawning equality and happiness of all who hear

the impress of man. '

And now what do spirits and all who are inspired by them, say on

this subject? To the honor of both, they say—not only with St. Paul

“as a man thinketh so is he," but above all, they say—as a man doeth, so

si he, so shall he be. They constantly say to us of the earthly—Work!

I
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for this alone shall make your future in its debasement, or in its eleva

tion; as the germ of the fungus only reproduces the kind; and the acorn

gives to the earth the grand spreading Oak; so as the tree falleth it lieth

till the ministering angels shall in the coming durations gradually,

sometimes slowly, cultivate (as has been done in the earth cycles) the

seeds of the weedy grasses, up into the golden grains of a grand spiritu

al humanity, as heirs of the dear glorious mansion homes of the—t0 us—

unimagined supernal heavens!

Shall I who write, and I who read this, be a physical idler—a non-pro

ducing fungus, which cannot sympathize with the laboring masses; or a

living, working, growing germ of sympathetic activities, fitting itself to

become a glad, a welcomed citizen, into the gorgeous flowerclad plains of

the higher circles of the New World?

—_.,_—_

litany thanks to Mrs. Julia Smith,_Electric Physician, of Boston, Mass,

for the pleasant surprise in the form of a neatly bound book called “The

Reason Why.” It is so sweet and so pure in its diction, portraying by

an experience through which one must pass would he scale the heights

of life and 1e ave below the ‘dross and imperfections, that one who would

be led of the spirit must sometimes pass through lion’s den, or the fiery

furnace. but ever to find that the jaws of the lions were closed, and

around us was an impenetratable barrier through which the fiery flames

could not pierce. Many, yes many thanks for this little book which not

read as carefully as it will be, carried a light to help us rise and say, The

experience of others teaches, that behind a frowning providence. He

rides a smiling face. Through the clouds and the adversities, the trials

of our faith in the leading power, we gain strength spiritually. although

physically depressed; we rise up to meet the heavenly hosts, and hold

blessed communion with holiness, forgetting for a time the iniquity and

the sin, but to gain strength, that we may again descend to lift another

soul, by our strength, into the grandeur and beauty of life, into the glory

and the joy of being willing to suffer, if the evil power may thereby be

hurled back one step in its mighty inroads upon the souls of precious

humanity. There is a sweet and heavenly influence in this work which

may touch the hearts of its readers, IDA M. MERRILL.
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A HISTORY OF LITE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

 

“And Abraham spake unto the sons of Heth saying:

1 am a stranger and a sojourner with you: give me a possession of a

burying place with you, that I may bury my dead out of my sight.”

When the form lies cold and motionless and no more does the smilejoy

light the face, or the tear of sorrow roll down the cheek; no more does

the light of love, or the flash of scorn gleam from the eyes; no more do

the loving words or the bitter ones fall on our ear. When we see that

the spirit has fled, and naught left but the perishable temple of clay. we

fain would hide the dear ones from our sight. We cannot gaze upon

this motionless, lifeless figure with feelings of joy. We know that the

loved one is not there; the spirit has fled, which comprehended all.

So we bury our dead. We place the still form in the earth out of our

sight, to its native element, we, perhaps, shed tears over the grave, until

a new revelation comes to us—they are not there—our beautiful dead in

a new form, a more glorified appearance, they await us on the other

shore. We sit down at eve, by our fireside perhaps, and hold sweet com

munion and blessed converse with the free spirit. We hear always the

blessed words of encouragement, of cheer, for with the frail temple of

clay the bitter ones are gone. Or, perhaps, on a calm summer eve, we

sit in the twilight, amongst sweet flowers and we hear the low murmur

of the heavenly music, wafted to us by their loving ministry.

We have only buried the cast away garment, the old dwelling house

has been changed for a new one, a more commo dious one, more elevated

and lofty one, and a grand and mighty truth we evolve. There are no

dead. We butbury the receptacle of life. - '

Thus it is with all dead—dead hopes and ideals, broken idols of clay

chosen vessels of glory. We rear grand and lofty ideals, we clothe them

with our sweetest thoughts; we place the purest flowers of affection

upon them, and allow the fragrance of our lives to ascend to these idols

or ideals; we arise: we see them lay at our feet prostrate, lifeless; the

beautiful flowers they see not; the fragrance does not fill them with a

grateful sense of loving kindness, for 101 the spirit has fled; the light
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from the eye, the smile of joy or the tear; they are broken idols. Are

they dead! There are no dead. No! the spirit returns to us again, in

the quiet even. It is the spirit of pure ideality and thought, and in our

souls the sweet fragrance from our proffered flowers steals. filling the

sensitive throbbings with a peaceful reverie. The channel has cast

back that which was sent in all its beauty, and its unfailing gladness

where e’er it reached not the dead idol. So we bury our dead; the spirit

returns to us in a new form, with added beauty with greater freedom, a

new and more commodious dwelling. We rise upon the graves of the

dead past, and shed no more tears on tho graves of that which is perisha

ble, for we have had a new revelation: It is the spirit which gladdened

our hearts and when we see all motionless our idols, we fain would bury

them from our sight, and would shed no tears over the graves, as soon as

we realize where the spirit is, that we may at our own heartstone com

mune with it.

N01 every good and beautiful thought lives forever; every noble ef

fort which is put forth in the cause of right lives'—lives in all its glory.

If the idol lies still motionless, we know that the spirit returns to us

with a new beauty. The seeds which we have planted in these gardqns

of the soul are springing; we see the leaves and the blossoms of some,

are just peering, and we find the decayed idol but fills our flowers 'with

life and beauty.

We contemplate this grand mystery, and we say: There is no death—

a continuous changing of form, a decaying physical sending forth to an

other realm nourishment, whilst the new life is grander than the old,

our buried hopes give us greater peace, give us the loving messages of

cheer and encouragement and cheer from the inV1sible. We rise up and ,

see the flowers still blossom on these graves, and we say: From every

grave there comes the renewal of life. We fain would bury the sem

blance of what was life, for the beauty is all gone.

IDA M. MERRILL.

_______‘,>_—_

Publisher and Editress of A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT started for St.

Louis on the new “Gem City,” on their way to Jefferson City to petition

the _Governor in behalf of the Talbott boys; send out your heart’s desires

that our efforts may be successful.
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FOR. THE LIFE OF THE TALBOTT BOYS. 4'

 

To-day we send out again a message to our people, our brothers and

our sisters—every one, whose eye may fall upon these words, is a broth

er or a sister to us, if not a faithful one, a co-worker in the cause, even

yet a prodigal and feeding upon the husks of unbelief we say, come to

the feast and send us a powerful influence, a mighty ocean of prayers—

real prayers in the behalf of the Talbott boys that their sentence may

be commuted to imprisonment for life.

We do notwish to weary you by our many requests, dear readers, but

we cannot refrain when we consider the great, the awful, the terrible ‘

subject even though guilty, shall the government of our lovely, our glo

rious, majestic and free( ‘8) country be guilty of blodshedding, of scatter

ing seeds of murder through every act of the same and no dissenting

voice arise to beseech them to look upon their work, to assist them to

unmove the scales from their eyes and 'see the better way—the way of

reform—is to lift up into a true state of living, to cultivate the vicious

character. Oh, friends! everywhere, you,who in your inmost souls

loathe the manner of punishment, a relic of barbarity, lift up your voices

toastay the mighty evil. We feel assured, could those in authority but

see the truth as it is, there would be a change.

We start for Jefferson City—two women with fear and trembling at

the daring attempt of interceding in the behalf of those boys with the

Governor, shall stop at St. Louis where we expect to gain the co-opera

tion of Mrs. Annie F. Anderson, Ed. Western Light. and friends, as she

is in sympathy with the movement. We fear not the frowns of any, if

we may but be the means of gaining a reprieve or a complete change of

sentence to imprisonment for life. But feel that we need the influence

of all our brothers and sisters, all co-workers, that by a union of forces

we may establish a love to humanity, upon which we may lift up the

criminals and the innocent, who may be cast into the net and redeem

the world by harmony—by harmonizing the great powers and letting the

love principle flow out which would warm the congealed and hardened

souls causing them to walk in a newness of life, to gladden the world by

by singing new songs, and join labor with praise. Teach the criminal

that his murderous plan but brings, him sorrow—if to obtain wealth

there comes no joy with it; if because of hatred to his brother, it does not

bring him love instead, only remorse.
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But we shall only ask you now to send forth your prayers, and literal

petitions also, that this sentence may be changed, as there is a power

which urges us on to use every avail able means to obtain tneir release.

We feel that we must move with this power, or faint with the oppres

sion not that we have any personal interest, for we have never heard

of them before. But they must be saved seems to haunt us day and

night.

Guilty or not guilty, oh why must we have l'egalized murder? (for we

can call it by no other name.) Perhaps law makers have not looked at

it in this light, but oh, we would that we might beseech of them to calm—

ly contemplate and reason upon this terrible subject. Take it home to

your hearts. Place the subject in this light, were it my son or my broth

er, would I desire to have them hung? Let us hear the voice of the peo

ple—of men and women—also. Yes, we say, when human life is at

stake may not woman also raise her voice—and plead not for rights to

herself, but for a universal justice, a broader and a deeper platform that

men may reform their laws, not by compulsion, or yielding any rights of

lordship, but because they see a nobler way, and that is elevation ever;

reforming the visions. and lifting up the weak. we know that the

strong and brave men have hearts of flesh also; have the power to make

our land one where there are no more Rachels weeping .for their slaugh

tered children.

IDA M. MERRILL.

_—_<..>__.—

Quarrells would be short-lived if the wrong were only on one side.

____‘.,____

It is more shameful to distrust one’s friends than to be deceived by

them. I .

-—<0>————

Good temper is like a sunny day; it sheds a brightness over everthing;

it is the sweetener of toil and the smoother of disquietude.

+—

The universal heart of a man blesses flowers. Hehas wreathed them

around the cradle, the marriage altar and the tomb.
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LE OBIFLAMMB DE DIEN!

 

BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

 

Through the ages down ’mid all mutations;

In the earthquake’s shock, amid clashing nations;

In every thought, under every name,

Burns the Oriflame!

The desert ships die, and the elephants sleep;

And the sea monster ceases his lun e and his leap;

They live thro’ long years, and~t ey ie without fame,

' ‘ Or the Oriflame. -
O

The oak laughs at man with his short brief span

And his bri le life thread, since time began;

Live on, O! oak, in the storm and the rain,

Where’s thy Orifiame?

Volcanoes may burn thro’ the ages down;

The oceans shall ships and navies drown;

But what have we lost, and what do they gain ?

Asks the Oriflame.

Do the mountains rejoice with their heads on high, ,.

That their crests brave the storm while whole nation!,die ?

Unmoved they stand there, forever the same, -

But no Orifiame. '

Twinkle on, 0! stars in the heavens above;

In the measureless time, 0 lam of love!

From the hidden womb of crea ion ye came,

And the Orifiame. . .

Man blooms like the flower, and dies the same;

Is crushed in his weakness, in sorrow and pain;

0 Father! 0 God! does he suffer in vain?

Dies the Oriflamei- »

0 mystery! where do thy secrets be hid ?

What from their chambers of darkness shall bid

Thy treasures to leap, audforever remain ?

Why the Orifiame?

0 life of God! 0 thou golden flame!

Forever and ever, and ever the same!

0 spirit of man, thy birthright claim

’Tis the Orifiame!

By this we con uer; this banner of ours

Is the life of li e—the power of all powers;

’Tis this that struggles thro’ labor and pain—

This Orifiame!

By this we conquer, because we die;

We conquer, by this that can never die;

The heart may be crushed, but the soul shall remain—

’Tis the Onflame! '
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TEE SIGNB‘OF THE TIMES-I

(CONTINUED.) -

Friends and Fellow Citizens of Missouri: Hear the voice from the

invisible world saying, this is the time, this is the grand opportunity

for Missouri’s people to lay a foundation of reformation in the west, to

plant a standard and wave a banner with the inscription, Love, Mercy

and Justice to the unfortunate criminals. Let us take the first step in

this new era. We have the grand opportunity presented in the condem

nation or sentence pronounced against the sons of one of your citizens.

Take the first step up into this new plane above the plane of murders,

and we shall be able to reach down, and by kindness draw them up in

to the same sphere with ourselves. '

There is a great gulf between good and evil; two extremes; not a ma

terial gulf, but a spiritual one, and the influences meet as it were in

deadly conflict. The grand army of progress are marshaling their

forces, and preparing for the combat, and now is the time when all those

who feel an interest in the development of humanity into a higher

sphere, should enlist and givevtheir influence, their co-operation, to gain

the greatest victory, the most important achievement, that has ever

taken place on this earth. It must be accomplished. All those who

stand on the platform of right and justice towards mankind, those who

can see the light of love, beaming down from the celestial spheres, must

come to the front, and point out the way, to those who are down in the

region of murder, as they know not what they do when they give their

consent to have their brother killed. They do not think themselves in

that deranged state of mind called murder, but if men and women will

give the subject due consideration, they will perceive they stand on the
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Samt plane with miirderers, and when they say, “kill them': you 'could

malfe do better neei'of a repe than to hang aman or woman, an influence

is produced that causes more murders, as the malaria rising from the

marshes and cess-pools causes malignant fevers. Do not condemn, but

pity the poor mortals that are so deep in the mir ethey cannot extricate

themselves without assistance; lend them a helping hand, and raise

them from their fallen condition; prepare an asylum instead of a jail or

penitentiary; make it secure and give them employment according to

their capacity, and treat them kindly; do not disgrace or confine them

as punishment, but heal them, pour oil and wine of loving kindness in

to their wounded hearts; they may not be entirely responsible for the

deeds they do. . It is.more in accordance with the divine law that the

innocent should sufier death than the guilty as death is not punishment,

but a blessing to them. They being .born into a higher sphere of exis

tence in the summer land, in the Eden of love, youth and beauty; but

the guilty that are swung into Eternity may have a different recep

tionga dark, lonesome wilderness where the light- of love will never

dawn to warm their desolate hearts until some pitying angel, can break

through that cruel circle‘of murderers, and guide them through the

darkness of crime, and all evil deeds into the light of peace and love.

———<-Q>——————

MORE ABOUT THE TALBOTT BOYS.

 

As we said to our readers in last week’s issue, we left Quincy for Jef

ferson City via St. Louis. Upon our arrival in St. Louis, we ascertain

ed the Governor was to be in the city, and awaited him there. We were

discouraged by some who said they feared we would not be heard by

the Governor; but Dr. R. D. Goodwin, of that city, said he could intro

duce us to some gentlemen who were intimately acquainted with the

Governor. The first—~Major Reinwater, upon being told we had come

to see him upon a case of life and death. made the practical remark: “If

it is a case of} life, I am there; if death, I want nothing to do with it.”

This is the true spirit—life. We should not dare take that which we

cannot restore. The Major assured us the Governor would hear all

that we might have to say. Another gentleman, Mr. Couples, Police

Comm. gave us the same encouragement, and with more hope we await

ed the arrival of the Governor. On Wednesday about noon, we found

ourselves with Dr. Goodwin at the Southern Hotel, sending up cards;
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great was our disappointment to find he had gone and would not return

until evening, as we wished to take the boat for Quincy at four, P. K.

The Dr. going immediately tao the office found he had just a moment be

fore passed into the street, and hurrying forward overtook him in time

to have a few words with him, he saying he would give us an interview

whilst in the city or at his oflicial rooms at Jefierson would be prefera

ble; also that anything we might bring forward would receive due con

sideration. This is all that we desired, and with somewhat lightened

hearts we made preparation to return. Now, dear friends, all who are

sending in petitions, act quickly for the time is short, and we must

make every efiort to at least gain a reprieve. '

Enrrrmss.

-——4.>——————

roorramrs.

 

BY MRS. A. G. COMSTOCK.

There are many footprints leading from our cottage door,

And .I see, thro’ blinding tear-drops, that they backward turn no more;

I can trace them, sadly trace them, out to where the shadows lie,

Of the pure, white marble’s gleaming underneath the wintry sky.

There’s the little, tiny impress of glad childhood’s dancing feet—

Ohl but when they outward tended, how we missed their music sweet!

Of manhood’s lofty bearing, and of woman’s gentle tread,

But they all alike are pointing to the garden of the dead.

And there I’ve wept and waited, through many a dreary day,—

And 10! some white-robed angel-guide has rolled the stone away;

And from the gloomy portal that the angel opened wide,

I now can see the footprints leading up “the other side .”

N0w I know the dear departed have passed o’er the shining track,

And I know with all my weeping, that I would not call them back;

They have crossed the tideless river, they have reached the other shore,

And I know they are waiting to conduct my footsteps o’er .

0ft when the evening shadows gather round my cottage door,

Out in the coldgray twilight still I count those footprints o’er;

I seem again to hear sweet voices on the whispering wind,

Breathing words of cheer and comf0rt'to those who are left behind.

We look in each other’s faces and the silent teardrop falls,

As we count the vacant seats within those dear old cottage walls;

But we dread not to follow upward through the silvery sheen—

There our footprints all may mingle and no graves will be between.
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I " ' A NEW mn's STORY.

 

l

-- -' w ! WHERE’S THE SIN?

" i ' ' (CONTINUED.)

[,1 n- .  

"'It Was a joyous party which met at the depot. Eva had cast aside her

{sadnesa and Was almost happy. The pleasant change of scenery had

beeu'mbre beneficial than otherwise. It was far better than had she re

mained with the old scenes, to brood over her grief, where each object

would bring her loss forcibly to mind.

and Mrs. Kent were there to meet Alice, and the father was de

lighted with the rosy complexion of his daughter, whereas the mother

says: , ,

“My dear Alice. what do you mean ? You are as brown as a gypsy.”

“Oh, mama,” she says, "it is just as I thought you would say, but ma

ma, I have been a gypsy almost. I am sure there never was one freer or

happier than I have been.” .

These words had been said in an undertone, whilst the others. were

making exclamations of delight, surprise, etc.

Alice bids Eva good bye relucantly, and says:

“Dear Eva, it shall not be many days until I shall have you at my

house.” '

Mrs. Kent coming forward kissing her cheek with sympathy, for as

we have said, there was a tender chord in her nature' which vibrated
when touched, says: - .l '

“Yes, 1 shall expect the intimacy between you and my daughter to

continue.” _ , I ,

The hurried good-byes spoken, and soon the two carriages are bearing

their burdens to their separate destinations.

Ellen Harman with little Willie stands at the gate to meet them.

“Oh you dear, little fellow!" exclaims Eva as Willie clambers into the

carriage. “Oh I shall‘have company in you that will cause me to forget

the petsII have‘left at home. I have no doubt your mother will yield

you to me a part of the time.”

“Yes,” saysMrs. Ernest, “Willie will not give you much time to be

lonely, if you only listen to his various questions.”

“If you answer them all satisfactorily, Cousin Eva,” says Harry, “you
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are a better philosopher than I am. He baflles me many times, and I

retire with the answer: Wait until you are older, Willie?”

“Oh, I shall answer all the questions answerable, and tell him that

there are some things no one can understand in this world.”

Upon alighting Willie, by some indefinable childish sympathy takes

Eva by the hand, and says: “Tome ets do an’ see se f’owers ey’ll make

00 g’ad.” ' i ’

“Why, my little fellow, do you think I am not glad now ‘3”

“Tause mama said 00 had to tome an’ leave our danma in se cold

ground, and se’s jest like our mama an’ I tol’ mama 1’se make 05 g’ad.”

"Bless your little heart! you are a philosopher these pretty flowers and

borders will make me glad when nothing else will, for she loved them so.

How soon a child partakes of the spirit of those who are with it;

we have seen the infant in its mothers arms laugh with those who

‘- laughed, and have seen the tears come to the eyes when the words were

serious, and upon the faces of none, it could see a smile. So easy are the

impressions made upon a human being.‘ -

Little Willie, although he could not comprehend Eva’s loss, could by a

pure childish sympathy, electrically receive the impression that ’it was

not joy. We find great lessons, if we note these movings of nature. Mrs.

Ernest says to Harry as they passed into the house: '1'

“Leave Eva alone with Willie for a time.” And although he was im

patient to see Eva he knew his mother was right. Shortly the tea

bell rung and Willie says: ,0

“Tome now mama’s bin making evry sing nice for 00, but she'didn’t

know wat 00 liked e most. I said mebbe custard and take tause I likes

it,” ~ -. _ ._ I ~ .m

“That will do very well my little man, and then we’ll hothlbe pleased.

You have taken so much interest to make me “g’ad” I Ishall wanthtq

8% you happy? , - -, . - 1mm!

[The story we are obliged to shorten this week on account of absence.

It will be uSual length next week—En] g . ‘ I _, M“ .

——<o>~——— '

We had a pleasant interview with Mrs. Annie Andersonnflzldfl'ofi '

the Wes-tern Light, whilst in St. Louis, and received her earnest sympa

thy in the object we had in view, in regard to the Talbott bOys. She is

doing a good .work in the reformatory cause, and' w'e'wish he} a. brilliant

success in her field of labor. 1“ ‘ " H ‘ "" W ' Y'“ I
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ANOTHER PETITION.

TO THE GOVERNOR OF MISSOURI.

 

Los ANGELES, California, June 5, 1881.

We the undersigned, most respectfully petition you, the Governor of

Missouri, to in some way mitigate the sentence of the Talbott boys of

your state, 11 ow under sentence of death, and to be hanged the 24th day

of vJ unc, 188], in consequence of their youth, and the uncertainty that

always-attends the circumstantial evidence by which they were con

victed; as also from the fact that their mother believes them innocent;

a nd this execution would deprive her of her two only children, after

the 10ss of her husband by the murder or suicide or whatever it might

have been:

Miss Eva N. Holt, J. H. Butler, ex-councilman, '

J. F. Ninkson, John'Hayes,

F. Lindquist, ' J. F. Walkan,

George Giegerich, Arthur French,

Peter Baty, B. F. French,

A. H. Weir, Mrs. Nettie C. Weir,

Birdie Wier, Mrs. Anna Burdick,

Frances Baty, D. A. Stern.

»-_<0>——-——

One of our corre spondents—Jesse H. Butler, of Los Angeles, Califor

nia—sending us his petition says, popular opinion there is not in favor

of hanging, and also says at a meeting in talking of same, one gentle

man remarked that the petition was practical Christianity, and hoped

to see the day when we shall need no petitions for such executions. We

sincerely acquiesce with him, and hope to see the day when the light and

I knowledge which comes from heaven, shall elevate the criminal to a

' higher standard, and teach him by example that murder is alike despic

able in the sight of God and man; not that it is allowable by a body, and

is (onsidcrcd just, Vi bus as perpetrated by an individual is,la heinous

crime, but a crime once a crime in all cases.

——_<Q>——_—

Will our readers please pardon errors of last week, as we did not reach

'home in time to read revise.
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V10TOBY OP RIGHT.

 

Did you hear the story,

0f the grand and mighty throng?

Did you see the glory? »

’Tis an army of Right ’gainst Wrong.

Did you see the victors,

Wlth the banners all unfurled?

Did you hear the sin ing:

Arise and we'll re eem the world!

We’re battling ’gainst Satan,

, We know the victory is ours,

For We’ve seen him recoil,

Before our just and mighty powers.

The power of truth eternal;

The power of Mercy, Peace and Love;

The power from climes supernal,

We know, in our souls, comes from climes above.

We’ve followed our leader,

Through dangerous road and weary path,

And we’ve found the conflict,

Was gained by love instead of wrath.

We’ve pitied every brother

Who is caught in Satan’s coils;

' We have torn them from him,

And left Satan all the spoils.

We’ve added to our army.

Many from the enemy's rank;

Shall each day add another,

And give to heaven above the thanks.

The angels of the highest

Have led us 'through the thorny road,

Have led us to redemption,

To the glorious heaven-like abode. '

They still are giving comfort,

Giving messages of hope and cheer,

Say the battle is over,

Thou hast conquered and without fear.

—CORA CORAL.

-———<O>——~

Paschal Haney; of Morehead, Ky., formerly a magistrate who struck

and killed a man on election day. has simply been found guilty, of as:

sault and battery, and fined $2.00. Must the Talbott boys on circurw

stantial evidence alone be hung? Oh, it is too terrible! . ' u ._l ,
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REFORM.

 

Reform is the leading object of all lovers of humanity. How to right

wrong; how to remove the evils that rob mankind of true happiness;

how to soothe sorrow, heal the wounded, overthrow unjust monopolies

that oppress the people for the benefit of a few men who live in idleness,

and perpetuate liberty of thought that men may be free from the infa

mous doctrines and teachings of self-conceited, narrow-minded, beetle

headed people who never breathe above the fog of ignorance, nor receive

_ an influence above their own visionary ideas—have in all ages and will

ever be the untiring objects of reformers who love their country, who

admire humanity, and who despise wrong, no matter where it may be

found. ‘ ,

In all countries, in every nation, from the creation of men through

the progress and development of nature up to the present time, there

have been true, unselfish reformers. noble-minded men, who gave their

lives in battling against the merciless waves of wrong that sweep over

humanity, leaving ignorance, want ahd crime to oppress the unfortu

nate people in their efforts to reach the realm of happiness. To those

brave men, to those advanced thinkers, we owe our thanks and admira

tion for the liberty we enjoy to-day- » the Independence of the Ameri

can Republic—the progress of science—the advancement of knowledge

—the institutions of learning—the asylums for the unfortunate—and the

freedom of the press. 'Though many died in defense of these blessings,

-—these desires of the human mind—yet, they shall never be forgotten,

but live forever in the hearts and memories of the people who have a

sense of justice, respect or a desire to grow out of the thorns of igno

rance and oppression into the flowers that perfume the garden of prog

ress, growth and development, where human suffering is unknOWn,

where pain is removed by the hand of science, where the erring are re

formed by kindness, and hate banished into the clouds of darkness, nev

er to again fire the intellect of men and women with its brutal influence

and unnatural desires.

In every movement of reform, there are persons who are a detriment

to the cause they espouse, being covered with the garb of their own con

ceit, unwilling to listen to the views of others, governed wholly by their

own selfish ideas, without reason, or a sense of progressive reform,

which can only be carried-on successfully by shrewd management and
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‘

reasonable argument. Such persons, it is safe to say, are greater ene

mies of reform than those who advocate wrong and pernicious princi

ples, for the supposedv reformers make themselves ridiculous by their

false and unreasonable suggestions, which are used by their enemies as

a weapon to retard the cause of justice.

Every progressive adVocate of human rights, must in order to be suc

‘ cessful, be governed wholly by reason—the only safe guide in travers

ing the many obstacles that loom up before the individual who "advo

cates a principle of reform—and be ready, at all times and under all cir

cumstances, to listen to, and consider the argument of his opponent. In

this way truth may be found, error denounced, reform accomplished,

wrong overcome by right, and liberty, the idol of mankind, the boon of

creation, giVen toievery living being throughout the universe, for them to

enjoy and develop until “to do right” is the established religion of the

world. '

0h, Reform! remain not forever under the dark clouds of supersti

tion! Come, with thy angel Reason and make thy habitation among

men! Roll back the turbulent waves of oppression and cruelty that

are drowning the hopes and desires of humanity—smite wrong with the

hand of Reason and drive it from the land that the people may be free

—wipeout forever the cruel monopolies that now oppress the people and

hold them in slavery and ignorance—establish Right, Mercy and Justice

within the minds of men that they may go on andon, climbing the lad

der of progress and development until the objects of Reformers are ac

com plished for the benefit of humanity.

EDITOR Post, Quincy, Ill. _ W. A. POST.

_'____<.,_____

' 1 CORRESPONDENCE.

, l . i'

SPRINGFIELD, 111., June 3, 1881.

MRS. DR. MERRICK AND MISS IDA MERRIL, Publisher and Editress of

A FOUNTAIN or Lienrz—Dear sisters and co-workers in the great field

of human progress, and co-workers for universal mental liberty.

As it were, by mere accident, I last'evening for the first time, was in

formed of the existence of your unique little weekly.

In calling on J. A. Higgins, of this city; he mentioned your paper to

me and presented me with a couple of copies, Nos. 18 and 19, and I
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certainly admire the style in which it is gotten up—so handy for bind

ing into a book—a work so much needed in the State of Ill. I have been

lamenting the want of a liberal paper in this state, as I do not affiliate

with the R. P. Not but what it has had some able contributors, but I

do not like the course of its editor and I have so wished some good

philanthropist would take hold and give us a good paper; and that too,

at a price at which all might become its patrons. I think A . FOUNTAIN

or LIGHT just fills the bill.

Did I say the discovery of its existence came to me by accident ?

Is there any accident in things that occur to us who are being led by -

the unseen forces of the spirit world ?

I think not and 1 fully believe that I am led on, day by day, in the

course I am pursuing and the work I am doing for the cause of free

thought, and, although I am a poor man and all I have in this world—

of worldly goods—is my horse and buggy, and a few dollars worth of

liberal and spiritualist books. Yet I have been kept going forward for

nearly ten months in working this trip over the state in the interest of

our glorious cause.

at times I seem to come almost to a dead stop, for want of means.

Such has been my case here. I have had to expend a good deal to ad

vertise the state league convention, and it seems that I was going to run

short of the where with to pay my bills here. I have to stop at hotels

and boarding houses most of the time, and many times the way seems

“hedged in” before me; but just when the clouds appear the darkest,

there is a way opened before me and I trust it will be here.

I should be pleased to meet one or both of you at the Farmer City con

vention; but if you cannot come, then please send me your names as

members to the state league, and a small package of A FOUNTAIN OF

LIGHT, for distribution. I expect to leam here this P. M., and work my

way to Farmer City in time for the convention. ‘

Address me at, Farmer City, Dewitt County, Illinois.

F. F. FOLLET.

rr0 an: LIBERALS AND FREE THINKERS OF ILLINOIS:

A convention to organize the State Libeal League of Illinois, (the

charter for which has been issued by the National Liberal League) Will

be held in Bean’s Opera Hall, Farmer City, DeWitt County, 111., on June

._11[and 12, 1881. I
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G00d speakers will be there to address the meeting, and all friends of

the cause are invited to attend. F. F. FOLLET,

Chairman of the Ex. Sub. Oom., N.L. L. of 1 ll.

———*-~——<O>————

PLYMOTH, Mass, May 24th, 1881.

Please find enclosed one dollar for A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT; you may

send back numbers from fhe first of April if you please; I have been in

the front of the enemy of Spiritualism, doing battle for the cause, (in

my own way.) I hope from your paper, seeing it is edited and managed

by ladies, to cull from it some of the flowers and consolations of the true

spirit of humanity; as this is unfolded, it becomes the Christ within and

with us. I believe in the universal ovei shadowing and eternal spirit;

the effect of which shines out in the unfolded Spirits of humanity.

Therefore, all Church dogmas, personal God, personal Christ, or Devil

and church theology is false from beginning to ending.

Yours Truly,

NATHAN CHURCHILL.

THE WHITE-ROBED ANGEL.

BY T. K. PECK.

The white-robed angel is no foe,

As we were tau ht so long ago;

She gives us bac the friends we knew,

Our old companions, kind and true.

She gives us stren th for weariness;

She gives us bliss or keen distress;

She gives us joy for dark dismay,

Immortal yout for old decay.

She gives us summer’s fairest bloom

For he sere garlands of the tomb,

And purest rainbow-tinted skies

For sombre clouds that here arise.

She strikes the shackles from the soul,

- ' And fairer visions o’er us roll;

She opens for us the pearly door,

We walk upon a brighter shore.

We need not fear this white-robed friend,

Who doth in love our steps attend;

She takes us from our trials here

When ripe for the immortal sphere.

She touches us with loving hand;

Our inner faculties ex and;

The newness of a uic ened life

Awakes us to a no ler strife.
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A HISTORY'OP HIE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLIOAL- LORE.

v

(CONTINUED.)

“And the Lord had blessed Abram in all things.”

He was now ready to pass across the river into the vast fields of eter

nity, feeling'that the Lord had blessed him in all things. It is not prob

able that Abram’s life had been one of perfect ease, that no clouds had

arisen in his pathway, that his earthly hopes had been gratified momen

tarily, and his sky had been always serene with no blasts of adversity,

no hills of difficulty to climb, up burden to bear, no enemies to vanquish,

no victories to achieve, through persistent and patient perseverance.

But we see, as in the case of the offering of his own son as a burnt 0f

fering, he was willing to sacrifice the dearest object on earth unto the

Lord. The simile is here complete. He was willing to sacrifice all for

the great, the glorious power—Right, that truth and justice might be re

conciled; he was not called upon to sacrifice—the dearest idol of his

heart, but with the willingness, the. submissiveness unto the

Lord, the spirit of selfishness was subdued, and in its stead came self

consecration, self abnegation and trust—trust and childlike confidence

in the Father that “He doeth all things well,” and there came the voice

of the loving angel bidding him spare his child, and a suitable sacrifice
was prepared. v r -

And Abraham was blessed. -It was not a flowery path through which

the blessing came, no joyous notes of encouragement fell upon his ear;

no words of praise or assurance that in the attempt he would receive a

reward; but to the contrary the path was dark and the road was rough;

, the skies were clouded and storms threatened, yet through all he saw,

with the eye of faith, a gleaming star and with this alone to guide him

pressed on, through the darkness and gloom, with a heavy heart, burden

ed soul and weary feet. ' ' ‘

The sacrifice was laid upon the altar in the gloom—the last act. The '

soul was sick with the terrible pang, and almost exhausted, he prepares

to place the knife to the throat of his dearest idol, his child of promise

and prophecy, the staff and the comfort of his declining years, the solace

of the mother who had nurtured; and reared him when stricken in years.
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“Do we Wender that he now almost faints with the act?

L0! there is a glorious and dazzling light bursts upon him through the

gioom, a loving and tender, angelic voice says. “Spare thy son.” The

flowers spring up now; the words of encouragement, the sweet notes of

victory, and the jubilant ones of triumph float on the air, and roll

through the mighty chorister of heaven. . The blessing has come, and

thus we find how it is that when Abram came to cross the river he found

he had been; blessed in all things. ' - >

Here we find the beautiful similitude in life. If we yield to the High

er Powers, if {We yield to the holy power Right, and allow naught to de

ter us from what We have clearly defined as right, if- we are willing to

sacrifice the dearest idols of our heart for right, that evil may be swept

down, and that Love, Mercy and Justice may reign triumphant, and

that the beauty of life may gain ascendency, we are blessed.

The road may be like Abram’s dark and drear; we may, instead of

words of encouragement, hear the words of contempt; instead of smiles

of approval the frown of scorn, but this should not deter us.

We see in the distance the star; and as the star of Bethlehem led the

wise men to the spot where the child Jesus lay, we know it leads to the

glorious fields of never fading beauty. We place our sacrifice upon the

altar and the light from the heavenly spheres bursts upon us in re—

splendent beauty. We hear the angel voices whispering words of en

couragement and cheer; we hear the notes of victory—hear the jubilant

swell of triumphal marches to inspire is on our way, and we find in the

great trial which has seemed almost a destroyer of our physical frame

and we have almost fainted by the way—a blessing—a strengthener of

our spirit; our souls have grown strong and purer yet; our hearts are

now filled with loving kindness and sympathy to the weary and distres

sed ones, and we are now ready to pour the balm of Gilead upon the

wounds of those who have been pierced by the enemies darts, and we

have a greater strength to lift up the weak ones, a greater patience with

the erring, and a strong and brave courage to combat with the enemies

of the eternal soul of man. ‘

Thus we may be blessed in all things—that sweet, that inner blessing,

which cannot be recognized by our brother; until he has gained this

grand and glorious height, this majestic soul life which sacrifices the ma

terial to the spiritual, where the high and holy impulses are food for an

eternalilife; the noble eiforts are the wings to hear us o’er the sloughs of
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despond, and buoy us up the hill of difficulty. And we may find when a

life work is accomplished, that like Abram, we have been blessed in all

things.

IDA M. MERRILL.

.___<.>___

THE GEM CITY.

 

THE NEW BOAT OF 1881 WHICH PLOWS THE MISSISSIPPI.

 

As we glide down this grand, this beautiful Father of Waters smooth

and placid, this evening, save where ruffed by the elegant new boat—

Gem City—named in honor of our “Gem City”-Quincy, the thought

arises what is life, is it not progress ‘3 See this fair thing of life almost,

as she glides so easily and gracefully upon the waters. We contemplate

the sensation she would have caused a hundred years ago, and we look

forward to another centennial, wondering what shall the enterprise of

the next generation evolve; for we are convinced by experience and

practical demonstration, that life is progress. We have enjoyed the

scenery; we have felt the refreshing breezes from the river this extreme

ly warm day, the 6th of June; we have also enjoyed the various conven

iences of this floating palace—this beautiful and convenient dwelling

upon the waters. We have found the comfortable parlor equal to any

home parlor; the state rooms neat, tasty and convenient. We have ex

amined the elegant bibles, one presented by the ladies of our Gem City,

the other by those of St. Louis, and find that this may also be a Christian

home.

We have partaken of our tea, found that the grandeur and elegance

had not taken from us our appetite, but did justice or injustice( ?) to

broiled steak, fresh spring chicken, buns, etc., with a sigh over various

dishes we must leave untouched, ham and eggs, fresh fish, oysters, sar

dines, potatoes, etcetem. Our dessert of peaches and cream, ice cream and

cake would compare favorably with the same found in any refreshment

salon in our Gem City.

The tables glitter in their new dress of silver, polished glass and

daintily neat table linen. Appearance of table and fare compare favor

ably with the best hotels. The waiters polite, attentive, good natured

and ever on the alert to see that every wish is gratified.

The Gem City was launched the 1st day of June, 1881, and made its
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first trip from St. Louis to Keokuk and return, in about thirty six hours.

A grand reception was tendered it by the citizens of Quincy, and many

also took passage; about six hundred in number were home in its shel

tering arms to Keokuk and back to Quincy.

The boat was built by Commodore Davidson an enterprising gentle

man of that city, and well known to those who traverse this section of

the Mississippi.

The cost was about $85,000. The patronage of the public should be

given to this easy and comfortable mode of traveling during the warm

season, for when the cold blasts blow, and we see gradually, but surely

that an impenetratable bridge is sealing our channel, then we look upon

this luxury of the past, and may wish we had taken advantage of the

boating season.

It is rumored that she will make several trips to St. Paul this season

to show the people of the Northern Mississippi the spirit of enterprise

of Commodore Davidson who is president and chief owner. It is the

finest, most elegantly furnished, and the speediest boat on the Mississ

ippi running between St. Lous and Keokuk.

Formed the acquaintance of Mr. N. B. Hatcher, chief clerk, and find

him an agreeable and intelligent gentleman—one calculated to fill his

position with credit and make it pleasant for those who may for a time

come into this floating home.

Mr. E. H. Buckley also—the steward, we find gentlemanly, polite,

making it pleasant for all, and on our return to Quincy, he led the merry

dance which was participated in with much pleasure, by most of the

passengers, either as dancers or lookers on. These two the only acquain

tances we have formed amongst the officers, we find are carrying for

ward the spirit of the enterprising Commodore whose idea of Character

we may gain through his works, although we have had but a short in

terwiew with- him, upon taking the boat; the words of a moment show

ed us, he was a perfect gentleman, as well as an enterprising character

in the progressive world.

Names of the other oflicers, we learn are Wm. Thompson, Commander,

Ed. Young, Ass’t, J, N. Montgomery, Clede Baird, Pilots, Richard Hen

derson, chief engineer.

The length of boat is 300 feet, 36 feet beam, 6 feet hold. The cabin, sit

tingroom and saloon is lighted by six chandeliers, each containing six
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elegantlamps. Eight dining tables. The wood work, of pure white with

the exception of doors which are darkly grained. " '

Over the elegant mirror, which is set in the pure white frame with a

design of grapes and leaves in gilt as a border, is the name Gem City.

Lighted on the forecastle-hy Kelly’s electric light, from Rochester, N: Y.

Cost of lamp about one thousand dollars. The light is a pale white, and

gives the appearance of day light to all objects upon which it is

cast, but is so brilliant that our eyes are not developed into that state of

progression that we may read by it. But portrays the spirit of our age.

Perhaps our physical eyes in the future may become educated to this

light. It at least portrays the grandeur of our inventive age.

To our readers in the east. we say, Come out and take a pleasure trip

.on the central Mississippi; come and see if we are far behind your pro

gressive efforts. ‘ '

To our friends in the West, we say, Come back and see if you' have

advanced much faster in your rapid strides to the “Westward Ho!” '

To our Southern friends, we say, Come up and try our beautiful cli

mate for a season, and see that we too are keeping pace with the [warm

blooded, active Southerner, and to our Northern friends, we say: Come

and see if we cannot be toned'to your cool' and deliberate actions, and

strike the happy medium—the central focus of the United “States which

lies between the two cities, Quincy and St. Louis. Here "you may all
meet in a grand celebration of good will and good cheer to the land of I

thefree. I I ‘7 ' Q n i ' I I

' " ' ' IDA M. MERRILL.

—<w—

We have learned from a reliable party, of Clark county, Mo., that the

detective who has worked up the evidence against the Talbott boys is

supposed to be the same who cleared Young, convicted for ~ murdering

the Spencer family, and was afterward arrested for heading the gang

.which lynched him. The gentleman tells us he could identify him, as he

stopped at a hotel opposite his home. This detective at that time had

various aliases, two of which were, Frank Lane and Slater. His pho

tograph was identified by a warden at Joliet penitentiary, as a convict

who had served a time there for forgery.
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TEE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

‘ (CONTINUED)

My dear friends, not so much mine as friends of human right, friends

to all that is true, useful and glorious, how much I thank you for your

harmonious action in regard to the governor for the respite of the

Talbott boys. This little spot, no larger than a man’s hand, that is ris

ing just above the horizon in the western sky, will sweep over the world

in a storm, a furious hurricane that will purify the atmosphere, cleanse

the minds of men and women, wash the stains of crime and insanity

from their darkened souls, and the light from the celestial spheres will

burst in radiant splendor over this beautiful land, over the whole earth.

Few realize the immense result that will be produced from this small

act of charity of right and justice toward the unfortunate criminals.

The Christian world—those who pretend to follow in the footsteps of the

gentle, lovrng Nazarine who said, “Neither do I condemn thee,” and when

. his enemies nailed his bleeding limbs to the cross he said: “Father for

give them, they know not what they do,” can these christians drink of

the same cup that he drank from ? Do they express the same principle

when they say (when the question is asked, so you approve of murder

for murder) yes you cannot make better use of rope than to hang a man

or woman if they have killed their brother or sister. Jesus was a man,

and Christ was a principle; he taught the true law of life, and when he

was preaching the truth to the insane, the diseased criminals, the mor:

allylsick instead of punishment and condemnation, he healed them by

his loving words and actions.

Now as we are stepping into a new era, up into a higher plain of in

telligence, let us remember the true teachings of the past. The angel Je
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sus fulfilled the laws of M)SB3; he believed and lived in accordance

with the ten commandments, and now when humanity will behold the

light of this beginning of anew age—practice and fulfill the laws that

‘ Jesus taught in the thirty three years he lived on this earth. There is

no other way of progression towards happiness; we are all born under

the law, and the laws are inevitable as firmly established, as the stars

in the firmament, and when men and women transgress the laws, they

must suffer the consequences. If one thrusts his hand into the fire there

is no power or law that will make another to suffer the p ain; therefore

when mortals transgress the moral laws, the same result follows; no one

can suffer for anothers crime or remove the pain of remorse from an

other’s conscience. The time is near when all deeds of evil will be re

vealed, brought to light by the law of progression, and inspiration; the

flowing in of intelligence from the spirit world; the origin of all thoughts

ideas and knowledge.

The brain of man, like the bed of a stream whenthere are no obstruc

tions, its waters fiJW in a smoath and placid stream, but when 'rocks

and debris is thrown into the currant, it divides and scatters its power

in various directions. When men unite in harmony, and allow their in

fluence to flowin the same manner, they draw from the source of all

life a power that has no limit, but break the current divide the influ

' ence and the power is gone.

' Mas. M. MERRIOK.

______‘.,____

During our trip up the river we formed the acquaintance of a blind

boy by name, Robert Shepherd, who is a student of Jacksonville blind

asylum, but resides at Port Byron to which place he was then going in

company with his mother. During our conversation with him, we ask

ed the question, “Do you often lament the loss of sight ?” When he an

swered so bravely: “Oh, no! I always reason it out. I know it cannot

be otherwise, and I think it is best not to think anything about it.” The

thought arose, if we all would reason with ourselves, when we repine

over that which is uncontrollable, h)w diff arent it would be! This boy

with his loss of sight seemed as delighted with the new boat as though

he could see, and as he was taking much interest in the electric light. I

said: You can alm>st see it can you not? His answer was, “I 0 LD. feel

_ it. I know it is there, and others can see it, and it is just as much satis~

faction. Again I thought: The true philosophy.
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HEAVEN AND HELL.

Heaven is sweet peace.

Hell is hate.

Heaven is sweet release,

When the storms abate.

Heaven is found here,

Not above.

Heaven may be brought near,

’Tis a clime of love.

The inmates are pure

And holy.

They trials endure

And dwell ’midst the lowly.

Heaven may descend,

Or ma rise;

May wit earth blend,

Or reach to the skies.

Heaven’s in the soul—

Mirrored there.

It does sin control,

Making all very fair.

We ma take heaven,

Or ta e hell.

There’s the sweet power iven,

Oh, may we choose wel l

Heaven’s thought to be

Far away,

But may rest with thee,

In thine heart each day.

If open to the dove,

0 sweet peace,

We find ’tis holy love

From strife does re ease.

Love will lift our brother

Into heaven.

Teach us to aid each other,

By power to each given.

Then heaven we would choose

With its joy,

Although we may thus lose,

Glittering earth’s alloy.

. , ——COR.A CORAL.

_._..___<..>—__

We shall soon have A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT covered in book form
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A NEW YEAR'S STORY.

wrnsms’s THE SIN ?

:(CONTINUEDJ

 

Tea is over, and Harry now hurries Eva to v'arious places of interest

about the grounds, and with Clint also as chaperon, she finds herself for

a time forgetting every vestige of Floral Vale, and all the associations

which cling to it. Harry strives to show her every point of interest and

to keep her mind constantly busy in the new scenes and says:

“Clint we have enjoyed these grounds this summer have we not ?”

“Indeed, Miss Ernest, I must tell you of the kindness of your cous

in. One warm July afternoon, as I sat at my desk feeling that the heat

was almost unendurable, your cousin came rushing in with the news

that he had come to take me home with him, to remain with him until

his mother should return, kindly oifering to bring me to the city each

morning and return for me in the evening. He has faithfully done so,
and I assure you I have never spent a more pleasant season in my life. I

It has been a perfect release to me, to leave the city walls, and find my

self enjoying country breezes, the beautiful grounds here, the flowers as

well as little Willie. They speak to me almost in an audible voice, of a

Great Power, a wonderful designer, a law which is manifest in the sim

plest one; as manifest as it is in that great sycamore there by the gate.

There is a sweet simplicity in these, which touches some tender chord in

the nature, whereas the grand and mighty objects of nature arouse us

only when our thoughts are majestic. But these whisper words of con

solation to us when our minds require a quietus.”

“Very true, Mr. O bert. It is the reason we place them upon the

breast of our dead friends that the last scene may be bright and beauti

ful, for I believe they go to a land of ever blooming fio wers."

“This has been a question in my mind: Where do our departed friends

go? Do they sleep, or are they annihilated ?"

“My dear grandmother taught me to hope that they were guardian

angels, and as I lost my parents when young; it has been a sweet solace

to me to feel that they were near guarding and guiding, and now that

she too has gone, I still delight to think that as I sit in the twilight alone

he may draw near, and whisper to me that she is in a brighter clime
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and bid me not weep for her, as she waits for me on that shore.”

“Yes,” says Harry, “I call Clint a preacher but he cannot comprehend,

as we do that the friends gone before may be as actively alive as we are

only that they have passed intoa spiritual realm.”

“No,” he continues, “I cannot comprehend this;but it seems the grand

est idea of dissolution. 1 haye often thought perhaps people’s desires to

have this so may have originated this belief.”

“But,” says Eva, “why should that be the origin ? There is no object ac

complished in the short span here. If we return to the earth—are annihi

lated, as it were the design or law of the great law-maker is brok

en, and all is chaos. In all forms of nature we see a design that all

things administer to man’s wants, and if man, at the close of the long

est life even, ceases to exist for what purpose was he formed? To me it

is the only reasonable idea that he must exist forever, else there is a

break in the perfect law.

“The design may be to only perpetuate a realm of the higher order of

the animal kingdom called man, and some august judge called the Ruler

of the universe may delight. in showing his power, creating and annihi

lating.”

“Oh, no! it cannot be! There is beauty and design in every thing.

There is beauty in all the works of God, and even in death. We see the

cold clay contains not our loved one, and reason tells us it must be some

where. We are assured that all matter may change form, but cannot

be annihilated, and not only all matter but the thoughts and ideas form

ing'mind may vary in expression, but a fact once demonstrated cannot

be lost or annihilated.” '

“Pardon me, Miss Ernest, for any seeming careless thought in regard

to this subject, but really, I know that what you say is correct, although

I passed through the varied doubts expressed in my last remark, be

fore I could arrive at any settled conclusion. The doubts of looking

blindly into the future still arise, but I am convinced that this spirit—

which moves within, which thinks, which reasons. which wills to act

or not act, which loves or hates those things which are food or poison

to its development—I know it is immortal. I know that these, the char

acteristics of the individual cannot be lost. I know it by the natural

law of which you speak, if there were no interior or invisible assur

ance that such is the case.”
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“Clint is sermonizing to you already is he Eva? He has given me sev

eral discourses during his sojourn with me which I have stenographed

upon my mind, as assistants in the up-hill of life; they are practical, and

sometimes poetical, as well.” _

“No Harry, do not call my sudden flights of fancy, or inward reason

ing sermons. But I find I have obtained something of a sermon from

your cousin Eva.” -

“Please do not call any thought of mine a sermon. I am almost

afraid to express what to me seems so beautiful. I can see a beauty in

the works of our Great Father, which I cannot explain, but it is not ser

mons. It is only ideas that are so disconnected, I could not possibly get

them into a long sermon with its firstly and secondly down to ninthly

or lastly; they are only snatches of thought or gleams of light, which fill

my own soul, but I have not power to reveal them to others as they

come to me.”

“Exactly, Miss Ernest,” continued Clint, "But we may read a sermon

in a flower, in a glance of the eye, in a smile or a frown, in a pale and

careworn face or a laughing, joyous one where the smiles ripple over it

like the gentle brook when no storms are upon its shores.”

_—__,>____

In a recent issue of the New York Star a writer signing himself “A

Christian” expresses the following: “The man who would take Col.

Robert Ingersoll’s life would be regarded as a benefactor to his race

and would be justified by God and man, for God has so revealed in his

holy word; and God, in his good time, will most certainly select his

agent on earth to do his holy work."

When Christians say murder is God’s holy work they have then

thrown aside the Bible, and must argue from some other point of reas

oning, and some other source of information in regard to the law of God.

For one of the Ten Commandments—the embodiment of the law of the

Bible—is “thou shalt not kill.” The natural law will not ver

ify this statement either—that the individual commiting this murder

has done God’s service, for in nature we see that crime and iniquity sits

in the high seats whilst the pure, the good and the beautiful in life are

many times crushed. We see not punishment in the benefactor of man-'

kind made manifest, but mercy, love and goodness in the manifold

blessings which are freely dispensed upon the earth, as seen in the great

fieldjof nature.  
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DIAMOND DUST.

The fairest and sweetest flowers oft hide their beauties until a gentle

. breeze sweeps away the rubbish and the warm sun beams down upon

the petals which are filled with dew and they sparkle in the light and

shed their fragrance upon the air when the early ones are all withered

and parched. ‘

We know the joy of a determination to lighten the burdens of human

ity where’er it is possible; the sweet peace which arises therefrom is in

expressible.

There is a grandeur in soul-purpose which cannot be expressed; it

is far deeper than that which is termed life-purpose.

Oh! the strong and earnest desires for the peace of heaven to rest up

on our sinful earth; the desires that we may be more patient and true,

more unselfish and mild, more gentle and kind, more forgiving and for

getting, more hopeful and prayerful; are they lost in the great cycles of

thought '1‘

We learn lessons by experience; they may be bitter but when we have

mastered them we would not have it otherwise; we rise up with new

vigor for life’s duties.

There is a sweet peace arises from the consciousness, we have faith

fully performed our duty. If misunderstood by the world we know

that the record in the book of life is clear, we know that the true and

earnest desires for eternal right and justice, not only to ourselves but

to humanity, is sketched by the master artist—a picture of unfading

beauty.

Oh! the short span life, and how much is comprehended in that space,

the woes, the heartaches, the strifes, the discords, the tears and burdens

and the joys as well, the sweet and unpretentious sympathy of true ones

ever and anon—a revealment of noble qualities which bid as God-speed.

There are other souls which are struggling, and in the press of the bat

tles we see them stand the enemies fire. Lovely characters portray their

beauties and the bright side of life we find by searching; the beautiful

character reveals not all its glory at a glance.

Com CORAL.
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CORRESPONDENCE.

MARYVILLE, Mo., June 19, 1881.

DEAR LADIESz—Yours of the 8th at hand, and will say in reply that I

am truly glad tolearn that there is still some one that can feel some

pity for me and my poor dear children. Ohl pray for their lives. Oh!

mayithe greatguler of the universe guide us through this trying ordeal 4

which I have to pass, .

\ Ladies, I may never have the pleasure of writing you on this earth,

but my prayers are with you, and I do hope the day may come that I

can repay you ten fold for your kindness toward me and my poor un

fortunate boys. We are doing all that can be done here in behalf of the

boys. ,

There have been a number of letters written by the most prominent

men of our county to the governor asking for a commutation of the sen

tence, and everything looks favorable here. The ladies here are work

ing for the same.

I am going in person myself to the governor, and I wish I could have

the pleasure of meeting you, ladies, there. I will start on the morning

of the 18th of this month to see the governor and beg on my kness for

him to spare the lives of my dear boys, and will you plead with him also

for their lives? Oh! what a happy day it will be for me if their lives

are spared! -

With these few hurried lines I close this hoping to hear from you

soon. Yours for the right. This from the hand of '

MRS. BELLE TALBOTT.

Ia,»—

PROM UNDER THE CLOUD.

 

For reasons well known to honest truth-seekers the Spiritualists of

St. Louis have been under a cloud for many years, and many worthy

mediums have been compelled to shun our city.

A meeting was called for last Sunday, and many progressive minds

were present to decide upon the best plan for permanent organization.

A society was formed with the determination to stand by and defend

all true mediums and lecturers who may come here. Under the au

spices of the society, circles will he held in various parts of the city, and

lecturers will be engaged to give light and knowledge to the people. A
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charter will be applied for, a suitable building or church or meeting

house obtained and a paper established as soon as possible. Quakers,

Methodists, Universalists, etc., have each suffered persecution in their

day—as have the Spiritualists at the hands of orthodox bigots and so

called christian denominations. But thanks to the God given truths of

Spiritualism it has spread faster than all other religions united, and op

position can have no effect.

Lecturers and mediums proposing to visit St. Louis are invited to ad

dress Dr. R. D. Goodwin, 623 Locust st.

[Progressive papers please copy.]

Sr. Lours, Mo., June 9th, 1881.

STILL ANOTHER PETITION.

 

 

Gov. CRITTENDEN, or Missonnrz—May we beseech you again to list

en to the entreaties of hundredsthroughout your‘state, and in other

states to spare the lives of the Talbott boys.

We fain would weary you that by our much speaking you will be con

strained to pause and consider. We know that men in authority have

hearts of flesh, and would appeal to your sympathetic nature in asking

you to listen to these requests and to the heart-rending entreaties of

the mother. Oh! think if they are not guilty you cannot restore them

to, the weeping, heart-broken mother, to the arms which bore them in in

fancy to the maternal breast which says, Come to my heart, my sorrow

ing sons, and let me soothe your griefs, but is stayed by the bars of jus

tice ‘P Is it justice that this mother who has so greatly suffered, who

has been so cruelly wronged, should be robbed of the children whom she

knows are innocent of that terrible crime—patricide. -

Oh, people of Missouri, arise! and let your sympathies go forth and

sustain your governor in this noble, this generous act, this right and

just fulfillment of the law. With you—governor, lies the power to give

the life; with you—people, the power to sustain the governor in a praise

worthy act. We ask and beseech for another respite, for we feel that

we may obtain evidence in their favor. They are strangers to us; but

we have by some human sympathy for that mother in distress who has

written us a letter declaring her boys innocent, and besought us to aid

her, been impelled to put forth energy. I speak of Mrs. Merrick of A

FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, with myself. She has at her own expense gone to
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St. Louis with writer 11111505er to meet Gov. Crittenden and seeing

him by proxy, he promised to give all that might be brought forward

due consideration. Trusting that he will, knowing we say, that he will

appeal to his heart and grant the respite. We again present our peti

tion. 0h! may the Great “I Am” rule with might and justice is our sin

cere desire in this step.

IDA M. MERRILL.

  

HOW I WOULD LIVE.

Would I take the free choice of my nature—take the ideality of hap

piness toindividual self—would choose some sequestered glen, where

the quiet and repose would soothe the turbulent waves, where the din

of the battles strife could not be borne, where crime, iniquity and

bloodshed wafted not a voice to disturb the repose; not even the grand

eur of earth’s surroundings, save the grand sublimity of nature with

books and music, with the notes, of the wild birds, unfettered, to ring

out on the air, and the babble of the brook, and roll of the cataract with

a few friends “tried and true,” and no discordant rage of earthly strug

gles for power, fame or glory,for position or notoriety, for laurels of vic

tory save the pure fresh laurels from God’s own hand; these—would I

seek but mine own happiness—are sufiicient—fill all the desires of my

nature.

But I seem to hear a voice borne to me on the wings of the wind:

“Livest thou aselfish life. Buriest thou thine talent in a napkin,
when‘the Lord of the harvest hast said: I

“I will come again. Thy talents are given thee to gain other talents.”

Then I arise and look with a sickening soul upon the crime, the iniqu

ity, the misery, the woe, the sorrow, and I gird myself, and crush back

the selfish thoughts of peace, quiet and repose, of ease and happiness,

and I say: Lord thou hast called for laborers in the vineyard. Here

am I—ready to suffer that thy kingdom may be established, that these

weary,unfortunate ones, these iniquitous and rebellious ones, these dark:

ened and benighted ones also, may be brought into heavenly peace. Not

for the world’s fame and glory would I do it, not for honor and position,

but for the sweet assurance that we have bestowed our gifts; we have

mitigated suffering, relieved woe and aided in staying the monster

crime.
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Q-W

Is the object one which would call‘forth the idea of gaining laurels—

gaining laurels over lives? Is there anything which will compensate

the soul's desires for the salvation of mankind, excepting that salvation ‘P

Is there anything which will bring the sweet peace within, except the

solace: We have not swerved. No! selfish and mmcenary motives,

ne’er brought peace.

Yes! I arise and contemplate this terrible struggle for freedom for

the many benighted ones, and say farewell to what I would do, if I

sought but mine own pleasure and ease. An eternal habitation await

eth me, where I may by using_my talent see hundreds elevated to the

same state of eternal happiness.

IDA M. MERRILL.

______<,>____

Mr. Post, of the Greenback paper, Quincy, 111., Mrs. Merrick and Miss

Merrill, publisher and editress of A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT, gave us a

very agreeable call on Monday last. The ladies are going to Jefferson

City by the instruction of their spirit guides, to see the Governor rela

tive to commuting the sentence of the Talbott boys, to be hung in Juue

for the murder of their father. The spirit father says, murders (though

legalized) would be committed upon his orphan boys, were the sentence

to be executed. The spirit world is trying to throw light enough into

the darkened minds of law makers that will show the guilt of a state,

equal to an individual act that sends a soul prematurely out of this

world. It is another relic of barbaric periods, and needs the reformers

wand to open the door to more enlightened ideas of life and its purpose,

and that an eye for an eye is not justice, but revenge that is ever retali

ating.— Western Light.

___,,___,_T

We understand that sister Smith, who is a methodist preacher, could

- not get a house to say her say in at Liberal, when here, but had to

preach in the street. Never mind, sister Smith, our Free-thought Hall

will soon be up and finished, and then you or any one else can go there

and preach as much as you please, and we will all give you a respectful

hearing. We will do the same thing with all the religious denomina

tions. And in your sermons you are ‘ particularly invited to criticise

our lecturers and doctrines to your hearts content, and if we are wrong

we wish to be set right. We will do the same thing with you—Li beral‘

This is in the right spirit. Give all a chance to be heard. .
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

:AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLIOAL LORE.

(CONTINUEDJ

We have now arrived at the period in the patriarch Abram’s life

when he feels that he must leave the earth, and desires to obtain a wife

for his son—the comfort a nd stay of his declining years. Speaks to his

eldest servant as follows: _

“I will make thee swear by the Lord, the God of heaven and the God

Of earth that thou shalt not take a wife unto my son of the daughters

of the Canaanites among whom I dwell, but thou shalt go unto my

country and to my kindred and take a wife unto my son, Isaac.”

The servant said unto him: “Peradventure the woman will not be

willing to follow me unto this land.” -

_ “Abraham said unto him . . . . . . . . . . . .The Lord God of heaven which

took me from my father’s house and from the land of my kindred and

which spake unto me, and which swear unto me saying: Unto thy seed

will I give this land. He shall send His angel before thee, and thou

shalt take a wife unto my son from thence. And if the woman be not

willing to follow then thou shalt be clear from this mine oath.”

This was an important step in Isaac’s life, but the father had assumed

the responsibility, as the Lord had led him in a plain path; he now re

lied upon the Great Power in this transaction upon which the future

welfare of his son Isaac depended, and not only the welfare of his son,

but the generations which the Lord had promised should inhabit this

land. Therefore with a perfect trust in the Power which had led

through darksome paths, many times, always to emerge into the bright

sunlight of God’s love; he gave'his commands unto his servants not be

ing harassed by the doubts which filled the heart of the servant who

felt he was walking blind-folded, not having had the sweet communion

with the most High that had brought Abraham into this state of perfect

trust and confidence. And the question or doubt is brought forward:

“Peradventure the woman is not willing.”

The answer comes: The Lord God of heaven which took me from my

father’s house . . . . . . . .shall send his angel before thee.

Have we any reason to doubt this beautiful truth, that the dear
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Father willsend his angels before, will send them with messages, will

send them with warnings, will send them with heavenly love.

Abraham could not doubt the Power which had sustained him, which

had made prophecy reality. The angels who had eaten with him, had

prophecied of the birth of a child; the prophecy had been fulfilled. The

Lord had promised, he should dwell upon the earth to a good old age.

The child of promise and prophecy had been lain upon the altar, ready

to be sacrificed; the angels had come with the loving message: Spare

thy son. Another sacrifice prepared instead, and now as the good old

age was reached his perfect faith was unshaken. The sky was cloud

less and not a doubt, not a blot appeared to harass him in his undertak

ing, for he was well assured that it was the great “I am”—the high and

holy power which led, or now pointed to the last act of love for his

child. Throwing the responsibility upon the perfect power, ready to

yield to the holy law which alone would perpetuate the design of heav

eJI; he was willing to be guided, preferred to be, for with finite intelli

gence felt not capable of judging.

Here is a diamond; When parents desire to see their children wedded,

how often they form their conclusions, and act also from a material

standpointl If they would consider the great responsibility which is in

volved in uniting two lives, throwing the forces of two natures into one

channel; if they could realize the full and the deep meaning, they would

many times pause, awe struck and confounded. Would they consider

it is the union of spirit upon which the future welfare of these two lives

depend, that the material and earthly surroundings are but the dross

from which the pure gold must arise; when the fire of afliiction may

strike at the foundation of the temple—there would be a more perfect

harmony in the families of our nation.

When they realize the terrible evil which arises from uniting two

lives whose different life-channels by such diversities of opinions, dis

similarity of tastes and unlike characteristics cannot unite, but where

there is a continual warfare between the two who must endeavor to

blend their lives into one perfect channel, they would revolt at the work

of their own hands.

Could humanity like Abraham yield to a high and spiritual power in

all things, laying aside selfish motives, the true and hidden spring of

happiness would be found. This laying self upon the altar, the dearest

_ idol, but brings one out into the clear sunlight of redeeming love. At
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the very moment self is forgotten the loving angel of justice sweeps

down with an immortal flower, places it in the crown of hope, and it is

unfading because immortal; the bright dew of purity sparkles, radiant

and glorious in the petals, and a new song is echoed by the angels of

mercy, a new message is whispered by the angel of love, and the path of

the Lord, or the one in which we are led by the highest power of holiness

is one found to be of peace and harmony.

IDA M. MEnRILL.

 

DESTINY.

 

Is there an unseen destiny,

That shapes the wa of life,

And when we would e strong and true,

\Ve find discord and strife ‘8,

And will there ever be a time,

We shall know the when and why,—

And will the veil be lifted,

If we only work and try?

If so 1 would learn patience,

And certain self control;

For I would ever wish to do,

What was best for my own soul.

For I know there is a darkness,

That is darker than the night;

It’s when the young and innocent,

Have felt the world’s sad blight.

It’s when we have lost faith in friends,

And feel that hope’s all gone,

And know of human weaknesses,

And feel earth’s temptations strong;

And know that all past life has been,

By circumstances ruled;

Yet, it has been to on and me,

The hardest of li e’s school.

And is there still a recompense,

For those who suffer, and are strong?

Or, must we go to spirit life,

A blight from other’s wrongs;

I cannot feel that God, so good.

Ordained the ways of man,

Would make a law that’s so unjust,

That we cannot understand.

Oh, no! I would rather walk by faith,

If in blindness it need be,

Than to believe in such injustice,

Or doubt God’s immensity;
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And so I live, in hope and trust,

Though slow regression be,

Knowing that od, as with his own,

That we niust reap as we have sown.

So I will trust him to the end,

And blow hope into life;

And will not doubt God’s goodness,

Though I see discord an strife,

Though storms may beat about me,

And life’s ship sway to and fro,

I will anchor my hopes in heaven,

Where everI wish to go.

And I will trust in God that ruleth,

The universe far and wide;

I’ll cast all doubt out of my mind,

God shall be my strength and guide;

For as I look back in the past,

When my young feet would have strayed,

I have heard the loving voices,

My child, be not afraid.

The cross it may be heav ,

But bear it without a rown; I

Although you may get weary,

Its recompense a crown. '

Oh! how I love the silence,

When the still, small voices, seem

To me like light in darkness,

From which my spirit leams

It’s strength and consola ion,

When my body weary be,

And I am tired of earthly turmoils,

And their sad miseries.

But out of all this darkness,

Comes a li ht that’s bright and true;

And I hear t e loving voices again,

Dear mother, we come to you.

And then there comes a holy calm,

O‘er my spirit it is thrown;

And I hear the loving voices, again,

You will reap as you have sown.

Oh! my sisters, is life’s reaping

Is the very seeds we’ve sown,

If we all must reap in spirit,

Nothing only what’s our own;

Let us struggle in life’s battle,

If a victory we may gain,

And renew ourselves in spirit,

Then our bounty we can claim,

And, brothers. you have all I

This world upon your side;

See you deal with us so justly,

We can look to you with pride.
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For you know a traitor’s banner,

Can be thrown out to the breeze,

May delight you for a moment,

But can never bring you ease.

There are scenes which make us shudder,

And with horror we despise;

If you Wish to claim our homage,

From its darkness you must rise,

You are called our earth’s protectors,—

So I bid you thus beware;

There will be a time when justice

Will recompense, you for your care.

There is a law, called retribution,

And it’s might and it’s just,

And you’ll find od’s laws are truthful,

Obey them all we must.

There is whispering in the breezes,

That are floating o’er our plain,

See that justice is no longer .

Crushed, and nothing but a name.

—The Reason Why.

\
—<"-——-

‘

The following important advice from the Spirit world is given in the

Banner of Light: “Never speak an unkind word, nor think an unkind

thought of those who have passed to spirit-life. It injures them, and

does you no good. Do not tell what will injure anybody’s reputation,

thinking they will never know of it, for they do know, and it makes

them hate you, and they will work to injure you as much as they can.

I have known, since I have been here, a case where an numarried wo

man came to spirit life, who had little children: and some one ventilat

ed the fact after her death, and she saw her children turn from her in

consequence. This engendered hate in the spirit, who swore vengeance

upon that person. I know that she can work evil for her; I know that

she has already done so. Just think how you would feel to hear all the

bad you ever did told of as soon as you had become a spiritl and have

all those with whom you would wish to dwell together in unity hear it!

Would you not be avenged? You would have to be a better Christian

than you can ever become on earth not to feel a desire to punish that

person. Just bear this in mind, friends of earth, and you will never

speak ill, under any circumstances, of a person who has passed to spirit

life. “Let.the dead past bury its dead,” and remember th at it is a sol

emn truth to he inculcated in the minds of mortals: “Do as you w ould

be done by.” ‘
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Friends of justice and mercy of Nodaway county—hear the cheers rea

sounding throughout the land that right and justice has prevailed in

the state of Missouri, and the sons of one of the citizens in that state

——a prominent one—he being chosen by the people of Nodaway county

to represent them in their legislature—have received a respite granting

them time to prove their innocence of the murder of their father.

This is one step upon the ladder of progression, and all those citizens

of this glorious country should feel happy over the result oftheir efforts.

They have done a greater work than they dreamed of in the begiunlng;

they have raised a star in the west and its rays will touch every state in

the union, and illuminate the minds of those who have lived in the dark

circle of murder, (not knowing themselves that they were under acloud)

and show them the light of love and mercy to their fallen brother. All

mankind, according to divine law, must sulfer the consequences of their

deeds or actions towards eachother, and all those who desire the death

of one of the human family, and give their influence to have their pray

ers fulfilled, stand on the same plane with one who cut his brothers

throat, even worse, as he has not the same object in view.

A man may murder for a selfish interest—wish to blot out his oppon

ent that he may the better hold his position (like the Talbott murder)

but christians sign the death warrant for revenge, as the criminal has

done him no personal harm, and the laws that Moses was inspired to

write on the tablets of stone: “Thou shalt not kill,” is an expression

from the Great supreme law—giver an expression of love manifested

through the organism of Moses, and whosoever trausgresses this law
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must suffer the penalty: That is, as you measure to others it will be

measured to you again.

Our thoughts and deeds are reflected every day in the spiritual world.

We paint the panorma of our lives and the picture will never be erased;

we-shall read it again and again, and suifer remorse for the cruelties we

have practiced toward our neighbor, who has fallen by the wayside.

Murder is not the most cruel crime committed. There are little children

that suffer many deaths in one day, and women whose agonizing, cruel

suffering death has no resemblance; it is like a pleasant sleep, and on

awakening we are surprised, and pleased to find we are ourselves, not

knowing what has happened. The spirit of man never grows old, only

the body. These we have befriended in this first sphere will come to

meet- us and take us by the hand and show us the light of love, they feel

for us, and it adds strength and happiness to our new-born spirit. As

this new era opens, the world will behold in its light, the errors and mis

deeds of humanity and correct them. '

Crimes will be brought to light. No darkness can hide them. When

men and women understand they are in the midst of a crowd, will be

careful how they conduct themselves. All cheating, lying and stealing

will pass out of men’s minds; the dark cloud of evil will break away—

is breaking now—and happiness reign.

Mrs. M. MERRICK.

+

A RIPT IN THE CLOUD

 

THROWING A GLEAM OF LIGHT INTO THE CELL OF THE TALBOTT BOYS

I JUST BEFORE EXECUTION.

How dense the crowd! What a solemn sight!

_ O’er the city a pal! as gloom of night)

For the alleged crime—patricide.

These two boys by the law abide.

The law which deems it is so just,

Says. “Hang those two boys must.

The last few days has come a change,

Which seemed not so very strange.

The witnesses have changed their words,

And now another tale is heard.

The hope arises at this late hour,

Innocence may prove to be their dower.
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The Governor’s promise dispatch to send;

Known b some who the family befriend.

The rabb e dark—fierce and mad for blood,

Roll on. Twenty thousand; what a flood!

The innocent boys baptized this day,

Still slightly hope justice yet may sway

The power which rules and that the Word:

“A respite granted,” may at this hour be heard.

In awful suspense, in agony deep,

We await the news to rejoice or weep.

Man silent prayers to heaven ascend.

Oh, od! may an angel of mercy descend,

And justice to the oppressed one,

Be meted ere the life has gone.

Father of love! Father of light!

Thy power may scatter this dark night.

Thy strong arm may snatch from the grave,

These innocent ones thou wilt save.

Thy promise to us we know was true;

Thou yet will Satan’s power undo;

Thou yet will triumph by thy power,

Save them at the latest hour.

The thirsty crowd who blood do seek,

Are awaiting the appearance of the meek,

Pale. resi ned lads who firmly still

Cling to t e truth: My Father I did not kill.

But patient and mild, ready to die, _

They await the hour whic is drawing nigh.

Oh joy, the change! Thanks be to heaven!

One months respite has been given!

With jog the friends receive the news.

Oh wha may a month to come disclose!

Father we thank thee; the angel came,

Saved the boys from a death 0 shame.

Spared their lives to prove a power,

Saved them at the latest hour.

It is even’ and we bid them farewell!

Dear innocent onesl no guilty stain

Rests on thy countenance. Ah well!

. We whisper a hope—free again.

God, in a mysterious way, does move,

To perform, His mighty deeds.

He is able His power to prove,

1f faithful ones follow as he leads.

Faithful ones will follow, prove the truth,

That false and base is the charge.

This stain shall not rest on thy youth;

Faithful ones will a duty discharge.

IDA MMERRILL.
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OUR VISIT TC MARYVILLE.

 

THF SPOT SELECTED FOR THE EXECUTION OF THE TALBOTT BOYS.

 

On the morning of June 21st, in a driving rain, we took our departure

from this city with the intention of goingto Maryville, Mo., to visit the

heart-stricken mother, to see the boys, and hoping—aye! expecting that,

at the 1 met moment, there would be a change in favor of the boys. On

\Vednesdav evening, the 22nd of June, we touk the train at St. Joe. for

Maryville, and very soon thereafter found that Mrs. Talbott, her attor

ney—Col. L'tfe D iwson, and Hon. E. P. Mirehouse,—were on the same

train returning from Jefferson City, where they interviewed the Gov

ernor. Mrs. Talbott had quietly listened to the others speak, and the

Governor had not granted the respite, but told them to endeavor to ob

tain a confession from the boys. Mrs. Taibott was calm and composed,

considering the terrible agony and suspense she was enduring, until on

lewin; she spoke in a low tone to the Governor the words, “Governor,

for God’s sake have some mercy on my poor boys,” when she almost

broke down. '

_ During the conversation with Mrs. Talbott, I gained the following ac

count of the murder of Dr Talbott, which I have never before heard ex

actly as related, although principally so. The exact date of murder did

not obtain, but was sometime in September of 1880. Mrs. Talbott says:

We had all been to the fair that day, and on returning home in the eve

ning, the doctor was called to see a sick child of a neighbor She had

lain down upon the bed in the sitting room without removing her

clothes, as she felt quite fatigued. When the Dr. came in he removed

his coat and hat, sat down on the edge of the bed upon which she lay,

but before doing so handed. to Albert. their eldest son, who was present

a copyright for a book which he had just received. There was a crash

ing of glass, and Mrs. Talbott did not realize what had happened until

the Dr. exclaimed: “My God! Belle, I am shot! Some cursed assassin

has been sent here to do it.”

The ball passed entirely through the body of the Dr., striking her, in

flicting a flesh Wound uponher ankle, and passed into the wall. (It was

removed therefrom afterWard by the Sheriff, and found to be a slug; the

Sheriff said, “That means detthl”)

Albert taking ashot gun, which was in the room, ran to the door, and
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saw a man of medium size, dressed in dark clothes, running through the

orchard after whom he fired twice, then returned to assist his mother,

and soothe extent of injury to the father. His next move was to a

rouse the nearest neighbors. Charles E., the boy who is convicted of

the murder, a lad of sixteen years, was in bed with his brother, next in

age, and was asleep.

This is the story given us by Mrs. Talbott with out any hesitation,

looking us clearly in the eye, and talking with all the feeling of

a loving mother, devoted wife, a true and noble woman. During the

conversation with her I said, one of the stories afioat is they did it for

their fathers money, also said I supposed probably they had all the mon

ey they desired. She says: “Yes they did, and besides they did not wish

to be rid of theirfather; they were proud of him.” '

Col. Lafe Dawson said during the trip that the Governor had promised

should anything be brought up in favor of the boys, he would dispatch

on the morrow, and with this slight hope we awaited the future, which

we felt sure would develop something in favor of the boys. For it did

not require even the evidence which we recieved afterward to convince

us that the boys were innocent. An angel voice has whispered it to us

from the first, and also that the respite would come in time to stay the

execution.

Ii is a 00001 pleasant morning this, our first in Maryville, and we gaze

upon the beautiful village with its houses dotted here and there midst

green hills and gaze upon the stretches of country with that refreshed

feeling which isalways experienced in the country, after leaving the dusty

city, but there is a sad and solemn thought comes in, disturbs the repose.

Can it be that this peaceful village is to be the scene of so terrible a

tragedy ? Cannot this angel whisper be verified, and may they not yet

be saved? To-morrow is the day of execution. But who can tell what

a day may bring forth?

We proceed immediately after breakfast to see Mrs. Tarbott, and she

goes with us to the small coop-like jail, where the two boys are confined.

We have heard various reports coucerning the boys, as being hard char

acters, etc., and although we did not believe them, we were even aston

ished to see the bright, handsome faces which greet us with a smile,

shake hands with us conversing as easily as though we had met them

in a parlor. Their clear, honest blue ejts meet )LUIS pith a sit; diusi

gaze and there are no traces of guilt.
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They both speak of the subject freely, say all they desire is afalr trial.

We mentioned the fact that we believed the murderer to be a political

enemy when Albert says: “Yes, that is what father said before he

died,” as he lived until two o’clock next day. He says also: “I have

predicted that, if we were only aIIOWed to live, it would be proven be

fore a year that we are innocent. Mrs. Merrick said, “If you were guil

ty we do not believe in hanging,” when the younger one says “Yes, I

think we ought to be hung if we did it, but we did not do it.”

To our readers, who yet do not understand why they were sentenced,

we will briefly state a few facts. After the burial of the Dr., the mother

and son gave in their testimony, which was at first satisfactory, but af

ter a time the mother, two elder boys and a hired man named Wiatt

were arrested on suspicion. But the mother was held in bond of $1,000

and the others held under arrest, and by some plan it seems Wiatt turn

ed states evidence, pretending the boys had murdered their father, and

told him about it. A detective was brought forward some time after

ward, and an uncle of the boys—by marriage; these all testified that the

boys had confessed the same to them. The boys were upon this misera

ble, paltry sworn evidence, condemned to be hung. We must here pause '

and consider. What is the state of our nation, when aman may be con

demned to be hung with no other evidence than thats worn by persons

whose characters are very questionable ?

Our readers now have a very slight idea of the case as it stands, and

we shall proceed with the description of the scene. People already

stood in knots here and there, conversing in a low tone; every thing

was quiet and orderly, when we spoke to the sherifl in regard to the act

he was about to perform, tears almost came into his eyes, although he

said he could do the deed, and if he did not some one else would. We

soon met Col. Lafe Dawson with a dispatch stating that the hired man

Wiatt who is subject to fits and had one in the courtroom at the time of

trial, had changed base, and said he did not now believe the boys guilty,

and gave as the reason for so swearing that his mind was so beclouded

from the influence of the fit, that he did not know what he was doing.

As the detective who was also a principal witness against them is now

in jail for robbing the mail, it was thought very probable the Governor

would grant a respite. The man Mitchell, uncle of fhe boys, as the time

wore on, seemed restless and, in conversation with the writer, said he

would not like to see them hung, and would do any thing for them ex

cept perjure himself.
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Evening came, and yet the Governor had not decided, although he

promised a decision by ten o’clock on Friday. The scaffold was in pro

cess of erection, and the distress of the family present—consisting of

Mrs. Talbott, four daughters, three boys, younger than the two sentenc

ed, the afiianced bride of the eldest boy, and other relatives—was very

deep. All hope seemed gone. The little star, which seemed to have

gleamed through the inky darkness of the dense cloud which overshad

owed them, seemed receding and fading, and the gaunt despair almost

enveloped them; yet the boys—especially Albert —were hopeful. As we

tried to comfort their grief it seemed almost madness to bid them have

hope which would only be the more terrible, were they crushed. Still a

voice as of thought seemed to whisper to our inner souls: “It will come

and the boys will be saved,” and we felt strength enough to say: “As

long as there is life there is hop e.”

At break of day most of fhe inhabitants of Maryville were astir, and

the scene which greeted the earliest riser was one which he had never

before witnessed in their quiet village. Teams were crowded over the

adjoining hills; dense crowds of people had already assembled; the ho

tels were filled to overflowing from distant cities, and the morning trains

brought hundreds more. Come to see a murder! Women were there

with infants in their arms, small children following tnem. The thought

arose: Once there was such a large assemblage of people gathering

together 18 centuries ago, and the purest character that ever lived was

lifted to gratify a rabble crowd. Will the Governor like Pilate say to

the bloodthirsty crowd. “Do with them as you will." Every effort had

been made the night previous to extort from them a confession. They

were placed in separate cells, and each told that the other had confessed

to this terrible accusation, but all of no avail; they could not wring

from the boys a. falsehood. 'l‘wo priests of the Catholic church convers

ed with them. and baptized them. Other ministers also offered wor-ls of

consolation, but they preferred the Catholic. They are now resigned,

and almost without hope await the time of execution.

Oh. how terrible is this awful suspense! As the friends anxiously

await the decision of one moment which sh ill spare their lives or send

them out into the unknown regions without a hope of recall, if their in

nocence was instantaneously proved. The crowd rolls in like the sweep

of some great wave, moving, restless, lashing the shores of life; and the

beach, or rather, we say, the beacon light to which they steer their bank

is the execution of two boys, one as yet a child; too young says one to

place in penitentiary; therefore they must die. Will they? Ah there

is hope. We await anxiously to hear the doom or the respite. The

mother has wept until tears almost fail to come; we are with her; we

are told by one, who has conversed with the Governor a few days

previous, that \he had said he could not interfere. Still, we say: He

will. We still feel that he will realize that there is great doubt in re

gard to the evidence given, and we know that he is a man of sound
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judgment, and will be guided by it. As we speak the joyful news

comes. A respite for thirty days. We feel all the gratitude in our na

ture to arise, as we hear the news. Hurrying to the side of the mother,

we find that she takes it with a thankful heart, only weeping a little

more forcibly with joy, and then arises ready for action. May God give

her strength and power to prove the innocence of her boys is our desire.

We have no personal interest in the parties, as they are entire strang

ers to us, and ever would have been had it not been through this sad

fatality. But we are friends and lovers of justice, and ever shall be

found on the side of justice, or what we deem such. And we believe

there is an inward talisman which may guide in every particular.

Albert’s afiianced and tWo sisters were in the cell with thegboys when

the news came, and about twenty minutes previous Albert says to the

former, “The good news is coming; I feel it!”

We talked to many of the citizens and the general expression was that

the Governor had done a noble deed, and even those who believed they

were guilty favored a commutation of the sentence to imprisonment for

life, and many, who had thought them guilty, had changed their opinion

on this last day. How terrible! it would have been had they this day

been murdered and afterward proved innocent!

1 At nine o’clock Sheriff Toel received the following telegram:

JEFFERSON CITY, June 24, 1881z—The execution of Albert and Charles

E. Talbott is hereby postponed until Friday, July 22. I will send writ

ten instructions at once. Answer immediately. THOS. T. CRITTENDEN.

As the Sheriff and prosecuting attorney rode through the streets pro

claiming the news; there was no audible murmur of discontent or cheer

of applause. The crowd seemed stupefied; the blow came with such a

force—so suddenly to the expectant crowd; they were stunned.

But every justice loving individuaul, and there were many there who

hailed the news with silent joy which could not be expressed and the

bloodthirsty villians who had collected to gratify an insatiate animal

desire could not collect their forces readily. They were completely un

nerved by this surprise. The jail was completely guarded by one hun

dred armed men, and other friends of the family, who were pledged to

stand by them until death, moved hither and thither quietly, but with

determination through the rabble crowd, hearing the low muttering as

the gnashing of wild beasts who had been suddenly robbed of their prey

And these friends were also ready for action. Not a word escaped their

lips but they were prepared had the riotous crowd rushed to the onset.

Slowly the crowd disperses, but many loiter, curiosity and restless

hope not yet satisfied.

This motley 016W which would have tom the boys from the arms of

justice had not so much prejudice against the unfortunate victims, as it

was this beastly desire to see an inhuman sight. It was composed of

the men that constitute border rufiians; such men as were termed bush

“ hackers, in the time of the war of the great rebellion; who fought on
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neither side, because they believed it right, but concealed themselves in

wood and glen for the purpose of plunder and murder. Who carried

out their murderous designs upon innocent women and children. Such

a spirit has been known always in the annals of history. It is the pirat

ical spirit of ancient times, and now in this great and final effort for jus

tice in the United States-this justice which must be obtained at this

time, from brothers and kindred rather than from the oppressors of for

eign shares—we see this plunderous spirit rise rampant and until the

mighty power of our free country cripples such barbaric power, the

lives of our people will be in danger. Men will be shot down in the

midst of a quiet hearthstone by a black-hearted, vile assassin; innocent

ones will be condemned, and the same vile hand will rise again to

plunge them into the seething abyss. But blessed be the power which

raised a leader in the form of Washington, to lead the oppressed people

to a seat of victory, to a state of comparative peace, for a time—it will

be done again. IDA M. MERRILL.

RELIGION AND THEOLOGY OP SPIRITISM.

 

 

BY JESSE H. BUTLER. ,

 

Webster defines Religion “the recognition of God as an object of wor

ship, love and obedience.”

Theology—moral Theology teaches the divine laws as they relate to

moral character and conduct; natural Theology, the knowledge of God

from His works by the light of Nature and Reason." '

Spiritism teaches a reciprocal or compound Religion, and Theology,

not the foundationless thing taught by the schools of past sects and sys

tems, or thedoubtful negation of material philosophy; but in its cer

tainty of phenomena, it enlarges our conception of God—unseen, and yet

more clearly seen in his works as we advance in knowledge; while time,

age, or exchange of works seen or to be seen can add nothing to our Re

ligion or Theology, or our conception and consequent worship of God,

only as we examine the laws of nature, visible or invisible; in pro

portion as we do this, we become more truly and more profound wor

hippers of God; and better understanding our own relative nature and

position, we realize more fully our responsibility to God and to our fel

low beings.

Material science claims only spontaneous production, and ignores or

at least evades the intelligent, great first cause, because it, the finite, can

not discover and demonstrate the infinite; like the owl that should de_
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my and hoot at the sunlight, because its eyes can only see in and into the

glimmering lights of evening or the shades of midnight; thus antagoni

zing all Religion, and giving no substitute for its consolatory Faith.

On the other hand, what religion is there in creeds and forms ? If

there is any, it is only a blind acceptance, that gives no reason for its

faith or its worship, and imperatively—tyrannically demands assent, and

a blind zeal, unworthy of the education of this age, and from its una

daptedness, now being cast into the dusty museum of the past ages.

What are the uses of the present theologlcal organizations ? It will,

and may b e truthfully said, that they are the fostering mothers of the

Race, as Jesus would liken himself to the hen, that should gather the

chickens under her wings; but for what purpose are they gathered to

gether? Verily it is, and has been in the long terrible past, to anthe

matise all other hens and their chickens, altho’ of the same blood, and

create and feed the fires, that have continued discords and wars, and

family and maternal hatred. all down the dark centuries of the past;

and to-day making impossible the universal Republic, and the univer

sal language, that only can truly civilize humanity, and make man an

indivisible, sympathetic Fraternityl

If you are intelligent, be honest, and answer to yourself, if this is true

or the forced figure of a proposition.

And now to what use should the Religion and Theology of Modern

Spiritism be applied, outside of its phenomenal assurance ?

I assume in the light of the past and present, in view of the failure of

all other systems, that if humanity is to be refined in its physical, and

elevated in its spiritual condition, the one and the other can only be

done—and it can and must be done by spiritism.

Is not this a bold proposition ? say you. I. answer no; and my reasons

are these—history has proven that the past systems are not adequate to

the present demands; is this an assumption? N01 the modern propa

gators of them all, acknowledge constantly and bewail the fact; from

the superstitious zealot up or down to the most fastidious philosopher;

and their jails, and navies, and standing armies, and insane asylums

and the universal injustice between man and his brother, confirm their

admissions,_and the fact of my assumption. ‘

And the sequence? Why it is my proposition; if man is not forsaken

of God, he must progress; and if the best of the race have that, desire,

what is there in the analogy of nature to render the aspiration an abor
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tion? Negation and animal life ask for water; is it not given? The

‘ heart asks its sympathies; are they not somewhere to be found? The

mighty intellect of man asks for its peer; does it not spring as from the

head of Jove, and echo its reverberant thunders from the high olympus,

till the storms desend and the flowers of the valley answer in loving

smiles ?

Up then, 0 Spiritualistsl Your duty and your destiny are more than

“seeking a sign,” the eternal demand of demonstrative phenomena; it is

the elevation, the civilization, the fraternization, the equalization, and

the grand co-operation of the universal brotherhood! Are you prepar

ed for this? Or do you wish a little longer to giVe the time and space

of your journals to the discussion of whether every medium is genuine

or false; or whether the holy books jumped on the table of the Ni cine

council or not, or whether Blackstone or Tuttle or Davis or the

inspired Richmond are not mistaken ‘P

Is there not an abominable heredity in the world, whose mothers,

whose fathers and whose children are its sad, woeful victims of physi

cal sufiering and disease; and of mental depression, imbecillty and irre

sponsibility; amultitude untold of patients who can never be cured—to

whom contagion is an irresistible lodestone, and the flowery paths of

health, are imagined to be the byways of sorrow? Are there not grand

mountains of truth andlogic, that kiss heaven, and lead men up to their

God ? And are not these hereditary victims too feeble, too bleareyed to

scale the heights and receive the tables of the law from the hands of God ‘P

And woe is man! if this new Relig'on has no physician to'cure, and no

philosopher to convince and to save the victims!

Is there no adaptive sociology, in spiritism, that shall take this arab

world of ours (where every man’s hand is against his fellow) and place

the lambs of innocence and purity and love, into the green pastures of

spiritual food and gladness ?

Are there no men of wealth among us who have hearts big enough to

build a school for the prophets, and make them strong in the service of

God and the people, instead of letting our mediums remain as was a

Jesus—without where to lay their heads ?

Have we not strong men who can place their hands on the heartQOf a

Czar, make its blood flow warmly, gently and nobly, till he shall take the

people by the hand, and lift them to seats beside his throne, and make

Nihilism as its name implies—nothing and an imposibility ?
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Give us these workers, endow us with these virtues, and we will show

the world and give to the world ourselves and it, a profound veneration

to the all powerful, the all good, the all soul, to God; that shall make us

and the world the glad subjects of a noble humility and a warm venera

tion. such as the past has never even imagined, and make us and it, the

advance warriors of joyfulness and peace on earth; and make the latter

days more glad, more perfect, more bright and golden, than all the

dreams of all the prophets.

~—<,>—

A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED)

In our last, Abram had bid his servant to go to the land of his own

kindred, and select a wife for his son. The faithful servant, also, felt

the great responsibility which rested upon him, and accordingly with

ideas similar to Abram’s, yet unaccompanied by the complete faith, he

proceeds on his journey. Arriving at the city which was his destina

tion, at the time of even, when the women came to draw water, he caus

es his camels to kneel down ready for drink, and made the following

sign: ,

“And let it come to pass, that the damsel to whom I shall say: ‘Let

down thy pitcher, I pray thee, that I may drink, and she shall say:

Drink and I will give thy camels drink also—Let the same be she that

Thou hast appointed for thy servant, Isaac.’ ”

Whilst he was speaking a beautiful maiden, by the name of Rebekah,

‘ came to the well to draw water. When he asked her for a drink she

said: Drink my lord. And when he had finished drinking she said: I

will draw water for the camels also.

As she hastened to do so, he wondered whether the Lord had prosper

ed his journey. But as he had requested the Lord to make this sign, he

presented the maiden with a golden caring, and two gold bracelets, ask

ing her if in her fathers house he might obtain lodging.

She answered: We have both straw and provender enough and room

to lodge in. And the man worshiped the Lord. She ran before, and

told the family of the visitor, and Rebekah’s brother, named Laban, ran

out to meet him. ' -
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Upon entering the house, the servant told them of his mission to their

country, of the sign he had made unto himself, and now requested them

to answer whether they were in unison with the request, or should he go

further ‘3 '

“Laban answered: The thing proceedeth from the Lord; we cannot speak

bad or good. Behold! Rebekah is before thee. Take her and g0, and

let her be thy master’s son’s wife, as the Lord has spoken. . .' . . . . . . . . . . . . .

And they called Rebakah, and said unto her: Wilt thou go with this

man? She answered, I will go.”

Here we have the true, the real idea, the spiritual truth represented by

an occurrence; actual or supposed as the case may be, the hidden or

spiritual meaning is beautiful. There is a high ~and holy power which

should guide and direct, which should and would lead in the proper di

rection in this most important epoch, of the life of two individuals who

are to be cast into the same channel of life’s stream, who are to live for

and labor withv each other, who are to glide smoothly into one harmon

ious stream, or to be cast farther and farther apart by the inharmony of

the two who are to become a perfect being—one in the angelic qualities

or two dissevered fragments, vainly trying to bring together the tangled

chords of their existence, but may not for the keys of each are the part

in some other melody, and naught arises but discord—the more the keys

are struck the more forcibly is revealed the fact that they are parts of

unfinished melodies, but broken forever by one mistake. Ah! then per

ceive the pure diamond. There is an overruling Power, a high and holy

power which would have all laws perfect, and this upon which depends

our race, our nation, our morals, and our intellect, should be regarded

with the most sacred veneration. The act of a moment is to unite into a

harmonious beauty, which shall lead out into a path where the pure

blossoms of love, hope and trust shall constantly spring; where the

glad streams of heaven shallbubble: clear and limpid, sparkling and

brilliant; where love shall strengthen into a perfect bond of union, and

time only unite the harmonious chords to sweeter, grander, more inspir

ing symphonies, into brilliant triumphal marches, grand and jubilant

swells, with ever and anon the gentle sonata of rest, and perhaps the

mournful dirge of a day may sweep over the instrument, but the har

monious sadness, only unites the more firmly, for it is not discordant. _

Or, on the other hand, it is to be a constant warfare; the two may per

haps, with superhuman efiorts, attempt to attune the keys of each sepa
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rate existence, and may to some extent stifle the outer discord. But

back in the past—years ago-when a little infant lay upon its mother’s

breast, we looked into that soul, and we saw the ch aracteristics of that

individual which was to be; and the germinal principal, of the man or

woman, we saw there; and only to these capacities, contained in the

germ. could the individual be cultivated. And we looked upon another

Who likewise was fondled by a loving mother, the idol of a doting fath

er, and the characteristics of that indivrdual were alike within the tiny

bud yet unfolded. These two, widely separated were united by a parent,

or kindred union of the same sphere in spiritual unfoldment, and as the

characteristics are developed, if the parents, like Abram, are willing to

be led by a higher power, in selecting life companions for their children,

it does lead. Material things are moved by the spiritual. The spirit

controls the body; the Great Spirit of the universe moves the ponderous

weight life, and as the movements of others or developing circumstan

stances may to a certain extent control or cripple the power of our spir

its, or will as it is termed by so many, so by our opposition to the great

power which moves the universe, we may retard the beautiful perfect

law- -- which were allv men brought into that harmonious, childlike state,

willing to be led, knowing that it would always be a path of beauty—

all would be submitted to right, and we should have a smiling, blooming

Eden, a joyous, loving band of humanity.

No discordant melodies, no broken fragments, no dissevered links, no

dastardly crimes, no pits of destruction, no groans of agony, no sighs of

despair, no Rachel weeping for her children, no children crying for a

loving parents care, who has by some demorfiac passion deserted them.

All would see the perfect road, and walk therein with joy and gladness,

and the joyful cadences, which would swell on the evening air, would

make the mighty corridors of heaven ring with the most joyous music

ever heard by mortal, angel, seraphim, arch angel, and God, himself, can

only see a fitness, a perfection of his labors when such is the case, when

He has triumphed over the power of satan, and brought all out into the

sunlight of perfect Love.

IDA M. MERRILL.

-———'<O>———

We shall soon have A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT covered in b.))k forin
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WORDS 0F CHEER.

What a cold, cheerless world this would be, as we pass along the jour

ney of life attempting to lift the ponderous weight, did no encouraging,

hopeful words fall like gentle dewdrops into the heart. “You will re

ceive a reward;” we hear from stranger lips, when we have done what

we know to be a true act. It is a flower of cheer: it blossoms; and the

speaker has perhaps forgotten the expression, little dreaming the power

accomplished. The fainting sinking heart again pulsates more freely,

and again the burden is lifted.

Again the words “God bless you,” sink into the same recess. He does,

and the blessing came with the words. A simple smile and nod of ap

proval, and another ray of light glitters into the garden of the soul. “I

wish you success,” and our souls arise with hope. Success! Ah we may

obtain success, and the world recks not. What matters? Down in the

depths of the soul, there arises a fountain: It bubbles. It flows from

the pure channel, and we say: the cheering words, of those whom we

know not by name, whom we may perhaps never meet, for whom we

have never done aught, have kept it flowing. We_have zealously cast our

bread upon the waters at one point, and it returns to us in a distant

clime when we are well nigh famishing. We are strengthened by the

wholesome food. We derive profit and hope, as well as zeal from the

sympathy and appreciation of those who read deeper than the surface,

who understand the power which sdstains the spirit. The simple smile,

the pitying glance of an ignorant one is balm to the soul of burdened

ones who fain would bear others burdens, e’en though they almost ex

haust the bearer.

Let us take the sweet path of beauty, and scatter words of cheer,

smiles of approval where ever we may pass in the toilsome journey. We

know not the mission of encouragement, and we realize not the deadly

bane of discouraging words. How often it is that those in whom

we have most relied, for whom we could have done most, cast the barb

ed arrows of depression into our hearts, whilst unexpectedly a stranger

tone gives the word of cheer, the hope of success, and scatters the blos

soms which we have recklessly placed upon idols of stone, and we say:

The encouraging words come when we need them much; and we gaze

into the depths of the great mirror of life, and see the reflection of the

long, past cheer which we lavishly bestowed, and see that nothing is

lost; it returns to us as sent—sweet, beautiful, fragrant blossoms of lov

ing kindness, and wholesome bread when we are famishing. Insum is .
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, A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE’S THE SIN ‘P

(CONTINUED)

 

“Oh, yes! I see how it is perfectly now; you may catch' a gleam also;

you may see the thought which I see, and Cannot express; you may

gather the sermon from the same source that I do—if sermon you term

it.”

“Yes, I feel that there is a grandeur in life which cannot be expressed

in words, a deep and hidden beauty which is revealed to the inner sense

through the objects in nature or flights of lofty aspirations,indefinable.’

“Eva, you will find that Clint agrees with you upon many subjects;

and you will perhaps gain many ideas from him, as I have, and he from

you; for the thoughts I received last summer at Floral vale, have come

to me many times since and have led my mind out into new fields of

thought." .

“That is the idea,” says Clint, “it is waking up the mind which bene

fits us—not following in the beaten track of another, but receiving prop

er direction and making new paths."

Each for a moment seemed busy with inward thoughts, and no reply

was made to the last remark as it seemed no more conld be said that

would add to this statement. But each was reaching out into some new

channel of thought, perhaps. But presently Harry says:

“Eva, you remember of whom I wrote to you ?”

“Oh yesl and he died here did he not ?”_

Yes, here in Ben’s cottage; come over and I shall show you the room."

Aunt Lucy, Ben’s wife, we have entirely overlooked in our sketch, but

shall now introduce her to our readers. She is a real African of the old

fashioned type, and as she appears in the doorway we shall describe her

Head thrown back with the usual characteristic of her type, her face

fairly glossy in its jetty black ness, teeth white as pearl, and plainly vis

ible, as there was a real grin upon her countenance at sight of Eva.

“Aunt Lucy, it is not necessary to tell you this is Eva.”

“Law bless you honey! I’d known ye enny whar. Yis, jest the pic

ture of your mothah. Lah honeyl ise so glad to see ye. Come right in

to my room; your mothah’s done it hundred times; no paide like
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

The truth and importance of spirit communication is beyond doubt

with millions of people today; and spirits of men and women come to

me for sympathy, and to gain an influence over evil, by the door being

opened between the visible and invisible worlds through the harmony

of a medium and myself. “We two have consecrated ourselves, and are

willingto make any sacrifices required of us for _the development pf

truth and the light of love in this lower sphere of existence. We are

not deranged, or filled with ideas of fame, or the accumulation of mon

ey—not looking for favors of any kind, but feel the strength of a Sam

son to stand before the face of all opposition, knowing the Supreme

power, that moves the universe, can move mountains of difiiculties from

before us, and the spirits of mortals that we commune with have not

deceived us, and never will. They come for good, not evil. They have '

tried us, and found us not wanting in courage or perseverance. We

have launched our bark on the sea of reform, and it floats through the

braekers gallantly;the obstacles thrown into the current have no power

to obstruct our course. When one says, “you will not succeed in ob

tai ning a pass on railroads or boats,” we feel a slight shock, as it was a

trial to think of asking a favor before we were prepared to give an

equivalent. but we put down the helm and steered for the port, and re»

ceived the pass, and sailed out with a fair wind from Hannibal to St.

Jwe. on a splendid palace car, furnished with every convenience for the

comfort of travelers; officers polite and attentive. The spirit manifest

ed in giving the pass (an editors) was'generous, and produced an influ

ence that we took with us to Miryville. which is of more value to the
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cause we advocate than many times the price of the pass. The compa

ny threw into the treasury of progression, twenty-six dollars, planted a

seed of love to one’s neighbor that will grow and bring forth fruit of

seed according to that planted. Atoms form the globe, and atoms of

goodness form globes or spheres of love, and all those, who plant the lit

tle seeds, record the same in the spirit world every day, and many will

be surprised at their reception in that summer land, and exclaim,

“When did we visit you in prison, or clothe you when naked, or feed

you when hungry ?” Not knowing when they did the little acts of kind

ness that it would produce such a happy result.

MRS. M. MERRIOK.

 

SPIRITUALISM AT LAW---INI‘ORMATION NEEDED.

Light, the new journal in London, speaking of the Fletcher trial re

ports that Judge Hawkins said, setting aside testimony, which was

waiting, from eminent men as to their knowledge of Spiritualism, that

the case would have to be judged by the jury in the light of “ordinary

aperience.” ~

We gave extracts from this same journal, wherein the position was

editorially taken—in substance—that as matters now stand in the Unit

ed Kingdom it was impossible—unless the laws governing the giving of

evidence, and the rulings relative to what. evidence consisted of, were

radically changed—for Spiritualism and its public instruments to secure

a fair trial or an adequate hearing in a British court of justice ( ?).

One of the most significant results of Davies-Fletcher case so recently

closed—and in regard to which the language of Light was used—has

been that it has awakened the attention of the believers in the New

Dispensation in Great Britain in a greater degree than ever before as

to the harness of statutory and prohibitory enactments with which they

are really and hopelessly girt round about. In regard to this condition

of affairs, Light admits virtually—and probably voices the opinion of

the greater number of English Spiritualists, that it sees but little hope

for the amelioration of existing conditions save the popular information

concerning Spiritualism—its phenomena and teachings.

While invoking the aid of the courts for the settlement of mooted

questions it is self-evident that the parties so invoking must not look to

hese tribunals for right reason, but for law, still it is also patent that
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law, as a system, can be kept right with reason, only by the enlighten

ment of the public mind—which enlightenment tends to practical re

sults at last upon the statute books, through the recurrence of testPcases

and the self-sacrificing efforts of the few who in every country and

community seek for honest legislation as~the “pearl of great price.”

By a curious coincidence (and as an echo, as it were of the editorial de

clarations of Light) in the same number of that paper to which we have

referred, appears aletter signed by the author “Friends in Council ;" and

headed “A Plea. for Investigation.” It begins thus:

“I wish I could persuade men of science and men who have peculiar

gifts of Investigation and examination, that it would be most desirable

for them and a worthy employment of their gifts, to examine what, for

want of a better term, we may call spiritual phenomena.”

The name of that author is Arthur Helps. For many years—~and he

may be so still, for aught that we know to the contrary—Sir Arthur was

private secretary to Queen Victoria.

___‘,>.+

WE return thanks to Commodore Davidson, and Jas. A. Lyon, general

passenger agent of St. Louis & St. Paul Packet Company, for the passes

received, and the kind, benevolent spirit which desires that we use them

frequently. We must say, as we were so pleasantly entertained, so well

pleased with our trip both to and from St. Louis. in that elegant abode,

the Gem City, we shall when we have the time improve the opportunity.

Time is so precious to us that we cannot enjoy the favor as we would,

but our thanks are as hearty as though it were many trips we would

take. But our influence we shall use to induce others to recuperate their

health by taking a trip upon the river. The rates are very low, and

next week we shall publish them in full, that our readers may find it

will be advantageous, and yet not cost a fortune to take e trip upon the

Mississippi, gaining health and spirits, and having something new to

talk of for some time.

_—<.,_—__

Dear Readers, place your hand to the plow and practically labor in

your own field, send us description of your work, your views in regard

to reform. Capital punishment, new methods of procuring a better state

of order, peace and harmony throughout the world.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY
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(CONTINUED)

 

“Law bless you 'honey! I’d known ye enny whar. Ye‘s jest the pic

tur of your mofhah. Lah honey! Ise so glad to see ye. Come right in

to my room; your mothah’s done it a hundred times; no pride like that

in her. But jest as proud as a peacock about good mannahs. That’s

what I tells Ben about poor John Lee’s chillun. They’ll come out of the

kenks, cause theyse got the right sort 0’ blood in em, if their poor fathah

did the a drunkar .”

"Yes! Aunt Lucy, I shall come. How delighted 1 am to know that

you knew mama. What pleasure it will be to me to come and hear you

talk of her.”

“Harry how sad it was about that drunken man. John Lee of 'whom

you wrote me, whatever became of the wife and children ?”

“Some benevolent ladies established them in a pleasant cottage with

a grass plat for the children, furnished her a cow and a few necessary

articles of comfort for the cottage; the children placed in school with

comfortable clothes, and as soon as she had regained her health and

strength, she was furnished with fine washing and ironing from the

‘Girl's Boarding School,’ and now makes a comfortable living, and her

children are healthy, happy children as you will find, and are amongst

the brightest in school, outstripping many of their companions who have

been in school regularly.”

“That was splendid in those ladies,” exclaimed Eva; )‘I want to get

acquainted with them. That is just as I have always thought I should

do if I were wealthy and lived in a city where gran’ma has told me there

is so much suffering. How noble it was for them to place her in a con

dition that she might independently support herself and family.” ‘

“Yes,” says Clint, “at the time of the accident, it occurred to me that.

would some good samaritan, only lend a helping hand, the mother might

be spared this double afliiction of being deprived of her children. She

now is able to shield them with a mothers love, and to support them in

dependently. I am proud that our city contains several organizations

of such Ladies—also assisted by some of our leading men. They make

4
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it their work to ascertain the real state of-the poor, and to ameliorate

their condition. They have been recently formed, and a great amount

of home mission work has been accomplished in a short time. A far

more worthy object it seems to me than sending missionaries to the

heathen. As I have sat in the church of God, when the missionary box

was passed, and heard the eloquent appeals for the poor~ heathen, the

thought always comes, ‘we have heathen nearer home.’ "

“Yes,” says llarry, “if we cannot care for suffering humanity near us

it seems to me that the spirit which prompts foreign missionary work is

not exactly the true spirit." I

Says Eva, “If our sympathies are not aroused by what we see, they

cannot be by that which we do not see.”

Their conversation was interrupted by Willie bounding into their

midst saying auntie desired them all to come in that she might converse

Willi the boys, and learn what had transpired during her absence. Here

we shall leave them and visit the Kent mansion.

As they sit in the library after tea, tl e is1l¢r lietrrs with intrrrst

to the glowing descriptions of the summer scenes, of the bi autiful vale.

the mountain trip and pleasant cottage, and even Mrs. Ernest listens

with an unusual degree of animation. Then she tells of the last sad

scene ahd says:

“How delighted I would be to have Eva here with me as she is. It

would be without a ripple my joy would, only Eva is so sad over losing

her grandmother.”

“My, dear daughter," says Mrs. Ernest. “It will be a part of your

work to make up to her the. loss, and to draw her mind away from the

afiliction. Iler grandmother was aged, and could not have remained

here long. Therefore it will not he so difficult for her to be reconcile (1.”

"Oh no! I think after the first outbreak of grief, and she had reasoned

calmly and quietly she became resigned.”

“Yes,” says Mrs. Ernest, “your winter must be spent in society, and

you may introduce Eva, and soon her mind will be occupied. I have

made preparations to give you a reception shortly.” '

“Oh, mama, let us wait a little while until just as Harry leaves for

college at least, for Eva. could not be induced to attend innudi

ately.”

“I think Alice is right, dear," seyr Mr.]§1rrst,“rrdintl.r Irrrntinre

the girls may visit yalicus pleas of intulst in tLe city, tLe ait gulluy,
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parks and gardens. Here her'mind will be quieted, and the sorrow will

gradually recede, and she will become accustomed to her new life."

* s * _ 10: * * a: a: m a

We pass over the incidents which immediately followed. Alice had

faithfully carried out a programme which she thought would interest

Eva, had been assiisted by Harry, and often when leisure could be ob

tained Clint Obent had accompanied them, and now the time draws

near when Harry andfilint are to go to Vassar and the night previous

the day appointed for their departure Alice’s reception was to be given.

Again the Kent mansion was a scene of brilliant illumination without,

and within a scene of festive gaiety. Every nook and cranny is fes

tooned with evergreens and flowers, lovely arches and miniature sum

mer houses in various parts of the room. Expense nor pains had been

spared by Mrs. Ernest to make this, what she termed perfection.

YAlice, the center of attraction, was arrayed in a pearl colored satin,

but, in spite of her mother’s entreaties to the contrary, she wore no or

naments save a bunch of natural flowers at her throat, and others in

her hair. Eva, in her sable robes presented quite a contrast to our

Fairy Queen as she stood by the side of Alice to be introduced to the

scores of friends assembled this evening. All were enjoying the pleas

ant chit-chat; various groups were collected conversing upon 'subjects

interesting to all; others were having quiet tete-a-tetes in the minature

summer houses, beneath the arches or in the conservatory whose beauti

ful grandeur was only rendered more perfect under the brilliant gas ,

light. Eva and our friend—whom we shall dignify by the title of Mr.

Obert in the future, as Harry says: “He is to go to college, and perhaps

leave as professor, and he must gradually leave the boy titles in the

distance”—had strolled into the conservatory, and now in a remote cor

ner had taken seats where they might converse upon the subject which

had become so interesting to both. Eva had found that her description

or faint outline of her cousin’s friend, was correct and his thoughtful

ideas had been sometimes a little in advance of her own, whilst he

claimed he never conversed with the “woodland brownie,” as Harry had

christened her upon her arrival at S——-, without gaining somedeeper in

sight into the great problem—life, although expressed with the simple,

artlessness of a child, it came bubbling from her soul as the mountain

stream does from its source, he says to' Harry.

The quiet hours, which she had spent in the vales. when she had let
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her mind go out, searching after the whys and wherefores, she had

drank in the inspirations of nature, drank waters from the living foun

tain, and there had arisen within her soul a well-spring of life which

could not he quenched.

We shall not listen to the conversation of the two, but shall leave

them here; they have examined the many species of plants which have

been collected from various points of the earth, and now will follow

the strain which the circumstances develop.

There is an elevation of spirit, in contemplating thoughtfully the

great field of nature, which is not found elsewhere. The mind in a

deep survey of His works reverts to the Great Author.

We now must look upon Alice; she is the centre of a merry group, and

has visited each one separately, until this is the last, feeling then that

her duty as hostess would be discharged, and that she might have the

desired tele a tete with Harry, as she had promised, for to-morrow she

must bid him good-bye -- her foster-brother and companion, and the

thought brings with it something of sadness; it is as the breaking of

some link of their school days; they had studied together so long, but

now their paths must seemingly diverge; he to still continue mounting

the ladder of learning, whereas she must, against her own will, carry

out a fashionable farce, must take a part in the drama whilst her soul

is famishing for food. Oh, loving and idolizing mother! could you but

look into your child’s soul, see there the pure mirror where is reflected

her desires, see the beauty of the life she would live, you would shudder

to see what fearful mutilation is the work of your hand.

As Alice emerges, from this group with a smile and a sigh of relief,

the mother meets her accompanied by a gentleman, a stranger in their

midst saying, “my daughter, you have met Mr. Sinclair this evening,

and as he is a stranger with us, it devolves upon you to render it agree

able for him.”

Her. heart sinks within her but, without a tremor, she answers

pleasantly:

“Yes, mama, certainly,” and with a heavy heart she again takes her

part in the play, and listens to the silly flattery of the stranger. Fully

a half hour has passed, and still there is no hope for Alice, but to finish

the remnant of the evening in the irksome company, as no one comes to

her relief. She has passed through the conservatory with him, but there

was not the depth of feeling called forth which had been by the others
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whom we left here. The senseless expressions, of the gentleman, filled

Alice with so much disgust and pity, that she had not opportunity for

any deeper thoughts. Just as they emerged from the conservatory they

met a party who were discussing an interesting topic, and called upon

' her for an expression; adroitly turning the question to Mr. Sinclair she

managed to arouse his interest somewhat, and soon after excused her

self saying, she feared she was neglecting some of her many visitors.

She found Harry impatient, and almost angry at the seeming neglect,

but her first remark was satisfactory. '

“It seems the fates are against me. I have been obliged to listen to

that senseless flattery, and sycophantic voice the last half hour, and am

fairly fatigued.”

“Yes, and 1 have been almost calling down eternal vengeance upon

him, but as he can scarcely be dignified with the title man, I shall let

my vengeance become pity, and pass him by with silent contempt.

Cons CORAL.

 

WHAT 18 A TRUE SENSE OF JUSTICE.

 

TO MY FRIEND MRS. ELOSIA EVANS. _ \

 

Our friends in distress,

We claim in success;

Our friends through sorrow—

The friends for to-morrow;

Our friends in the cloud,

When fierce thunder loud

Resound through the air,

When no path seems fair:

-When afilu-tions deep,

Our frail barque would sweep

Into the chaos—despair,

When groans rend the air,

These friends strong and brave,

Who our frail barques save,

Who with gentle hand,

And nobilitv grand,

Stand firm at the helm. then,

These are they who, when,

Onr gallant barque’s launched

Safe on a peaceful shore,

We grasp by the hand,

' Say: Our friends evermore,
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But the friend of to-day.

And to-morrow a rift—

The turbulent waves sway

Has cast false ones a drift.

Let them float with the wave,

We must cling to the friend

Who our frail barque did save—

E’en until life does end.

A heartfelt gratitude

Fills our mouth with praise,

To one who from sorrow,

Our dear spirits raise.

The friend. who snatches us

With firm hand from the grave,

Who lifts us so gently,

The flickering life does save,

We ne’er forget tho’ sometime,

In the battle’s fierce rage,

When sorrow, crime and sin

Our thoughts so much engage,

We seem not to remember

The works of love and kindness,

But ne’er, in the heart’s deep well.

Does come the cloak of blindness.

We always hold the memor

Of true, faithful, noble ai ,

And tho' we may not prove it so,

The friend in need is ne’er repaid.

Save by lastlng, friendship true,

Alike administering the balm

To every suffering son of earth,

To change the storm into a calm,

To cheer another fainting soul,

To prove the innocent are so, -

To prove the power of justice grand

Is greater than a nation’s woe.

To prove the ower of mightv right,

Shall grand y triumph at the last;

And great will he the light of love,

Which shall bind humanity fast;

Love and kindness ne’er did murder;

Love and kindness lifts a brother;

Pities, forgives the weak. frail one,

Ne’er taught man to kill another.

Then friends, so true,

We would say to you:

If adverse be thy fate.

’Till the storm shall abate,

we stand by thy barque,

ill scatter clouds dark.

And guide, with our love,

Which came from above.
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The fierce wave athwart,

For within the heart

Does a link unite

Each soul in the Right.

And to a false friend,

Who with us may blend,

The same law of light

We would use for right;

We would lead above

To a clime of love.

But our spirits grand

Can neVer descend

To the clime, so dark,

Where no bright spark

Lights the weary soul.

We would sin control,

And lift our brother,

Teach the law: Love one another.

No murderous crime of darksome hue

U on a nation or a man; ,

No egal crime for the rabble dark,

E’en though led by the nation’s van.

No murder, else the law is void;

A ri ht to one free citizen.

A righ to all free born men,

'9 Thus says our noble constitution. ,

A 'rrght to kill—to take the life,

Which man can never. never give,

And though as innocent as babes;

No more the power to bid them live?

Can this be right ‘1' Can wrong be right?

If once a wrong—always a wrong,

Thus says the immutable law.

Then swell the chorus, loud and long.

When right we’ve found, we’lll grasp it firm,

And wrong we’ll hurl with power below,

For no two wrongs e’er made ri ht;

No man conquers who yields 0 his foe.

No law e’er said that black was white;

No law e’er made God a devil;

No law e’er said that da was ni ht, ‘\

Then what’s hanging if not evi ? \

- IDA M. MERRILLEX

+

The false reports which are being circulated in regard to the Talbott

boys confessing to the crime of murder of their father, will only move ini,

their favor, and prove that a fearful effort has been in progress to crush ‘1

down the power of right which was inspired through the great orator,

Dr. Talbott, and which descends to his sons with renewed energy. But

Right shall conquer. l
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“IN THE SWEET BYE AND BYE."

 

The heart that poured forth this sweet yet melancholly strain and the

heart that gave it birth knew the deepest depths of sorrow, else it never

would have touched so keenly every soul. We never shall forget this

beautiful song, nor the one particular time above all others we heard it

—way out west, on the top of one of Colorado’s highest peaks, and tears

fill our eyes to-night as we sit alone and write of it while all of Quincy

sleeps. We think with a tenderness which is born of serious

thought, and wish so much that we could for a moment, speak to the au

thor of the “Sweet Bye and Bye.” We could look down into his heart

and there, in the remotest corner. we should see a mournful pity—the

swelling of an overflowing heart, sprinkled like dew drops so very gent

ly over the hearts of men, in the words of this tender, gentle, but sad

dened: “Sweet Bye and Bye.”

Go where you may, you can hear this pathetic melody, filling the well

springs of nature, as it always docs, with Softening, mellowing influen

ces; with love, forgiveness and pity for the many in this beautiful

world who know not what it is, this “Sweet Bye and Bye.’ Was there

ever so much music in four simple words ? There is hope wrapped up

in them—an articulate beating of the human heart.

We have listened to this music many long years, and yet we never

tire of it. As we have made long and perilous journeys from chair to

table and from table back to chair again, we haVe heard this beautiful

music—“Sweet Bye and Bye.”

We have heard it many times. Once when all that was mortal of a

son and brother was laid at rest among the drooping, sighing willows of

Woodland. Again we heard it when two hearts that had lived and

loved were separated. We heard it once again when every nerve was

strung, and each last human poWer was given a mighty strength to be

lieve that, perhaps, after all, there might be some truth for hope to cling

to in the “Sweet Bye and Bye.” But, alas, how unsatisfactory, how

empty as we know, how absolutely ridiculous, how vague is that blind

ed faith which seems to enable women and children to deceive them

selves into a belief that there is hope, re-union, salvation, rest, in the

“Sweet Bye and Bye.”

Every boy sings it—so'netimes when he thinks of changing the little

stubbed boots for those of the man. The man murmurs it—when .he
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thinks of putting ofi the mortal for the immortal—to-day for to-morrow.

The weary watch for the morning and while away the dark hours with

“bye and bye." ' ,

Sometimes it soundslike a a song, sometimes like a sob or a sigh. What

would the world give to find it in almanacs—set down somewhere, no

matter if in the dead of December—t0 know that it would surely come?

But, fairy-like as it is—flitting like a star beam over the dewey shadows

of years—no body can spare it and look upon the many times these

words have beguiled us, the memory of the silver “Sweet Bye and Bye,”

as the sunrise of the Ossian, pleasant, but mournful to the soul.—Re

view. '

Hope and reason say there is no perfection in the universe, were it

not that the “bye and bye” ushers us into a spiritual realm, where the

“ills of the flesh” are left below and the glad beauty of soul-life tints

every object, breathes into every heavenly flower a delightful fragrance

where the loved ones gone before meet with loving words of yore, with

smiles of joy welcome us to another clime, where the food of the spirit is

unfailing, and all things speak of the goodness of a wise Creator, which

could not be proven save by this perfection of plans which seem to have

been undeveloped in the earth life. We gaze upon the starry firmament,

the worlds innumerable, the grand concourse of humanity is of more im

portance than these and can it be annihilated—this soul which moves

the material? N0! oh no! it is not vague the hope of the sweet “bye and

bye” we hear it echoed by each songster which greets us every new-born

spring, and in the ripple 0f the streams as they sing with joy that they

have emerged from the ice-bound spell of winter, and see it in every

bud which bursts its prison bonds, emerging from the sleep of winter.

No death! life cannot be destroyed, and the sleep of the grave will re

veal the bye and bye.

_____<,>___.A.

Friends of justice and reform move with the mighty effort of the

unseen power which is throwing aside the dark curtain of evil and is

allowing the warm- rays of light from the spirit world to flow in show

ing the origin of'the evil and scattering the seeds of iniquity to the four

winds. whilst the pure seeds of love, mercy and justice will take their

place, spring up with a harvest of golden grain, precious and abundant

fruitage.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

 

. (CONTINUED.)

“And Rebekah arose. and her damsels and they rode upon camels and

followed the man; and the servant took Rebekah and went his way."

It must have required faith on the part of Rebekah also, to leave home

and kindred to go into a strange land to be united in that greatest tie to

a stranger. But we here perceive again the truth contained in the illus

tration. In the design, we think the real idea is to impress mankind

with the fact that there is an overruling power which will guide in all

things—a power which is moving the material universe, and we have

but to acknowledge that power—discover the law governing every inci

dent of life, and we may live lives of harmony, of beauty, and be led

'by a Wiser hand, may see grandeur and glory revealed to us each day,

may see the grand secret of life is not locked eternally by an awful, a

terrible being called God, but may find the key which readin opens the

gates into the city, and may walk therein with the celestial ones, may

learn grand and beautiful lessons daily, and find that we learn

them by becoming as little children, subjecting ourselves unto the pow

ers that be, placing our hand, as it were, in the hand of the Great father

of all, with the sweet trust, and 10ving confidence of the chield who plac

ing its hand within its fathers rests with confidence upon this stronger

power, and follows where he leads.

It is this faith which cannot be shaken, which aids the trusting one

who knows that “All things work together for good to those who love

the Lord. Loving the Lord is not a simple worshiping of some idol, a

God whom we have not seen, but is being submitted to the High and

Holy power—right giving to every child of the dear‘Father’s, sympathy,

encouragement, strength and cheer as they may need, and despising

naught but the evil which is cursing, is enchaining so many of our

helpless brothers. '

Thus Rebekah with faith followed where the Great Power led.

“And the servant told Isaac all things that he had done. And Isaac

brought her into his mother Sarah’s tent and she became his wife; and

he loved her."
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And he loved her! The only foundation to a true and happy mar

riage, and this lacking, it may be attended with all the pomp and pa

geantry of earth. It may be monarch to monarch, king to queen. Czar

to Czarina, Emperor to Empress, and yet the foundation is upon sand,

and the grand structure may rise up in the sunlight, gems and .rubies

glitter from the towering spires, yet, alas! it will totter and tremble, at

the slightest breeze, and the first fierce blast which the north wind

sends, your beautiful palace lies at your feet a hopeless ruin.

Isaac did not say: She has gold and lands; she will bring to me a

rich dower of material wealth, did not consider it in that matter-of-fact,

business point of view, that cool and calculating spirit, which weighs

the opinion of the world, which reasons and wonders whether it will be

material aid, an elevating self in the eyes of the world, whether a

greater fame may be obtained, whether he might say to his brethren:

See what great things I have done, but with simple, heart-free pure and

holy thoughts, “he loved her, and was comforted after his mother’s

death.” It is this love which is planted within the breast of mankind

which subdues the fierce passions, which changes the desert places into

blossoming, budding life, which elevates and ennobles, which rises

above the turbulent and seething waters, and revels in a glad and bean

tiful heaven; and no tie was ever perfected where it was lacking. Think

of the terrible consequence of uniting two lives into the one stream, as

we have mentioned heretofore, and no congeniality, no similarity of

tastes, no hopes in unison, and no love—this upon which rests all. This

is the only part er which will unite the separate lives into one beautiful

channel, which shall widen and deepen, strengthen and purify, which

shall bind the bonds only the more strongly, if misfortune’s blast strikes

or if trouble and distress, sickness and sorrow comes. Imagine two who

have no regard for each other, only through some selfish motives have

allowed themselves to be united into what should be the most sacred

object in life; when a rude blast blows how can they withstand it, for

the foundation is sandy, and the structure must fall.

lsaac loved her! This is the only reason we have given for the union,

that indefinable, indescribable emotion which cannot be explained.

Finite power connot always describe why it is so, but the infinite power

leads, and there is a deeper current than that which appears at the sur

face, which is only understood by the two; it is this link which draws

the two by some secret attraction, and fulfills the perfect law. There
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fore it is dangerous and deadly for one to attempt either to make or to

break these links. They are made by a holier power, and what “God

hath joined together let no man put asunder.” No man can govern

these things, and in attempting to do so only works against the perfect

law, and inharmony and chaos is the result. That which is desired is

preven to be a failure, a terrible and uncontrollable evil, if not in accor

dance with the perfect law. It is too sacred. this upon which depends

our future nation, our future intellect and progress, our future eleva

tion or depression in the race of the free, to be lightly trifled with. There

is but one law which governs, which purifies, elevates, ennobles, which .
makes marriage aperfect and unsullied stream, vwhich scatters bright

and beautiful blossoms all along the path, even though a dark cloud

may hover for a time, which clears away many clouds, which removes

the obstructions, and renders the difficult path the more easy of access,

which gives joy even in distress, which cements the ties the more firmly

as time advances; and that law is love.
IDA M. MERRILL. I

_‘—_<.p_-_—_

GOD AND MAN.

BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

Down the profound eternal space,

Where fiery comets fly apace;

And distant suns their planets lead

And their grand fires forever feed.—

Dee in the insects’ tiniest haunt,
Wltiere human vision press in vain,

And viewless beings ever chant

Their ceasless worship’s pleasant strain.

’ In the vast ocean’s coral deeps

Where monsters sport in p ayful glee, .

And the chaste naid ever weeps

Its absent love again to see.

U , on the mountain’s lifted head

here silence listens to each star,

And fairy forms their carpets spread

Where they may chain the aerial car.

in the sweet vallies where the flowers

0 e' wide their smiling dewey eyes,

An dream thro’ all the evening hours

Of kindred blossoms in the skies.
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In the deep, longing human soul

Where space and time like music dwell——

A still unfolding rythmic scroll,

Where the sweet poems ever swell.

In the dear heavens that ope’ so wide

Their yielding arms for you and I,

Where friend and lover side by side

Live gladly, and shall never die.

in all, thro’ all, with all is he,

Measureless circle, center unseen,

Present and past, alwags to be,

God over all, is now, as been.

And we his sons, tho’ feeble now

With faltering steps and fainting heart,

Bear the gaand impress on each brow

0f the great soul, a deathless part.

And we, will worship at the shrine

Of love’s inheritance so dear,

And claim the parentage divine,

So full of love, so grand, so clear!

And as the owing light expands _

. In higher 'orms of beauty given

We’ll raise our reaching open hands

Nearer to Thee, 0 God in heaven!

 

THE Advance and Review, “devoted to the interests of modern spirit

ualism-mediumship the corner stone,” is published quarterly at 25cts

per year, single copies Sets. The first number lays upon our table. It is

edited by Jas. R. Bliss, husband of Mrs. Bliss, the well-known material

izing medium who is demonstrating the truth that man lives forever by

the life-like forms of departed spirits returning with messages from the

other shore. We hope to have her visit our beclouded city in regard to

this truth. No. 1 contains a full account of her materializing seances in

Kansas City where great satisfaction was given. An account is given

by the Evening Stm'ofthat city as two of its staff witnessed spirits ma

terialize and dematerialize, although not pretending to account for what

it saw, nor desiring its readers to believe it supports Spiritualism, - but

the evidence was supported by ten other responsible persons and they

could not deny it. These are aids in the light.

-—_-——-<0>————~.

We shall soon have AFOUNTAIN or LIGHT covered in book form.
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THE SIGNS 01‘ THE TIMES.

(OONTINUED.)

Friends of Justice and mercy, all those who can feel sympathy or drop

one pitying tear for the widows and orphans who have no visible pro

tector; but are tortured from day to day with fearful suffering; now is

the time to lend a helping hand and we would ask your co-operaiion

with the High Priest, the supreme power that moves the universe, to

cast out the legions of devils that infest the minds of people, and lead

them into darkness and moral death. Cast into Hades, the villianous

crew with all their relations, and not reserve any of their spoils, destroy

them root and branch. Freedom of the press, liberty to express opinions,

beliefs either false or true may be a blessing or a curse. How does _it

appear to-day in this nineteenth century, 1881, in this free and should-be

happy land? Does good or evil predominate? as we cannot peer into

the interior realm of the nation, and discover its hidden secrets of dark

ness, we must judge from outward appearances, and they indicate great

confusion, morally and spiritually, hate,envy, revenge and cruelty seems

to prevail, may be caused in a measure by the great freedom of the

press, in keeping before the people evil thoughts, deeds and falsehoods,

instead of truth and. goodness. Spiritually, the people have lived on

this kind of bread until they have become diseased, a hardening of the

brain, that love and pity to ones neighbor cannot penetrate, and the dis

ease is contagious, spreading its baneful influence, producing murders,

thieving, cheating, all the morally degrading deeds done on

earth. The disease in some localities is raging, almost everybody is pre

paring to kill, carrying pistols and knives in their pockets. and murder
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in their hearts. The influence arising from this state of feeling, may be

compared to the efiiuence of a dead carcass.

We all live in circles of intelligence, inspiring or drawing as the mag

net draws the bar, thoughts and ideas that correspond with our develop

ment, according to divine law, and the law is fulfilled every day; the

same as the act of breathing the atmosphere to support our physical

lives.

The sphere of murder and its accompanying crimes is expressed by

those who say: Kill, punish, not knowing they have embarked on the

same boat with the murderer, and instead of ridding the world of crime _

they only increase it. To-day, in every part of the globe, revelations of

dark deeds are being brought to light, and in the near future, crime will

be prevented, or the. intention discovered before the deed is committed.

When these facts are understood, we shall live in greater security and

more in harmony with the laws of the universe, and mankind will see

the beauty and glory in governing themselves.

Mas. M. MERRICK.

7 h

THE RICH AND POOR.

 

All have a heritage. Not gold and silver, sparkling diamonds, costly

mansions, vast tracts of land, or ships at sea freighted with merchandise,

but a home, eternal in the heavens. It is our right and dower, bequeath

ed us by the good will of the Creator of the universe, and no one can

contest it.

The rich in this world’s goods may grasp their treasures and turn a

deaf ear to the appeals of suffering humanity, yet all their possessions

will not purchase for them a brighter crown in the golden eternity than

will be worn by those whose earth life is blighted by the cold finger of

poverty.

Worldly deeds, not goods, are the passports to true happiness. Let

the sunbeams shine out through the windows of the soul by acts of un

selfishness and charity. We have no lease of life in this wilderness. It

is only a question of time how long ere the messenger called “death,”

will stalk remorselessly among us. Then all must pass through the same

shadowy valley. -

The high and low, rich and poor, bond and free, all that remains of

mortality, will‘be consigned to dust, while the Divine spark, that was
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the living, thinking you and I, will soar to realms of light and love.

We all step on the stage of life,

One hel less as the other,

Why shou d a little paltry old

Raise man above his brot er?

They both must breathe the same flee air

B1}; the creator given;

Bot sit beneath the same blue sky—

View the same stars at even.

Wealth can no private sunset buy,

Or add one diamond bri ht

Unto the glittering host a ove,

That laminates the night.

Beauty, genius or love,

Never can be bought or sold;

And to be a sage or poet,

Man would vainly ofier gold.

Each ossesses thoughts and senses,

Son and body are is store;

All of value comes for nothing—

Gold is dross and nothing more.

Love and happiness flee from us,

By the filthy lucre driven.

Gold clears not a guilty conscience,

Or makes for souls a heaven.

Alike all leave the stage of life,

No earthly riches carry;

And when the silent message comes,

No longer can we tarry.

The rich ma bur finer shrouds

Beneath o d mo her earth,

But rich and poor to ether dwell /

In realms of spirit irthl

—Mrs. C. M. H. in Olive Branch.

_<.»____

We take the following from the Banner of Light which proves that

light is shining into the world and that the great centre of fashion,

ushers in a new, an elevating, ennobling and purifying one:

Editor of the Revue Spirite—and one who has in days gone by been

called upon in his own person, and because of his oflicial position, to

hear the persecution of legally-entrenched bigotry—writes us from Paris,

France, under a recent date, as follows: “Please announce in the Ban

ner ofLight that American mediums for materialization, and for direct

writing also, will be well received in Paris, because we are a Republic,

because our society will project them, and shield them completely in af

firming their worth as mediums.” '
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' A new YBAR’SlSTOBY.

wnnnn’s THE sm?

(CONTINUED)

 

“It is strange that we never or seldom can do as we would in this life

especially if we are pretending to play the part of'a fashionable martyr.

I must be subjected to the senseless, idle talk of that gentleman for the

last half hour, for conventionalities: sake, when my duty seemed to be to

give the time to you, and my desires were also with the duty, making it

a pleasure as well as a duty, as they always say in the prayer meeting

when they talk.”

“Well, it is now through with, andI shall claim your attention the re

mainder of the evening. I have been thinking this evening of the old

school days, as I am about to enter the precincts of a school home again,

but it is not the same, cannot be the same, never will be as those happy,

blissful days which are past when we joined recreation with study.”

No, not the same, yet better, I hope. Deeper and grander lessons of

life, you will learn, and deeper you will dive into the well of knowledge,

and, although I may not keep pace with you, I hope to learn many lessons

of life which shall be as useful to me in the quiet life I desire to lead.

But you will of course have to attend to business in the world as papa

does. We are oblighed to outgrow our childhood, although to me at

times it is a source of regret that I cannot be as the happy, free child I

was whilst at H , and mama will not consent to my being'a teacher

or it would almost be like the old days.”

“Not quite, would it Alice? Would you not miss your brother

,1

Harry. .

To be sure I should. Am I not going to miss you now ? There are

so many things which I would think of during the summer, and the

thought would come as in the school days: I will ask Harry about it.

Then I woulfi talk with Eva, but still it was not brother Harry, as I

must ever call you.”

“Will you always ?”

"Always." ,

The earnest echoe of her last words sank into Harry’s heart with a

quiet, restful feeling. Alice gave him the first‘pl'ace in her heart, where

 

~
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as the‘ gentle, sisterly ways had won their way into his heart, and as he

had confessed to his friend Clint, there was a deeper and stronger affec

tion than that of sister. This separation was like the sudden turning of

a channel in an opposite direction from the one which the stream had been

quietly pursuing. Was not this entire yielding of the best and holiest

affections of the nature reciprocated by Alice? Unconscioust they had

yielded to the law of their being, and from childhood up, their lives had

blended into a beautiful stream, smooth and placid, and the bright blos

soms of love and hope sprung up on the evergreen banks. They had en

joyed the beauty, the peace and the quiet, and knew not to where the

stream was flowing, realized not the perfect grandeur of the law which

linked their lives.

Harry had been aroused by Clint telling him what he felt, but had hard

ly clothed in thought .Yes Alice-was his truest friend, and she gave him

that near title of brother, yet was this sufiicient? N01 Harry was to

leave; Alice was to be a belle of society; he realized that suitors Would ‘

press to her side, and that also her mother would favor a brilliant match

for Alice, which would be a living death to the free nature of his foster

sister. And again the question came: I

“Have I the first place in your heart next to your father and mother,

as you know that you have in mine?”

“Why, Harry, to be sure. I thought you knew this. Even Eva can

not be quite to me what you have been, as my brother through all the

happy days of childhood.” , ,

May I hope to always occupy the same position ?” ,

“Forever.” _

Alice did not realize the full import of her words at that time but to

Harry they were prophetic of hope and trust. He would rest with

this assurance, for the present, and spend the remaining moments in

pleasant converse. We shall not give in detail the conversation, but the

closing remarks, the farewell, was spoken in that subdued, and sol

emn manner which betrayed deep’ emotion upon both sides, and the

promises were made to write often. Alice plead a sudden headache, to

her mother and was excused from the tedious role of dismissing her

guests. Mrs. Kent made all necessary apologies, speaking of Alice’s

frail constitution, and her nervous excitable temperament, and she did

not herself realize the true cause of Alice’s indisposition. Alice upon

retiring to her room removed the evening toilette, donning a light wrap
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per, threw herslf upon her couch, and gave vent to a torrent of tears.

Why there was such a burst of grief she did not herself understand, but

it relieved her. The pent up emotions found egress, and in a half hour’s

time she was quiet and composed, letting her mind go out into the new

life in which Harry was to participate, and weaving her habitual fairy

pictures. ' ,

To-rnorrow morning, at six, they were to leave, and “the boys” now

seems not quite dignified enough title for them'. They go forward now

with the responsibility of manhood, and there were few who entered the

freshman class this fall who realized the true object for which they

were assembled, as did our two heroes. Harry felt the responsibility

which devolved upon him in sustaing his mother’s declining years, and

' with hope he began to look forward to the time when the fairy Alice

might reign queen, supreme in some quiet spot, where she should

not be compelled to be a votary of fashion, and it seemed the boyhood

had merged suddenly into the vigor and glory of manhood. There w s

a star in the future which lighted the way, and inspired him onward.

Alice’s expression, “FOREVER,” sank down into his heart like a gentle

sunbeam, and nestled amongst the blossoms of love,h0pe and trust tint

ing them with a new and more perfect beauty.

Clint who was two years Harry’s senior, had already felt the responsi

bility of life to rest upon him in his occupation as clerk, and there had

arisen in his soul, with the appearance of our. “Woodland brownie,” a

stream of gladness, a bright cloud rested upon him, and scattered the

dark and gloomy ones of business, and without the assurance which

Harry had, there had come a gleam, a tinting of some beautiful picture,

some flowers of faith, which are as lovely as though of trust, and a trem

ulous joy swept over his nature, which was as inspiring as that of Har

ry’s, which was complete confidence. Yes, he too would watch the mail

from 8—, for the missives would inspire them to redoubled exertions

in their new field, for “somebody’s sake,” that some one might be proud ~

of the manly efforts, might whisper the words of encouragement \Iand

praise, send them by the carrier dove with loving kindness. \\

What was there in all this but the outfiowing of the God-given natuiie

——that which renders man more manly, and woman more womanly.

is too sacred, and too holy to be lightly trifled with, and by our friends, ‘

it was the free spontaneous outburst of true and loving hearts.

We leave them safe at their journey’s end with the expectancy of

hopeful work, with the strange faces, and strange names which would
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soon be as familiar to them as the common every day expressions, and

where they will soon be at home.

\ CORA CORAL.

—<0>———

The following beautiful incident we take from E. O. Wilson’s work

on “Truths of Spiritualismz”

Just before our dear old mother passed away, last January, she called

her daughter to her and said, “Mary, I want you to remain near my

body until you are satisfied that I am free from it. Will you do so ‘3”

“Yes, dear mother; anything you wish me to do, I will do.”

Well, after mother had ceased breathing for hours, Mary remained in

the room near her until late at night. Mary says: “I felt that my

mother was near me, and then I heard her step, felt her breath on my

cheek, and then I heard her say in a whisper, close to my ear, “Mary,

open the door and let me out,’ and I arose, went to the door, opened it

wide; I felt her pass me, heard the whispered good-bye, and I knew then

that mother hadleft the form, and was with father, once his bride, pure

and unsullied; and 1 knew they were happy in their home in the Sum

mer Land, and then I closed the door, locked it; and retired to rest. I

had let dear mother go, after eighty-three years sojourn here, and now

I know that she is happy, and with my father, her lover and husband.

God is good.

Thus spoke the wife and daughter to us on our return from our win

ter tour.

Mother is not dead, but an angel in Heaven, and the place where we

laid the casket away we are ornamenting, and intend to make of the

ground a beautiful flower garden, with a monument of roses, beneath

which, by and by, we will lay away our forms, and our immortal part

join those that have preceded us. '

Remember us,'dear ones, in your own beautiful homes.

___<,>_____

The Advance and Review which we mentioned last week is to be pub

lished quarterly at No. 713 Sansom St., Philadelphia, by James A. Bliss

at 25cts per year. It is pure in its tone, liberal and progressive, and like

ourselves, is opposed to searching for frauds, but rather selects the pure

gold, holding it up for ebservation, discarding the dross, allowing it to

sink into the pit of oblivion.
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OPEN LETTER. ~

 

. ST. LOUIS, June 23, 18%1.

MRS. EDITREssz—Your paper being one of the “Western Light” ex

changes, it gives me the unpleasant duty to inform you of its suspen

sion for a brief season, owing to my exhausted mental and physical con

dition by too much care. I am obliged to rest from all labor and recu

' perate through'the summer months. I hope to firenew acquaintance in

the fall with those whom Ilhave received aid, for the “Light” was be

' coming influential throth its able contributors. ' I am glad that so

many progressive papers are enabled to keep their devoted heads above

water. The "Western Light” belonging exclusively to myself, by virtue

of its copyright, will wait for its Proprietor to set it again on a hill, to

“shine for all.” Now it is hid under a bushel, but as the “revised” did

not exclude the text of admonition, it accepts the passage of scripture

and may appear again with greater brilliancy should the fates otherwise

decree, St. Louis may not be found wanting in her quota of Spiritual,

Liberal Volunteers, both from the male and female ranks, that “will do

creditto the new dispensation. Publicly thanking friends, I remain

still their champion in all progressive works.

ANNIE T. Anna-neon.

 

CORRESPONDENCE.

CHICAGO, July 4, 1881.

DEAR Fluennz—The enclosed advertisement of A FOUNTAIN or

LIGHT meets my approval and I appreciate your efforts to furnish

“light,” and I know of no more patriotic duty I could perform this

“Fourth” than address you. There are many ladies in this city who

should imitate your example—and there are many kind and generous

women doing all in their power to elevate mankind, and they meet

much help, for it really seems that men cannot govern themselves with

out the aid of women, and like you the women must sustain the men or

they will perish, as seen in Washington City, today! Keep the “light”

shining and the “fountain” ever flowing, and great will be your reward.

Hf STRONG.

 

We shall go to Maryville and Jefferson City, Mo., next week.
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BUBDENS.

 

We often feel the weight and the burden of our lives to heavily rest

upon us, until we have for the time forgotten there are other burdened

ones, and that they too may be ready to sink with discouragement, and

selfishly fret over the difficulties, but when our attention is called to

some brother in distress and their peril seems so great that we fain

would fly to them to alleviate their misery we forget the burden which

we bear. and lol it is gone for the time; as we rise with souls filled with

sympathy the burden sinks and we move with alacrity to lift the strug

gling one from the slough of despond. As we give our bread and wine

of sympathy, and pour the oil of gladness upon the wounded souls, we

find our store is replenished, and we have at the same time received the

balm to our weary souls and we are alike made glad.

Oh could we but stand upon some eminence where we might not be

cast into the slough of despond, or where the angel of doubt could not

reach us, that the angel of patience and forbearance might be ever at

our side, that we may more effectually labor in the vineyard, how great

would be the blessing!

Oh patience! with thy gentle countenance come and teach us deeper

lessons that we may not send barbed arrow to rest in another’s heart.

Oh, love! teach us to be gentle, teach us to weigh well the words we send

-upon the ocean of thought, teach us to have a clearer insight into the

hidden recesses, teach us not to judge, for how wrongfully may we judge

those who would sacrifice their lives for our eternal welfare; teach us to

study deeply the great book of wisdom, to search after the hidden truths

' which are not found at the surface. Beneath the placid stream lies force

which aroused to action causes vessels to be wrecked and human lives to

sink. Beneath the smooth waters undisturbed lies the force which will

turn the mighty mill furnishing food to the thouaands, and blessing the

land and upon the surface a barque may gently glide without the aid of

even an oar.

Let us keep the stream smooth and placidwhen we may control hear

ing one anothers burdens, the barque gliding with the current. The

great force turning the mill furnishing bread to the thousands.

Ina M. MERRILL.

_____A,,_.___._

Get your friends to subscribe for A FOUNTAIN OE LIGHT.
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ST. LOUIS AND ST. PAUL

\
 

PACKET COMPANY.

 

The St. Paul Steamers leave St. Louis at 4 P. M. Tuesday, Thursday,

and Saturday of each week. Excursion Tickets $28., meals and state

room included. Good to October 15th, 1881.

To St. Paul River and return by rail through Iowa, the round trip is

26.59; and return via Madison, Milwaukee and Chicago, rate $33.15.

Steamer War Eagle, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 4 P. M. for

Hannibal, Quincy and Keokuk; on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, 4 ‘

P. M. the St, Paul Packets take the Keokuk and intermediate Passen

gers. Through Tickets to all interior points, via River and Rail at low

Rates. To secure good staterooms you had better write for them sev

eral days in advance of starting.

Excursion or one way tickets and rates to any point desired can be

had by addressing this ofiice. Your baggage can be checked direct

from train to wharf boat, avoiding two transfers. Children over 12

years full fare, under 5 free; 150 pounds of baggage to each full ticket

free.

If you want to go through to St. Paul on quick time, our new Sidewheel

Steamer Gem City, just completed leaves St. Louis every Tuesday at

noon, arriving at St. Paul in 68 hours. The other Steamers of this line

are first class and tow no barges.

Another nice trip with plenty of water travel is this: St. Louis to St.

Paul River, St. Paul to Duluth Rail, Duluth to Chicago Lake, Chicago

to St. Louis Rail, meals and stateroom including on River and Lake, for

only $46 for the entire trip. Or, to Duluth via St. Paul, Duluth to Buf

falo through Lake Superier, Huron and Ontario and return to Chicago

Lake or Rail, or to St. Louis, Rail direct, at the same rate.

The Route to Ft. Benton and Helena via St. Paul, Bismark and Mis

souri River is the most direct, cheapest and most pleasant.

A trip on the steamers of this Line, out of the warm, sultry climate

of this latitude, into the cool, bracing, health-giving atmosphere of Min

nesota, and the Northern Lakes is one of the pleasures and luxuries of

life that many avail themselves of year after year. Each season adds

to the attractions of that Northern land. The hotels and cottages mul

tiply, the yachts and Steamers on the Lakes increase and improve, and
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as the knowledge of the comfort, new life and health derived from a

few weeks or months sojourn in the “Land of the Decotas,” becomes

more widely disseminated, the summer visitors increase in numbers.

Reader, we suggest that the Lakes, Trout Streams, Waterfalls, Cas

cades end Picturesque Scenery of this “Tourist’s Paradise” hold out

many flattering inducements to the seekers after Best, Health, Hunting,

Fishing, Sailing or Bathing to come and enjoy all that nature’s hand

has provided in such ‘profussion. _

“The River Route” supplements nature’s call to enjoy its grandeur,

solitude and beauty with a cordial invitation to go North on a Packet

Steamer.

Music, Moonlight Promenades, Dancing, Scenery equal to the Nile,

table fare without an equal, quiet night’s rest—all may be enjoyed on a

trip between St. Louis and St. Paul. Meals and staterooms included in

our excursion rates. JAS. A. LYON.

General Passenger Agent.

—<,>—

The following letter was written to the Governor of Missouri by Dr.

R. D. Goodwin, of St. Louis, previous to the day appointed for the execu

tion of the Talbott boys:

“The 24th of this month is the day set to take the life of the two Tal

bott brothers for the alleged murder of their own father. You have all

the testimony before you and as given by two men of very questionable

reputation, one being an ex-convict and at present in jail charged with

robbing the U. S. mail. I, with most people, believe that the reward of

$1,000 is what has brought about the conviction of these two innocent

sons of their murdered father. Governor, I believe in my heart, you will

not take their lives upon such circumstantial and doubtful evidence, but

will at least extend the time of their execution long enough for us to

find out facts which we are on track of, and which will fully prove to

you their innocence. Governor, let us not shed innocent blood! For

God’s sake stay the execution! With profound respect,

R. D. Goonwm, M. D.”

—<.,_____

Theodore Parker never uttered a greater truth than the following:

“The truth is not silenced with Aristotle, not exiled with Anaxago

ras, nor slain with Socrates. It enters the soul of its veriest foes, and

their children build up the monuments of the murdered sect.”
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[Written for A FOUNTAIN or Llama]

RECORDING ANGEL. . '

 

How few comprehend this important truth! When clearly under

derstood deception, cheating and dishonesty in every form, will be

shunned.

“Know you not that ye are the temple of God, and the spirit of God

dwelleth in you.”

Now compare this divinity in each person to water or air, one and the

same in every. person. Conscience a part of the divine, “breathed into

him the breath of life, and he became a living soul.” This divine angel

makes the daily record, we shall never dispute, and when we learn this

divine angel is in every human being, can see and read this record, as

well as ourselves for the God in every person is wisdom—truth, and no

outside amanucnsis to do the recording. But God, the soul that never,

never sleeps or gets weary, the immortal that every human being pos

sesses. and hence can read the whole life of every 'person. This is the

pOWer which clairvoyants possess in reading the past history and events

of all persons they evamine.

' Oh could this fact be rightly understood, and fully believed, how

changed would be the life and daily acts of the masses! Nineteen

twentieths of the inhabitants of the civilized world, show by their daily

lives that they have no faith in God or future life, and nothing but a

demonstration through spiritualism, will lift them into a higher life.

WOODSTOCK, Vermont. NATHANIEL RANDALL, M. D.

+

The caricatures which are going the rounds of the press pretending

to be portraits of the Talbott boys resemble them about as much as the

heathen’s idol represents the Deity. They in both cases are purely im

aginary representations. We saw the boys, and Charles E., who is rep

resented a man at least twenty years of age, is only a boy- --his face al- -

most girlish in its appearance—only seventeen years of age, and appar

ently not over fifteen. The reports are all false that he appears three

years older than he really is, or our eye sight deceives us very much, and

it never has heretofore.

The boys will undoubtedly triumph over all their enemies who are

working for their execution.
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A ms'ronr or ers. '

 

as Is GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED) 3

There was born unto Isaac and Rebekah two children—twins, and

were named Jacoh and Esau. Esau became a hunter and Jacob dwelt

in tents. Esau, the elder, was the favorite of the father, and Jacob of

the mother. Esau came in from the field one day, hungry and faint, and

Jacob had made pottage. Esau said to Jacob, “Feed me, I pray thee, for

I am fain .” '

And Jacob said: “Sell me this day thy birthright.”

And Esau said: “Behold I am at the point to die, and what profit

shall this birthright do tome . . . . . . . . . . . .And he sold his birthright to

Jacob. Then Jacob gave Esau bread and pottage, and he did eat and

drink and roso up and went his way. Thus Esau despised his birth

right.”

Esau, through, physical sufl’ering, to give what was considered in those

days the greatest honor of the family, the birthright, the father’s bles

sing, and yielded it all for the satisfying 0f the appetite, one time. He

despised his birthright. For a half hours pleasure he gave that which

was worth to him more than houses and lands, his father’s blessing. As

the eldest of the family, the dignity and honor rested upon him, but it

was bartered for a trifle. I .

We may find a truth. a great and beautiful truth here revealed. We

may in the world’s battle become physically weakened, our souls may be

famishing, our frame may bend beneath the burden; and the tempter

may whisper in the ears I will give you rest and feed you, if you will

yield to me your birthright, and you may say: What shall it profit me

if I keep this birthright when I am at the point of death? Ah but the

momentary gratification will not give enduring pleasure. There is no

sweet flower of hope for Esau; he has yielded that which was his natur

al, inherent right, and in the moment of reaction, when thought comes,

in the cool moment of reason, he calmly contemplates the position, and

realizes what he has lost. By enduring the physical suffering a short

time longer. be may have prepared for himself a meal to satisfy his ap

petite, and still have retained his birthright. .
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Thus it is with many. In the great struggle with the world, right

seems to be the weaker power; the wrong doer often seems to receive a'

reward which is not meted to the one who faithfully pursues the right,

and the weary one may sometimes be tempted to barter the glorious

birthright which is given to every individual upon the earth, and that

is to do right.

He may think he cannot endure the opposition which is always found

when one would surmount every difficulty, overcome every obstacle, and

press on to the mighty seat of victory, where he may sing, with loud hal

lelujahs, the glad chorus: .Victory forever. But as in Esau’s case it

may require a little longer endurence of physical sufiering, a little more

patience, a little more labor, and the desired sustenance, pleasure or gift

may be obtained, without yielding the birthright—the high and holy

birthright which renders man, the son of God, and gives to him that

heavenly father’s blessing—the blessing of sweet peace, a quiet con

science', flowers of beauty, blossoms of hope and trust, evergreen verdure

and glad streams of praise flowing out into the mighty ocean of exist

ence, awakening in their onward course, other streams until the mighty

globe echoes and re-echoes the glorious victory, rejoices in the pure

birthright of the faithful ones, and others take courage, resist the tempt

er who may be whispering of feasts and temporal pleasures—sail out in

to this great ocean with faith, their vessels equiped for the voyage, and

their hearts filled with love and courage and bravery, that they may

dare starvation and distress, rather than sell the glorious birthright of

being true to the holy, God-given nature; of being brave, heroic soldiers
in the mighty cause of right, of living up to the highest ideal, accepting I

the birth right, and the fathers blessing; sustaining the lofty dignity of~

the human family, by developing into a perfect, a true, a pure and noble

manhood or womanhood, yielding not an inherent right unto the great

destroyer of mankind-and anon we hear the angels shout: victory! vrc

TORYl The sons of men are nearing our clime, by their high and noble

living, by their acquiespence to the holy laws which govern.

IDA M. MERRILL.

~———<o>-——

We shall soon have A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT covered in book form,

price one dollar.
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WHAT IS PUNISHMENT?

Oh, loving hand which tempers sorrowl

Oh’ racious Father with a smilel

Thou 0st speak of a bright morrow,

When the joys will the hours beguile.

We all have pain; we all have joy;

We all have some of sweetest life.

We find a peace in God’s employ,

Which bears us o’er a sea of strife.

Yes, God’s employ, if we aid but one,

Of the weary ones on this earth,

For thus it is God’s will is done,

And thus may worship have its birth.

We worship with the heart and soul,

The power of mercy, truth and love,

When we another’s grief console,

And link our lives with climes above.

God ueedeth not our works of love;

He needs not mighty temples grand,

Through humanity we the power prove,

And scatter blessings o’er our land.

Lift the fallen, cheer the faint,

Hold the weak one by the hand,

Listen to the sorrowing plaint'

Of burdened ones all o’er the land.

We, none are perfect, all may err;

We cannot understand each other;

We cannot see the path all clear; .

A misty cloud surrounds each brother.

We may misjudge the word or deed;

We may do wrong by doing so;

Oh, let us then with mercy plead,

And judge not one though our deadly foe.

We know not the net which entangled him;

We know not the cause of the seeming sin;

But wisdom and truth may clear the film,

And the sunlight of love then shine in.

We would rather see each chained one,

Redeemed and saved, elevated too;

See the serpent’s coils all broken—-gone,

And every brother, noble, firm and true.

We desire no hell for the human soul;

We would have them pure, break not the law,

That the mighty power of Right should control,

And the perfect way without a flaw;
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But nature says a broken, arm

Must be fol owed with much pain;

The broken spirit hath no charm,

Must in like manner heal again.

But as we bind the fleshy wounds,

And pour the healin ointment on,

So when the heart wit love abounds.

Would alleviate the spirit’s pain.

With gentle hand, would bind the wound,

Pour balm upon the wounded soul,

That tho’ there’s pain, a res ites found, I

And the loving power wil make it whole.

CORA CORAL.

—-—<.»———

SPIRITS SlNGING.

 

[Another sister in the west who, although a stranger to us in the out-_

ward, saw a vision of beauty around us, and heard spirits singing the

following song:]

“We come, we come with our wealth of love,

With flowers fresh fallen from the ardens above.

From the open portals thyr brow is anned ‘

With the balmy breezes from the summer land,

Ohl beautiful, far beyond com are

Is the home which awaits our rother there.

But a work is first for thee to do, 1

Given but to the faithful, loyal and true,

The mission that unto thee is given

Is to guide earth’s wanderers home to heaven,

A holy trust, dear brother, is this,

Which shall crown thy life with enduring bliss.

We know that thy spirit sighs for rest

And longingly turns toward ‘the isle of the blest.’

But ‘the sweet by-and by’ of promise shall come

To waft thee away to the longed-for home;

With the hand-clasp of angels. earth’s trials all o’er—

Thou shalt meet thy beloved ‘on that beautiful shore.’ ’3

—Mrs. S. L. Woodarth.

.__-_-‘.>-____

We acknowledge the receipt of an elegant and useful work by the late

E. V. Wilson, entitled “Truths of Spiritualism.” The work was sent by

his wife accompanied by a life-like portrait of Mr. Wilson, and a kind

and encouraging letter from the lady. The work contains many con

vincing proofs of spirits return, and is one of the most useful and inter—

.esting amongst modern works upon Spiritualism.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

The time is drawing near when another struggle will take place be

tween light and darkness, between spirits in the invisible realm and

spirits here in their earthly bodies. When one stands up firm, filled with

love and mercy for the unfortunate criminals, they can produce an in

fluence that will quell a mob of murderers, spread a gentle soothing

power over them like the falling of the dew. This is the labor required

of leaders in reform; they must be filled with the great spirit love, that

would not be willing to give one pang more of pain to one who had fallen

among thieves, although the,thieves were of that ones own household,

that had brought him or her so low, or into outer darkness. The bar

vest is ready for the sickle, but where are the laborers? The sun has

arisen; the clouds are passing away, and reapers will soon be in the field

to gather up the tares, pluck out those briers and thistles that through

idleness of the husbandmen have been allowed to grow in that beautiful

vineyard—the earth——that was planted with the choice vines of peace

and good will to mankind.

Now the trumpet is sounding. Don’t you hear the echo from the

other shore pealing its cheerful, loving notes of harmony throughout the

earth? One resonance of touching sweetness comes from St. Joe. All

the ministers but one, and twelve hundred ladies gave their harmoni

ous influence with their names to prevent the killing of two innocent

boys. The key note of that anthem will echo in the spirit world for.

ever. Another from Los Angeles played in the same key; another from

Brooklyn sung in the Watchman—all in harmony and unity; as the
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echo flows around in circles gathering strength the power wiil touch the

hearts of the people and shake those temples that are built on sandy

foundations, and the great flood of light, of love and mercy that will be

brought to bear on the temples where cruelty and oppression dwell. will

be purified, raised on a new foundation—the rock of truth, right and

love to one’s neighbor.

The time is approaching swiftly when men and women will know

themselves, will perceive by their deeds and words what manner of per

sons tthey are, and try to govern themselves instead of looking at their

neighbors faults, and forgetting their own. The supreme ruler of the

universe, Moses said, wrote with his finger on the tablets of stone:

“Thou shalt not kill.” The lesson, taught in the fable of Cain and his

brother, should be taught in its true sense, that if one man kills another

the murderer should not he killed, but live in this sphere of existence,

and suffer the penalty of the crime, before he passes into another sphere

where it may take ages to develop or progress out of darkness into the

light, as every mortal must sufier or enjoy, according to the law\ of life,

according to the deeds committed, the thoughts inspired, and the oppor

tunities for doing good or wrong fulfilled.

Mas. M. MERRICK.

 

THE KEY OF LIFE.

 

There’s a magical ke which opens the soul;

There’s a charm w ich has no equal;

There’s but one power that may control;

That power is seen in the sequel. -

Two mother’s bade a child to mind;

The first with harsh and bitter tone;

The other, in a voice so kind,

As though some white winged bird had flown

From her nest with a twitter of joy,

As she spies some food for her young.

What a power we have in our employ!

What a wonderful member—the tonguel

Down into the heart of the former child,

There falls a sullen heavy weight,—

A murky stream, a desert bleak and wild—

A dark, rebellious hate.
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But into the other’s a stream so bright,

As though it had birth in climes above,

A buoyancy carries the footsteps light,

To obey the bidding of love.

And from the messa es arose a power—

The mother contro s by her tone

She gladdens or chills her delicate flower;

She creates the cold er sunny zone.

And in after years this stream so grand;

This brilliant one shall roll,

Shall send pure waters throughout the land,

Which shall a mighty power control.

The other one with waters dark,

Athwart the land must go

And those who on its wave embark,

Are purities fearful foe.

There is a seed which bears pure fruit,

And elevates the human race,

Which lifts the man above the brute,

Which removes all sin, leaves no trace .

There is an auta onistic ower;

That power is earful, eadly hate.

This bears a thistle, not a flower,

And increases crime at a fearful rate .

No other key upon this earth, ‘

Which unlocks the great unhidden store

Of true and only real worth.

The value of which is evermore.

No key to golden treasures 0r_ fame,

But to the pure diamond heaven

And this a talisman of loveliest name.

Ere to the sons of earth yet given.

And when we cast this key aside,

Attempt some other power to use

To force away o’er the shining tide

The gate keeper does refuse.

One way of life—the narrow way,

But 0 ll so true, so pure, so bright

Flowers spring up each new born da ,

And e’er ahead there gleams a light.

No beasts nor serpents here may come,

No cowering crimes, no deadly hate.

This is the desired angelic home,

Where the tortures of hell abate.

Conn CORAL.

___‘.>___

Have we ever yet seen a finished man? We think not, not even in

Jesus or Socrates. The divine ideal involves eternal betterment.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

 

WHERE’S THE er ?

(CONTINUED)

 

. ‘ On the banks of a beautiful stream just below where the water came

rushing, dashing over~a precipice, leaping, singing along at their feet,

with a merry, cheerful ripple, here we find Alice and Eva, each quiet

1y dreaming. The zephyrs float on the breeze, and sing an angelic lulla

by soothing and in keeping with the pure and heavenly thoughts which

fill the breast of each. The calm and beauty of the surrounding scene,

with the two girls in the foreground, form abeautiful picture and which

causes one to look deeper than the surface, and to feel the grandeur of

a perfect world. We catch the electric thrill which is wafted on the

air from the glance of their eye, and we see a beutiful interior picture

one which is mirrored on pure souls. There is naugt in either picture

but that which is inspiring to the pure springs of the nature. Upon the

lap of each lies a letter the same mail brought them both from eassar,

and although not exactly similar in sentiment the effect was the same

and as we gaze into the depths of the eyes of the two see the pure joy of

their souls shine)hrough we again say: pure and holy inspiration we

will not break the spell we would not dare with unholy hands to dese

crate these altars: we would take 01f the shoes ofour feet for we are
treading on holy ground. I

Oh, Mrs. Kent, come and look into the face of your daughter, see the

beaming radiance which transfigures it into almost angelic loveliness

see her now with lip apart all tremulous with joy and emotion, but her

self scarce realizing the depth of the fountain from which flows her joy;

Man does not comprehend the great and wonderful laws of his being,

or he would not trespass upon these holy, these sacred altars which

arise within the human heart.

There was naught in this which should provoke a careless word or an

idle jest, for the smooth ripple of the stream would thereby be rendered

murky, stormy and disturbed instead of that placid brilliancy where the

genial sun’s warm rays play so gladly and dance in merry shadows

which are swayed by the gentle breeze which was floating with soft
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zephyrs through the trees and alike fanning the temples of the two

girls.

Dream on dear girls with your pure souls filled with heavenly joy and

may never a storm disturb this beautiful and placid stream. May they

each flow out into the great stream of heavenly love which unites all

souls in a pure and heavenly embrace and one grand and mighty cur

rent sweeps athwart the great, the luminous heavens with a power

which isall conquering, all powerful, all cleansing and all purifying re

newing the foundations of evil until every son and daughter of God

shall sing glory in the highest glory! Peace on earth and good will to

man. -

“Eva how beautifully everything has moved as I desired before I ever '

saw you that you might come and live here and be my companion for I

knew you through Harry. To be sure you was obliged to lay your

grandmother’s body in the ground, although you have not lost her and

there is some sadness with the pleasure, yet it is far better than I had

hoped.”

“Yes, Alice, it appears to me that grandma must be delighted if she

sees me as I am situated in my new home so hapy only desiring some

times that she were really here, that she might see my joy with her nat

ural eyes. But grandma always told me there never would be perfect

joy upon this earth, for we may be completely happy ourselves, and yet

others have some trouble which draws us into near sympathy with them

and saddens our joy.” 7

“Yes,” says Alice, “but my school-life was almost unalloyed joy. To

be sure a shadow would flit here and there but the bright sun of love

wliichreigned supreme in that school-home soon dispelled the ‘clouds

and again all was beaming gladness.”

“So with me at Floral Vale with the exception of Betsey Herrs’ trou

ble and the desire which I often felt of seeing my father and mother,

but otherwise up to gran’mas death my sky was cloudless.”

“Eva,” abruptly says Alice, “what do you think Harry has written me

in this first letter from Vassar.” ‘

“I cannot imagine; anything special Alice ? Mr. Obert has given me

a graphicldescription of his initiation into college life.”

CORA CORAL.
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SPIRITUAL INCIDENT.

 

William P. Parker, of Yates City, Knox county, Illinois, says:

“About twelve years ago, my wife, Julia, was attacked with inflam

matory rheumatism of a malignant type, and for twelve weeks was en

tirely helpless, being under the care of Dr. John Gregory, of Farming

ton, Illinois; he had given her up, and publicly stated that she could not

get well. On a certain day, the Rev. Mr. McGee, a Methodist, then car

rying on a revival meeting in Livola Center, Illinois, called at my house,

saw my wife, examined her (he having studied medicine), and said:

“She will not live beyond three o’clock this afternoon, for mortification

has already taken place, and she is now dying,” and in public made a

statement to that efiect. This examination, by the Rev. Mr. McGee,

was made on Monday morning, at ten o’clock.

My wife said: “If spirits could come back and assist those who suffer

I would be much pleased if they could, or would, come and help me.”

At this time her limbs were very much swollen, and, of herself, she

could not move them, and, when moved by others, suffered terribly,

She had but finished the words, when she was seized by some invisible

power, and, without the help of others—no one being within five feet of

her—was lifted off of the bed some four feet. and then let down, turned

over and back, exercised in every possible way and manner, for the space

of thirty minutes, when, to our great surprise, the swollen condition dis

appeared, her limbs became natural and limber, and all pain was gone.

Soon after this phenomena, Dr. Gregory called. We told him what had

taken place. He was very much surprised—examined his patient very

carefully, asked us many questions, but left no medicine, simply saying,

when he left: “You will request the phenomena to take place again to

morrow, at the same time it did today.” -

0n the next day, a little before the time for the phenomena to repeat

itself, Dr. G. came, and the same thing occurred again, in his presence.

The Doctor was not fully satisfied of the cause, but very much surprised

at the results, as well as the phenomena; it came again, and we saw it

for the third time. My wife was cured, and that, too, without any med

icine being given.

Dr. Gregory wrote out an account of the whole transaction, making

a clear statement of the case, and sent it to the medical faculty, at Chi

ctgo, with whom it remained for some time, and then was returned to
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(him with this reply: “It is beyond our knowledge, and we have no pre

cedent to which we can refer you.”

NOTE:—How strange it is that so wonderful a phenomena should take

place, and known to the medical faculty, and not have publicity. Are

not the blind leading the blind? And yet the case of Mrs. Wm. Parker

is as well established as the fact that U. S. Grant is President of the

United States, and, no doubt, by and by, when another such case occurs,

and it is placed in the hands of the medical faculty, they will shake their

heads very wisely, and return it to the writer with, “We have no prece

dent, hence it is not worthy of our notice.” But how different it would

have been had this occurred to the wife of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, or

Solomon. We are, as Christians, willing to believe the story at Samson

and his foxes; of Elisha and his ax-pole; of Jonah and his great fish;

but doubt this phenomena at our door, and with any number of witnes

ses living who saw it and are willing to testify theret0.— Wilson.

—_+_

DIAMOND DUST.

Let justice, mercy andlove live in the hearts of the redeemed, in the

hearts of the pure, that they may stoop and lift up the weak and the cr

ring ones.

Live as nearto your highest ideal as possible, and forget the bitter

cups which have been drank in attaining to it. There is bitter with

sweet; there is pain with pleasure; there is sadness with joy, and this

life is incomplete.

We are none perfect; we cannot be whilst veiled in the flesh; the

spirit world will reveal the perfection of God’s plans, will give the pure

soul its native soil, and the dews of heaven, the everlasting fountains

and the rains of Paradise will cause it to spring into an everlasting

growth of verdure and beauty.

Do not be afraid of what men may say of you, neither be afraid of

what they may say of your religion. All you you have to fear is

the remnant of dishonesty which still lingers in you, that has not been

outgrown.

+

Men are unwilling to accept a proposition in spiritual science because

they cannot handle it about with screw andlever. _
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WOMAN AND THE HOUSEHOLD.

. BY HESTER M. POOLE.

We make this life a monrnful empty dream,

And stones for bread we give,

And know not that the son ’s realities,

In its ideals live.

These are the lights that shine upon its path,

The angel ones it sees,

And evermore unconsciously, it learns

Its possible from these.

There are no limits to the real

Save those which bound the pure ideal.

Thoughts of beauty drawing other souls

Are glorious Heaven-gleams,

And God’s eternal truth lies folded deep \

In all man’s lofty dreams.

’Twas first in thought’s clear world that Kepler saw

What ties the planets bound, ‘

Then through long years he sought the spheres, and there

‘ The answering law he found

Men said he sought a wild ideal,

The stars made answer, “It is reall”

Thine early dreams that come in shapes of light,

Come but in prophecy,

And Nature’s tongues; from heaven to quivering stars,

Teach loving faith to thee. .

Fear not to build thine eyrie on the heights

Where golden splendors lay;

And trust thyself to thine inmost soul

In simple faith alway,

And God will make divinely real

The highest forms of thine ideal. —An0n.

American women are taking leading places in the art world, and ev

ery year adds new names to their list. Some of the best, like Jessie

Curtis and Mary Hallock Foote, were students at Cooper institute. They

_ are to-day among the most skillful draughtsmen of Illustrated litera

ture. During the last few years, the number of woman exhibitors at

the Academy of Design and other galleries, have increased at a rapid ra

tio. Women are laborious students of wood engraving, and in fact, all

branches of art. Kate Greenaway’s quaint and graceful children are a

new revelation of Baby land, and Rosina Emmett’s picturesque young

women have made her universally known. She has taken several pri~

zes in competitive exhibitions, to which eminent foreign artists have

contributed, and Mrs. Loop’s portraits of children have won for her de

served popularity. In fact it is impossible to enumerate the efforts
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which prove that the feminine is essentially the artistic temperament.

A few years ago, and tuition in art was very superficial. Very few

went to nature, the great teacher, for instruction. A sampler was con

sidered a work of high art; a laborious pencil or crayon copy of an en

graving or lithograph was the most successful attempt which the girl

graduate could show. Now, every school has an artist who leads her

students into the woods and beside fem-bordered streams, to take les—

sons from nature, the first great teacher. Flower painting in oil and

water colors has become a general accomplishment, and lovely group

ings have taken the place of the crude chrome. These latter, however,

have done their work; they have opened their way for higher forms of

beauty. Now the inmates of a poor hamlet often possess a purer taste

in art, than even the traveled few could show, a generation since.

All this is telling upon woman’s life and occupation, as well as cast

ing a charm over home. Art decoration has become a rage; it is ap

plied or misapplied, to pottery, plaquas, jars, screens, portiers, lam

brequins and mantels. It invades the chamber and there are eruptions

of color on shoebag and brush holder. However crude it may be, the

love of beauty is at the bottom of it, and the meretricious will die out

as the general taste heightens. This love of beauty is the un folding of

a principle innate in mankind; in its external blossoming it throws a

halo of grace and witchery over the habitation, it delights ,the eye with

form and color, and feasts the voluptuary with the sensuous and evan

escent. But its root is in the spirit and spiritual natures will seek a cor

responding unfoldment. It then becomes a longing to express this ideal

in real forms; to' attain the highest excellence. Man yearns to become a

creator. Art work of every kind, gratifies the principle of use, in giving

occupation to a countless number of women workers. Any thing by

which homes are rendered attractive is a boon to the family, and a help

to all children. Decoration is an education, refining the artist as well

as those who enjoy the result. True art produces balanced delightful

and lovely effects; it aims at symmetry, proportion, harmony.

The Great Divine Artist took the heavens for his alette and mixed

his matchless colors of the sky itself, made every beai of light his pen

cil. As we are portions of his spirit. why should we not all also try to

express in tones of color as well as melody, thoughts, sentiments and as

pirations ?

The Great Artist works with multitudinous methcds through vast

\
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periods of time. On each living canvas the tone of the picture is the

temperament, the colors are the desires or aspirations, and the perfected

beauty shall be in the final ultimate blending of all elements in one in

dividualized and harmonious whole.

—-——<O>—————~

PRINCIPLES.

 

Amid the mutations of these fragments—morceanw of Eternity called

time, lie the basic foundations of all entities called principles, not sub

ject to the fragments of time, but co-existent with the continuous, undi

vided circle of Eternity; to discover the alpha and omega of this circle,

- would be to find out God; to gaze on its unending immensity, with the

highest human intelligence of intuitive curiosity and grand humility, is

the foundation and corner stone of a real philosophy.

In this circle, we place our axiom; who dares deny or dispute it?

In view of this axiom, what becomes of all systems of theologies or

religious, with their Deific descriptions and their prescribed and limited

locations or habitations? Are they anything more than the mists of

morning, or the mirages of the desert? Will men and women answer

these questions, or will they still play with mythological shadows, and

bind the earth—their earth, forever in the swa'ddling clothes of an inert

childhood. till her internal fires shall have thrown up a new world?

And now comes a devotee with its cherished bauble, and coldly en

quires—and what of all this? I Will answer—a part of all/this is indi

vidualism—a perfect personality, a rounded up Ego that stands out like

a star, in its brilliant orbit! This star, this Ego reflects primarily, not

the light 01 the myriads of outlying sister stars that swell the anthem

in infinite vortex—altho’ it helps fill the grand empyrean, but it draws

its light from the great center sun and yet unseen, known and yet un

known forever, to shed its own portion of light gladly and sweetly, in

the great galaxy of the luminous family of the heavens! And *what

would it be without this light of the great center? Ask your astrono

mers with their fifty feet telescopes, and when you- come back to answer

my questions. You will tell me they have failed to find it, and it is this

with the human soul; it gazes continuously into the source of its own

being, or it is yet in the embryotic vapor of its undeveloped darkness,

seeking the tenured lights that lie all around it, and giving no warmth
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no growth, no light and no identity—no sensible evidence of its self

hood, its active usefulness, until it reflects its parentage, its God!

And now you ask—how shall I become a real planet in the all Soul?

I answer be simply, sweetly and purely yourself in a beautiful, intellec

tual childhood that looks up fixedly into the face of God, your Father,

who has given you the heart of nature, your mother to lie on, and from

their hand you shall draw the milk of all knowledge which overflows its

chalice with love and beauty! '

And what say you is this in this every day practical life? It is the

motion of the vast ocean that would stink without it inspite of its treas

ures of salt that impregnates waters; it is the air in motion without

which the whole world, animated nature would die; it is the sap with

out which the centuried oak would drop back into its original elements,

and be but dust and vapor; it is the star, articulating itself into flood

and field, that its millions may live and move and have their being; in- _

stead of being a world without its children or a wandering heartless

comet in the infinite space —an aimless, missing link in the family of

worlds. '

It is tobe a man, a woman in the family of a full grown humanity,

that shall by its acts and its teachings beget to itself sons and daughters

of intellect, of usefulness, of improvement, of a sweet goodness that shall

transform this world into a garden of cultivated flowers, that shall be

fragrant with love and good will in whose pure atmosphere the serpents

of hatred and envy and selfishness and murder cannot live, and where

the children of men shall all some day become cultivated into the chil~

dren of an intellectual and a moral perfection.

But says one—cannot these myths of error just as well remain to

’ amuse the masses, and still allow them to gradually aspire and attain

to the mental and moral improvement surrounding them and leading

them into the better way? No! a thousand times no! the serpent and

the dove cannot live together in harmony; lust and ignorance cannot

dwell in the same house together with love and intelligence; idiotcy and

reason cannot be set together in the golden crown of men, for the vile

drivel of the one would soil and conceal the sparkling brightness of the

other, until it should be cast into the pool of contempt. No! let in the

clear waters; they will wash out the poisonous weeds of superstition

that lie in their way, and enlarge their own channel, and beautify their

own verdant banks with the starry flowers; and the songsters shall sing
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adown the peaceful yalley until it leaps into the sea of its sublime origin!

Let the toys remain with those who love childish things; and let us of

the nineteenth century like a. St. Paul (only in a higher degree than he

could know) aspire to the things that pertain to a true manhood befit

ting our own‘age, and even leading beyond that, in search for principles

that lie deep in the soul of things; this is the grave of superstition, but

the fountain of truth. '

We present no theorem; but put in your hand, your own telescope, so

that you may survey the heavens (to which we all are so rapidly jour

neying) and discover the islands that wait for your habitation, so soon

as you are prepared to dwell on their enchanting fields, and wander

adown’their rippling rivulets of liquid silver.

Be yourself; no other eye can see for you, the pearls that lie at your

feet; no other mind can reason out for you the great first cause; no

other soul can drink the inspiration that belongs to you, nor thrill with

your own glad Eurekal and all the priests and prophets can never do

the work that belongs to your own right hand and Without this self

action, you shall soon enter into the interminable space a nameless

dwarf with it, you shall enter the garden of God, a glad student of the

unlimited possibilities that belong to a perfected manhood.

JESSE H. BUTLER.

-—-4.>-—-——

WOUNDS.

[Edgar Fawcett in the Atlantic contributes the following touching

poem concerning the strife, bloodless, but far more bitter than war,

which not only some women, but men also, are forced to wage or to en

dure while yet in the vale of mortal experience:]

He tells of hurts that will not heal;

Of aches that nerve and sinew fret,

Where sting of shot and bite of steel

Have left their dull mementoes yet.

And touched by pathos, filled with praise,

His gathered hearers closer press,

To pay alike in glance or phrase

Response of pitying tenderness.

But I, who note their kindly will,

Look onward, past the box-edged walk,

Where stands a woman, grave and still,

Oblivious of their fleeting talk.

Her listless arms droop either side;

In pensive grace her brow is bent;
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Her slender form leaves half descried

A sweet fatigued abandonment.

And while she lures my musing eye, ,

The mournful reverie of her air §

Speak to my thought, I know not why, '

In the stern dialect of despair.

Lone wistful moods it seems to show

Of anguish borne through laggard years,

With outward calm, with secret flow

Of unalleviating tears.

It breathes of duty’s daily strife,

When jaded effort loathes to strive;

Of patience lingering firm, when life

Is tired of being yet alive.

Enthralled by this fair, piteous face,

While heaven is purple overhead, '

N0 more I heed the old soldier trace

How sword has cut, or bullet sped.

I dream of sorrow’s noiseless fight,

Where no blades ring, no cannon roll,

And where the shadowy blows that smite

Give bloodless wounds that scar the soull

Of fate unmoved by desperate prayers

Fcom those its plunderous wrath lays low;

Of bivouacs where the spirit stares

At smouldering passion’s faded glow.

And last of that sad armistice made

On the dark field whence hope has fled,

Ere yet, like some poor ghost unlaid,

Pale Memory glides to count her dead.

+

We clip the following rich incident from an old California paper. It

is worth reading:

The male and female media, who make a business or pleasure of hold

ing consultation with disembodied spirits, for those who are not simi

larly gifted, but whose curiosity leads them to seek a glimpse “beyond

the veil,” have some curious experiences occasionally, and meet now

and then very eccentric clients. There is a medium of the gentle sex,

who does business. we believe, on Howard street; to her there came, in

spired by the universal curiosity, a reverend divine, of this city, skilled

in theology, and at home in the Asiatic languages. It was his firm de

termination to expose this humbug, and destroy, as Paul did of old, at

Ephesus, the prfiots and emoluments of all who minister to “strange

gods.” The simple preparations were made; the little plain, lacquered

table was placed in position, and the customary scraps of paper laid be

fore the visitor, on which to write his questions. The medium did not

seem much discomposed by the sanctified appearance of the gentleman.
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nor did her nerves tremble when she became aware that he was testing

her “familiars” in what was to her an unknown language. She had con

fidence in her “spirits.” The questions were put in Hindostanee, San

scrit, Arabic, Persian, and all sorts of strange languages.. The reverend

scholiast was airing his learning admirably, and, as he thought, to the

complete discomflture of the poor little medium. But he was mistaken;

for back from the spirit world, or somewhere else, came, in the same

languages in which the questions were put, full and most satisfactory

answers.

The questioner stared. He was sorely puzzled, while the medium sat

calm and unmoved, with a stray sunbeam, from the partially-curtained

window, glistening in the rich blonde tresses.

The divine tried her powers again and again, until his mind was in a

state of bewilderment; and he was fain to acknowledge, to himself, that

he had signally failed in his attempted exposure. He arose to leave, but

could not retreat without a parting word. ‘

“Madam,” said he, turning to the medium, who had risen with him,

and was standing demurely by his side, “your art is from the Devil;

abandon it, for the sake of humanity and your own peace of mind.”

Then there came a new light into the eyes of the hitherto quiet medi

um—the light that shines when the temper is aroused.

“Doctor,” said she. in calm, but decided, tones, "you, I presume, are a

minister of some church in this city, and you make a living by the prac

tice of your profession. I simply do the same thing by the exercise of

my peculiar gift. It may be right, or it may be wrong; I do not presume

to argue that point. Let it rest. But I may say this: If, as you assert,

the gift is from theFather of Evil, does it not follow, from the prompt

‘ ness and correctness with which your answers came, that your friends

must have a very near relation to that much-abused individual ?"

This was too much for the doctor. He was beaten at all points. With

muttered “Good day,” he passed out into the street, and the mediu m

saw him no more. '

Are we wrong in supposing that the little golden-haired lady had a

quiet laugh to herself after the remarkable interview was over ‘2”

-__“>__

If Spiritualism be low, crude, fitful, and not overwhelmingly certain,

it is because of the bad condition supplied.
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CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

In A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT, of May 25th, we are called upon to lend a

voice toward the suppression of Capital Punishment or of direct mur

der by hanging, directly concerning two boys who are sentenced to be

hanged on June 11, 1881, for the alleged murder of their father.

We are not personally familiar with the facts of the case, but the fact

that the government is about to launch into eternity two souls, upon

their (the government’s) own responsibility is enough to call forth our

highest sense of righteous indignation against such atrocious barbar

ism and injustice by the government toward the individual in this en

lightened age of the world’s history; it is, indeed, a relic of the Dark

Ages, and of Religious Bigotry and Priestal power; our sense of justice

and equal rights of one individual toward another, and of protection by

the government, is wrought to its highest, when we think of such bar

barism.

What right have a body of people, to so enact laws as to take that

which does not belong to them ? The life of one man does not belong to

another. Thus, if in the one case, one so far transgresses the laws of

life as to extinguish the life of one. (be called a murderer) is it not

equally as murderous an act, for a body of men to hound and in turn de

mand, as a ransom, the life of the unfortunate victim of unbalanced

mental physical forces?

We claim that the individual is not benefited neither is the communi

ty, only in a passing sense. We do know and can affirm that the execu

tion of the physical does not reform the motive of the act—See the

Watchman, for Feb. 1.

What would we have done?

First—Let the government so remodel its institutions, that reforma

tive schools may be carried on with a view to reform the physical as well

as the mental. As to the prison system, it is, in most cases, the very

system to create excitability of the mental forces: for example, you

place two lower animals within hearing distance, confine them to vicious

element and they, in turn, will become even more vicious than formerly,

this is the law of effect—just so with the lower growth of humanity, if

you place within breathing and hearing distance two or more that are

inclined to degradation, the contagion is sure to amalgate. In most, if

not all cases, men are even worse after being held in the present style of
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imprisonment. The legality may then ask us if we do not approve of

imprisonment—we say—most assurredly we do, but we would have such

spiritual surroundings as to act- directly upon the spiritual surround

ings as to act directly upon the spirituality of the one confined, not by

forcing upon them the contents of any one literary work as authority,

but by object teaching, such as the all-convincing proof of immortality

as given through truthful mediums, this will show to the individual

direct that he or she is strictly responsible for what they do, which is to

the contrary of what is now taught them.

Second—Supply them (the prisoners) with all Liberal, Spiritual, and

Reformatory, as well as religious literature—see Light for All, for May

15~instead of depriving them of reading matter, for the want of healthy

mental exercise, has a tendency to retrograde—consequently tends to

wards mental degradation.

Third—Seek to expand and enlighten their souls; seek in every pos

sible way to draw out their better natures by deeds of kindness and love;

letthem feel that you have an interest in their welfare other than sel

fish agraudisement.

Fourth—Have only such persons for keepers and instructors as have

a truly philanthropic and humanitarian nature, and are in their element

when they can be doing something to elevate their brother man and sis

ter woman—in other words Natural Teachers. '

By so doing, the prisons and penitentiaries will, indeed, be houses of

reformation. ' It can then be truly said, that the reform prison-house

has saved more souls than the church. ‘

We are aware that our hppeal is as a whisper on a roaring sea, but our

voice added to, and mingling with the voices of hundreds of others, will

soon drown the heavy roar. and will be heard by the thinking human

class that are yet in power, and also by those that will yet hold such

positions in the near future.

We hope to here from our brothers and sisters on this same subject.

We will say no more at present, but we by no means drop the subject

here, to the contrary, our life is devoted to all such work.

“Light in the darkness, day is at hand.”— Watchman.

—<.>—~—-—

That which gives most happiness to a man is doing right, and right do

ing gives pleasure, and pleasure is a factor of health.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED)

OUR SECOND VISIT TO MARYVILLE.

. '— l

We left Quincy, Sunday morning, the 17th of July, and arrived in St.

Joe the same evening. On Monday we went out in search of the minis

ters who had so kindly given their influence to induce the governor to

give the Talbott boysa respite. Before we started we inquired how

many ministers there were in St. Joe, but could not ascertain the num

ber. As we mused in walking along the street, an idea entered our

mind, there might be twelve apostles, and one of them that would be

tray his friend and brother, or that passed by on the other side of the

helpless criminal. ‘

The first one we met was a genial, pleasant enough looking gentleman

and we expressed ourselves in harmony with those who showed pity

for the unfortunate ones who had fallen by the wayside, and said when

we heard all the ministers in Jt. Joe, but one, done this little act of

kindness, we felt strengthened and happy to think the work of reform

was progressing, but soon our little barque received a shock by his (the

ministers) throwing a rock into the current of the stream, but our

barque passed over without a tremor, when the splashing of the waters

covered the debris. The gentleman said we had made a mistake in

supposing he was not in favor of capital punishment, as he most cer

tainly was, he would have the laws executed to the letter in regard to

capital punishment, regardless of other laws as his God said blood for

blood, but we endeavored to show him the great supreme love‘ taught
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us not to kill, or treat our neighbor as we would not like to be treated,

and that we were commanded to love our enemies, and treat them kind

ly and by doing so Would heap coals of fire upon their heads—the fire of

remorse and regret. After we understood each other, we bid him good

morning and called upon another one in the vicinity, found him in his

otfice; he met us in a friendly manner, took us cordially by the hand,

called us sisters. When he understood the oblect of our visit, instead of

throwing rocks or stumbling blocks in our way, he came on board and

we enjoyed a harmonious ride which will not be forgotten as our pleas

ant conversation is written on the eternal world, and will never be ef

laced.

There is not an idea or principle that has heaven or joy in it that can

ever die or be unfruitful. Tuesday we made another visit and found a

fine, benevolent looking person, with great firmness of expression. He

proved to be on the same plane of thought, as the first one on punish

ment. He listehed attentively to what we had to say, and thanked us

for the visit, gave us a pamphlet of his wifes production, and we felt

doubly paid for the effort made to meet the gentleman.

Women and men may judge in what circle they move by the expres

sion of their thoughts; if full of loving kindness it cannot be from a

sphere of evil, or from the lower regions, called by some hell, but if your

thoughts are dark and malignat, filled with murder and cruelty towards

the poor, unfortunate mortals that sufier their enemies to overcome‘

them, then they may judge what circle they dwell in.

It will be the same when they pass into another sphere, and it may

take ages to break the circle of murder and cruelty they dwelt in while

on earth.

Miss Merrell and myself appeared before Governor Crittenden, of Mis

souri, on the 21st of July to intercede with him for the lives of the Tal

bott boys. He gave us a polite and friendly reception of an hour which

we appreciated, feeling that our presence was the cause of him doing

himself so much honor. We did not call to see the Governor, but a man

and we saw him as such, and we expressed ourselves without reserve.

We saw at once he had resolved to have the boys killed; he said he

should abide by the decision of the jury and let the law take its course;

he would not interfere.

When Pilate was seated on the judgment seat, his wife sent to him

saying, have thou nothing to do with that just man; for I have suffered
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many things this day in a dream because of him. When Pilate saw that

he could not prevail with those men who were filled with murder and

revenge without creating a tumult, he took water and‘washed his hands,

before the multitude, saying, I am innocent of the blood of this just per

son: See to it. Then answered all the people, and said, his blood be

on us, and on our children. In the great crime committed on the 22nd of

Jnly in Maryville the multitude at least two thirds were not willing to

have the blood of those innocent boys upon their hands and all who

sent in their protest against that capital crime have washed their hands

and have taken one step upon the ladder of progression, and the re

mainder will soon stand on the same plane. The Talbott boys and their

father have been offered a sacrifice on the sltar of their country to de

stroy the prevailing evil of murder and punishment on this continent.

In a speech delivered in the Exposition Building, Chicago, before the

Union Greenback-Labor convention, June 9, 1880, by Hon. Perry H. Tal

bott, he uttered this prayer to his creator:

“Save me in the spirit land to guide in safety, in the future, the Green

back hosts, whose ever soundlng war-cry will be the equal rights of man.

Permit me to go unseen in the advance guard, where 1 can feel the jar

of the tread of the countless millions who with better success, will sing

peans of praise for the sacrifice we have made.”

MRS. M. MERRICK.

__-_‘.1>-_--_

1'HIB LAST SCENE IN THE TERE[BLB DRAM A.

THE TALBOTT BOYS.

Thanking the friendly reporter of the Post-Dispatch, St. Louis, for the

publicity which he has given our feeble efforts in regard to the Talbott

boys, will beg leave to exonerate ourselves so far as we have power.

We certainly were in earnest, when we know the evidence given by

the witnesses who appeared against the Talbott boys, whereby they

were condemned to be hung, and were hung, was worthless; that each

witness, excepting the uncle of the boys and one Leighton, had after

wards retracted, saying they had perjured themselves; that the detec

tive Brighton, who worked up the case, was an escaped convict having

served out four years in penitentiary and'is now under arrest for rob

bing the mail. There were tangible reasons, as well as the reasons
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which have been given by the spirit father. Men of sense, of judgment,

such as Honorable A. P. Morehouse, of Missouri, were co-operating with

‘us. Ministers of the gospel, hundreds, yea thousands of ladies sent in

their voice of pleading to stop the murder of the innocent. Ex-Senator

Conkling advised with Hon. A. P. Morehouse, a special friend of the

family, and gave his legal advice to grant the commutation of the sen

.tence, and the almost universal voice of the people assembled to wit- ‘

ness the most terrible tragedy which was ever publicly committed, was

one of pity, and a solemn weight rolled through that assembly which

WillJlBVBP be forgotten. We beg leave to say it was not epilepsy which

inspired us to labor with untiring zeal, but a high and holy power

which bade us lend our influence in the cause of justice and mercy

Thereis blood—innocent blood—crying from the everlasting habitation

of heaven for revenge upon Governor Crittenden. God pity him as he

would not pity. that anguish-stricken mother—that forsaken widow—

who cried herself for mercy, who sent the messengers in her stead to

again plead, in the person of Mrs. Merrick and writer. He would- not

listen to reason, would not give us one point in the evidence against

them upon which to base his reasons only said he would not interfere

with the decision of jury, but Gov. Crittenden did interfere so far as to

grant a respite, investigated the subject, found that the witness Wyatt

and Brighton retracted, and that'Mitchell contradicted himself in his

statement, and did not make a point otherwise,‘said nothing, save which

any man might manufacture. Not saying he did-manufacture it even,

yet we said to the Governor, Do you not give the criminal the benefit of

the doubt? The answer came, “We gave them the benefit of the doubt.”

Hanging then is the benefit of the doubt ? our answer came. The terri

ble, the fearful words came in answer to each plea: “I will not inter

fere with the court. Ladies, the boys will hang to-morrow.” Upon

whom but Gov. Crittenden does the responsibility rest? The appeal

was taken to him—the highest tribunal in the state of Missouri, and he

set the seal which doomed the young, the innocent boys, as he thought

but which sent their. pure spirits out into the unknown to be reunited

with their father, and to sing the song of triumph, “Oh death! where is

thy sting? Oh gravel where is thy victory ?,’ and doomed himself to

harrassing misery, to sleepless nights, and anxious solicitude. vGov.

Crittenden has shown himself unworthy a position of trust, where he

may deal out justice tempered with mercy to the suffering children of
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earth, and he will in the proper time take his true position, and a man

ofnobility, courage and bravery will come forth and vwith the gentle

wand of peace subdue this strife which is raging in some parts of their

beautiful state. I _

Even the prosecuting attorney Ramsey allowed it publicly announced

a few days before the execution in the St. Joe. Ga‘zette that he recom

mended commutation of the sentence.

This was a time when earnestness and zeal were required, but our ef

forts were a little over estimated by the reporter as all we did was with

in the hounds of reason and propriety. Our scene with the boys was

truly pitiable and one which was calculated to cause the senses almost

to forsakea humane and justice-loving individual. To see those two

boys, one of them withrthe stamp of childhood yet upon his brow, the

other just entering manhood with eagar expectant faces, knowing we

had come from the Governor and to feel that we could give them no

hope, no wonder that every human energy arose within us, when we

said, boys there is no hope; the Governor says you must die, are you still

innocent, and we see them look us steadfastly in the eye and say: “I

am innocent.” We looked into the depths of their souls with an earnest

ness that would not be deceived and saw that their words were true:

The dear mother broke down, but with noble bravery each threw an

arm around her sustaining her. The scene was enough to wring a.

harder heart than our own. The words arose to our lips: Thank God

that you are innocent; it is better to die innocent than guilty. “Yes,”

says' Albert, the elder, “we know it, but it is hard; but our innocence will

be proved before a year.” God grant that it may for the sake of that be

reaved family, that heart-broken mother. We turned to the priests, and

said, they are innocent ? Each bowed his head in assent with a holy s01

emnity and they were as sure of their innocence as were we. The dis

patch which we sent the Governor was in desperation almost;' we

would have at that moment dared anything which was in accordance

with right, that the right and just power might have prevailed, and Gov.

Crittenden might have been deterred from legalized murder, but he

chose, and we wash our hands from the blood-curdling deed saying

again, “God pity more than he did; not according to the Lord’s prayer

but deeper. But the eternal laws of the universe are yea and nay Right

or wrong here or there, up or down ascent or descent and God himself

moves in accordance with these IaWs. The sorrow-stricken mother said
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to us in parting “write something nice about my poor boys. Ihope they

are satisfied that they have killed them. And as we looked upon those

inanimate forms, heautiful in the last embrace of death, we said: There

let us lie rather than occupy a Governor’s seat with the stain of blood

upon our soul.

Gov. Crittenden held for a time within his hand a sparkling gem of

priaeless worth, but hurled into outer darkness. It was caught by a lov

ing, tender angel of mercy and retained in its pristine purity, for a no

ble and true son of God, to sparkle and radiate from the thrown of pow~

er, until it sends bright rays of purity into the darkened caverns of

their state.

Aye, let us be the man who is shot at his own fireside, and the boys

who died upon the scaffold, rather than the man of high position who

dared do such a deed because of political diiference. For we are sure

with the boys last words: “I am innocent,” and expressed upon the

scaffold, yet ringing in our ears, that Dr. Talbott’s dying wofds: “It

is a political enemy,” were true.

Let us lay ourselves down to rest, with loving hearts and pure con

sciences in obscurity, rather than be kings, queens or princes of power

with the sad wail of the orphan, the cry of the widow ringing in our ear,

or the blood of the innocent crying out for revenge. Let us give the no

ble intents sway that we may not crave honor save the true, not that

which is dishonor under a cloak.

IDA M. MERRILL.

 

THE MISSON.

 

. BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

4 

, Blest be the souls whose gentle power

Soothes sweetly in the trying hour;

And plant some happy loving thought

Where sorrow’s frenmed sting hath wrought.

Blest patience with her mild sweet eye

That lights the mourners where they lie

And ‘ves the fragrant soothing balm

That athes poor souls in heavenly calm.

Blest are the meek whose spirits sing

In every season notes of spring

That charm the wear in their wa

From sorrow’s vales o realms of ay.
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Blest are the hearts that bloom as true

As nature’s flowers, whose cups with dew

Sparkle each morn and smile all day

In the dear sun’s enlivening ray.

Blest are the winds by reason taught

What wonders human love hath wrought

In the sad. devious ways below

Where mourners in their sackcloth go.

Blest are the men who do and dare

When senseless clamor in the air

Intimidates the weak hearts round 1

That in earth’s common dust are bound.

Blest are the instruments of love

Whose notes attuned to themes above

Drown in their strains all discords here

And fling afar their songs of cheer!

And blest! O yesl how blest to be

In that dear strain, that symphony

One cheerful note that rolls along

Unbroken in the world’s glad songl

Wouldst be a Kin with regal, train ?

A warrior with a ero’s fame?

A poet with the laurel crown?

A statesman with a just renown ‘3

Be all—if thou but can and wilt;

But 1 my humbler wish have built

Upon the earth’s green car et spread

With blooming flowers an mossy bed.

Where fragrant hearts give sympathy,

And springing hopes wnh joy I see,

And where the ground was parched before

A sweet dyanthus spreading o’er.

1 Where some poor soul in sad despair

Bent to the earth in weary care,

Listens one moment in his way

To whisperings of the coming day.

And then like mercy—thrice I’m blest

In the calm song he sings of rest;

In the warm glow my spirit feels;

And in the world’s wide ringing pealsl

. _____,>___._

Spirit communion will become valuable according as it applies to the

needs of the soul, and the inner solicitations of your being. If merely

employed as a detective power to inquire after lost money, lost friends

lost power, or the clearest road to wealth, to ease, to enjoyment, then ybu

must lay yourself open to deception, to contradiction, and often to de

struction.
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, CRIME.

 

BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

 

It has been said—and very truthfully so, that Inconoclasts make very

indifferent builders; but it is just as true that the old house must be

first pulled down before the new one can be built in its place; and it is

also a fact that good builders often find it absolutely necessary to raze

the old building to its very foundation to make it possible to elevate a

more useful and beautiful structure, especially is this the case in the

more important parable of the theology, religion and morality of hu

manity. .

Whoever heard of but one God, until the idol destroyers had excited

the nations against their images of wood and stone, by showing their

impotence? Who ever heard of a Jesus, until a John the Baptist and

the essenses as a result of their quiet contemplation declared the blood

of bulls and of goats of no avail in the sight of a just ‘God, and that

bringing forth works, meet for repentance, was the only sacrifice accept

able to a just and loving Father? And whatever nation ever placed its

people on the throne and made its manager only its servant, until some

Brutus, Voltaire, Junius Franklin, Jefferson or Paine laughed to scorn

the divine right of kings ? And who shall ever live to see the universal

republic, until some grand intellectual hero shall stand up in his manly

indignation, and demand the abolition of this countless label of Ian

guages and religions, so that one language and one natural and philo—

sophical adoration shall at length be demanded by an united world, to

demolish national hatred; and in its place erect one banner on which

shall be inscribed and emblazoned, one golden circle, one universal

Father, one indivisible humanity and one excelsior of eternal progres

sion, on the silver background of love and mnsicl?

It is true, the opposers of punishment have been active for a few years

past in exciting sympathy in the hearts of the people for the condemned

victim of the law; but the remedy or substitute for punishment has

been almost forgotten except by a Davis; and the solution or question

of “what is crime?” has been-'almost, if not entirely ignored or overlook

ed, either from the fear of a local or fashionable standard, or from an

inability to logically examine or grasp the root of the matter.

And now I boldly ask what is crime? In Asia minor it is a virtue
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for a man to have a plurality of wives; and a young English oflicer was

rejected by a noble lady who loved him because he had no other wife

that she could chat with, and divide and enjoy the honors and pleas

ures of matrimony with her. In Europe (except in Turky) or in Amer

ica the damsel would have been shocked had she found out that her pro

posed husband had a rival to her in sacred precincts of home, and a mar

riage by deception would subject the offender to swift punishment; and

this is not the only crime that depends on its‘ local habitation, duelling

is still tolerated and applauded in a large portion of the world—even in

the world called civilized ( ‘1’) but fortunately punishable by law, and con

demned by the majority of sensible and educated persons. I might con

tinue to cite similarities with their paradoxical differences, but think

enough have been given, to establish the differential facts, and show

either conclusion to be a problem.

What then is crime? In answer I fearlessly assume the principle of

common law so often quoted in the books and at the bar,'but almost al

ways cast into contempt by judges and by juries, and never for a mo

ment looked into by the masses—crime is the act of a sane mind; noth

ing else CAN commit a crime; this is law and reason; and thank God it

is the highest spiritual intuition! and what is its negative? On this

hangs the justice or injustice of punishment—and in my answer I throw

down the gage in mortal combat, toward the hide~bound legal pension

ers, the boasting drivellers of the nineteenth century—the answer to its

negative is this—no sane or perfect mind ever committed a

crime; no insane, imperfect or unconscious mind can commit

a crime. Now howl, 0 legal bloodhoundsl can a brute commit a

crime? YOU say no; and why not? Can your quibbles extricate you?

No! and what shall you do? Why draw in a fresh inspiration of whis

key and tobacco and appeal to the cerberian public monster of vulgar

prejudice, and popular ignorance that priest and lawyer have been feed

ing with the'husks that the swine do eat, ever since the world began~—

that a few may lord it over God’s heritage; appeal to these, cry blood

and revenge! and the monster shall give you a million echoesll It has

already lapped up the blood of saints, heretics and martyrs; and why

not slake its modern thirst, by giving it the blood of the poor half-witted

victims of the ignorance and hot passion that you and your predeces—

sors have infused into the souls and bodies of your victims?!

.“Ah well”-—says some good simple soul—-“but here we are, and here
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are the criminals, and we must protect our lives.” But how no we pro

tect ourselves? Do we get up pleasant homes at the public expense till

they will pay for themselves; homes that give labor and health and in

structions and love, to many around that we all know to be insane, and

to others who are idle dissipators—explosive mines of dynamite that

are only waiting for the slightest touch of the infernal match of discord

to pierce the heart of a brother or sister, for whom they would have

shed their own blood in their cooler moments. in their right mind ? N0;

we lock no stable doors till the horse is stolen; and then where is your

horse? We restrain no theft or murderer until the gold is gone, or the

victims of this insanity and of our own improvident imbecility lie bleed

ing, dying at our feet! “Well,” say you, “who is to blame ‘P” God give

us charity! the priest and Levite have passed by on the other side of

the road, when they saw and knew that a brother was wounded; are the

priest and Levite insane or have they forgotten the oracles of God?

Let the dead bury their dead; and the dead sea apples turn into dust

in the darkness of the past; but let us who are (if we are) the children 0f

light—of a new, a higher and truer intuition, a warmer inspiration, lit

at the fire of fraternal love, leap up in our might, and demand justice

that is born in the cradle of human mercy, justice that cannot live on

blood, justice that shall lead its imbeciles, its infants, its half made-up

Richard, the Third; and place them in the schools, and on the farms; of

labor, mental and physical, and a constant gentle instruction of peace

and goodwill; and demand that every man shall be his brother’s keeper;

so that the first evidence or outburst of insanity in all or any of its

forms of drivel or of passion, shall be immediately conveyed into the

asylums that await them, in the provisions of an enlightened communi

ty; take the parent drunkard and put him where he can give to the

state no more children. thirsty for firewater and for blood; take the idle

rough and set him to work for himself and the state; it will do them

both good; take the lawyer or priest or doctor who indulges-in bad hab

its of drink or of lust, and put them in the same place to labor both with

body and mind; in this sober and sane moments they will all thank you;

and it will be cheaper for the state to keep their families with their com

pulsory physical labor, than to bury them in a drunkard’s grave, and

have to support their impoverished and degraded families in body and

soul afterward.

Place your present condemned criminals where they can do no harm,
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and where they can be redeemed, and fully vindicated as publicly as

they have been condemned unjustly if proved innocent after a time;

but shed no blood; capital punishment is a failure; it has gone crying

and cursing out of the world since the race begun, and has only engend

ered a continuity of accursed abortions in public and private, like unto

itself; it is a perfect paradox, for it is public murder that pretends to

prevent private murder, not unfrequently resulting in other murders

near the scaflold, and has never restrained other murderers in the hour

or moment of temptation and passion.

“Peaceto good willing men;” is not the figment of a weak imagina

tion; but the true translation of the song of the angels, and must and

can be engrafted in the constitutions of every State and in the hearts of

the people that have any claim to be led by a calm reason and a true

civilization.

 

OVER THE COUNTRY.

 

ONE THOUSAND MILES TRAVEL IN MISSOURI.

A Visit to St. Joseph, Kansas City, Jefferson City, Maryville, and Other

cities.

 

INTERVIEW WITH THE TALBOT’I‘ BOYS—THEIR EXECUTION, ETC.

  

[From The Quincy PosL]

ST. JOSEPH, 1810., July 18.

Sunday was a beautiful day. Clouds crowded back the warm rays of

the sun, which, with now and then a shower of rain, made it very pleas

for one who wishes to recuperate from the excitement of business and

its responsibilities by rambling about over the country in search of in

formation that may be of use to the people, who, as a rule, in their in

cessant toil have no money or time to spend going over the country to

gain an idea of the development of nature through the intelligent brain

of man, backed by energy and a desire to rise above the fog of poverty

and ignorance, into a condition of growth, prosperity and independence

which makes man the most enjoyable and contented being in the world,

as well as the most humane and liberty-loving in perpetuating the gifts
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of our forefathers, who struggled for years that this country might be

the asylum of the world’s oppressed and unfortunate people.

The H. & St. Joe road, controlled by gentlemen who are polite and

liberal in thought, and who desire to increase the growth of the country,

furnishes a means of transportation and travel that can hardly be sur

passed by any road in the west. Leaving Quincy on this road going

west, the pleasure-seeker or business man finds much to attract his at

tention. A rich growing country, decked with harvested wheat; with

fields of corn waving their blades like swords to protect them from out- -

ward enemies; with meadows clothed in a verdure of green, over which

cattle and horses feed in the highest luxury of their natures; with

streams of water murmuring in their courses, cut out by the rough

hand of nature, wind through the country, furnishing water to thous

ands, as well as amusement to those who have a desire to listen to the

rippling water as it goes playing over stones, tickling them in their

quietude; with cottages of beauty, surrounded by the wildness of nat

ure, are but few of the many attractions. Towns and villages, with

churches and school houses every few miles, mark the enterprise of the

Missouri people, and give a market to the produce of farmers on whose

skill and labor depend the happiness and prosperity of all the people,

for, from their labor must come the life-sustaining qualities of nature.

Yeal they are the kings of the universe. Let them cease their labor

and the world, the rich and the poor, the learned and ignorant, would

exist but a short season. Notwithstanding the power they wield, to-day

they are the most oppressed, robbed and cheated class of people on the

face of the earth. Year after year, in the burning heat of summer and

the cold blasts of winter they stand at their posts, and with scarcely a

sigh of complaint submit quietly and peacefully to the robbers who feed

off their labor by unjust laws, which were passed for the purpose of en

slaving the people to an unmerciful bondholding aristocracy which has

created huge monopolies to absorb the wealth of the country, and which

to-day are the great enemies of liberty and freedom in this country, as

they are well organized and are determined to go ahead with their work

of ruin by keeping the people in ignorance as to their aims and pur

poses.

A PHILOSOPHER.

Riding along slowly, noticing everything that comes in view, gaining

a thought from every new scenery, our eyes rest on a philosopher. we
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shall not name the town in which he liven but shall give a description

of it: Imagine a dozen houses, surrounded by as beautiful and as rich

country as the sun ever shone upon, through which a railroad passes,

and you have an idea of the village in which lives the philosopher we

are about to mention. He appeared to be a boy of about twelve sum

mers; with hair as white as snow: his eyes the color of the sky; with a

complexion that much resembled the Mongolian race. He, the philoso

pher, with deep meaning look, sat in the window of his father’s house

while the train passed by. Between his legs he held a pig that looked

almost as large as himself, which he was learning locomotive power,'or

the philosophy of steam. The pig squealed and he tightened his grip

with a grin of pain upon his face, when, all at once, the philosopher fell

and on him the pig. Then there followed an irrepressible conflict. The

boy, the philosopher, we call him, though he had recieved a fall, did not

give up his hold, and when last we saw him, he had his pig-student in

his arms trying to learn it some sense or manners when strangers are

near. No doubt he has more grit than ever did U. S. Grant, who is re— ,

ported in history, as having held to a cows tail while she ran a half

mile through mud and water, keeping him constantly flying in the air.

This boy reminds us of his grit, and if given a chance, he will no doubt

become president of the United States, and when he does, he will hold

on to the reins of government as firm as he ever held on to a pig in his
youth—no matter what may be the oppositionwor who may ridicule him,

or how many may be against him in his effort to carry out what he be

lieves to be a benefit to his race.

From the home of the philosopher we pass on to St. Joseph, where we

arrived about half after eight o’cIOck in the evening. A few minutes

ride from the depot brought us to the Pacific House, the largest and

best hotel in the city, as well as one of the best in the west. From our

room, thirty one, we have a beautiful view of the city. For miles we

can see the surrounding country, through which the Missouri river lazi

ly winds its way to the Father of Waters. Looking out over the city of

St. Joseph from our stand-point it presents. a striking appearance,

though not so beautiful as Quincy, yet business seems to be more lively,

and improvement far ahead of the latter city. Situated as it is, with

the advantages of the growing west, it has great promises for the future

and will doubtless soon become one of the leading cities of this country.

Its population is claimed to be 30,000; is well represented by able
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newspapers of all political parties. good schools, charitable institutions,

etc. Its wholesale houses and manufacturing establishments are all

doing a fine business, which invite rival firms. Indeed, no city in the

west has greater advantages than St. Joe. Blessed with transportation

of all kinds, surrounded by a rich country, inhabited by men of enter

. prise, its future appears great, and nothing, save a great national calam

ity can stay its growth for even a season.

-—<.>—

A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

 

- (CONTINUED)

ISAAC’S LAST BLESSING.

 

Mother of love! Mother of light!

Teach thy child no lesson of deceit;

Keep pure honesty ever in sight;

Teach him to ascend with ready feet.

A blessing, which is not freely given,

May change into a fearful curse.

Let it be sweet and pure from heaven,

Or unto thy child he result is worse.

Deceive not that father with eyes so dim,

But rather let Jacob the next best take,

His father may have a special one for him,

Do not deceive for righteousness sake.

Rebekah was weak; her favored child,

She fain would have supplant his brother,

And planned at once the scheme so wild,

Oh, Rebekah, thou weak frail mother!

Esau had gone at the bidding of his father,

To search for venison in the wood,

But Rebekah says: Jacob I would rather

Prepare from the flocks the savory food.

Go bring two kids, and dress them well, ‘

And you his last blessing may receive,

But Jacob says Esau from Jacob he may tell;

Esau is hairy, and he will not believe.

But the skin of goats upon his hands,

In Esau’s raiment he was dressed,

Before his father now hestands,

And that he was Esau now confessed.
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Oh mother of love! Oh mother of light!

Th child a greater blessing might have,

And een obtained by the power of right,

Rather than by the power of a knave.

To steal his brother's blessing!

How many a son of God to-day, ,

Is ulrlnon this same law of right aggressing,

A owing selfish motives to sway.

But mothers, let your children all meet,

The blessing of holiest love;

The sweet pure souls teach not deceit;

Link them by goodness t0 realms above.

When Isaac was very old and his eyes dim, he thought that the day of

his death was near, and accordingly called Esau, his son, and bade him

go and hunt and bring him venison, that he might give him his blessing.

Rebekah, his wife, hearing him speak to Esau, called Jacob, her favorite,

and bade him go to the flock and bring two kids, saying: I will make

savory meat, such as thy father loves, and thou shalt take it to thy fath

er that he may eat and give thee the blessing. But Jacob objected say

ing: Esau is a hairy man, and I am a smooth man, and my father will

recognize me, and will curse me as a deceiver instead of blessing me.

Aye! there is a truth—a diamond in thy words Jacob. A deceiver!

What aterrible thing it is to be a deceiver, to falsify, to obtain anything

by a wrong action. Stand firm upon the mountain of right. Yes, sons

of God, stand up with the firm faith of a freeman; stand up with the

sceptre of honor, taking nothing only that which is yielded you by the

open sesame to true honors, and that is Right.

It is so beautiful to see one in whom we can place confidence, whom

we know that the wealth of the world would not tempt to falsify, or to

use the poisoned arrows of deceit to obtain any coveted treasure. It

turns to ashes in the hand in this case. But if thou dost steadfastly

pursue the true and beautiful path of duty, coveting not thy brother’s

blessing, thou wilt find thine own is far more beautiful to thee, far more

consoling than his would have been, because more appropriate, more fit

ting. .

Each human being has a peculiar sphere or position or blessing, and

in that position only does he move with ease and fulfill his life mission.

Another’s talent or life-work may appear so brilliant, and thine own so

dull, yet if thine own is carried out faithfully, thy life picture written

upon the eternal world is beautiful and radiant as the morning star, and
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as worthy the great Master’s bidding; “Well done good and faithful

servant,” as though thou hast ten talents to improve.

And again thou mayst have ten talents and may look upon the for

midable work of improving them, and may faint at the thought and fain

deceive thyself into taping a position of more ease, yet thou art cheating

or deceiving the eternal Father and holy angels of the just returns—the

interest for the blessing given, and throwing the responsibility of their

own great power upon weaker frames, thereby rendering the law of

equality void. ,

Rise up ye mothers, and mothers’ sons and deceive not the Eternal

Father of the Universe hoping to gain the blessing of another, for the

deception will be known and the blessing will eventuate in a curse.

Gield on your armors of love and faith, and fight the battle valiantly and

bravely that thy blessing may be sweet and pure from the angel’s hands.

That the Father’s blessing may be one of love unmixed with pity over

failures or chasteuings for sad mistakes. IDA M. MERRILL.

_____‘.>_____._._

DIAMOND DUST.

 

Nature requires temperance.

To do Right, is the foundation of Spiritualism.

Hanging does not reform men as is generally snpposed;but make them

more powerful to accomplish evil in murderous circles.

The Church is in a desperate struggle with the original plan of ore

ation.

You cannot conceive, nor can one explain, all the conditions of spirit

life. ~

All wise spirits know that it is not good for you to obtain everything

without effort. '

What is more noble in human nature than the justice of men toward

each other. ~

Just now it is the fashion for men like Joseph Cook 'to conjoln radi

calism with moral laxity.

Organize, and work together for everything that calls for reform.

Every great discovery and invention has been made at the instigation

of the devil——say the churches. ,

There is punishment in the spirit life, the same as in this life, and ev1

.ery man must sufler for his own acts.

\
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To the subscribers of A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT I send greeting, asking

protection and support in the work I am inspired to do. There is no

other way to do anything on earth'that is done but by inspiration, and

you may judge from what sphere I draw by the deeds I do, and

principles I advocate, and all I desire is freedom to act according to the

knowledge I possess; and as others who have made a covenant or agree

ment with a firm or person to do a work or co-operate harmoniously on

a plan of business.

Now, thls I did three years since—went into business with my hus

band—I was to use what means I could spare, and he with others was

to direct and sustain me-hold me up against all opposition. I wish to

make every person that I form a line of attraction with to understand

Iam not deranged, hallucinated or epileptic. My physical health is as

near perfection as possible; seventy years old; sleep sound and don't

miss a meal; eat all the food I like best, and never feel a pain. You

can judge of my moral health by what I say and do. Our deeds are the

mirror in which our spirit first sees itsInatural lineaments, and I am

watching and comparing mine with the model, Jesus of Nazareth, and

working diligently to bring about the same result that he did, or that he

worked for, and I- meet the same opposition. The saints say I get my

inspiration from the devil. Well, I find a widow and two daughters;

good, industrious, honest, benevolent people, Baptist if that is any cred

it, and they so oppressed with poverty; no husband or son to help them;

there Was scarcely a ray of hope, for two long years; I saw them mov

ing from one house to another—sometimes almost helpless by sickness
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—and I felt as tired as they did, and determined to ’buy at house for

them to live in; so I bought a piece of property, worth what I paid,

and allow them to occupy it without paying rent until they are able,

and doing some other little favors. Now who is at the bottom of this

act? Is it the devil or is it love to one’s neighbor? Am I deranged or

have I made proper use of my means ?

Please remember this and protect me in the right to use my money as

I please. Miss Merrill is one of the daughters spoken of; she is a medi

um without a blemish on her character, and writes from the sphere of

her development, and you may judge from what region it comes; she

was raised in the Baptist church and was a member of the same in

Quincy, and when the family had moved into a house, and Miss Merrill

receiving remuneration for her writing, the Church notified her to come

before the council, as they did Peter and John eighteen hundred years

ago, and they treated her in a similar manner; would not allow any of

‘her friends to be present, and when they had sneeringly questioned her,

they offered to take her into the arms of the church, or what they call

Christ’s kingdom on earth, if she would denounce all spirit communi

cation, and spiritualists, never speak or preach the gospel of Jesus of

Nazareth, (spiritualism) they would receive her. Her answer came:

“Never; I would die at the stake first.” Can any one see a devil, on

either side? I can see a had, dark influence, and Isaih, the prophet says

to the chosen ones: ,“Your hands are full of blood, and when I meet one

who says blood for blood, I feel their hearts may be full of murder,

ready to kill. I am learning the alphabet of the science of life, and the

laws by which we live, move and have a being. Now, I perceive one

law with no limits of variation, and hope in time to find the missing

link that binds the spiritual with the natural.

Mas. M. Mnnrucx.

 

THE BAD EXECUTION

OF THE INNOCENT CHARLES E. AND ALBERT P. TALBOTT.

 

With a sob, a sigh and sorrowful wail,

Oh, how can we tell the pitiful talel

How sad the cit 1 what a solemn palll

Has fallen wi h darkened cloud.

They have sent them out beyond recall,

“- And a groan re-echoes through the crowd;
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Their entrance to the spirit world,

The angels greet with peace.

The glorious banners are unfurled,

For them there is no release.

Sad it seems unto us below,

But the realm to them so ure, so bright,

Will scatter now their fear ul woe;

They shall rise to realms so light.

The pitiful cries of the mother of love,

Were rejected by the man of power,

And down from t e great white throne above,

They shall come at an unexpected hour.

Shall prove the truth: we did not kill,

Our home now is one of pure bright love,

And our message to you is in the hours so still,

We are anchored in the clime above.

Innocent they were thrust from the land,

Thrust out, without a hope of life;

But they’re are anchored on the shining strand

In gladder, newer grander life.

Innocent, thank God! ’tis better so,

Than if bloodstains their brow did mark,

. Sorrow so great to those who are left below,

With the black stains of guilt so dark.

Resting on the brow of innocent youth,

But life is short, eternity grand;

Shall reveal the truth, the grand mighty truth,

Innocent they were thrust from the land.

But they’re not dead. only gone before,

On a calm and a quiet eve,

Will visit the loved ones on this shore

Who sadly for them now do grieve,

How pitiful, how sad to take a life,

Take that which men can never give,

Oh, haste the day! when endeth strife,

When the law will bid e’en criminals live,

When no more murders through the land,

Shall flow with baneful power; .

Oh, haste the day, with triumph grandl

Oh, haste that grand, that joyful hourl

But these dear boys, why must it be?

They must sufier for a guilty race;

Perhaps ’twill set many innocent free,

Perhaps ’twill legal murder efface.

God, grand them power to come to earthl

To appear as angels from a cloud,

To come and prove the true Right’s worth,

To come and appal the murderous crowd.

IDA M. LERRILL.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

 

wnnnn’s 'rnn sm?

(commune)

 

“Harry has told me that I was dearer to him than his very life, Eva;

that he loved me better than a sister would you believeit ?”

“Why yes, Alice, I am not astonished. I could have told you the

same beforeI ever saw you. I know that he expects to marry you or no

other, only he has feared that you would never consent to marry any

one as you always said so and desired to be a teacher for life.”

"Well, Alice, I never thought of it in this light before. I have always

looked upon Harry, as my dear brother and never thought of the event

of his marrying, and then, of course, there would be some one else he

must listen to and he would have no time or inclination perhaps to lis

ten to my fairy stories. I have always been content to have him near

me as my dear brother, and adviser never thinking of the future, but

his letter has awakened a new train of thoughts in my mind. Shall I

read you the letter just as it is. It will express my revelation better

than my words ?,’

“Certainly, Alice, if you wish it. I should be greatly pleased to hear

it. I understand his heart and yours too, perhaps better than you do

yourself. 'Your sisterly afiection for my cousin Harry is deeper than

my cousinly one; for mine is the tie of blood, whilst yours is the tie o'f

kindred souls. 'I presume I never should have realized this chord, had it

not have been that I became so familiar with Betsey Herr and her story.

But let me hear the letter." I/

With a slight blush tinging her pale face which had deepened as she

advanced, she read as MloWs: _

MY DEAR Srsrnn.FonnvER:—Your answer, ronmn! which came

in reply to my inquiry. or rather request, that you would be my sister

_ forever has buoyed up my spirits; has given me a new inspiration, and

a new impetus: Dear little sister, did you realize how much that request

of mine contained, and What a ray of hope the answer was to your

brother. No! you dil not realize the depth of meaning which my words

cantalned, you simply answered the surface words, but with a pathos
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which gave me an insight into your inner soul which responded uncon

sciously. Yes, Alice, I want you to be my sister forever—my more

than sister. There is a nearer and dearer tie yet, Alice. Will you

change the expression, and be my little wife? Some day in the future,

when I have finished school, come home touttend to business like your,“

papa, as you sai l I should, then will you be my own true wife forever?

I have no flowery expressions of sentimentality, no g'owing descriptions

of a bright future.no offers to make but my simple, honest and candid

assertion that, I love you. You are dearer to me than my v"ry life,

were your existence blotted, or me too look upon you as anothers. Our

lives have grown tocether, our very natures have intertwined, like the

beautiful ivy which clings to the stone church, branch twined within

branch, new tendrils coming forth and locking their tiny arms of na-t

ture’s beauty within each other, each new thought that springs from

the breast of either, is answered by a correspondence, until our souls are

linked together, and with me would be as the tearing asunder of my

' whole life. and with you als0,.Alice, if you will but enter your hearts

chamber and consider our whole lives and look upon the picture, that we

must be severed from the tie of sister and brotherhood, in the event

that either of us should marry another. 1 know that it has been your de

sire Alice, to remain single as Aunt Fannie and teach, but your mother

will not consent, and I claim the right to show you a better path of life,

perhaps. “Will you accept? Consider it well, and give your heart an

opportunity to respond. You may allow Eva to read this, as she un

derstands me, and says she does you also. \Give my best cousin-love to

Eva, and retain the unreserved homage of my heart for yourself.

Your own affectionate brother,

HARRY ERNEST.

P. S.—-I shall in my next give you some idea of how we are progres

sing here, but in this could only express the upper most desires. of my

heart. Clint has given Eva a description of our trip and our arrival at.

Vassar. We are looked upon by the senior class as quite green, never

theless we must stand our initiation. '

' HARRY.

She read the letter in a tremulous voice, almost subsiding intoa whis-,

per. This earnest declaration of Harry's sunk into her soul, awakening

a responsive chord; it vibrated through her nature arousingthe sympho

nies which had been attuned, but need only magician’s wand to send the
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fairies of music tripping over the keys, sending echoe after echoe rip

pling thrOugh her nature. You are dearer to me than my very life

The words echoed and r-eechoed with a force'which she could not conq

_uer if she would, and it seemed she had no'such desire. There was so

much of faith and trust, confidence, and greater than all magic, I love

you. It was all-powerful. There were no other words which could

arouse a pure, truthful, affectionate, devoted nature as Alice’s was, like

these. Had he brought the wealth of the Indies, the fame of an Alexan

der, the beauty of an Apollo, or the might of a monarch and lain at

her feet craving her homage, he would not have gained so much as by

the simple words, “I love you.”

To be surehe had always loved her, and she him, but in that natural,

brotherly, sisterly way which had been unexpressed, but now called for

something deeper, higher, holier, grander; her womanly nature moment

arily expanded, as the'flower opes in the mom as the sun's warm rays

pour upon it when it has been refreshed by the dews of even. Again

we say, Mrs. Kent do not ruthlessly attempt to tear this beautiful blos

som from the stem, but let it bloom and shed its fragrance upon the air

and gladden our hearts by its beauty.

For a few moments, neither spoke. Eva had caught Alice’s spell and

silently the influence swept athwart the harps of their separate lives,

with the same melodious ripple which seemed rendered as a duett by

the same fairies of music which had held possession of Alice.

Alice was the first to break the silence: ,

“Eva, it is just Harry isn’t it? honest, loving, affectionate, cousin

Harry. As he says, he could not offer any sentimentality, it is so for

eign to his nature. It is all expressed, and you Alice have the power

to make him a noble man, or send him reeling to a drunkards grave.”

“Do you really think so, Eva. It seems to me that I. am of so little

importance in the world, that I could not assist any one. I feel so de

pendent.”

“Yes, dear Alice, but it is your gentle, clinging nature which has

wound around him a silken cord that binds you to him in a tender and

loving sympathy. It strengthens him more than strong and forcible ad:

vice from a self-important person. He is won by the gentleness which

is a sister blossom to the words he said: ‘I love you.’ ”

“What shall I say, and what shall I do Alice? I love Harry as my

dear brother, but this has never occurred to me. Oh I could not think
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of it, even being otherwise; but that I should have him as my adviser,

when he is near me or even when absent to a great extent. But Eva I

have never thought of marrying Harry really."

“But Alice, you never could marry any one else feeling _as you do, cer

tainly.”

“No indeed, I could not, but have never thought of marrying any one,

have absolutely protested against it.”

“Alice, when your papa and mama die you will be entirely alone in

such a case, and Harry could not be the same brother to you were he

married. Grandma says, people make too light of such matters; she

always told me she wanted me to marry for love, and to be sure that

the one who sought me for his wife loved me in preference to every oth

er woman in the world”, then only she would say, “Eva, can you expect

to live in unison through adverse fortune, through sickness and sorrow

as well as through the bright days of prosperity.” She says she has seen

so many people who had no love for each other, and they either lived

unhappily or parted in many cases. With you and Harry, nothing could

separate you in your sympathies. As he says, your nature’s have inter

twined as the ivy upon the church. How lovely a comparison Harry

has made. I have watched the ivy which so beautifully drapes that

stone church since I have been here and there was always something in

it that reminded me of protection, of shelter, but I never thought of

Harry's idea. Eva, may I advise you. I feel that I must. Perhaps

your mama will desire to have you make a brilliant match, but she will

surely allow you to consult your own heart.”

“Yes mama desires me to reign a belle for some time, she says, and

then to maf'ry brilliantly as you say, but 1 have told her always it was

my desire not to marry at all. Papa says: Let her do as she pleases,

mama. And I could not force myself into anything even to please ma

ma which was so opposed to my sense of right.”

“Well, Alice, write to cousin Harry and tell him of the state of mind

and it will be satisfactory to him,"

CORA CORAL. ‘

______.>__._

If earth was the only habitation of men, and death an idle dream

the career of men would be the most imperfect of all the countless in
habitants of the animal kingdom. I I

l
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22ND 01" JULY.

 

We started with some hope to see the Governor to intercede for the

Talbott boys, and be readily granted an interview. But, alas! for any

bright hopes, he firmly says: “I will not interfere with the law.”

God grant that the day may soon be ushered in when the law will not

require any interference in regard to capital punishment. We plead

with him to commute the sentence, as it was the _wish of hundreds

throughout Missouri and other states. But each time the answer came:

“The boys must hang.” Although we had been treated politely by the

Governor, we left discouraged and hopeless. We hastened to the scene

of the tragedy; was dmitted to the jail by Sherifi Toe], found two

priests in attendance, the boys bathed in tears and the mother prostrat

ed with grief. Albert says: “We are innocent;” Ed repeated the same

and I know they were in my inmost soul. We did not remain long, but

still hoped something would come from the Governor. What joy would

have filled that mother's soul to-night, were such the case—the sentence

commuted and still the law not violated. But as it is, her soul is filled

with woe unutterable. As we gazed upon thelifeless clay, beautiful in

the last embrace of death, we say: How beautiful they look—no resem

blance to the miserable portraits pretending to represent them. Alas!

we say, has right yielded her everlasting power, and in this moment of

trial deserted her children, left them starving upon the husks of the

world’s cold charity. But we throw aside the curtain, we see spread a

feast of unfailing sustenance. We see the crimson, wine of love poured

by a dear savior, and we see the fruition of hope: we see that the two

innocent boys executed this 22nd of July are saviors for the age; we see

the corner stone of reform is laid; but, oh! at what a cruel sacrifice!

Oh! angel of mercy! Come! and temper the rude blast to that sorrow

ing mother bereft of both husband and elder sons by the cruel hand of

injustice. Oh could not the world be redeemed, reformed, saved with

out such a terrrible sacrifice of human life. But thanks be to the Om

nipotent and holy power, a long life is only a step in the great eternity

of joy, where the cup will be filled to the brim, and the sweet chalice of

truth and purity shall flow for the weary souls, where the bright flow

ers of hope and trust shall forever blossom, and the loved ones sing to
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gether the songs of redeeming love, and we unite the dissevered frag

ments of our lives, where the baneful evil cannot thrust between the

poisoned darts of malice and envy.

The hour arrives when they must be ruthlessly cast into eternity. Oh,

the excruciable agony of those moments. Oh fiendish and hellish relics

of barbarism! God haste the day when thall be only as such, and when _

our country shall be beautiful and pure—no bloodstains upon her lovely

banner oi peace. Rise up, Oh, ye sleeping ones, and shake off the shack

les which enslave our people. Let your voices ring with the chorus,

Salvation to the people! '

IDA M. MERRILL.

 

SINOBRITY.

In my joy I said, the world is fair,

It was so sweet, so pure, so heavenly,

To Wi away the tears of care

To nd the balm I'd sought so patiently.

A heart which could appreciate,

My inner soul, my heaven-born ideal,

But now there sinks the sullen weight,

My imaginations were they real

A cloud of sombre nightly hue,

Rests now upon that glittering ath,

Those congenial thoughts 1 thoug t so true,

Are changed into the worthless chaff.

Like a glim se of the soul, it came to me,

That intel igent thought we understand,

Which says my soul surely understsnds thee,

How sweet to grasp such one by the hand. ,

But alas are we mistaken in our view,

Did we read aright at that day.

Has an evil one taken that soul so true,

And spirited it far away ?

Has another power come rushing in ?

Or have we ourselves taken a vail?

Is it the power of the viper sin ?

Or simply his last sad, dying'wail?

We would have light, be not deceived?

.We would not use the cursed bane,

Had we not the insight received.

We had not known the sad refrain.
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’Tis a cheeringftbought to find a soul ,

Who realizes the depths of purity,

Who yields the all to heaven’s control,

And isfilled with truest sincerity.

;.

—Corm CORAL.

 

OVER THE COUNTRY.

ONE THOUSAND MILES TRAVEL IN MISSOURI.

A Visit to St. Joseph, Kansas City, Jefferson City, Maryville, and Other

cities.

 

INTERVIEIV WITH THE TALBOTT BOYS—THEIR EXECUTION, ETC.

[From The Quincy Post]

In our rambling over the city our attention was called to the Talbott

boys,whom we found securely placed in ‘jail waiting the day of execu

tion, which isto take place Friday, and of which mention will be

made further on. They appeared to be of good cheer, and when asked if

they thought they would be hung, replied in a laughing manner

that they thought they would be saved; that the governor would com

mute their sentence to penitentiary; that their lawyer was working

hard to influence the governor to do so, and they believed he would

succeed. When asked if they had confessed to the murder of their

father, they said they had, but did so under the promise of their at

torney that their lives Would be spared. This shows their weakness

in not adhering strictly to the truth at all times and under every emer

gency. Younzasthey are—mere boys, so to speak—it cannotbe ex

pected that they would stand as firm as men of experience, yet

there seems to have been no necessity for them to assert, which

they claimed to be a falsehood, with the expectation of mercy. If their

story was true, they should stand by it, and not acknowledge that

they killed their father because their attorney advised them to do so.

However, taking everything into consideration, it seems at this writing

Tuesdayevening.thattheir sentence will be commutedto penitentiary

for life,as nine—tenths of the people seem to be in favor of such, rather

lan hue 11m (xecutedmwing to their youth and the character of
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the witnesses who testified against them and on whose evidence they

are to die Friday.

Before leaving St. Joe Tuesday, we visited

w. 0. codes GREAT snow

in the afternoon, which was the principal attraction of the dav.

Through the kindness of Mr. Coup and his press agent, who are

Very pleasant and obliging gentlemen we were given a reserved seat

to witness the startling acts of this wonderful show. Fully 10.000

people witnessed the afternoon performances, filling every seat, and al

most the entire IIippodrome ring. In fact, it was a great success to

the manager, who deserves praise for his untiring efforts to fur

nish the people amusement worthy of their liberal support, and we are

glad to see him prosper with his wonderful enterprise.

We leave St. Joe in the evening for Cameron, Mo., thirty-one miles

south-east, and ten miles from where the great train robbery oc

curred recently. The town. numbering 3,000 inhabitants. is yet in great

excitement over the bold robbery, and every efiort is being made to cap

ture the parties, but so far nothing has been heard from them. It is

generally believed that two of the number are the James boys and that

they are secreted somewhere along the Missouri river, waiting another

opportunity tn further their hellish design. At all events we trust that

they- will be captured ere they have another privilege and placed‘

where they can never more do any injury tosociety. From Cameron

we pass along to _

KANSAS CITY,

fifty miles west, where we arrived at 9 o’clock Wednesday morning.

which seems to be the most prosperous and growing city in Missouri

so far as our knowledge goes. An idea of this city may be had when

we mention the fact that it has 65,000 inhabitants, 15 railroads, 5 ex

press companies, 4 street railways, 5 telephone companies, Thanks,

35 churches, 12 public schools, 14 colleges and academies, 2 libraries, 18

newspapers, 2 opera houses, 3 cemeteries, 3 hospitals, 27 incorporated

companies for manufacturing, etc. Situated on the Missouri River,

surrounded by a rapidly developing country, with the great advantag

esof the west, and its increasing wealth, no city in the United States

has a brighter future than it has. Space forbids us giving a further

notice at this time, and we leave here to-night for Maryville, Mo., to

await the execution of the Talbott boys. which the Governor declares

shall take place Friday.
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FREEDOM T0 EVERYBODY.

WHARFAGE on RIGHT.

There seems to be a great contest between our city council and K. &

N. Packet line in regard to a disputed right but which the aldermen

cannot agree upon. The question with a part of the council, “Is it right

to tax the owners of boats so exorbitantly when 'the railroads a great

many of them are exempt from taxes, and those which are taxed only a

small amount in proportion to that which has been imposed upon—the

K. & N. line packet company. We take the platform right upon gener

eral principles—right. justice and eqality in all things although other

cities on the rivers realizing the benefit which accrues to a city in the

event of boats landing at the wharf, not taking an inch of their land ex- ‘

cepting that which is occupied by the wharfboat and freight depot-—

they cry out with energy the rights of the citizens must be protected.

We wonder if the Mississippi river has ever been purchased by any

city from the government of the United States? Does not the freight

depot pay for the use of its ground ‘1’ What would the citizens of Quin

cy do without a freight depot, and wharfboat when they wish to send

freight by the way of the river, because it is the cheapest method of

transportation also when they desire to travel in the most pleasant and

healthful manner during the summer.

It is urged by one of alderman that the city needs the money more

than the company , but is this a general principle of right? If you en

force a law in one instance, let it be general, do not attempt because you

have power to extort from one to supply the loss in another quarter.

It the city needs money to furnish extra adornments or entertainments,

such as was furnished on the Fourth of July, then because it is a city,

she has a right to do that which would be considered an extortion by an

individual. If the question is satisfactorily settled, that all the bene

fits are to the boats and none to the city then you must consider the

question all the benefits are to the railroads, and none to the city yet

wise gentlemen of the council when you are prepared to take a. ride to

visit some friend, or upon some errand of business, what benefit is it to

take the steamer lying at your wharf, or the car at the depot and you

go speeding upon your journey, on the wings of progress ?

Perhaps you may answer: we traveled without these aids fifty years
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ago. Very well, as the steamer or the railway is of no benefit to you,

and you perhaps desire to take a long journey, hitch your team of oxen

and set out upon your journey, or if you prefer a river trip take your ca

noe, fill the box with provisions, sail away; yon are in both cases inde

pendent of both steamers and railway, you had started with the expec

tation of taking a position in a neighboring city but to your dismay find

you are “just a week late sir.” A gentleman who came in on the next

train, in answer to a dispatch secured the vacancy, and in your pleasure

trip upon the river you find that you are cramped for room, must labor

incessantly to propel your boat, and the waves have swept over your

provisions, until it is not suitable food for swine, and the beautiful

steamer goes scudding past; its guests waving their handkerchiefs to you

as they pass as signals to cheer you on, in your independent mode of

progression.

Right is right, by whomsoever perpetrated. If it is right for a

city to organize a monopoly of the banks of the Mississippi then it

was right for England to attempt to monopolize the high seas to the

detriment of the colonists who were our forefathers, and they should

not have rebelled. Individuals or nations are governed by the same

laws, and we cannot see where the authority has its derivation save in

that of power, which is vested in a corporation which would be consid

ered henious crime in individuals. When men learn that cities, nations

and even churches are responsible for any infringment upon rights or

wholesale cheating, perhaps they will strike at the root of true reforma

tion and true duty as regards obtaining money for public benefit. If it

is right for the city to tax all these modes of transportation they should

look to the benefit which the city also receives. for without these modes

of transportation we certainly should be obliged to resort to the fifty

years-ago mode of progress and travel. IDA M. MIRRILL.

_____<.>____

A few days before the death of Mr. Rutherford, of St. Louis, he went

with Mr Tuckett to a seance. The medium told him to go home, set his

house in order and arrange all his business, as he had but a few days

to live. His death occurred a few days after. Still the world says it's

all a humbug. I

~—-——<0>———~

Subscribe for A Fouursm or hear.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

 

(CONTINUED.)

Isaac blessed Jacob, thinking he was Esau, making him Lord over his

brethren and desiring for him the fatness of the earth, and he had but

left when Esau returned with the venison which he had been sent to

prepare, his joyous expectation was turned into bitter lamentations,

and he earnestly desired a blessing also. Isaac gave him a blessing, in

which he was to serve his brother for a time, and then the yoke was to

be broken from his neck.

And great and bitter hatred filled Esau because Jacob had so wronged

him. Yes, when those who should not have power, those who should

be subject unto the stronger powers, by unfair means, obtain a blessing.

in a material sense, the one who should receive the blessing, to whom

the power of leadership is a right, a natural and inherent principle

instilled by God himself and imprinted upon the tabernacle of the soul

in the characters of love, mercy and justice, will be able in time to

break this yoke if he valiantly battles for the right; not forgetting that

his right is inherient, is honorable, is heaven-born, God-given and free

ly bestowed, he will succeed beyond his greatest expectations in honor

oring that father who bestowed the blessing and will become a great

and luminous star in the nethermost heavens, will rise up from the

yoke of bondage, strengthened by the short stay in the mighty work by

the wrong perpetrated upon him by a brother who fain would take by

stealth that which does not belong to him—that which is an undisputed

right of another.

It was agreater theft, obtaining this blessing 'by stealth than it

would be‘to rob one of material wealth, and so to-day one may rob

another in a spiritual sense, and commit a greater crime than if he rob

bed him of material wealth.

The wrong upon the spirit is the deepest. The harsh and bitter words

which rob him of hours of rest, of peace of mind and strength of soul—

the slanderous words, which rob him of character, which cast a biting,

7 stinging influence as of the adder upon a pure nature, the cold and un

charitable words for those who are in distress, robbing man of happi
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ness and joy—which constitute heaven—there are greater thefts than

material ones. Then ye bigot, who sit upon the throne of justice and

condemn the weak, frail man, pinched by poverty and suffering, goaded

to madness by seeing his family in a suffering condition and the money

gods who have extorted it from the widow and the orphan, resting in

luxury and ease, see him pale and exhausted commit the theft which

wrings his very soul, but which he feels is his last effort to save his tor

tured family. And the man, who remorselessly robbed the widow and

orphan of their just dues, sits upon the throne of judgment against this

man and looks upon him as vilest of the vile. Then the energy of his

soul bursts forth, and he hates the man who has so cruelly wronged

him. insomuch that he felt forced to break a command and steal, per

haps for those who are dearer to him than his heart’s blood, and like

Esau there arises a passion which he had never known, had it not been

he had been so cruelly wronged , a desire——a momentary desire for mur

der. The Whole nature, the intent sense of right rebels against this

horrible evil which would crush and bind the toiling millions under the

heel of oppression, robbing brother man of the father’s blessing, but the

yoke of bondage and iniquity shall be broken. Oh, ring the grand and

mighty chorus, ye angels from the shining shore! Come forth with your

wands of peace, your harps of love, your errands af mercy, that we may

see the shackles removed from our brothers by gentle means, that we

may see the icy hearts melt under the warm and effectual rays of the

spiritual sun, and may see the oppressor walk upon the footing of a re

stored manhood, with the oppressed leading, as he should, onto the

great fields of Paradise, the yoke broken and the murderous thoughts

crushed out by the true blessing being given to the one for whom in

tended, and the blessing which is for all mankind being one which is

suited to the capacities and capabilities of the individual. Oh, loving

angels may we have the blessing of the Great Father’s love, the minis

try of the highest and holiest angels and arch-angels, and be guided

aright in this darksome world, patiently fulfill the mission assigned us,

be directed by the great high priest, and never an intention, design, act

or thought!

IDA M. MERRILL.

—————-_.>———

When life is fully understood, the fear of death Will disappear from

the earth.
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TRUE T0 LIFE.

 

BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

 

4, The following beautiful symphony we take from the Author's volume

of poems entitled “Home.” It is an interlude in the beautiful, descrip

tive poem “Femme Heroic," which is. the most touching and grandly

beautiful poem we have ever read. We see in it the re al pathos of one

who has fathomed the mysteries of godliness through the school of af

fliction, hence we term the symphony true to life.

The roses are sweet, but the roses must fade;

And the violets bloom where the loved ones are laid;

And fresh is the morning that breaks on our sight,

But the morning soon fades into evening and night;

The lily blooms sweet by the rivulet’s side,

But the petals soon fall on the down-flowing tide;

And the leaflet bursts forth in the Spring’s wooing breath:

But it fades, and it falls, in the winter of death,

0! "is rapture to love. when the young heart beats high!

But the flowers of our love all blossom to die!

And the Summer's warm breath, and perfume so sweet,

Are but heralds that sigh of the Winter storm’s beat.

There is rapture in birth, when-the young life is born!

But death only waits for the beautiful form;

And the life that sings in in its usefulness here,

Hath a sorrowful strain, with a lingering tear!

There’s a beauty in life when we labor and wait

For the fulness of time, and the fiat of fate;

When the hour'hath its work, and the day hath its round,

And each word that we breathe bath a silvery sound!

But the harsh notes of woe howl a wintery blast,

And the smile hath a sorrowful tear at the last.

0, the world needs her heroes, her children of light!

But they fall from her side, like the meteor's flight;

In their glory and might, in their beautiful noon,

They fade in the silence of death and the tomb!

O, the flower that is fair, the flower that is sweet,

Hath a life that is tender, and fragile, and fleet!

But the poison oak grows where the fragrant flower sighs:

In the sun's burning rays, till it fades and it dies!

——--—<.>———

The innocence of the Talbott boys will be proven before another

year expires.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TII'BS.

(CONTINUED)

People who have brains, if not larger than a mock orange should try

to investigate spiritualism, endeaVOr to discover the missing link that

binds the spiritual with the natural, the grand sublime idea of the com

munion of saints, or of loved ones that have crossed the radiant river of

life those friends born into a sphere of development where our ideals

may be realized. The great truths. the science that teaches the law of

. love with its countless variations must be taught, must be demonstrated

through the brains of individuals for the benefit and elevation of man

kind.

Now is the time to use the talents intrusted to us for gaining other

talents, and all understanding this law, and not fulfilling the same,

when weighed will be found wanting, a coin of little value, a counter

feit that will not pass at the bar of justice, love and mercy to our neigh

bor. Love is the fulfilling of the law of life in all its variations, hate,

revenge and cruelty are the reverse, the transgression of that law, and

all who transgress a law must suffer the penalty.

There is a dark cloud of ignorance, fear and superstition hanging over

the minds of men and women, which has been gathering its blackness

for ages, and all the wonderful signs from the celestial spheres of light

and progress cannot penetrate that darkness. Evil influences hold

them down spirits of men in the flesh and in the eternal realm are la

boring and suffering to remove the cloud, and let a ray from the great

central sun illuminate their souls. Being in darkness they are afraid

of the devil, believing in a personal one, that has a form not understand
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ing that both God and the devil are always with us, in us, good and evil,

and we have the power to choose which we will serve.

We don’t need a judge or jury to decide what manner of person We are;

we can both measure and weigh ourselves according to the standard,

the life of Jesus; he is the most perfect model for humanity to work af

ter; place yourself on a pedestal by the side of the model and look in

the mirror of your deeds, and behold what a deformity; you are full of

unkind words and thoughts; great lumps of selfishness, envy, hatred

and cruelty to unfortunate people, sometimes to friends and poor little

children who are made to suffer for misdeeds of parents. If you are,

not pleased with the statue of your character take the chisel of love and

the mallet of goodwill to man, and like Michael Angelo drive into the

hilt every time until those blemishes disappear, rise early and work late,

keep the model in full view, and soon you will behold a figure of beauty

and strength, a head and shoulders above your surrounding friends,

like Sauls. By being diligent, using your talent judiciouslv, doing hon

estly over a small matter, you may be made ruler over great things.

Your beautiful status will be visible, admired and loved in the spirit

realm, and when you with friends meet no more to sever—meet beyond

the river where the surges cease to roll, happiness, peace and a crown

of Jems, of good deeds willbe yourreward.

Mas. M. MERRXUK.
 

WOMAN’8 SPHERE.
\

 

Much has been said and written in the last decade concerning “Wo

man’s Sphere,” and of all that has been presented to the public there, so

far, has been a wide diiference of opinions expressed—some giving her

greater rghts than man—and others limiting her privileges within the

home circle. But, upon a close examination of “Woman’s Sphere,” it

seems proper and right to give her the same liberty that man enjoys

without any limitation any more than man, in carrying on the duties of

life—not only in the circle of home, but in business and in all intellect

ual improvements in which she is interested, and upon which depends

the happiness of future generations. Therefore, “Woman’s Sphere” is

the world, free as the dew from heaven, with liberty to do what she

thinks best to reform society, and better the condition of mankind in

general; for certainly more depends upon her efforts than those of man
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to clear away the evils that now threaten the overthrow of all moral

and reformatory institutions.

’I‘hen why should she not be set at liberty—given the right that every

human being has been given by nature—the right to “life, liberty and

the pursuit of happiness," promised by the glorious constitution of our

country through the instrumentality of patriots who fought and died

that liberty may be perpetuated forever in America.

It is unjust, as every one must admit, to punish-an individual with a

law that he was debarred from help making; it is not only slavery, but

a crime outright. All who submit and are punished by the law should

have a voice in making said law. Hence, it follows, that as a woman is

subject to the law the same as man, she should have the same power as

he has in choosing law-makers. '

The argument that “Woman’s Sphere" is within the boundaries of

home, taking care of the kitchen and making her abode attractive for

the comfort of her husband without any other privileges, is weak and

utterly void of weight. Of course nature has not fitted woman for

manual labor, but there is no reason whatever that she should be the

slave of home without authority of castinga ballot to remove the in

fluences that too often completely and with a cruel hand destroy forever

the harmony of home. No lady of intelligence and womanly nature

would ask for a position she could not properly fill or one that was only

adapted to man.

Properly speaking, “Woman's Sphere" is where she can do the most

good for herself and humanity. '

H____,,____n

Don’t be afraid of killing yourself with overwork, son. Men seldom

work so hard as that on the sunny side of thirty. They die sometimes;

but it is because they quit work at six P. M.. and don’t get home until

two A. M. It’s the intervals that kill my son. The work gives you an

appetite for your meals; it lends solidity to your slumber; it gives you

a perfect and grateful appreciation of a holiday. There are young men

who do not work, my son. young men who make a living by sucking

the end of a cane, and who can tie a necktie in eleven different knots,

and never lay a wrinkle in it; who can spend more money in a day than

you can earn in a month, son; and who will go to a sheriff’s to buy a pos

tal card, and apply at the oflice of the Street Commissioners for a mar

riage license.—-Ha.wkeye.
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A NEW YEAR'S STORY.

 

wnnnn’sjrnn sm ‘2

(CONTINUED.)

 

“That will not be an easy matter, Eva, I can scarcely express my state

of mind.”

“Take time Alice, and give your heart opportunity to answer. Do

not be influenced by any one. Upon your decision depends your eternal

welfare almost, and also that of Harry’s. Not even your mother should

influence you in such a case beyond reason; where your heart dictates

the head will be governed thereby; gran’ma always said so." _

“Papa would be delighted; I know it. Dear, dear papa, he loves his lit

tle girl, and does not desire to restrain me in any way either, or to have

me a fashionable belle."

“Alice, I have thought, since 1 have been here, how much happier

people are at Floral Vale than they are here in society, each striving to

surpass the other.”

“If I could only persuade mama to go some place like Floral Vale,

and see what real life is, I am sure she would change her views and be

really happy. She is never happy like we were last summer. She does

not delight in nature as I do. Ifdo wish I knew how to show her the

beauties, I see in evarything—but society.” -

“Dear Alice, let us hope and pray that your mama may see the beauty

and grandeur of life as we see it. I nightly pray that she may see it

as auntie does, and that she may become as happy as Gran’ma was, and

think of the beautiful heaven over there. That she may find what a

beautiful world this is.” ' _

“Yes, if mama could be induced to come out from society, visit some

of the poor we have found latley and see‘thcir suffering, I think she

would see the contrast and feel a deep sense of gratitude for the beauti

ful home luxuries which papa is enabled to provide for us. Since I

have visited some of the suffering poor and have seen how they live; it

troubles me to see the glorious splendor of our entertainments. I am

continually calculating how much good could be done with this expense.

But mama would be entirely out of the world, as she terms it, without
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these elegant entertainments. Papa would be happierin a quiet way."

“Shall I read you Mr. Obert’s letter ?” suddenly, says Eva, after a short

pause.

“To be sure, Eva, I have read you Harry’s; certainly you will return

the compliment.” -

MISS ERNEST,

Esteemed Friend :—According to promise, I shall give you an ac

count of our initiation into college. I shall attempt to enter into the de

tails of our journey. but must say it was one of the most enjoyable trips

1 have taken during my life. The kindness manifested to us through

your devoted friend, Alice, gave us a bright picture to gaze upon as I re

ceded in the distance. This picture upon the mind, you may be sure, did

not recede as rapidly, as the city which has been a scene of much busy

labor to me, as well as much pleasure which I shall ever retain as some

of the gentle slopes where we may quietly rest as we ascend the rugged

hill of life, which come upon us unexpectedly, when we are almost

faint and exhausted with the journey. Such a resting place is one which

I found that warm July day when Harry came rushing into my work

shop, as I was near exhausted with the heat, bidding me prepare to ac

company him home.

But here I am rambling from my subject, and that is my initiation

with Harry to Vassar College. A crowd of the younger students had

assembled at the gate and contrary to our expectations, gave us'a hear

ty welcome and three cheers for the greenies, was all the expression of

discredit which was given. We are all in the same situation, says one

of them walking up and familiarly addresing me. We are all greenies,

the seniors will condescend to give us a polite boy. And such was the

case with the seniors until we were ushered into the senior class by the

president who had given us a thorough examination, finding that there

Would be no difiiculty in our taking the position which we have prepar

ed to take. It was quite amusing to see the change of expression upon

the countenances of some who had been so condescending before. And

without any undue praise to ourselves I find that Harry and I shall be

enabled to progress as rapidly as though we had been in the Freshman

class last year, and I hope by energy we may both leave with honors.

Miss Eva, I have no really interesting incident as yet to relate, but hop-'

ing you will take my feeble effort at the epistolary with the good inten
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tion and the friendliness of spirit which prompts it, omitting mistakes

and lack of interest in the composition. May I hear from you soon? It

will be a gala day with Harry and myself when the mail from S——

brings us; a white dove of rest; This will be the tie which unites us to

the past.

Your Humble and True Friend,

. I CLINTON Unnn'r,

“It is a very interesting letter, Eva, but it is not like Harry’s. 1 seem

to have suddenly risen to a mountain where I can see a vast and beauti

ful country spread before me. I never have thought of this in connec

tion with Harry, and the revelation comes instantaneously, I never

could marry any one but my dear brother Harry.”

"‘There, Alice, it is just as I told you. I am pleased that the revelation

has come so quickly. I knew your heart before I ever saw you as I

have said before and knew Harry’s from his own lips. I said to Harry

that I felt as you did in regard to this subject, felt as though I should

always be happy to remain just as I was at Floral Vale, but that gran‘

ma told me that we would do pretty much as other people have done

before us. We cannot remain stationary, we must progress—we cannot

always be children.” I

“Eva, there is one thing troubles me in regard to Harry’s letter—d

think mama would not be quite pleased with what Harry has said. I

think I shall read it to papa and ask his opinion in regard to replying

and also revealing to mama. I do not like to see her annoyed about any

thing."

“Yes, Alice, I thinkthis would be quite right, and not practicing de

ception toward any one. Your papa is wiser than us and _than your

mama perhaps, but whatever you do, let Harry know the real state of

your own heart as it has been revealed to your heart so recently. It is

only justice to him, and will be the means of strengthening him in his

labors. Dear cousin Harry, his warm heart requires the affection of

such a loving nature as yours, and you are strengthened by his impul

sive, strong, passionate nature. Alice, I seem to have come out into a

beautiful region of thought since gran’ma has passed over, and all these

subjects of which she has talked to me by the hour come to me vividly,

and now I realize the meaning as I did not when she was here."

“Well, Eva, let us return and this evening I shall consult papa in re

gard to the matter.
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DIAIORD DUST.

 

What need any one care how he spend his time. if there is no great

future ‘8

_The church has declared that outside of her own pale all spiritual

manifestations are diabolical.

We don’t know where the theory of an angry God originated; we do

know that such a theory exists.

The doctrine of Spiritualism must he very sound, because it forms the

basis upon which all religions rest. 0 \

There is not an inspiration breathed into the soul of man, but what

hears testimony of the power of spirit.

Paul had his ideas of what was sound doctrine to teach, and hence h e

advised the seeking of spiritual gifts.

Does not geological research incontrovertibly prove that the world

is constantly becoming more and more beautiful.

Historic evidence is as strong in favor of the positive character of

spiritual manifestations as it is in proof of the existence of any great

man.

We can’t understand how Infinite intelligence could be improved by

throwing oi! the Infinite and assuming finite powers.

Were it not for the story so often told -of the resurrection from the

dead, the name of Jesus would not now be so common.

The doctrine of Spiritualism becomes asound doctrine because Jesus

lived it, his disciples advocated it, and Paul taught and wrote it.

We know that it has been said that he who doubt is damned already,

but we do not believe it; to doubt is to lay the foundation for a future

acquisition of knowledge. .

Who purely invokes the truth, he has the essence of the supreme sou-l.

Who honors truth in word and deed, he best serves and worships

Deity.

Annihilation and destruction are meaningless words; change, trans?

ition, disintegration, we can comprehend, but it is inconceivable that

anything can ever cease to be.

It is not to be wondered at, if men grow skeptical in reference to re

ligious dogmas, when every faculty they possess protests against the ac

ceptance of those dogmas in lieu of'reasdn, “ H ' ' ‘
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DIAIND DUST.

 

OOBBBSPONDENOB. \

EDITOR A FOUNTAIN or Lien'rz—On last Friday, July 22, at Mary

ville, Mo., occurred one of the most outrageous, and disgraceful event

that the people of this vast world ever allowed to be perpetrated the

hanging of the yet youthful Talbott brothers, charged with the crime of

murdering their father, Dr. Talbott. I have watched the proceedings of

this case with unsual interest, because the law terms this “lawful hang

ing," These boys may be guilty of the high crime, for which they paid

the death penalty, but we ask how can a man be accused, tried and hung

for acrime which no human eye ever witnessed, but the one, who per

petrated the crime. Not one witness swore on the witness stand that

they seen the boys do the deed, not one, but they claim that circum

stances pointed to their guilt, merely circumstances. Then again, Dr.

Talbott lived some time after he was shot, conversed freely with his

mostintimate friends, also on his death bed called around him the dear

ones of his heart, the very ones that were charged with his murder, and

not a word of censure did he utter against his two sons, but died at

peace with all his family, and died firmly believing that he had been

assassinated by a political opponent for speaking words of opposition.

Now, I ask all fair minded people if this is not a circumstance pointing

to their innocence, but, 0h, alas these circumstances were on the frail

and weak side, and not on the side of the law. Now, I do not by any

means believe in capital punishment. but if I did I would look upon

this case the same as I do now, as one of injustice and an error in the

courts of the fate of Missouri.

Too much could never be saie of the nntiring eiforts made by Miss Ida

M. Merrill and Mrs. Merrick in behalf of the doomed young men, but to

no avail. but rest assured that there are many that are silent now that

will be with you in the great future, and I hope that the time will

come when you both will be repaid for the many kind deeds that you

have done. Respectfully,

FRED P. TAYLOR.

____<»__m

Subscribe for A FOUNTAIN or Lren'r.
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IOITHY PROM IUSlO.

 

The demand for fresh songs is as great as for new suits of clothes.

“Grandfather’s Clock" made Mr. Work rich—so many were sold. Har

ry Kennedy has published two: “Cradle’s Empty—Baby's Gone,” and

“A Flower from Mother's Grave,” which have been extensively sold.

What is curious is, that the author never had a music lesson in his life.

He says he was thinking of his mother, whom he left in Europe, and he

feared she might be dead; he thought of her grave in the church-yard;

somehow words and a melody sprang up in his mind as he walked

along. In half an hour a sketch of both was made. When in Boston he

ofiered it to a publisher for MOO—he was offered 850. He published it

himself and sold enough to make $100 per week and built a house from

what he had saved.

The song “Cradle’s Empty" was suggested by a picture, which he saw

only once, of a mother standing by an empty cradle. The incident

started verses and a melody in his head; he hummed it over, but could

only get one verse. Over a month later the remainder of the verses

were composed. It was sung by the minstrels, night after night in

England and America, and that brought it before the public. The prof

its amount to_ $300 a week on that song. This would give Mr. Kennedy

$20,000 per year, which is very remunerative, considering the amount of

labor expended.

______<.>___

1N MEMORY OF G. O. HERBLL.

 

MY DEAR BROTHER.

 

My dear brother! your spirit is at rest.

he lifeless remains placed in the tomb,

Thine abode we know 1s amongst the blest

In the garden of Edenic perfume.

Tlggnoble soul, £11 spirit so beautiful,

uld not be ex nguished in a day:

Ah no! thy life so true, so dutiful,

Is revived again in realms of day.

Scatter blossoms of love, ho and truth,

For the living who are le below,

Arligels hear his spirit to another youth.

ar away from life’s care and woe
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Eternity, so grand, thou wilt traverse,

Lead y the angels of heavenly light,

With loved ones gone before hold’ sweet converse,

And scatter the flowers of heaven so bright.

Scatter them in the path of those

Left upon the sorrowing earth,

Will some of th tglory to us disclose,

Teach us the i e of real worth.

An angel now thou’lt gently lead us

Up to brighter, higher joy;

Teach us that bread of heaven will feed us

When we are in the Father’s emplov.

Dearest brother, we would not shed a tear,

When we know our loss is thy gain,

We would not recall thee, have thee stay here,

But rest thou serenely away from all pain.

Rest upon thy mother’s breast

Who taught thine infant lips to speak,

Joined with her now in that land of rest,

And the father who sustained thee when weak.

Gently, gently would we sing thy welcome,

Angels with soft toned harps of love,

Say peace on earth, in heaven thrice welcome.

Welcome, welcome to the land above.

His Sis'rna IDA.

 

A CURIOUS CASE.

A BLIND GIR'L PROPHESIED THAT THE VIRGIN MARY WOULD APPEAR

ON A CERTAIN NIGHT.

For about five weeks past Mary Dunn, the eighteen-year-old daughter

of A. J, Dunn, of 4,058 Market street, Philadelphia, has been confined to

her bed with a wasting disease. Mr. Dunn stated that his daughter has

been blind for more than twelve years, her blindness has been caused

by scarlet fever when she was four or five years old. Since that time

until four weeks ago she has to all appearances been in perfect health,

although she herself says that she has not been. When taken sick she

informed her parents that she was going to die, and that earthly medi

cine would do her no good. What seems one of the strangest phases of

this wonderful case was that she was siezed with nervous- spasms. , In

order to quiet her the doctor administered both ether and chloroform,

but neither had the least effect on her whatever, and it was only when

her father recited some pious prayers that she wasquieted- Shortly af

ter being taken sirk she told'he'r parents that she Was going to sleep a
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few days and would not wake up, and sure enough she slept for a whole

week, only waking up once to ask for a drink of water. and apparently

falling asleep again, immediately. She has eaten no food whatever of a

substantial kind since she has been sick except a little ice cream once

or twice in a day, or milk and ice water. “The Blessed Mother,” as

she calls the Virgin, has all her life been one of her special objects of

adoration. About five weeks ago she surprised her parents by telling

them she had a vision of the Virgin, and pointed out upon the wall

where it had appeared to her. She said the apparition was surround

ed by light. The parents endeavored to convince their child that she

was only dreaming, and that it was impossible she could perceive or

know anything of the kind. She persisted, however, in asserting the re

ality of what she had seen, and added: “Something tells me that it will

come again." She then mentioned the night it would appear and the

hour. She also requested that an altar be erected against the wall and

provided with blessed candles. This, more to humor her than faith in

her words, was done by the parents. In the meantime, the story had

gone forth, and on the night appointed many of the neighbors who,

while doubtful of the result, yet felt nothing was impossible with God,

were present in the bedroom. Mary requested as the hour approached

that all kneel and recite the “Litany of the Blessed Virgin.” Towards

the end she asked that the candles be lit on the altar, the rest of the

chamber being in complete darkness. Precisely at midnight, and as the

last “pray for us” died away a faint hale shone on the walls. In a mo

ment it took shape, and before the eyes of the men, women and children

present came the form of a woman clad in white and holding her hands

together after the manner of pictures seen in Catholic prayer books.

The effect was such as may be imagined. While the others on their

knees, with bent heads and palpitating hearts, hardly dared raise their

eyes, the girl with joy breathed a fervent prayer, and opening her eyes

wide she pointed to the spot on the wall where the apparition appeared.

This happened some time ago, ss above stated, and numbers of intelli

ligent Catholics in West Pniladelphie are reported to have seen the

strange sight. It has occurred twice since, Miss Dunn always mention

ing beforehand the night on which it would appear. Mrs: Jane Mc

Laughlin, of N0. 8,154 Street, and son, both saw the figure, and minutely

described it. The room was filled, and all saw it except one lady, who

was followed by the devil in the form of a black cat. Mr. McOlosky,

next door to the Dunns, and Mrs. Buckley, of Fortieth street and Powel

ton Avenue, also saw it.-Banner of Liqht. ‘
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

 

as is GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED)

We repeat it, may we never injure another, and if another attempts to

injure us may the Great Power shield us from the poisonous darts, and

.cast them into the pit of oblivion. to burn with the chaff of everlasting

damnation. which the angels of darkness are ever burning,

arid may the smoke of this pit ascend unto heaven, as incense, with all

the evil, which earth contains, seething in its mighty caldron, and not a

single individual in God’s universe be scorched by the flames, but may

they all arise redeemed, saved, purified, as time progresses, and they have

all suflered the penalty of deeds committed uponfihe spirit-that reflected

surface where they are as forcibly stamped as is the natural world upon

our eyesight. '

Sing on, oh, mighty hosts, the everlasting songs of victory which are

echoed throughout the eternal universe, the nethermost heavens, and

may the sweet notes of triumph ripple athwart our earth-world with

encouraging and everlasting inspiration, strengthening the weak ones

until they may rise above deceit or falsifying, and receive the blessing

freely given.

We see in the case of Esau, he hated his brother so much that he

would have taken his life. There was a cause for the hatred. Let' us

investigate: let us search farther. Esau’s inherent sense of right arose:

his better nature revolted at the cruel injustice which had been perpe

trated upon him, whilst he was performing with dutiful love the re

quest of the aged father. And for a time this sense of wrong, of cruel

and bitter deceit which had deprived him of his lawful rights, so

controlled him that he fain would hurl from his sight the ob

ject which had brought him the terrible sorrow. ~

This is but a representation of the real cause of murder.

first a cause'. Had Jacob not wronged Esau he would have had no cause

for hatred save it had been one of evil malice, but it was real; it was no

imaginary wrong. In this period of the world’s history, we see envy,

malice and selfishness will attempt to supplant real worth; will cause

individuals to obtain the blessing of another, by unfair means—like Ja

There was
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cob’s it will prove a curse if Esau will cling to the right not allowing

revengeful feelings to sway, although in the moment of consciousness

they may arise, he will undoubtedly break the yoke and revel in a glad,

free blessing—the blessing which the Greathather in his goodness de

signed for him.

Murder, with its baneful influence, may be traced to its real founda

tion; injustice of those in power reacts upon the oppressed ones, and al

though the designs may not be carried out in that generation, it is im

pressed upon the spirits of unborn generation, and through successive

generations, with the cause still not removed, eventuates in the murder

er—the thief. Why, oh why, will man continue to rob his brother of

his rights, unjustly crush him underfoot, spit upon him in his distress,

and then expect a beautiful, grand and glorious manhood ? Rise up! we

would sing to you of the grandest, most glorious reformation the world

has ever known; reforming the weak by strength of the strong, not

by the power, the will power or brute force, but by strengthening the

feeble handed, by removing the shackles which are cutting cruel blood

marks upon the toiling millions, the crushed millions, the weak

race who scarce know what life is here, or have a moments time to

contemplate what it will be hereafter. Lookto it that the fathers of

our race are strong and brave, that the mothers are womanly and ten

der, that by the union of the two you may find a real union, that the

blending of the ;pirits shall be real, no jars or discords; remove the mis

erable cess po 1 of poverty where the children are reared in squalor and

ignorance, with the cruel injustice of the great, stamped upon the baby

countenances, and the mournnt words, the first which baby lips are

taught to utter. _

0h, ye angelic heralds! if you have news of a better way, teach it us

as our parents first taught our childish lips to utter the words of love,

and as the first words taught were those of love to the dear ones around,

those taught by you are: Love to humanity. Not to a favored few who

have found a monopoly in heaven, corresponding to the fiendish monopo

lies of earth, but to all mankind and especially the weak, frail ones, the

erring ones, the unhappy ones who as yet have not even received a fore

taste of heaven.

IDA M. MERRILL.
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CURIOUS INCIDENT.

Rev. D. P. Lindsley, of New York, writes to a friend in this city the

following curious incident which occurred in his house a few weeks

since:

“Mrs. Lindsley, who died on the 12 inst., had a singular premonition

of the attempted assassination of the President. I was watching by the

bedside about three days before this sad occurrence, when she suddenly

awakened from an apparentlsleep and exclaimed excitedly; ‘President

Garfield is shot!’ ‘No,’ I replied, ‘I guess you were thinking of President

Lincoln.’ When her sistertook my pIace at the bedside, she repeated

the matter to her with additional circumstances. She said she was with

the President when he was shot, and said to the ladies wh 0 were there,

“He will die, will hefnot ?" They replied, "0, no, he will get well.”

When the report of the attempted assassination arrived and was told

in the sick room, she replied, "I knew it three days ago,” and ' repeated

her previous statement.

This circumstance can be relied upon as strictly true, and it gave me

considerable hope from the first that our beloved President would sur

vive the shock, and be completely restored to health and soundness.

As to the philosophy of the matter, I have nothing to say. I do not

see how an occurrence can be seen before it happens; but there is abun

dant evidence that such is sometimes the case, and to deny it is to deny

the fundamental principle and ground of all prophesy.”—St. J0e Gazatte.

____4.,__~, .. _

Mr. A. W. Moreland, Albert Coigne and George Bostic have taken

their departure from the Gem City College recently. Mr. Moreland who

resides at Shelbina, Mo.. ispne of the finest penmen who have left the

institution. Mr. Coigney and Mr. Bostic have just received a diploma

in the complete business course, which ranks high in scholarship. May

success attend their future is the wish of their many friends, Mr. Coig

ney expects to visit Europe next year, and we ha ve secured the promise

of acorrespondence which we are sure will be quite interesting. Mr.

Bostic returns in the fall to take a penmanship scholarship. Mr. More

land expects to teach.

_ __<.>____

We shall soon have A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT bound in book form for

the accommodation of the public.
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was strrrss AND THE REAL.

There is the glitter of life,

And again there is the real;

There is turmoil, care and strife,

And there is the ideal.

There is beant , there is glory,

There are no \le deeds of great worth;

There is the saddened story

Which hows the honest sons of earth.

There is a man of power and might,

Who patiently has toiled away,

Never swervin from the right,

Thr ough the eat and care of the day.

His right hand strong grasps the pen,

His soul is filled with wondrous love;

His mission is to scatter ken

Of darkest hue and true life prove.

Would wealth—glitter of earth,

Give him a strong and noble soul?

If the inward self of real worth

Were submitted to this control?

Yes, strong souls are deeded here,

As in the fields of waving rain,

In the fields of knowledge Without fear,

We need the good right hand amain.

We need the tongue of wisdom deep;

We need the grandeur of life;

We need to arouse souls from sleep;

We need to dispel earth’s sad strife.

The fields of nature may be tilled

By hands as strong and true,

But thy mission can be fulfilled

By taking the talent given to you.

_ Tl’ilyhfields are tilled the same to-day;

y work is a grander field,

And true love of man does repay ,

By a goodly, glorious yield. '

Tie; wealth might glitter, thy life of ease,

ould starve thy hungry, healthy soul;

Thy desires to labor. borne on the breeZe,

Bring angelic hosts thy life to console.

A tender lay do they sing to-night,

A gladsome, joyous, welcome song—

Thou hast not lost in the cause of right:

Thou hast grown in spirit, brave and strong.
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Earth must be redeemed b men of power,

By men of wondrous tru h and might,

Earth needs her heroes at this very hour

To battle in the cause of right.

The real life, the life of love,

Love so strong. so broad and so deep,

That love which comes from climes above

To remove iniquity’s mighty sweep.

The love which says to every soul:

We fain would lead thee on;

Love to humanity does control,

, Bids selfishness t0 begone. .

The wealth of the world is not the real;

’Tis the glittering tinsel of show,

Joining the labor and ideal,

Is the way to scatter earth’s sad woe.

Love to God is aiding our brother;

The real and only way to pray

Is by kindest acts unto each other

Doing our duty every day.

Cons CORAL.

~——<0>———~

Uh broken-hearted mortal, ’tis death that is dead, not those you love.

Not far away heaven separates yo_u. You ure within hailing distance

of each other. There is only a beautiful curtain between us. Spiritu

alism says, draw it aside and take a peep 0n the other side. The gates

are ajar. 'Listen! Our loved ones are whispering, are watching, are

waiting for us. They send soft sweet murmurings to our souls, which

say we love. There is no death‘ Life is ever alive. We are in a bean

tiful, true and natural world. Open your hearts; come in rapport with

us, and we will make your life a joy forever.

———<0>-—~—-

Every now and then, the lamentation goes out before all mankind

that we Americans have no longer any such great men as we used to

have. They say we have no such men in the public as we used to have,

and no _such men at the bar, and no such lawyers or statesmen. All

this is very sad, if it is true. But is it true? We do not believe that

there is a word of truth in it. There is no profession among us which

ever had so much ability, scholarship, and good sense as is embraced

in the professions of today. There never were so many faithful, strong

and eloquent preachers of the gospel as there are to-day. Unfortunately

we have 81013.88 of people, pretty far advanced in life, who live in the

past. ' -
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TE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONTINUED.)

 

In traveling around the circle of justice and mercy to meet the Tal

bott family and governor Crittenden we met with evil influences, or the

devil, in many places and discovered his cruel torturing works, that

seems a delight tothose who move in the same circle. They love to

torture the Weak ones. build a prison and then a cell to make their

erring brothers sufier, guilty or not. We visited the prison in St. Joe,

and found the Talbott boys confined in the center of a room, a cell built

of stone without a window, only a small opening to pass in and out;

they were allowed to come out to speak with us, out of that dark hole,

where light and air was excluded; they looked pale and feeble, but

cheerful. I said:

“Have you made a confession ?"

Charles looked at me for a moment and answered, “Yes.” I said it was

false; if they did make a confession. Albert said, “Don’t you see

the drift;" that their lawyer had advised them to sign a paper to that

effect; they could make no confession; they had nothing to confess, and

they entertained the idea to the last that they would not be hung, and

it is a mystery to good people what Albert was hung for. According to

report, Dr. Talbott was a tyrant at home, a violent, passionate man, one

that abused his children, and his sons were a chip of the same block!

and if children inherit moral diseases from parents unto the third and

fourth generation, are they entirely responsible for the deeds they do?

If Dr. Talbott was morally insane can sane people perceive either

justice or mercy measured to those unfortunate boys.

This is a materialized planet, and God is the spiritual world—the real
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world. Man is a spirit and walks about in a materialized body, and at

the proper time it dematerializes and the spirit is born unto another

sphere of existence, or circle and moves in the same, until they desire to

break it and be free from the errors of one and enter another. The fut

are life is progression; we being a spark from the center of all life; the

sun of the spiritual world which fills all spheres of existence with rays

of life, intelligence. thoughts and ideas by which man inspires his life.

Although born under a cloud and cannot see from whence they came,

and where they are going or understand those inevitable laws by which

all things are governed, if he is willing to receive,~they may be revealed

to him. The great problem of life: If a man die shall he live again, has

not been proved satisfactorily to mankind in general, but millions to

day know the fact. It has been demonstrated to their natural senses,

and they know where they are going and feel perfectly satisfied that a

man cannot die; he is a spirit himself, and by destroying the physical

body, does not annihilate the spirit.

When the judge pronounces the sentence of death on a criminal, to be

hung by the neck until dead, he and the jury suppose, by executing that

infamous law, they shall kill a man or rid the world of his good or bad

influences; this hanging will soon be proved a crime of the darkest dye.

Dr. Talbott and son’s are not dead, but actively and vigerously alive.

They were innocent of transgressing the law of their country or doing

aught to injure their friends or enemies. Those implicted 1n the destruc

tion of the family have written a record of the proceedings in the eter—

nal world. '

MRS. M. MERRICK.

 

WORDS OF ENCOURAGEM'BNT.

Words of encouragement! Words of comfort, of cheer, of apprecia

tion, of praise—worthy efforts. Smiles! How they sink into the weary

heart, like the gentle dew upon the parched grass and withering flow

ers, reviving and refreshing, strengthening the soul for greater and nob

ler undertakings. How oft we repress the loving word which springs

to the lips! How oft we hurl back the fount of feelings which, if allow

ed to burst forth would revive the parched souls, as the rain cloud does

the withering earth, when dust and smoke almost choke the weary

travelers. We hide ourselves behind a curtain, and do not allow the
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‘ real beauty and grandeur of our lives»to shine, because of our fear of

the world’s judgment, and perhaps we may be misunderstood.

Then let us scatter smiles of approval and words of encouragement

regardless of the opinions of any, if we revive one drooping plant, we

have achieved a great victory; if we comfort many of the distressed

ones on earth we have received a crown of grandeur and beauty.

CORA Conan

______<.>__h

INDIVIDUALITY.

 

Positive individuality is the principle which is the source and cause

of our vast vitality, the directing and animating soul of our system of

self-government. But few of Americans understand the whole force of

this magic word. It is this that has scared kingcraft, priestcraft, and

for a long while aristocraftmthat alliance tripartite, on which all

alliances for the stifling of free thought and repression of the people,

have been based these ten centuries. It is often in our months, but few

men who talk of it, consider and thoroughly understand it.

It was the individuality of a Washington, Jefferson and Paine that

created the thirtee 1 independence sovereignties. It was the individual

ity of a Luther that gave us Protestantism, and of Wesley that gave us

Methodism. It was the individuality of a Lincoln that gave liberty to

millions of slaves, and it is the inllvidualitp of Ingersoll that gives us

free thought to-day.

But what does individuality mean? What is it? it is neither more

nor less than the let-alone principle. It means that every man has a

right to everything he pleases, so long as he does not interfere with the

exercise of the same right in any other man. Our entire system of gov

ernment is based upon this principle. Our Constitution is founded up

on the principle of individuality. Freedom of thought, speech and press,

are guaranteed us.

From the third century down to the ninth, the same principle—the as<

sertion of the right of private judgment in religious afifairs, was the fun

damental principle of the Separatists. It is this indivuality which per

mits us to bear with patience and fortitude the misfortune which has

overtaken us. Knowing that by and through our individuality we are

able, no matter what comes, to bring light out of darkness, order out of

chaos.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

 

wrmnn’s Tm’sm ?

(CONTINUED)

 

It is evening, and Alice, by the side of her father wlth the letter in

her lap, is awaiting his reply. He has read it and now says;

“Dear daughter, I have felt that you were my little girl yet, and this

is somewhat a surprise to me although it is not an event which I had

not anticipated. It has been my desire that such should be the case,

but I confess I looked upon you both as children almost. We forget

our young days sometimes, as we grow old. Yes, my darling chlld, do

as Eva—dear little child of nature—advised you. It is the advice of

your father, I could not say otherwise. I have studied the past years

upon this subject and see how much of real sin is committed by par

ents not studying the law of nature.”

“What is that law papa ?”

“That is the law of life. We shall take the case of Harry and your

self. Should your mama and myself refuse to give our consent to this

marriage or union, Harry would be completely broken for life, and your

days would be shortened. You have grown into each other heart, as

Harry truly says your natures have intertwined like the ivy on the

church and it would be cruel for us to attempt to sever those ties. It is

our duty to allow the beautiful, natural growth to continue to adorn a

, living temple. Yes, my daughter, may the blessing of God be upon

you both. I shall write to Harry and you may also. It is only a natu

ral consequence to which I had looked forward at some period in your

life.”

“Papa, I see now it is another fairy story. It is just like other peo

ple isn’t it? I see how it is now; I could not always remain as I was at

the Sem. I am getting to be a woman like mama and Harry a man as

you are, and we shall have a house as you do, then, shall we not ? Only

it will seem lonely without you."

“Your new cares will cause you to relinquish the old ties; it is far

better that you should both take upon you the responsibilities of life.

It renders the man more manly to become the head of a family and the
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woman more womanly; hrings forth all the highest and holiest motives

of the nature if the union is a perfect one, and I am sure it will be in

your case. You are indeed both my children and ever will retain the

same place in my aflections. Bring me the letter again and I shall

write Harry.

Let us glance over the fresh sheet, as it lays upon the writing desk

complete.

MY DEAR Sow—Alice has just read to me your letter, and I most

heartily acquiesce with you. I give you my full and free consent, and

express to you that it has always been my desire to have you my chil

dren to form this union. I must give you credit Harry, for a greater in

sight into nature than I had supposed you possessed; it is truly a beau

tiful correspondence ’0 your lives this intertwining 0f the ivy. I am

now becoming aged myself, and will need your young blood and steady

hand. Be sure my boy to keep it steady. Consider the engagement as

settled, for I could not allow her to marry another against her own

heart, even though her mother should desire that she should do so. I

know that with this object in view you will have an impetus to inspire

you on; therefore, I give you my blessing.

Remember that you are now laying the foundation for the future;

every day, you place a stone in the foundation of your life, and select

with care that it may be firm and abiding. Write me occasionally of

your progress and talk to me freely of your hopes for the future. '

Afiectionately Your Father,

H. KENT.

This letter he deliberately folded and sealed, placed Aiice in the chair

he had occupied, the pen in her hand and left the room. '

What a flood of feeling swept over her soul; she knew her father’s de

sire, and she now fully realized the state of her own heart. It vhad

come upon her—this revelation—like the burst of the sun from the

clouds, after a shower of rain, when the pearly drops yet glittter and

sparkle upon tiny blades of grass, dark green verdure and nestle in the

hearts of the withering flowers. It had been so natural—the intimacy

between them——she had taken no thought in regard to the future. Deli

cate waves of thought sweptfacross her'senses, like the light touch of

the artist as he places the finishing touches upon some beautiful picture.

“Yes,” she says aloud, “I must answer it. Harry I cannot give' you
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up. It has never occurred to me before, as it is I must take you forever

as my brother, and more than brother, or relinquish you to another."

Let us glance over the epistle as it lays before her. We would not

dare to do it really. But Alice looks with pride upon that epistlc as the

turning point in her whole life, and has kindly allowed us to read it.

We seem carried by the inspiration back to that day which was years

ago, as the streaks of silver are upon the brow of the man who received

it and some few traces of care upon the face of the noble woman.

MY OWN\ DEAR BROTHER:—Yes, forever. The answer I gave you

just as the question was propounded me, and as such received not the

thought which has been called forth by your letter. But Harry, I will

candidly say, that after an earnest questioning of mine own heart. I

could no more separate my life from yours aad be myself, than one ten

dril of the ivy can separate itself from the others, and grow strong or

beautify the church or temple. And it is the temple of our lives which

these tendrils of thought are developing—the inner temple, the grand

temple of beauty which Aunt Fannie talked so much of. She said all

material things must be subservient to the spiritual.

It is an action which involves our future destiny—either by linking

the fragments of our lives continually, or tearing asunder this beautiful ‘

flowery wreath of our past, and I seem to havesuddenly realized my re

sponsibility—that not as the childish, ease-loving, selfish nature dictates;

but as the true woman, that we are responsible not only for ourselves,

but others. I am accountable to you for breaking that which God and

nature has joined together by the beautiful link of love. companionship

sympathy and congenial natures. With the freedom which is my nat

ural boon with papa’s consent and by the advice of Eva also, I say yes

Harry, FOREVER.

YOUR SISTER ALICE.

Into the mailbag with the messages of woe, the letter of mourning

and distress, the business and friendly letter this goes and the hurrying

mail agent sees no difference.

Thus we go through life, the heaven and hell, the good and the evil,

the joy and the sorrow, the hope and despair, moving in one mighty

sweep upon the same train rushing on to eternity, and who may sepa

rate the one from the other. He for whom the missive is destined un

derstands the import of the message of love, of hatred or of business; he

who receives it alone knews.
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Thus with our friend Harry. The postman who rung the bell that

morning could he have seen the joy which he gave to one inmate of

Vassar would have sung a merrier tune than he was whistling and

perhaps he had caught the inspiration as he was in such a merry mood.

And it was astonishing withal to see the energy which Harry manifest

ed in his daily pursuits. He seemed to have arisen into a new world,

everything had a new and brighter hue and Clint rejoiced with him for

the hopes of his future seemed almost as bright.

There were many and varied thoughts which filled the breast of Har

ry, but the sweet thought which trilled like gentle music through his

nature was: Alice loves me in return. She is mine. There was a feel

ing of eloquence aroused within his breast, as he pondered it. How

beautiful it is—this soul union where the electric currents of love rip

ple from soul to soul, like the gentle tiukle of the brook, and as pure as

the pearly drops which compose that brook.

Cons CORAL.

A————‘.>——--—

GEM OITY.

BY REQUEST or A BOY.

Our beautiful city is the gem of the West,

Upon the grand Father of Waters it lies;

From its elegant aboiles to its city of rest,

It is the gem of all beneath the skies.

When upon the peaceful waters you glide,

And gaze up at the sloping hills,

There is beauty of nature and of art beside,

There is the hum of machinery, factories and mills.

It is now the seat of commerce and wealth.

Inhabited by thirty thousand or more,

A city of beauty, of business and health,

As any you find 011 Mississippi’s shore.

Here one of the Governors of the Prairie State,

Gov. Wood as known full well,

Settled one day with future ho es to try his fate

At the foot of a hill in a sha y dell. .

The city began with a cabin there,

He knew not how well he had built that day,

And here we have now a city most fair,

One in a growing and prosperous way.

[Continued next week.]
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THE WHARI‘AGE QUESTION.

A LETTER FROM THE MAYOR

Mlss Ins M. Mnnarnnz—After reading in A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT of

August 30th, your article “Wharfage or Right,” I asked myself, does

Miss M. understand the wharfage question ?

Before we had railroads, the river steamboats were a vast monopoly

paying their owners tremendous dividends. Not a single steamboat

pays even five cents in the way of taxation into the city treasury, nor

has spent one dollar for improvement in the city excepting the two

warehouses built on city land. The levee built by the city for their use

has cost over one hundred thousand dollars. At the city’s rate of

wharfage not one thousand dollars would come into the city treasury

annually. Our railroads broke up the steamboat monopoly, have paid

out immense sums of money here. pay thousands of taxes into our treas

ury annually, and give employment to a large number of persons whose

homes are in the city, and whose interests are here. That the city sub

scribed large sums of money for stock in railroads has nothing to do

with the question of wharfage or taxation. A comparison of steam

boats with railroads, is a comparison of “pigmies” with “giants.” The

fact is that for selfish pecuniary motives “Davidson” set out to “bull

doze” the city. Respectfully,

J. K. WEBSTER, Mayor.

The above letter received this morning, August 13, 1881. to which we

reply: We do not understand the wharfage question thoroughly in its

details, but as we say, taking the general'principle, right and equity,

still afiirm what we said in article, “wharfage or right.”

“Before we had railroads the river steamboats were a vast monopoly,

paying their owners tremendous dividends."

If such is the case, we ask the question: Of what benefit was it to

the city to have a mode of transportation which was as much an im

provement upon the oxtearn railway, as the electric light is an improve

ment upon the tallow candle of colonial times. Can you obtain an elec

tric light for the old time tallow candle price? Can you expect the

owner of a steamboat, which has also cost thousands of dollors to fur

nish transportation at the rates of oxteam progression, or could you in

the times when'the steamboat was first launched upon the grand Fath
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er of Waters ? And, if there seemed to be monopolists in this direc

tion, we must consider that the highest rates evlr charged by steam

boats was at the same time less expense to the individual traveling or

transporting his merchandise than did he take his ox-team spoken of.

“The levee, built by the city, has cost the city, over one hundred thou

sand dollars, and not one thousand dollars would come into the city an

nually.” '

Does the steamboat receive all the benefits from this levee, or does the

city? To be sure the steamboats would make nothing, were they not

patronized, but what is the real object of the steamboat, laying aside

ownership by individuals, and the money expected to be made by them.

We affirm it is for the benefit of mankind. Very well. Should you em

ploy a laborer to serve you in any way, say a servant—and the steam

boats and railways are servants to the people—would you charge your

servant after paying'him a nominal sum house rent, until you had

received an equivalent for what you have paid him for his labor.

“Our railroads broke up the steamboat monopoly.”

Ah, they did, and the city, who has reaped the benefits of the steam

boat travel in days gone by before the railway came with greater pow

er, will keep them broken up, Wll] give the descending man another

thrust; not speaking of individuals however; in this instance we speak

of the steamers as an individual—a corporation representing one indi

vidual.

“Railroads have paid out immense sums of money.”

And in return we say have received immense amounts, keeping the

law of equity uppermost. “Pay thonsands of taxes into our treasury

annually,” and receive annually a like equivalent or correspondence

“and furnish employment to a large number of persons." Well and

good, the city is benefited on alarger scale, and the railroads, who must

have employees, are likewise benefited by being enabled to obtain the

laborers to propel the railway that the man of business or ease, the

pleasure seeker or the invalid may be transported safely and easily.

We do not look at city interest alone; it is the interest of the whole mass

of humanity who are each dependent on the other, insomuch that one

cannot defraud another without breaking the law of equity, and receiv

ing a corresponding shock by the law of reaction. And the interests of

the steamboats are to be considered in the same scale as the interest of

the city. “That the city subscribed large sums of money for stock in
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railroads has nothing to do with the wharfage or taxation.” It is im

material whether the stock is in railroads or levees, the city should not

expect usury, either from railroad bonds, or from levees. Is it in accord

ance with the law of right and equity ? '

Now the question arises :lv Should exorbitant taxes be extorted from

the railroads, boats, or anything taxable ‘P From whom comes the tax ?

Who pays the bill? Not our bankers, our stock owners and our mil

lionaires, but our starving, half-fed, half-clothed, oppressed poor—the la

boring man who toils early and late, with his tin pail of cold dinner set

before him at noon, whilst our would-be regulators of prices and of

taxes, luxurionsly dine upon the viands of the day; the woman

who toils with the nesdle until the brain grows giddy, and she faints

and staggers under the oppressive burdens. They are your tax-payers

When the owner of a steamboat has a greater expense than can keep

her afloat the hard-working Pat or negro, who carries the heavy burden

must be cut down twenty-five cents per day. This twenty-five cents,

which would be a mite in the bankers daily expenditures, robs his chil

dren of almost necessary food and clothing, causes the weary mother to

shed tears as she gazes upon her infants—helpless slaves, doomed and

sealed. There is no redress; we have as complete a serfdom to-day as

has England.

The last clause in regard to wharfage: “A comparison of steamboats

with railroads is a comparison of ‘pigmies’ with ‘giants’ ” We only say:

The giant on account of stature requires a little more space upon the

earth, a little more food perhaps, but does the pigmy because he is not a

giant have any right to live at all? We would say that this is a com

parison—as good as could be found of our country. We have become a

race of pigmies and giants, and the giants re quire so much space, if It

were not for the indolent, ease-loving nature of the giants, the pigmies

would be swept from the face of the land.

The last clause in regard to Comodore Davidson. a personal allusion

to a gentlemen with whom we have no personal acquaintance, we do

not attempt to reply to. only upon the general principle, that a man’s

character has nothing to do with your dealings toward him. We are,

as individuals responsible for our own actions, and not for another’s,

only so far as we have influenced them either for right or wrong. We

do not know his motiyes, but say with the same enthusiasm: Let us
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have the law of just taxation established for the sake of those who suf

fer the penalty ~‘.lie laborers.

“‘74.”.—

CORRESPONDENCE.

BLOOMFIELD, Mo., Aug. 15, 1881.

Mns. M. Marianna—The brave and noble position you uave taken in

condemnation of the infliction of capital punishment has been well cal

culated to arouse much reflection upon that dreadful subject.

It is really a matter of astonishment that people of good common

sense and intelligence should continue to think that this awful relic of

the barbaric age should still be perpetuated.

Such blood curdling scenes as that of the accusation of those unfortu

nate Talbott boys will bring a heart-rending shudder to the feelings of

all sensitive natures whenever thought of in all times to come.

A gloom was cast over the feelings of many' sympathetic people in

this locality on the day of thnir doom and we wailed with baited breath

after earnestly hoping that our Executive head would certainly side

with humanity and give the unfortunates the advantage of the doubts

in their case.

Had the earnest prayerful appeals been made by men who had votes

to cast instead of women who are denied their natural rights in that di

rection, the result might have been different. Hence the right, necessi

ty demanding that every intelligent women in the land should put her

shoulder to the wheel using every effort in her power to roll out of exis

tence that prejudice and ignorance which dares to limit women’s right.

Women are as much amenable tothe criminal laws of the states as

men; any oflense committed by them as breach of allegiance to the

state of which they are citizens, subject them to the same measure of

punishment as inflicted upon men.

Their property liable to the same rate of taxation, and may be taken

for public use.

For injuries done they are bound to make the same reparation, yet

they have no voice in making or creating the laws which they in every

way assist in sustaining.

Mus. M. A. BEDFORD.

“Woman’s Rights' in last week’s issue was written by W. A. Post.
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DIAMOND DUST.

There is a mighty power which controls all matter. It is the Power.

Call it God, call it angels, spirits, odic force or electricity, magnetism or

what you may, still it does not change the great all-controlling power.

Life is labor, labor is worship, worship is religion, and religion is ele

vation; elevation is progress, progress is growth, and growth is

life, therefore the span of man is here in portrayed, from birth unto

death, being the birth into a new life.

Rise up ye mighty sons of labor, and solve the mysteries of life; let us

find the hidden secret; the fountain of life. The mystery of life can be

revealed to him who would search deep into the well of knowledge, of

purity and of real godliness which is living according to, and in harmo

ny with the laws which govern our beings.

Give thy time and energies to the greatest objects which thou canst

attain; thou canst never become too great, if that greatness consists in

nobility of soul, the grand achievement of wonderful victories over sel

fish motives, over the siren tempter which comes with honeyed words,

but retains the poisoned cup for the last. Select the beautiful and only

true diadem, purity and all attendant graces, and thou shalt be greater

than a king.

By each individual fulfilling his proper missiononly can man labor in

accordance with the law of right, justice. of mercy and of love to hu

manity, and it is the ultimate design of the angel world to move in ac

cordance with the irrevocable, unchangeable laws of the universe, which

cannot be broken in the least particular, without a break in the link of

the great chain which binds humanity into a brotherhoud, and especi

ally in the literature, the oratory, the instructions of our young, which

is the very food and progress of our nation.

LIVE! and what is it to live? Not to exist, but to labor, to achieve,

to conquer, to ascend, to progress, to grow strong in the strength of soul.

Lightly, gently, softly, sweetly comes the melodious tones of the an

gels when we have struggled, when we have labored, when we have

served, when we have fought, when we have prayed without ceasing,

and have not fallen into any of the enemies snares, “Well and faithfully

done," and the heavenly music ripples tenderly into our souls, speaking

of the great and beautiful land of light and love from whence cometh

our aid. ' Cons CORAL.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

 

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

 

(CONTINUE-D.)

And Esau hated Jacob because of the blessing wherewith his father

blessed him and Esau said in his heart: The days of mourning for my

father is at hand then will I slay my brother Jacob.

And these words of Esau, her elder son, were told to Rebekah, and

she sent and called Jacob her younger son and said unto him: Behold '

thy brother Esau as touching thee, doth comfort himself purposing to

kill thee.

Therefore she bade him arise and go to her brother Labans, and re

main until his anger was abated. Isaac called Jacob and blessed him,

gave him the blessing which really belonged to him. So God, in all his

dealings with his children, gives them the blessing which really belongs

to them when they are willing to accept it, when they realize what they

need, and that they have mistaken the proper mode to receive the true

blessing. With humbleness and penitence he now comes to his father,

perceiving the wrong he has done unto his brother which causes this

bitter hatred toward him. Had he never robbed Esau, Esau would

neVer have felt this bitter revenge. But now, with tearful heart, me

thinks, Jacob approaches his father. craving his last blessing—and re

ceives it. I

The loving, heavenly father, with tender mercy from yonder realm,

looks on all the erring children of earth with a pitying eye, reaches out

His hand, sends the divine angels with the merciful, pleading messages,

beseeching them to see the beautiful life, to see the true and proper way

to receive every blessing upon earth is not by falsification or deceit, but

by humbly submitting unto the Higher Power, taking the outstretched

hand of the dear Father's, and walking with confidence and faith, up

the rugged hill of life, trusting to the strength of that hand, trusting to

the wisdom of that Father, trusting to the Love. And would we de

ceiye that Holy Father? Can we deceive that Heavenly Father, who

with all-seeing eyes gazes upon us—all our actions with love and ten

derness, and if there be errors with pity, yet as the chasten ing rod is

not withheld by the wise parent who loves his children,
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so with the dear Heavenly Father, every mistake, error or act

of wilful disobedience is followed by a penalty. As every wound upon

your physical system must be healed so every wound upon the spirit

must be healed. The loving angels of mercy pour on the balm of Gilead

and the sisters of charity bind up the broken spirit, but if the broken

spirited mortal resists the kind and tender offices of the angels of love,

and casts aside the balm of Gilead, and rudely thrusts aside the sisters

of charity, he will not receive the proffered assistance; but there comes

a time when, through exhaustion, the broken spirit lies faint and weak,

still the angels of love and pity come forward not ha filed by the repuls

es which were givan in strength. '

With tears of sympathy, they now bear the weak spirit to a brighter

abode; pour on balm of Gilead, administer wine of love to strengthen

the soul; the sisters of charity bind the wounds; restore the soul to

health and strength.

Had Jacob not wronged Esau, as was said before, no revenge Would

have been felt. There is no effect without a cause. Thus here is the

cause of murder through the injustice of the strong over the weak. It is

the battling of the true spirit, against injustice. He—the individual

who provokes another to this anger and revenge, through wrong of any

kind is the real cause of the terrible, the deadly effect, and here we may,

say there are murders rampant in our land, which are considered

virtues; where the soul is tortured, harassed and angered daily, by pet

ty sneers, unjust treatment, and by uncharitable, careless words. Rise

up! sons of men, and see that by every unjust word, every word

of depression and deceit, every word which causes the sigh of sorrow to

well within the human breast, you are committing murder- --heinious

and vile, every slanderous stream which pours from thy mouth villify

ing innocent youth every prevarication and false impression is a mur

derous stream of the deepest dye.

Oh may we have the heart’s temples purified, cleansed and renovated

by the sweet love from heaven which passeth all understanding. Let

us be brave and strong to battle with life’s difficulties, and let us receive

the blessing which the dear Father has in store for us, not attempting

to usurp our brother, obtain his blessing which will only prove a curse.

IDA M. MERRILL.
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MIGHAEL’S MALLET.

 

Long ago in the olden dag,

On a slope of the Turan ills there lay

A village with quarries all around,

And blocks of marble that piled the ground;

And scattered among them everywhere,

With wedge and hammer, rule and square,

With the dust of the marble powdered white,

Sat masons who chiseled from morn to night.

The earliest sound that the baby heard

Was neither the whistle nor song of bird,

Nor bleating of lambs, nor rush of breeze

Through the tops of the tall old chestnut trees,

Nor the Ian hing of girls, nor the whoop and shout

Of the schoo at the convent just let out,

Nor the tinkle of water splashing sweet

From the dolphin's mouth in the village street.

But foremost and first, that sharp and clear

Arrested the little Michael’s ear

When he waked from sleep, was the mallets knock

On the chisel that chipped the rou h-hewn block '2

From the dawn of the day till the wilight came,

The click of the tools was still the same;

And constant as fell the fountain’s drip,

Was the tap-tap-tapl and the chip-chip-chipl

And when he could crawl beyond the door

Of the cottage, insearch‘ of a plaything more,

Or farther could venture, a prying lad,

What toys do you think were the first he hae?

—Why, splinters of marble white and pure,

And a mallet to break them with, to be sure;

And a chisel to shape them should he choose,

Just such as he saw the masons use.

So, ichael, the baby, had his way,

An hammered and chipped and would not play

With, the simple and senseless sort of toys

That leased the rest of the village boys,

They aughed at the little churches he

Would daily build at his nurse‘s knee;

They scouted the pictures that he drew

On the smooth, white slabs with a coal or two.

They taunted and teased him when he tried

To mold from the rubbish cast aside.

Rude figures, and screamed “Scultorl” when,

His bits of marble be shaped like men.

But who of them dreamed his mallet's sound

Would ever be heard the earth around ?

Or his mimic churches in time become

The mightiest temple of Christendom?
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Or the ictures he painted fill the dome

Of the istine—grandest of si hts in Rome?

Or the village bah that chise ed s0

Be the marvelous ichael Angelo!

— Wide Awake.

 

GONE BEFORE.

There’s a beautiful face in the silent air,

Which follows me ever and near,

With smiling e es and amber hair,

With voiceless ips, yet with a breath of prayer

That I feel, but cannot hear. -

The dimpled hand and ringlet of gold

Lie low in the marble sleep;

I stretch my arms for the clasp of old.

But the empty air is strangely cold,

And my vigil alone I keep.

There’s a siniess brow with radiant crown

And a cross laid'down in the dust;

There’s a smile where never a shade comes now,

And tears no more from those dear eyes flow,

So sweet in their innocent trust.

Ah, well! the summer is coming again,

Singing her same old song;

But oh! 1t sounds like a sob of pain,

As it floats in the sunshine and the rain,

O’er hearts of the world’s great throng.

There’s a beautiful region above the skies,

And I long to reach it’s shore.

For I know I shall find my treasure there,

The laughing eyes and amber hair,

Of the loved one gone before.

' ,—-Prohobitionist.

—-—--<0>-—————~

It is not work that hurts men. It is the corrosion of uncertainty; it

is the acrimony of fear; it is the anticipation of trouble; it is living in

a state of painful apprehension. Therefore we should endeavor to rise

out of the atmosphere of gloomy forebodings.

above fear and its whole brood of mischief can go through twice as

much trouble as a man who is subject to its influence.

We shall soon have A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT bound in book form for

v _ <.___ _____

the accommodation of the public.

The man who is lifted
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

 

Mary Magdalene. on the first day of the week. when it was yet dark,

came to the sepulchre and saw that the stone was taken away, and she

ran to Simon Peter, and told him they had taken away the body of Je

sus, and she knew not where they had lain him. Peter and another dis

ciple ran together. and found the sepulchre open, and they looked in,

saw the linen clothes lying, and the napkin in an other place by itself.

They saw the body was gone, but as yet they knew not the scripture,

that he must rise from the dead. The disciples then went to their

homes, but Mary stood without weeping; she stooped down and looked

into the sepulchre and saw two angels, sitting one at the head, the oth

er at the feet where the body of Jesus had lain; they said to her, why

weepest thou ? She answered: Because they have taken away my

lord, and I know not where they have laid him. She turned herself

back, and saw Jesus standing, but knew not that it was him. Jesus

said unto her: “Mary,” she turned herself and called him “Master;”

Jesus said: Touch me not, I am not yet ascended to my father, but go

to my brethren and tell them. I ascend unto my father, and your fat her

and to my God. and your God.

People of this nineteenth century say that Jesus was the Great Su

preme God—the originator of all worlds and systems of worlds, (they

are those who believe in creeds and dogmas.) but can any one perceive

a sign that he made at that time after his resurrection, that would in

' dicate he thought so of himself? He said: My father and your father,

my brethern—all brothers, and all sons of the great spirit world. At

that time because he said he was the son of God, the people who claim

ed to be the chosen ones crucified him. To unprej udiced minds what i;
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termed God is the parent of humanity, and the teachings of Jesus plain

ly proves he knew the fact as he said: I ascend to where I was before.

I was evolved into this sphere of existence. Now the whole earth is

an evolution from the spirit called God, the Great I Am, and we the hu

man family, all sons and daughters, wonderful beings, cannot be anni

hilated, must live on forever.

This is the lowest sphere of existence; we can choose what circle we

desire to move in here, and when we pass beyond the river, we will find

ourselves in the same circle, and possibly disappointed that the sacri

fice was not as important as we anticipated—that we offered to the idol

of our afiection, a golden calf or a pompous style of luxury, sending

large sums of money to foreign lands to teach creeds and dogmas in

stead of believing and being baptlzed with the Holy Ghost, as Jesus

taught when he sent out seventy others, two by two, before his face to

heal the sick and cast out evil spirits. They were true mediums, and

the power of operating through the two cured the afflicted physically

and morally. When they returned with joy saying: Even the devils

are subject unto us through thy name, or the spiritual power that we

received from you enabled us to perform the work they said he beheld

Satan as lightning, (evil) fall from heaven. Behold, I give unto you

power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the powers of

the enemy; and nothing shall by any means hurt you. Rejoice not that

the spirits are subject unto you, but because your names are written in

heaven. Jesus rejoiced that those things were concealed from the wise

and prudent, and revealed unto babes; as it was a fulfillmerZ of the

law, a fact demonstrated, that the kingdom of God so often entioned

is the great spiritual power operating by the co-operation with mor

tals for the elevation and development of humanity. The wise and

prudent of to-day speak and act the same as they did two thousand

years ago, when Jesus was trying to demonstrate to mankind the great

power they possess through harmonious action, to destroy evil (kill the

devil) and bring peace and happiness on earth; they called him the

prince of devils, Beelzebub, and can neither hear or understand his lov

ing words, keep his commandment, or believe in the truth be is mani

festing to-day.

Mas. M. MERRICK.
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THE MOTHER.

 

(Extract from an address upon the “Coming church,” by Capt. H. H.

Brown, of Saratoga Springs, N. Y.)

' But among this glorious company of saints, saviors and martyrs, let

us not forget women. Many women have been great, and by glorious

action for humanity are prominent in our history and in our love. But

in view of her great suffering and her great gifts we class the mother

among the saints. To give us a citizen she has gone down into the val

ley “of the shadow of death,” and with the illumination of the near

shore she almost reached. and the halo of spirit upon her brow, she has

come out glorified with a future citizen in her arms. Think of her

great benefaction as she brought to us in her travail a Shakespeare.

Who shall measure her agony or our gain as she gave us a Newton, a

Franklin, a Washington, a Lincoln or a Garrison. Only her purity, her

fidelity, her love and her unselfishness were these possible. Honoring

these as the consequences we will pass beyond and deck her brow with

brighter laurels as the cause. Only of great and good mothers can

great and good men come.

Motherhood, Ah! in this coming church of humanity, its holiest

shrine is thine; its sincerest worship that of maternity.

' The Madonna mother! The pure immaculate mother, shall claim our

highest homage. Among all the many gifts the Catholic church has

brought to this country, its greatest, noblest. rarest, is its Madonna wor

ship, its mariolity. The Protestant church in ignoring the Mary moth—

er. has lost what might have been its greatest incentive to purity.

Kneeling before her image and the divine child man must have from

that hour higher conceptions of his own mother, and as an expect

ant father make his child also more divine. Looking to her as their

ideal, the ignorant, the vile, are ennobled to come closer to the good and

true, to bring more of sweetness and light into their lives. In our com

ing church we ennoble, elevate and enshrine again the Madonna idea.

_______.>___

Miss M. M. Gillett, of Wisconsin, but a resident of Washington, and

a law student, is the lady who was appointed by President Garfield, no

tary public for the District of Columbia—the first instance where a wo

man has received such an appointment from a president.
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A NEW YEAR'S STORY.

wrnmn’s 'rnn‘sm ?

(CONTINUEDJ

 

We must passover a period in_the history of the boys, up to the time

when Harry made his second mistake, and this time a Fairy Queen was

not the tempter. Harry by his genial disposition and general good humor

withal, considerable sparkle and wit had won his way into the hearts of

all, even the reckless ones; and here was a dangerous breaker for him.

Whilst on the other hand, Clint being cool and determined, a little

haughty, won not so many friends yet those were staunch and true and

he was not a mark for the enemy, so much as our warm-hearted, pas

sionate,.quic'k tempered, hasty dispositioned Harry.

The evening to which we refer was a beautiful moonlight eve in Feb

ruary. Snow sparkled from the branches of trees, and shrubs were

weighted to the ground beneath the lovely burden, sleighs sped merrily

here and there, and the tinkle of the bells, with ever and anon the songs

of the merry sleighers made glad music which rippled on the air until itv

reached the ears of many impatient inmates of Vassar. Among the

number. was our friend Harry Ernest. With his active, fun-loving

disposition this was a real prison. Whilst Clint was carefully prepar

ing his lessons for to-morrow’s recitation, he was pacing his chamber

like a caged tiger, and could not compose himself to undertake any of

his duties.

“Harry,” says Clint, “What has upset you. One would think you had

lately made an investment and lost all you are worth.”

“There Clint,just hear that,” he exclaimed, apparently not heeding

the question, as merry shouts rang clear and loud on the air, and a

sleighing party in front of the gate began a spirited sleighing melody

They had evidently shouted to attract the attention of the pupils.

"If I was only amongst them," he ejaculated as they finished one song

‘ and began another. At that moment a low, shrill whistle, which Harry

immediately recogniied, was wafted into the room. Rushifig out, Har

ry was caught in the arms of one of the most reckless characters regis

tered at Vassar.
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"-Halloa, old boy i” he exclaimed and then in a low tone says “Harry, a

half dozen of us, lacking one, have made plans to have some fun in

spite of Spectacles,” as he roughly called the President.

“How is that John? You know it is study hours.”

“What's the odds ?” he says. “We have arranged it if you keep still I

will settle it with Parson Obert.”

Accordingly he looks into the room, and says:

“Clint! Harry and I are going to the schoolroom to study together,”

and there upon grasps Harry by the arm and hurries him through the

hall.

As soon as he had taken him to his own room, pushed him inside be

fore Harry could realize what had taken place. Here the others had as

sembled, and John says:

“Harry we have made arrangements with a man from the Union liv

ery to meet us on the corner of Maple and 20th streets at eight o’clock,

with the jolliest pair of horses out of the stable.” Harry with all his

love of fun was conscient'u u and said:

“ Boys, what will the professor say '9" .

“ Oh, never mind spectacles,” exclaimed several voices at once. “We_

are only to take aholiday which we consider is necessary to our hap—

piness,” said Ralph Stuart, who was a foppish looking youth with more

airs than brains, who was always in third grade and attempted to make

up his deficiencies by various “aws"-—sundry yawns and languid man

ners.

“We shall only be better prepared to study," says John seeing that

Harry demurred. “It is really no harm to take a little innocent recrea

tion, and each one offered a word of persuasion and scarce comprehendj

ing what he was doing, Harry was led on by the boys older in years and

experience with the world than was he. At the appointed place, the

man was waiting, and soon they were speeding over the glassy surface~

of snow, where many a merry party had preceded them. -

Immediately, Harry’s mind reverted to another sleighing time, when

the day began in high spirits and ended with such disgrace. Why did

his mind seem fixed upon that day, and yet it did not have the desired

effect? They were now in the outskirts of the city—the fashionable

suburbs, where elegant mansions were ablaze, and the brightness glit

tered out upon the beautiful drapery of white reflecting diamond like

crystals, a little more brilliant thah those made by the pale moon. ‘
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Harry in his keen enjoyment, now forgets the other time, and _ gives

himself up to the sublimity of the scene. Had he but have allowed his

soul to become so filled with it that he could not have been tempted, but

alas for frail human nature. Oh, angels of mercy and strength draw

near and uphold thy frail children, thy warm and loving ones who are

more easily entrapped into the snare of the enemy——that the angel of

pity sheds not so many tears. ‘

They are now nearing the city. At a turn of the corner, a brilliantly

lighted saloon sends out its beautiful rays of light dancing upon the

path with as brilliant phantoms, as those sent forth from the most love

ly, elegant home. Ah, here is the demon, here is the temptation; so in

viting and entertaining; the abodes of vice [are made, that the weary

pilgrim in search of rest is sometimes entrapped unawares.

John says: “There boys, see that elegant restaurant. Let us go in

and take something to revive us.” \ .

Instantly the five were upon the street, but Harry remained in his

seat. '

“What’s the mattah ?" says Ralph, our would be gentleman. ‘_‘We

aw going to take something warm, aw!” '

"I do not care for anything,” says Harry with some dignity. I do not

visit saloons.”

“Oh, this is only an eating house,” says John. “Come in and have a

cup of coffee.”

“I thank you, I do not desire anything,” he interposed.

“But,” says John, “I feel responsible for your health and 'say that it is

necessary you should at least take a cup of coffee, and then in a syco~

phantic coaxing tone says:

“Come, come, do not be foolish; come in with the rest of us.”

Gently drawing him as he spoke, Harry was again subject to the in

fluence of this stronger nature. .

They were soon seated at a table, lunch set before them, and thed

glasses were produced after they had partaken of their repast, and as

they were filled to the brim Harry attempted to arise but was detainen

by John. .

"Take a drop, just to warm you," he says.

Harry sat and looked at the beverage and shook his head.

“Oh see the babah,” says our flippant Ralph, and “Oh ~what a goose!”

with other exclamations, were spoken. '
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Placing the glass to his lips, John says: Boy just take enough to

warm your blood. ‘

Thus prevailled upon he again yields to the tempter. The first glass

taken his brain soon became giddy, and as the other glasses were filled

his was also, and this time it did not require so much solicitation.

, GOOD ADVICE.

 

The following eloquent appeal was made by Gen. A. M. West, in clos

inga recent speech in Mississippi:

“To succeed We must be firm, bold and aggressive. Cowards never ac

complish results fraught with enduring good to mankind. The princi

ples of this new ‘National Party' are so well adafied to the necessities

of the times as to be in harmony with the interests of the people in ev

ery state and territory in the Union, eliminate from public questions

the prejudice and the passions growing out of the late hostile relations,

and establishing in sentiment and practice a true sisterhood of states,

brothers in citizenship, at home in every section and on any soil of our

country’s domain—all forming a united family, one in heart and pur

pose, with a common hope and a common sympathy. It is true. we are

now imperfectly organized. weak in numbers, poor in purse, and are

without state or national patronage to allure to our ranks office-seekers

and lovers of the display of power and authority. But we have that

which is better and more attractive to men of moral and political vir

tue, principle.

On a memorable occasion, our revolutionary sires pledged their lives,

their fortunes and their sacred honor in support of principle. There

was a virtue in these pledges full of irresistible power which has giv

en to history some of the grandest achievemenis of human effort. May

the memory of this historical example, so sublime in its teachings, so

lofty of purpose, so beneficient in results, unite the virtue and patriot

ism of the people north and south in an effort to reform and restore to

its pristine purity the government they bequeathed to us as a priceless

legacy.”

This advice is good as a reformatory principle. We must be firm and

bold in the cause of right, and parties or creeds are secondary. The

principle of purification, liberty and peace, is the only true principle.
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TIME.

 

(Written for Spanish paper, Revista Estudz'os Phycotogicos ,- of May,

1881. Translated for French paper, Revue Spirite; and from the

French into the English for A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT, by Jesse H. But

ler.)

Time is the ONLY treasure possessed by man; the honor, the riches

disappear in a few seconds: our health is also frail. If welove we are

not paid the most often, but by indifference or ingratitude. If our

knowledges scientific make us proud or elated, we are obliged to bow

down very soon, before those of superior intelligence; we are liable to

lose all in this life; the riches, the renown, the liberty, the virtue, our

miserable bodies, all; then time only to us remains, left always and all

around,' marks indelible. This is our shadow; where we go it follows,—

it is our light, our progl ess; it is all our felicity—what would be man

without the time unlimited? Time is the symbol of God. It reveals

all mysteries. It dissipates all the fears. It makes to disappear the

doubt. It gives to each according to his works. It is the silence of the

ages, in which the eloquence is superior to that of all the orators of the

world. '

It alone possesses the knowledge of the truth. Itis the pacificator of

the people. It cicitrizes the deep wounds of the heart of man.

0 Timel time! if the ungrateful humanities; thee have represented

under the figure of Saturn devouring his children, they have illy under

stood thee. -Thou annihilated neither the beings, nor the causes; to the

contrary, thou art the eternal redeemer. Thou despoilest man of his

old envelope, to give him a new one. Thou inverted the centuried trees.

when their roots shoot forth again. Thou fadest the flowers, to oifer to

us the delicious fruits. Thou dissipated our young illusions, to give us

in exchange the profound reflections of mature age. Thou art the sculp

tor of God. Thy models, the grand figures that illustrate the ages.

Thou art the life, because thou art the light!

0 Time! we render thee homage, we adore thee in thy work immense:

If we were able to express all the inspiration that thou givest us the en

tire humanity would chant our hymns. Thou art doubtless the breath

of God, which gives the force, thou being the motive power to the

worlds and to the humanities that inhabit them. Thou makest to for

get the insults, thou extinguishes the hatred. Thou createst the new
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affections. Thou art the eternal mathematician who traces the figures

geometric and tindest their proportions exact. Thou makest to disap

pear the shadows projected by the false lights of sophism. Thou art

the truth that manifests in all places. The greater part of time, we do

not recognize its useful teachings, but thou emanating from God, as

God art patient, because like him. thou art eternal, thou smilest in be

holding our miseries; and thou sayest, “They will come to me, the

prodigal children. all will return to the house of the Father universal,

all will take part in the banquet of the ages, all will progress, because it

is their destiny. So useful as is especially indispensable for the schools

of physiology in which the development is never rapid: they oppose the

most, that which is the most real, and this is not astonishing, since ob

stacles without number, oppose this development-eons invents a thous

novelties, one forges a great number of absurd errors, and it makes the

shadow, but it dissipates With the course of the years and if the years

suffice not, then come the centuries.

The rational spiritist school owes much to time which has dem0n~

strated the distinct manifestations at the different epochs, that the dead

live, that the souls communicate to us their sorrows, and the spirits re- ._

count their joys, and each demonstration has produced divers effects:

the terror and the incredulity have buried the truth, superstition and

fanaticism have helped on the revelations from beyond the tomb, to cre

ate the mysterious, and by the aid of these elements one frightens the

peeple ignorant until now thanks to time, the doors of the sanctuary are

open, and the sacred books are multiplied, and men have known the val

ue of the legends religions, fables mystic. traditions, based on the shad

ows. ' _

Nothing comes of nothing. This discovery has given new flight to

schools scientific, philosophic, and aurora of a splendid, future rises on

the horizon! Time! Time! Redeemer of the worlds. Prophet infalli

ble, how much owe thee the humanities. We adore thee, we behold in

thee the progress. Thou art the heritage of God. Thou art strong, be

cause thou realizest the grand efl'ects. Thou art the sage of sages, be

cause thou inspirest by thy experience. Thou art the judge supreme.

Thy sentences are admirable, because they are always just. Thou art

the avenger of the martyrs. Thou ar‘. the life, becausei'thou art the

eternity. God, Nature and Time form the august trinity of the mystery

of Creation. JEssE H. BUTLER.
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A PSYOOLOGIOAL WONDER.

The Virginia City Enterprise says: “There is in this city a young

lady whose case is not only the most distressing imaginable, but which

is also the most curious and a puzzle for physicians and all who are

acquainted with her condition and the peculiar circumstanses

attendant and connected therewith. The young lady is a Miss Mary

Kenney, aged about 18 years, who resides on the Divide. Previous to

her illness she wasa pupil in Prof. Flint’s school, where she was dis

tinguished for her close application to her studies and her quiet and

lady-like deportment. She was ambitions to become a teacher, and

studied very hard in order to be able to pass an examination. Some

six weeks ago Miss Kenney told her mother and others that a great

calamity was soon to befall her; that she would be stricken blind, deaf

and dumb. In making this announcement she was much distressed and

wept bitterly. It was in vain that her friends tried to comfort her; she

said it was a thing that must come. A few days later while on her

way home from school, when she was suddenly struck blind, and was

led by the hand the remainder of the way home. Four physicians, in

cluding Dr. Weber, county physician, have been attending the young

lady since her illness, and have been unable to determine the cause of

the malady which so suddenly siezed her. After losing her sight she

soon lost her hearing, and then her vocal organs became paralyzed.

For several days past she has been unable either to hear, see or speak.

Her disease appears to be of the nature of paralysis, and~~ this had yes

terday extended to her legs and the lower part of her body. For some

days she has had but little use of her hands, and then only under cer

tain conditions. The most curious feature of her case, however, is that

all this time she has been able to communicate with all about her

though bereft of all'her senses. This she has done in writing. III ask

, ing her a question it was necessary to do so in writing her hand being

laid on that of the questioner to place his hand on hers or to lightly hold

the top of the pencil with which she was writing. All this time her

eyes were closed and her head resting on a pillow in such a position

that she could not have seen what she was doing had her eyes been

open and she not blind.
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It appears that the young lady’s is a peeuliar organism—that she has

long been a sort of psycological puzzle. Many instances might be given

of this peculiarity, but they nearly all concern persons well known here

and who do not wish to have their names mentioned. As regards the

character of these things, we may say that she in several instances felt

impelled to go to persons who were entire strangers to her and tell

them things that were for their good, and which almost made their hair

stand on end for the reason that her revelations showed that she

knew almost every action of their lives. In speaking of some persons

she said she knew almost every action of their lives from childhood.

Another curious thing remains to be told.

In Gold Hill, fully half a mile away from the residence of the girl, are

two persons who appear to be effected through her. One of them is a

boy about six years of age, and the other a man of mature age. Since

she has been stricken down these persons have felt every change that

has taken place in the young lady's condition; have felt it instantly.

She has had frequent convulsions, and whenever one of these fits has

siezed her, the man and the boy at Gold Hill have in some way been

made aware of the fact. Also when she was siezed with a spell of vom

iting (which were quite frequent) the fact was instantly known to the

two persons at Gold Hill. In order to prove this, persons interested in

this curious business have made many quick trips from Gold Hill to the

Divide,'carefully noticing the time, and always found that the man and

boy had exactly described the young lady’s condition.

_ _.,_ . _

Old age has its beauty as well as youth. See that lovely old lady,

silver-haired, with some of the fire of youth still shining in her dark

eyes, and harmonizing rather than contrasting with the dignity of age.

She leans on the arm'of a manly young fellow, tall, sunburnt, with a

frank, kindly face, and together they form a striking picture. It is on

ly middle age that is hopelessly unpicturesque. Middle-aged men as a

rule (there are some pleasant exceptions), have an aspect that repels ro

mance. They look of the earth, earthly. They appear to have lost the

faculty of enjoyment. Youth is behind them, and the calm and leisure

ofage unreached. It is a sad and pitiful sight to see a woman clinging

to her lost youth by such sorry devices as talse “fronts,” and youthful

gowns, and kittenish ways. How useless it is! How much better to

realize honestly and frankly that youth has disappeared.
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A HISTORY OI‘ LII‘B.

as Is GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL Loan.

(CONTINUED)

.iAcon’s LADDER.

How beautiful! Oh, how wondrous grand!

A ladder which reaches from earth to heaven.

Encompassin all on the earthly land,

Is this beau iful type to us given.

There is a ladder which is built to the skies,

And we mount it round by round,

Oh, how beautiful is this glorious prize“

The sweet progression here is found.

Yes, round by round, we mount life’s hill,

We rise with every upwald thought,

And find each time one more round still,

Oh, let each day with good be fraught.

For this alone is elevation,

This will lift us as we press.

Onward to our true destination,

Filled with hope and joyfulness. .

Angels ascend when we mount a round,

And descend if we fall below,

Ascend to aid us in our onward bound,

Descend to lift us when we’re in woe.

Thus the ladder of life is of burnished gold,

The angels are willing to aid.

Oh what astory in this is told,

Every labor of love is doubly repaid.

it is repaid in the inner temple the soul,

Although the world ma scoif and scorn,

There comes a message w ich does console, -

Another gem does thy crown adorn.

As Jacob was journeying to his uncle Laban’s, he stopped to stay

over night and builta pillar of stones. During the night he dreamed

he saw a ladder let down from heaven, and angels ascending and de

scending upon it. At the top of the ladder he saw God in His glory.

Here is a beautiful representation: Life is a ladder, and angels of

love and mercy are ever ascending and descending. When we mount

the ladder. although the brain may grow giddy, the strong angels of

love bear us up.if we but grasp the proffered hand, and e’en when we
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do not, they support us, if we but make the effort to rise. When

through exhaustion or failure we step below, they descend to still aid

us. to again attempt the hazardous work of rising to the skies, where

we see God in all His majesty and glory. The heights of heaven, the

spiritual aura which is discernible to him who will-remove the scales

from his eyes, and view the greatness and glory of life. Oh, lovely and

profitable ladder of life! It is in view of every true child of the king

dom, every loving soul, every submissive one, who is willing to lay all.

at the feet of the dear'master, which is right and God—the all control

ling Power. This picture, which is so visible when we have gazed out

from the inner sense, above and over, the material is one which can

never be effaced from the eye-sight of the beholder. It rests in the

heart, in all its perfection. The angels ever whisper loving words of

encouragement, and we find that ofttimes they are the loved ones gone

before, who through the grand and mighty law which unites humani

ty into a brotherhood by links—each life being a link—they are drawn

by the power of attraction, sympathy and unison to the earth sphere to

guard and guide with the same love, only spiritualized—made more per

fect, more wise and stronger; as the material is discarded and the spirit

moves with greater velocity, appreciates through the rarified spirit es

sence the grandeur of life. sees with the clearer vision the finale, sees

that the state of preparation is necessary for the eventual purification

of a world, rendering the spiritual realm, the New Jerusalem a clime,

or nation. we may say of experience and of keen, rare enjoyment which

may be best appreciateed by contrast; and they who have not this ex

perience upon earth are the most active angels of mercy, for it is

through this sympathy with distress, where they are attracted by the

irrevocable law, that they gain the earthly experience, fitting them for

the final enjoyment of blessings untold, of a redeemed and perfect world

where the spirit essence —God, projector and the animus of all life sends

~ forth the streams of love. or rays of light until every individual is per

meated with the glory of life. There is but one law, and the ladder of

Jacob is a perfect representation. It is either ascent or descent, and no

man can ascend or descend alone. As he ascends he moves the chain of

which he is one of the links upward, and when he descends he moves it

downward, and each life linked in this chain in its nearness is moved

accordingly; the angels of love and mercy also, attempting to keep the

quilibrium, move up or down with their strong arms ever ready to as
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sist. All the pure and holy attributes we place at the top of the ladder,

and all the vile and ignoble at the base; therefore we arise with the

lofty and when we descend, even in doubt we are nearing the imper

fect. '

, IDA M. MERRILL.

 

GEM CITY.

BY REQUEST OF A BOY. '

i

This day that governor laid a foundation,

Upon a firm and solid base twas placed;

Be inning here in humble station,

ut arose, and the highest seat he graced.

The Woodland home where many orphan’s find

A happy home and tender loving care,

He gave with generosity so kind

That the wandering waif might enter there.

Our beautiful cemetery with forest trees

In all their beauty and with branches outs read,

Sway backward and forwardqocked by the reeze,

Seem lovingly guarding our beautiful dead.

With entle slopes so fresh and green,

Wit here and there a tinkling rill.

A minature valley lies between

Each grandly beauteous, grassy hill.

This too was bequeathed by the same man,

With a loyin tribute to those who have gone

Out into eterni y’s mi hty span,

With life work finis ed or just begun,

The college which now should bear his name,

Occup ing one block in our city’s space;

Was bui t by him with care and pains,

A beauteous and attractive place.

He passed away, but his works cannot-—

T e city and the good will of its people

Look down won this Edenic spot—

Governor 00d was its foundation, tower and steeple.

I

Whatever she becomes she owes it to the man

Who entered the secluded shady dell.

Says, “here I will do what best I can.”

And has he not surely builded well?

This monument is builded in yonder skies,

Is written in the hearts of honest men;

Those hours when he did steadily rise!

He was building his monument of glory then.
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A temple fair it grew each day,

Invisible hands placed in each stone;

It grew in the country over the way,

The road which each pilgrim travels alone.

And to-day our citly needs such men—

Such men of nob e generous hearts;

With deeds of kindness to scatter strife’s ken,

To have justice and liberty in one of our mar-ts.

We want it pure, we want it strong,

We want an ual distribution

()f God’s free gi ts and thus prolong

Each elevating institution.

Our business college ranks first in the land,

Our free reading room furnishes food for the mind,

( )nr court house is a buildin grand

( )ur missionary ladies are rue and kind.

Our men of business are honest all,

Our lawyers and doctors, ministers too

We hope are all following a true call-- -

Are doing what good t eir hand finds to do.

Our wealthy citizens aid the poor,

Our poor might be somewhat better;

If a few more stronglfrom door to door

Would carry out 0 arity to the letter.

If some good soul might form a plan

To furnish employ when none else was found,

Then your charity might have a span,

And your labors of love might find a bound.

Work is what the poor must have,

If he would earn his daily bread;

And when ’tis furnished strong and brave,

If they labor not, should not be fed.

IDA M. MERRILL.

______<.,___

The genius of our civilization in its physiological aspect is to make

spendthrifts of us all, of our vital riches. It includes no such aim as

race improvement. True,‘s0me youthful culture of the head and heart

is supposed to reach after that object. But it does not. It looks only

to immediate success in social distinctions, or to winning incompetitive

struggles, not to the more remote objects of our improvement as a race.

Indeed, the instances in which physical degeneration, by the prevailing

injudicious and highly prized head-culture, is not thereby begun, are

altogether exceptional. Compare the highly educated son with his

father, and a perceptible diminution in the grade of constitutional stain -

ina is nearly always manifest.
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WOMAN'S RIGHTS.

 

BY REQUEST OF A GENTLEMAN.

A question which now is before the world.

The rights of women to—day ?

The question, arising in answer is,

What can she best do in a womanly way?

The rights of woman she should not claim,

The weaker battling with the strong,

But receive true homage withou battle.

Should join in a redeemer’s song.

Redeem the world by sweet labors of love,

I - Redeem it in the true mode,

Reforming her race and glorious virtue prove,

The greatest right in this abode.

Woman has rights and they are the best,

Demanded in a quiet, womanly way,

For by the law of gentleness and peace

The strongest, deepest passions are caused to sway

She may rule the nation within her realm,

She truly may become a queen of queens,

And never assert her might and her power,

If within her soul, true worth reigns.

It may be right to arise and fight,

Battling a ainst our stronger brother,

But the grea master taught the right,

Said: “Little children love one another.

When woman receives greater rights,

They must be bestowed with a willing hand;

Or we have abounding the same strife,

> The same injustice throughout the land.

By co—operation alone will be

A better nation, better laws;

Woman cannot redeem it alone,

Woman cannot see all the flaws.

Therefore, dear sisters, who see mistakes

In the laws of our nation to day,

Do not expect to usurp our lords,

Only portray them in a womanly way.

—IDA. M. MERRILL.

I . fl». .__ _

We shall soon have A FOUNTAIN or Lrerr'r bound in book form for

the accommodation of the public.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

Good and evil influences. We with our limited experience will en

deavor to show what we know concerning its opperation on mortals

and how we are clothed upon by one or the other and how mediums suf~

fer when coming in contact with evil influences.

Jesus knew who were good and who were evil disposed persons, and

when he met them, he addressed the principle they lived in; he said

woe unto you Scribes and Pharisees, Hypocrites, he could plainly see

their hypocrisy, and when he met Nathaniel he said, beholdj an lsreal

ite in whom there is no guile. The mediums of to-day know when they
meet people, whether they are goodior bad, true or false, and feel keen

ly the inharmony of the evil; it sometimes shakes every nerve appar

ently, and they wring their hands, and cry out with pain as pierced

with a dager, and people should be careful how they treat those con

necting links, and not do as they did in ages past, kill the prophets.

There should be schools established, where mediums could be treated

with loving kindness aud respect as they are divines chosen, watched

over and brought through many severe trials, educated by the spirits

of mortals to do work on earth, to elevate and refine mankind by prove

inn,r to them the resurrecIion of the spiritual body from the material

Without a change in character, and showing them the necessity of do

ing right, that through them will come the reformation of the world;

they area link that joins the spiritual and physical worlds, and those

who ridicule and scoff at them will, as we move up the mountain, look

back with pain and remorse at the treatment they bestowed on those

chosen ones. They are made to suffer for the elevation of those cruel

bigots who seem to have been born blind and deaf. How they can
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read the lessons contained in the book they love so well, and not under

stand or see the light is a mystery to those who can see.

Paul was a medium and brought up strictly a Pharisee; that was his

religion; it was exactly the opposite of going about doing good; he went

about while the evil influence of his false, tyrannical education pre

vailed, seeking for the harmless Nazarenes to destroy or punish them

with great cruelty.

When he saw the light and heard the voice saying why persecute me,

he left that circle of murderers and went about doing good. Now the

cry goes out, the Lord or good spirits would not appear or _ manifest

themselves to the saints or sinners, through such wicked frauds as

Paul was, but they will and do. The same Pharisacal splrit of persecu

tion is rampant to-day saying, Beelzebub, the prince of devils, is casting

_ not the same by his power, healing the people of both physical and mor

al diseases, and relieving them of their sufierings. How long, 0 how

long, wi 11 it be before bigotry, prejudice and ignorance with their bane

ful influence will be cast out of men’s minds so that they can listen to

reason and when they perceive a fact demonstrated they shall try to

utilize it to remove pain mentally, physically and morally.

The telegrams from Washington have been most painful to those

people of sensitive natures who feel deeply, the suffering of others.

Knowing at the same time that the situation of a leaden ball could be

determined without an instrument or painful operation by a Clairvoy

ant, (one prepared by development in the science of lffe, one devoted to

the sacred duties that devolve upon him or her who have the gift or

sight to peer into the interior realm. This is a fact and can be proved)

and with a corps of magnetic healers could sooth a sufierer without opi

ates and possibly prevent inflamation. Paul had aprons, and belts,

sent to him, and those who sent them were healed. It is necessary to

fulfill a law to produce a desired result, the patient sending an article

to a medium, forms a line of communication and the control of that me

dium goes with lightning speed, examines the patient and returns, im

presses the medium with the symptoms and directs how to proceed to

relieve the sufferer.

Mas. M. MERRIUK.
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.ON MISSISSIPPl TIDE.

We are gliding, gently liding,

Moving now adown t e stream,

Thus we thought our life is tiding,

And we live as in a dream.

Grand and beautiful is the picture,

Which we pass along the bank,

Thus our lives are filled with glim ses

Where heavenly foliage is so ran .

A bar of sand we sometimes pass,

We round it or we do not move,

Another thought comes to us now,

This does a wondrous truth now prove.

The obstacles which in life we meet,

We must round them to progress,

Oh beautiful nature, Oh sweet retreat,

Thou dost every truth, there is possess.

We glide adown lifes mighty stream,

Many obstacles in the ath we find,

And yet life is not all a ream,

We are not always deaf or blind.

We see the beauties, see the flaws,

See the dangerous, sandy bars,

We see a fitness in his laws,

From the tiniest flower to twinkling stars.

Oh mighty life! thou art so grand,

We see the obstacles round them well

Guided by a pilot’s firm hand,

Then stand up firm and thou’lt excel.

Cons CORAL.

-——— —<.>——--———

TRUE MISSION OFNEWSPAPERS.

 

The true mission of a neswspaper is to furnish to the public news

which is reliable and interesting. To furnish literature which is pure,

elevating and of a moral nature. It is not to simply beareservoir where

all the refuse from the scholars basket may be thrown, anything which

may be gathered here and there to fill space without any care or selec

tion. The newspaper man may show his principles in every line he

writes, in eVery selection he makes, and in every item of news. We

want a newspaper at once filled with news which is as reliable, as the

rising of the sun, literature as pure as the morning dew which glitters

from the tiny blades of grass, as the sun arises athwart the heavens

like diamonds of real value.
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We want the principles of right to flow through each column, as

though a mighty wave were sweeping on from an unfailing fountain.

We want to have the food of the moral nature for our young people,

wholesome and healthful, -

No where can principle be shown more clearly than by that which

flows from the pen. We cannot judge by language as readily, the real

principles of a man, although we may to a certain extent of character.

For a man may in haste or heat of passion, or provoked by surround

ing circumstances, express that which in his cool moments, with deliber

ati011,'in the quiet of his studio scorn to do, then in these moments of

communing with self, a man may express the real principles which

move his inner nature, and if these principles in coolness, and delibera

tion placed upon the untarnished sheet are impure, what is the character

of the man when out in the world with its excitement, its temp

tation, and its iniquity ? Therefore let us deliberate and cull the bright

est gems of thought, to place before our young; let us have the truth in

all things. News to be news must be true or we have only a sheet of

slander and deceit, thus we say truth is our banner.

IDA M. MERRILL.

. __<.>___i

DEATH BED SCENE AND RETURN AFTER DEATH.

The following is a death-bed scene of a young lady who was not a be

liever in Spiritualism: This young lady was about 20 years of age, an

interesting girl, and was amember of one of the orthodox churches,

Cora Miller, daughter of John M. Miller; her health giving way, she

soon went into a decline, and finally she was confined to her bed; her »

mother watching closely with her had lain down on the back part of

the bed, and fell asleep; her father then was watching; she requested

the light to be turned down. The father thinking the gas light too

bright for her eyes. In a few moments, she said, “The room is full of

angels; father can you see that ?” “No,” he replied. “I can't see them,

can you see their countenances ?" “Yes, and their eyes sparkle with

wisdom—have roses in their hands, and they said to me: “Dear sis

ter, bid thy earthly friends adieu, for now we have come to conduct you

up through." About three months after her release she returned and

gave the following:

--.-|__. A
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The time has now come, when the gulf can be crossed,

Tho' waves roll high and my spirit be tossed,

But love like a lodestone whose attraction is true,

Brings your dear daughter back closer to you.

The thoroughfare of heaven is now open wide,

And the current of deep thought flowing down like the tide,

On its bosom are borne the angels of light,

Now they come to earth to disclose what is right.

I am with you dear mother, when you walk by the way ;:

I am so near you dear mother that I hear what you say;

I see the anguish of your soul's deep distress, ,

But mother, dear mother, my death it was best.

I am with you dear mother by night and by day,

So I am with you dear mother, when you kneel down to pray,

My thoughts lend with {gurs when they assend upon high,

And they return saying: 0 more can I die.

I see on regret when you think on the past,

You elt that you might have done more for me at the last,

But mother, dear mother, my time had come,

For my days then were numbered and no longer could run.

One night, my dear ma, when you was fast asleep,

When pa was my watcher, with vigilance did keep,

I asked my dear _pa to turn the light down,

For I saw the bright angels, they stood all around.

Around my bed-side the bright angels did stand,

Their eyes sparkling with wisdom, and roses in their hand.

And they said to me, “Dear sister, bid thy earthly friends adieu,

For now we have come to conduct you up through.

The voice of the angel sank deep in my soul,

And then my whole being they seemed to control,

Altho' I was passin the deep throes of death;

But in that dark val ey my spirit was not left.

My dear earthly friends then seemed to disappear,

But soon, oh how soon, new voices did I hear,

Some called me dear sister. and grand-daughter dear,

But with one condensed effort they all tried to cheer.

As these dear angels wafted me along,

They sang unto me a delightful new song,

The song which they sang, Inever heard before,

But it seemed to vibrate rom the celestial shore.

So now my dear ma, weep no more for me,

For I will be with thee wherever on be;

At the dawn of the day, or the stil midnight hour,

For now I can come from heaven’s shady bower.

As on the wings of the wind we bright angels can come,

We have only to will and our journey is done;

Our conveyence in the heavens is God’s electric fire,

We can come and go, wherever we desire.

O
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With their fiery chariot-s now at our command

We can go far over sea and far over land;

With the force of our will we can rise far above,

Or come down to earth with those that we love.

CORRESPONDENCE.

 

The following letter should have been published last week as explan

itory of the article translated from the Spanish by Jesse H.- Butler.

“EDITRESSZ—I send a translation from Lenora Solen; I have read

others of her pieces in the Spanish. They all have a profound philoso

phy, as well as a feminine sweetness running through them, and are

much admired by learned Frenchmen, as well as the educated among

the Spanish. I think you have readers who will appreciate it, and you

know that honey distilled by the Hybla bee tastes sweeter than that

made near our own Moradas (Homes)

Well, I suppose Missouri has sent a sweet smelling incense of blood

up to the nostrils of their God. Poor boys! They are over with the ag

ony and are still in their father’s house, only in ahigher room where the

atmosphere is purer on the hills of God. Poor doubly widowed mother,

her’s is the martyrdom’s, but it will soon be exchanged for the martyrs

crown, the sweetest, purest pearl-bestued diadem in the father’s king

,dom. Never mind the failure! The dew drop kisses the withered flow

ers, until the rain comes, that restores to life and beauty, and the re

formers must be like God and time, strong and patient. '

I was reflecting as I left my hill-top house this morning. Suppose I

should leave this life all alone there, would it not be lonely? And the

answer came to my soul quickly: No; we of the inner sanctuary know

better, for as the spirit recedes from the material, it is enabled to come

closer to the higher life, and see and feel the loved ones gone before, and

then I thought of the executed boys, and felt that a father met them

and welcomed them to a land of rest, from the clamoring crowd who

feed on imagined revenge and blood.

-Well, thank God! the cycles are but a day to Him, and his dear time

moves on to-day, with the step of the infant, and sweet whispers to a

few of His beloved, but to-morrow it shall step firmly, and :grandly to

the music of an emancipated humanity. _

Work on then ladies of A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT. The fountains of
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love and peace tlow gently adown the river 01 life, and they are waiting

for the heroes who have fought well the battles of life in the valley of

sorrow, to sing to them the silver tone of rest, as sweet as the kiss of

God; as peaceful as the sleep of the angels.

Jassn H. BUTLER.

_.. . M>__r. .

“God give us men! A time like this demands,

Strong minds, great hearts, true faith, and ready hands,

Men whom the lust of otfice does not kill,

Men whom the spoils of oifice cannot buy;

Men who have honor; men who will not lie;

Men who can stand before a demagogue

And damn his treacherous flatteries without winking—

Tall men, sun crowned, who live above the fog

In public duty and in private thinking;

For while they rabble with the thumb-worn creeds,

Their large professions, and their little deeds,

eMingle in s fish strifes, 10! Freedom weeps,

Wrong rules the land, and waiting justice sleeps."

___‘.»_,__

Next week we shall have six pages of the story by Cora (Joral.

+Q

Spiritualism has not only come to stay, but it has come to overshadow

the earth, and blessed will be they who water with their tears the roots

of this only true vine of life. whose fruitage will nourish them forever.

___<.>_—

Rise up from the graves of disappointments with new strengthi we

sometimes find that the beautiful apples which we have craved, and

which the wise father withholds from us were'like those which child

ren sometimes cry for, poisonous and deadly although beautiful, and we

for the child’s own good withhold the deadly bane.

,.__<,»___.

Fortunately the world is now about to receive a new philosophy of

human nature and its relations, surpassing all our former conceptions

in the divinity of its principles, in the comprehensiveness of its details,

and the spirituality and unspeakable grandeur of its objects and re

sults. This divine philosophy is not a human invention. It is the re

flected light of the spiritual world, which now radiates through the ma

terial. This alone will save the advanced minds of this age, and ulti

mater the whole church and the world, from the blighting influence of

a cold, scientific and soulless materialism.
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ORGANIZATION.

 

BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

 

The above is the most important question of the hour to all self-ac

tive minds; and especially to spiritualists, to whom is given the fu

ture moral advancement of this materially advancing world of ours.

Take all the sects of protestantism and deprive them of their organi

zations, and in one decade they would disappear as an aggressive power

and in a quarter of a century be almost denied historic mention.

It is this organization which includes her priestly celibacy and. the

confessional that makes the church of Rome the most wonderful eccle

siastical power that ever existed in society, and the admiration of its .

most bitter enemies. '

I In contrasting it with individual efiort, it is as the ocean to the rain

drop. And it need not be inaugurated (as nearly all others have) in the

spirit or on the principle of proscription, for in that principle there is

always a latent weakness, that must eventuate in dissolntio'n, as intel

ligence and the ages advance, which they always do together, be it ever

so slow; and for this reason, or this law in mind, (may I not say i') to

day all the past organizations are tottering to their fall, just as sure as

that the mountain torrent shall one day break over the dam that lies at
its feet. I

And what shall be the basis of an organization that shall make one

harmonious fold, for the vast numbers of those who are convinced of

the return, sometimes to the earth friends, and the continued existence

of all human spirits after leaving this mortal body ‘2

_ In the various injections of the past few years under the wave of free

thought and free love, in their subservice and vilest intrusions, have

made a mixture comparable to nothing short of Shakspeares’ hellbroth,

as deacribed in Macbeth, but this need not dishearten the true friends

of our cause, as the episode was but the repitition of all the histories of

religious, social and political organizations in their incipiency.

The plant has always outgrown its clinging parasites, when well wa

tered and cultivated and pruned by the diligent and determined hus

bandman, and nature herself seems to rejoice in her healing powers

that make the body of the tree to expand and rejuvenate after the in

ertion of the knife has excited its permeating sap.
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And if the disciples of a time—decaying faith and a faint hope can

surmount such difficulties as have always plagued their beginnings;

why should tne disciples of a demonstrated mental and moral philoso

phy, with its magnificent religious background as ample as the bound—

less‘archway of a limitless space— say, why should the fortified pro

fessors and possessors of such a system he intimidated by a short-lived,

a dying and a dead fungus?

Victory is the sweet, sublime child of perseverance!

Have not we of the old guard already vanquished the clamoring

crowds of free love with the weapon of free speech of which they so

much boasted, but which they tried to deny to those who opposed

them? and have not they of the animal philosophy left us in disgust,

and slunk back to their congenial caves, where the missing iinks do

congregate, because the darkness of Egypt could not long continue un

der the burning beams of Godlike Hyperion ?

The upward path is steep, but it is flooded with lightl The sea of our

philosophy is deep, but its waters are as calm as the mountain envi

roned lake that reflects the stars and their spacesl the sneer of en

trenched ignorance is fiendlike, but the smile of truth shall fill the soul

with supernal beauty, forever and forever!

Let us organize on the platform of the purest morality and the knowl

edge of immortality, do you say in what words ? It scarcely needs

words; it may be expressed in a mere negation; tell yonder maiden

that she is not moral, and you freeze her heart’s blood, just whisper a

pure morality and live it, and the victims of all uncleanliness shall

either flee from your assemblies or come to them with repentance and

holier desires and let the first and the last words of your platform—

written or unwritten, be work; it is the only thing worthy of a spirit

ualist; it is the only thing that lets—that makes the world know you

are a man, a woman, a child of Him whose glory is written in the gol

den characters of his works!

He of Galilee had no formula, but went about doing good: and sent

his disciples into all nations to heal the sick and cast out devils; are

there no devils left? are there no sick ? are there no fields ripe for .the

harvest? are there no souls left to be saved from ignorance and bitter—

ness and bigotry and oppression and sorrow and an entrance into the

higher life scarce half made up?

Let organization then be the word, the rallying cry of to-day; let as
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,___

many intelligent warm hearts get together as can in any given locality,

especially of the household of spiritual knowledge and its grand faith

in the future; let them invite all seekers for truth and goodness and

holy work, and they will need no synod, and no articles of faith.

And on the round of error, shall speedily be establis bed the divinest

inspiration that is to establish a new earth, which shall be a fit, a glad

resort of the purest ascended spirits.

'—i—<ORA

MAN'S SOCIAL NATURE.

Man is an intellectual, moral, and social being. In this only is be dis

tinguished from, and rises above all other created beings. The intel~

lectual gives him understanding, the moral a sense of right and wrong,

and the social a desire to associate with his fellows, which makes him

friendly, happy. and it is that which forms society. The first object or

desire of all human beings is to be happy. This he seeks in various

channels; if he fail in one he will try another; sometimes he lays his

plans and labors for a lifetime in a certain direction, overcoming all ob

stacles in the way, and often at the end of life finds it a failure. He

seeks congenial associations in the various organizations of society, and

only to renew his search when he finds himself disappointed. He will

labor and study how to accumulate wealth, all to gain social position,

and each year he adds to his “glistening store;” still the desired end has

not been reached. He leaves his rural vocation for some petty office in

a crowded city, and only regrets his step when too late. While young

he aspires to some profession; he enters it with great expectations, and

only sees folly in after life. He soon finds there is no royal road to

professional distinction. So, in every vocation and channel of human

life, men and women are daily discouraged at finding the road to social,

political and professionlal position and fame beset with thorns

on all sides, and happiness is not to be found in that direction.

Men and women in their social intercourse with each other are main

ly attracted and repelled, to or from each other, by two forces which

are antagonistic, and bring untold misery and unhappiness to the indi

viduals, communities, and society in general. These two forces are

wealth and poverty; wealth attracts and poverty repels. Those who

are poor are constantly trying to gain wealth, at least a home, and as

a co Inn" on expression appear moderately well in society. Those who
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have wealth are constantly afraid that the poor will rise and become

their equals.'_,The mistress is terribly chagrined if Bridget should man

age, by industry, to treat herself to a dress nearly as good as her mis

tress, especially if she has it made fashionably. The capatalist has all

that money can buy; he lives in a fine house, drives his fine horses, keeps

his servants, wears fine clothing, gets into office, makes our laws, and is

said to bejrespectable. He is the center of attraction, and people will

spend their last dollar to keep up appearances in society. The poor

man. the laborer, the mechanic,the clerk, the student, have social or

gans, as Well as the rich, and demand social position. Yet he thinks

the rich are happy, and the poor only miserable. They are excluded

from the social intercourse of what is called respectable society, and

happiness comes not to them.

They are forced to associate with those in equal financial circumstan

ces; and thus the mechanic, the laborer, or what is termed, in the lan

guage of society, the “irrepressibles,” the non-respectable class, become

the center of repulsion; There is a constant effort on the one hand to

establish a social line of demarcation, and on the other hand. a terrible

strife'to tear it down, to blot out, if possible, all such distinction. Here

is a prolific source, which furnishes the majority of our criminals. It

killed Fisk; it kills its thousands; it grinds the poor; it jeopardizes the

rich man’s wealth; it enters all stations of life, and furnishes its vic

tims; it fills our prisons, the gallows, with its culprits, the asylum with

its inmates, the county house with its paupers, and throws little or

phans upon the cold charities of the world, without- a guiding star,

whither to steer their little bark upon the life current of the world.

Man is a social being, and often uses wrong meansth satisfy the social

nature. This he is forced to do nine times out of ten by society. The

fifty or hundred dollars a month is not sufficient to pay rent, or pay on

a little home. to feed and clothe the children, and buy silk dresses or

velvet cloaks for the wife, in order to appear well inv society. Now, if

the lie is not told to make the dollar, or. under cover of the night, prop

erty unlawfully appropriated, they withdraw from society, and live a

life of comparative seclusion, which is almost as sure to lead to crime

as if the first inclination had been indulged. By and by, they become

satisfied with life, and soon misunderstandings between husband and

wife end in an unhappy manner, for which they are severely censured

by society, and receive not the slightest sympathy. The children irn- _
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mm from their parents’ bad example an unhappy disposition and if the

difiiculty is not cured, and they do not commit crime, their offspring, al

most as a rule, end in the commission of some terrible crime, to which,

I hold, society is accessory, and should be held responsible as well as the

poor victim.

-———<.>—_——

A REPORMEBS PLATFORM.

PLATFORM or THE NATIONAL REFORMERS.

It has ever been a question with past ages how the politicians could

best govern the people. We propose now for the first time, to inquire

how the people may best govern the politicians. For this purpose we

propose the

Platform of the National Reformer.

1. All public officers are servants, and not rulers of a free people; the

only ruler should be law.

II. Petitions reading, “As in duty bound, will ever pray” etc., are de

grading to sovereigns in addressing their servants, and should be chang

ed to requests, which, when sustained by majority should be obeyed by

our Congress and Legislatures, and a veto power should remain in the

hands of the people, to be exercised by ballot.

III. All sham dignities or titles should be abolished as relics of mon

archy and aristocracy. ‘

IV. Civil service reform should be enforced and strict accountabili

ty of all servants required.

V. Abolition of the Electoral College and election of president and

vice-president by the people. '

VI. Election of postmasters by the people only are required to

serve.

VII. The graduation of the salaries of the officers to that of the peo

ple they serve; national to those of the people of the whole nation;

state to those of the whole state; and county and city to those of coun

ty and city; and let economy and not extravagance become the rule,

and emulation and frugality become popular. ,

VIII. The sale of the president’s (nation’s) White House; the aboli

tion of all perquisities, and no servants of the government be permited

to prosecute claims against the government they serve.

, Let it never be the interest of a servant to wrong his employer. He
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should work for the interest of the great whole, and not for the individ

ual. If he cannot do this, he has not philanthropy or patriotism enough

for an ofiice-holder or public servant.

One party when striving to oust another, continually cries out for re

trenchment and reform,which means, let a well filled lot of leaches be

put off, and an empty hungry lot be permitted to take their places.

Servants are now paid more than their masters; subjects more than

their sovereigns; the employee exalted above his employer: the servant

served and honored by the master who humbly, with hat in hand, pe

titions him to do the very thing he is employed to do, and paid for do

ing, and great thanks are rendered for doing what he is in duty bound

to do. Servants determine their own perquisities and salaries, ' rights

and privileges and immunities, make rules for and govern their

masters.

Neither congress or legislative power should have any rights to grant

subsidies or vote away public money without public consent, give state

dinners, or entertain illustrious characters at the people's expense; be

absent one day from the post of duty while drawing their pay for be

ing at their actual work, or in any other way defraud the people they

are required to serve. For the financial difiiculties the following is sug

gested. Let us first inquire. what are the people's real needs?

1. Ascertain the amount of money in circulation in prosperous times.

We need as much to make us prosperous now. This is the basis.

2. Let congress pass an act requiring the U. S. Treasury to manu

facture the amount needed in greenbacks, counting in the money now

in circulation. Then appoint certain postmasters (under such rules as

the wisdom of congress may enact) as government agents by whom this

money may be loaned on first mortgages on the people’s real estate at

one-third its usual assessed value, and at a rate of interest not exceed
ing three per cent. Thus the treasury instead of paying interest would I

receive it, instead of growing poorer would grow richer; our money

matters transacted among ourselves, without foreign aid; national

banks and bankers find less to do; no gold interest-bearing bonds issued

tending to make the rich richer and the poor poorer; people’s needs sup

plied; money made abundant as ever before; the trade of interest every

where lowered; the trade of capitalists and money-lending usurers, who

loan money at ruinous rates, and become rich by fore-closing mortgages

and securing the property of their unfortunate neighbors, find their
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business among the things that were; a new impulse given to business,

for with money abundant, business will be resumed, and employment

given to the idle and men can afiord to invest when money can be ob

tained at low rates, long time, and little or no danger from foreclosure

or bankruptcy; the post-ofiice made itself sustaining'; immense reve

nue derived from interest cheerfully paid; taxation and the national

debt lowered; no necessity for failures in business, for, when conducted

with ordinary prudence, it would be sure and reliable, and prosperity

once more dawn upon all our people, and our government become less

corrupt, and our politics no longer a school of vice for the nation.

. D. JENKINS.

+

TO THE FRIENDS OF MENTAL LIBERTY.

  

(From The Liberal.)

MY DEAR LIBERAL FRIENDs:-We are erecting, in our beautiful lit

tle village, a hall, which we intend to dedicate to “Universal Mental

Liberty.” The liberals here are poor as'a class, having sacrificed con

siderable to come here to live in a liberal community, and are conse

quently pressed for money. By putting in our labor and getting what

few dollars we could raise from the liberals in this section, we got the

hall about half completed, and in this condition it was compelled to re

main, not having funds to finish it. A very severe wind storm struck

the town on the 17th of August, and damaged it so badly, that we are

unable with our limited means, to go ahead and finish it. We shall need

about three hundred dollars to finish it ready for use. This will be but

a small amount to the many friends of Free-Thought to raise, and how

can you spend a little money for a better purpose. Many of you ' will

be coming to associate yourselves with us in the near future, as Liber

als are coming every few days to view our town and county, all expres

ing themselves highly delighted with the surroundings.

Those who cannot come immediately and help us fight the persecution _

of superstition by their presence, can at least contribute a little to this

worthy object. Did you but know the mean, low down, contemptible

opposition we have to contend with, with the orthodox of this section,

you would not hesitate a moment to do all you could to help us. Their

conduct will be but another dark blot in the future history of orthodox

Christianity. '
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To use the language of a recent writer on this subject: "We are few

but we are strong in the justice of our cause.” We entertain an uncon

querable determination to settle this country with Liberals, we have the

town and the lands on which to do it.

All subscriptions to the hall fund, will be received by G. H. Walsher,

and acknowledged in the Liberal of this place, a copy will be sent to

each donor.

Friends act at once. ’ S. PARIS Davrs.

(N. B. Liberal paper please copy.)

_. _w

POETRY.

BY WARREN BOYNTON.

Mus. EDITRESsz—Who has not been pained and disgusted often with

the trash going the rounds through the secular and religious papers un

der the name of poetry. There is and has been for many years an evi

dent desire among most of the scriblers to gain an ethemeral notoriety

as poets. Poetry is the art of all arts; the highest inspiration that the

human mind can grasp. But a very small amount of what is passing

current as poetry is Worthy of the name. I have to confess myself one

of the delinquents.

After writing four-hundred pages of rythmical thought, I have found

I am not a poet. I have published some of it, and laid the rest away to

season. I may take it up again after a decade and rewrite it, and I

advise all poetic scriblers to do the same. Our spiritual papers abound

in poor verse, that are no credit to the writers, impositors, or the editors

that suffer their columns to be taken up with such imperfect litera

ture.

“Poetry is imagination composition, in metrical or rythmical language.

The lines of poetry are divided by accent into small parts called poetic

feet. A foot, is a certian number of sylables—usually two or three—

forming a line of poetry. f

I would not discourage poetic talent. There are some minds poetical

ly constructed. Poetry has been written, but what a small portion in

our poetic works manifest inspiration. Take any of our poetic authors

and probably ten pages will embrace all that is truly inspiring. Our

mediums improvise, it sounds well from their lips, but often how tame
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on the printed pages. As Spiritualists we have had some good poetry,

which no doubt rained down from the spheres of light and love. Would

it not be better for us to weave our poetry into ringing prose? It is

really a shame to Spiritualists that as a general thing we have no better

verse to offer. Spiritualists as a body are intellectual, religious and po

etic as any other class of men or women. It seems to me we lack dis

cretion. I feel that I have a right to criticise, for in so doing, I admit

that I am, in the words of the litany, “a miserable oifender” myself.

We may obtain valuable instructions in our attempt at writing verse;

we select words that harmonize in our rythmical jingle that may be of

use in prose writing, but as a rule, I would advise no one to offer it for

the public eye until it is thoroughly proved. The above thoughts are

the result of experience and deep and earnest consideration, and, as

such, though imperfect, I throw them out before the world.

_ _<,>—

POETRY. ‘

Poetry, an art divine!

Come thou bard and be mine.

Thou child of nature, pure and free,

We love to oft commune with thee;

‘ Thy gentle voice so sweet, so rare,

Is trained, well trained by angel’s care.

The murmuring brook, the waterfall,

The cattle’s low, the eagle’s call,

The singing of birds, humming of bees,

The rivulets roll, the si h of the breeze,

The mi hty thunder w ich resounds

Throug out the earth from bound to bound.

The glad, the free, the joyous notes,

Which on the ze hyrs ever float,

The deep and hi den stores of soul

Which onward like a river roll,

The deep the grand, the inner thought,

Which comes with heaven’s beauty fraught,

The notes of woe. the solemn dirge,

The calamitous news which all suhmerge

In one common woe, one saddened wail,

One mi hty sweep, o’er this lower vale,

Or one riumphant sweep of joy,

Which cause the heart with thanks to how.

To the Higher power, the Father of love,

The angelic hosts who come from above,

With lessons of poetry flowing in,

Saying sing a son we must clense sin,

Redeem the worl by the power of song,

Which elevates man, makes him strong

When it flows direct from heaven’s fountain,

Down the bills from the snowcapped mountain.

——-IDA. M. MERRILL.
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When Jesus sent out seventy others to preach the life everlasting,

heal the sick, and cast out evil spirits, He sent two together to every

place where he would come; he said: Behold I send you forth as

lambs among wolves. The same spirit is sending out thousands to-day

to accomplish the same object.

When an individual prepares him or_herself to ofier themselves a sac

rifice, to prove a truth, to work for the principle of right and love to

one’s neighbor, they meet the wolves on every side, showing themselves

in sheep’s clothing, and forming a ~circle around the innocent little

lambs that had no sharp teeth to bite or tear the flesh of another, be

gin to show their teeth, snarl and draw near to their victims and unless

the shepherd comes with a powerful force, they will devour the lamb,

and there can no more wool grow on that sheep’s back to clothe the na

ked or flesh on its bones to feed the hungry. The lamb had wandered

into a strange pasture to find harmonious company, and when the

wolves made their appearance the lamb was pleased with their peace

ful deportment and honest expression of friendship; she took them to be

long to the same flock and to feed in the same pastures as herself; she

having taken possession of the pasture first, it belonged to her; she was

generous and willing to allow them an equal share with herself, and

not having discovered what family they belonged to, she made a mis

take, an agreement to furnish a much richer pasture, more secure and

better water, and to her astonishment when the time come she was not

able to take possession of the field, and when they perceived her weak

ness, only a little harmless sheep, they began to show their teeth. growl

and threaten to skin the helpless animal alive, although she had done
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them no harm, only failed to give possession of the field full of good fat

sheep. It was to be a free gift when they had taken full possession.

Now the lamb is lost unless the shepherd comes in time to rescue it

from the beasts.

, MRS. M. MERRICK.

__i._<,*__

THE POSTS LAUREATE.

Appointment to the post has been a matter of court favor—politics

and religion have usually been allowed to weigh more on behalf of the

candidate than either imagination or popularity-and thus it happens,

that the Poets Laureate of the past, have until after the commence

ment of the present century, been, with few exceptions, selected rather

from the ranks of the poetasters than from those of the poets. The ori

gin of the oifice is enveloped in much obscurity. Chaucer held it, but

we do not quite know upon what terms; and at his death in 1400, he

was succeeded by John Grower—“the moral Gower,” as Chaucer him

self calls him. Gower wrote in French and in Latin as well as in Eng

lish? Indeed, in our own language, we must allow that he is not un

fequently extremely dull. In the following century the laurel was

granted to John Skelton, who, though no great poet, did good service as

a satirist, and was so honest in his denunciations of clerical folly and
extravagance that he was persecuted even by Cardinal Wolsey. I He is

best known as the author of “Colin Clout,” a-production as coarse as it

is clever.

After him, though not immediately, came Edmund Spenser, from

whose time until our own the succession of Poet Laureate has been as

regular as of sovereigns. He is the greatest of them all. Upon his

death in 1599, he was succeeded by Samuel Daniel, the author of “A

History of the War between the Houses of York and Lancaster,” and

of “Musophlius,” a dialogue in defence of learning. He is known as the

“well-languaged Daniel;” but this characteristic appears, we think, in

his short poems more than in his long poems rather than] in his more

ambitious attempts. After him came Ben Jonson, the friend of Shakes

peare. Housman, soldier, actor, dramatist and poet, he is perhaps the

most interesting of all the laureates, for his life, as Collier says, was

hard and rugged. He had the misfort aue to kill a brother actor in a

duel; he revelled at the Mermaid; he got drunk; he repented; and he
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diedin poverty. His “E very Man in his Humor,” still holds possession

of the stage, and the same may,‘,-in a. qualified sense, be said,of“Catiline,”

“Sejanus” and the “Alchemist.” Like his namesake of ;the dictionary;

for Ben sometimes spelt his name “JohnsoII”—he had an intense hatred

of Scotchmen, and although he paid three weeks’ visit to Drummond of

Hawthorden, and was himself of Scotch dsscent, that hatred often leaks

out. In fact, in 1605 he underwent imprisonment for his share in “East

ward Hoe," a comedy directed against the presence of the Scotch in

London. His finest work is to be found in the songs which are met

with in his plays. In 1637 he died, and was succeeded by Sir William

Davenant, who loved to call himself a natural son of Shakespeare; “Gon

dibert, a ponderous heroic, was his principal poetical production, but

he wrote largely of laureates. This poet, took his place in 1715; and

Rowe, three years later, was succeeded by Lawrence Eusden, an indi

vidual of whom probably but few living persons have ever board. He

gained the patronage of Lord Halifax by translating that nobleman's

poem on the battle of the Boype into Latin, and of the Duke of New

castle by writing au epith'alamium upon his Orace’s marriage with La

dy Henrietta Godolphin. The duke was Lord Chamberlain, and he

used his influence to procure Eusden's appointment to the laureateship.

He was a clergyman, and in later life abesotted drunkard, if we may

believe Gray’s account of him; and when he died in 1730, even Colley

Gibber who took his place, appeared, by the comparison, a first-rate

poet. He in his turn was succeeded, first, by William Whitehead (1757

1790.) The former was a respectable but stupid. mediocrity; the latter

was no great poet, though in other respects a great man.

And then came Pye, the very dullest poet who has ever written odes.

His Christian names were Henry James; he came of a respectable fam

ily which “had come into Englani with the Conqueror,” and he enter

ed “a gentleman commoner of Magdalen College. Oxfor " He was a

magistrate, a member of Parliament and a mighty hunter, but no poet:

and the reader will probably under these circumstances, be surprised to

hear that the amount of verse he produced was extraordinary. Chal

mers gives the titles of nearly thirty volumes—London QqeenJ

—_-—-——<o>—

Next week we shall have six pages of the story by Cora Coral.

_+_

The President still continues to improve.
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A NEW YEAR’S STORY.

WHERE'S 'rrm sm?

(con'rrmmm

 

Soon our noble Harry was in a pitiable condition. He was intoxicat

ed and the others in a half inebriate state.

They rush recklessly into the cutter and are soon hurrying back to the

college. 7

The driver leaves them at the same corner, as it would create suspi

cion to leave them at their destination. They stealthily move through

the grounds and enter a lower hall which they had induced the janitor

to leave open by paying him a trifling sum. They reached the rooms of

the boys this time without creating any disturbance; but what was to

be done with Harry? They had dragged him through the halls and al

most carried him. What excuse could they make to Clint Obert?

It was now beyond the usual time of retiring, and asilence asof death

reigned throughout the house.

There was nothing else to be done, but to put Harry to bed in one of

their beds, for he was as helpless as an infant in his intoxicated condi

tion.

“Boys,” said John, “we must trump up a story to tell Parson Obert.

We must tell him Harry was taken sick and we did not wish to alarm

him.”

It was after the rising bell, and even breakfast bell had pealed out

its welcome tone throughout the hall, and the merry chatter of the stu

dents had sounded through the corridor on their way to and from the

dining room, ere the sleepers arose.

Harry was pale and almost ghastly in the bright sunlight which was

reflected upon the glittering snow, and came dancing in at the windows.

“Too late for breakfast, boys, but I can get Jake to manage it and

slip us some cofie etc., from the remains of the morning repast, and we

shall fare sumptuously in our own room.”

Sufficient is said, when we say John’s words were true; he slipped a

coin into the hand of the ebony negro, and soon a tray of viands surpas

sing their morning breakfasts was handed into the room, under the pre

text that Harry had been taken suddenly very ill, and the others were
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obliged to watch him. This was satisfactory to the cook who had but

lately entered upon her duties,

They must appear in the sehoolroom, and Harry plead a severe head

ache, and was excused to retire to his own room.

Clint Obert was not so easily misled as they had thought he would be;

he immediately perceived there was something deeper. He had suspect

ed the evening before that all was not right, as he could not find Harry

on the grounds, nor in the building at the hour of retiring.

But he thought best, not to express his thoughts this morning. He

simply said, "Harry, I should have thought you likely to send for me,

you know, I am your best friend here, and hereafter when you are in

trouble you will be wise to send for me.”

Harry made no reply, but threw himself upon a couch and was soon

in a heavy slumber, and did not even awaken when the dinner bell

rang loudly throughout the halls, Clint arousing him said gently:

“Come. my boy, I hope your headache has vanished, as you have been

I securely wrapt in the arms of Morpheus the past three hours. Come,

now and have your dinner."

Harry for a moment could not comprehend hls situation, but slowly

the past scenes shifted before his vision, as a panorama, and as he real

ized how fully what had taken place, he burst into a fit of passionate

weeping. Yes, our strong, manly Harry was weeping like a woman,

and who may say those tears of penitence and contrition were of no

value. Thank God that they did come, and may their fount never be

exhausted. They swept away some of the evil.

“What does ail you Harry ?” exclaimed his companion. “Are you

very ill ?”

“Oh, no, Clint. I feel weak and nervous, but after I take my dinner

shall be myself again."

He was tempted to confess all to Clint, and ask his aid, but pride

whispered: “No! he will despise your weakness; do not do it,” and

crushing back the noble impulse says: “Come, Clint, let us go to din

ner. i am composed now.”

Thus he strove to bear his burden alone, and it stung his heart like a

viper; it haunted him and goaded him. but pride kept him silent. His

friend would have gladly advised him, would have strengthened him in

keeping his determination, never to fall again, for he felt that he was

in part to blame for his first disgrace. Clint had steadfastly kept his
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pledge, and since the day they had together determined not to touch the

intoxicating cup, not a drop had passed his lips.

The burden of life may rest upon us and we strive to bear it alone, as

did Harry, until we sink faint and exhausted by the way, then the lov

ing angels draw nigh; we hear the flutter of their snow white wings;

we look in their tender eyes of love which are intently fixed upon us;

we feel the clasp of their strong arms as they hear us up into sunlight

and beauty; we hear the loving messages whispered: “Blessed are ye

when men shall persecute you and revile you,” and we rise up the bur—

den gone. But this sweet peace comes not so freely, if it is through

erring that we have fainted. The angels then draw nigh. but cannot

lift us entire, until we have attempted to perfect the chain which we

have broken, and are assisted by the loving friends of earth. Like Clint

they gladly hasten to us whenwe are in trouble—these true ones who

seek the eternal-salvation of the race. * * * *

Time moves on with her never ceasing flight steadily and surely. The

missives of love and encouragement had fluttered down like snow white

doves and nestled in Harry‘s heart; yet, alas, they had not warded off

the siren tempter. His letters had gone as regularly, and although not

lacking in language, Alice perceived---instinctively felt there was a

change ?—loving and tender yet there was a void; she could not explain

it; there was not that elevating thrill which came in that first letter;

there was a deception, and she could not fathom it. Was he in trouble?

why did he not tell her, that she might assist him ‘3 But the time is

coming when Alice may prove her true womanhood.

It is again balmy spring time; the birds flutter from branch to branch

and lodge in the eaves of houses,‘,beariug twigs and wool, bits of thread,,

etc. The rills dance, and sing jubilant notes as they leap out from their

snow bound prison, and the branches of our trees are emerald clothed

now instead of the pure white drapery that rested upon them that mem

orablejnight.

But Harrry this spring was not as merry as the birds; the blood leap

ed not in his veins as gladly as did the brooks dance along, and the ver

dure of his soul was not so bright and fresh as it was last spring time.

The one night mentioned was only one of the many which succeeded

it, and our bright, affectionate, loving, noble, and brave Harry, but yet

too impulsive and easily persuaded by the tempterjhad become dissipat

ed. There was not the elastic step and bright sparkling eye which char
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acterized him of yore. No! he was not our old time Harry of six

months ago. At least they had been discovered by the professors, sus

pended until the beginning of next year with the warning that a repe

tition of the same would expel them.

Now, let us look in upon Clint and Harry in the solitude of their room

Bowed and stricken with grief, Harry appears five years older. Oh,

what pangs of agony fills his breast, as instantaneously his mind re

verts to Alice and his mother. He knew that mother’s heart; she would

forgive, although heart broken, but could Alice ever look upon him

again, and call him her brave, noble brother? We shall see. Trans

gression of the law, does not break the law. If an inevitable law of

God, of intelligence and love, had united these two lives, making the

twain one life, a transgression on the part of one, only drew the other

down with tender sympathy, with tears of sorrow and with loving, en

couraging words strengthened for the necessity. Ah, Harry, you do

not yet know the pure, loving, angel soul which reigns supreme in the

breast of your “Fairy Queen.” '

Mrs. Ernest has been apprised of Harry’s suspension, and with tears

and prayers awaits his return. Eva noticed the sad change in her aunt

and looked eagerly in her eyes for an explanation. Finding her at even

tide in tears she threw her arms around her neck saying:

Dear Auntie, what troubles you ‘1’ Please tell me.

Mrs. Earnest hesitated a moment, and then replied, “Yes, Eva, I must

tell. You must know the truth later at all events. My dear child your

cousin Harry is to be sent home in disgrace."

“Disgrace! 0h Auntie! DISGRACE! Cousin Harry, our bright star,

can it be ?” '

She simply handed her the letter which had been received, wherein

was briefly recounted the past scenes; how he had been led step by step

down the path into a lower sphere of existence, whilst all around him

blossomed fragrant flowers of knowledge and wisdom, kissed by the dew

of sympathy, watered each week from a pure fountain, and a sun of

love beaming continually from the heaven which 8— contained. Ah

two suns or stars shed their brightness and warmth upon him, and those

two beams came from the heart of the mother and of she who said,

"Harry, thine forever.” Think you, his transgression could break the

law which had knitted their spirits together so 010 sely that a dissever

'ing them would as surely tear her frail life asunder as would it his? ,
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CORRESPONDENCE.

Jessie H. Butler,

VERY KIND FRIENDZ—FOI‘ such you have been in your efforts for us

in A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT. I cannot tell you how much we appreci

ate your efiorts, or your assistance, I should say. We have been so

much engaged in regard to the Talbott boys that we have neglected to

answer your kind and encouraging letters, but please forgive us. Your

articles come to us with the fire of oratory still smouldering in the page,

and inspire us with new zeal. Your kind and encouraging letter in re

gard to the Talbott boys is appreciated. No it was not a failure 7 altho’

the world looks on it as such. It was a grand success in the inner tem

ple and I feel that by our feeble efforts, and that of the hundreds of oth

ers who sent the loving sympathy to them; they were‘borne by the ho

ly angels of love to a place of repose to their troubled spirits. As they

were hung I sat in the room with the mother and feel that their spirits

came toIme instantaneously for I felt a chokng sensation for a moment,

then such a sweet peace seemed to steal over me as I had not exper

ienced for'months and I seemed to hear a voice as a breath say, “Saved!

they were ushered by the holy angels.” I feel that they were saved

from a life of trouble! were ushered into the spirit realm innocent and

doubly purified, ready to perform the work assigned them by the Master

of all. '

These lines were not written for publication, but upon going to press

conclude to answer in this way.

IDA M. MERRILL.

——<o>——

“Not many lovers, I suppose,” says Robert Collyer, “have found that

their wedded life answered quite to the dreams of their courtship—not

quite. Mine didn’t. Yet who would enter a complaint against heaven

because May does not quite match with October? If my experience

can be of any use, I think a thunder-storm, so that it does no serious

mischief, may sometimes clear the atmosphere under the roof about as

well as it does outside. And so sure I am of its blessing, that, when I

hear people say they have lived together five-and-twenty years and nev

er had the least difference, I wonder if they have not had a great deal

of indifference.” '
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WOMAN’S SPHERE.

There is a river and it is life,

U on its bosom lides a bark,

At t 1e helm with s eady hand,

The father steers—1i ht or dark,

The gentle mother ant band

Occupy the bow.

They rise athwart the briny waves;

The strong arm guides With care;

AIprecious burden here is born,

or it the man will bravely dare,

E'en though he becomes weary and worn,

For grandeur he sees.

He is bearin a cargo of precious tgold,

Athwart t e shining river of li e;

And the mother holds the little ones by love.

' That they plunge not into the ocean’s strife,

And thus does true marriage prove,

Prove the real life.

Another bark unfurled the sail;

The mother labors with great zeal;

At the helm of the boat she stands;

The father attempts to gentle be

To watch the wayward little band;

The mother laboring incessantly,

Cannot propel the bar .

They sink; they rise; they drift; they float;

They cannot steadily move with power;

The strong must lead, the weak must cling,

Nature proves this every hour,

And the bird must be allowed to sing,

It is its nature.

We cannot change nature;

We may only discover a law;

Be governed by it or violate,

For perfection requires without a flaw

That man should redeem his lost estate,

Become as the angels.

What is the true sphere of a 11wmrmly woman? We give the views

of an old maid or one who expects to be as time advances and the

silver has lain upon our locks whitening them for the harvest of eterni

ty. But within our hearts we expect to feel the heavenly waters roll

with a renewed inspiration of life, as we move out into the vast ocean

oflife. ' .

We say the sphere of a true woman is where her true sense of right

and delicacy says: “Here is my work. Here is a labor of love. Here is
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a mission of mercy; not that the world may know it; not for fame and

name; not for honor and position, but for the sweet and consoling in

ner blessing which comes rippling over the nature like the gentle mur

mur of a heavenly cadence. Her sphere is as distinct from man’s as the

oak is from the vines, or as the rose is from the lily, even though she is

called upon to battle in the world and with the world, it must be in a

woman’s way. Women cannot institute a leadership asv many of our

sisters propose without following in the same error which they are at

tempting to correct. We are created co-operative beings, sympathetic

beings and dependent ones—each dependent upon the other, therefore,

there is a medium, it seems whereby woman may take her true position

in the world, and man not be deprived of his lordship either. Woman

will ever be the weak one, and her sphere will ever be home. Now we

do not find any rule, but there are some deviations. Home is her sphere;

that is a sphere wherein she may reign a queen. Now, when we say:

Home is woman’s sphere, we do not simply mean the drudgery of house

hold duties, but we mean those inherent qualities within woman which

comprise Home wherever she may be; they may be manifested wheth

er she possesses a home or not; whether she is a mother or that much

despised epithet “old maid.” It is the loving ministry which is natural

to woman, which gives her the soft touch to lay upon the brow of pain,

fits her for a nurse; it is that steady hand which can bring order and

peace out of a disturbed mass of furniture, and articles of clothing, etc.

It is that persuasive, loving nature which should ever be cultivated as

the womanly. dThe clinging nature. for woman will ever be the weaker

one. And why attempt to subvert nature? Woman may be intellect

ual, cultivated, take positions of trust certainly, still Home is her sphere.

It is this home which she carries wiithin her soul; this inherent, true

grace which is the crown of life. It is sending out tendrils of sympa

thy to cling to the distressed ones. It is pouring balm of Gilead on the

weary souls. It is persuasion not force, reasoning not controlling. It

is loving, not ruling. It is aiding, not doing. And in whatever capac

ity a woman may labor, whether as wife and mother, or as an old maid;

she may let her true nature reign, sending a stream of purification

adown the land. Oh, woman! you have a power, you can control in

your own sphere and with no efiort of authority; you can control by

sweet and gentle sympathy, by firm adherence to the right, until there

would be no iniquity in the land. You can stand upon a footing of
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such purity that the lords of the universe could not trausgress the holy

laws of God. You can send this heavenly love with which you are en

dowed through the veins of future generations. You can cultivate the

highest nature, and lift humanity out. You can instruct your sons by

love, that in the next generation there would be a co-operation which

would require no woman to cry out for rights, which are sometimes a

mistaken sense of right.

Our men should be such that we had perfect confidence in their abil

ity to govern and bear the responsibilities of life. That we were wil

ling to trust our lives, our all into their care, that we felt assured that

the welfare of woman was to man as his own, that as he looks upon the

mother who bore him, who held him to her breast in infancy, and sooth

ed him by gentle love he may venerate woman, she who must suffer

thatthe sons of God may rise up in glory and majesty, and be kings

throughout the land, and may look upon his wife as a part of himself

his reflected self—the shadow which the mirror portrays; and. as he

conducts himself towards her, he moulds her life and sees reflected on

her countenance his own portrait. He makes her existence to a great

extent. and makes future genartitions strong a nd valiant. or weak and

imbecile, by his own conduct. Therefore woman’s sphere is one of love

to all mankind, and true marriage is a union of spirit, where the two

blend their lives into one channel; and although the waves may roll,

storms may come, it may dash over precipices with roar and rush, yet

on it flows—out into the eternity» —a strong and beautiful stream, wid

ening and deepening as it advances, receiving the gentle streams of

love which flow in from either side, and the abundant rains from heav

en. When the storms roar and the rush of the cataract resounds, we are

sometimes awed, but still we pass on adown the stream; the placid wa

ters kissed by the bright sun, and reflecting—the soft ethereal tints of

the sky remind us that the channel is perfect, and that there is a grand

eur and beauty in it all. The loving Father creates the storms that the

atmosphere may be cleared, and the waters not become stagnant. God

knows the way. He knows the paths of glory, but has left to us the

duty to search out the paths and walk therein.

Com CORAL.

At the close of the year we shall haveA FOUNTAIN or LIGHT bound

in book form. '
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(Written for A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT.)

DIVORCE.

BY Jesse H. BUTLER.

 

One of the strangest anomalies of the present time, is the absence of

discussion and public instruction on the above subject.

As a consequence, all its sad experiences and results are relegated into

the lives of the innocent victims of the unprepared millions, who float

on the tides of love and passion, impelled by the necessities and fashions

of human life. _

The politician says nothing, lest his opinions should be too strong or

too weak for the favor of his constituents; and as an effect, when he

finds himself in the legislative halls, he has no clear purpose and no

popular backing to lean on in shaping the welfare of society.

The would-be religious reformer may have thought much on the sub

ject and desire to disseminate the views of an enlightened mind, to the

end of mitigating the sufierings of mankind; but what can he do, so long

as he clings to the doctrine of an infallible, and as a consequence, an

unchangeable revelation of God, that stands still like a stagnant pool

forever, while the stream of life, dances and leaps and flows along in its

accumulating volume, on its ever changing course to the boundless

shores of a higher life.

And now you enquire—what can be done if the religious reformers

and the conscientious politicians are at sea, without a compass or a helm ?

I answer boldly and yet reverently—we who consult each new dawning

day the present oracles of God, fear not; in the strength of an enlight

ened reason, to grapple with this giant killer of schools and councils.

Natures provisions never fail: each age, each century, each epoch has

its Epemanonedas, its Cromwell, its Voltaire. its Pain’s, its Washington,

its Garabaldi, and its Garrison; and I ask the moles of the past revela

tions (and tho’ they may shirk the question to-day, it must and Will be

answered by the coming men and women of a nobler manhood.) I ask

—is not God the God of all the ages ? does he not know the demands of

a superior intelligence? and did not the sweet sermonizer of the mount

say, “your heavenly Father knoweth the needs of his children, and will

give them with a tenderness, to which even earthly parents are stran

gersz” did he not know the mutations of the ages? if he did not he was
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not God, or even a prophet; if he was either one or the other, he meant

to say, “God will provide for the necessities of every coming genera

tion." Were not the masses in the dark past the slaves of the few?

Did God give a law to migitate their condition, and will he not, can he

not give to his free aspiring children of a better age, a new law, that

shall be in consonance with their advanced condition ?

Answer this question 0 ye worshippers of the dark past, lest the mill

stone of which Jesus speaks, shall be fastened to your necks, and ye be

cast into the sea of remorse in the coming life, because ye cast a stumb

ling block in the way of the children of God!

And to whom was the law given, that no man should separate, whom

God had put together? it was given to the Jew; and why ? because di

vorce was all on one side, in the old codes of female slavery, it was giv

en by Christ to protect the women from the caprice and cruelty of her

masculine master.

Under the old law, the man brute who had born unto him a family of

children, by a loving obedient wife, could in a moment of impulse or

unholy desire, invent a false charge against this long suffering slave,

give her a bill of divorce from him and her children forever; and take

to his hard heart other wives or concubines at his own depraved leisure

or pleasure: is it any wonder that a child said to these slave holders,

“on account of hardness of your hearts, God sufiered this to be ?"

Thus we see that the dear Nazarene made this innovation to mitigate

the evils of the past; and is it not reasonable to infer that if among us ‘

to-day in the flesh, he would again improve the law of divorce, to adopt

it to the immense increase of knowledge and sensibility of both the man

and woman ?

And now to the law—whom God hath joined together, let no man put

asunder,” does any intelligent J udge’enforce a law, without first under

standing both its letter and its spirit? without this qualification he

would be a montser; and his decision a monstrosity!

And now reader, come and enquire with me, what is its letter and its

spirit?

What sort of a union will it be, where God or the good spirit has join

ed together a man and woman in matrimony ? You and I will not diifer

in the answer—it will be a union of love and wisdom, for these are of

God, and the fruits of this wisdom and love will be sympathy, patience,

the bearing of one anothers burdens; deference to each others desires,
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and even whims and little ignorances, even as we sympathize with the

dear children in their little blunders toward the opening vista of know

ledge, do you think there is any man putting asunder such a couple?

Here again you and I will not differ—Nol No man or woman can di

vide such a pair of spirits; place one in London and the other in Hong

kong; make a law of the empire or of the republic dividing them: place

one in a dungeon and burn ihe other at the stake; and they shall still be

one flesh or one spirit, here or in the glad eternities!

He is a fair, calm solution of the divorce law of Christ, showing that

it will not and cannot be violated: But some one who is a devoted

member of some infallible church says, “If persons are united by our

priesthood, it is done by God because it is done by the church of God.”

Now let us look this objection in the face, and not despise it, for it is

the opinion of sincere millions of our own brethern and sisters, who,

like ourselves, are trying to do right, and live as near to God as they

can. We will admit for the sake of charity, the infallibility of your

church, and the sincerity of yourselves and your priesthood; and what

does it prove? It proves that the two spirits whoformed the marriage

union, in the case of unhappiness and a continuous want of sympathy

and agreement, were s'adly, fatally mistaken in their choice, and the

priest acting on this mistake it was not a real true union, but like one of

nature’s blighted buds, which cannot bear the promised fruit: and yet

the tree remains to fulfill its destiny, and the coming suusnine and rain

and dew shall give it its golden fruits—and thus the soul shall find its

joyful counterpart, who shall come freighted with its dear reciproca

tions, its congruing sweetness, like the harmonies of music, its indesrib

able onenesss, that is as incomprehensible as the love of God!

We could sweep away with the breath of truth, many other objections,

but offer the above as a basic consideration, for the elaboration of intel

ligent minds. '

Reader, lay aside prejudice; it must die, let it die to-day, and you

shall be a freer, nobler and sweeter man or woman.

Every human spirit must love some one; hence the violation of its

nature, to bind it to its hated tyrant, and divide it from its kindred

soul. '

Besides the present agony, the coming innocent generations, must

pay for the inharmony in dementia, hatred, discord, war and murder.

But society has its claims; the caprice of fools and of children must
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not be sanctioned, or even tolerated; let the reasons be fully given to in

telligent persons of both sexes, calmly and wisely considered, so that so

ciety shall not be vitiated by a vile set of free love materialists, who

would merge man into the brute, and thrust backward the experience

and the wisdom of agonized centuries, that have placed man so much

nearer the smiling heavens of a pure and a happier morality.

Let us advance up the mountain with staff in hand, so that we shall

have no fatal fall, back into the dangerous chasms that lie beneath us.

Thus we shall bless the coming world; and be thrice blessed in our own

consciousness of right and of duty.

n_a<.,___

Karl Gerhardt, a Hartford draughtsman, modeled so fine a figure of

his wife in clay that Mark Twain and Charles Dudley Warner have

sent him to Europe for education in sculpture.

A WOMAN’S QUESTION.

 

ELIZABETH BARRETT BRO‘VNING.

 

Do you know that you ask for the costliest thing

Ever made by the hand above—

A woman’s heart and a woman’s life,

And a woman’s wonderful love?

Do you know you have asked for this priceless thing

As a child might ask for a toy ?

Demanding what others have died to win,

With the reckless dash of a boy.

You have written my lesson of duty out,

Man like, you have questioned me;

Now stand at the bar of my woman's soul,

Until I shall question thee.

You require your mutton shall always be hot,

Your socks and your shirts shall be whole;

I require your heart to be true as God’s stars,

(1 pure as heaven your soul.

You require a cook for our mutton and beef;

I require a far better hing;

A seamstress you're wanting for stockings and shirts,

I look for a man and a king.

A kin for a beautiful realm called home,

An a man that the maker, God,

Shall look upon as he did the first,

And say, “It is very good.”
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I am fair and young, but the rose will fade

From my soft, young cheek one day.

Will you love me then. ’mid the falling leaves

As you did ’mid the bloom of May 1*

Is our heart an ocean so stron and deep

may launch mg all on its ti e ‘P

A loving woman nds heaven or hell

0n the day she is made a bride.

I require all things that are grand and true,

All things that a man should be;

If on give this all, I would stake my life ‘

o be all you demand of me.

If ou cannot do this—a laundress and cook

on can hire, with little to pay;

But a woman’s heart and a woman’s life

Are not to be won in that way.

I

 

WHAT THE SUN DID.

It streamed in on the oaken floor,

And flashed 0n the wall,

It swept in the open door,

Of the broad old-fashioned hall,

And rested on the golden locks,

Of an innocent blue-eyed child,

And as it fluttered on his frock

He looked up and sweetly smiled

And tried to grasp its beams so bright,

In his chubby dimpled hand, ‘

But soon it flu tered out of sight,

And now is borne to another land.

But where’s the sunbeam and where’s the child,

They seem the same tome;

The bitter sunbeam soon beguiled

The little one across the sea;

And so when the sunbeam died away,

But to return next morn,

It did not bring a joyful day,

The world looked dreary, sad, forlorn,

One cruel, sad and bitter night,

Its fatal work had done,

And on our hearts there rests the blight,

Of what the sun had done,

It kissed the lips of the darling boy,

And whispered in his car,

A tale of love, a tale of joy,

How can we help but shed a tear.

It told him of a world beyond,

0f the sweet scented meadows,

He soon the robe of ii ht had donned,

And now sleeps un er heaven’s shadows.
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And as Jesus passed by, he saw a man that was blind from his birth

and his disciples asked him, “Master, who did sin, this man or his par

ents t hat he was born blind ‘1’" Jesus answered, “Neither hath this man

sinned, nor his parents; but that the works of God should be made man

ifest in him."

Men and women are not always responsible for their actions; they are

led as it were into temptation or difficulties for a purpose, not for punish

ment or to injure them but to show a light in the pathway of progres

sion to point out with the finger of knowledge laws that are being devel

oped for the improvement of society. It should be understood, that

when one man kills another, he injures himself more than the one he

kills, and from the crime murder, to the smallest ofiense committed

against one’s neighbor, the operation of that law is the same. When

people understand the law and govern themselves accordingly, courts

will not be necessary; we shall have other ways of settling our disputes

than by law, especially between friends, and everybody ought to be

friends, should not try for a selfish motive to lay a burden on our neigh

bors. When a person chooses to walk in the path of right, and has laid

aside will, and is willing to be directed by another will, there can be no

virtue or gladness without trial and suflerlng in the first place. There

is no buying corn of Joseph till there has been a famine in the land.

It must need be that the Son of man suffer before he enters into his

glory. In the fable of Abraham’s offering his son Isaac a sacrifice to

prove the faith he had in the communications with unseen intelligence.

He was directed to perform the act and he made preparation, had the

knife ready and the burden was removed and his confidence was
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strengthened ten fold in the Great God that surrounded him. The same

law is in opperation to-day, one that has laid aside selfishness, and wil

ling to bear any burden required for the advancement of truth and

right must prepare the knife, and it requires great confidence in the su

preme power to rise to that point, but when the mountain is removed

that loomed up so threatenineg and one stands on Pisgah’s higth and

Views the promised land with its,rippling waters winding through ever

green meadows or Eden groves where youth and beauty dwell in peace

forever, the looming mountain was only a mole hill and with renewed

strength we march on in the highway of progression. The sacrifices

we make and the trials we meet with are painful at the time but they are

privileges and establish us on the rock of triumph where no storms or

cyclones can shake the temple from its foundation.

MRS. M. MERRICK.

 

GARDEN OF OUR SOUL

 

BY OUINA.

 

Come to the garden of the soul;

The angel of life standeth beside the gate,

Close there unto the healing waters roll

And kindly angels for your presence wait,

The angel of fait , and hope, and love, and prayer

Keeping forever silent vigil there.

Come unto the garden of the soul,

The fiowersgou planted in your early day

Long withere by time and care’s dread control,

You will find within that garden gathered a way

If they were flowers of hope and truth and love

Fit blossoms for the realms of light above.

Come unto the arden of the soul,

Transfigured here your aspirations stand,

Star-crowned, and each one with a shinin scroll

On which is traced by guardian an el’s and

Your every deed and word, if the de are pure,

And fitting in that abode to endure.

Come into the arden of the soul,

The Tree of ife is blooming close at hand,

And all the blossoms from bright thoughts unroll,

And fruitage to adorn that sacred land;

Oh, come! The fruitage of your lives is hanging there,

It is meet for blessed hope and prayer. -
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Come unto the garden of the soul;

Here memories and prophecies abide,

All sacred thin that in your memories roll,

Like waken thou hts that bloom in paradise,

And flowers abound, t e deeds of gentleness

That here your hands and lives ever express.

 

WILL WE FORGET ‘P

 

BY S. MINERVA BOYCE.

 

0, will we forget how to love,

When this mortal has mouldered away ?

Will thes irit in mansions above,

Remem er the friends of to-day ?

0, will we then feel the fond clasp,

When we stand on Eternity’s shore;

0f the hands, the dear hands we would grasp,

And would clasp in our own evermore?

Will the soul’s “love ideal” on earth

Fade and vanish, like mist in the morn ?

Will the spirit. when free to go forth,

Note less than the infant, earth-born?

These questions I asked of my soul,

When win ~wearied thought had returned

Bearin no 0 ive branch to console,

For t e years I had questioned and yearned.

My soul for a moment stood still,

And it seemed Heaven‘s gates were ajar;

That the whole earth with music was filled,

When this message was borne from afar:

“Faint not, faithful heart, unto thee

The promise of life has been given;

Perfect love, perfect life there will be,

Uumarred in the Kingdom of Heaven."

—————<0>————-~

It is hard to give up a man as lost, even when he has passed out of

our sight. So we wonder if sometime all men will not find their way

back to God and up to heaven.

._____.>____

At the close of the year we shall haveA FOUNTAIN or LIGHT bound

in book form.

C

——-—---<0>—_

Next week we shall have six pages of the story by Cora Coral.
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A NEW YEAR'S STORY.

 

wrumn’s 'r-rm sm ?

(oon'rrman

 

And thoughts similar-to these soon possessed Eva’s breast. She felt

that she must fly to Alice and tell her that the first burst of grief might

spend itself, and she become strengthened ready to lift Harry by the

time he reached S— and she says:

“Auntie, we must tell Alice immediately."

“Oh, I fear it will not do yet, Eva, she is so frail, so delicate.”

“Yes, Aunt, but her soul is strong, She will bear it bravely as a wo

man. I am sure of it.”

Then the floodgates of her own soul were opened, and she burst into

a torrent of grief which was uncontrollable for a time.

But her grief subsided into sobs and sighs, and as the storm dies away

with a gentle sigh of the breeze and a strange peace rests upon the

world so died away hers, and she arose, kissed her aunt, bidding her

“good night,” and retired to the solitude of her own room, without ut

tering another word.

The morrow dawns bright and beautiful, and ere the sun has reached

the tree tops, after a light breakfast hastily partaken, Eva with her

aunt’s permission is seen wending her way towards the Kent mansion.

Alice is in the yard and hastily moves forward to meet her ex

claiming:

"0h, dear Eval I am so pleased to see you this morning. But what

can ses you to look so pale ?”

"Oh, dear, Alice, I must tell you quickly."

Soon she had imparted to her the intelligence which her aunt had re
ceived. I

Slowly the color left the cheeks of Alice until a deathly pallor rested

on her countenance. She did not weep. She did not speak. But con

vulsively clasped Eva’s hands until Eva exclaimed:

"Alicel Alicel Do not look so wild. You frighten me."

Recovering her voice, she says:

“Eva, 1 am not surprised. I have felt there was something wrong for
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some time and yet I would not allow myself to believe it. But you know

Eva, I feel responsible myself. I first induced him to break his pledge,

and shall now use my influence to reclaim him. My poor dear brother;

my own Harry. Oh if he had but have remained with his mother. I

hope he will never return to Vassar.

“Alice, dear, what Will your mama say ? You know she does not like

the idea of you ahd Harry ever marrying. She said to me she thought

you ought to be satisfied with calling him brother. You know Mr. Sin

clair has been very devoted, and your mother favors his suit, as he is

quite wealthy, and a descendent of the nobility of England.”

“Yes Eva, I have always told mama I could never marry him, and

have never given him any hope, although treating him respectfully. He

only requested that he might visit me as a friend and for social im

provement. He might visit me all his life, and it would not change my

mind. Harry alone can take that place in my heart.”

# I! i i i i it 1i it

How the birds twitter this morning. Alice has arisen early and

has taken her seat at the open window in her own room where she may

catch the first beams of the rising sun. It now begins to emerge and

casts its rosiest hue over all things; the bright pearly drops glisten upon

all things and she almost sees the buds burst into beauty this morning

as the warm shower of spring rain which fell during the night had given

nature a forward impetus. Splash, splash, comes from the little water

fall in the side yard and the gentle cooing of her pet doves comes float

ing on the air to her window. Although all nature had a soothing influ

ence within her soul raged a fearful tempest. This morning the seven

o’clock train was to bring Harry back to his mother—sent home in, dis

grace, back to her who held his future by a silver cord. Would she hold

that cord of love with bravery and break the chain of the tempter? Suc

cess to all brave and noble efforts! She will. Harry does not dream

that the reception would be as Alice intends it shall be. He expects

that she will scorn him as she would a viper. He only looks for sympa

thy in his mother’s arms. But why this tumult in Alice’s breast? Her ‘

determination has long ago been taken as to how she will proceed. Ah,

her mother does not yet know of Harry’s disgrace, and she must this

morning inform her. Her papa knows, but has also kept silent. ‘

She sololiquizes:

"011 Harry! Harry! Had I never placed the cup to your lips in myiig
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norance. I did it. Had mama only have gratified my fancy in regard

to the coffee, perhaps we had not to-day to receive our beautiful. talent

ed Harry home in disgrace, but I shall yet see you, yourself again. I

have faith in the power of love and of prayer. I shall pray, and work

as well as pray, and if there is a power which will bring his dear father

to his side, I trust that he may come and guard and guide him back to

the beautiful path which we entered together.

Oh Father of Light! Oh father of love! give me strength to lead him

up, to assist him to break the chain that he may again be free—our own

noble Harry.”

As she thus mused, the rising bell rang, and arousing she said aloud:

“I must go down and see mama, if possible, before breakfast, as papa

has promised to take me over to Mrs. Ernest’s immediately afterward.”

She was soon attired ready for her morning drive, and descending to

the sitting room, fortunately found her mother there,"

Crushing back her emotion she told her mother, then said:

“Papa is going over to see him this morning and says, may I go

along ?"

“My daughter! Is it possible! Harry in disgrace and you rushing to

meet him as though he had come home wreathed in laurels.”

“Mama, it does not make any difference to me; he is yet my brother,

and my papa is his, as I promised him.”

"Dear daughter, are you persistent that you will go to see him."

"Mama, I should dislike to go against your will, but you surely do not

object. Dearest mama, just think! 1 first induced him to take wine

against his own will.”

“Oh, my daughter, you are so foolish; that does not concern this. But

go if you like.”

“Thank you, mama! I knew you would not objec .”

a a * e s- : * a: * a

It was not a merry ride; the father and daughter scarce spoke. Ev

erything was beautiful in the spring sunlight. But it wakened no poet

ic inspiration in the heart of our “Fairy Queen.”

They are now at the gate, and Eva comes out to meet them.

“Cousin Harry is here, but has taken his bed he is quite ill.”

i‘Poor, dear boy.” says Alice, “how sorry I am, I shall use every efiort

in my poWer to assist him, and I do not believe it will occur again.”
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“He says he does not believe he can see you," says Eva, after they had

passed into the house she had interviewed him.

"Oh, I must. Eva, tell him I do not blame him, I blame myself and

cannot endure it, unless I may ask his forgiveness."

She againfreturns and says:

“Come, but he cannot see your papa this morning.”

We shall not enter the precincts of that rooom, only to glance at our

pale Harry with his mother by his side lightly clasping his hand. This

interview was not to be brought to the coarse gaze of those who do not

appreciate.

Enough is said, that in that interview they understood each

other entirely. They were united by the bond of sympathy and love,

which could not be broken, she was his‘flforeoe'r." Sickness, sorrow, dis

grace, or distress could not separate‘them, and Alice would firmly cling

to what she knew was right; her mother must know, that she could not

and would not give any hope to another. Harry was comforted and

then and there his spirit arose with a manly strength, which he had

never experienced. He was assured of Alice’s love---love deeper than a

sister’s love—love which is not passion, which is not phantasy, but is

the acknowledging of the union, as the meeting of two kindred souls,

that, although they may be widely separated, their spirits are knit to

gether by the tie of love, which cannot be broken, making them one

spirit, one great soul, whereon the Father looks with a loving smile, and

says: Mount up and be god's in the earth, eat of the tree of life, and be

saved; drink of the crystal waters of purity and be strengthened; fight

the battle of life faithfully and be victors;run the race of right and wear

the crown of rejoicing. Sing the songs of glandness, and let them re

echo throughout the earth. Praise the Lord of hosts, the omnipotent

power which sustains all things under the law if all thingsfmove in ac

cOrdance with the law.

It moves on with majesty, this shifting chain of life, and again we

find another scene has brought Aliceinto a new sphere. Harry has re

covered and we h0pe to never again see him a victim. Alice has over

come her mothers scruples by her father's assistance and Mr. Sinclair

has discontinued his visits for secial improvement seeking another

sphere.

Com Conan
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

 

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE

(CONTINUED)

Oh angels of love and mercy, come with thy sweet messages of love

and truth, come sweep away the clouds of superstition and bigotry come

lead us up the golden ladder of life. Come and teach us grander lessons

of life. Come and fill our souls with joy inefiable and teach us that the

Father of all is standing at the top of the ladder sending down thefdear

ones to aid us up when we are faint and are yet ready to mount. To de

scend if we fall and again bear us aloft. Oh wonderful, wonderful lad

der of life. Oh grand and mighty truth! We thank thee, oh father that

we may read the precious lessons of victory in this symbol that as we

fain would rise, there is an upward impetus which bears us as on the

wings of the wind into the real region of glory, of self-controling tri

umph,of flowery paths which are not recognizable to‘the material senses,

but through the spiritual or inner vision. Oh, grandeur of the thought

that we may not descend in spirit although we may materially. 1_There

is a ladder which we each have placed from earth to heaven, ' and the
angels of our lives, are ever ascending in proportion as our deedsl‘are ex

alted or base, and we of the inner sight, we who by faith may catch‘ the

glory from afar, may see the radiance from the Father’s countenance,

fain would portray to others the beauty and the grandeur of life. We

 

.wa'

would rise ourselves on the lovely ladder of love, and would have oth§‘~_\

ers see that for each individual is this ladder. We would fill our souls

with the peace of heaven, and let our joy bubble 'from the everlasting

fountain and ripple and tinkle through our lives out into the lives of

others with all the refreshing gladness which heaven may bestow upon

mortals in the flesh. We would give of our bounteous store unto those

who are starving for the angel’s food, and would say: Father make us

strong, that the angels may ever ascend, that we may not cause them to

descend in pity. Love is the ladder, and it is given’to all and oh, let us

ascend, let us have our souls filled with joy inefiable and our faces spark

ling with love to mankind. We may arise steadily if we list to the mes

sages of inspiration which are ever whispering'peace and joy to the soul,

even in the darkest trial. Look up, oh weary pilgrim, see the loving

\

\
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smile, the radiance 0g the Father’s countenance, the glory from afar,

the dazzling brightness, as of the noonday sun. We want to ascend up

on our ladder, and not descend unto the depths of degradation and woe.

Rise up, and give every noble impetus sway, and soon thou wilt tower

above the dastardly deeds of evil.

IDA M. MERRILL.

 

DON’T WAIT.

Don't wait till I am dead

To bring the flowers

And lay them tenderly around the lifeless form;

Their living perfume mocks at death;

The symbolize the pure heaven’s breath,

An might have kept the frozen life-blood warm.

Don’t wait till I am dead

To learn to speak

In gentle hrase of errors, faltering and guile;

The chari ies of men are cold;

Not half the misery is told -

That comes from dearth of praise, no hand to help, no smile.

Don’t wait till I am dead

To shower tears,

And let the love-light fall upona hungry heart.

Which yearns in life for but one word.

One answering look, one singing bird

'l‘o warble song of joy with happy art.

Don’t wait till I am dead

To smooth the pillow,

Fold the bed. and fill the room with atmosphere of rest;

For all of these the spirit lone

Asked laintively, in undertone.

No ma ter now—the windows of the soul admit no guest.

—Hs'.s'rnn M. POOLE.

, If thereis any thing on earth which should be held sacred, it is the

lart request of the dying. Especially is it ungrateful, after a life of no

ble purposes, and in opposition to the churches, to have a preacher in

trude at the last moment, begging repentance, with the incomprehensi

ble cheek and assurance of a mountebank, and after death has silenced

the mortal tongue, and made reply impossible, stand up and consign the

departed to perdition! If a belief is good enough to live by, it is good

enough todie by. That is the test of religion. The churches say that

the beauty of their religion is ’he consolation it affords at the final hour

to the mourning friends.
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TEE STEP-MOTHER.

 

Disdained, unloved, save at times to creep

To her husband’s heart, and there cloak the deep

Sad pangs that came of their studied slights—

His children, whom she had life laid down

To win to herself, and kiss off the frown

For imagined theft of another’s rights—

She had pined and drooped till the end had come;

And they grouped at her deathbed, grieved and dumb.

“Ah! your tears are soothing!” she murmured, “Would

You had understood me. But, pray, be good

To this new, frail pledge of my lifej” And here

They placed on her bosom the child just born,

At life-cost, out of the flint and thorn

Of her wifehood’s trials, so brief and sore.

“Be good to my babe. I did so try ‘

To be good to you, though you passed me by.

‘Remember, I loved, and love him—him

Whose mateless heart must again be dim

At my soul’s swift passing. Was I to blame,

Whose years but little exceeded yours,

His children‘s, that, in the hope which lures

The loveless on to be loved, I came,

As a second wife, and should then have striven

To replace her who had been called to heaven.

“A step-mother! Ah, how the hated word,

Had frightened me from the first, deterred

My reluctant ‘Yes,’ and then nerved my will

With the hope to soften its harshness down

By a new, sweet motherliness, whose crown

Should be bribed to my brows out of all the chill

And emptiness you had known! But, no;

It was set that ye would have it so.

“You will take the will for the deed, though, dears,

Now that I’m dying? Too late those tears,

If this budding life, to your care consigned,

Thrive not in the fondness to me'denied.

It is darkening! Husband, _vour hand—nor chide

These dear ones. Quick—let my neck be twined

By the soft arms! There—bid them kiss my brow!

They cannot hate their step-mother now.”

—Selected.
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CAPITAL PUNISHMENT.

Capital punishment is doubtless a relic of the dark ages, and is one of

the evils afflicting enlightened and civilized nations of the present era.

The same human ingenuity that applies science, in the use of electricity,

of steam, and other inventions, in rendering general good to mankind,

is, we think, sufficiently advanced at this age to devise some substitute

as a means of punishing capital crime aside from the death penalty. It

is a serious question whether death is a penalty at all, and when we

come to argue the point, our readers will seethe force of this assertion.

In previous chapters of this volume we have canvassed, to some degree,

the causes of crime, also advanced a few ideas as to how to prevent it.

We are now persuaded that our readers are sufficiently prepared to re

ceive, and consider

our ABGUMENTS

and reasons why the death penalty should‘not be indicted. in the first

place we remark that, as we have already stated, the primary object of

law and punishment is reformation of the criminal, and we hold should

be compensatory as well as preventive cf future crime. As to the first

proposition, all will agree that it is right and good to render happier all

those that are in sorrow, and that it is a glorious work.

Punishment, it is believed, should be reformatory in its character; if

possible, to restore the criminal to a normal condition, not only for his

own good here and hereafter, but also for the general good of mankind.

This, then. it is evident, cannot be accomplished by inflicting the

death penalty. For when a man is dead, all earthly means of reforma

tion is to him lost; it is corporal punishment; it is like striking a man

in the face to reform him, or kill him to make him better. The heath

en mother throws her infantinto the river Ganges to appease the wrath

of her god. The Christian hangs his felllowman to appease the wrath

of his God; and believes it acommand of God “that he who sheds man’s

blood by man shall his blood be shed.”

In the second place, we cannot see how punishment can be compensa

tory after a criminal is dead. We cannot benefit those who are dead;

who were murdered, by murdering also in turn. It cannot benefit the

injured party, who are living. to inflict the death penalty.

There can no possible benefit be derived by hanging a man, either to

the dead, to the living, to the culprit, or to society, except, perhaps, the
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carpenter who is fortunate enough to get the job to build the gallows.

The popular belief is that one who has been instrumental in taking

the life of another, should be required to forfeit his life also ?

It can be no satisfaction to the dead to know that, as he has ushered

out of life prematurely at the hand of the assassin, the assassin will

also have to render up his life prematurely for having done such a. deed.

It reminds us of the time during our late war, when retaliation was

talked of, viz., to hang one of the southern prisoners north, for every one

of our men hanged by the southern army. That this would deter the

south from hanging our men, it was believed; but what satisfaction

could it have been toone of our men to know that while he was being

hanged south, some one was meeting the same fate north. We appre

hend none. The dead, we think, cannot be afiected in any manner

whether we hang or do not hang the perpetrator of their murder. To

simply say that a murderer deserves to die, is not argument why he

should die. This is almost the only argument put forward deliber

ately in defense of capital punishment at the present day. Many, with

ont taking a second thought, often, on hearing, or reading, of a terrible

crime being committed, exclaim, “swing up the scoundrel, he deserves

to be cut to pieces, he ought to be hanged by the heels.” Similar expres

sions we hear every day, which expressions we conceive to be utterly

wrong if made a reason fer continuing the death penalty. It is neither

more or less than the sentiment of gratified vengeance; it is a vindic

tive emanation, unworthy of an enlightened soul: It is no part of our

province to deal out the desert of iniquity, as such. The rlghts of soci

ety do not include this power of rewarding or punishing the individual

on purely moral grounds. Another says, “with the abstract rights or

wrongs of human actions society has nothing to do; it must regard

them solely as beneficials or injurious to social order, and scrupuously

forbear from assigning to them either reward or punishment on the

score of their moral character.” A murderer may, or may not, deserve

to be hanged, still we should be willing to trust to God for the proper

adjustment of man’s irreparable wrongs.

To murder is an irreparable crime; we cannot restore life. Can soci

ety repair the injury by legally taking the life of the guilty criminal?

or by a second wrong act, right the first? If it is wrong ‘to murder in

11 illegal manner, we cannot see that it is right to murder in a legal
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form any more than that it is wrong to steal illegally, but right to steal

by legal action.

Reparation is the second object of law. The punishment, therefore,

should be in accordance with the spirit of the law, which, it is plain the

enforcement of the death penalty is not.

We deem it right and necessary that all persons found guilty of mur

der in the first degree should be put in prison for life, without the pros

pect of being pardoned out—Stall.

-—-_-<.>—-—r

GEMS OI‘ THOUGT

 

True glory consists in being true to it.

A strict belief in fate is the worst of slavery.

A man is known by the company he keeps out of. '

The truest wisdom is a resolute determination.

Moral decision is a virtue of the highest order.

Fortitude is the guard and support of other virtues.

Strive and encourage a mind and will of your own.

The heart is the only thing that is better by being broken.

Never be persuaded contrary to your better judgment.

Art is beautiful only when and as far as it follows nature.

That is the best part of beauty which a picture cannot express.

Next to love, sympathy is the divinest passion of the human heart.

Good words which come from the soul will react upon the soul.

Every oneis eagle-eyed to see another's faults and his deformity.

Things don’t turn up in this world until somebody turns them up.

In all our life-plans we should indulge a generous emulation to excel.

Troubles are often tools by which God fashions us to better things.

Regret for wrong never weakens but always strengthens the heart.

Our best lessons are not learned through success, but misadventure.

If evil be said of thee, and it is true, correct it; if it be a lie, laugh at

it.

No man is perfect. The ideal man is the whole Christian brother

hood.

The noblest deeds arc often done where no eye but God’s can see

them.
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DON'T WORRY.

 

I once took for my motto the sentence: “Under all circumstances keep

an even mind.” It is excellent advice. It is a splendid motto, but is

rather long, and has a squint towards aestheticism, which somewhat un

fits it for common and daily use, especially in a sudden emergency. The

motto at the head of this communication is a better one, being short,

homely, and decidedly t0 the purpose.

The little daily, hourly trials of life, the small worries which beset

our'common paths, are those which try us most, and-form the wear and

tear of our earthly sojourn. When a heavy trial comes, we nerve our

selves to bear it. Those of us who are religious throw out our arms

and take strong hold of the supporting hand of Heaven; and at any

rate, at such times we use all our resources and avail ourselves of every

appliance we can think of for aid and comfort.

But against life’s little trials we make no such provision. They come,

like the stings of the minutest insects, suddenly and sharply; irritation

and inflammation follow, and we get into a regular worry. Then the

nervous tissues sufier. Then follows a waste of nervous power, entire

ly unnecessary and entirely sad.

There is one trial which most people—and notably housekeepers-—

consider a very big one (at least it is so in New York), we allude to the

subject of domestic help. This, in our cities especially, is the great

worry of the age. And where and what is the remedy? Why, don’t

worry. Be vigilant, be perserving, be just, and above all be patient. In

competent and unfaithful servants appear to be the rule; compe

tent and faithful ones the exception. Bui keep trying, trying in the

right way, and the right domestic will turn up at last.

The heads of a family are the custodians of the happiness of all around

them. If they smile, they create sunshine; if they frown, dark clouds

settle upon the home atmosphere, and we render everything gloomy

and sad. We know the mother of a large family who worries from

morning till night. She is not a bad woman; she is a fond and faith

ful wife and mother: but she is so “utterly utter” in her anxiety to do

what she deems her duty—to have everything just so, that she affects

herself, and consequently every one around her, to a dreadful degree.

The consequence is, the husband and children are glad to get away from
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home, and she cannot keep even a good servant for any length of time.

She worries; and now the habit has become a chronic one. If she has

no real worry, she invents one. Her son-in-law once said to his wife;

"Don't fret about your mother, and for heaven’s sake don’t grow like

her. To her worrying about something or other is the staff of life—her

daily bread; she could not live without it. Your mother is a good wo

man, but she must fret; let her enjoy herself in her own way.”

Now this is taking a very philosophical view of the matter; but, un

fortunately, we are not all sons-in-law, and not all philosophers. Chil

dren and servants cannot. like the husband and son-in-law, start of! to

their business, stay away all day, and thus change the domestic worry

for a business one.

Now, what the chronic grumbler and worrier needs is recreation. We

all need it, but these mental invalids more than others. I am not my

self always perfectly free from the incipient approaches from this in

sidious disease. But it can be fought off by judicious management

Let the patient, if he or she cannot leave home, try to brighten the home

atmosphere for others. Just try it, poor chronic invalid, you can do it,

and it is a delightful and glorious task. Say a pleasant word and give a

pleasing smile to every one who comes near you. Do a little favor to

somebody, and, as the advertisements say, you will generally find “the

smallest favor thankfully received.”

But go out, if you can, into the open air. Go to the thoroughfares or

to the parks, if there are any.

Take a seat and watch the people. Especially watch the children.

Gaze into the face of the passers-by. If you see a happy, cheerful coun~

tenance, let the garb of the individual be what it may, thank God for

that ray of sunshine; for a serene or cheerful human countenance is

truly a. good end. If you see a frowning brow, a discontented face, or a

sad and suflering one, send a prayer to heaven for the relief of your hu

man brother or sister, and also—

Bear with thee to each waiting heart

A cheerful messa e from thine own;

And let thy sympat etic eye

To strangers make their kindness known.

Give thy heart room. Let it expand.

And clasp the world in its embrace;

Then wilt thou carry everwhere

The blessing of a cheerful face.
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And when you walk the streets, stop at the shop windows and ,exam

ine the» beautiful things. If you cannot afford to buy them, you can at

least look at them. and in that way enjoy them. If you love flowers,

there are the floral windows, where you may feast your eyes. And once

receive into your mental vision the perfect idea of a beautiful ob ect,

from that moment it is yours. It is stereotyped upon your memory. It

belongs to you, to your inner being, and no one can take it away from

you. -

It used to be considered countrified and green to stop and gaze into a

store window, but that day has entirely gone by. Now that the most

elegant goods are placed in the windows, often with the prices attached,

both men and women—at least here in New York---elegantly dressed,

and thus by inference, belonging to the “upper crust” do not hesitate to

gratify their curiosity by gazing into a shop window like any country

bumpkin. They all do it,

Finally, we entreat our readers to enshn'ne in their memories our

homely motto, and also to act upon it: “Don’t, don’t worry.”—Ma.ry

Dana Shi'ndle'r.

____—_‘.>____.__

All the good things of this world are no further good to us than as

they are of use; and whatever we may heap up to give to others we en

joy only so much as we can use and no more. The German proverb of

the key—“If I rest, I rust”—is applicable to the labor of the hand and

the mind, and to the misuse or abuse of the gifts of God to us. Indo

lence is impotence, rest is rust.

+

(Written for A FOUNTAIN or Lien-r.)

Thou hast left us, darling Lillie,

Vanished,—-like the sparkling dew,

When the rays of gleaming sunlight

From the heavy clouds peep through.

As the sunlight drinks the dewdrops

From the ily’s creamy bowl,

Leaving naught but fading petals

Drinking in its very soul.

So it is with thee—my Lillie!

Thy soul’s fragrance, pure and sweet,

God has athered up, my darling,——

With t e angels at Hisfeet.
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THE SIGNS OF THBTIIES.

 

THE PRESIDENT OF OUR NATION.

 

Oh! how sad to enter the circle of pain and suffering of our murdered

President, to stand by the couch and hold the fevered hand, bathe the

burning brow, and with trembling anxiety await the result of some

soothing remedy to relieve the much-loved suflerer. The great, the no-

ble, honest, loving husband, tender parent, one chosen by a nation to fill

the most important position in this great Rebublic, for what purpose

was the saerifice of his life?

All plans are laid in the spirit realm where the prototype of every

thing exists, and demonstrated, worked out here for the improvement

of humanity, for the elevation of man into a state of happiness—pro

gression through suffering, through darkness into light.

The innocent are selected to demonstrate a truth, to show the opera

tion of the law of life, of good and evil; if an evil disposed man, Gui

teau, for instance had been killed the people would not have felt regret,

or thought much about it, or there might have been a general rejoicing

that the world was rid of him and his murdering influence, but when

the good, the innocent, are crucified, millions join in one harmonious

anthem of sorrow, North and South, East and West, send an influence,

a prayer. desire of their hearts for the relief of the sufferer from his ag

ony, and restoration to his position in life. This harmonious influence

moving on the electric currents from one mind to another, may produce

' a powerful result in removing the cause of murder.

When Jacob stole Esau’s birthright, whatever it was Esau had a cause

of complaint and it generated murder in his heart, but the seed thatJ -,
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cob planted failed to produce fruit, but cuttings from the plant produc

ed in time by cultivation, setting it in rich, strong soil, cheating, lying

and stealing; it brought forth an hundred fold, and until these minor

causes are removed from the minis and actions of men, we must suffer

these black, awful deeds. ‘

l The whole people should take an interest in searching out the cause

of murder, as we may all lend a hand in planting seeds of discord that

produce these dire effects. Do not say kill or legally murder a human

being, as it is impossible to destroy or annihilate one, but you may by

planting that seed, produce much fruit of the very same kind. '

A Denver paper proposes to solicit from the people a contribution of

money to present the soldier for trying to murder a man. Will good or

evil result from this proceeding? Is it not offering a premium to a

would-be murderer, or encouraging mobs to come out in disguise, and

commit a much worse crime than it would be for one man to kill

another. ‘

Our honored and much-loved President is not dead; he has only pas

sed on beyond the vail to the inner temple—the sphere of goodness to

which he belonged, and now perceives the object of his removal from

this lower sphere to one more dexted, and may, as an advance guard,

prove of more value to the nation than to have remained.

Do not kill Guiteau; keep him safe; he may be of great use, although

he did a most cruel, dastardly act, he may not be entirely responsible.

Many cultivate a revengeful spirit towards him that only injures them

selves. Revenge is mine, says the Great Spirit, the Law.

x l}: I‘m Mas. M. MERRICK.

[INGEBSOLL ON INTEMPERANCE.

001. R. G. Ingersoll, in a recent case before a jury, in which the man

ufacture of alcohol was involved, delivered the following eloquent

charge:

“I am aware that there is a prejudice against any man engaged in

the manufacture of alcohol. I believe from the time it issues from the

coiled worm in the distillery, until it'empties into the hell of death, dis

honor and crime, that it dishonors everybody who touches it—from its

source to where it ends. I do not believe anybody can contemplate the

subject without becoming prejudiced against the liquor crime. All We
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haveto do, gentlemen, is to think of the wrecks on either side of the

stream, of the suicides, of the insanity, of the poverty, of the ignorance,

of the destitution, of the little children tugging at the faded and with

ered breasts, of weeping and desparing wives asking for bread, of the

men struggling with imaginary serpents produced by the devilish thing.

And when you think of the jails, of the almshouses, of the asylums, of

the prisons, of the scaflolds upon either bank, I do not wonder that ev

ery thoughtful man is prejudiced against the damned stuff called alco

hol! Intemperance cuts down youth in its vigor, manhood in its

strength, age in its weakness! It breaks the father’s heart, bereaves

the doting mother, extinguishes natural affection, erases conjugal love,

blots out filial attachment, blights parental hope, and brings down

weary age in sorrow to the grave! It produces weakness, not strength;

sickness, not health; death, not life. It makes wives widows, children

orphans, fathers fiends, and all of them paupers and beggars! It feeds

rheumatism, nurses gout, welcomes epidemics, invites cholera, imports

pestilence, and embraces consumption! It covers the land with idle

ness, misery and crime! It fills your jails, supplies your almshouses,

and demands your asylums! It_ crowds your penitentiaries, and fur

nishes victims for your scaflolds! It engenders controversies, fosters

quarrels, and cherishes riots! It is the life-blood of the gainbler, the

prop of the highwayman, and support of the midnight incendiary! It

countenances the liar, respects the thief, esteems the blasphemer! It vi

olates obligations, reverences fraud, and honors infamy! It deforms

benevolence, hates love, scorns virtue, an i slanders innocence! It in

cites the father to butcher his helpless olfipring, helps the husband to

massacre his wife, and the child to grind the patricidal ax! It burns up

man, consumes woman; desolates and detests life; curses God, despises

heaven! It suborns witnesses, nurses perjury, defiles the j ury-box, and

deflles the judicial ermine! It bribes votes,disqualifies voters, corrupts

elections, pollutes our institutions, and endangers governments! It de

grades the citizen, debases the legislator, dishonors the statesman, and

dishonors the patriot! It brings shame, not honor; terror not safety;

despair, not hope; misery, not happiness, and with the malevolence of a

fiend it calmly surveys its frightful desolation, and unsatiated with

havoc, it poisons felicity, kills peace, ruins morals, blights confidence,

slays reputation, and wipes out national honorl—Then curses the world

and laughs at its ruin! It murders the soul. It is the sum of all vil

lainies, the father of all crimes, the mother of all abominations, the dev

il’s best friend, and man's worst enemy !”
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A NEW TBAB'S STORY.

WHERE’S THE sm ‘1’

(CONCLUDED.)

 

Harry has recovered and we hope to never again-see him a victim.

Alice has overcome her mothers scruples by her fathers assistance

and Mr. Sinclair has discontinued his visits for social improvement,

seeking another sphere. The Kent mansion is now a busy scene; _dress

makers and seamstresses are running merry races upon various fabrics,

and mountains of sewing yet piled high in the sewing room. Eva

and Alice are almost constantly together, and Harry has decided never

to return to Vassar.

“No,” says Alice upon one occasion. “Do not attempt to be anything

great. I prefer to have you my unpretentious Harry, without a college

education.”

The mother also thought it best he should directly enter business with

Mr. Kent and it was settled.

1! * * * $ * * * * *

We shall pass over the close of school with Clint Obert; it was sad-

for Harry was not there. It was not a joyous jubilee to him, as he had

expected, although he looked forward with the pleasant anticipa

tion which accompanies all home goings to those who have been absent

from that loved place, “home.” But now school is over; the vacation

with its many pleasures passed, and October, with its glorious days and

dusky eves has come, and still the sewing goes on at the Kent mansion.

What does it all mean ‘3 'We shall see. Harry is not an unexpected

caller at any time and Mrs. Kent’s carriage now quite often stops at

Mrs. Ernest’s home. Mrs. Kent has become a subdued and softened

woman. ~
Ellen Harman, with “Little Willie, who is now quite a man,” as Har-i

ry terms ,it have taken up their abode in the house of awealthy family,

where Ellen is governess to three children, and also has Willie under

her charge.

Harry has never since his return taken a drop of anything intoxicat

ing; he has grown manly and noble looking. Eva, Alice and her moth
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or have ever been ready to assist him and he is now treading up the hill

of life, with the firm tread of a conqueror.

It is a beautiful evening. and Eva is with Alice spending the night. It

is Sabbath and she returned home with her from church.

“Just think,” exclaimed Eva, “three days more and you will be my

own cousin. How singular that such a few words should make such a

diflerence. But really, Alice, I do not think I can lOVe you more than I

do now, when you are my cousin indeed.”

"No Eva, the words do not really make so much difference in regard

to our affection. I do not believe 1 shall love Harry any more then,

than I do now, for how can I? It is only showing to the world that we

shall unite our lives together, and live for each other, care for each oth

er, and if necessary, suffer for each other. Oh, how can any one think

of marrying and then obtaining a divorce? How sad poor Mrs. Elgin

looks since she parted from her husband, and people say they loved each

other dearly, only a difference arose, and in a fit of anger. she said she

would live with him no more; they separated, and although both deeply

regret the step they have taken, a false and stubborn pride keeps them

apart."

“Yes, dear Alice, it is terrible to think of such a state of affairs. I

never knew such a case in our quiet vale; if people did not agree al

ways. I do not know as such a thing was ever thought of, as obtaining

a divorce. They must have settled it some way.”

"How I should tremble at the thought of the vows 1 am to make next

Wednesday eve, if I thought in the future they were to be broken. They

, conuot be with Harry and myself; we are one in spirit now. No power

can separate us. I shall cling to him, even if he dies a drunkard."

* i 11 * 1 II * * * *

What splendor dazzles from the windows of the Kent mansion again.

Carriage after carriage has left chattering girls and sprightly beaux, at

the door. Elderly and middle aged gentlemen, and ladies, have also

alighted to witness the ceremony of the belle of S—, the modest violet

who cares not to reign queen, only in woodland. It was her desire to

have a quiet wedding in the little vine embowered chapel near by. But

her mother says. “Alice, I have allowed you to take your own course in

everything else, but in this I must have my own way,” and she sub

mitted.
How angelic she looks in her pure white satin with the usual Abra—nge

~
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blossoms in her hair. Eva and Clint are of course first maid and

groomsman. There are others whom we shall not mention.

The solemn service is over and they stand before the world as one——

husband and wife, and if they are in spirit can they be separated? We

think not.

Space will not allow us to detail any more, but in the future we shall

follow the life course of Eva, our “woodland brownie,” and perhaps vis

it her lovely vale, the old home, and her grandmother’s grave with her,

and mayhap enjoy another ride on the back of old Lin. This we shall

do when we publish this story in book form, only continuing the thread

which we have here taken, and allowing space to some of our other

characters.

Cons CORAL.

 

STAND ALONE.

 

Thousands of the best minds are with us, on this subject. The emi~

nent jurist, John Bright, writes as follows.

ROCHDALE, January 5, 1868.

H. M. Bovnn. Esq. ’

“Dear Sir :—I do not think the punishment of death is necessary to

the security and well-being of society; and I believe its total abolition

would not tend to increase those crimes which'it is'supposed by many

to prevent. The security and well-being of society do not depend on the

severity of punishments. Barbarism in the law promotes barbarism

among those subject to the law. The real security for human life is to

be found in a reverence for it. If the law regarded it as inviolable, then

the people would begin also so to regard it. A deep reverence for hu

man life is worth more than a thousand executions in the prevention of

murder, and is, in fact, the great security for human life. The law of

capital punishment, whilst pretending to support this reverenee, does,

in fact, tend to destroy it. If the death penalty is of anylforce in any

case to deter from crime, it is of much more force in lessening our

chief security against it, for it proclaims the factj'that kings, parlia

ments, judges, and juries may determine when andihow men may be

put to death by violence, and familiarity with this ideafcannot strength

en the reverence'for human life. To put men to death'lforjcrimes, civil

or political, is to give proof of weakness rather than strength, and of
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barbarism rather than christian civilization. If the United States

could get rid of the gallows, it would not stand long here. One by one,

we “Americanize” our institutions; and, I hope in all that is good, we

may not be unwillingto follow you. I am very truly yours,"

JOHN BRIGHT.

GEMS 0P THOUGHT

 

There’s beggary in the love that can be reckoned.

Life is love, and love is eternity.

Men do not fall into love. They rise into love.

Life outweighs all things if love lies within it.

True love, like Greek fire, is inextinguishable.

Love depends on the loving, and not on the loved.

We seldom think how much we owe our first love.

Time, which deadens hatred, secretly strengthens love.

Pure love ought to burn like oxygen in oxygen.

One clairvoyance on earth is certain, and that is the clairvoyance of

love.

A man of sense may love like a madman, but never like a. fool.

Base men, being in love, have then a nobility in their natures more

than is native to them. I

[A woman’s love is essentially lonely and spiritual in its nature. It is

the heathenism of the heart. \

The man who looks down in the mouth naturally allows himself to

become low spirited.

Garfield made an excellent record as son, husband and father. and one

that will ever remain.

Love is stronger than death-~so strong that it often triumphs over

death and the world.

The man who is truly great is never without true love in his nature

for right and justice.

___“»____

The spirit passes through the change of death and carries with it all

its idiosyncrasies and prejudices, because these are peculiarities.

____,,_____

Two more nos. and we shall have finished A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT,

after which the surplus nos. will be bound in book form and for sale.

This will close publication of A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT.
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The close of the year is drawing nigh, I mean FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT’S

first year of existence. We have steadily pursued our course, 'we have

attempted to fan the feeble light which we believe every human being

possesses into a flame, and it only remains for time to tell how much

or how little we have done; we feel that it has been almost a failure;

we feel as our hands hang listless, almost helpless by our side, that only

God and the angels know the result. We cannot impart to the readers

any intelligence yet. as to whether the bark will float out on the ocean

of thought next year as the publisher being well stricken in years does

not yet know whether she will continue. As for ourselves we shall go

on in some field of usefulness, if the Father permits, as [we feel our life

work just begun; we send our love and good wishes to each and every

subscriber, and if we meet thee not here, ever, there is a place where we

shall meet and know each other through the spiritual vision. We have

grown strong in soul these weeks of experience, but sometimes, the tem

ple which has held the spirit, seemed weak, the storms have shaken it

to the foundation, and although it yet stands, we feel that it needs the

strength which comes from the encouragement of some of our subscri

bers. We need it from all of you, and we heartily thank you all for, and

appreciate every message of hope which we have received. These are

the workmen which have strengthened our frail temple.

'A little more than a year ago; we were brought near to the other

shore; we felt the cold waves of Jordan sweep over us, and one of our

subscribers stood by and plead that the angels might save our life and

called for the Savior to come. The Savior came—my Savior at least

for the cold waves slowly were beaten back as though some strong and

mighty power were fighting over my spirit, and my spirit was held as

though in strong arms. I felt the cold waves recede and sink to sleep

in this peaceful presence. Yes as christian breathren say, "Safe on his

gentle breast,” and I solemnly promised God and the angels to dedicate

my life to God—which to my understanding is shown by labors of love

to humanity. What reeks if they do not understand. He knows~the

loving Father—and with Him I leave the result. '

Dear readers let us scatter our words of encouragement, and each

strive to fan the feeble light which we all possess into a flame, to light

the weary pilgrim in life’s pathway. Your Editress,

IDA M. MERRILL.
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. THE PRESBYTERIAN'S HELL.

The Rev. J. S. Furnls, a l’resbpterian, is reported by the Philadelphia

Times as informing his congregation that hell is in the blazing centre of

the earth. “Down in this place,” he said, “is a terrible noise. Listen at

the tremendous, the horrible uproar of millions and millions of torment—

ed creatures, mad with the fury of hell! Oh! the screams of fear, the

groans of horror, the yells of rage, the cries of pain, the shouts of agony,

the shrieks of despair, from millions on millions! There you hear them

roaring like lions, hissing like serpents, howling like dogs, and wailing

like dragons! There you hear the gnashing of teeth and the fearful

hlasphemies of the devils. Above all you hear the thunders of the an

gels of God, which shakes hell to its foundation.” He described the in—

mates of this hell suffering without a moment’s cessation, the most

frightful torture. The following is a passage of the sermon: “The roof

is red hot. The floor is like a thick sheet of red hot iron. See, on the

middle of the red hot iron floor stands a girl. She has neither shoes or

stockings on her feet. Listen! She speaks. She says 2" ‘I’ve been

standing with my feet on this red hot floor for years. Sleep never came

on me for a moment. Look at my burnt feet. Let me go of! this bum

ing floor for one moment. Oh! that in this endless eternity of years I

might forget the pain only for a single moment!”

We ask, is there no angel of mercy, no balm in Gilead? A likeness

unto this hell is suffered by the pure and innocent of earth, but it is not

the will of a loving Father; it is the friends of darkness who triumph

for a time, but the pure ones come forth purified. What shall become of

those who inflict this suffering upon the pure and innocent?

HELP OHB ANOTHER

 

This little sentence should be written on every heart—stamped on ev

ery memory. It should be the golden rule practiced, not only in every

individual household, but throughout the world. By helping one an

other we not only remove the thorns from the pathway and anxiety

from the mind, but feel a sense of pleasure in our hearts, knowing that

we are doing a duty to a fellow creature. A helping hand or an encour

aging word is no less to us, yet an untold benefit to others. Who has

not felt the power of a little sentence? Who has not needed the encour
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agement and aid of a kind friend ? How soothing, when perplexed with

something that is most difficult and burdensome, to feel a gentle hand

on the shoulder, and to hear a voice whispering, “Do not be discouraged;

I see your troubles, let me help you.” What strength is inspired, hope

created—what sweet gratitude is felt; and the great difficulty dissolves

as dew before the sunshine. Yes, let us help one another, by endeavor

ing to strengthen and encourage the weak; and lifting the burden of

care from the weary and oppressed, that life may glide smoothly on, and

the fount of bitterness yield sweet waters; and He, whose willing hand

is ever ready to us, will reward our humble endeavors, and every good

deed will be “bread upon the water to return after many days,” if not to

us, at least to those we love.

_——-——“>——-———

A DREAM.

 

Isaac Randolph, the negro who murdered his wife at New Haven, in

the spring of l856, gives notice that he will apply to the next Legisla

ture for a release from State p risou, to which he was sentenced for life.

The murder created a great sensation, and the story of it is very inter- _

esting. He killed the woman with a wash-board during a quarrel, and

probably did not intend to strike a fatal blow. After the murder Ran

dolph cut the body up and buried it in his garden, planting corn and

beans over the spot. Several days after, Robert Coe, the father of the

missing woman, related with great impressiveness the particulars of a

dream which he had on three successive nights. He said that Mary

Ann came to him crawling on her hands. and that when he asked her

why she did not walk, she replied that she could not, for her legs had

been cut ofi. Each night she appeared to him on the borders of a small

brook which then ran at the foot of the garden. At last the garden was

examined and the body was found. 1

a

A few whole-souled Christians have actively and with energy com

menced religious missionary work in Quincy. They have employed a

city missionary to visit the neglected, the poor, the destitute and the ir

religious, and to present to them the claims of the gospel, and, as far as

possible, provide the comforts of life for the needy; as also to appoint

n e ighborhood prayer meetings where they are needed. Arrangements
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have been madeto have mission Sabbath School and preaching at Mer

rick Hall every Sabbath. Mrs. Merrick, who has' a mammouth heart

and overflowing sympathy, has kindly given the use of her hall, or

church to be used in the prosecution of mission work. These few earn

est Christians, like Abraham of old, when called to go, he knew not

where, have, with soul and body, entered into this very needed work, >

not knowing from whence, or in what manner means will be provided

for the prosecution of this work. But they have faith in God. That

this work may be more successfully prosecuted, there is much need for

religious tracts. There are persons in Quincy who are nearly on the

eve of starvation. These sacrificing workers now solicit others to join

them in carrying on this good work—Daily News.

—_-—-_o»-—

INVOCATION BY WILSON.

Thou Great Central Life of an eternal causation, our souls radiate

with the influx which from thy life comes, and acts as the great polar

principle of our existence. We rejoice at the awakening of knowledge

which enables us to understand our spiritual beings and promote our

future advancement, uniting us with the divine element, and causing

us to create perfect laws through its purifying aura. We see impressed

upon all matter thy signet, and out of life's great causeway we gather

the tokens which prove a creative power constant and untiring, labor

ing_to bring about through each succeeding age a more perfect order of

life, that thy presence may be seen and thy kingdom understood—until

generations shall through their perfect knowledge of thy spirit within,

engender'systems according in harmony with the higher zones of spirit

land.—- Wilson.

~——<o>————

Wesley and Whitfield were the two great Methodist ministers. Whit

field was a more powerful preacher than Wesley. Wonderful revivals

attended his ministry wherever he went, and tens of thousands pro

fessed to be converted through his instrumentality. He formed no so

cieties, effected no organization. The result has been that his follow

ers have passed away and only live in history. Wesley formed socie

ties, and his followers are thousands to~day.

Let Spiritualists learn wisdom from this example.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED)

“And Jacob kissed Rachel and lifted up his voice and wept.”

We sometimes weep for joy. It is quite probable in Jacobs case that

he wept for joy. For he had journeyed long through deserts bleak, and

through the deep woods where the wild beasts had their lairs, and now

he had found his uncle Laban, and this his daughter.

And, mayhap, there might have been a premonition in this weeping;

perhaps there came athwart the horizon of his spiritual vision a cloud—

no larger than a man’s hand—which foreshadowed his experience with

his beloved Rachel—his twin soul, his day star for whom we shall find

farther on he served fourteen years.

Ah, faithful Jacob! well did you serve to be repaid so illy, and thus it is

ever—shalllwe say ever always with the sons of earth ? no! we shall say

it is almost a rule~faithful service meets not with its just reward; we

are deceived and led on by those whom we deem as true friends as earth

possesses, and when we have faithfully served seven years we are told

seven more, ere you may receive the idol of your soul. There is no jus
Jtice, we find. We do not look for it. History from time immemorial has

repeated itself; the shifting. moving panorama rolls on; the clouds low

er, and ever and anon a brilliant radiance, as though the hosts of heav

en had kindled a flame of love and sent it by the angel of mercy

to mete to man a just compensation-a recompense, and our souls are

filled with hope, only to be blasted by a demon from the infernal regi

ons who, cunningly, dastardly and wilfully, casts in the infamous cur

tain of deceit, of envy, of malice, of hatred, of calumny, of villiany, and

of falsification. ‘

Yes, as Jacob kissed Rachel, he lifted up his voice and wept. His

soul had met its kindred soul and in that loving embrace, as pure as the

sunlight which shines down so brilliantly, as gentle as the dew of even

and as holy as the altar of God they were united, were wed.

Why '9 Because they belonged to each other.

They had met, those two spirits brought from afar by the cord of at

traction, and Jacob strong and valiant, manly and brave recognizing—

the subduing, the heavenly influence was weeping like a child.
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Methinks the angels of Paradise drew nigh and their soft white wings

of peace swept over them, sheltered them; they were united in spirit

and years, ages, time nor eternity, space nor planet could separate

them.

Laban, Laban, one who serves Jehovah! You realize not the beau

ful unseen presence which accompanies Jacob. It is the presence of

the holiest angel of Paradise. and her name is Union. She comes with

a gentle wand, a silver toned voice, and as she waves her wand of peace,

a thousand loving faries trip lightly forward; but ah, already the demon

E nvy sees the bright prospect, and with a voice of thunder calls for a

double force to be brought forward that he may break this beautiful

chain; that he may attempt to encircle himself, and all unconsciously

Jacob walks into the net; for our gentle, timid angels, loving angels are

awed by the hideous scowls of the demonsand we see that union, though

still perfect, is inharmonized, is discordant, and loudly growls the de

mon. They grin and glower at those angels who are thrust back

with the dew drops of sorrow standing upon their cheeks, only to be

kissed away by their loving leader, Union, who points them to a beauti

ful picture, which is brought forward in the shifting panorama of life,

and she shows them a glimpse of days to come, when the discords ,are

all broken, when the demons are chained, cast into the realms of dark

ness. there to remain forever and forever.

Is it not all a history of life? As we have said, does not history re

peat itself? Do we not find it the case in experiences of to-day, and

will it ever change? Who may answer? Who may promise us of the

surety of any material blessing? When we have apparently reached a

goal, and we feel the kis sof God and the angels, the blessing of a lov

ing Father, we realize the uncertainty, the empty, shallowness of life to

bear upon us. We feel that there is a deep and solemn atmosphere

which prevades the holiest joy, which bids our souls stand still and

view the majesty of a Jehovah.

We say: Angels, loving angels, tender ones, true; we see the glower

ing demons; we shall not walk into the net; we shall aid to come for

ward and to gladden our souls as thee desirest, and we too see the beauti

ful and glorious picture; we see a perfection of plans in the shifting of

the canvass called life, and a nobler fruition for all blasted hopes, a

lovely light, which illumines our path, and no more can those demons

fright, for an unsurmountable barrier is being reared by the workman
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called Patience, who has under her charge mercy, justice, charity, hope

brotherly love, faith, peace, and forbearance with many kindred, and it

is firm and secure.

And we lift up our voices and weep before the solemn mystery. As

we hold the keys, which open to the city of God, the abode of love. We

tremble before the responsibllity with the sacred trust.

IDA M. MERRILL.

P. S.—-In our next two issues we shall close the history of Jacob and

Rachel previous to their leaving Laban. This will be part first in “A

History of Life." We shall in the future issue “A History of Life”

in book form after we have followed the line of prophecy, inspiration

and history through the Old Testament wherein we design to finally

prove the spirititual significance of "Life." Not the material founda~

tion, but the grand problem---Life from its causation t0 elfect.

——-——<o>-_—

ATRlBUTE.

 

If all the kindly deeds

In all the earthl night

Were made in litt 0 seeds,

And hidden out of si ht,

And over them some gen le_hand

Should wave even as a magic wand, '

Sweet buds of thought would then upsprmg,

Even in earthly bowers,

Yielding such fragrant flowers,

As these in this sweet ofienng.

If all the care and pain

0f earthly life were merged,

And melted by a soft refrain,

In silent darkness urged,

And some one having grace and love

Were on that magic space to move,

The seeds of kindness would well number more

Than all that sorrow’s tears can pour.

I take thy life and see

Therein, 0 absent friend,

Full many kind deeds blend

That have been wrought by thee.

The roses are for love,

And that should ever be,

The power beneath whose might ye move,

It lives eternally.

The violets for modesty and worth,

50 lowly and so humbly have they birth,

And then upspringing look into the sky,

Feeling their inspiration is on high.

/
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The white azalla,purity and truth,

Carved like the ima es of endless youth,

The sweet alyseum, ike flowers which grow

Along the meadows, in the heavens, and flow,

Responsive to the thoughts of angels there,

In answer to some eart ly need or prayer.

The camelias, not white, but touched and tinged

With sunset rays. their glory fringed,

Commingled love and worth to show,

How excellence in power may grow,

And though on earth bright things may die,

They live again within t c upper sky.

The heliotrope, you here may as ,

Is earthly plassion, living but a ay,

But I sa ' 's Devotion’s gentle dower,

As sensi 've as many a human flower,

Living to love, then passing swift away

To bloom again in an eternal day.

And these fair bells

That chime golden and white,

Their chimin ever tells

0f the hea ’s pure delight,

As thoughts swing downward from the soul

When swayed by joy and love’s control.

These carnations, some white,

Some tinted with a flame

From the chalice of pure light

Whence all their beauty came,

Are likebright thoughts that move and gleam,

They are a portion of heaven’s radiant beam.

One pansy for sweet peace and thought

()f meditations and communion wrought,

And all the een, the moss,

The grace ul, trailing vine

With love twining across,

Form the full consecrated shrine,

The life wherein good thgléshts are pressed,

And where each lovrng d finds rest,

Symbols of hope, and love, and perfect prayer,

I send these words for your flowers fair.

The above poem we take from the R. P. Journal, of Chicago, of 1878;

it was improvised by Mrs, Cora L. V. Richmond for our citizen and '

friend, William Brown, of this city. and one which his life well merited.

He died on board ship as he was returning to Scotland, his native home.

He was truly a benevolent and well respected citizen. Next week we

shall improvise a poemin regard to his life here.

H .

At the close of the year we shall haveA FOUNTAIN or LIGHT bound

in book form.
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NOTHING BUT LEAVES.

“Nothing but leaves,” we have often sung,

“Nothln but leaves,” a wasted life,

“Nothing ut leaves,” a heart all wrung.

By the sin, the sorrow and strife.

A radiant thought is borne to me,

By the entle angels of love,

“Nothing ut leaves,” an evergreen tree,

Planted in the Eden above.

So fresh and so bri ht, the verdure green):

What recks it if here is no fruit?

The ever een tree abides serene

When he voices of nature all are mute.

We love to see the golden fruit

Which piles so high at autumn,

When farmers their wealth all compute

And tell of plenty and welcome.

But when winter has come with snow,

And the fruit is all garnered away,

How beautiful the evergreens show,

Give us of summer a glimmering ray.

“Nothing but leaves”—thank God for these,

Nota wasted life! No, no no!

Thank God that verdure clothes our trees,

And the brightness gleams through the snow;

We will hope and pray for verdure true,

“Nothing but leaves” is a grand return,

They receive heaven’s sun and dew,

And lessons of life we here do learn.

“Nothing but leaves,” Oh beautiful leaves!

Leaves which may heal a nation’s woe,

“Nothing but leaves” the spirit grieves,

No more in sorrow’s vale below.

Leaves of hope, leaves of love, leaves of light;

Leaves of patience and self denial,

Leaves of healing and soothing balm,

Bound on the wounds—aid in each trial.

“Nothing but leaves” no more we’ll sing,

But blessed leaves, healing leaves,

Leaves which gladden each new-born spring—

No more the sad spirit grieves. ‘

The beautiful land—home of the soul;

Waits for us over the way,

Come entle ones, all grief console,

Ten erly bearto realms of day.

\

Com CORAL.
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

 

Language written, is a materialized form or sign, made for the expres

sion, of ideas and colors laid on canvas are the same. The artist speaks

in detail of his production in colors. in light and shadow; if his organism

ls of nervous temperament, he is mediumistic, and according to the

power of the magnet he draws from the spirit realm ideas, either pow

erful or weak; the powerful artist will forget himself, and with spirit

ual eyes see the effect, and solve the problem, dash on colors with force

and precision, he will speak of the oak in simple language; the most

powerful, the storm twisted branches and the lightning split trunk tells

the strength of the tree and its power of endurance, and every touch,

though coarse, gives truth and beauty to the idea, and with the same

powerful language speaks throughout the piece, but all who behold it,

cannot see the beauty and power, or understand the language, but on

ly see the material. All trifling little branches, and small details are of

no importance, but would mar the efiect of the idea. Books written in

elaborate style are most tiresome to read. An idea expressed in two

sets of words that are similar, may compare with two notes of music

to express one sound.

Signs on canvas are more effective when the artist is filled with the

very spirit of the sign he makes; he takes you with him to the place

and shows you the result; for instance he will leave you on a vast plane

in the far west, with bands of leaIlen colored clouds circling around the

mighty expanse of earth; the wild buffalos in countless numbers, rom

ing as far as mortal vision can see from the foreground to the horizon.

One solitary tree, its bark worn by the storms of winter, only one branch

of life left to tell the story, that frost had touched; its last strip of cloth
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ing with his biting fingers, and that winter is approaching with its chil

ling blast. The remaining wood of a recent fire, told by the white ashes,

that a family had spent the night there, and gone onward with the

slow, tedious 0x team, to find a passage over the snowy mountains.

One standing alone viewing the desolate scenery and feeling perhaps

the misery of the family who had passed toward their last resting place

on earth; and not one familiar shrub or tree, not a smoke in the dis

tance to cheer, or a ray of hope or sunshine of deliverance from the sur

rounding wilderness. Alone in such a place, and no way of escape; sur

rounded by wild beasts.

When an artist, a genius, conveys to the mind a story of such touch

ing interest, although laid on with coarse material and roughest hand

ling, is of more importance than the most polished production; (con

taining unimportant ideas) it contains valuable truths and power of ex

pression on subjects of deep interest, and the ideas contained are limit

less in variation, and while one looks with spiritual eyes or in imagina

tion the grandeur and sublimity of the scenery with human suffering

leoming up, the pressure on his or her brain may“- caus'e “the tears to

flow.

Mas. M. MERRICK.

______”,____

The Voice of Angels says that a band of advanced immortals, knOWn

as the Spirit Congress, comprising the most highly unfolded minds of

the spiritual spheres surrounding our earth and its sister planets, is ap

plying its most limitless resources andpower, in all the various “depart

ments of human thought and action, for the purpose of bringing about

such a culmination of circumstances and condition of affecting all peo

ple, such a universal crisis of affairs, as to compel the civilized world

to perceive that its only possible salvation from utter downfall and col

lapse into a worse than barbarism and anarchy, is in the abandonment

of those “principles” (if they may be so called,)and methods which form

the basis of the present civilized system. and the general adoption and

establishment of such radically new and normal elements as shall inevit

ably give peace and rest to our long suffering planet.

_—<0>———

A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT will soon be sale in book form. The price

will be within the reach of all.
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GOD AND MAN ABE ONE.

BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

“God made man out of the dust of the earth, and breathed into his

nostrils the breath of life; and he became a living soul.”—Moses.

“I go to my Father and to your Father; to my God and your God."

—Jeru.\'.

To me the above postulate bears all the selfevidence of an unques

tioned axiom, entirely shorn of any unique significance or private inter

pretation; who dares question its ultimate correctness ‘2 Can the scien

tific or moral philosopher draw down the scenic curtain of heaven and

divide the two existences? No. verily! back of the atom and the pro

toplasm lies the germ of man; and whence, O moral philosopher, eme

nated the human soul? I answer (and you will not dispute it) they

spring from the conclusion that God is pro-eminently our Father, our

paternal author, our immediate, our direct progenitor, between whom

and us, there dwells no intermediate existence to form a dividing link

in the dear chain of son and daughter, around the sweet inspiration of

Abba Father! and this granted, what is the star of destiny ?-our desti

ny ?—our hearts, 0 men! 0 women! swell on the very threshold of the

glad, the big, the inspiring, the jubilant answerz—That star is to the

poet the unbounded pasture of the flower-perfumed, and as yet, unim

agined supernally beautiful future, with rich, overflowing hearts,

grand, noble, sweet, loving companions that shall give him a new song

for each new affection, for each new vision of beauty, each whisper of

love, each thrill of inexpressible rapture, each new discovery of a

brighter, higher, holier, purer and ever-inspiring, grander man and Wu

manhood In the ever, unfinished glory of eternal life!

For the painter, lie the ever—expanding plains of heaven with their

winding streamlets whose banks are bedecked all down their light—

threaded course beneath the glad shimmer of the supernal sun, with

the dream-colored flowers of heaven for the colors of earth that are

here given to him are too beautiful for his burning aspirations to paint,

in this muddy vesture of decay, while in the vistad distance, rise the

mountains of God, that point in their cloud-kissing elevations, up to the

still higher heavens, where dwell the bright messengers too pure for his

glowing brush, yet to portray on the canvas of the first resurrection;
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but waiting for his full-freighted spirit, when it shall stand on the

higher elevations in the unfinished time song, when he shall understand

its inviting mysteries, and be able to express its accumulated beatti

tudes!

For the architect, all around him swell the expanded spaces, with

room enough to build the frescoed columns and roof and heaven-kissing

spires of the grand temple of God, where he shall be worshiped in spirit

and in truth; and where the grand organ and choir of the spirit'of love,

shall fill up its aisles and its arches, with the full diapasons and songs

of peace and rounded up harmonies too great, too sweet for human con

ceptionl

For the Mother, whose tears in the mortal have been the only reward

of her love and her sorrows—for her stands the agonized cross that she

has raised in her mortal pilgrimage; but, 0 how beautiful are the for

get-me-nots and the sweet dyanthuses, and the pure white lilies and

the blue bells of true friendship that grow at the feet, and cluster all

around it, chiming and singing and breathing the cheerfulness, glad

ness and sweetness that she planted in their hearts while in the valley

of tearsl

And what for the Fathers and Brothers and Sisters who have taken

on the new iife ?—what for them? For them stands wide open the

book of life; the endless fields of knowledge, the brilliant stars of truth

in their endless spaces; the noble synod of the ascending gods, waiting

to lead them into new heights, new depths, new thoughts, new ideas and

magnificent surprises! and they who have worked faithfully in the low

er levels of earth knowledge with a wise humility, shall find within

themselves a foundation of future wisdom and mental expansion that

is given by the Father alone to him who has used the five talents lent

to him while in the earthly vineyard.

Is the picture too large for the canvas ‘3 No, no! the canvas of earth

and its best thoughts and word painting are all too small to paint the

coming realities of the life of man in the rich 1nheritance of the future;

and why ? Because God is from everlasting to everlasting; and “1 am

the Father”—God and Man are one.

But now comes the theologian, and in the voice of an avenging Ne

mesis, and in the tones of the grumbling volcano with its internal fires

enquires “is the wicked man one with God? shall not the wicked be
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turned into hell, and all nations that forget God? Yea verily; but the

burning, blazing, wandering comet may fly heedlessly down the spaces,

and yet one day in the endless time it shall feed other worlds, or become

a habitation for animated life. because it is a part of the'universal cos

mos, and must sometime fulfill its destiny of life and usefulness.

Is not the soul of every man as near to God, as is the comet to the as

tronomical system ?

Is not the erring, the prodigal son as dear to the Father as he who

dwells in his Father’s house? Let Christ YOUR God answer the ques

tion—has he not answered it? shall a son of God, though a prodigal son

dwell in hell forever? '

Think like men, shall a part of God remain in hell forever? or shall

not every prodigal, some day come into his father’s house, and do the

will of his father, and more faithfully and fully, for the sorrows and

penalties he has suffered? Can he who dwelleth in supernal glory, and

whose name is Love, be perfect, be happy in his perfection, with a part

of himself in an endless hell ?

Behold the children of the long ages attaining to manhood! shall a

part of them jump into a drivelling second childhood—s0 pitiful t0 the

eyes of reason, so repulsive to full grown, vigorous manhood and wo

manhood'r or shall the scales fall from the eyes of our modern Sauls, so

that they shall become the eloquent Pauls. of the new dispensation ?

And what are the fruits of this, our philosophy ? It plants the soul of

freedom into the black soil, where once dwelt the empty heart of the

slave: it plants into the once neglected garden, where grew the deadly

nightshade, the sweet roses of fragrance in thought, words and actions:

it gives hope, where once dwelt despair: it gives determination, where

before feebleness usurped the soul: it creates fratermty and

equality, where once dwelt the hissing serpents of discord, hatred

and selfishness: and it gives to the world a God, instead of a demon, un

der the hateful thoughts and actions of aristocracy, oppression, disdain

and cruelty. and to the soul that opens to receive it, it brings the living

water, that shall after it has quenched the thirst of earth, spring up so

quickly, so pure in the near eternal life!

—_..>_—

At the close of the year we shall have A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT bound

in book form.
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SPIRITUALISM AMONG THE GLERGY.

 

BY J. M. PFEBLES.

 

Much of the useless discussion in the world arises from a misunder

standing of phraseology, and the light definition of terms.

Spiritualism -as opposed to materialism, or any form of sectarianism

-—implies the possibility and certainty of a present, conscious inter

course with the inhabitants of the spirit world. It is at once a phenom

enon, a philosophy and a religion; appalling to the sensuous perceptions

through the physical manifestations, to the reason through a calm, cul

tured judgment, and to the soul’s religious affections through and by in

spiring spiritual growth and holiness of life. It is not new in the world.

Th0 records of India and Egypt, China and Assyria, the Old and New

Testaments, abound in descriptions of angel appearings and spiritual

manifestations; in provision, dream and trance; in oracles, prophecies,

leviations, visions, healing gifts, the “discerning of spirits.” Genuine

spiritual manifestations, therefore, are not only in perfect accord with

the marvels of the New Testament, but they are the “greater works"

promised by Jesus Christ to believers. N0 enlightened christian, so it

seems to me, can consistently oppose genuine Spiritualism. Multitudes

of these do not. It is the fungi, the clinging excrescenses, that they

strike at—-and this they have a right to do. Truth never sufiers from

criticism. Many of the American clergy are in full accord with the

heavenly Spiritualism. I am personally acquainted with full forty

such, who are as decided Spiritualists as I am. _ Most of these choose to

remain within the pale of demonition fellow-ship. In pursuing this

course they evldently sail in smoother seas. Of the course they see fit

to pursue I must not judge. I have observed, however, that those en

gines extinguished the most fires that wheeled out of the engine build

ings—and further, if I Wished to lift a basket, I would get out of it; but

if others think they can lift it better by sitting in it, it is their privilege

to sit. Let every clergyman “be fully pursuaded in his mind.” Among

the clergy who have sufficient independence to publicly proclaim their

convictions is that truly excellent man, Rev. Thomas K. Beecher. In a

semen of his, published in the Elmira Gazette, Elmira, New York, he

says:
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“Spiritual manifestations, are, so far as I know, in agreement with

Scripture and observation and sound sense.

“We are all mediums. Our bodies, curiously and wonderfully made,

are acted upon by forces intelligent, passionate and mysterious.

“We find the woman of Endor usually and improperly called a witch.

She did not know Saul until after the incanation, when she became

clairvoyant, as we should say, and recognized the King through his dis

guises and brought him a message from Samuel. . . . There

is no nation under the heaven of whom we have any historic record

that has not preserved more or less testimony, that certain men or Wo

man have been inspired by gods or possessed by spirits. Are we wise

when we toss the head and say: Superstition! Ignorance! Darkness!

Is it absurd to believe in spiritual manifestations merely because we

are accustomed to the manifestations of one spirit at a time ?

Deny everything and demand proof. Close every sense by which a spir

itual impression can come in, and leave open only those senses by which

physical forces can make themselves known, and I promise to any man

perfect success in attain to the comfortable estate of the ancient Sad

ducees. You can prove to yourself that there is neither God, angel, de

vil, nor soul of man, nor resurrection, nor hope hereafter. And may

God have mercy on your soul, if you have any.

“There is Very little doubt in my mind that the clamor and confusion

and strife of opinion of these days are to be attributed largely to spin't

ual influences. I have no sweeping condemnation to visit upon the

teachings of these spirits, nor any sweeping praise to speak of the men

and women who are the mediums by which they reveal themselves.

But remember that all intelligent Spiritualists of the present day are ac

customed to listen to the messages from the unseen world very much as

you, my friends, listen to preachers. . . . . It seems as if

any man who would give himself to thought and the reading of history

and attention to psycological mysteries that throng his own body, if

he has not at first blinded himself by science falsely so-called, will sure

ly come to the conclusion, not that spiritual manifestations are in them

selves incredible and to be rejected, but that it is truly wonderful tha

we meet so few of them. Instead, therefore, of disbelieving everything

until it is forced upon me by proof that I cannot get ground, I incline

to believe everything that I hear of ghosts, and reckon all the most mar

velous stories true, until somebody takes the pains to prove them false.
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OUR MADONNA.

MISS ALCOT'I"S POEM IN MEMORY OF HER SISTER, MADAME MAY

NIERIKIR.

 

A child, her wa ward pencil drew

On margins 0 her book

Garlands of flowers, dancing elves,

7 Bird, butterfly and brook,

Lessons undone, and pla forgot,

Seekin with hand an heart

The teac er whom she learned to love

Before she knew ’twas Art.

A maiden, full of lofty dreams,

Slender and fair and tall

As were the oddesses she traced:

Upon her 0 amber wall.

Still laboring with brush and tool,

Still seeking everywhere

Ideal beauty, grace and strength

In the “divine despair.”

A woman, sailing forth alone,

Ambitious, brave, elate,

' To mould life with a dauntless will,

To seek and conquer fate.

Rich colors on her palette glowed, l

Patience bloomed into power;

Endeavor earned its just reward,

Art had its happy hour. -

A wife, low sitting at his feet

To paint with tender skill

The hero of her early dreams,

Artist, but woman still.

Glad now to shut the world away,

Forgetting even Rome;

Content to be the household saint

Shrined in a peaceful home.

Aimother folding in her arms

The sweet, supreme success;

Giving a life to win a life,

D ing that she might bless.

Gra eful for joy unspeakable,

In the brief, blissful past;

The picture of a baby face

Her loveliest and last.

Death, the stern sculptor, with a touch,

No earthly power can stay,

Changes to marble in an hour

The beautiful, pale clay.
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But Love, the mighty master, comes,

Mixing his tints With tears,

Paints an immortal form to shine

Undimmed by coming years.

A fair Madonna, golden-haired,

Whose soft eyes seemed to brood

Upon the child whose little hand

Crowns her with motherhood.

Saiuted .by death, et bound to earth

By its most ten er ties,

For life has yielded up to her

Its sacred mysteries.

50 live, dear soul! serene and safe,

Throned as in Raphael’s skies,

Ty of the love, the faith, the grief,

Whose pathos never dies.

Divine or human, still the same

To touch and lift the heart;

Earth’s sacrifice is heaven’s fame,

And Nature truest Art.

-— Woman’s Journal.

k ~4.>—~*i—

DO NOT TRIPLE.

“Patience sometimes ceases to be a virtue." We sometimes presume

too much upon the friendship or love of another, and heap reproach af

ter reproach, where we should only give words of encouragement, and

tenderly treasure the heaven bedewed flowers, whereas we ruthlessly

crush them, saying in our.pride and pomp: Others will spring up, more

beautiful than these, but to our dismay we shall find that the trodden

earth yields not so readily, and presently your beautiful garden is a bar

ren waste; the dews descend; the sun is yet as bright, but your neigh

bor who has tenderly treasured the precious seed rejoices in a beautiful

garden; he has wound the delicate vines of afiection tenderly and lov

ingly into his heart, has supported and stayed them, has removed the

cankerihg worms, the weeds; has carefully tread in the paths of peace

that the frail plants may not be crushed; has watered with tears of

sympathy and strengthened with kindness; has garnered the gentle

seeds of love for next year,s adornment, lain them carefully away to ap

pear at the proper time. and you look about in dismay—no more flowers

spring. Can you blame heaven ? Does not the sun shine, and the dew

descend ? Ah, but it beautifies my neighbor’s garden, and not mine.

My friend your neighbor was valiant. He was aware that tender
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plants require tender care, and that the vine will cling to that which

will support it. He well knew if he crushed his beautiful plants they

would not adorn his garden. He well knew that he must gather his

seeds at autumn, ere the biting frost came, and it was too late. Can

you blame him ? Can you blame the plants ? Can you blame the vines

which fulfilled their destiny—lived out their true and beantlful nature?

Can you blame God who gave the powers, gave ybu a beautiful garden

which others might envy, and you gave it no cars. Look upon the bar

ren waste, and arise from your stupor, that when again thou hast a

treasure given thee, thou mayst guard with care and zealously endeavor

to make amends in the future; by using talents given; but the harvest is

pasi, the summer is ended, no seeds are preserved, and thy garden is

lost FOREVER.

Cons CORAL.

—-————<O>———

(\Vritten for A FOUNTAIN OF LIGHT.)

“COME SING TO ME OF HEAVEN.”

What else worth singing of? can mortals sing'

Of mortal life e’en in its budding spring

When winter dies in its own snow sheet

And gives her life to bless her child so sweet.

Can mortals sin of changing time? for what?

For that which akes us from each sacred spot

That blessed. our childhood, cut with pitiless wound

The sweetest ties, which never, nevermore are found.

E’en while we singlthe spring time passes by,

The budding, blus ing rosebuds drop and die;

The summer comes with wooing. fragrant breath,

And love songs fall into the dirge of death.

And then the autumns sick with perfume stands

With scattered blooms and full fruit laden hands,

Bright old from molten sunrays deck the trees

And ru ied globes sway in the breeze.

But what of these? the winepress opens wide .

Its pitiless maw to press its crimson tide;

And howling tempests wait to pour their wrath

Upon the traveler’s upward, torlsome path.

Why, one might better sing of winter’s cold,

Of biting frosts and her tornadoes bold;

These flatter not, nor sing the soul away

To fevered hope, as victims to its sway.
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Who prosper in the blighted world of sin,

And win its baubles ’mid the busy din?

Who pluck the flowers that give their fragrant breath

To the bloudy hands that hide their bloom in death ?

Come sing to me of heaven! that, that alone

Preserves the flowers that in our hearts have grown;

The book of life lies open in its bowers

Where truth and friendship find the happy hours.

Love sits enthroned beneath her. alace domes

And lovers dwell in theirdear ha cyon homes

And sip the magic cup of purest bliss

Distilled in sorrow f or that world in this.

Clear crystal sea whose waters ebb and flow

To heal the wounded souls from here below,

And bear them to the farther golden shore

Where sin and wrong and sorro w come no more.

But what is heaven ? can verdant carpets spr ead

With star-eyed flowers and beautyrover head

Bring sweet elysium to the human soul

And make the sin-dyed spirit pure and whole?

No, no! each planet hath its heaven; each star

Hath gleams of God though tempest beats and mar;

And every soul hath scintillations givsn

As living seeds, to grow into its heaven.

Vile, hissing serpents here may upward spring

And with t e birds of paradise take wing;

But death can never give a heaven of light

While hate and strife within the spirit fight.

Sing, sing of heaven already here begun,

In human souls whose duty well is done;

But ages yet shall intervene and roll

Ere heaven shall smile upon the reptile soul,

Sing, sing of heaveu! for it shall come at last

When we have buried in the hateful past

Each black revenge, each evil tho’t and deed;

And watered with our tears the god-like seed.

—Then we shall grow so beautiful and bright

That every place we fill shall shine with light!

And heaven shall be our home, and home our heaven

And ages pass like a sweet song of even’.

And God be seen in every angel’s eye.

And felt in every breeze that P‘HQBth by;

To every flight an upward bound be given

And time and space, expand forever our he aven.

-—JESSE H. BUTLER.

-————<0>-————

Our next issue completes volume I.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

AS IS GATHERED FROM BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONTINUED.)

“And Jacob served seven years for Rachel, and it seemed but a. few

days for the love he had to her.”

Love from time immemorial has been enshrined as the noblest attain

ment, and the greatest incentive to noble and heroic deeds. He, who un

derstands not the high and holy law of love, who confounds it with

passion, has not within his breast the nobility of purpose, nor the fideli

of a faithful watchdog. What was it but a pure and noble motive

incited our hero, Jacob, to labor faithfully seven long years that he

might possess his twin soul. And as he looked into those eyes of purity

—maidens crown—he read the deep soul which dwelt within; the spirit

which was linked to his by the cord of sympathy, of love, was recogniz

able, and there arose within his own soul nobler ideals; greater ener~

gies were put forth, and time seemed as naught.

“Love lightens labor,” and now has come the termination of his ser—

vice—faithful service—noble, because so pure, and the deceiver who had

received the benefits of his labor says: I cannot yet give thee the choice

of thy heart~thy twin soul. Leah must first be wed, and seven years

longer must thou serve ere Rachel may be yours. '

Do we not see in this figure a diamond concealed? Do we not see in

this life again and again a simile ‘2 It may not always be a Jacob serv

ing for his Rachel, but it is some times the servitude of one for his souls

vesture, his heaven, his spirit's food, his ideal virtues, and the demons

growl and glower.

Oh, come justice! with the two edged sword of liberty and peace.

Come, and pour out upon the persecuted, and the suffering a

blessing which shall give them strength to break the chain of the fear

ful demons, and to rejoice in the glad-free sunlight of a Father’s love.

Come and fill us with the holiest love which is pure, spiritual, noble, el

evating, precious as heaven’s dew drops, radiant as the gem studded

clouds of morning and peaceful as rays from the setting sun. Allow not

the low to take possession. Come, dear angels of Paradise! ye who have

crossed the river, and have felt its waves to recede before the loving an
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gels of the new birth, and have been tenderly lulled to rest by those

same angels. Come, and whisper again to us those same gentle messa

ges of life, bidding us look on, look across the stormy, unto land of Beu

lah.

Love is the only signet, the only charm which the Father gives as

the key to the everlasting realms of joy. It is the only law, the only

control, and all which comes from any other source is incited by him,

who is the opposing force, the demon of darkness; for there are but two

roads, two laws; and one is the law of life, the other of death.

He who places in his soul the true signet shall triumph as did Jacob

eventually, even though it bethrough tribulation and affliction.

Life was short to Jacob because he lived the life of love; his very

nature expanded and he arose a purer and better man.

There is a thought suggests itself: as each transgression of the law

receives a penalty, our mind reverts to Jacob’s blessing. He surrepti

tiously received Esau’s blessing, thereby engendering hatred in the

breast of Esau, and now as he is about to sip the ruby cup himself, it is

dashed from his hand; perhaps this deceit, by the law of reaction, is

only a return for which he sowed when be deceived his loving father

and brother.

This gives us a law of retribution, now where is the opposite law of

compensation which shall restore the equilibrium, and ameliorate Esau’s

condition, and remove from his breast the terrible hatred which was

caused by the injustice of another ?

Jacob gave him the second blessing, and Esau has been prospered, yet

we do not see the perfect equilibrium, therefore we see a requirement

for the continuance of spiritual life, that all things may be rounded

out into a perfect model; that the grand life may be proven; that per

fection, harmony and love may reign, and life be proven, not a game of

chance. but a grand reality, although here is a deep mystery.

IDA M. MERRILL.

__<,>—__

Wheh Jesus was asked to teach how to pray, he at once gave a model

prayer. Now, if ever there was a time to teach man how he should be

forgiven his tresspasses and sins, this was it; and accordingly he does

teach it, for in that prayer he says: “Forgive us our tresspasses as we

forgive them that tresspass against us.”
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MICHIGAN MEDIUMS.

 

The adjourned Annual Meeting of the Association took place at Bat

tle Creek, August 18th to 21st, in conjunction with the Annual Camp

Meeting of the State Association of Spiritualists and Liberalists. Chas.

A. Andrus, President, occupied the chair; Mrs. M. E. French, of Green

ville, acting as secretary pro tern. Aftera general welcome had been

exchanged, the usual routine business was gone through, which was

follo wed by various amendments to the by-laws; among others a change

in the membership fee to one dollar per annum, any person of 7 good

moral character being eligible, irrespective of locality.

Dr. J. A. Marvin, of Detroit, offered the following which wa s

adepted:

RESOLVED, That a committee of three be appo;nted to take into con

sideration the desirability of instituting aMagnetic Medical College, to

be national in character, and that they be authorized and be empowered

to adopt such means and make such arrangements in the matter as

they deem best, and report such actions at the next meeting of the As

sociation.

Several applicants for diplomas were in attendance who were subject

ed to a rigid examination in the various branches of medicine and mag

netism by the Board of Censors, diplomas being granted to practicing

physicians from California, Pennsylvania, Missouri and Michigan.

The following officers were reelected: Chas. A. Andrus, of Flushing,

President; Dr. A. H. Edson, of Lansing-Treasurer; A. E. Nugent, of

Lansing, Secretary. Dr. Wm. Hicks, of Rockford, was chosen as Vice

President; and Dr. Wm. E. Choate, of Jackson, took the place of Dr. M.

' B. Sheets on the Board of Censors.

The meeting throughout was highly successful and verylienthusiastic,

all being well pleased with the rapid progress made in the building up of

the undertaking. Practicing physicians of the new school and mediums

generally are doing their utmost to further its interests and secure for

it that recognition it so justly deserves, realizing the necessi' y of com

bining for their own protection, and the formation of a future grand

and useful institution. '

The Board of Censors will meet at intervals as the applications for

diplomas may warrant.
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TR TRUTH.

The signs and wonders that are taking place on this planet to-day are

of the greatest importance to humanity, as they prove to those who can

see and hear, that if a man die he shall live again, and what is there on

earth of more importance to know than the satisfying truth of a spirit

ual state of existence and progression forever—all things possible for

man to accomplish and enjoy peace and happiness throughout eternity.

This is a grand subject and should not be treated with ridicule or coarse

remarks. There is a great Supreme Power called God that fills the

mighty expanse of space, the spiritual world, eternal in the heavens—

states of life, of progression for man from lower spheres to higher con

tinually. True wisdom is not manifested in ridiculing a subject one is

ignorant of. We live by inspiring knowledge from God, the source of

all life, the spiritual realm. All thoughts are in existence and individ

uals draw their inspiration in harmony with their developments; if

from spheres of ridicule which may lead to murder from selfishness and

oppression, leading to the same result. All who live in spheres of evil

influences draw their thoughts as the magnet draws the bar from a cor

responding plane of thought. If men who scoff at the Harmonial Phi

losophy will set aside prejudice, stand up in their manhood and not

cheat themselves by believing that what they don’t know is not worth

knowing, they will perceive they have been living on the prodigal’s

food and retrace their steps toward their father’s house where mental

and moral food is abundant and free for all.

Mas. M. MERRIOK.

God and the angels open to man the windows of heaven in succession

as he is able to receive the light which streams through; and in accord

ance with his mental advancement.

__<,,___

Of all men, the Spiritualist is best fitted by his belief to enjoy the

pleasures of social intercourse, and to revel in the beauties of the world

around him.

_—‘,>__m

Despite all hindrances, Spiritualism has grown until it is the most

widely accepted of'the somewhat numerous religions of the United

States.
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“All the papers are now received regularly, the last containing apoet’s

criticism. Suppose he gives us a mall specimen in A FOUNTAIN ? and

if he wishes it criticised (altho’ Ido not know as much of rythrn and

poetic Hexameters, etc., as when a boy) I will truthfully criticise it, and

tenderly advise him: All the singing birds of earth should sing their

songs—the little linnet as well as the flute-toned thrush; and he must

remember that the Sonnets of a Shakespeare (the divine will) are not

all inspiring; and the productions of a Milton, a Byron, a Tasso, and a

Dante only give an occasional poetic thrill in their many pages, and the

dear Tasso, so full of beauty, in his divine Jerusalem was incarcerated

as a mad man in an Isle of the Mediterranean until he died: Then the

world appreciated his inspirations, and the pope placed on his brow

(wh,le lying there beneath the magnificent dome of St. Peters the {work

of the great Angelo) then they placed on that sweet brow of his that

had reflected the face of the angels who talked with him in his prison—

the laurel crown of the poet! prouder than the crowns of all the u surp

ers of the prerogative of God over His children; for that emblem of

peace and eternal life, shall grow greener and more beauiiful in the

coming hesperides 0f the poets. But as he suggests the more perfect

the Rythm the easier the brightest and purest thoughts and words

enter the human heart.” JESSE H. BUTLER.

————<O>——'——_

GEMS 0F THOUGHT

It is with our judgment as with our watches, none go just alike, but

each believes his own. '

Envy is a passion so full of cowardice and shame, that no one will

ever own it.

Watch against constitutional weakness of mind and passion. See

that they don’t break out.

“Give, and it shall be given unto you; for with the same measure ye

met; it shall be measured to you again.’

The power that inaugurated Spiritualism is strong enough to sustain

it under all circumstances.

Spiritualism is gaining a strong hold in Mexico, where societies are

being formed daily.

Fiction has been, and will continue a wonderful attraction. Can it

be made a profit? ~
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THE SIGNS OF THE TIMES.

(CONCLUSION)

To Own Parnossz—This is the last sign that we shall have the pleas

ure of making, to eXpress our thoughts to you in A FONNTAIN or LIGHT,

as this number closes the volume for eighteen hundred and eighty one,

and will discontinue the publication until some future time, when, if

the thoughts we have presented prove useful, or bring light and happi

ness to our readers, we may continue to advocate the same subjects,

with fewer errors. We regret that the signs we made, through neglect

or inability, marred, and in some instances, obliterated the idea we wish

ed to convey, and we will correct a few of the most prominent ones, on

the last page of the magazine.

We have received encouraging and cheering words from several of

our subscribers. They believe our book will be read and appreciated,

long after we have passed to the summerland, notwithstanding mis

takes and errors; but our desire was to prove that Jesus of Nazareth

was an evolution from the spirit realm, a mighty prophet, our elder

brother, we being from the same source, and when we come into per

fect harmony with him—that is one in love and unity—we shall live

in peace and harmony within ourselves, and spread an influence that

will bring others into the same condition.

The death of President Garfield produced the greatest sensation that

was ever known on this planet. Fifty-millions of people, all as one,

sending their harmonious influence or prayer, a desire of their hearts,

for his relief from sufiering, and restoration, to his position. Fifty mil

lions of ihe inhabitants of earth sending up a real prayer, every day for
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many weeks, brought themselves into the circle of love and pity to one’s

neighbor. What could have occurred except the sacrifice of James A.

Garfield that would have touched the hearts of millions of people with

such tender sympathy, the God principle manifested in man, and it has

produced an impresssion of harmony that will echo and re-echo through

the spirit realm forever.

We have taken one grand step upon the burnished round of the lad

der of progression in this new era, and should rejoice instead of griev

ing, that this opportunity has been presented to the world for the pur

pose of harmonizing and purifying humanity. If we could take o'ne

step more and pity the one that was chosen to commit the act, that -

brought this bright ray of love and harmony, into the hearts'of so many

people—could Judas avoid betraying Jesus ‘P There are no acts commit

ted or movements made by chance or accident. All things transpire

throughtlie law of progression for the happiness of mankind.

Mns. M. MERRICK.

 

T00 HOT FOR WOLITB.

Between the 22d of July and the 1st of August, 1881, or shortly after

the execution of the Talbott boys an article was published we think in

the State Jovrnal, of Jefierson City, under the'above significant head

ing. The paper wast sent to my sister who lives with me by her son,

George H. Turner, and my sister and niece read the contents, and we be

ing absent at the time, the paper was mislaid and could not be found,

consequently we did not read the article, but they recollect the com

mencement, “Too Hot for Wolfief’ he had to_ pack up his traps and

leave for parts unknown. The cause of his sudden departure had some

ralation to the murder of Dr. Talbott and the execution of his sons. We

wrote to the State Jom'nal; the reply was we cannot find the article re

fered to. If the readers of this pamphlet have the article they will con

fer a favor by sending a copy-to our address as it mayjlead to a desired

result of importance in establishing the innocence of the boys and truth

of their father’s communication to us in the beginning of our interest

for the investigation of their sentence. It is but a grain of dust com

paratively in beglnning to trace a subject of'so much interest; first in

finding the assassin and the object in view of the murderer. Dr. Tal

bott said it was a political enemy who did the deed or caused it to be
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done, and in the second place is it possible to receive a truthful commu

nication, a sign from an Invisible agent who will enable us to discover

the errors or crimes committed and the criminal, not for punishment,

but reformation and to shield the innocent and.protect society. Albert

Talbott said he did not doubt his innocence would be proved in less

than one year, and as we said the boys were innocent, we will make a

reasonable exertion to discover the real criminal and should any light

be thrown out that would lead to the desired result we_would be pleased

to make it known to our subscribers for A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT when

in book form, as the efforts We made in behalf of the boys are published

in full in our book.

Mas. M. MERRICK.

—————<O>——-—-——

A DEADLY WEAPON.

 

Our readers have doubtless observed the sad accounts, with which

the daily papers have been largely occupied since the iast Fourth of 3'71

ly, of fatal accidents happening on that holiday from the use of toy pis

tols in the hands of boys. Over thirty cases of death are reported in

various parts of the country from the cause. These metals are very

poorly made withinferior metal, and are sold at cheap prices by nearly

all retail dealers, so that the smallest boy can by a little exertion, be

come the proprietor of one. They are far more dangerous and deadly

in usethan the ordinary revolver, and are almost certain to explode

when heavily loaded. In most cases these explosions are accompanied

by wounds in the hand, that are frequently poisoned with powder, so

that lockjaw intervenes, follomid almost inevitably by death. Clearly

it is the duty of state and municipal authorities every where to suppress

the manufacture and sale of such Weapons. The city of Philadelphia

did last year, and succeeded admirably. No deaths were reported in

that city from toy pistol explosions onthe Fourth of July. The aver

age boy has no sense or judgment in the use of explosive missiles on

this national holiday, and parents and guardians should see that their

children do not use dangerons articles, and the police should be instruct

ed to take dangerous weapons from the hands of those who cannot be

safely trusted with them.
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FAREWELL.

 

This completes our last issue of A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT, and we say

the word fare well. Farewell! how many thoughts cluster around that

word, and yet it is not farewell; we feel as we write that we shall meet

many of you again, for we feel that we have met you all; we have met

in that tie of communion and fellowship of spirit which is reality; we

have worked together; you at your flresides have abode with us, have

sent your loving thoughts, and kind words of encouragement, have as

sisted us and We cannot say farewell. Many of you, we shall not meet

in person perhaps, and some of you we will. A few of you we have not

met in Spirit perhaps; we may walk side by side, and yet never know

each other, never commune in spirit, never understand the hidden re

cesses of truth which surrounded each. Again we may be widely sepa

rate, and yet united by kindred ties which mak e us acquainted—under

stand each other. And you, dear readers, who have understood the mo

tives and the intents, who have excused the blunders, and entered into

the spirit of the truth which has been presented—not for honor but for

truth’s sake—because the fo'unt from which sprung the expression could

not be forced back, but came rushing upon us, forcing us to take our pen

and give vent, that it might not submerge our spirit.

It is from our sincerest, our remotest depth, that we have been forced

to draw; we know the beauty, the sublimity of life is in giving, and we

only give of what we possess. If we possess but one talent and let it

increase unto the second—all that it may—we are only responsible for

that one talent, and can we do more?

We do not desire to speak of our own personal feelings, and yet we

cannot express our farewell otherwise. We are still a sister to the com

mon brotherhood. All or any whom we may assist, who may be in sor

row or affliction, and we have a spark of light in our lamp we shall

share it with you, we shall give you of the wine of joy and the oil of

sympathy; we believe that the good Master meant what he said when

he spoke the words, “Inasmuch a s ye have done it unto the least of these

ye have done it unto me.” Ye have, when you have assisted the hum

blest, lain away a pearl in the carpet of everlasting life, you have done

as much as though you served a king. That is the idea. The beautiful

truth is so simple, so sweet, and so winning when once we have opened

the windows of our souls and let the beautiful, faithful dove flutter in
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with the olive branch of peace and we say, “inasmuch,” etc., and we

cannot say farewell; it is only good morning; dear readers we shall

meet again. No! not all of us, but most of us; but time with its cycles

revolve and in the distance there looms a beautiful picture and around

the throne of God in heaven, which is not a material throne, we ALL

meet again; but it is time with his stern wheel crushing and moving

with the crucible which purifies, which shall do the work.

Oh. that picture! that home gathering of all the children of God, all

the erring ones, all the weak ones, all the vile ones, which have passed

through the reflner's hand if it were not for this looming up in beauty

beyond the vale, our souls would sink when we look upon the iniquity

of earth. Methinks this alone gives the angels courage to labor or to

hope in many cases and they cannot say farewell; they labor knowing

that it must come through the cycles of time.

In bidding Mrs. Merrick-~01“ Publisher—farewell, we again publicly

thank her for all that she has done for us and all she has aimed to do,

and as the reward of every good deed is not always received here, may

she receive her full reward from a Father’s hand- We are powerless to

retvard only as we possess, and the Dear Father metes out the reward

which is due each, restoring the equilibrium of right. Our heart’s de

sire is that she may be sustained in every good word and work, and her

remaining days as she passes adown the shadowy vale which she is now

nearing, may be crowned with usefulness that she may sow well for a

reaping over there, and that her efforts for good may all be crowned

with success and that the purest angels from Paradise may ever sur

round and shelter her.

To you all we say peace, love and harmony abide with you, each and

all; may the white-winged angels of mercy and justice come to you

with tender and loving words, aiding you to assist each other in all

good works and to progress on toward the never-fading fields of eternity.

Your Editress,

IDA M. MERRILL.

___<.>____h

The world moves on with its fusses and fumes in a teapot; but the

great world of ideas and principles like the Infinite, is the same, and

brings us the best and truest after a time. Bearing in our ourselves the

stamp of the Divine, our destiny cannot be changed by any untoward

circumstance— Willis.
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THE BEST METHOD OF PUNISHING CHILDREN.

The only lesson that a child can be taught by the infliction of bodily

pain is that it is organized by nature to sufier pain. The first impulse

which pain produces on the system is resistance. No one will submit

to pain unless positively overpowered. Whatever comes in contact

with our bodies, and by such contact produces pain, our first eflort is to

get away from or resist, and thus relieve our selves from suffering as

soon as possible. This is one of the first laws of nature, which is self

protection. The same feeling is produced in the child when corporal

punishment is inflicted for wrong doing. Resistance is not only a ner

vous or physical force, but is also mental. When you strike your child

so as to inflict pain, it is a law of the system to protect itself, and for

this purpose the physical forces refer the matter to the brain for in

struction. The brain and nervous system receives instruction from the

mind, and the first faculty which is aroused is combativeness. The first

impulse of this faculty is to strike back, to evade the blows, and protect

its own organism. The faculties of hatred and revenge are also brought

into requisition. Destructiveness is always close at hand and ready to

be employed. This is is the reason why a child, when it is punished so

as tojproduce pain, will stamp, kick, strike, bite, shed tears, and plead

for mercy, and promise everything to avoid this unnatural mode of

punishment. Reluctantly we must make the statement, which is scarce

ly creditable, nevertheless it is true. We have seen parents, and many

pretending to be religious, too, who punish their children as long as they

would resist the blows of the rod, often until they become exhausted,

requiring them to promise to be good.

Infiicting any sort of corporal punishment, however light it may be,

outrages the dlgnity and feeling of the child, calls into activity the ani

mal nature, and instead of restraining their evil tendencies, it gives

practical lessons how to carry them out. Children, like men and wom

en, have certain rights. Strike a man or woman, with a view to make

them obedient, humble and submissive, and you will find the first effort

they make is to resent the insult. So with the child; the first thought

that is aroused is a desire to deal back the biow, and to defend and pro

tect its body. It is difficult to know where the evil of this inhuman

practice may end. It may bring the child to the gallows, for by it, it is

taught practical lessons in crime.
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Nearly all persons who resort to the use of the rod, while punishing a

child are angry, often speak roughly, and sometimes use profane lan

guage. Thus the child is taught how to be angry. how to speak rough,

how to swear, how to be inhuman or brutal. Not more than one in a

hundred punish without requiring the child to promise to be good,—

"never do so again,”——and by this means force the child to lie, for while

it is undergoing punishment, it will promise anything. whether it can

keep it or not. Many parents do not delight in punishing, so they keep

promising all day long "to whip,” and “to whip,” and yet do not. This

is giving the child practical lessons in lying. Others again are

constantly scolding, finding fault with everything the child does, and it

soon learns whatever its parent or teacher says is very doubtful, and it

grows up without any real culture or training. To tempt a child into

wrong doing, then pufiish it. We might fill a volume simply in enu

merating how criminals are made through the barbarous practice of in

flicting pain as a punishment for disobedience in a child—Stolz.

___<,*—

The following beautiful verses were given through the medium Cora

L. V. Richmond, a few years ago:

Take thou the blessings of these drops,

Outwrought from human tears;

Their presence may some sorrow soothe

In a l thy holy years.

And should tears fill thine eyes below,

I’ll change each to a gem;

Weaving them all u on thy brow

In love’s pure dia em.

i ¥ *

From the garden of pure thought and feeling,

I have woven a prayfr of your life,

May each blossom its eauty revealing,

Shield your spirit from sorrow and strife.

May the love-light petal adorning,

- Form the guidance of your earthly way;

I will weave a. new garland each morning,

While you in the earth-life must stay.

.—._‘.p_____

The prayers offered for a man who has violated nature’s laws are of

no avail. Nothin g but a retraction of mistakes by the violating parties

will reform.
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HUMAN LAWS.

BY JOHN STOLZ.

Human laws must be in harmony with the laws governing physical

life before we can expect to adjust them in harmony with the higher na

ture of man, or rather the laws of nature which govern moral action.

For example, it is a law of physiology that time, practice, and favorable

surroundings are necessary to develop, to educate, and to regenerate a

gross organization. To facilitate a healthy growth, all obstacles must

be removed, and the agencies that support a harmonious exercise of the

capabilities of man be supplied. This cannot be done by laws which

only exact a forfeiture of money or property with a view thereby to

cure a condition of depravity. As well take the clothing from a man

already too poorly clad, to protect him against cold, bread from a child

sparingly fed, in the endeavor to support its physical existence. Any

law where“might makes right” is contrary to nature, and we can eas

ily see the true philosophy of our argument, in the fact that a man, be~

fore he will freeze. will steal. This is only obeying a physical law, and

man’s law, instead of that which the ofiender has, should supply him

with an extra garment; and the moral eifect will be obvious. We see

therefore, that all legislation which is intended to govern the action of

man must first be in harmony with physiological laws, or we shall nev

er be enabled to do so correctly. So long as man’s laws continue to dis

regard the physical laws of nature, just so long shall we fail in creating

laws the infraction of which will bring a just punishment upon the

transgressor. We have stated that human action begins with physical

existence, and that though our ideas have their starting-point in the

things of the corporal or cognizable universe, pain and pleasure, the

primary forces, which cause men to act physically, so to speak, as well

as mentally, that we are endowed with a principle which is the cogniz

ing or a. universe within; that pain repels and pleasure attracts; that

pain is an admonishing principle or force, which teaches the being to

avoid that which is wrong, and pleasure is that which rewards as well

as creates a feeling of right; that the mind calls into requisition every

available means to enable the being to flee from pain and attain to hap

piness; that physiology is the only reliable science or branch of educa

tion which teaches the plain road to health and hnppiness, and all oth
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or branches of education are auxiliary, and all join in rendering man’s

physical existence harmonious with the general and special 'laws of na

ture; that the mind reasons on all subjects analogically, and decides

between the right and the wrong, by knowledge previously acquired,

either through personal experience or from being taught by precept,

tradition, or by reading the records of the experience of others; that hu

man laws must agree with the laws of nature, and especially with the

laws of physiology, in order to be successful in regulating the actions of

man; that criminals require treatment on the same principle that a per

son who is in a physically diseased condition is not indisputable, and

the treatment must be in harmony with physiology; that might does not

make right, nor is the old Mosaic law, which taught, an “eye for an eye

or a tooth for a tooth,” any reason whatever why we should so legislate

at the present day.

The question may now be raised, “Can man, by the study of nature

alone, arrive at a just conclusion as to what is right and what is

wrong ?”

Speaking from a

' MORAL s'rannrom'r,

we answer, that nature is the only source whence we derive any truth,

and that a moral action is strictly defined by nature as well as by Di

vine revelation. We derive from the light of nature the same idea that

is declared in the New Testament. namely: “Do unto all men as you

would have them do unto you.”

In the first place, we remark that it is very easily ascertained from

our own feelings whether, under certain circumstances, we are in pain

or having a pleasant sensation. If the sensation experienced is painful,

we say it is wrong, because it is contrary to our own nature, and we re

sist it. If, however, the sensation is pleasant, and perfectly congenial

with our nature, we say that is right, and we pursue it. Thus far our

argument will be admitted.

Now, if this is good reasoning in regard to the physical sensations pro

duced through the physical senses, then, as it has already been stated

that a corresponding impression is made on the mind. do we not derive

a correct idea of right and wrong? As the body is thus guarded and

instructed, as it were by the sensations of pain and pleasure, when _we

are in discord or inharmonious relation to the laws of nature, then are

we-not s0 organized mentally, also to draw a moral conclusion from

such action ‘3
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IS SPIRITUALISM A RELIGION?

Of the many great events that have taken place in the last few hun

dred years, there are none that have been so greatly misunderstood as

modern Spiritualism. Coming as it did upon a slumbering world ab

sorbed in the materialism of the age, with a church rent with dissen

' sions, and preoccupied with the outward things of life, “compassing

sea and land to make proselytes,” attending vigilantly and with scrupu

lous care to the forms and ceremonies of worship, how could it have

been otherwise than that this new movement should be misunderstood,

and be regarded with wonder, surprise, doubt, suspicion, and derision by

the many, and accepted by comparitavely few? How could it have

been otherwise than that this heaven-born movement should be under

rated ?

Coming as it did, not with or according to expectation, and in an ob

scure manner, in an obscure family, and in a manger-like way, with

strange noises and in an unheard-of manner, it is not surprising that it

should not have been recognized in its heavenly character as an evan

gel of good tidings of great joy that is to be to all people, kindreds and

tongues upon the face of the earth. It burst upon tue world with the

suddenness af a tornado, and like the tornado, it will sweep the world

of it impurities, its shams, its false conditions, and leave a purified at

mosphere wherein can dwell purity, peace, righteousness and good

works.

It startled a sleeping world from its apathy that it might seriously in

quire, what is the meaning of these strange things, and whither do they

lead, and can they throw light upon the great duties of life, and help

solve the mighty problems of society, and point the way of relief from

the monstrous evils that afi‘lict mankind? These were important ques

tions, and if this new philosophy could answer them. it would indeed be

a boon of priceless value to mankind; but if it should fail, of what ben

fit would it be more than what we already were in possession of? But

instead of inquiring: What is Spiritualism for, and what its deep sig

nificance? It was regarded as variously as there are theories, and in

too~ many cases only as a nine days’ wonder, that would soon pass away

and leave little trace behind, While thousands flocked to the new shrine

and become its votaries, the large majority of the believers were princi

pally interested in its wonders; the outward manifestations only seem
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ed to absorb the attention of the people, and but little thought was be

stowed on the deeper significance of the phenomena.

This was natural, perhaps, in the beginning. But as the novelties and

wonders of twenty-eight years are now apparently wearing away, it is

perhaps an auspicious time to more earnestly inquire, in a calm, dispas

sionatc and philosophical manner, What has the world really gained

by modern Spiritualism, and what does it propose to do for humanity,

will it harmonize the antagonistic elements of society and give the

world a true science of religion. based upon sound philosophy and en

lightened reason ‘9

1n the limits of a magazine article no one can show all the benefits de

'rived from modern Spiritualism, nor can it be done in a dozen articles

by a finite mind, because the subject is as vast as man’s destiny, and

as comprehensive as his relations.

All we can hope to do, therefore, is to point out or hint at some of the

more prominent features of the uses of modern Spiritualism. Among

these uses we may say that it has demonstrated the truth of immortali

ty. Before it was only a faith—now it is a knowledge, to all who have

studied this profound subject in the true way.

It teaches that eternal progress is the great law which governs in the

material and in the spiritual worlds, and that by this law man’s destiny

is unending progress.

It teaches that evil is the manifestation of temporal conditions, result

ing from our physical relations to this life, while good is the natural

outgrowth of the development of the soul, and is therefore permanent

and lasting as existence. '

As the warm and genial rays of the sun in springtime overpower and

break up the ice-bound crust of earth and release vegetatation from its

wintry bands, that it may start forth into higher manifestations of life

and beauty, so modern Spiritualism shines forth now with a bright ef

fulgency that is breaking the icy bands of the medieval dogmas that

have so long enshrouded the mental and spiritual nature of mankind,

and will dispense with freedom of thought, joy to the sorrowing, peace

on earth and good will to man.

_—__‘.>_—_.

This issue completes volume I.
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A HISTORY OF LIFE.

' as IS GATHERED mom BIBLICAL LORE.

(CONCLUDED.)

But, as We say we look beyond into the never fading fields of Paradise,

and there behold the martyr’ s crown which is far more beautiful than

an earthly crown.

Every sorrow is compensated by a sweet and tender flower of beauty;

every noble and unselfish action gives in return a beautiful blessing—a

glad picture of peace; every act of self denial is followed by the reward

of gratified hopes, of joy inconceivable, whereas in the ever revolving

cycles, the selfish, the low and the base must return to the fountain

from whence it flowed, as all things return to the original source.

All things move in circles or globules. Globules compose the mighty

ocean, as well as the tiny rill; minute spheres of dust compose the earth;

and the planetary system is spherical, and thus we might enumerate.

The smoke ascending from your chimney, moves spirally, and when you

may find the atmosphere in that condition, that you see it break and

move upward, it is in a circle or hook-like form: the waters arise by

the action of the sun, are deposited in rain clouds, descend upon the

earth and flow again to the same source, performing a circle; they are

inexhaustible and undestroyable; the atmosphere of dust may whirl

through the air yet return again to their natural position.

We here find the law of compensation and retribution. We cannot

say it is a wrathful, an avenging God, for we are strictly told he is a

loving Father, that God is love. It is rather the law of nature, that

“whatsoever a man sows that shall he reap.” If he sows wheat he does

not expect to reap barley, for after performing the circle from seed to

germ again, the return is like unto that sown only four fold; and should

he' sow a harvest of thistles he has a fourfold harvest; thus we come to

the law of retribution and compensation.

Everything is subject unto the law in the natural world and we find

no deviation from it in any instance. Verin then, the law of action is

the same.

The noble, high, holy endeavors, the aspirations after greater and

more glorious labor is sown, cast into the darksomc mould and we must
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wait until the gentle rains of springtime, the warm revivifying and re

newing rays of the June sun have developed our grain, and the scorch

ing sun of July has ripened and we gather our harvest; but if we have

sown selfishness, lust, crime, iniquity, hatred and revenge; this is cast

into the mould and the thistles of retribution spring up with pain

and sorrow. If we have sown thesweet seeds of love, of puritty, and of

patience, humility and brotherly kindness, what flowers of beauty and

fragrance spring up as compensation, the birds carol, and the rills dance

along our pathway, birds of peace and joy, the pure white dove which

cooes so lovingly; rills of laughter and merriment, as pure as the azure

of heaven, and as sparkling as the moonlight beams on the falls of Ni

agara; mountains of grandeur vieing with the Alps, towering in our

spirit’s real realm, elevate the spirit above the petty cares, the

bickerings of the malicious crowd who would thrust forked tongues of

fire into the heart of him who would rise. Demons, demons, of the

lower regions! leave our brotherhood! Leave the spirit of man, and let

him arise, a grand and glorious son of God, a majestic monarch, fit to

rule himself. Angels, work on zealously! although the tear of sorrOw

must sometimes be shed, the law of life reveals the truth; that by the

loving Father the seeds sown were originally pure; that it is only this

which give us a hope of redemption; that man has fallen from a high

estate, and it is to be redeemed. by the cleansing power which was

taught by Jesus of Nazareth, that he shall ascend, and that what the

Father sowed shall eventually be reaped, and the opposing demons may

return unto their own realm forming a globe of darkness which may

eventually develop a beanteous and ever green clime of grandeur, form

ing the black soil, from which spring the gentle flowers, the beautiful

foliage, and the waving grass of the meadows; converting the evil into

good by placing in its proper position, with its proper use, and confin

ing in its sphere of development, there to evolve greater and more glo

rious things—making it the servant instead of the master; then har

mony, peace and angelic love, the ruler, the leaders and controllers shall

reign.

IDA M. MERRILL.

__+__

The misery of the young man who courts a fashionable belle and loses

her is only excelled by the misery of the man who courts and wins her.
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INDIAN WITH THE DEAD CHILD.

In the silence of the midnight

I journeK with my dead;

In the dar ness of the forest boughs

A lonely path I tread.

But my heart is high and fearless,

As by mighty wings ugborne;

The mountain eagle hat not plumes

So strong as love and scorn.

I have raised thee from the grave-s od,

B the white man’s ath defiled;

On the ancestral wi derness

I bear thy dust, my child!

I have asked the ancient deserts

To give my dead a place,

Where the stately footsteps of the free

Alone should leave a trace.

And the tossiugbpines made answer:

“Go, bring us ack thine own;”

And the streams from all the hunters’ hills

Rush’d with an echoing tone.

Thou shalt rest by sounding waters

That yet untamed may roll;

The voices of that chainless host

With joy shall fill thy soul.

Inthe silence of the midnight

I journey with the dead,

Where the arrows of my father‘s bow

Their falcon-flights have sped.

I have left the spoilers’ dwellings

For evermore behind;

Unmingled with their household sounds,

For me shall sweep the wind.

Alone amidst their hearth-fires,

I watched my child’s decay,

Uncheered 1 saw the spirit-light

From his young eyes fade away .

When his head sank on my bosom,

When the death slee o'er him‘fell,

Was there one to say, ‘ A friend is near ‘8"

There was nonel pale race, farewell!

To the forests, to the cedars,

To the warrior and his bow,

Back, back! I bore thee laughing thence,

I bear the slumbering now!
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I bear thee unto burial

With the mighty hunters gone;

I shall hear thee in the forest breeze

Thou wilt speak of joy, my son.

In the silence of the midnight

I journey with the dead;

But in heart is strong, and strong my step—

My ather’s path I tread.

—Mrs. Heunw'n.

_____»_._____

ONLY A MOMENT.

 

BY JESSE H. BUTLER.

“Only a moment”—how often we say,

When a moment is thrown like a pearl away;

In a moment, the rosebud is opened to light

To gladden the soul, and gladden the sight.

In only a moment the lightening was born

That blasted the centuried tree in the storm!

And a moment of madness and mirth oft has given

A blight to the soul that has robbed it of heaven.

These moments of life—what mind can concieve

Their importance in future, to profit or grieve?

What mortal can guess when he starts on his way

If the road leads to darkness, or gladness and day?

A moment ve life to a Corsican bold,

Who toppl the thrones that were mighty and old;

Gave new light to a world that lie low in its gloom,

And bade liberty spring from the warrior’s tomb.

One moment of sight, gives the lover his bliss

For an infinite life in the next world and this;

Or it lunges down into sorrow and woe,

Into iscord and hate in the regions below.

One moment of hate—how it shrivels the soul

In its burnings, its ashes, its hateful control;

It withers each flower, that comes 'neath its breath,

Blasting childhood and youth into silence and death.

One moment of joyfulness—laughing along

Like a maiden in springtime, with mirth and with song;

It falls like the dew. on each valley and hill

And sings down old time, like a swift-laughing rill!

One moment of laughter, is good for a boy;

It gives to his mother a day full of joy;

’Tis a sunray of light, in the school on the street;

Makes the maiden s grow glad when together they meet.

Just thinkl—if each moment should stand in its place,

In the life of each man, of each nation and race;

And receiveZits full share of the thou ht that it brings,

Would the night bird of sorrow still utter his wings?
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No, no! every life would sing on in its glee

As the prophets have sung—in the good time to be!

And the lie of the lip, should no longer be known

But the voice of sweet truth sing its music alone.

Great souls, watch the moments,—dress them with flowers,

Till they grow into musical, rythmical hours;

And the hours rounded up, on the dial of time,

Bind their brows with the laurels and garlands divine!

A moment—to youth is a white tablet given

To write in bright gold, his glad birthright to heaven;

And the aged may grasp at the moments to-da

Till the song of redemption sings sorrow away

(Written for A FOUNTAIN or LIGHT.)

+

ERRORS CORRECTED .

 

The following errors occurred in Signs of the Times:

No. 8 should have read “many Synagogues accused,” not “occured.”

No. 12, “justice,” not “Jesus.”

No.26, “upbraiding of the prophet.”

NO' 37, “and now humanity will behold.”

No. 35, “others that need moving industrious poor and spread a light

that will never grow dim.”

1 No. 34, “do not command them; it is a signal."

N0. 50, “elevated,” not “devoted.”

The following verses entitled “Baby Arithmetic” we take from an ex

change:

-———“>——

BABY ARITHMETIC.

 

Rosebud, dainty and fair to see,

Flower of all the world to me,

Come this wa on your dancing feet—

Say, how muc do you love me, sweet ‘3

Red little mouth drawn gravely down,

White brow wearing a puzzled frown,

Wise little baby Rese is she,

Trying to measure her love for me.

“I love you all, the day and the ni ht,

All the dark and the sunshine brig it,

All the candy in every store,

All the dollars, and more and more,

Over the to s of the mountains high,

All the wor (1, way up to the sky.’


